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PREFACE
The aim of this book is to present editions of a genre of Babylonian texts which
concern themselves with the great cities of ancient Mesopotamia. We call these texts
'topographical', for want of a better word, but this is really a misnomer, for their purpose
is not topographical description of the cities in question, but rather the celebration of
their status as the great religious centres of the land. Topographical concerns were of
incidental interest to the texts' compilers, but their content, which comprises lists mainly
of religious buildings, but also of other features, is still of considerable importance to the
modern topographer. We hope, then, that the title of the work will be found admissible.
All the textual material presented in the following chapters - much of it for the first
time - belongs to the last fifteen centuries of the cuneiform tradition, a time when the
city of Babylon had risen to an unprecedented position of supremacy in the political and
religious life of ancient Mesopotamia. It therefore comes as no surprise that a high
proportion of the extant corpus of texts of the 'topographical' genre should be concerned
with this most famous of ancient Near Eastern cities. Such is the amount of material
dealing with Babylon, and such the volume of information that is provided by other
written sources - in particular the building inscriptions of the Chaldaean kings - and
by the investigations of archaeologists, first German and now Iraqi, that our knowledge
of Babylon and its sacred buildings far surpasses that of any other Mesopotamian
metropolis. The preoccupation of this book with this great city is thus an unavoidable
bias of circumstance.
The writer has endeavoured to reproduce in autograph as many of the sources as
possible. Copies of all tablets now placed in British collections and here edited - as well
as of other pieces incidental to the present work - appear in the plates, along with copies
of all but one of those manuscripts in foreign collections. Visits to museums in Britain
and Europe were largely funded by the Department of Education and Science, the British
Academy and the Ernest Cassel Education Fund, while the British School of Archaeology
in Iraq and the British Academy met the expenses of two stays in Baghdad. A grant from
the School of Oriental and African Studies, the University of London, brought the
project to its completion, while the final publication is greatly aided by a subvention
awarded by the British Academy. The appearance of this volume is owed to the
munificence of all these institutions. The tablets are published by generous permission of
the Trustees of the British Museum, the Friends of the Ashmolean Museum, the Director
of the Vorderasiatisches Museum of Berlin, the authorities of the Musee du Louvre, and
the Director General of Antiquities of the Iraq Museum. The authorities of the Archaeological Museum of Istanbul kindly consented to the inspection and collation of a
manuscript in their care. To the staff of all these museums go my warm thanks for
considerable help and kindness.
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To record my further debt to individual scholars, many of whom added to this book not
least by drawing my attention to a large number of unpublished sources, is a happy task. It
is hoped that those concerned will forgive this bare roll-call: Professors O.R. Gurney,
W.L. Moran, Erle Leichty, J. Bottero and R. Borger; Dr I.L. Finkel, the late Douglas
Kennedy, Mr C.B.F. Walker and Dr M.J. Geller; and Mr J.N. Postgate, Dr M. de
J. Ellis, Dr D.R. Frayne and Dr G.J.P. McEwan. Finally, it is a long-anticipated, and so
much the greater pleasure to acknowledge in gratitude and friendship the great contribution made to this work by my tutor in Assyriology, Professor W.G. Lambert. His
attentive guidance, keen criticism and unstinting generosity have been the mainstay of my
research.
It remains only to note that should the following pages be found wanting, the fault
attaches to none but their writer.
London
12th October 1987
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POSTSCRIPT

AnOr = Analecta Orienta/ia
l
N. Schneider, Die Drehem~ und Djoha~Urkunden der Strassburger UniversitiitsN und

In the interval that has inevitably fallen between the completion of the manuscript and
the printing of the volume Assyriological scholarship has proceeded apace. Over the
course of these four years I have attempted to keep the book abreast of modern
knowledge, though naturally reworking of the text has been kept to an absolute
minimum. If in this way I have overtaxed the good will of my publisher then I hope he
will be appeased by the acknowledgement here of the patience and skill that he and his
staff have invested in the book's production. One unexpected benefit came of the delay:
at the very last moment I was able to copy a small fragment in Istanbul, which was
previously known only from the copy of Geers and second-hand collation, thereby
making good what would have been the single omission from the plates. For permission
to study this tablet in person I am thus further indebted to the Director and staff of the
Istanbul Archaeological Museums, and I must also again express my thanks to the British
Academy, who funded my stay in Turkey.
London
4th October 1991

Uruk~Warka.
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Tintir = Babylon: the Genre and the Text (no. 1).

The Babylonian text of which a new edition appears in the following pages is one
traditionally known to Assyriology as the Topography of Babylon (Stadtbeschreibung
von Babylon). The present edition includes a large volume of previously unpublished
material, and it is clear from the reconstructed text now available that this learned and
scholarly work accords much less importance to those topographical considerations thai
were such a feature of the disconnected fragments utilised by Unger in his pioneering
edition. 1 As can now be seen, the sections of the text which relate to the city's topography
are very much an appendage to the main body of the work, which comprises lengthy lists
of the sacred epithets and religious buildings of Babylon. As we hope to demonstrate, the
primary purpose of these lists was not topographical, but theological and cosmological.
In view of this it has been thought best to discard the traditional modern name of the text
in favour of its ancient title, Tintir = Babylon.
The Babylonian title of the. text is derived from its incipit, according to the usual
ancient convention. As such it is found as an entry in a· catalogue of literary texts from
Assurbanipal's libraries at Nineveh,' as well as in the colophons of tablets on which the
text was inscribed. 3
Tintir is the most widely copied and best-known example of a genre of scholarly texts
of the late period which list and explain the sacred names and epithets of a city and its
temples and other religious buildings. Two other examples of the genre have survived in
fair states of completion. These are the Giitteradressbuch of Assur, which includes in
some recensions the much copied Assyrian Temple List and other lists of topographical
interest; and a considerable explanatory text, the Nippur Compendium, which deals with,
among other things, the epithets and names of Nippur and its temples. Two texts dealing
with shrines, temples and temple gates of Kis have also survived; in addition, a solitary
tablet listing shrines of Uruk, and three extracts of similar material on school tablets from
' In WVDOG 48, p. 84ff., and Babylon, pp. 22937, 240-45.
' K 13684+ Sm 2137, published by W.O. Lambert in the Kramer Anniversary Volume, p. 314, 9,

[ti]n.tirkt

= b[a-bi~lu].

3 MS z gives the title in full, while MS w abbreviates it to tin.tirkt (an abbreviation adopted in the
present work also).
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Ur, are also extant. All these are edited below in Chapters 4-7, together with other
relevant material (texts 18-34). Individual tablets and fragments similar to parts of Tintir,
but which at present find no place in the series, also deal with shrines, temples and temple
gates of Babylon, and these are edited in Chapter 2 (texts 2-12).
Most texts of the genre are lists of the two column type, but lists divided into three
columns also appear. In either format the left-hand column contains Sumerian epithets or
temple names, or other ceremonial names in Sumerian or Akkadian; the right-hand
column or columns supply translations or everyday equivalents, explaining the obscure or
difficult in terms of the familiar. In function and format the genre is thus closely allied to
the great corpus of Babylonian lexical texts; that corpus is not confined to lexicography,
of course, but covers every aspect of human knowledge, including, most relevant to the
genre edited in the present book, geography and toponymy. To these categories of lexical
texts belong not only Hh XXI (and other geographical lists collected in MSL XI) and
Kagal, but also 79-7-8, 291 (text no. 35), listing city gates and courtyards; Rm 350 II Rm
921 (no. 56), listing temple gates and city gates; KAV 134, listing temple gates; 82-3-23,
24 (no. 49), listing city epithets; BM 82861 (no. 51), a fragment of a geographical list;
BM 41911 (no. 50), 58541 (CT 57 203) and 82902 (no. 52), all listing toponyms; and
K 8382 (no. 39), which contains an excerpt, or perhaps two, from a list of toponyms and
temple names. Temple lists occur in lexical texts (most notably Proto-Kaga{J and in texts
of the present genre. Similar but independent lists are the Canonical Temple List, which
lists the temples of Babylonia by divine owner in order of rank, 4 and BM 123383
( + )128062 (no. 55) II KA V 84, a fragmentary text which gives brief lists of temples in
Kis, Nippur, Borsippa, Eridu and Tilmun. Other fragmentary temple lists are II R 61,
no. 5, which gives the main cult:centres of Babylonia, and K 14950 (no. 54).
This abundance of material is witness to the background of geographical and topographical lists - some assimilated into the old-established lexical corpus, others not against which Tintir = Babylon and the other texts of this late genre should be viewed.
But while the lexical background helps to explain the format and function of the genre,
considerations as to the purpose of these texts lead us elsewhere.
The attention given to the epithets and sanctuaries of Babylon, Nippur, Assur, Uruk
and Kis by the learned scholars of ancient Mesopotamia is no surprise. These cities were
chief among the great religious centres of Babylonia and Assyria. They were accordingly
the proper subjects for theological and cosmological speculation, by which means the
scholars sought to expound and glorify the religious fame and cosmological importance
of their cities. The glorification of the city and its temples was already a well-established
theme of Sumero-Babylonian literature long before Tintir and texts of the same type were
compiled. The time-honoured literary vehicle for such glorification was the hymn, and the

hymn addressed to a city or its temple is a particular feature of Sumerian literature. The
genre of the temple hymn was already known in the Early Dynastic period, a time when,
it appears, Sumerian literature first began to be committed to a firmly established written
tradition. s Sumerian temple and city hymns can be loosely divided into two groups.
These are the short compositions and the longer, narrative hymns. Into the first category
falls the collection of 42 hymns which makes up the canon of the Sumerian Temple
Hymns, a compilation attributed to Sargon's daughter, En!Jeduanna, and known from
Nee-Sumerian as well as Old Babylonian copies; 6 the Kes Temple Hymn;' hymns to
E-kur and Nippur; 8 and two recently published Nee-Babylonian fragments! Such hymns
can be incorporated into longer compositions, as with the eulogy to Nippur and E-kur
which makes up a large portion of a well-known hymn to Enlil, and the hymn to temples
in Ur that introduces a Sulgi hymn. 10 The longer, narrative hymns are those which
describe the rebuilding of E-ninnu in Lagas by Gudea, 11 and the mythical founding of
E-engurra at Eridu. 12
The genre of the hymn to city or temple, like that of the royal hymn, did not survive
the transition to the Akkadian language well. As matters now stand, no example of a
bilingual temple hymn has survived from the Sumerian schools of the Old Babylonian
period. The sole bilingual composition, the hymn to Nippur and Babylon published as
KAR 8, is probably of Middle Babylonian origin. Of the extant material in Akkadian, the
hymns to Assur and Arbil rely less on the Sumerian tradition, a fact probably to be
accounted for by their northern origins 13 Only the hymn to Nippur and Babylon, a hymn
to E-zida and Borsippa, 14 and an unpublished hymn to Borsippa, BM 61625+76480,
remain, and these do show some affinity with the Sumerian hymns in their scope and
language. With these three compositions can also be placed a eulogy of Babylon included
in an unpublished hymn to Marduk, the relevant part of which is edited below in
Chapter 8, together with a small fragment of what may be a Sumerian hymn to
Babylon.'' Unlike their Sumerian counterparts in the scribal schools of the Old Babylonian Period, these Akkadian hymns do not seem to have achieved any widespread
currency. This points to a definite decline in the popularity of the city and temple hymn in
the scribal centres of Babylonia after the demise of much of Sumerian literature - a
demise which is perhaps the result of the eclipse of the ancient Sumerian centres of
learning, and most notably Nippur, by Babylon, a town with a historical and cultural
background much less deeply rooted in the Sumerian tradition.

4
II R 6!, nos. 1~3 and 6~7; Craig, AJSL 13,
p. 220, Sm 289; Pinches, PSBA 22, pp. 362, 364f.,
370; Meek, RA !7, p. !86, Rm !! 4!7; Moran,

Kramer Anniversary Volume, pl. II (photographs of
K !5262+Sm 289, Sm 278 and Sm 522); and unpublished joins and duplicates.

Copies of the KeS Temple J-Iymn from this

11

period have been found at Abii Saliibikh: see R.
Biggs, ZA 6!, p. !93 If.
.
' Sjoberg, TCS Ill.
7
Gragg, TCS III; and cf. note 5.
' Kramer, RSO 32, p. 95ff.; UETVI !!8.
' vs 24 38-39.
" Falkenstein, SGL I, p. II If., !4-73; SLTN 79
~ Su!gi 0, l-28.

12

s

TCL VIII = Gudea, Cylinders A and B.
Enki and E-engurra, for which see now al-

Fouadi, Enki's Journey.
13
STT 87 and LKA 32. See also a NA psalm to
Uruk, SAAB l, p. 31 If.
" Kocher, ZA 53, p. 236 If.
" Respectively BM 45986+ II BM 36646 (no.
46), and VAT !7523 (no. 47).
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The decline of the genre of the city and temple hymn after the Old Babylonian period
does not mean that men no longer sought to glorify the religious centres and sacred
buildings of Sumer and Akkad. The gap left by the diminishing currency of the city and
temple hymns is filled by texts whose attitude is not marked by the high-flown literary
language that characterises the hymns, but instead by the eclectic compilation and
abstruse commentary of learned scholars - the hallmarks of the erudite and selfconscious approach to literature, and particularly theological literature, adopted by the
intellectual scribes of the Kassite and later periods 16 The genre to which we refer is that
of Tintir = Babylon and the texts of a similar kind to which attention has been brought
above. These texts seek to glorify the religious and cosmological importance of a city not
by hymnal address (although the language of the Sumerian temple hymns is much used in
the sections listing city epithets, and is the background for much of the explanatory
commentary on temple names), but by the compendious collection of traditional city
epithets, and the exhaustive listing of every kind of sacred structure, from the great
temples down to the merest shrine. It is by these means that the texts of this genre
presented demonstrative and conclusive evidence of a city's religious and cosmological
pre-eminence.
The purpose of Tintir = Babylon was undoubtedly to glorify Babylon as a great
religious centre, just as the Sumerian temple hymns glorified the cities of Sumer and
Akkad as the homes of famous cults and great sanctuaries. The political eminence of the
city is hardly mentioned at all. Babylon had not always, however, such exalted pretensions. Tintir, which celebrates a city in a position of religious and cosmological
supremacy, must obviously have been compiled after Babylon acquired its pre-eminent
status. This brings us to considerations of the date of the text, and at the same time to a
suggestion as to the motive for its composition. A little historical and theological
background is necessary.
In the third millennium the ancient and traditional religious centre of Sumer and
Akkad was the city of Nippur, the cult-centre of Enlil, chief god of the Sumerian
pantheon. It remained so until the Kassite period. Furthermore, for most of this time
dominion over Nippur conferred on a ruler his right to the kingship of Sumer and
Akkad. Nippur, though never itself a sovereign power, was accordingly of special
significance in political matters. This political importance lasted until the rise of Babylon
under the dynasty of Hammurapi. Perhaps the greatest effect of the reign of this king was
the transformation of Sumer and Akkad from a land of small political units, based on
local city states and each vying with the others for a fleeting supremacy, into a land
which, while not by any means completely united, nevertheless had found a permanent
political capital. This capital was not the venerable city of Nippur, nor any other ancient
16 On the change in approach to literature and
religion in the Kassite period see W.G. Lambert,
BWL, p. 13fT.
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and famous foundation, but the comparatively insignificiant township chosen by Hammurapi's Amorite ancestors as their power base. This was Babylon. By virtue of the
political and military success of its First Dynasty Babylon was catapulted within a
century from obscurity to fame and glory. The apparent permanence of this success made
the city into the seat of kingship in southern Mesopotamia. The land of Sumer and
Akkad became Babylonia. But while· Babylon had achieved this unrivalled political
position, the city of Nippur remained the undisputed religious centre of the land
throughout the Old Babylonian period, and indeed well into the following Kassite period.
The conventional theology of Sumer and Akkad held that political affairs on earth
mirrored events in heaven. By a time early in the rise of the dynasty of Hammurapi
theologians had dignified the god of Babylon, Marduk, in the assembly of the gods by
means of a syncretism with Asallu\)i, a god who, as firstborn of Enki, held an exalted
position in the cult of Eridu and was part of the national pantheon recognized at Nippur.
This adoption of Marduk into the national pantheon accorded him recognition among
the gods which, in the ancients' view, was reflected on earth by the growing political and
military influence of his city, and justified it theologically. The subsequent exaltation of
Babylon to the status of a C!_ll'ital city during the reign of Hammurapi was accordingly
explained by the further promotion of Marduk within the pantheon by Anu and Enlil,
the joint head of the pantheon. 1 ' During the course of the Kassite period Babylon was
endowed with an antiquity not its own, by means of which its status as capital and seat of
kingship was given historical support. It joined a small group of cities especially
venerated for their antiquity, being accorded the title of "primeval city", an epithet which
is best known as a name of Sippar, but is used also of Nippur, Eres and Uruk.'' At this
time there may have also taken place in some literary circles a syncretism of Babylon with
the ancient, but now much declined, city of Eridu, by which means the mythological
traditions of the latter were adopted by the younger town; this syncretism was no doubt
helped by the fact that the pantheons of the two cities had already been linked in the Old
Babylonian period." Babylon thus became the "new" Eridu, or, to quote Tintir V 91,
"Eridu in which E-sagil [is built(?)]." The Kassite period, then, was a time when scholars
began to investigate the theological and cosmological implications of Babylon's political
pre-eminence.
The final stage in the rise of Marduk and Babylon took place when Marduk supplanted
Enlil as the executive head of the Babylonian pantheon 20 Just as Marduk replaced the
god of Nippur, so his city took over from Nippur as the religious centre of Babylonia.
1 ; The parallel improvement in the fortunes of
the city and its god is expressly attributed to Anu

and En!il inCH i
18

1~26.

The epithet is used of Babylon in an inscrip·

tion of Kurigalzu republished by W. Sommerfeld,
AfO 32, p. I, 4: aM!i sa~a-ti. For uru.ul.dU.a =iii siiti
used of other cities See the commentary to Tintir i 8.

On the invention for Babylon of a bogus past see
further the remarks of von Soden, UF 3, p. 254.
10 On the equation of Eridu and Babylon see the
commentary on Tintir I 21.
20 Marduk's rise is documented by W. Sommer~
feld, Der At.ifstieg Marduks; see also the review
article of W.G. Lambert in BSOAS 47, p. Iff.
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The simultaneous exaltation of Marduk and Babylon is expressed theologically in the
Creation Epic. After Marduk's defeat of Ti'iimat, the enemy of the gods, a victory which
gave him sole kingship over the entire universe, the new champion presided at the
mythical 'prototype' of the New Year Festival, a banquet held in his honour in a Babylon
newly and specifically built as the site of the divine assembly. 21 At this point the Creation
Epic is as much concerned with explaining the mythological origin of Babylon as the
religious centre of Babylonia, as it is with extolling the elevation of Marduk to supreme
position in the pantheon. As regards the date of the official exaltation of Marduk and
Babylon at the expense of Enlil and Nippur- a date before which Tintir, as it appears in
its present form, could not have been compiled - the evidence strongly favours the
twelfth century, perhaps more precisely the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I in that century's
last quarter. 22 Marduk's promotion was certainly lent a new authority by the retrieval of
his cult-statue from Elam by Nebuchadnezzar. This was an event which sparked off the
composition of a number of literary works; it was commemorated in an epic, 23 and in
other poetic compositions. 24
The enthusiastic upsurge in literary activity that accompanied the official elevation of
Marduk and Babylon in the state religion is a very plausible background for the
composition of the Creation Epic which, after all, is a mythological aetiology of just that
elevation." The same background would equally well suit the composition or compilation
of a text such as Tintir, which, as we have seen, was designed to extol the religious and
cosmological importance of Babylon. It could be argued that the Creation Epic and
Tintir were written not only at much the same time, but also for much the same motives.
Just as the former work was born of a necessity to demonstrate theologically and
mythologically that Enlil had ceded power to Marduk, so Tintir may have been the
product of a need to demonstrate that Babylon was endowed with a religious heritage
equal to, if not surpassing that of Nippur, and this being so, that it was fully in a
position to take over the theological and cosmological place of the older city in the
religious life of Babylonia. 26 General considerations apart, Tintir and the Creation Epic
show many points of contact, which reveal a mutual reliance on the same literary
traditions. Foremost among these are the celebration of Babylon as the "City of the King
of the Gods", 27 the allusion to certain of the names of Marduk listed in Tablets VI and

VII of the Creation Epic made by other epithets of Tintir l, 28 and the use in Tintir IV 1-2
of cosmological ideas expounded more fully in the Creation Epic.
However, it should be emphasized that Tintir does not show the hostility to Enlil and
Nippur that results in their almost total exclusion from the Creation Epic. Indeed, there
was a long-established cult of Enlil at Babylon, as witnessed by the fame and antiquity of
his temple, E-namtila; this, and his other shrines, Tintir could not ignore. But more
significant is the acknowledgement in Tintir I 42 of a tradition in which Babylon is the
creation not of Marduk, but of Enlil, a tradition which is of course entirely absent from
the Creation Epic. This, and the borrowing of epithets of Nippur by Babylon, might be
seen as a concession by the compiler of Tintir to the idea of a mythological and
cosmological syncretism of the two cities, an idea which also found expression in the
bilingual hymn KAR 8.
Apart from certain links between the Creation Epic and Tintir, a number of other
factors also suggest the twelfth century as the likely period in which the lists which make
up Tintir = Babylon found their final form. The evidence of what royal inscriptions
survive suggests that none of the literary names of Babylon - Tintir, Suanna, Eridu,
Uru-ku and Dim-kurkurra- achieved much official currency until this century. Further,
the sacred names of the city walls, lmgur-Enlil and Nlmit-Enlil, are not attested until the
very end of the Kassite period, and the Second Isin Dynasty. The appearance of such
names of the city and its monuments demonstrates a considerable interest in the theology
and cosmology of Babylon. This interest, drawing heavily on the Sumerian heritage
committed to writing in the Old Babylonian schools, was primarily of scholarly origin,
and thus can well be imagined as spawning a learned exposition such as Tintir.
To summarize, the twelfth century, having witnessed the official religious exaltation of
Marduk and Babylon to a position theretofore occupied by Enlil and Nippur alone, was
a time of increased theological speculation among intellectuals and scholars, whose major
products- the Creation Epic being foremost among them -celebrated and expounded
the new order. As the evidence now stands, Tintir = Babylon, with its close relationship
to the Creation Epic and its often explicit borrowing of the traditional theology and
cosmology of Nippur, reflects the mood and needs of the time especially well. It would be
unwise, however, to rule out the possibility that the compiler of Tintir drew on already
existing lists. Attention has already been drawn to the lexical background of Tintir and its
gel)re. The format of lists in two and three columns used in the text is one that became
standard for lexical texts in the Kassite period, and it is not improbable that forerunners
of Tintir as we know it were compiled by Middle Babylonian scholars.
The sheer number of library tablets of Tintir, and of school tablets inscribed with
extracts of the text, demonstrates the popularity achieved by this erudite and scholarly
work in the scribal centres of the first millenium. It had been long enough established in
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Enfima eli§ V I 17-30 and VI 51~81.
Sommerfeld, Der Aufstieg Marduks, p. 183;
W.G. Lambert in McCullough, The Seed of Wis~
dom, p. 9ff.; BSOAS 47, p. I.
23
CT 13 48, on which see Grayson BHLT,
p. 42f.
24 IV R2 20, no. I, and duplicates: see Lambert,
The Seed of Wisdom, p. 9 1 ?f.; III R 38, no. 2; see
Brinkman, PHPKB, p. 328f.
25 That the Creation Epic was composed at this
21
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The borrowing of the epithet, "Bond of Hea-

ven and Underworld" (I 35), in particular, demonstrates that the compiler of Tintir conceived of his
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the learned literary tradition to be well represented in the libraries of Assurbanipal
excavated at Kuyunjik. For teaching purposes Tintir became a standard copy-book, and
as a library text it was no doubt a useful work of reference which scholars could consult
on the matter of the sometimes obscure or little-used ceremonial names for Babylon's
walls, rivers, streets, temples and other sanctuaries, and so on. In this way explanatory
quotations from Tintir found their way into such other texts as a god list, a commentary
on Ludlul and royal inscriptions. 29
Tintir = Babylon is a series of five Tablets of unequal length, surviving in varying
degrees of completion - Tablet III, indeed, not at all. The available manuscripts now
yield a reconstructed text of nearly 300 lines, with perhaps as much as one quarter of the
original work still missing. The first section of Tintir, Tablet I, is a list of the 51 names
and epithets of Babylon. The list is divided into three sub-columns, each line comprising a
name or epithet in Sumerian, then the name "Babylon" as the primary explanation, and
finally an Akkadian translation or interpretation of the Sumerian (this is a format often
used in explanatory texts, particularly god lists: one of like format and purpose is CT 25
47, K 8222 + ibid. 46, K 7658, which explains in Akkadian the Sumerian names of
Marduk). Many of these Sumerian epithets are of the same kind as those attested for
Nippur and other old Sumerian cities in Sumerian literary texts: some of them are
borrowed verbatim. 30 Others betray later origins, as is shown by their poor grammar,
their inverted word order or their use of mu.lu and the verbal root to express the
Akkadian active participle;'' this sort of bastardized Sumerian is typical of the scholarly
endeavour of the Kassite and later periods, and very probably reflects 'back translation'
into Sumerian from Akkadian. Occasionally a Sumerian epithet is irreconcilable with the
translation afforded it, if not in fact corrupt. 32 The themes of the epithets are those of the
Sumerian city and temple hymns. They portray the city as a place of prosperity and
happiness, of justice, freedom and beauty, whose foundation is primeval, created by the
gods and chosen by them as their home; on this account it is a sacred city, a fount of life
and a source of wisdom, the religious and cosmological centre of the universe, given over
to the celebration of festivals and exercising control over kingship and the divine decrees
which rule mankind.
As regards the structure of Tablet I, there is no apparent overall order. Granted that
the important names Tintir and Suanna, which alone are the subject of multiple
Akkadian interpretations, come first; but thereafter other important names and epithets
appear at random without preferential treatment, except perhaps Dim-kurkurra, "Bond
of the Lands", whose position at the end of the list invites comparison with the place of
Biil-miitiiti, "Lord of the Lands", as the last of the names of Marduk in the Creation

Epic. There is, however, a certain loose thematic structure to the Tablet, in that epithets
are often grouped in pairs of parallel meaning, and, once, a triplet. 33
Within the genre the closest parallel to Tintir I is the early sections of the Nippur
Compendium (§§ 1-3), which list names of Nippur explained less literally than those of
Babylon.
According to the catch-line of MS w, Tintir I is followed by the subtu-list, accordingly
Tablet II; the sequence is confirmed by the lay-out of MS z, which was inscribed with the
whole series. In MS g, however, Tablet I is followed by the temple list (Tablet IV), and
this was probably also true of MS A; it may be that some editions of Tintir omitted
Tablets II and III.
The text of Tablet II is not completely restored. We have its first 50 lines, and probably
the last 41; into the considerable gap in the middle can almost certainly be put the second
excerpt of MS C, with its duplicates, and this yields a further sequence of 18 lines. Tablet
II is a list of small shrines mostly designated by the Akkadian word subtu, literally "seat"
(a few shrines, if the traces are read right, are listed under the term manziizu, literally
"station", which apparently fulfilled much the same function as the subtu). 34 These
shrines are listed by ceremonial name (nearly always Sumerian), and described in the
second column as belonging to one or, rarely, two deities. Following the divine name, or
names, is a brief description, which further defines the shrine in terms of its location, 35 its
divine occupant or occupants, 36 or some cultic function with which it is associated. 37
Unfortunately much of this interesting material is lost in the surviving sources. Before we
can evaluate what is left we should first examine what is meant by the term subtu.
In the narrowest sense the "seat" of a god was the pedestal on which, in cultic practice,
his symbol or image rested, denoting thus his presence. That this is so is demonstrated by
the curse clauses of boundary stones, in which are invoked "all those gods whose names
are mentioned·, whose symbols are exhibited and whose "seats" are revealed on this
stele", 38 the names being written in the text, and the symbols being depicted in the
accompanying reliefs as very often resting on pedestals in the form of small, panelled
bases. The symbol of Anu, depicted in this manner in a relief on the Nazi-Maruttas
boundary stone, tagged with the label da-[num], is further described in the text as the
"seat and crown-symbol of Anu, king of Heaven". 39 This leaves no doubt that the square
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box-like object which serves as a symbol pedestal in these and other reliefs is what is

shrines themselves. Where enough is known about these locations and shrines it becomes
clear that they were parts of the great temple complex of E-sagil, the cult-centre of
Marduk: note in this regard its gates Ka-ma!J and Ka-ude-babbar; its courtyards, the
Grand Court, the Upper and Lower Courts, and Ubsu-ukkinna, the Court of the Divine
Assembly; and its shrines, E-!Jal-anki, Ki-zalagga, Du-ki-sikil, Du-ku, the Dais of
Destinies, and Kasbar-kalamma. These parts of E-sagil appear scattered at random
throughout Tintir II, and it seems on this account very probable that this Tablet of Tintir
is given over entirely to the listing of the shrines of Marduk's temple. That the list deals
with the shrines of a single temple or temple complex is further suggested by the fact that
references to locations which in theory could be anywhere - such as a Chariot House, a
well, the chapels of various gods - are made without additional clarification. Such
clarification would of course be redundant if we accept the simple explanation that the
text concerns itself with a single sanctuary. Other texts of the genre that list shrines in a
single sanctuary are the Shrine List of E-sarra, dealing with subtu's in the great temple of
Assur, and the shrine list from Uruk, which lists subtu's in !Star's temple in that city.
The end of the shrine list is preserved only in MSS Bii, the text of which continues,
after a ruling, with a section giving details of gates in E-sagil. This section, headed "Rites
and Ordinances of E-sagil", lasts only another six lines of MS B before a second ruling is
made. At this point the text breaks off completely, with perhaps only a dozen lines
remaining on the tablet. This space may, of course, have been occupied entirely by the
catch-line of Tablet III and one of Assurbanipal's longer colophons.
The loss of the catch-line for Tablet III denies us all knowledge of its content, and it is
impossible to determine whether this section of Tintir = Babylon is completely lost, or
simply unrecognized as such. A number of texts and fragments are extant that list and
explain sacred structures of Babylon, such as throne-daises and temple gates, and these
are edited in the next chapter; but as things now stand none of them is an obvious
candidate for Tintir III, and the matter must remain unresolved for the present.
From what is left of the library tablet, MS A, it is apparent that the list of the temples
of Babylon immediately precedes the fifth and last Tablet of the series, and is accordingly
Tintir IV. This temple list gives the ceremonial names of the 43 major cult-centres of
Babylon, and the deities to whom they belonged (except for E-sagil, the ziqqurrat
E-temen-anki, and Ea's temple, E-kar-zaginna, in lines l-3, which are explained in
cosmological terms, being evidently too well known to need simpler explanation). The
majority of these sanctuaries are designated bltu, "temple", but three are called parakku,
"throne-dais", which implies a more modest affair. The summary of these 43 sanctuaries
in Tintir V 82 nevertheless describes them all with the term maljiizu, "cult-centre".
The text of Tablet IV is now completely restored. The order of the list is topographical,
for the temples are grouped according to their respective city quarters. The text begins
with those temples in the quarter that was the religious centre of Babylon, the quarter
Eridu, and continues with the other parts of the eastern half of the city, and then with its

meant by Subtu,

~'seaC'. 40

The cultic function of such pedestals is indicated in a ritual from Uruk, which specifies
that the gods - that is, their statues or symbols - should, when taking up their positions
before Anu in the Grand Court of his temple in Uruk, sit on "seats"Y In Tintir II itself
one subtu is specifically described as the "seat on which a star-symbol rests" 42 while
others are "seats" on which gods "sit", by which we should no doubt understand that
these are pedestals for divine symbols and statues. 43 Evidence for the size of these symbol
pedestals comes from the six examples excavated in Assyria, which measure anything
from 52 by 12 em to 109 by 51 em, 44 and from a metrological text in the Metropolitan
Museum of New York, which gives the dimensions of a subtu in the chapel of Nergal in
E-sagil, Marduk's cult-centre in Babylon, as 2~ cubits by 1~ cubits (about 130 by
80 em). 45
The term §ubtu is not always used in this strictest of senses, however, either in Tintir II
or elsewhere. Thus in Tintir II 33'-34' two shrines are listed as being located in a subtu
that has already appeared in the list; in line 5 the subtu of Ea apparently houses an
atmanu, normally a room in itself, but here evidently a movable object. 46 Line 16 lists a
subtu described as the "Chariot House" of E-sagil, while in line 38 a shrine of Samas is
said to be "inside" a §ubtu. Plainly, while some of the §ubtu's of the list are to be seen as
simple pedestals, as we noted above, others must be imagined as being small rooms in
which items of cultic furniture and equipment, including symbol pedestals, could be
kept. 47
The order of the shrines listed in Tintir II seems to be loosely topographical, in that
where enough complete or nearly complete lines have survived in sequence, there is often
a grouping according to location. Thus lines 16'-24' deal with the courtyard Ubsuukkinna and the shrines within it; lines 40-41 list shrines in Ka-ude-babbar, 42-45 those
in or near Ka-ma!J, 31' -32' two in the Grand Court, and 33' -34' two in a room called
A-suda (but note, on the other hand, that A-suda is itself listed at some distance, in I. 8').
Some of these topographical locations are attested elsewhere, as indeed are a few of the
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western quarters. Within these groupings no overriding order is detectable, but the
temples of Eridu itself are apparently listed according to their importance, beginning with
the temple complex of Marduk, which certainly comprised the sanctuaries of Ea,
Madanu, Gula and Belet-Babili (!Star of Babylon), as well as E-sagil and the ziqqurrat.
The text of Tablet IV is the subject of two, or perhaps three commentaries, which seek
to explain the Sumerian temple names with Akkadian interpretations, both literal and
speculative: these are edited in Chapter Two. One source for Tintir IV, MS e, includes
such explanations in a third sub-column, of which precious little is extant. 48 A parallel
text in three columns is the Assyrian Temple List (Giitteradressbuch of Assur §4) in
which the Akkadian explanations occupy the second column, between the ceremonial and
everyday names of the temples. The list of temples in the Nippur Compendium (§6)
consists of ceremonial names and Akkadian explanations only.
The last Tablet of the series is the fifth, most of whose 104lines are now complete. The
text begins by listing in a single column small shrines of Marduk, which are designated
parakku, "throne-dais", upon which the "seat" of a god (the pedestal for his symbol or
statue) might be located, either inside or outside a temple 49 Beyond the fact that these
cultic daises were dedicated to Marduk (established by the summary in V 83), little is
known of them, but since one of them was a well-known landmark at the western limit of
the city quarter TE.P 1, 50 and another lay on the procession route of Marduk between
E-sagil and the Ak!tu Temple, 51 it appears that they were outdoor shrines scattered
throughout the city, and probably accessible to the general public in a way that the great
sanctuaries were not. Confirmation of this comes from texts which list other cultic daises
(none of them appearing in Tintir V) in city gates, streets and temple gateways, as well as
inside the temples themselves (these are among the texts and fragments edited in the next
chapter). Note further the locations, mostly in temple gateways, of the cultic daises of the
seven Asakku-Demons in Babylon, as recorded in the Archive of Mystic Heptads. 52
After listing the parakku's Tablet V turns to matters which are of greater topographical
interest: a list in two columns of the ceremonial and everyday names of the gates, walls,
rivers and streets of the city (ll. 49-81). The ceremonial names are replete with religious
and theological allusions, and it is apparent that these parts of the city were conceived as
fulfilling as much a sacred function as the temples and other shrines with which the lists
of Tintir have up to this point been concerned. Gates and walls guarded the city with
divine assistance; waterways brought it abundance; and streets were the stages for the
processions of the gods. Their inclusion in what is essentially a work that glorifies

Babylon as a great religious centre is thus not out of place. 53 The Giitteradressbuch of
Assur also includes such material (no. 20, §§ 2-3).
The first part of the next section of Tablet V summarizes the information given in
Tablets IV and the first part of V, setting out the total figures of the temples, daises of
Marduk, walls, rivers, city gates and streets (ll. 82-84). At least one of the figures given
here, 24 for the streets, does not tally with the preceding text, which lists only 21. The
order of the categories is also displaced, the block of eight city gates having previously
been listed between the daises and the walls. A third discrepancy between the full lists and
the summary section is the latter's continuation in lines 85-88, which present totals for
large numbers of small cultic locations not listed elsewhere in Tintir. 54 The differences
between the summary section and the lists that precede it suggest that they were compiled
independently of one another. We may also note that the order of city quarters in Tablet
IV, the temple list, differs from that of V 92-102. That the individual sections of Tintir
were not entirely dependent on each other may be evidence that the text was compiled, at
least in part, from already existing lists, which themselves had divergent traditions of
statistics and order.
The final section of Tablet V deals with the quarters of the city, first those on the east
bank and then those on the west. This topographical exposition (ll. 89-1 04) is introduced
and concluded by lines which have a literary flavour, and hark back to the hymnal
epithets of Tablet I. The text of the lines which describe the limits of the city quarters is
now completely restorable, and the problems which in the past have attended the location
of the quarters on the map of Babylon are now much easier to resolve. These matters are
partly the subject of the next section of the introduction.
Tintir and the Topography of Babylon

The text of Tintir = Babylon remains the most important cuneiform source for the
topography of Babylon. It describes the city as it was during the reigns of the last Kassite
kings and the Second !sin Dynasty, if our dating of the text's compilation to the twelfth
century is correct. It is apparent from a comparison of the text of Tintir with the plan of
sixth century Babylon provided by the German archaeological expedition, 55 and with
the topographical material buried in the inscriptions of the Sargonid and Chaldaean
kings, that the lay-out of the city changed little from the twelfth century to the era of the
Persian kings. The most notable feature of this city is its regular plan: its quadrilateral
53
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The curvature of MS x suggests that this
tablet also had a third sub-column. The Akkadian
explanations thus appear to have been an optional
addition to the regular, two-columned list.
49 A commentary on Surpu explains the "outdoor shrine with its seat" as a parakku: see below

the commentary on V 86-88.
so Tintir V 20 and 97.
51 See V 14 and commentary.
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Tintir II 5'.
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walls, pierced by eight gates ceremonially named after the great gods of Babylonia, each
of which is served by a similarly named procession street. This regularity can by no
stretch of the imagination be seen as the result of happy chance: urban growth, if allowed
free rein, does not yield a city plan in which much order is noticeable. 56 At some time
before the compilation of Tintir it is evident that the city of Babylon was the subject of a
programme of town-planning, which determined its lay-out for the rest of its occupied
history (even shifts in the river bed seem to have been of no great consequence as regards
the overall plan of the city). The need for town-planning, we suspect, was caused by a
considerable expansion of the city in the first half of the second millennium. At the
beginning of this time Babylon was an insignificant provincial town ruled by an imperial
governor (ensi) who answered to the central administration of Ur. By its close this
provincial town had risen to the status of capital city of southern Mesopotamia. As we
have seen above, the key to this rise in fortune is the achievements of the dynasty of
Hammurapi. Political, military and economic factors brought to Babylon a new wealth.
A centralized system of taxation and the plunder of pillaged cities were sources of
prosperity, though not always reliable ones. More significant was the declining fertility of
the land alongside the eastern branch of the Euphrates, and that river's diminishing
navigability. Settlements along the Ara!Jtu, the branch of the Euphrates that flowed
through Babylon, benefited from this decline both in terms of more intensive agriculture,
and through an increase in trade and river traffic. 57 Sudden increase in wealth usually
triggers off a boom in population. The new prosperity of Babylon, and its position as the
seat of a government dependent on a central bureaucracy, must have led to a considerable expansion of the city's residential quarters, and this, eventually, to a need for city
walls of greater circuit accommodating a larger ground area. These new walls would
certainly have to allow for projected further expansion of the city, and thus would need
to surround not only the existing urban area but in addition an appreciable amount of
open land, which could always be put to agricultural use until eventually built on. In this
way there would be no constriction on the shape of the new wall's circuit, and the
planners would be able to choose whatever lay-out appeared ideal to them. As it turned
out this was rectangular. 58 The date of the building of this new wall, called Imgur-Enlil
by Tintir and other texts, is not known; but certainly Imgur-Enlil existed in the late
Kassite period. 59 No mention of a new wall of Babylon is made in the Old Babylonian
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Fig. I. The site of Babylon before excavation.
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56 On the growth of cities in ancient Mesopotamia, and the question of town-planning, see
P. Lampl, Cities and Planning in the Ancient Near
East, p. l9ff., and Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, p. 125ff., "Urbanism".
57 On the growing importance of the AraQtu in
historical times see the commentary on Tintir V 59.
Documentation of topographical names appearing
in the following exposition is likewise to be found in

the commentary, ad Joe.
58 Esarhaddon considered the walls of Babylon
to describe a square, as also did Herodotus' source
in such matters. The square was perhaps conceived
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and Diir-SarrukCn, also "planned" are both very
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anachronism.
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period after the time of Apil-Sin, but his reign seems a little early for such a grand and
ambitious project. As often the silence of the Kassite period may hold the answer, and it
may well have been a king of this dynasty under whom the town plan of Babylon, the
royal capital of the Kassite kings, attained its final and symmetrical appearance.
Before we go on to review the topography of the city as it appeared to the compiler of
Tintir, and indeed to the writers of later sources, it would be well to take a look at the
evidence of the Old Babylonian period. As noted above, we suspect the city to have
expanded very considerably under the kings of the First Dynasty; evidence for the
topography of Babylon in this period, both textual and archaeological, is, however,
regrettably scanty. Some id_ya of the city during the middle years of the First Dynasty can
be obtained from a consideration of the temples kiwwn from written sources to have been
consecrated at this time. 60 Thanks to the Babylonian tradition of rebuilding temples in
exactly their original sites - in so far as this was possible: one thinks of Nabonidus
diligently searching for foundations laid by previous kings- it is fairly certain that if we
know the location of a temple in the later periods, ipso facto we know its older site too.
Assuming further that the presence of a temple in a particular site is a reasonable
indication of a history of permanent occupation in that vicinity at least as old as the
temple itself, we can gather some idea of the approximate extent of the city from the
sanctuaries known to have been in use within it, and whose locations are known from the
textual or archaeological evidence of later periods.
In the eastern half of Babylon, the city's left bank, the written sources of the middle
Old Babylonian period attest to the existence of Marduk's cult-centre, E-sagil; E-turkalamma of Belet-Babili; E-niten-du (later also E-nitenna) of Sin; E-gisnu-gal of Sin; and
an unnamed temple of the goddess Ninisinna, probably to be identified with Tintir's Egalmah of Gula. In addition a year name of Sar-kali-sarr! vouches for the existence of a
temple of the Akkadian goddess Aniinitum from the third millennium. With the exception
of E-gisnu-gal, all these temples are ascribed by Tintir in a later period as being in the
quarter of Eridu, the religious centre of Babylon. E-gisnu-gal is in the quarter of Kullab,
which lay immediately east of Eridu. Aside from these temples, we also know of the
quarter Newtown, whose existence shortly after the time of Hammurapi is demonstrated by
a commercial archive excavated in the mound Merkes; 61 according to the topographical
exposition of Tintir V Newtown lay just north and west of Kullab.
For the western half of Babylon the Old Babylonian sources mention E-namtila, the
temple of Enlil; E-me-sikil of Amurru; E-diku-kalamma of Samas; and E-namhe of
Adad. In Tintir IV all these temples are found in the quarter Kumar, which was thus
60

A useful survey of the cults of the gods of

Sumer and Akkad in Old Babylonian times, arranged according to city, is that of J. Renger in Heidelberger Studien, p. 137ff.
6l The archive knows the quarter as iilum eSSum
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the west, across the river. See further Tintir V 95

and commentary.

Fig. 2. Babylon: excavations in the eastern city (after Bergamini, Mesopotamia 12, pl. I).
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already in the Old Babylonian period something of a religious centre, for which we can
assume the long history of permanent settlement that such importance would suggest.
Around the time of Hammurapi, then, Babylon consisted of a historical nucleus centred
on what became the quarters of Eridu (and the adjoining part of Kullab, probably the
southern part of the mound Merkes) and Kumar; the city thus lay then, as later, astride
the river. Around this nucleus, which we might for convenience (not on inscriptional
evidence) call the Old City, new suburbs began to be settled, both in the east and in the
west, as the political, military and economic factors mentioned above combined to
increase the city's population.
As for the walls and gates of Babylon under the dynasty of Hammurapi, we know they
existed but do not know their exact location. Two city walls, both built in the 19th
century, are known from year names of early kings of this dynasty. The first, the "Great
Wall" of Babylon, was constructed, or begun, by Sumuabum in his accession year; 62 the
same wall was rebuilt - or perhaps completed - eighteen years later by Sumulael. The
building of this wall reflects the need of the newly independent city for security, as its
Amorite masters strove vigorously to establish a power-base capable of withstanding the
armies of Kis, Kazallu and Larsa, all of which posed a military threat in Akkad at this
time. Less than fifty years later Apil-Sin built what was probably a completely new wall,
to judge from its name, "New Grand Wall." The main gate of this wall's eastern section
may not have been finished for a further fourteen years. 63 The wall of Sumuabum and
Sumulael we imagine to have surrounded the historical nucleus of Babylon referred to
earlier as the Old City. Apil-Sin's wall, apparently built from scratch, may have followed
the same circuit as the wall it replaced or may, on the other hand, have been of larger
compass, accommodating within its perimeter any new settlements which might, even at
this time, have sprung up outside the gates of the old wall. However this may be, it
appears that gates belonging to one or other of these Old Babylonian walls survived - in
name at least - long after the walls themselves were replaced by Imgur-Enlil and fell into
disuse: certainly sources of later periods mention gates which can only have been well
inside the later city wall, and the location of others on the circuit of Imgur-Enlil by other
commentators is questionable. Tintir itself acknowledges the existence of two gates close
to the city centre, these being the Grand Gate and the Market Gate, via which
respectively the roads north, to Sippar and beyond, and south to Dilbat, probably passed
out of the Old City. Other gates attested in Tintir and probably inside the confines of the
late city wall are the Akus Gate, perhaps lying astride the processional street of Adad
somewhere between the western part of the Old City (later the quarter Kumar) and the
Adad Gate of Imgur-Enlil; and perhaps the Lugalirra Gate, which in the city described

by Tintir is the quarter north of Kumar, and might thus have taken its name from a gate
in the north stretch of the western section of an early city wall. 64
We have, then, a certain amount of information on the lay-out of Babylon as it was
before the town planners set to work. 65 Little of it is exact - much, indeed, is
conjectural - and the sketch map (fig. 3) which has been drawn up on the basis of this
information is thus only a suggestion of what the town plan of Babylon may have looked
like in the late 19th century. The map shows a city slightly larger in area than Ur under
its Third Dynasty, and illustrates the possible locations of one of the early city walls and
its gates in respect to the extent of the late city, its wall Imgur-Enlil and its quarters as
these appear from Tintir.
We turn to the topography of Babylon as it is known after the Kassite period. The city
area, defined by the circuit of Imgur-Enlil, the planners' rectangular wall, is now divided
into ten districts or quarters. 66 These quarters, especially those away from the vicinity of
the densely developed Old City, no doubt accommodated a fair amount of open space
among the houses (the kisubbu of late deeds and contracts). Much of the space inside
Imgur-Enlil may never have been developed for housing. By the time Tintir was compiled
the quarters of Babylon, both old and new, had acquired names. Three of these are also
names of the city: Suanna (sometimes written tin.tir"), Ka-dingirra (or perhaps Biibilu:
see the commentary on V 94) and Eridu. While the use of ka.dingir.ra" and tin. tirkl as
orthographies for Babylon, and probably also as names for the city, goes back to the Old
Babylonian period, Suanna and Eridu are not attested as names of Babylon until Middle
Babylonian times, and one suspects that they are as such products of the literary scholars
of the Kassite period, who, as we have seen, were beginning to expound in traditional and
syncretistic terms the theological implications of Babylon's status as capital. If so, it
would seem that Eridu, Suanna and Ka-dingirra were firstly names of Babylon, and that
their adoption ·as names of quarters was a secondary development. In this regard it is
interesting to note that the ancient and sacred name of Eridu was adopted as the name of
the hub of the eastern half of the Old City, the religious centre of the post-Kassite city.
The names Suanna and Ka-dingirra, on the other hand, having fewer historical and
religious connotations, were used for the relatively recent quarters which, as we see the
history of the city's expansion, were the result of urban overflow in the late Old
Babylonian period from the Market and Grand Gates respectively.
The names adopted for some other quarters are derived from other towns of Sumer
and Akkad. Into this category fall Kullab, Kumar (from Kuara) and Tuba. Unlike Eridu,
64
For the Grand, Market, Akus and Lugalirra
Gates see further Tintir V 92-94, 99-100 and 101,
and the commentary ad Joe. The GiSSu Gate of the

late period, probably also not to be sought on the
62

The walls of Babylon are documented in the
commentary on Tintir V 57~58.
63 This idea relies on the restoration of Apil-

Sin's 16th year name as k[ci.g]al [kci.dingir.ra]" 1
6 utu.e ba.dU: so Ungnad, RIA II, pp. 166 and 177,
80, after Johns "ohne Quellenangabe".

circuit of Imgur-Enlil, is discussed in the introduction to text no. 17.
65

Note here that the regularity imposed by town

planning may have been confined only to the walls,
gates and procession streets; no doubt it was considered impractical, if not prohibitively expensive, to
replan the mazes of back streets such as have come
to light under the mound Merkes.
66
In Tintir iilu, but in Nco- and Late Babylonian
house sales, rents and other documents, er~·etu.
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which might otherwise belong with them, these names designated a city quarter only, and
were never used to refer to Babylon as a whole. It seems these names were given to those
parts of the city where the temples of deities of the original cities were located: thus the
temples of Lugalbanda and Pisangunuk were in the quarter Kullab; E-es-mab of Ea was
a distinctive landmark of Kumar; and a temple of !Star- as Belet-Eanna- was situated
in the quarter of Tuba. 67 Certainly of popular origin is the name of the quarter
Newtown, a name going back to the late Old Babylonian period. Perhaps also a popular
designation is Biib-Lugalirra (or Lugalirra Gate) for the northernmost of the western
quarters. Our view of the expansion of Babylon under the First Dynasty and the Kassite
kings would see these quarters, Newtown and Lugalirra Gate, as growing up outside one
of the early city walls, around gates whose names we would suggest to be Apil-Sin's East
Gate and Lugalirra Gate: the names of these two quarters we thus see as rooted in the
city's historical topography. Nothing can be said about the names of the remaining two
quarters: TE.P' (perhaps to be read Kas!ri, or Te: see below) is for the moment obscure
of origin, and the name of the quarter listed in V 99 is corrupt in one manuscript and
broken in the other.
These ten city quarters are the subject of the topographical exposition set out in Tintir
V 92-103. The text defines the approximate limits of each quarter by means of two points
of reference. Some of these points are one or other of the eight city gates listed in V 4956, and the correct identification and location of these gates is thus of fundamental
importance to any understanding of the plan of the city. We have seen already that the
wall of Babylon, lmgur-Enlil, describing as it does a nearly regular quadrilateral, was the
work of deliberate planning, by which means it was sought, some time between the late
Old Babylonian period and the twelfth century, to impose a certain idealistic regularity
on the city's much increased urban area. With a new city wall, of course, comes the need
for a new set of gates, whose locations can be decided from scratch- providing they do
not deny access to existing trunk roads. It would be reasonable to expect the builder of
lmgur-Enlil to have imposed upon the locations of the gates a regularity, just as he did on
the wall itself. Probably this would be a symmetrical pattern, and the eight gates of the
list can be best divided between the four sides of Imgur-Enlil at two per side. In practical
terms this optimum configuration would provide each half of the city wall - the east
section and the west section- with four gates each, the rectangle of lmgur-Enlil being
bisected from north to south by the river Arabtu. On each bank the stretch of city wall
parallel to the river would be served by two gates, the two stretches at rightangles to it by
one. 68
67
On the historical connection between IStar and
the toponym Tuba see the commentary on IV 41.
68
Unger knew of eight city gates, but in his
reconstruction of the city's topography placed six in
the east and only two in the west; this configuration

has been produced on maps of Babylon ever since.
His argument rested on the attractive but not inM
violable premise that a city gate named after a god
must have served the road which led from Babylon
to his cult-centre.
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Turning from theory to topography we note that of the eight gates listed in Tablet V of
Tintir four have been excavated, all on the eastern section of Imgur-Enlil. Of these four

one can be identified from its foundation inscription as the !Star Gate. This is the gate
located on the north stretch of the east city wall, close to the palaces of the Chaldaean
kings. It is the fourth gate of the list. The first gate in the list is the Uras Gate, which the
documentary evidence - the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II and his father, Nabopolassar, in particular- shows to be certainly the gate excavated on the southern stretch of
the eastern city wall, near the river ]Jank: through the Uras Gate the road passed south,
to Dilbat, the cult-centre of Uras, and beyond. In the circuit of Imgur-Enlil between the
Uras and !Star Gates the excavators found the sites of two more gates, both on the wall's
east stretch, parallel to the river. Now in the list of city gates in Tintir there are also two
gates between the Uras and !Star Gates: these are the second and third of the list, the
Zababa Gate and Marduk Gate respectively. The Zababa Gate, as we know from
Sennacherib's annals and Nee-Babylonian commercial documents, lay on the road to
Kis, the cult-centre of Zababa. It is paired with the Marduk Gate by Herodotus, who
writes of the Belidian and Kissian Gates, i.e. the Gate of Bel (Marduk) and the Gate of
Kis. Kis, of course, lay east of Babylon, and thus we require this pair of gates to have
served the roads that left the city in this direction. In the light of the evidence it would be
foolhardy to deny the extreme likelihood that the Zababa and Marduk Gates, being the
second and third gates of the list, were also the second and third gates on the circuit of
the city wall as it ran from the Uras to the !Star Gate, themselves first and fourth on the
circuit and in the list. That the order of the gates in the list follows their sequence on the
wall was first proposed by Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p.62, 69 and is now partly confirmed by
the broken metrological text BM 54634 (no. 15), in which the circuit of the east wall ends
with details of a stretch from the Zababa Gate to the Uras Gate. Unger agreed with the
present identifications of the four excavated gates on the eastern wall, but in also placing
in the east the next two gates of the list, the Enlil Gate and "Sin" (misread!) Gate, denied
the relevance of the list's order.
Beyond the !Star Gate the city wall crosses the river and describes a rectangle around
the western part of the city, returning to the river bank at a point approximately opposite
its start at the Uras Gate. No gates have been found on this section of the wall, which, in
common with the whole western part of Babylon, remains unexcavated (much of this part
of the city is now occupied by the modern bed of the Hilla branch of the Euphrates).
However, we can place the Samas Gate on the wall's southern stretch because of its
proximity to the point where a canal left the right bank of the river for Borsippa, lying
south-south-west (as recorded in a document from the reign of Nabonidus). The Samas
Gate is the last of the eight gates in Tintir V's list. Accordingly, if the order of the list

\

follows the sequence of gates in the wall's western circuit, as it has been shown to have
done in the east, we expect to find the fifth, sixth and seventh gates of the list in that
order between the wall's start, opposite the palace area, and the Samas Gate. Of these
three gates, the Enlil Gate, the King's Gate and the Adad Gate, the last named is indeed
known from Tintir V 99 to have been somewhere on the circuit of the western wall. If the
configuration of the gates in this part of the wall mirrored that of the east, then the Adad
Gate, seventh in the list, should be the lower of two gates on the west stretch of the
western city wall, parallel to the river. It is thus the gate which in a metrological
commentary divides the "upper" section of the western wall from its "lower" section. 70
The northernmost gate of this west stretch of wall would then be the King's Gate (sixth in
the list), with the Enlil Gate (fifth) sited on the west wall's north stretch.
Concerning the names of these western gates we note that the sanctuaries of Enlil,
Adad and Samas, all dating back to the time of Hammurapi, and probably beyond, were
situated in the western part of the Old City, later the quarter Kumar. The gates named
after these gods were thus not named at random, but reflect the fame of these venerable
cult-centres; perhaps they served procession roads used by the three gods. In the east the
presence of the famous E-sagil of Marduk and E-masdari of !Star (as Belet-Akkade) may
account for the names of two gates; but Uras and Zababa had no temples of their own in
Babylon, and their gates no doubt allude instead to the fact that the roads to Dilbat and
Kis, their cult-centres, passed through them.
With the identities of the excavated gates, and the approximate locations of the
unexcavated ones, thus fairly certain, we are in a position to plot the city quarters of
Babylon on the map. The parts of Tintir which bear on the topogaphy of the city quarters
are, we recall, Tablet IV, in which the temples of Babylon are grouped according to
quarter, and the final section of Tablet V, which gives points of reference for the opposite
limits of each quarter. Both expositions divide the quarters into those of the eastern half
of the city, and those of the western half (a sketch map of the city according to Tintir can
be found as fig. 4). First of the east~rn quarters is Eridu, whose fourteen temples mark it
out as the religious centre of Babylon. Foremost among these sanctuaries are the great
cult-centre of Marduk, E-sagil, and the ziqqurrat, E-temen-anki; the former was partially
excavated by Koldewey's expec;lition, and lies under the mound of Amran ibn Ali; the
remains of the ziqqurrat's earthen core can still be seen just north of Amran, in the flat
area known as SaJ:!n. To the north the quarter of Eridu bordered on Ka-dingirra at the
Grand Gate; to the south it met Suanna at the Market Gate. The western limit of the
quarter was defined by the left bank of the Euphrates: by the river, but inside the precinct
of E-sagil, was the temple of Ea, E-kar-zaginna. Of the other temples of Eridu the best
70
BM 35385 (text no. 16); the gate in question is
expected about 410 metres up the west stretch of the

69 Wetzel's sketch map in ZA 48, p. 48f., also
anticipates the identification and location of the city

gates put forward here, in the west as well as the

east.
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city wall: see p. 137. For documentation of the
individual gates see the commentary on V 49-56.

The city gates are also listed, with less regard for the
topography, in the fragment 79-7-8, 291 (text no.
35), i 6' If.
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Fig. 4. Babylon in the 6th century B.C.

known is E-tur-kalamma of Belet-Babili; famous from Nebuchadnezzar II's inscriptions
is E-lJursag-sikilla of Ninkarrak, probably the same temple as Tintir IV's Egal-malJ of
Gula, also in this quarter. On this central temple complex see further below, p. 91.
South of Eridu, stretching from their common border to the Uras Gate, was the
quarter of Suanna, for which Tablet IV of Tintir lists the two temples E-lJursag-tilla and
E-sasurra, belonging respectively to Ninurta and the goddess ISlJara. These correspond to
the two temples- one of Ninurta, the other, "Temple Z", unidentified- excavated by
Koldewey in the mound !San al Aswad, between Amran and the city wall. 71 Suanna was
bounded on the west by the river. Through the quarter passed the procession road of
Nabu, Nabu-dayyan-nisisu, running approximately north-south, from E-sagil to the Uras
Gate, and thence beyond the city to a quay on the Euphrates above the mouth of the
Borsippa Canal. North of Eridu, from the Grand Gate to the !Star Gate on the city wall
lay Ka-dingirra. Four temples are listed in Tintir IV for this quarter, and four have been
excavated in the area between the city centre and the !Star Gate. These are E-malJ of
Belet-ili (NinmalJ) on the east flank of Qasr; E-masdari of Belet-Akkade at the north end
of the mound Merkes; and the two temples D I and D II on the processional way
between Sa~n and Qasr, the larger of which must be E-niggidar-kalamma-summa of
Nabu of the ljaru, the smaller E-lJili-kalamma of Asratum. 72 According to their inscriptions the palaces of the Chaldaean kings lay in Ka-dingirra, bounded on their four sides
by the city wall, Imgur-Enlil, to the north; the river bank, to the west; the canal LibillJengalla, to the south; and Marduk's processional road, Ay-ibiir-sabU, to the east. The
results of the considerable archaeological exploration of Qasr tally with this information.
Marduk's processional road, also called at its north end IStar-lamassi-ummaniSa, the
Street of the !Star Gate, ran south from this city gate (beyond which, at some distance,
lay the Akltu Temple, E-siskur 73 ). Shortly after passing the temple of NabU on its right,
Ay-ibiir-sabu entered the central quarter of Eridu, perhaps at the Grand Gate, which, as
seen earlier, divided Ka-dingirra and Eridu, and may have been a relic of an early city
wall. Skirting the precinct wall of E-temen-anki, the ziqqurrat, on its right, the procession
street continued south towards E-sagil. At Ka-sikilla, probably the main gate of the
precinct of Marduk's temple, 74 Marduk's procession diverged from Ay-ibiir-sabU (which
may have ended here), and entered the sacred area. The canal Llbil-lJengalla left the
Euphrates immediately downstream of the palace area, and, flowing in an artificial bed
71 For the identification of E*Qursag~tilla with
6.PA.G1N.ti.la, and E-Sasurra with Temple Z, see
Tintir IV 19-20 and the commentary thereon.
72
On the identification of D I and D II see the
writer in Sumer 44, p. 12 ff.
73
No mention of this is made in Tintir, which is

"
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Imgur-Enlil. On the stages of Marduk's procession
to e.siskur and back, by chariot and barge, see

Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. l46ff. A complete exemplar of Nebuchadnezzar II's Akitu Temple inscription is now available in the transliteration of
G. Meyer, 4 Jahrtausende ... 2 , p. 233, especially
11. 54-60.
74 For Ka-sikilla, the Pure Gate, see the
commentary on the E-sagil Tablet (text no. 13),
I. 15.
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along the southern edge of the palaces, passed beneath Ay-ibiir-sabu and its bridge. No
doubt the canal's course took it around the northern edge of the mound Merkes and into
the quarter of Newtown, where it may be ide~tified with the canal called Tutu-(gengal) in
the Old Babylonian period, and with the canal upon whose bank E-kitus-girzal, the
temple of Belet-Eanna, was built. The quarter of Ka-dingirra is archaeologically the most
explored part of the city; it comprises according to the modern topography of the site of
Babylon the northern parts of Sal;m and Merkes, and whatever of Qasr lies south of the
city wall.
According to Tablet V 95-96, the quarters of Newtown and Kullab lay side by side
across the north-east corner of the city, from the vicinity of the !Star Gate as far as the
Marduk Gate. The landmark of their common boundary was the aforementioned
temple of Belet-Eanna, E-kitus-girzal. As noted above, Newtown and that part of Kullab
where Sin's temple E-gisnu-gal was located (perhaps the southern end of Merkes) have a
history of settlement that goes back to the middle Old Babylonian period. Much of
Newtown was undoubtedly swamped by the changing course of the river in the Persian
period. None of the seven temples listed for these two quarters in Tintir IV has been
excavated. Through the southern and eastern districts of Kullab passed the road Mardukre'!-mat!Su, the Street of the Marduk Gate, on its way south-west from the city gate to
the city centre. Possibly to be identified with this street is one not listed in Tintir, but well
known in commercial documents of the late period: the Thoroughfare of Nergal of Joy.
The road from Kutha, Nergal's principal cult-centre, may well have entered Babylon by
the Marduk Gate, and so his procession would have used Marduk-re'l-mat!Su on its way
to either E-sagil or the temple of Lugalirra. 7 5 Also in Kullab was a building known as
B!t-res-Akiti, "Temple of the Start of the Akitu Festival", whose function in the New
Year Festival is unknown beyond the implications of its name. 76
Last of the six eastern quarters in the list is TE.P'. 77 The eastern limit of this quarter
was the Zababa Gate which served the road to Kis. From this gate into the city ran the
street Zababa-mugalliq-gar!Su, which must therefore have traversed TE.Ekl. Another
street which, for some part of its length, ran through TE.P' was the Thoroughfare of
Nergal of Joy, mentioned above in connection with Kullab. The western limit of the
quarter is marked in Tintir by one of the cultic daises of Marduk listed elsewhere in the
text. None of the three temples listed for this quarter in Tablet IV is noteworthy,
although E-ka-gula occurs also in the ritual tablet of the divine Love Lyrics.
In the western part of Babylon, across the river, no archaeological investigations have
been made, so our understanding of its topography is of necessity based solely on the
75 References to Nergal's street are collected in
the commentary on V 96 and 97. No temple of
Lugalirra appears in Tintir, but one is known at
Babylon from at least the seventh century: see text
no. 38, BM 77433, 13, and commentary on Tintir V
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textual evidence. 78 From the order of the city gates in Tintir V we see that the Adad and
Samas Gates, which are used as points of reference for two of the western quarters, are
the last two gates on the circuit of Imgur-Enlil, and, as noted earlier, they are accordingly
the southern gate of the west stretch of wall, and the sole gate of the south stretch. The
quarter of Tuba, whose limits are defined by the Samas Gate and the Euphrates, can
therefore be located on the right bank of the river just inside the city wall. This position is
in accordance with our reconstruction of an ancient clay map of Babylon, of which the
surviving fragment shows Tuba immediately inside the city wall at the Samas Gate
(fig. 5). 79 Three temples are listed in Tablet IV for Tuba. Of these the temple of Belet"-- Eanna, E-kitus-garza, was rebuilt by Nebuchadnezzar II: in his inscriptions, and elsewhere,
this temple is described as occupying a recess in the city wall, perhaps a corner afforded
by a protruding tower, or the monumental Samas Gate itself. Another temple, E-sabad of
Gula, remained in use even in the first century B.C. Through Tuba, from the Samas Gate
north to Kumar and Samas's temple, E-diku-kalamma, led the procession road Samas~uliil-ummanisu.

From the Adad Gate in the south-west to the Akus Gate lay a quarter whose name is
not certain, being either corrupt or illegible in the available sources. At all events, Tintir
IV knows of no temples for this quarter, and does not mention it. The Akus Gate is also
a limit for the well-known quarter of Kumar, which, as noted above, was probably the
oldest part of west Babylon, being already well established as the site of four temples in
the Old Babylonian period. Tintir lists another three. On the grounds of its antiquity we
expect Kumar to have been immediately across the river from Eridu, with which it
formed what we have termed the Old City, the historical nucleus of Babylon before the
great expansion suggested for the post-Hammurapi era. One of its old and famous
temples was E-namge, the cult-centre of Adad in Babylon, and it is reasonable to suppose
that in the city described by Tintir the procession road of Adad, Adad-zanin-nis!Su, also
known as the Street of the Adad Gate, ran from Adad's temple to his city gate.
Accordingly, Kumar, at this road's eastern end, and the aforementioned quarter whose
name is not yet resolved, but which was near the Adad Gate, lay side by side across
Adad's road. Rather than look for the Akus Gate, which was the meeting point of the
two city quarters, on the city wall (explaining it, for example, as a popular name for the
King's Gate, the gate immediately north of the Adad Gate), it is more practical to locate
it inside the city itself; and we have suggested above that it was probably a gate in an
early city wall, through which the road to Akus made its way from Babylon. In later
times it may well have lain - either as a ruined gate, or as the name of a district - on
the procession road of Adad, which, on leaving the city at the Adad Gate, would have led

86-88.
76

For this in the time of Kandalanu see the

commentary on IV 27.
77

Read, perhaps, KasTd, or even Te: see the

commentary on V 98.

78
For Unger the western part of Babylon was
Neustadt, a misunderstanding corrected by Gurney,
Iraq 36. p. 52.
79
A new copy of this fragment (previously CT

22 49) appears on pl. 28. The reconstruction relies
on the curvature of the fragment's reverse: see
further the commentary on V 102.
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on south-wesu6 Akus. The eastern limit of Kumar in Tablet Vis the temple of Enlil (known
as Bel-miHiiti), E-namtila. 80 This temple we should expect to be located not far from the
right bank of the Euphrates, perhaps near the bridge, From it north to the Enlil Gate
must have run the procession road Enlil-mukln-sarriitlsu. Kumar is distinguished in
Tablet V by a third landmark, E-es-ma!J, a temple of Ea. Also in this quarter, according
to the temple list, was the great temple of Samas, E-diku-kalamma, served by the Street
of the Samas Gate, and temples of Belili, Amurru and Pisangunuk.
The last remaining quarter is Biib-Lugalirra (Lugalirra Gate), which in the text is
limited by the river bank and the temple of Belet-Ninua, E-giS!Jur-ankia. In view of the
foregoing exposition of the topography of west Babylon, which accounts for its southern
and central areas, this quarter can hardly have been elsewhere than immediately north of
Kumar. That the Enlil Gate on the north stretch of city wall is not used as its western
point of reference suggest that Biib-Lugalirra lay well inside the city limits, the land
between it and the wall remaining undeveloped; or, alternatively, that the quarter
stretched much further west than the position of the Enlil Gate, which was thus too
distant to serve as a landmark. Apart from the temple of Belet-Ninua at the west end of
Biib-Lugalirra, temples of Nuska (E-nun-ma!J) and Sara (E-bur-sasa) stood in this part. of
Babylon. The procession road of Enlil must have passed through Biib-Lugalirra on its
way from the Enlil Gate to E-namtila in Kumar. We have earlier conjectured that the
quarter took its name from a gate in an early city wall, and the road that it served would
probably be a forerunner of that which passed north through the later Enlil Gate.
The lay-out of the city known to the compiler of Tintir = Babylon, owing much to
deliberate planning, remained little altered in the ensuing centuries. The substantial
rebuilding undertaken by the Sargonid and Chaldaean successors of Sennacherib, whose
anger had all but obliterated the city in 689, was executed by builders who took particular
care to ensure that they followed the original plans of temples, walls and gates. Only in
the Persian period, when the Euphrates looped east through Newtown, did the town plan
change significantly. 81 But by this time Babylon, after thirteen centuries as a royal
capital, had begun the five centuries of a long and final decline.
Tintir = Babylon: the Manuscripts

When in 1930 and 1931 Unger published a number of disconnected fragments of Tintir
= Babylon, called by him "die Stadtbeschreibung von Babylon", he had at his disposal
only six pieces from library tablets and one extract of the text on a school tablet. 82 In

abul amarduk
Fig, 5. Reconstruction of the Late Babylonian plan of Babylon (following text no. 16, BM 35385,
rev.).

110
The variant writing 6.nam.til in the single
source available to previous commentators has been
misunderstood as "Mortuary Temple" and the like
(oi:.nam.BAD), now shown to be wrong.
81
On the river's change of course see the
commentary on V 59.

82
These being our MSS Gdxyzoo and K 3089
(part of A); a better copy of oo from the hand of

MatouS appeared in 1933. For details of bibliography the reader is referred to the section 'Previous
Publication', p. 34f.
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1938 and 1940 van der Meer supplemented Unger's edition with four substantial sources
from the collections of the Ashmolean and British Museums. 83 In addition he brought
attention to three more fragments of the series which, although published by Pinches at
the turn of the century, had not been recognized as such. 84 VanderMeer also included in
his second article two small fragments from Kis which Gurney subsequently joined to
several others and published in 1974 as the major source for Tablet V, along with two
duplicates from the British Museum. 85 Also from the hand of van der Meer, but
unrecognizable as Tintir, two extracts on school tablets appeared in 1939 among his
copies of the lexical tablets from Kis. 86 In the meantime Moran joined the fragments of
A and published them in photograph. MS K, a tiny fragment published by Schroeder in
1920, could only be assigned to Tintir on the recent discovery of an apparent duplicate.
In addition to these twenty previously published tablets, fragments and extracts, a
further 37 sources for Tintir have been identified - all but one in the collections of the
British Museum- from which it has been possible to reconstruct a substantially enlarged
text of greater continuity and accuracy than the published manuscripts have heretofore
allowed. Ten of the total of 57 manuscripts are from Assurbanipal's libraries at Nineveh,
and three of these are written in Babylonian script (CFH). One is from Assur. Six
manuscripts come from the Kis archive, and two were excavated by Koldewey in
Babylon, while the two other pieces in Berlin are also from that city. 87 One source has
been discovered in the Sippar collection at Istanbul. The remaining 35 tablets and
fragments, all in the British Museum's Babylonian collections and acquired in the latter
years of the last century from dealers or from Rassam's excavations, are attributed by the
register to Babylon (18), Sippar-Abu Habba (7) and Dilbat-Dailem (l), or, less specifically, to Babylonia (9), these last being so marked or left without provenance. The lists
of sources which below precede each Tablet of Tintir follow the register in these matters,
but it has to be said that such ascriptions of provenance are not entirely reliable, and that
a number of pieces listed as coming from Babylon or Sippar might rather be from
Borsippa or other sites. 88 Except for the tablets of Assurbanipal (668-27) and the other
Neo-Assyrian piece from Assur, all the tablets are Neo- or Late Babylonian; the latest
dated source is ascribed by its colophon to 61 B.C 89
So far as it is possible to tell, some manuscripts being but small fragments, five of the
57 sources for Tintir were inscribed with two or more Tablets of the series. MS z
originally gave the text of all five Tablets, in six, or perhaps eight, columns of about 75 or
83 MSS uvw, fo\Jowed by K 4153 (part of B); u
and w, from the KiS archive, are apparently from
the same hand as t, for which see below.
84
MSS C, the school tablet ee, and the 'Greek'
tablet c.
ss MSS Ekt.
86 nn (identified by Gurney in 1975) and mm.

87
As Unger records in WVDOG 48, p. 85.
ss On the problems of provenance in the BM

collections see now Reade's introduction to Leichty,
Catalogue VI.
89 MS a; all surviving colophons are edited
below, p. 7lf.
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80 lines each)" MS g is a single-columned tablet inscribed on its obverse with Tablet I,
on its reverse with Tablet IV; this may point to the existence of an edition of Tintir which
omitted Tablets II and III. MS A, the last column of whose obverse gives the text of
Tablet IV, and the whole of whose reverse is taken up by Tablet V, can best be imagined
as a tablet in four columns of 52 lines. 91 According to such a reconstruction its obverse
contained Tablets I, IV and the first few lines of V, its reverse the remainder of Tablet V:
it would thus belong to the edition that omitted Tablets II and III. 92 If the catch-line of
MS a is, as proposed, the first line of Tablet V, a recension was also current in which V
followed I. Not enough remains of MS F to determine whether it comprised the complete
series, for the left hand edge alone is preserved. MS J is a tiny fragment, but looks to be
from a multi-columned library tablet which was probably inscribed with the whole series.
Of the 32 tablets which contain material from one Tablet only, all appear to be
inscribed in single columns except MSS Bky, which have two columns each side. To these
three can perhaps be added MS l, which may belong with k. Of the tablets arranged in
single columns, EG probably belong together likewise. Three of these 32 sources contain
not the whole text of a Tablet, but excerpts from it: MS C, whose shape sets it apart from
the "library tablets, is inscribed with two excerpts from Tablet II; d, while not an exercise
tablet, apparently had a substantial portion of Tablet V on its obverse, while the reverse
contains a topographical text dealing with the locations of cultic daises (text no. 9); what
remains of MS c is inscribed with an excerpt from the beginning of Tablet I, with
cuneiform on the obverse and a transcription into the Greek alphabetic script on the
reverse. Of the single-column manuscripts MSS i and v are, in places, very corrupt, and
their clumsy script marks them out as the work of inexperienced scribes.
The remaining twenty manuscripts sources for Tintir, a figure which exceeds one third
of the extant total, are extracts on school exercise tablets. Some of these, fluently and
carefully written, are trustworthy sources. Others, prone to the errors of the novice, are
less reliable. Of these last, MS gg is execrable.
New copies of all manuscripts have been prepared, and can be found on pl. 1-19 and
57-58.

90
The first column of this MS contained the 51
lines of Tablet I, perhaps a subscript (e.g. dub Jkam
tin.tir'<~ ""' ba-bi-i-lu), and Tablet II l -22, a total of
73 or 74 lines. A few lines must be added to this
because, as the extant part of col. ii shows, the often
very long lines of Tablet II sometimes run over into

a second line on the tablet. This factor makes it
impossible to estimate at all accurately how many
lines of text (as against lines of tablet) are missing.
91
The first column of this MS contained the 51
lines of Tablet I, we imagine, and a subscript, if

written; column ii held Tablet IV and a subscript, if
written, (43 or 44 lines), and the first dozen or so
lines of Tablet V compressed into eight lines of
tablet (that short lines such as these could be doubled up in this MS is shown by the remaining text of
col. iii); col. iii continued the text up to V 85,
leaving 86-104 and the colophon for col. iv.
92
The alternative reconstruction of MS A is to
imagine it as comprising Tablets III-V in sequence,
I-II being consigned to another tablet.
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SUMMARY LIST OF MANUSCRIPTS

MS
SUMMARY LIST

OF

MANUSCRIPTS

Sigla in upper case (A) are MSS from Kuyunjik; that in italic upper case (K) is from
Assur' those in lower case (a) are of Babylonian origin; reduplicated letters (aa) mark
exerci~e tablets. Details of present publication and line numbering are to be found in the
lists of MSS that precede each Tablet of the series. A bibliography of all MSS follows the
Summary List.

MS

Museum Number

A
B

K 3089 + l 0924
K 4153+ 6410
K 4714
K 5848
K 8515
K 13644
K 15122
K 19758
Sm 863
DT 286
VAT 11904
BM 33402+33425 (Rm III 79+ 102)
BM 33491+33826 (Rm IV 46+386)
BM 33737+33818 (Rm IV 295+378)
BM 33783 (Rm IV 341)
BM 34798 (Sp II 291+ Ill 311)
BM 34878 (Sp II 385)
BM 34927 (Sp II 444)
BM 35838( + )360 17 (Sp III 368( + )561)
BM 36843 (80-6-17, 583)
BM 37592 (80-6-17, 1349)
BM 38003 (80-6-17, 1833)
BM 38442 (80-ll-12, 325)
BM 40151 (81-3-24, 16)
BM 40480 (81-4-28, 19)
BM 41525+41914 (81-6-25, 138+534)
BM 46070 (81-7-6, 518)
BM 46207 (81-7-6, 668)
BM 46279 (81-7-28, 4)
BM 46438 (81-7-28, 164)

c

D
E
F
G
H
I

J
K
aa
a
b
bb
c
d
e
f
qq
rr
ss
g
h

J
k
m
cc

Tablet(s)
IV, V
II
II
II

v
I, V

v
IV
II
I
II
II
I
I
II
I

v
IV
II
II
I

v
I, IV
II
IV
II

v
v
IV

v

tt
dd
ee

ff
n
gg

hh
ii
0

jj
p
kk
q
r
s

ll
t
u
v

w
mm
nn
X

y
z
00

pp
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Tablet(s)
BM 53403 (82-3-23, 4439)
I
BM 53824 (D 82-3-23, 4865)
II
BM 54626 (82-5-22, 946)
II
BM 54752 (82-5-22, 1081)
IV
BM 59579 (82-7-14, 3989)
IV
BM 65151 (AH 82-9-18, 5132)
IV, V
BM 75144 (AH 83-1-18, 470)
II
BM 76144 (AH 83-1-18, 1509)
II
BM 76297+76459 (AH 83-1-18, 1665+1827) (+) 82888 (83-l-21, 51)
v
BM 76494 (AH 83-1-18, 1864)
IV
BM 76517 (AH 83-1-18, 1887)
v
BM 76884 (AH 83-1-18, 2256)
IV
BM 77013 (83-1-18, 2388+2435)
IV
BM 77029 (83-l-18, 2404)
v
BM 77086 (83-1-18, 2464)
I
BM 82897 (83-l-21, 60)
IV
Ashmolean 1924-807 + 1415+ 1501 + 1830+2044+ 2057
v
Ashmolean 1924-810
II
Ashmolean 1924-846
IV
Ashmolean 1924-849
I
Ashmolean 1924-1365
IV
Ashmolean 1930-354.1
v
VAT 441
IV
VAT 554
v
VAT i310l
I, II, V
VAT 13200
II
Si 605
v
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PREVIOUS PUBLICATION
Tr = Translation
C =Copy P = Photograph T = Transliterated Text
indicate partial treatment)

Bibliography

AGdxyzoo

1930

AGdxyzoo 1931
(A = K 3089 only)

MS

Bibliography

c

(rev. only)
T.G. Pinches, PSBA 24, p. 116ff.
A. H. Sayee, PSBA 24, p. 123
P.E. van der Meer, A/0 13, p. 125f.
E. Soil berger, Iraq 24, p. 67 f.

1902
1902
1939
1962

(c, t and tr

Composite Text Editions
MSS

Treatment

E. Unger, Die Stadtbeschreibung von Babylon, WVDOG
48, p. 85 ff.
(and again in)
E. Unger, Babylon, p. 229 ff.

AEGdktyz 1974 0. R. Gurney, "The Fifth Tablet of the 'Topography of
Babylon'," Iraq 36, p. 42 ff.
(Az rev. only)

d

TTr
k
TTr

TTr

Publication of Individual Sources

t

A

B

c

Bibliography
(K 3089 only)
1900 T.G. Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 359ff.
1931 E. Unger, Babylon, pl. 42 and 48*
1933 B. Landsberger, ZA 41, p. 289f.
(K 3089+ 10924)
W.L.
Moran, AnBi 12, pl. 18 and p. 259
1959
(K 4153 only)
P.E.
van der Meer, A/0 13, p. 125f., pl. 8
1939
1900 T.G. Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 367ff.

G

1893 C. Bezold, Catalogue, p. 933
1974 0. R. Gurney, Iraq 36, pl. 7
1914 L. W. King, Cat. Suppl., p. 159

K

1920 0. Schroeder, KAV 85

E

Treatment

CT
c

c
c
c
c

P. E. van der Meer, Iraq 5, pp. 57 f., 62

CT

v

1938

P. E. van der Meer, Iraq 5, pp. 58 f., 63 f.

CT

w

1938

P. E. van der Meer, Iraq 5, pp. 55 f., 60 f.

CTTr

X

1931
1933

E. Unger, Babylon, pl. 41
B. Landsberger, ZA 41, pl. 7 and p. 289 f.

Pt

y

1896 G.A. Reisner, SBH V
1930 E. Unger, WVDOG 48, pl. 82
1931 E. Unger, Babylon, pl. 44, 45*, 48*, 49*
1930
1931
1933

E. Unger, WVDOG 48, pl. 82
E:· Unger, Babylon, pl. 43, 45*, 46a*, 49*
B. Landsberger, ZA 41, p. 292

ee

1901

T.G. Pinches, PSBA 23, p. 188, pl. 1-2

mm

1939

P. E. van der Meer, Iraq 6, p. 178, no. 84

nn

1939 P. E. van der Meer, Iraq 6, p. 164, no. 49
1975 O.R. Gurney, RA 69, p. 95

z

CTTr

c
c
c

(807(!) and 1415)
P.E. van der Meer, AfO 13, pl. 9 and 10
(807 +)
1974 0. R. Gurney, Iraq 36, pl. 5 and 6

PC
T
PCT
T
p
PC

1938

t
Pt

1974 0. R. Gurney, Iraq 36, pl. 7

Treatment

u

CTTr

c

1930 E. Unger, WVDOG 48, pl. 83
1931 E. Unger, Babylon, pl. 47 and 48*
1972 T.G. Pinches, CT 51 92

1940

* The asterisk indicates a composite cuneiform text
MS
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1931
1933
1933

E. Unger, Babylon, pl. 46a*
L. Matous, LTBA I 72
B. Landsberger, ZA 41, p. 292 and pl. 8
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c
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c
c
c
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TABLET I
Sources

MS

Museum Number

Lines on
obv.
rev.

Plate

Kuyunjik

F
J

K 13644 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DT 286 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1-25
1-2

3

Babylon
a
b
c
rr
g

z

BM 33491 + 33826 .................................
BM 33737+ 33818 .................................
BM 34798 ........................................
BM 37592 ........................................
BM 38442 ........................................
VAT 13101 column i

. 1-17 42-51
. 21-27 28-42
. 7-10
1-12
.
17-20
. 1-38
1-17

4
4
6
57
2

Babylonia
tt

BM 53403

s

BM 77086

w

Ashmolean 1924-849

8-15

57

5-12

Kis
1-23

38-51

MSS a and b are not from the same tablet, but very probably from the same hand.

5

38
FJagwz
c
FJagwz
c
Fagwz
c
Fagwz
c
Fagswz
c
Fagswz
c
Facgswz
c
Facgswztt
c
Facgswztt
c
Facgswztt
c
Fagswztt
c
Fagswztt
c
Fagwztt
Fagwztt
Fagwztt
Fagwz
Fagwzrr
Fgwrr
Fgwrr
Fgwrr
Fbgw
Fbgw
Fbgw
Fbg
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tin.tirk 1

2 tin. tirk 1
3 tin.tirk 1
4 Su.an.naki
5 si.an.nak 1

6 sa.an.nakt
7 sa4 .an.naki
8 uru sig 4 .bi dub.sag.gaki
9 uru si1 6.l{lkt
10 uru me.bi kal.la"

11 uru billuda.bi sug.sugki
12 uru Jugal dingir.re.e.neki
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

uru gU.dC dasar .rek 1

uru la.bi nu.gi 4 .ak 1
uru gurus ni.dub"
uru nig.gi.na ki.ag.ga"
uru nig.gi.na si.sa ki
uru nig.erim \)ul.gig"
uru hl.kur4 .rak 1
dim.me kll.sig17k 1
eri.du 1 oki
ka.dingir.ra"
eskiri tab.ba an.ki
ri.ri nig.erim bimda.x

TEXT AND TRANSLATION

ba-bi-lu sa ta-na-da-a-ti u ri-sa-a-ti §ar-kas
] p?tcrne crnr.[
KIMIN su-bat nu-ub-si
] ~nPtA. croPnBn y[
KIMIN su-bat b[a]-la-fu
]y PnPtA. cropnen P.t;t[
KIMIN e-muq same'
]y PnPtA. 11\'DK crnmJ
KIMIN nu-ur same'
] P.nPtA. vrop crnm]
KIMIN mar-kas same'
]v P.nPtA. ~npx_n~ q[nu11]
KIMIN ni-bit same'
] P.nPtA. vtPet~ <;r<;tD'l tt
KIMIN iilu sa li-bit-ta-su malj-ra-tu
JP.creK PnP.tA. nA. I [cr]t;t A.tPtBn<; ~nr.n;
KIMIN iii ri-sa-a-ti
] P.nPtA. n pawn/[
KIMIN iilu sa par-$u-su su-qu-ru
] P.t;tP.tA. n crn <pnp/[
KIMIN iilu sa pil-lu-du-su na-as-qu
l P.tl;.);,<)tffi/[
KIMIN iii sar iii''"'
]t;t?[
KIMIN iilu ni-bit •marduk
KIMIN iilu sa la-lu-u-su Ia is-seb-bu-u
KIMIN iilu mu-sap-sib ef-lu-ti-su
KIMIN iilu na-ram k[z]-na-a-tum
KIMIN iii kit-ti u mi-sa-ri
KIM IN iilu ze- '-ir rag-gu
KIMIN iii kab-tu-tu
KIMIN ma-ku-ut lju-ra-$U
KIMIN iilu fa-a-bi
KIMIN ne-reb mas-naq-ti iii""'

KIMIN ta-mi-ib

~er-re-tu 4

Samee U er~etimtim

KIMIN la-qit ni-ip-ri a-a-b[z1

1 g: -b}i-li, ta-na-da-a-tum U
a: ta-na-da-a-tU., ri-.fil-a-tU Sar-ku-uS
2 a: nu-uh-SU
4f[ abgz om.
ki
6 g: mar-ka-si
7 s: IR~bit
8 w: <ma>~alj~ra~ta
z: malj-ra~~i
8tr. tt om.tt 9 a:
EZEN x AM
g: A.EZEN.LAL
a: ]-a-rum
IO tt: kal.SE?
II s: b•-lu·d[u
a: na-as-qa
I2
agz: Sar-ri
tt: Sar
s: ur]uSil [ 12-19 g: KIMIN MIN 13 a: gudu41 14 a: nu.gi.a w: Ia-

Tintir

Babylon, on which fame and jubilation are bestowed;

2 Tintir

Babylon, the seat of plenty;

3 Tintir

Babylon, the seat of life;

4 Suanna

Babylon, the might of the heavens;

5 Si-anna

Babylon, the light of the heavens;

6 Sa-anna

Babylon, the bond of the heavens;

7 Sa-anna

Babylon, called into being by the heavens;

8 Uru-sigbi-dubsagga

Babylon, the city whose brickwork is ancient;

9 Uru-silla

Babylon, the city of jubilation;

10 Uru-mebi-kalla
II

U ru-bill udabi -su\)su\)

12 Uru-lugal-dingirrene
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Uru-gude-Asarre
Uru-labi-nugia
Uru-gurus-nidub
Uru-niggina-kiagga
Uru-niggina-sisa
Uru-nigerim-\)ulgig
Uru-lukurra
Dimme- kusig
Eridu
Ka-dingirra
Eskiri-tabba-anki
Riri-nigerim-banda ...

Babylon, the city whose ordinances are precious;
Babylon, the city whose rites are select;
Babylon, the city of the king of the gods;
Babylon, the city called into being by Marduk;
Babylon, the city whose luxury is inexhaustible;
Babylon, the city which brings peace to its menfolk;
Babylon, the city which loves truth;
Babylon, the city of truth and justice;
Babylon, the city which hates evil;
Babylon, the city of men of influence;
Babylon, the pole of gold;
Babylon, the pleasant city;
Babylon, the entrance of the mustering of the gods;
Babylon, which grasps the bridle of heaven and underworld·
Babylon, which destroys the offspring of the enemy;
'

lu-SU
15 tt: ni.dUb.bu g: -Si-ilj
16 w: <ki>-na-a~tum
z: -n]a-a-ti
17 g: kit-tum 'U' [
l7I8 rr om. KIMIN
I9 F om.
kur4
w: lll.kur.ra
19-20 rr: MIN
20 g om. me
rr:
Jj]A.'sig 17'
g: ma~ku-tu4
21
g:
a-/u
22 b: m]a-as-[n]a[q23 b om. ba
w: *r-ret!,
u
24 g: ba[n.d]a?.x, ~a-q]i-it
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Fbg

25 zal:J erim.gu nig.eri[m].x

KIM IN mu-ljal-liq nap-b[ar] 'a-a'-bi it z[a]-

ma-n[u]
bg
bg
bg
bg
bg
bg
bg
bg
bg
bg
bg
bg
bgw

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

bw
bw

39
40

bw

41

abw
aw
aw
aw
aw

42
43
44
45
46

sa lja-ba-lu i-[z]e-er-[ru]
Ia mu-sak-li-lu s1a]-bu-[u]
su-bat '[marduk]
su-bat 'a-nim 'en-Iii u'e-[a]
ba-an iii u [ainelz]
mu-de-e par-sf u te!-re-e-[tzl
sa kul-lat par-$[u] lj[a-am-mu]
bit ne-reb mu-x[ ...]
mu-kin sar-[ru-tz]
mar-kas same' [u er$etim""']
sa [t]a-mar-t[a-su ... ]
sa li-[ . . . ]
sa 'a?'-[na? tab-ra]t? sadi(kur)' u
m[a-a-tim? ... ]
KIM IN sa x-qu-tu su-' tam'-ra-x[ (x)]
[M]r?.bitr nam.ku.zu''
[mu]s? lipis.be gu!(SAG).
KIMIN sa ana lib[bi(sa)-su] lja-bi-bi miitiiti
nun.de.aki
(kur.kur) i-ku[n-nu]
tu, il.lu si.ma.al.l[a]kl
KIM IN sa ana sik-na-at napistim(zi)"m ta- '-u
na-su-u
KIMIN bi-nu-tu 'en-Iii
dim mud zi''
mu.lu gub si ma.dakl
KIMIN mu-kin na-pis-ti ma-a-ti
KIMIN at sa-ru-tu
uru nig.tuku''
uru ug.bi tuk!.tuk gar.rakl KIMIN ii/u sa ni-sa-a-su me§-ra-a kit-mu-ru
uru \)ul ezen gu4 • ud.
KIMIN iii i-sin-nu bi-du-tu u mi-lul-ti

47
48
49
50
51

gu4 .udkl
uru ug.bi ezen zal.zaJkl
uru ubara si.il.la dul:J.ak 1
uru ku.gakl
uru nig.gal.la nig.ga''
dim kur.kur.rakl

aw
aw
aw
aw
aw

kar l:Jul.a
nam.su.du 7 mu.lu zi.zi
dur •asar.re
dur •asar.alim.nun.na
mud dingir sag.ga
a.ag.ga me zu
me da.gan.bi ur 4 .ur4
e.ku.a
gub!. ba pirig. ga
uz.sag an.ki.a
[ig]i.bi igi.gal sukud.da
[igJi?.bi du.du
x UD igi kur.ra

KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN

KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN
KIMIN

iilu sa ni-sa-a-su us-tab-ra-a i-sin-nu
iii ki-di-nu pa-fi-ri ka-si-i
ii/u el-/u
iii bu-se-e u ma-ak-ku-ru
ri-kis ma-ta-a-ta

25 Zal:J-erimgu-nigerim ...
26 Kar-\)ula
27 Namsudu-mulu-zizi
28 Dur-Asarre
29 Dur-Asaralimn unna
30 Mud-dingir-sagga
31 Aagga-me-zu
32 Me-daganbi-urur
33 E-ku-a
34 Gubba-pirigga
35 Uzsag-ankia
36 lgibi-igigal-sukudda
37 lgi(?)bi-dudu
38 ... igi-kurra
39 Bar(?)bar-namkuzu
40 M us(?)-lipisbe-gunundea
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Tu-illu-simalla
Dim-mud-zi
Mulu-gub-si-mada
Uru-nigtuku
Uru-ugbi-tuktuk-garra
Uru-\)ul-ezen-gudgud
Uru-ugbi-ezen-zalzal

48 Uru-ubara-silla-du\)a
49 Uru-kuga
50 Uru-niggalla-nigga
51 Dim-kurkurra

41

Babylon, which annihilates every enemy and foe.
Babylon, which hates injustice;
'
Babylon, which renders not the arrogant perfect.
Babylon, the abode of [Marduk;]
'
Babylon, the abode of Anu, Enlil and Ea;
Babylon, the creator of god and [man;]
Babylon, whzch knows the ordinances and decrees.
Babylon, which gathers up all the ordinances.
'
Babylon, the house of the entrance of... [... ;] '
Babylon, wh1ch establishes kingship.
Babylon, the bond of heaven [and u~derworld ·]
Babylon, whose sight [... ;]
'
Babylon, ... [... ;]
Babylon, which [(is established) for the wonder(?)] of
the moun tams and the [land(?);]
Babylon, which diffuses(!) wisdom(!);
Babylon, to which the clamour of the lands remains
constant;
Babylon, which recites incantations for all creation.
'
Babylon, the creation of Enlil·
Babylon, which ensures the life of the land.
'
Babylon, the city of opulence;
Babylon, the city whose people are glutted with wealth.
Babylon, the city of festivals, rejoicing and dancing. '
Babylon, the city whose people continually celeb;ate
feshvals;
Babylon, the privileged city' which liberates the captive;
Babylon, the sacred city;
Babylon, the city of goods and property·
Babylon, the bond of the lands.
'

(Commentary: p. 237ff.)

28 b: ba~bi~lu
29 b: dasar.alim.ma
30 g om. g3.
b: ba~nu-U dingir"'["~
32 b: me da.gan me
ur.ur ba-bi-lu
g: p[ar-$1i
33 g: [e?].ki.a
36 g: sa a-m[a37 b: KIMIN x[ X X t]um?![
38 w: illegible traces
39 b: -q]u-tum S[u40 b: lipiS.BA.be gll.nu.un.d[6, om. ana
41 b: Jx

;~ a ri?/Sid i[l
51

45 a: Ugmd~(
46 a: hi-alu]-tum u me-lu-lu
a: [kur.kur]me~
'52' (a) see coloph~ns

50 a om.
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TABLET II
Sources
MS

Museum Number

Lines on
obv.
rev.

Plate

Kuyunjik
B

c
D
I

K 4153+6410 .................................................................... .. 12-24 23'-41'
K 4714 ............................................................................... .. 1-14 1"-17"
1'-9'
K 5848 ............................................................................... ..
11"-18"
Sm 863 ............................................................................... ..

6
8
8

8

Assur

K

VAT11904 ........................................................................ ..

15"-19"

8

Babylon

aa
bb
f
qq

h
z
oo

BM33402+33425 ...............................................................
11-14
BM 33783 ............................................................................
1-6
BM 35838( + )36017 ...................................................... 9-24, 38-49
BM 36843 ............................................................................
25-26
BM 40151 ............................................................................ 17-50 1'-34'
VAT 13101 columnii .......................................................... 23-32
VAT 13200 ..........................................................................
23-27

9
8
7
57
7

9

Babylonia

ee

BM 41525+41914 ............................................................... 15-43
BM 54626 ............................................................................
15-17, 19

7
10

Dilbat
dd

BM 53824 ........................................................................... .

10" -13"

9

Kis
u

w

Ashmolean 1924-810
Ashmolean 1924-849

9-33
(I : catch-line)

6
5

18'-23'
31'-37'

9

Sippar
hh
ii

BM 75144 ........................................................................... .
BM 76144 .......................................................................... ..

MSS DI are probably parts of the same tablet.

8
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ti-amat

Cwbb
Cbb

2 [k]i.tilmun' 1 na

Cbb

3 ki.aratta"

Cbb

4 engur.ra

Cbb

5 e.du 6 .ku

Cbb

6 e.ga.i.nun.ge.du,

c
c
Cfu
Cfuaa
BCfuaa
BCfuaa
BCfuaa

7 e.gal.an.ki
8 as.te.ki.sikil
9 ki-ir!(NI)-lji!(DIN) imitta
(zag)
10 ki-ir-lji sumiila(gub)
II iku,(l-iku)
12 e.u.zu
13 e. ub.a.ra.al.li
14 ti.la.a

Bfjuee

15 se.er.zi.ki.sar.ra

Bfuee
Btbjuee
Btbu

16 e.du •. ku.ga
17 e.umus.a. 6 asal.lu.gi
18 e.abzu•asal.lu.gi

Cfu

su-bat 6 biil sa 6 bi!l ina mua-bi as-bu
su-[bat] 6 a-nim sa miir(dumu) mu- 6 a-ni[m
ina mub-ai as-bu]
su-bat 6 en-lil sa 6 tas-me-tum ina mub-[bi
as-bu]
su-bat 6 e-a sa kilzappu(gir.gub.ba) i-na
lib-b[i sak-nu?]
su-bat 6 e-a sa at-ma-nu i-na li[b-bi saknu?]
su-bat telfti(an.zib) .fiip(gir) •be-' let' x[ ... ]
su-bat 6 zar-pa-n[i-tum ... l
su-bat •GIS.SA[R ... ]
su-bat 6 en-lil sa x[ ... l
su-bat 6 a-'nim §a a'-na tar-[$i ... l
.fu-bat 6 e-a sa as-kup blti sak-nu
su-bat 6 gu-la e-le-nu-u
MIN 6 gu-la sap-lu-u
MIN •a-/a-la u 6 be-li-li sa kak !(NI)-kabtum ina mub-ai sak-[n]u
MIN 6 §amas sa purussu(es.bar) ina imitti
(zag) ra-[mu-u?]
MIN 6 lugal-du 6 -kit-ga bit nar-kab-[ll]
MIN 6 1-gi-gi bit 6 nin-u[rta? ... ]
MIN 6 a-[n]un-na-ki 'bit' [6 nin-urta? ... ]

Ti'amat

45

the seat of Bel on which Bel sits;

HSea"

2 Ki-tilmunna

"Place of the Noble"
3 Ki-aratta
"Place of the Noble"
4 Engurra
"Sweet Water"
5 E-du-ku

the seat of Anu [on] which the Son of Oannes [sits;]
the seat of Enlil on which Tasmetum sits;
the seat of Ea in which the footstool [is put(?);]
the seat of Ea in which the at manu [is put(?);]

"House, Pure Mound"

6 E-ga-inun-gedu
7

8
9

10
II
12
13

14

the seat of Telitu at the feet of Belet- ... [... ;]
"House Suited For Milk and Ghee"
E-gal-anki
the seat of Zarpanltum [... ;]
"House of the Secrets of Heaven and Underworld"
Aste-ki-sikil
the seat of...[ ... ;]
"Throne in a Pure Place"
Kir!Ji !mitta
the seat of Enlil which ... [... ;]
"Enclosure on the Right"
Kir!Ji sumela
the seat of Anu which faces [... ;]
"Enclosure on the Left"
Iku
the seat of Ea which is set at the threshold of the
"Acre"
chapel;
E-u-zu
the seat of Gu!a: Upper (Court)·
"House which Knows Herbs"
'
E-ub-aralli
the seat of Gu!a: Lower (Court);
"House;· Niche of the Netherworld"
Ti-la-a
the seat of Alala and Beli!i on which a star-symbol

serz1-· k"1sarra

rests;
the seat of Samas to the right of which the decisions
[rest'de(?)·]
1 E "Splendour of the Universe"
. ,
the seat of Lugaldukuga: the Chariot House·
6 -du-kuga
'
"House of the Pure Mound"
17 E-~musa-Asallugi
the seat of the Igigi: the chapel of Ninurta(?) [... ;]
House of Command of Asalluhi"
18 E-abzu-Asallugi
the s~at of the Anunnaki: the chapel of [Ninurta(?) ... ;]
"Apsu-House of Asallugi"
1

5

2ff.

e

bb: MIN
u: Vle.eT

4 bb: GAR.KID-a
!Off. fu: MIN
12 aa: e.u.su MIN
u: ]x
17 ee: dl5
17~18 f: dasal.lll.DIN
18 u: g)a?.J.lles.dasal.lU.lJ.i

13

aa om.
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19 e.a.ra.zu.gis.tuku.•asal.lu.\)i

Bfhjuee

MIN 6 n[i?-]x-ti ki-'da-nu' sa 'kisal bit d'
[

e.\)al.an.ki
es.gar
du 6 .suba
dur.an.na

20
21
22
23

Bfhu
Bfhju
Bfhu
Bfhjuzoo

Bfhuzoo

24 ki.gal.la

hjuzooqq

25 su.gi 4 .gi 4 .nigin.su.a.bi

hjuzooqq

26 e.nig.erim.\)ul.e.de

hjuzoo

27 e.gur.\)ur.sag

huz
J
huz
hjuz

28
28a
29
30

ki.sa.dulO'ga
[x.(x)].nar
ki.zalag.ga
du 6 .ki.sikil

hjuz

31

ki. ur .ku.ga

hjuz
hju

32 e.rgir4 ?,_kU
33 'e.idim ?' .[sag?].ga

hj

34 [x.(x)].ku

hj
hj

35 e.x[.an.k]i.a
36 e.ad.[gi 4 .g]i.

hj

37 e.a.si[kil].la

... ]

MIN di'e' -[a ... ]
MIN 6 qin-g[u ... ]
MIN 6 du[mu-zi ... ]
MIN •usumga//i(usumgal) 2 parakkil
(b:ira)md sa dba-aS-mu rina mub-bi uS-Sil,-

bu
MIN 6 nin-gis-zi-da sa 6 irljan \)u? x[ ... ]x
zik?
MIN •a-nun-na-ki sa 'm[iftiini? . . . ] 'sa'
ga~-~a ina mulj-lji uS-Sa-bu
MIN 6 kur.zi.gim.mu 7 .[mu 7 ] sa sip-pu
imitti(zag) [sa] u4 -gal-lu ina mulj-lji us-sabu
MIN 6 kur.gi.gim.sa,.sa 5 sa sip-pi!(UD)
sume[li(gub) sa ... ina mub-bi u!i-sa-bu]
M[IN ... ]
MIN 6 dunga sa 16ndru it-ti-i us-x[ ... ]
[MIN ... ]
MIN •en-me-'sar-ra' u 6 en-bi-lu-lu 2
p[arakkum" ... ]
MIN 6 gu 7 .bi.sig.sig u ta!-ma-a-tu 2
para[kkum'' ... ]
MIN 6 nuska sa niqf(siskur) sarri u x[ ... ]
MIN 6 idiqlat(1didigna) u puratti!(1d< UD>
.KIB.NUN.KI) sa 'bit?' [ ... ]
MIN 6 sfn(30) bftu sa Imamurri(4) sa ku-tal
bur-tum
MI[N ... ]
MIN 6 en.nun.ga.\)e.du 7 ma~~iir(en.nun)

[ ... l

MIN dna-din-memeS_qfitrn-1n u dmu-kilmem''-balii!i(tin) [ ... l

22 f: S]Uba
23-27 oo: Su-bat
23 z: 0 'U,-Sum-gal-l[um
US
25 u: uS.gi 4 .gi 4
oo: nigin.BA.a.b.[i]
j: n]a.Su.a.bi
muh-< ... >
26 u: nig.AG.RU
qq: dk]ur.Gl.gim.mu4.mu4

la -

31

u: ki.Uru.kU.ga

oo: dgal.SA.BI

24 oo: dnin-giS-zioo: da-NIM-Dl
j: zllqq: ina
27 j: Sa4 .Sa 4 , sip-p(i
30 u: sikil.

19

E-~razu-giStuku-Asallu\)i

the seat of... outside the courtyard of the chapel of[ ... ;]
House of Asallugi which Hears Prayers"
20 E-!Jal-anki
the seat of Ea [... ;]
"House of the Secrets of Heaven and Underworld"
21 Es-gar
the seat ofQingu [... ;]
"House which is Set up"

22 Du-suba
the seat of Dumuzi [... ;]
"Mound of the Shepherd"
23 Dur-anna
the seat of the Dragon: two daises on which the
"Heavenly Abode"
Serpent sits;
the seat of Ningiszida, which Irljan ... [... ]... ;
24 Kigalla
"Great Place"
the seat of the Anunnaki to the north(?)[ ... ] on which
25 Sugigi-nigin-suabi
. .
Gypsum sits;
26 E-mgenm-\)ulede
the seat of Kurzigimmumu at the righthand door-sill
"House which Destroys Evil"
on which the Lion Monster sits·
27 E-~ur-l)ursag.
the seat of Kurgigimsasa at the lefthand door-sill [o~
. !fouse whtch Subdues the Mountains"
which ... sits;]
28 Kt-sa-duga
the [seat of...;]
"Place of the Happy Heart"
28a [... ]-nar
the seat of Dunga, which the singer ... [... ;]
29 Ki-zalagga
[the seat of... ;]
"Bright Place"
30 Du-ki-sikil
the seat ofEnmesarra and Enbilulu: two daises[ ... ;]
"Mound in a Pure Place"
31 Kiur-kuga ,
the seat of Gubisigsig and the Seas: two daises[ ... ;]
"Pure Foundation"
32 E-gir(?)-ku
the seat of Nuska where the sacrifices of the king
_:'Hou?se of t~e/ure Oven(?)"
. .
and ... [... ;]
33 E ;?tm(.)-sagga(.)
the seat ofT1gns and Euphrates in the chapel(?)[ ... ;]
House of the Foremost(?) Spring(?)"
34 [... ]-ku .
the seat of Sin: the chapel in the west, behind the well;
35 E- ... -ankta
the seat [of... ;]
"House ... of Heaven and Underworld"
36 E-~dgigi
the seat of Ennungagedu, the guardian [... ;]
House of the Counsellor"
37 E-a-sikilla
the seat of Nadin-me-qatl and Mukil-me-balati [... ;]
"House of Pure Water"
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48
fuj

38 e.es.bar.an.ki

fuj
fuj

39 e.u •. gal.gal.la
40 x.x.ku •. ra

fuj

4!

fuj

42 'es'.mal}

fuj

43 es.bitn.da

[um]un.sag

MIN •samas bftu sa •miJtiini(2) sa qe-

reb !(E) sub-tum
MIN'"'[ ... ]
MIN •da-gan

sa

ka.u 6 .de.babbar as-ruk-

ka-t[i imitta?J
MIN '"'[be]-let-ill"''' sa ka.u 6 .de.babbar
as-r[uk-ka-ti sumiila?J
MIN '•e'-a sa ka.mal} .M '"sussullu
(bugin.tur) sa me[m''? ... J_. .
. _,
MIN '•nanse sa ka.mal}' sa as-la-a-tu sa
ni[qi(siskur) . . . l

'su'.luh.bi.ku.ga
MIN •[ · · · l
MIN '•'[ ... ]
. di.ku,.ka.as.bar.si.sa
'e?'.nir.gal.an.na
MIN •[ · · · l
'e?'.galam.an.ki.a.su.du,
MIN [ · · · l
[e?].nam.l}e.PAP.TIN?.AS.na
MIN ~•'[ · · ·]
48
49 'e'.mas.da.ri
MIN [ · · · l
50 [e].dumu.nun.na
MIN [ · · · l

44
45
46
47

fu
fu
fu
fu
fu
fu
h

******

38 E-esbar-anki
the seat of Samas: the chapel in the north, inside the
"House of the Decisions of Heaven and Underworld"
shrine;
39 E-u-galgalla
the seat of[ ... ;]
"House of Tempests"
40 ... -kura
the seat of Dagan in Ka-ude-babbar: the lobby (on the
right(?);]
4! Umun-sag
the seat of Belet-ill in Ka-ude-babbar: the lobby [on
"Foremost Craft"
the left?;]
42 Es-mal}
the seat of Ea in Ka-mal}, [at?] which the water(?) basin
"Exalted House"
[ ... ;]
43 Es-banda
the seat of Nanse in Ka-mal}, [at?] which the sacrificial
"Little House"
ewes [... ;]
44 Sulul}bi-kuga
the seat of( ... ;]
"Its Cleansing Ritual is Pure"
45 Diku-kasbar-sisa
the seat of [... ;]
"Judge who Pronounces a Just Verdict"
46 E(?)-nirgal-anna
the seat of[ ... ;]
"House(?) of the Heavenly Prince"
47 E(?)-galam-ankia-sudu
the seat of[ ... ;]
"Skilfully-Built House(?), Perfect in Heaven and Underworld"
48 [E(?)]-naml}e-...
the seat of[ ... ;]
"House(?) of Plenty ... "
49 E-masdari
the seat of[ ... ;]
"House of Offerings"
50 [E]-dumu-nunna
the seat of [... ;]
"House of the Son of the Prince"

******
.
50 and l' is probably partly to be filled by the following:
The gap between lmes

c
c
c

l"

3"

di.x[ " . J
e.rzP .da
e.sid.du

[su-bat ... ]
S[u-bat ... ]
su-bat [ " . J

!" Di ... [ ... ]
2" E-zida

[the seat of... ;]
the [seat of...;]

"True House"
3" E-siddu
"House of the Director"

the seat of[ ... ;]
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c
c
c
c
c
c

4"
5"
6"
7"

8"
9"

Cdd 10"
Cldd 11"
Cidd 12n
Cldd 13"
14"
CI
CIK 15"
CIK 16"'
CIK 17"
18"
IK
19"
K

e.sag.ga.an.[na/ki]
e.\)ul.[la]
e.nigin.n[a]
e.pirig
e.gu.si.sa
e.urs.sa.ba
e.ma\).ti.la
e.igi.du
E.GESTU .dNJSSABA
e.es.gar
ki.unu.ga
e.gir.Ia.t[i]l.la
e.di.[m]a\)
e.I:Ji:.[gJai
[ ... g]a?

[ ... l

[s1u-bat d( ... ]
[s1u-bat dx[ ... ]
[s1u-bat dn[in?- ... ]
[s1u-bat dm[adiinu(di.ku,)? ... ]
su-bat ctmus-[te-sir-bab-lim ... ]
su-bat dn[a-na-a ... l
§u-bat ctmarduk bftu sanu' [ ... ]
su-bat d/il-!um sa eS.Si.ZU[ + AB ... ]
su-bat dnissa[ba ... l
su-bat ctuttu'·'"m bll l.;!AR-r[i ... ]
su-bat [ ... ]
su-ba[t ... l
su-bat [ ... l
su-bat [ ... l
su-bat [ ... l
su-bat [ ... l

******

4" E-sagga-annaj-anki
the seat of[ ... ;]
"Foremost House in Heaven (and Underworld)"
the seat of. .. [... ;]
5" E-\)ulla
"Joyful House"
6" E-niginna
the seat of...[ ... ;]
"House of the Chamber"
7" E-pirig
the seat of Madiinu(?) [... ;]
"House of the Lion"
8" E-gu-sisa
the seat of Mustesir-\)abli [... ;]
"House which Provides Justice for the Wronged"
the seat of Nanay [... ;]
9" E-ur-saba
"House ... of the Heart"
10" E-ma\)-tila
the seat of Marduk: the other chapel [... ;]
"Exalted House which Gives Life"
II" E-igidu
the seat of Lillu in ES-sa-abzu [... ;]
"House of the Leader"
the seat of Nissaba [... ;]
12" E.GESTU.ctNISSABA
("House of the Wisdom of Nissaba")
13" E-esgar
the seat of Uttu: chapel. .. [... ;]
"House of the Assigned Task"
14" Ki-unuga
the seat of[ ... ;]
"Place of the Food Offering"
15" E-girla-tilla
the seat [of...;]
"House of the Exterminating(?) Butcher"
the seat of[ ... ;]
16" E-di-ma\)
"House ·of the Exalted Verdict"
17" E-\)egal
the seat of[ ... ;]
"House of Abundance"
18" [.. .]. ..
the seat of[ ... ;]
19" [... ]
the seat of[ ... ;]

******
The text resumes:
Dh
Dh
Dh

l'
2'
3'

( ... )x.mal].
[x x e]n?.ad.gi 4 .gi.
[nu 11 ?.g]al.an.na

[MIN ct]x nu[n ... ]
MIN ctmard[uk ... ]
MIN dis-tar [ ... ]

1' [... ] ... -rnab

[the seat ofj ... [... ;]
"Exalted ... "
2' [... ]-en(?)-adgigi
the seat of Marduk [... ;]
" ... Lord(?) Counsellor"
3' [Nu(?)]-gal-anna
the seat of! star [... ;]
"Great Light(?) of Heaven"
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Dh
Dh
Dh
Dh
Dh
Dh
h

10'

h

I 1'

h
h
h
h
h
h

12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'

4'
5'
6'

7'
8'
9'

[e].akkil
[e].a.zag
[e].gi 6 .par
[e].lu.ma\}
a.sud.a ki.dur.'gar.pid' .da
'gisgal' .sag.ga
e.a.r[a?].x.na
[x (x) x].ra
[e.me.la]m.\}us
'e'.[m]e.lam.ma
rkP.SU.kU
e.gi 6 .par.ku
u[b.s]u.ukkin.na me.zu.\}al.\}al.[la]
[d]u 6 .k[u] ki.nam. tar.tar.re.'e' .[de]
[g]is.\}ur.an.ki.a

hhh

18'

hhh

19'

hhh

20'

[d]ur.an.ki.a

hhh

21'

ka.as.bar.kalam.ma

hhh

22'

'e'.sag.kal

Bhhh 23'

4'-5'

5'

s1a x x]

D: ].azag

re .ka.aS.bar.kalam.GAL {MIN}
1

sa

sa

es.bar.me.si.sa

D: J[u-bat

MIN dma-n[un-gal ... ]
MIN 6 a-sa[k-ki ... ]
MIN d'e'-[ni ... ]
MIN 6 f1u-mab-bi ... l
MIN 6 [ . • • ]
MIN d§ama§ [ ... ]
MIN dx[ ... ]
MINd( ... ]
MINd[ ... ]
MINd[ ... ]
MINd( ... ]
MIN 'd'[ ... ]
[MIN ... ]
[MIN dJugal-dim-me-er-an-ki-a sa
ub.su.ukkin.na ... ]
M[IN] 6 a-nim §a ub.s[u.ukkin.na sa]
dmadiinu(di.ku 5 ) ana tar-$i 't'-x[ x x]
M[IN] den-Iii sa ub.su.ukkin.[na .M]
dzar-pa-ni-tum [x x]
[MIN] de-a sa ub.su.ukkin.na a-§ar
de-a [x x]
M[IN] d§amas
ub.su.ukkin!
(MA]j:).na §u-b[at? x x]
M[IN] dnin-urta
ub.su.ukkin.na
M[IN] ' 6'n[abt1(na ?)
ukkin.na ... ]

18'-22' hh: Jubat

sa

18' hh: re.giiP.Q.ur.an!.ki.a

ub.su.

21' hh:

4' [E]-akkil
the seat of Manungal [... ;]
"House of Lamentation"
the seat of the Asakku-Demon [... ;]
5' [E]-azag
"House of Taboo"
the seat of the divine En-Priest[ ... ;]
6' [E]-gipar
"House of the Giparu"
the seat of the divine Lumalj-Priest [... ;]
7' [E]-lumah
"House of the Lumah"
8' A-suda Ki-durgar-padda
the seat of[ ... ;]
"Long Side, Place of the Chosen Throne"
9' GiSgal-sagga
the seat of Samas [ ... ;]
"Foremost Station"
10' E-a- ... na
theseao
t f [ ... ;]
,
the seat of[ ... ;]
11 ... ra
12' [E]-melam-\}us
the seat of[ ... ;]
"House of Awesome Radiance"
13' E-melamma
the seat of [... ;]
"House of Radiance"
the seat of[ ... ;]
14' Kisu-ku

"Pure Ordinance"
15' E-gipar-ku
t h e seat of [ ... ;]
"House of the Pure Giparu"
16' Ubsu-ukkinna Me-zu-\}al[the seat of... ;]
\}alia
"Court(?) of the Assembly, which Allots the Known Me's"
17' D~:ku Ki-namtartarrede
[the seat of Lugaldimmerankia in Ubsu-ukkinna ... ;]
Pure Mound, where Destinies are Decreed"
18' Gishur-ankia
the seat of A nu m
· Ub"su- [u kk'mna] facmg
·
·
". .
[wh1ch]
Ordmances of Heaven and Underworld"
Mada·
[ ·]
19'Ed
h
nu ...... ,
the seat of Enlil in Ubsu-ukkinna [which] Zarpan!tum
-.. ur-ma_
,
House of the Exalted Abode/Bond"
[... ;]
20 Dur-ankla
the seat of Ea in Ubsu-ukkinna where Ea [ ·]
"Abode/Bond of Heaven and Underworld"
... '
21' Kasbar-kalamma
the seat of Samas in UbSu-ukkinna: the seat(?) [of...;]
"Decisions of the Land"
22' E-sagkal
the seat of Ninurta in Ubsu-ukkinna which [... ;]
"House of the Leader"
23' ES~a~-me-sisa
.
the seat of Nabu [in Ubsu-ukkinna ... ;]
Dtrector of Decisions and Me's"
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Bh
Bh
Bh
Bh
Bh

24'
25'
26'
27'
28'

Bh
Bh
Bhii

29'
30'
31'

Bhii

32'

Bhii
Bhii

33'
34'

Bii
B
ii
B
ii
B
B

35'
36'

B
B

40'
41'

37'
38'
39'

24' Tul-idim-anki
the seat of[ .. .in Ubsu-ukkinna ... ;]
"Well of the Springs of Heaven and Underworld"
25' E-tilla-sarsarra
the station of[ ... ;]
"House which Makes Living Things Multiply"
26' E-kasbar
the station of... [... ;]
"House of Decisions"
27' E-~is\}ur-anna
the station of Ennunga\}edu [... ;]
House of the Ordinances of Heaven"
28' E-~estu-diri
the station of Indagar in the chapel of[ ... ;]
House of Surpassing Wisdom"
29' Du-mag on the right
the station of Ababa at the door-sill of [ditto·]
"Exalted Mound"
'
30' Du-ma\} on the left
the station of Antadurunnu at the door-sill of ditto·,
"Exalted Mound"
31' E-nigerim-nu-dib:
the station of Madanu in the Grand Court·,
the shrine on the right
"House which Lets not Evil Pass"
32' E-nigerim-nu-sisa:
the station of Nergal in the Grand Court·
the shrine on the left
'
"House which Lets not Evil Flourish"
33 , Ed
- umu-nunna
the station of Madiinu in A-suda ·
"House of the Son of the Prince"
'
34' E-diku-mag
'the station of Mustesir-habli ditto.
"House of the Exalted Judge"
'

M[IN • ... sa ub.su.ukkin.na ... ]
m[anziiz(ki.gub) ... ]
MIN •x[ ... ]
MIN •e[n.n]un.ga.\}[e.du, ... ]
MIN •indagar(NINDA X GU.) sa
bit •[x x]
MIN •aba-ba 6 sa sip-pi [MIN]
du 6 .ma\) imitta(!5)
MIN an.ta.durun.nu sa sip-pi MIN
du 6 .ma\) sumiila(!50)
e.n\g.erim.nu.dib suk-ku imitta(!5) [M]IN •madiinu(di.ku,) sa kisalmiilji
(kisal.ma\})
MIN •nerga/(u.gur) sa kisalmiilji
e.n\g.erim.nu.si.sa suk-ku
(kisal.ma\})
sumela(!50)
[MI]N •madiinu(di.ku 5 ) sa a.sud.a
e.dumu.nun.na
[MI]N •mus-te-sir-ljab-lim MIN
e.di.ku,.ma\}
bit mar-[kas ... ]
ki.du.du gis.\)ur e.sag.il.la.ke.
k[a ... sumsu]
[biibu] sa biibi rabi "' [k]a-mi-i
ka.sik[il.la sumsu]
[biibu] ka-mi-i
[Mb] asruk[kati(aslug) sa k]a.•utu.e k[a ... sumsu]
k[a ... sumsu]
[biibu] sa imi/tiini(2) kamu(la)
k[a ... sumsunu]
[2 ?] biibiitu S[a . . . ]x- tu
k[a ... sumsu]
[biib] a-gur-[ri sa ki-sal-lji eliini

tul.idim.an.ki
e. til.la.sar.Sar .ra
e.ka.as.bar
e.gis.\)ur.an.na
re1 .g6Stu.diri

(an.ta)'
[x] a.la x[ ... ]x.kam a.la ki.gub lugal ki.gal [ ... J
(X] ma-mit ( ... ]x sa fe(!J(da)?J X X ( · · ·]

35'
36'
,
37
38'
39:
40
41'

Rites and prdinances of E-sagil, House of the Bond [of... ]
[The outer gate] of the Great Gate [is called] Ka-[ ... ;]
[the] outer [gate is called] Ka-sikilla ("Pure Gate");
[the gate of] the lobby [of] Ka-Utu-e [is called] Ka-[ ... ;]
[the] outer north [gate is called] Ka-[ ... ;]
[the two(?)] gate(s) of [... ]... [are called] Ka-[ ... ;]
[the gate of] baked brick [of the] Upper Court [is called] Ka-[ ... ;]
[... ] ... [... ]... statwn of the king, platform [... ]
[... ]oath [... ] ... next to(?) ... [... ]

(Commentary: p. 268ff.)

24' h: tul.MAN.an.ki
gub
31' h: sug z[ag

25' h: e.ti.la.sar.Sar.ra g[isgal
27'-28' B om. e
29'
32' ii: di]b.rba1
33'-34' ii: giSgal
34' ii om. kus?

h: zag

30'

h:
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TABLET IV
TABLET III
Sources

(Tintir III remains lost or as yet unidentified: seep. ll)

MS

Lines on
obv.
rev.

Museum Number

Plate

Kuyunjik
A
H

K 3089+ 10924 .......................................................................
K 19758 ..................................................................................

1-24
7-11

3
II

Babylon

e

m

BM
BM
BM
BM

X

VAT 441 ·················································································

g

34927
38442
40480
46279

............................................................................... 15-26
. ...... .... ... .. .. .. .... .................... .. ...... ......... .. .......... ...... .. . .. . . . . . .
............................................................................... 2-21
............................................................................... 1-23

27-36
19-43
25-43
24-43

10
2
12
II

6-19 29-43

10

.............................................................................. .
37-43
.............................................................................. . 1-26 27-41
.............................................................................. . 8-26 31-39
.............................................................................. .
12-17

14
13
13
13

Babylonia
ff
n

q
11

BM
BM
BM
BM

54752
59579
77013
82897

Kis
v
Ashmolean 1924-846 ............................................................. . 1-23 24-43
mm Ashmolean 1924-1365 ........................................................... .
19-23

12
14

Sippar
gg

jj
kk

BM 65151 .............................................................................. .
BM 76494 .............................................................................. .
BM 76884 .............................................................................. .

The third sub-column of MS e is edited in Chapter 2 as text no. 4.

17-20
1-10
35-39

18
14
13
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Amnvjj
Aimnvjj
Aimnvjj
Aimnvjj
Aimnvjj
Aimnvxjj
AHimnvxjj
AHimnqvxjj
AHimnqvxjj
AHimnqvxjj
AHimnqvx
Aimnqvxll
Aimnqvxll
Aimnqvxll
Aeimnqvxll
Aeimnqvxll
Aeimnqvxggll
Aeimnqvxgg
Aegimnqvxggmm
Aegimnqvggmm

e.sag.il
2 e.te.me.en.an.ki
3 e.kar.za.gin.na
4 e.rab.ri.ri
5 e.gal.mab
6 e.nam.tag.ga.du\).a
7 e.al.ti.la
8 e.tur.kalam.ma
9 e.ni. te.en.na
10 e.sag.dil.an.na.•"gidru. tuku
11 e.zi.da.gis.nuu.gal
12 e.gis.la.an.ki
13 e.gu.za.la.mab
14 e.sag.git.Sar.ra
15 e.'"nig.gidar.kalam.ma.
sum.ma
16 e.mas.da.ri
17 e.\)i.li.kalam.ma
18 e.mab
19 e.\)ur.sag.til.la
20 e.sa.sur.ra

meljret(gaba.ri) apsf(abzu)

meljret(gaba.ri) e.ilar .ra
biib apsi(abzu)
bit •madanu(di.ku 5 )
bit •gu-la
bft •amurru(mar.du)
bft •adad
bit •be-let-biibili(tin.tir)"
bft •sin(30)
bft •pap-sukkal
bit •dumu-zi sa ki-me-tu
bit •nabii(na) sa nikkassi(nig.ka.)
bit •nin-gis-zi-da
blt da~nu-ni-tum lib-ba eri-du 10 i.d
bft •nabu(na)
ua-re-e

sa

bft •beiet(gasan)-a-ka-de"
bft •as-ra-tum
bft •be-let-iii lib-ba kit.dingir.ra''
bft dnin-urta

bit •is-ba-ra lib-ba su-an-na"

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
1 m: ap-[s1}i
jj: ab.z[u]
2 v: e)n.<an.ki MIN1
3 i om. gin
im: ap-si-i
jj: a[b.zu]
6 i:
e.nam.tag.ga.duh
v: e.nita.ig.dul).a
jj: e.nan:.tag.TA.duQ.a
mjj: <1AN.mar.dll
7 A: ti]l
v:

6.1Jal.ti.l[u?]
8 inv: dMOS
m: {dingir} <1MUS
9 m: e]n.du 10
v: e.n[i.te).en
10 mv om.
na
n: a ~nig.gidar
v: nig.gidar.UR4
11 Hmn: e.zi.da.nu.gil
q: sa]g?.gal
x: n]u 11 .gil
A:
ki-mit
i: ki-m[i-t]um
12 v: 6.giS.MA.an.ki.a
m: {dingir} (dn]i
q: dmuati
v: d£N
iv om.
sa
l3 v: e.gu.ME.mah
14 n: e.me.si.kalam.ma.Sitr.r[a]
q om. gi
11: e.me.si.ga.k[alam
m:
da~nu~{n]i~tU lib~UD qv: da~nun~nHum A: sa lib-bi Ai?: eridu~< 1 v om. du 10 15 v: e.nig.
gidar.kalam.ma.an.sum
m: sum.TIM
qx: sum.mu
iq: dmuati sa lja~r[u]~U
v: dEN
A: lja·ri-i
1
m: ha-ar-e
16 v: i:.KUN.da.ra
Aimq: dMOS
e: k]cl·<dJ>k
17 m: S]AR.{kala]m.ma
gg
om.-d
18 A: dingir].mai)
m: dbe·!et·dingir.dingir
n: db[e·le]t-i-li
v: dgaSan-ili
gg om. iii
i:
Ub·bi! [k]i.dingir.x
19 nqmm: ti.la
20 n: i:.sa-ras1 -su~ru
A: lib-bi Su-an-na
e: li}b-bi
n:

1

tin.tirl<[!]

gg: dx Su-an~na

17

18
19

20

E-sagil
the Replica of Apsu;
"House whose Top is High"
E-temen-anki
· of E-sarra ·
"
t he Rephca
House: Foundation Platform of Heaven and Underworld"'
E-kar-zagmna
the Gateo fA psu,
'.
"H
ouse of the Quay of Lapis Lazuli"
E-rab-riri
"
t he temple of Madiinu ·
House of the Shackle which Holds in Check"
'
Egal-maht he temple of Gula ·
"Exalted Palace"
'
E-namtagga-du\)a
the temple of Amurru ·
'
"House which Dispels Guilt"
E-al-tila
"
.
the temple of Adad;
House of the L1fe-Giving Mattock"
E-tur-kalamma
_
"
t he temple of Belet-Babili
·
House, Cattle-Pen of the Land"
'
E-nitenna
the temple of Sin;
"House of Rest"
E-~,agdil-anna-gidru-tuku
the temple of Papsukkal;
House of the Heavenly Secrets, Holding a Sceptre"
E-zida-gisnu-gal
"T
H
t he temple of Dumuz1· of Captivity.
'
rue ouse of Great Light"
E-gisla-anki
"
t he temple of Nabu of Accounting.
House of the Auditor of Heaven and Underworld"
'
E-guzala-mah
"
_
t he temple of Ningiszida ·
House -of the Exalted Chamberlain"'
'
E-sagga-sarra
the temple of Aniinitum; in Eridu.
"Foremost House in the Universe"
E-~iggidar-kalamma-summa
the temple of Nabu of the harii;
House wh1ch Bestows the Sceptre of the Land"
E-masdari
t he temple of Belet-Akkade;
"House of Offerings"
E-hili-kalamma
,~
the temple of Asratum;
House of the Luxuriance of the Land"
E-ma!J
the temple of Belet-ill; in Ka-dingirra.
"Exalted House"
E-hursag-tilla
.
~
t he temple of Nmurta
·
House which Exterminates the Mountains"
'
E-sasurra
th e temple of !Shara; in Suanna
"H
f h
ouse o t e Womb"
"
·
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Aegimnqvmm
Aegmnqvmm
Aegmnqvmm

21 e.uru.na.nam
22 e.ki. tus.gir 17·zal
23 e.an.da.sa.a

Aegmnqv
egimnqv
egimnqv
egimnv
egimv
egirnnvx
egimnvx
gimqvx
egimnqvx
egimnqvx
egimqvx
egimqvxkk
egimqvxkk
gimnqvxffkk
gimnqvxffkk
gimnqvxffkk
gimnvxff

24 [e.ki]s.nu11.gal
25 [e.me.kilib.u]r •· ur 4
26 [e.u]r.gub.ba
27 e.sag
28 e.dur.ku.ga
29 e.kit.gu.la
30 e.me.ur4.ur4
31 e.nun.ma\}
32 e.gis.\}ur.an.ki.a
33 e.bur.sa7.sa7
34 e.nam.ti.la
35 e.i:s.ma\}
36 e.ka.dim.ma
37 e.me.sikil.la
38 e.di.ku,.kalam.ma
39 e.e.sir .kalam.ma
40 e.nam.\}e

parak(biua) •nabU
bit •belet(nin)-e-an-na
bit •is8 -t[ar]-kakkabi(mulr" libba ii/i-eJ'si(gibil)•'
bit •sin(30)
bft •sarrat(gasan)-larsaki
bit •pisan,(MES)'"'-unug•'
bit •iugal-bim-da lib-hi kul-aba 4 ki
parak(biua) "i-gi-gi
parak(bilra) •a-nun-na-ki
bft •na-na-a lib-ba TE.P'
bit •nuska
bit "belet(gasan)-ni-nu-a
bit •sara lib-ba biib-"lugal-ir 9 -ra
bit "bel-miitiiti(kur.kur)
bit •e-a
bft "be-/i-Ii
bit •amurru(AN.mar.du)

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

bft d§amaS

30

bft "pisan,(MES)"'-unugki
bit •adad lib-ba ku-mar

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

21 q: ur]u.na.nam
v: e.Ur.nam
22 nv: zal.la
q: zil
v: dgaSan
23 n: sa 5
v: si.{Kl}.
a
m: dl5
qmm: diJ-tar
n om. md
e: !lb-bi
An om. kl
25 i: dM(JS
n: d.ijarrat}
27 v om. d
g: lib-ba TAR-{
m: !ljb-ba NU-aba4k[l]
28 glosses:
g: C-dllr-rkU-garP
i: C-tur-ku -ga-ri
v: SU-ki?
m: k]U-ga blira C
29 glosses:
gm: C-kli-gu-la-u
i: C-ki-gala-e
v: SU-ki6
i: GAR-0-na-ki
30 e: TE.E01
i: LA.A
m: A.IJNd
31 v: C.nu.mah
32 e: IN-nU-akl
i: JR-nU!-a
33 mq: dSara
v: dSa~ra!
ev: k3..~/ugal~ir 9 -ra
i: ki-d[ugal-ir~ra~x
34 q: [6].ZI.ti.la
i: dRU~kur.kur
35 e: d]idim
36 i: 6.ka.edin!.x.ma
q: {6].kfl.dim.ma
v:
6.ki.edin.na, EN-li-li
37 i: 6.me.sikil.BA
v: 6.mab, dkur.gal
39 i: [6.x.]x.kalam.ma
m: ].e.sir.
galam.ma
v: e.x.PA.kalam.ma
kk: ]x.da.kalam.ma
40 gv: e.nam.mag
If: e.nam.t[i
v: kuma-ri

38
39
40
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E-uru-nanam
the throne-dais of Nabu;
"House, the Very City"
E-kitus-girzal
the temple of Belet-Eanna;
"House, Abode of Joy"
E-anda-saa
the temple of !Star-of-the-Star; in Newtown.
"House which Rivals Heaven"
[E]-giSnu-gal
the temple of Sin;
"House of the Great Light"
[E-mekilib]-urur
"H
.
the temple of Sarrat-Larsa·
ouse whtch Gathers All the Me's"
'
[E]-ur-gubba
"H
.
the temple of Pisangunuk.
ouse whtch Makes Firm the Oracle(?)"
'
E-sag
,
the temple of Lugalbanda ,· 1·n Kullab.
' Foremost House"
E-dur-kuga
the throne-dais of the Jgigi;
"House, Pure Abode"
E-ka-gula
the throne-dais of the Anunnaki.
'
"House of the Great Gate"
E-me-urur
the temple of Nanay; in TE.Eki.
"House which Gathers the Me's"
E-nun-mab
the temple of Nuska ·
'
"House of the Exalted Prince"
E-gishur-ankia
" the temple ofBelet-Ninua·
House of the Ordinances of Heaven and Underworld"
'
E-bur-sasa
the temple of Sara; in Bab-Lugalirra.
"House,of Beautiful Jars"
E-namtila
the temple of Bel-matati.
'
"House of Life"
E-es-mab
the temple of Ea;
"Exalted House"
E-ka-dimma
the temple of Belili ,·
"House which Creates ... "
E-me-sikilla
the temple of Amurru.
'
"House of the Shining Me's"
E-diku-kalamma
the temple of Samas ·
'
"House of the Judge of the Land"
E-esir-kalamma
the temple of Pisangunuk;
"House of the Street of the Land"
E-nam\}e
the temple of Adad; in Kumar.
"House of Plenty"
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gimnvxff
gimvxff
gimvxff

bft •belet(nin)-e-an-na
bit 6 gu-la
bft •nabu(na) lib-ba tu!-ba"

41 e.ki.tus.garza
42 e.sa.bad
43 e.sid.du.ki.sar.ra

TABLETV
Sources

MS
41

E-kitus-garza
"House, Abode of the Regulations"

Museum Number

Lines on
obv.
rev.

the temple of Belet-Eanna;

Plate

Kuyunjik
the temple of Gula;

A
E

42 E-sa-bad
"House whose Ear(?) is Open"
the temple of Nabu; in Tuba.
43 E-siddu-kiSarra
"House of the Director of the Universe"

F
G

K 3089 + I 0924 .................. .................. .. .. .. .. ....... ................. ............ ..
K 8515 ...............................................................................................
K 13644 .............................................................................................
K 15122 .............................................................................................

65-85
23-48
84-104
49-56

3
17
3
17

BM 33491 + 33826 ............................................................... (I: catch-line)
BM 34878 ............................................................................... 71-85
BM 38003 ...............................................................................
47-52
BM 46070 ........................................................................................ ;. 78-88
BM 46207 ........... ... .. .. .. ......... .................................... ......................... 89-96
BM 46438 ...............................................................................
39-53
VAT 554 ............................................................................ i 10-33 iii 74-90
ii 47-59 iv 98-104
VAT 13101 ........................................................................................ v 49-64
vi 99-104

4
18
57
17
17
19

Babylon

(Commentary: p. 294ff.)

a
d
ss
k
cc

y

z

17

Babylonia
r

80-92

16

Ashmolean 1924-807 + ........................................................ .. 7-49
50-97
Ashmolean 1930-354.1 ........................................................... .
92-93

15
18

BM 77029 ............................... :.. ;.......................................................

Kis
nn

Sippar
gg
o

41 i: [i:.g}arza
BAD?.[
v: 'EN

v: e.ki.x[.d]ug4?.g[a

m: A.IJA"

i: dbe~let~an-na

v: KU-ba

43 i:

re .MES.I.I.ki.Sil.r.ra
1

m: s]id.

p
pp

BM 65151 ...............................................................................
93-94
BM 76297 + 76459 .................................................................. 15-40
80-92
( +) 82888 ........................................................................... 1-7
95-103
BM 76517 ...............................................................................
87-104
Si 605 .... .... .... .........................................................................
69-76

18
16
16
58

MSS EG are very probably reverse flakes of a single tablet; kl could well be from column
iii of the same four-column tablet. The reverse of MS d is edited in Chapter 2 as text
no. 9.
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ao
0
0
0
0
0

ot
t
t
ty
ty
ty
ty
ty
oty
oty
oty
oty
oty
oty
oty
oty
Eoty
oty
Eoty
Eoty
Eoty
Eoty
Eoty
Eoty
Eoty
Eot
Eoty
Eot
Eot
Eot

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

bitra su-nu-hu biibili(E)kl 'bara i-sem'-me 'su-pe'-a

bitra i-be-[ . . . ]
bitra i-be-[ ... ]
bitra i-b[e- . . . ]
bara i-[ ... l
bara '•'-[ ... l
bitra '!'-[ ... ]
bitra i-[ ... ]
b:ira ~u-[lul . . . ]
bitra ~u-[lul ... ]x [x]
11 bitra ~u-l[ul ( ... )]xm••-su
12 bara (u-ku/-[tl] e.sag.il
13 b:ira tu-kul-t[l] um-ma-ni-su
14 [bitra t]a-lim-tu 4 a!Jbif(ses)m"-su
15 [bitra] ku-ru-ub [lis-m]e UD sa eka/li(e.gal)-ia
16 [bara] ku-ru-ub lis-me
17 [bitra] ku-ru-ub [lis-me]
18 [bara] is-!Jur i-di babili(E)ki dmarduk
19 [bitra S]a /ib-bi iii'"" u distariiti(!5) i/-ma-d[u] dmarduk
20 [bitra] '1'-qu-u/-/u i/um'' a-na dmarduk
21 [bitr]a it-bal i-di babili(E)ki dmarduk
22 [bilr]a e tam-si biibili(E)ki dmarduk
6
23 [bitr]a li-bur dan-nu pa-bil-sag
24 [bitr]a kisal !Jaluppi(\)a.!u.ub)
25 bitra ub.sa\)ar.ra
26 [bitra] u-su!J iS-di rag-gu dmarduk
27 [bitra] !Jul-liq nap-!Jar a-a-bi dmarduk
28 [bitra]/u-mur di-in-su
29 bitra uk-ku-mi
30 [bilr]a i-sem-mi ik-kil-la-su
31 bara mut-tab-bil nar-bi-su
32 bitra za-nin sak-ke-e-su
33 bitra [r]e'u(sipa) .M ma-ti-su
34 bitra mu-dam-mi-iq ma-gi-ri-su
35 bara 6 aba-ba 6 na-si-i!J rag-g[l]
36 bitra i-/e-'-i re-'-i ra-i-me dmarduk

y: TU]R(i!)?-di
qu-/u
y: ana
21
bi-li
23 y: d]a?-nu
18

o: k]i.dingir.r(a
t: {!u]r? ra? ha-bi-b"
19 t: diS-tar Ia-[
y: if-mad
20 t: 1y: TU]R(i!)?-di
o: k<l.dingir.r[a
t: a ba-b{1}li
22 o: k<i.dingir.r[a
t: ba25 t: ub-sa-{!a-ri
26 o: suQ.uS
E: <rag-gi"
27 o: IGI+L]U-liq
28 o:

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Dais: "Babylon is Exhausted;" Dais: "He Hears my Supplications;"
Dms: ... [... ;]
Dais: ... [... ;]
Dais: ... [... ;]
Dais: ... [... ;]
Dais: ... [... ;]
Dais: ... [... ;]
Dais: ... [... ;]
Dais: "Protection [of...;"]
Dais: "Protection [of...] ... ;"
Dais: "Protection of his ... [... ;"]
Dais: "Mainstay of E-sagil;"
Dais: "Mainstay of his People;"
[Dais]: "Twin of his Brothers·"
'
[Dais]: "Pray, that he may Hear ... ofmy Palace!"
[Dais]: "Pray, that he may Hear!"
[Dais]: "Pray, [that he may Hear!"]
[Dais]: "Marduk Sought the Might(?) of Babylon;"
[Dais]: "Marduk Learnt the Thoughts of Gods and Goddesses·"
[Dais]: "The Gods Pay Heed to Marduk ·"
'
Dais: "Marduk Carried off the Might(?) 'of Babylon;"
Dais: "Do not Forget Babylon, 0 Marduk!"
Dais: "May the Mighty Flourish, 0 Pabilsag!"
Dais: "Court of the Ijaluppu-Tree;"
Dais: Ub-sa\)arra ("Earthen Niche");
[Dais]: "Uproot the Foundations of the Wicked, 0 Marduk!"
[Dais]: "Destroy Every Enemy, 0 Marduk!"
[Dais] of Lilmur-dinsu;
Dais of Ukkumu;
Dais: "He Hears his Cry;"
Dais: "Minister of his Greatness·"
Dais: "Provider for his Cult·" '
'
Dais: "Shepherd of his Land;"
Dais: ::one who Shows Favour to those who Obey him;"
Da1s: Ababa 1s the Uprooter of the Wicked·"
Dais: "Marduk, the Loving One, is Expert a; Ruling;"

m}u-ur
KU-[

E: di-in-Su
30 o: ?-Sem-mu
34 E: mu-dam-me-eq
35 E:

32 E: sa·ke-§u'
33 E: re-k-a-um, om.
36 o: r,l ~1e~ '~i i~re~ 'i r[a
t:

daba~ba

sa

o: re-'-i

i-[ije-IJUR~i

sa
r[e
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Eot
Eot
Etcc
Eotcc
Etcc
Etcc
Etcc
Etcc
Etcc
Etcc
Etyccss
Etyccss

=
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

bilra 6 e4 -ru 6 -u 8 re- '-a-ti nisf(ug)m''-S[a]
bilra ma-si a-di ma-ti iq-bi-su 6 samsu'{"]
bilra li-im-mir Mbili(kil.dingir.ra)["']
bilra li-bur za-nin e.sag.'il'
bara se-ti-ma e-ti-iq
bara $illi(gissu) an-!Ju-ti-su
bara •nabu(nit) da-a-a-an <ni>-si-su
bara {a-a-bi $illa(gissu)-su
bilra i-re-mu en-su 6 marduk
bara i-sem-me su-nu-!Ju •marduk
bilra {a-a-bi ina pi-i nisi(ug)m'' •marduk
bilra kun 4 .kur.ra.ke4 ka.gal 6 istar(l5).k[e4]
abul rduraf
49 ka.gal ik-kib-su na-ka-ri
abul 6 za-ba 4 -ba4
50 ka.gal i-ze-er ar-su
abul 6 marduk
51 ka.gal su-a-S/1 re-'-i
abul 6 istar( 15)
52 ka.gal 6 istar(l5) sa-ki-pat te-bi-su
abul 6 en-lil
53 ka.gal 6 en-lil mu-nam-bir-su
abul sarri(lugal)
54 ka.gal li-bur na-du-su
abul 6 adad
55 kit. gal 4 adad napisti(zi)" ummiini

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Gtyzccss
Gtyzccss
Gtyzccss
Gtyzccss
Gtyzcc
Gtyz
Gtyz
Gtyz

(erin)m" U$ur(uru)
56 ka.gal •samas isid(su\)us) ummiini
(erin)m" kfn(gi.na)

abul •samas

tyz
tyz

57 bitd im-gur •en-lil
58 bitd ni-mit •en-lil

al.ur(bitd)J-su
sal-[/!.u-u]-su

59 id a-ra-a!J-t[um]
60 id ljU-du-uk-[ ... ]
61 [i]d li-bil !Je-g!ll-la
...............................
62 s[ila] i-sem-me se- '-a-su
63 sila ku-nu-us kad-ru
64 sila a-a 't'-[bur sa-bu]-u
65 sila {a-a-bi [eli u]-la-lu $illa(gissu)-[su]
66 sila a-u ilu ki-i •marduk e ta-p[a!J?- ...

tyz
z
tz
tz
tz
tz
At
At

o: de ~ru 8 u ·a re·k·a-at
~u ... ]·b[u?]4 6 418 E: elt-'ma'

37

t: rde 41-ru 6-U-a

38

E:

ma-a-~i

palag(pa,) $ll samsi(6 utu.'i:')

-················································

'suqu( sila)' rapsu(da[ga]l.la)' sm
suqu(sila) qatnu(sig)""
sule(sila) b[a-bi-lz1
]
39

t: lim-mir ba-bi-

cc: MAN-et
42 cc: GIS.<MI>
t: an-[ ... S]e?-e
43 t: di.ku,
[... ]-na
E: Ugm]c!-SU
46 t: ]-mi
47 y: ka
49 y: AS-kib-SU na-kar
cc: DA-kib-SU
4956 z om. kcl.gal
50 cc: i-ze~ri a[r
51 t: rf•~re~'i
y: Se~'~a~SU iNre~mu
52 z: dllJ-tar
y: sa~ki~
pat
t: zi~SU, di.Htar]
53 t: mu~na]mNmir!(EZEN)~SU
54 t: d(lugal]
57-58 z om. bid
58 y
om. bad

61

z: ae~gtll-lim, om.

id

62-64 z om. sila

[65]-82

A om. sila

"Erua is the Shepherdess of her People;"
"Samas Said to him, 'Enough! How Long?"'
"May Babylon Become Resplendent!"
"May he Flourish who Provides for E-sagil!"
"Leave aside and Pass by!"
"The Shelter of his Weariness;"
"Nabil is the Judge of his People;"
"His Protection is Good·"
'
"Marduk Shows Compassion to the Weak;"
"Marduk Hears the Exhausted·"
'
"Marduk is Spoken Well of by the People;"
"The !Star Gate is the Threshold of the Land."

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

[niir(id)] !Jengalli(\)e.gal)

o: rqi-bf' IG[I

Dais:
Oats:
Dais:
Dais:
Dais:
Dais:
Dais:
Dais:
Dais:
Dais:
Dais:
Oats:

City Gate: "The Enemy is Abhorrent to it"
City Gate: "It Hates its Attacker"
City Gate: "Its Lord is Shepherd"
City Gate: "!Star Overthrows its Assailant"
City Gate: "Enlil Makes it Shine"
City Gate: "May its Founder Flourish!"
City Gate: "0 Adad, Guard the Life of the
Troops!"
56 City Gate: "0 Samas, Make Firm the Foundation
of the Troops!"

the
the
the
the
the
the
the

57 Wall: Imgur-Enlil
"Enlil Showed Favour"
58 Wall: N!mit-Enlil
"Bulwark of Enlil"

the city wall;

Uras Gate;
Zababa Gate;
Marduk Gate;
!Star Gate;
Enlil Gate;
King's Gate;
Adad Gate;

the Samas Gate.

its rampart.

59 River: Ara\)tu
[River] of Abundance;
60 River: ljU-du-uk-[ ... ]
[ ... ;]
61 River: Libil-\)engalla
the Eastern Canal.
"May it Bring Abundance!"
...............................................................................................
62 Street: "He Hears his Seeker"
the Wide Street;·· ........................ .
63 Street: "Bow down, 0 Haughty One!"
the Narrow Street;
64 St~~et: Ay-ibiir-sabil
the Street of Babylon;
May the Arrogant not Flourish!"
65 Street: "[His] Protection is Good [for the] Feeble;"
66 Street: "What God Compares with Marduk? Do not. .. [... ;"]
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68
At
At
Atpp
Atpp
Adtpp
Adtpp
Adtpp
Adtypp
Adtypp
Adtypp
Adty
dkty
dty
Adkorty
Adkorty
Adkorty
dkorty
AFdkorty
AFdkory
Fkorty
Fkoprty
koprty
Floprty
loprty
Floprt
loprtnn
Flptggnn
Flptgg
!opt

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

suq(sila) abut (duraS]
sila dnabu(muati) da-a-a-an ni-si-su
silq abut dz[a-ba4 -ba4 ]
sila dza-ba 4 -ba 4 mu-ljat-liq ga-ri-su
suq abul dma[rduk]
sila drnarduk re- 'i mati(kur)-su
suq abut d(is1-tar
sila df§-tar Ia-mas-si um-ma-ni-SU
silq abut d(en-l]il
sila den-Iii mu-kin sarru-ti-su
sila dsfn(30) mu-kin age(aga) be-lu-ti-su suq abut d(J'a]rri
suq abut d(ad] ad
sila dadad za-nin ni-Si-SU
suq abul d samas
sila dJ'amas su-tut ummiini(erin)m"'-su
sila ku-ru-ub lis-me-e me-e u-su
sila silq(e.sir) damiq(sig,)-ili-su :
suq(e.sir) erbetti(ka.limmu.[ba])
sila suq(e.sir) dsebetti(imin.bi) :
siiq(e.sir) dmasu(mas.tab.ba)
sila lju-ud-da miit(kur)-su {a-at-su ka-ra-bi
sila i-sem-mu ana ru-u-qa
su-ut-a dmarduk

82 napljar(su.nigin) 43 ma-ba-zu ilr"'' rabuti""'
1
83 lib-hi Mbili(ka.dingir.ra)' 55 parakku(bara)didH dmarduk(amar.utu.
ke 4 )
1
84 2 kir-bu 3 nariitu(idjiD'' 8 abullatu(ka.gal)m"' 24 suqiit(si!a) biibili(E)'
85 300(5.gis) parak(bara) di-gi-gi u 600 parak(bltra) da-nun-na-ki
86 !80(3.gis) ibrat(ub.lil.la) diJ'tar(inanna) 180(3.gis) man-za-za dtugat-irora it dmes-lam-ta-e-a
87 12 manzaz(ki.gub) dsebetti(imin.bi) 6 manzaz(ki.gub) dku-bu
88 4 manziiz(ki.gub) dmanzat(tir.an.na) 2 manzaz(ki.gub) iii temni(dingir.
\lul.a) 2 [manzii]z(ki.gub) rabi$ a/i(maskim.uru)
89 ka.dingir.ra•• SA 7 .ALAM dingir.gal.gal.e.ne
90 ba-bi-li bu-un-na-an-ne-e ilr"'' rabutzm•'
91 eri-du 10 k 1 SQ e.sag.i\ ina qer-bi-S[u (X X) ]X X X
92 uttu(ta) abut(ka.gal) maljfri(ganba) adi(en) abutmiilji(ka.gal.ma\!) eri-

du10'[! sum-su]
93 uttu abut mahlri adi abul dura$ su-a[n-na' 1] sum-su
94 ultu abutmahi adi abut distar(!5) ka.dingir.ra•• sum-su
95 uttu abul distar(!5) adi b[i]t dbiftet(nin)-e-an-na kisad(gu) patg[i(pa,)
iil]u eS[su(gibiJ)ki sum-su]

sa

67 A: ugme-su
69 A: sipa kur-Ju
pp: re-'-um
70 t: di.f8-ttir
pp: dl5
t: dlamma
pp: umman-n[i
71 A: nam.lugal.la-Su
pp: mu!-nam!(MUD)-midSU
72 A: MIN, nam.lugal.la-Su
d:
1
en-t[i-s1U pp: mu-kin!(KU), be-iu(BA)-[
73 dpp: Ugme~-su
A: zi ~ um-ma-ni-ia U-$[ur
74 tpp: umma-ni-SU
A: s]uQuS um-ma-ni-ia gi.n[a
75 t: liS~me~e~ka {U}
y: {iS~me~ka
76 A: <da>~mi-J1q,

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Street: "Nabil is the Judge of his People"
the
Street: "Zababa is the Destroyer of his Foes"
the
Street: "Marduk is the Shepherd of his Land"
the
Street: ::!Star is the Guardian Angel of her Troops" the
Street: Enid IS the Establisher of his Kingship"
the
Stree t : "S'm IS
. t he EstabI'IS her of his Lordly Crown" the
St t "Ad d · h p . .
ree : " a _Is t e rovisioner of his People"
the
Street: Samas IS the ProtectiOn of his Troops"
the
Street: Pray, that he may Hear! ... "
Street: Street of Damiq-illsu;
(Street:) Four Ways;
Street: Street of the Divine Heptad;
(Street:) Street of the Divine Twins·
Street: "Gladden(?) his Land! Wor;hip is his Gift!"
Street: "He Listens to the Distant"
the

Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street

of the
of the
of the
of the
of the
of the
of the
of the

[Uras] Gate;
Zababa Gate;
Marduk Gate·
!Star Gate; '
En!' 1 G t .
a e, .
K' I ' G
mg s ate,
Adad Gate;
Samas Gate·
'

Street of Marduk.

Total: 43 cult-centres of the great gods
in Babylon; 55 daises of Marduk·
2 circumvallations; 3 rivers; 8 cit; gates; 24 streets of Babylon;
300 daises of the lgigi and 600 daises of the Anunnaki ·
180 shrines oflstar; 180 stations of Lugalirra and Me;lamtaea ·
12 stations of the Divine Heptad; 6 stations of Kiibu;
'
4 stations of the Rainbow; 2 stations of the Evil God; 2 stations of the Watcher of
the Ctty.

89
Babylon, th,e place of creation of the great gods!
90
91 Eridu, in which E-sagil [( ... )] ... !
92
93
94
95

From
From
From
From

the Market Gate to the Grand Gate [is called] Eridu;
the Market Gate to the Uras Gate is called Suanna·
the G:and Gate to the !Star Gate is called Ka-dingi~ra;
the !star Gate to the temple of Belet-Eanna on the canal bank [is called]

Newtown;
om.
79 t: dAN.maS.tab.[ba]
80 A.· au-du-ud
d e.sir , 77 d: limmu.ba
t· {e.sir} {a~as-su
y: hu~
•
u ma~a-.fu fa~a-SU ka-ra-b[a]
r: tar-ba~as-s[u?J rkd-r[a?
81 A. z-'em-m
>)"•
k: i~Sem
y: l-sem1•
or: me
rt: ru-U-qu
ry: su-!a-a
82 d: 53
I: 23
A: ma~ba-a[z
d: m[a1 h kot: a-na
t: m]a-baz~zi
83 ko: lib-ba
dky om. "
85~ ·ZIAFk r: ma- ~a-zi
84 dkr: kir~bi
A: silamd
86 r: dinanna •a· ke 4
F·· 4.gts
'~
ra
kr om. 2nd
87 bara] r ·~y: an~nun-na-ki
,
man-[
y: "Jugal-ANy: u
p:
gtsgal? dk(U
y: KUN(dkU-bu!)
88 o om. 3rd ki gub
t·. 2 k1',gub rnaan
Y om · d
89 t·. u k'a. d'mg1r.ra
. kl
.
[
r: S]A,.ALAM' 81
90 op· kadingir[
· 1 ,. b'?' [
91 I·
reb§'
92
d['
,
·
·
·
·
Y·
z z. x x
(X)]
1pr: k'a.gal.e.ma!J.
en<~·dl
. . ." . u. . . nn: a- l
o: eri-d[i?
93 F: kR.gal.mah
gg;
nn. a-di
pL tm.tuk['
gg: Su-ma~an
94 gg: ka.ga]l ganba en<~·dt
-

;1: .

qe
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COLOPHONS

96 u/tu bit •bi!!et(nin)-1!-an-na sa kiSiid palgi adi abul •marduk ku/-aba.f"'
sum-suJ
97 u/tu abul •za-ba4 -ba4 adi bitra i-qu-ul-lu ilif'" ana •marduk TE.'E'f"'
sum-su]

Fopy

98 6 iiliinu(uru)m'' [bal]-ri $ZI samsi(•utu.'e.a')

Fopyz
Fopyz

Fopyz

99 u/tu abul •adad adi abulli 'a-ku-si-tum' nu-x-zl?ki sumsu(mu.ne)
100 ultu abulli a-ku-si-tum adi e.nam.ti.la sa es.ma!J ina qer-bi-su ib-ba-nu-u
kumar(IJA.A) sumsu(mu.ne)
101 u/tu abunnat(li.dur) '"qasti(pan) sa bit •bii!et(gasan)-ni-nu-a adi kiSiid
(gil) n<iri(id) biib-•!ugal-irg-ra sumsu(mu.ne)
102 u/tu abul •samas a-di nari(id) tu-ba sumsu(mu.ne)

opyz
Fpyz

103 4 a/anu(uru)m" bal-ri ereb samsi(•utu.su.a)
104 10 a/anum'' sa ta-mir-ta-su-nu ljengallu(!Ji:.gitl)

Fopyz

BM 33491 + 33826 (a)

Tablet I

61 B.C.

(pl. 4)

[51 m]udidu Mbili(KIMIN) ti[n].tir''.ke4
[bitra s]u-nu-bu biibili(E)ki 'Mra i-sem'-me 'su-pe'-a
[kfma la-bi-r]i-su igi.tab u igi.kitr dub men-ZI? a-'su' sam[ ... ]
[mar mmu]-se-zib sumio mden-mu-uru a-S[it sa m]x x[ ... J
["'xu. x"m mu] I me 87'•m sa si-i mu 2 me [5l''m] ma[r-.M-ka-a]
[sa]r lugaJ[m"l
BM 38442 (g)

Tablets I and IV
(blank) [94'Jm mu.sid.[bi.(im) ... ]
[z]ag.til.la.bi.'se libir.ra.bi.gim ab'.sar ba.an.e u u[ppus . .. l
[m•x ]x-ke-sir ma-ar mba-si-ia pa-lib '•'[ ... Iii itabbal]
BM 40480 (i)

96 From the temple of Belet-Eanna on the canal bank to the Marduk Gate [is called]
Kullab;
97 From the Zababa Gate to the dais "The Gods Pay Heed to Marduk" [is called]
TE.Ekl.

71

Tablet IV

(pl. 2)

(pl. 12)

[k)i-[ma) Ja-bir-ri-su Up-pU-US u? X igi?.kitr? gaba.r[i? ... J
[mx]-ri dumu-su sa mdmi-re-<man>-nu d[umu m ... J
[x] x x x 'i' •x x[ ... ]
BM 46070 (k)

Tablet V

(pl. 17)

98 The 6 city-(quarters) of the East Bank.

... ]x
99 From the Adad Gate to the Akus Gate is called ... ;
100 From the Akus Gate to E-namtila, (the area) in which Es-ma!J is built, is called
Kumar;
101 From the Navel of the Bow of the temple of Belet-Ninua to the river bank is called
Bab-Lugalirra;
l 02 From the Samas Gate to the river is called Tuba.

' "
... -s']es-su

... ]x-ses-su
... ]x
BM 46279 (m)

BM 76297 + 76459( + )82888 (o)

(Commentary: p. 333ff.)

g[ab]a.ri bbr-sipa'[' ... ]
BM 76517 (p)

99 y: a~ku~#-tU, nu-ljAR-UDk 1
100 y: e.nam.til, qe-re-bi-JU
102 p: e[n
y: tu-bi
104 y: S]U-na !Je-gai-la

101

y:

(pl. II)

[du]b? mden-x[ x]-su dumu sa mx[ ... ]x du["l' ig[i.tab]

l 03 The 4 city-(quarters) of the West Bank.
104 10 city-(quarters) whose surrounding fields (yield) abundance.

96 t: ta ki 'e(erased!)
~~~GIM
z: saki e, a-di

Tablet IV

Tablet V

Tablet V

[ ... •n]a?-ku-$ur-su [a]-su §a mden-su a mkin-[x] '§e bz' [ ... J
[ · · . '"x u] 4 30"m mu [ ... J

(pl. 16)

(pl. 16)
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BM 77086 (s)

Tablet I

(pl. 1)

2

... ]x !iar kur.[(kurr'l

Ashmolean 1924-846 (v)

Tablet IV

(pl. 12)
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[
]x hi se x me tup-pi
.
[ ... md;mar.u]tu-;.u-du a-!iu !ia mdamar.utu-numun-du '
~a~lf~ •amar.ut]u! u '•'zar'-pa-ni-tum 'Ia!' < i> -tab-'bal!
[ltisi]g4? u4 1kam
Ashmolean 1924-849 (w)

Tablet I

EXPLANATIONS OF THE CEREMONIAL NAMES OF THE TEMPLES OF BABYLON

(nos. 2-5)
(pl. 5)

im 1.,m nis-bu tin.tir" 'mu'.si[d.bi 51]
aba-re-e tin.tir" ki-m[a labirf!iu satzr-(ma)]
g
-·••••m]
..
lgt. tab Sumin tnkf-din-damar.u[tu marl-SU Sa · · ·
VAT441 (x)

Tablet IV

(pl. 10)

... l UD u4 .kusu'[' . · ·
VAT554(y)

Tablet V

(pl. 17)

... ] 'e'.sag.il
... d]ub
VAT 13101 (z)

Tablets I-V

(Hunger, Kolophone, no. 163) .
. •.
dub s••m tin.tir" ba-bi-i-lu zag.tll.la.bt.se . . '
ki ka dubm'' gaba.ri ka.dingir.ra" ab.sar Igt.kar
dub mdna-ki-in-ap-lim dumu mi-le-'i-•amar.utu

(pl. l)

By the 'Ceremonial Name' of a temple is meant here its Sumerian name. In usual
practice a Babylonian temple was given two names: a Sumerian one, normally comprising
the word "House" with an appended epithet of the kind found commonly in Sumerian
temple hymns; and a more practical designation in Akkadian, bit DN, "Temple of the
god So-and-so". The Sumerian name is that most often used to refer to the building in
royal inscriptions and in literary works, such as hymns and litanies. The Akkadian name
is favoured in more secular documents, such as legal and commercial records, and letters,
but is also found in rituals and other religious texts of a practical nature. The evidence
suggests that the Sumerian name had a rather more sacred application than its Akkadian
counterpart, which was itself the name in everyday use. True to the time-honoured lexical
tradition of explaining the obscure by the familiar, there exist lists which explain the
ceremonial Sumerian names of Babylonian temples in terms of their everyday Akkadian
names, and the temple list of Babylon, Tablet IV of Tintir = Babylon, is one of several
such lists. 1
A rather different approach to the Sumerian temple names is adopted by the four texts
edited in the following pages. While they hold in common with Tintir IV their subject
matter, in form they belong more nearly with Tintir I, which gives Akkadian explanations
for Babylon's Sumerian names and epithets. In bilingual texts of this type the Sumerian
can be translated into Akkadian word for word, by paraphrase, or by speculative
etymology: this last in a manner which, to our modern way of thinking, is unscientific in
the extreme. Where a text gives several or many Akkadian interpretations of a Sumerian
name, it is readily apparent that the compiler takes full advantage of the opportunities for
etymological extrapolation offered to him by the flexibility of the cuneiform syllabary and
the large number of homophones in Sumerian vocabulary (thus, in a typical case, the
syllable sa in the temple name E-sagil is translated as "leader", "counsel" and "favourable", all in a single line of interpretation; 2 justification of the three translations - none
1

p. 2.

For a brief review of the extant temple lists see

2

The E-sagil Commentary, VAT 17115, obv. 17.
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_ . rovided by quoting the lexical entries sa'" =
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1
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etymologizing is the exposition of the
'
.
.
d h d' 1 ·ng the most mgemous
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. E . where each name in turn is the subject of
matenal, an t at zsp ayz
names of Marduk at the end of the reatiO? ht~zcr,ward some abstruse but all designed to
.
d·
t tions some strazg 10
'
'
.
several mvo 1ve mterpre a
'
.
f th god This list is itself the subject of
d r h
th character and achievements 0
e
.
. 4
she zg t on e .
.
.ve the lexical background to each interpretatiOn.
detailed commentanes, whzch gz
h. h
lain in Akkadian the ceremonial
Against this background the four te~ts w zc t e~~long to a well-established scribal
names of the temples of Babylon ca~ . e seen loformat with Sumerian and Akkadian
tradition of speculative scholarship. T ~:;~::::ates the ~eliance of this type of scholarjuxtaposed m comlple~e~tarysc;~~::~planatory temple lists also exist for Nippur, Assur
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lon survive only in Neo- or Late
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~ (no. 4), is in fact no more than an
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'
b
mns of text it adds a third containing
temples m thezr hsts. One of t
.
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', The small Seleucid or Parthian period fragment, Rm 788 (no. 2,
Akkadzan explanatiOns.
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For a discussion of the tradition of "artificial

etymology", see Livingstone, MMEW, p. 49ff.
, K"
STC 11 Sl-63: on these texts see most
mg,
··F·kf'M
recently the article of Bottero m m e stem
morial Volume, p. 5ff.
.
.

e-

s Nippur: the Nippur Temple List an_d §6 of the
Nippur Compendium; ASSur: the Assyr_J~n Temple
List (no. 20, GAB §4); Kis: VAT !3817" and KAY
82 (nos. 22 and 23); all are edited below m_Chapters

4-6. A fragment of an explanatory temp~e hst, not of
a city but of a deity (probably !Star), ts IM 65063
(no. 3!).
d B b
a Y·
6 VAT 1711 5 (BE 39122) was excavate at
lon; BM 34850 and 34927 are from the second
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nate in the city; Rm 788, with its post~Persmn
colophon, is one of those Babylonian tablets, b?ught
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show (for examples see Walker, CT Index, p. 67) . .
1 The text of the left hand sub-columns of th1s
tablet- of which only the sec?~d surviv:s ~owev~r
- is incorporated in the edttlon of Tmll~ IV. m
Chapter 1 as MS e, and for this reason only tts thtrd
sub-column is edited below.
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temples, E-sagil and E-temen-anki among them, are the subject of multiple interpretations. These three texts are far from complete, but where they deal with the same
ceremonial names they have very few explanations in common; what agreement there is
seems to be restricted to those interpretations which are straightforward or obvious
translations (e.g. E-temen-anki = b!t(u) temen !iame u er~eti; E-kitus-girzal = bitu iiubat
ta!illti). Where the Sumerian is not translated literally there is no sign of any interdependence between the three fragments.
The fourth text edited here, VAT 17115 (no. 5), is known as the E-sagil Commentary.
Like BM 34850 the text of this tablet is arranged in two sub-columns, in which the
Sumerian is equated with Akkadian explanations. Unlike the pieces discussed above the
E-sagil Commentary is devoted to the exposition of the name of a single temple, the great
cult-centre of Marduk which gives the text its modern name. The first two lines of the
tablet offer literal explanations of the temple name, one of which is also found in Rm 788
and the Assyrian Temple List, and both of which are perhaps traditional. In the ensuing
text the scribe juggles with the writing of the temple name, doing so to demonstrate the
etymological methods by means of which he arrives at his fanciful Akkadian interpretations. He justifies these interpretations lexically by means of an interlinear commentary, and this again sets the text apart from the others edited in this chapter. The scribe
employs considerable ingenuity and erudition in his methods, which, as noted earlier in
this introduction, allow him great scope for theological and cosmological exegesis. The
playing with the orthography of the Sumerian temple name E-sagil finds a parallel in the
Nippur Temple List, where E-kur (although all but lost) and E-kiur are treated in similar
fashion; in the Nippur Compendium, where the name E-kisnu-gal is manipulated; and in
Tintir I 5-7, where su.an.na, the name of Babylon, is written si.an.na, sa.an.na and
sa4 .an.na, thus allowing greater opportunity for speculative interpretation. The exact
orthography of the temple name in the E-sagil Commentary is problematical in some
lines, however, for the left-hand sub-column which contained these various orthographies
is severely damaged. In some cases the orthography can be restored from the Sumerian
halves of the lexical equations of the interlinear commentary. Elsewhere the would-be
restorer is hampered by the fact that, even when the text is in good repair, there are often
inconsistencies of etymology and derivation (e.g. an in ll. 13 and 17 is unnecessary
orthographically and, not being picked up in the commentary, looks redundant; again, in
1. 21 the final syllable of the temple name is rendered ki.il, but in the commentary on this
line as gi: neither orthography could be reconstructed from its commentary accurately).
Accordingly it cannot always be certain that any given restoration is exclusively correct
and not one of a number of possibilities.
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Rm 788

2

Plate 19

obverse

obverse
[e.sag.il]
2 [e.te.me.en.an.ki]
3 [e.kar.za.gin.na]
4 [e.rab.ri.ri]

Rm 788

2

[E-sagil]
2 [E-temen-anki]

bftu sa re-sa-a-su sa-qa-a
bft(u) te-me-en Samee u er$etimtlm
bft(u) ka-a-ri el-l[z1
[b]ftu la-qit! ra[b-bz]

3 [E-kar-zaginna]
4 [E-rab-riri]
(remainder lost)

reverse

House whose top is high;
House (of the) foundation platform of heaven and
underworld;
House (of the) brilliant quay;
House which destroys the shackle;

catch-line: [ ... ] sa ina "!ulj-lji, as-[Mbul]N " ilid u 18<••m> mu [x"'m]
· (. . . j mdmuati-mU-Urli
-SU
U6 4
coop
1 hon .
[ ... ]lugalm"
(Commentary: p. 382.)
BM 34850 (Sp II 354)

3

Plate 19

3

BM 34850
obverse

Bibliography: 1972 T.G. Pinches CT 51 90 (Copy)
obverse
I' [e.sag.il]
2' [e.sag.il]
3' [e. te.me.en.an.k]i
4' [e.te.me.en.an.k]i
5' [e. te.me.en.an.k]i
6' [e. te.me.en.an.k]i
7' [kar.za.gin.na]
8' [kar.za.gin.na]
9' [kar.za.gin.na]
10' [e.rab.ri.ri]
11' [e.rab.ri.ri]
12' [e.rab.ri.ri]
13' [e.gal.ma\)]
14' [e.gal.ma\)]
15' [e.gal.ma\) ?]

'bftu mu-kap'-p[it ... l
bftu ni-bit!(KID) [ . · · ]
bft(u) te-me-en sa[me' u er~etim"m]
bft nab-nit sam[e' u er~etim"m]
bft bu-kur sam[e' u er~etim"ml
' '' u er~etim"m]
bitu le-qu-u• pa-r[a-a~ same
ka-a-ri e[l-1!1
mut-ta- '-id pi-i x[ ... ]
as-ri ellu(ku) sa ana ta-na-da-t[i kun-nu?]
bit rab-bi la-'-i[! . .. l
bftu ra-lji-i~ ne-be-ri [ ... l
bftu ra-si-ip bi-nu-ut [ ... ]
[b~t 'ru-ba'-ti ra-[bi-tz]
[bft(u) x x ]x •en-til x[ ... ]
[bit(u) ... ]x [ . · · l

4' [E-temen]-anki

5' [E-temen]-anki
6' [E-temen]-anki
7'
8'
9'
10'
11'
12'
13'
14'

[Kar-zaginna]
[Kar-zaginna]
[Kar-zaginna]
[E-rab-riri]
[E-rab-riri]
[E-rab-riri]
[Egal-ma\)]
[Egal-ma\)]

House which musters [ ... ;]
House called into being by [... ;]
House (of the) foundation platform of heaven [and
underworld;]
House of the creation of heaven [and underworld;]
House of the son of heaven [and underworld;]
House which performs the rites [of heaven and underworld;]
Brilliant quay;
Lauded in the mouth of...[ ... ;]
Pure place, which is [established(?)] for fame;
House of the shackle which constrains [ ... ;]
House which swamps the river-crossings [ ... ;]
House which smites the creatures of [... ;]
House of the great lady;
[House ... ] Enlil [... ;]

reverse

reverse
!' [e.sa.sur.r]a
2' [e.uru.na].nam
3' [e.ki.tus].gir 17 .zal

l' [E-sagil]
2' [E-sagil]
3' [E-Iemen]-anki

'bftU sa' (ina] '/ib-bi-su' X X (X] ala xj
bitu na-si-ru si-mat niS[i(ug)m"]
bftu su-bat t[a]-si[l-111

1' [E-sasurra]
2' [E-uru]-nanam
3' [E-kitus]-girzal

House in which ... [ ... ;]
House which guards the destiny of the people;
House, abode of joy;
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4' [e.an.d]a.sa.a
5' [e.gi]s.nu,,.gal
6' [e.ki]s.nu.gal
7' [e.me.ki]lib.ur 4 .ur.
8' [e.ur?].gub.ba
9' [e].sag
10' [e.me.u]r•. ur.
ll' [e.nun.m]a\)
12' [e.gis.\)u]r.an.ki.a
13' [e.nam.t]i.la
14' [e.nam.t]i.la
15' [(e).es.ma\)J
16' [e.ka.di]m.ma
17' [e.me.sikil.l]a

4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
ll'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'

bltu sa same' .i'b-a[n-nu]
bit nu-ur sami!' ra-b[u-tzl
bltu na-sir kis-sat niSf(ug)[m'']
bitu sa ~ap-ljar par-~i ba-a[m]-m[u]
bltu mu-kin te-re-e-ti
bitu rd-tu-it
bitu sa par-$i ba-am-m[u]
bft ru-be-e ra-bi-[zl
bit U-su-rat Samee [u er~etimtim]
bit b~-un-na-an-[ne-e]
bit ba-la-[tzl
bft ru-b[e-e]
bit nab-nit [ .. · J
'bit par-$z' [el-lu-tzl

[E]-anda-saa
[E]-gisnu-gal
[E]-kisnu-gal
[E]-mekilib-urur
[E-ur]-gubba
[E]-sag
[E-me]-urur
[E-nun]-ma\)
[E-giS\)ur]-ankia
[E]-namtila
[E]-namtila
[(E)-es-ma\)]
[E-ka]-dimma
[E-me-sikilla]

House which rivals the heavens;
House of the light of the great heavens;
House which protects all the people;
House which gathers all the ordinances;
House which makes firm the decrees;
Foremost house;
House which gathers the ordinances;
House of the great prince;
House of the ordinances of heaven [and underworld;]
House of creation(?);
House of life;
House of the prince;
House of the creation of [... ;]
House of the [shining] ordinances;

(the remaining 6 lines, corresponding to Tintir IV 38-43, are lost)
(Commentary: p. 382ff.)
BM 34927 (Sp II 444) sub-column iii

4

Plate 10

4

BM 34927 sub-column iii (see p. 74 7 )
obverse

obverse
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

(e.\)i.li.kalam.ma)
(e.ma\))
(e.\)ur.sag.ti(l).la)
(e.sa.sur.ra)
(e.uru.na.nam)
(e.ki. tus.gir 17 .zal)
(e.an.da.sa.a)
(e.gis.nu 11 .gal)
(e.me.kilib.ur4 .ur.)

bit 'kuz'-b[u ma-a-tzl
bftu ra-b[i-zl
bltu sa ultu(ta) ljur-s1a-an ... l
bft nab-[ni-tzl
bftu sa man-za-zu-s1u nak-lu?]
bftu su-bat ta-si[l-tzl
bftu sa i[t-ti same• sit-nu-nu?]
bft(u)[ ... ]
b[lt(u) ... ]

30
32
33
34

(Commentary: p. 385f.)

(E-\)ili-kalamma)
(E-ma\))
(E-\)ursag-tilla)
(E-sasurra)
(E-uru-nan!lm)
(E-kitus-girzal)
(E-anda-saa)
(E-gisnu-gal)
(E-mekilib-urur)

House of the luxuriance [of the land;]
Great house;
House which [(saves)] from the river-ordeal;
House of birth;
House whose socles [are artfully wrought(?);]
House, abode of joy;
House which [compares(?) with the heavens;]
House [... ;]
House[ ... ;]

reverse

reverse
(e.me.ur4 .ur.)
(e.gis.\)ur.an.ki.a)
(e.bur.sa 7 .sa 7 )
(e.nam.ti.la)

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

b[lt(u) ... l
bftu s1a ... l
bftu sa [ ... l
bi{t(u) ... l

30
32
33
34

(E-me-urur)
(E-gis\)ur-ankia)
(E-bur-sasa)
(E-namtila)

House[ ... ;]
House which [... ;]
House which [... ;]
House[ ... ;]
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VAT 17115 (BE 39122)

5

Plate 20

81

The E-sagil Commentary

5
obverse

Bibliography: 1956 F. Kocher, AfO 17, p. 13lff. and pl. 6 (Copy, Text and Translation)
obverse
[e.sag.il]
2 [e.sag.il]
,
· g'l]
3 [e.sa.ag. 1

bltu na-sa-a re-e-S[1]
bitu sa re-sa-su '.i'a'-qa-[a]
[b]itu na-ra-am 6 m[arduk]

4
[ag na-ra-mu gi]l 6 m[arduk]
5 [e.sag.il.la]
[e]kal(e.gal) /a-le-e iii""' 'sa same"[(x x)]
6
(e.sag e-kal-/um] Ia /a-lu-u i1 i-lu i1 sa-mu-'u' [(x X x)]
7 [e.sa ].kil
bitu ba-nu-u nap-ljar il[i'"'']
7
8
[sa 7 ba-nu]-u kil nap-lja-ru i1 i-[lu]
9 [e.sa .ki].'il'
bltu na-bu-u nap-ljar is-ra-a-t[l]
4
10
[sa 4 na-b]u-u ki.il nap-lja-ru sa is-ra-a-ti
] ·1
bftu .i'u-bat ru-bt-e 6 marduk
,
e.sa
11 [
12 .a n.gt
12
[s]ag a-sa-bu 'gi' ru-bu-u gil •ma-ru-du-uk
,e.s]a .an.aga.l'1
bitu na-.i'u-<u> a-ge-e .i'arru-u-ti
13 [
12
14
[s]a 12 sar-ru sa 12 a-gu-u aga a-gu-u i1 na-.i'u-u
. ']
bitu na-su-u sa-ru-ru
'e.s1a.an.gu
15 [
16
[sa].i'a-ru-ru i1 na-su-u
, ]
·1
bit a-sa-re-du sa me-lik-.su dam-qu
17 [e.s a 6 .an.g1
18
[sa 12 ] 'a'-.i'a-re-du sa mil-ku sa 6 da-ma-qu

reverse

bitu e-pi.i' kul-/a-ti ra-'-im kit-ti
19 [e.sa.ag.g]i.il
gi
ku/-la-tum
gi kit-tum ag ra-a-mu
20
[ag e-pe-su] gi e-pe-.i'u
bltu sa-pi-in a-a-bi
21 [e.si.a]n.ki.il
22
[si s]a-pa-nu gi a-a-bi
23 [e.sa].gil
bitu ka-sid nap-ljar qar-da-mu
24
[sa ka-sa]-du kil nap-lja-ru gil qar-da-mu
bitu mar-kas. same' rabuti""'
'e.sa.an1.g1']
25 [
26
[sa mar-ka]-su an .i'a-mu-u gil ra-bu-u
27 [e.si.an.g]il
bltu nu-'ur' iii"''' rabuti'"'[']
28
[si nu-u-ru a]n i-lum gil ra-bu-'u'
29 [e.sa 4 .an.gi]l
bltu ni-bit •a-nim u •en-Iii
30
[sa4 ni-bi-t]u an •a-num gil(KUR.) : kur •en-Iii
31 [es.gu.z]i
bftu na-si-ilj nap-ljar a-a-bi
32
[es bi-i-tu z]i na-sa-lju gu nap-lja-ru gu a-a-bi
33 [es.gu.zi]
[bft]u [m]u-kin ki-nim
[es bi-i-tu z]i ka-a-nu zi ki-i-nu
34
35 [ ... nig.d]im.dim.ma
(Commentary: p. 386ff.)

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

E-sagil
House with top raised (high);
E-sagil
House whose top is high;
E-sagil
House, beloved of Marduk:
[ag = beloved] gil = Marduk;
Palace of the pleasure of the gods of heaven[( ... );]
E-sagil
[E-sag = palace] Ia = pleasure il = god il = heaven[( ... );]
E-sagil
House which creates all the gods:
[sa = create] kil = all il = god;
E-sagil
House which calls into being all meadows(?):
[sa] = call kif = all sa = meadows(?);
E-sagil
House, abode of the prince Marduk:
sag = abide gi = prince gil = Marduk;
E-sagil
House which bears the royal crown:
sa = king sa = crown aga = crown il = bear·
E-sagil
House which bears radiance:
[sa] = radiance il = bear;
E-sagil
House of the leader whose counsel is favourable:
[sa] = leader sa = counsel sa = be favourable;
reverse

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

E-sagil
House which makes everything and loves truth:
[ag = make] gi = make gi = everything gi = truth ag = love;
E-sagil
House which flattens the enemy:
[s1] = flatten gi = enemy:
E-sagil
House which captures all villains:
[sa] = capture kil = all gil = villain;
E-sagil
House, bond of the great heavens:
[sa] = bond an = heavens gil = great;
E-sagil
House, light of the great gods:
[si = light] an = god gil = great;
E-sagil
House called into being by Anu and Enlil:
[sa = called] an = Anu gil = kur = Enlil;
Es-guzi
House which uproots all enemies:
_[Es ':" house] zi = uproot gu = all gu = enemy;
Es-guzt
House which establishes the steadfast:
[Es = house] zi = be established zi = steadfast.
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GATE LISTS OF E-SAGIL

(nos. 6-8)
Two lists survive which deal with the various gates of the complex of religious buildings
around E-sagil, the temple of Marduk. These are BM 35046 and BM 38602, column i II
VAT 13817, column i, both published here for the first time' There also appears to have
been a list of some of the gates of E-sagil at the end of Tablet II of Tintir = Babylon,
making up a short section of text introduced by the words "Rites and ordinances of Esagil. .. " (II 35'-41'), but the ceremonial names of the gates are almost completely lost,
and the explanatory information with which each is introduced is badly broken and not
always helpfuL For the purposes of the present chapter this list is thus of little value, but
reference is made to it, where relevant, in the commentary.
BM 35046 (no. 6) is a Late Babylonian tablet from the second Spartali collection, and
thus probably from Babylon itself. No colophon is subscribed, although ample room for
one remains on the tablet. The text is prone to errors of haplography and dittography,
and in places certainly corrupt. It begins with a list in two sub-columns in which the
ceremonial Sumerian names of the gates are explained by location or function. The list
treats in turn the cellae (papalju) of Marduk and Zarpanitum, his consort, in E-sagil,
together with their gates (II. l-8); and goes on to list the gates of the ziqqurrat, E-temenanki (9-13), of Ea's temple, E-kar-zaginna (14-16), of the temple of Madiinu, E-rab-riri
(17-18), and of the temple of Belet-Biibili, or !Star of Babylon, E-tur-kalamma (19-22).
The format of the list then changes: the ceremonial names and their explanations are
reversed, with no attempt being made to divide the two halves of each line into separate
columns. Instead the equation is indicated by the appearance of sumsu, "(is) its name", at
the end of the line. The same device is probably used in the now fragmentary gate list of
Tintir II, and certainly in Tintir V 92-102 for the list of city quarters of Babylon. It is also
found in texts which deal with the names and locations of cultic daises (edited later in this
chapter). Outside topographical contexts this format of list appears in a text which gives
the names of Marduk according to his progress in procession from E-sagil to the Akitu
Temple. 9
Some of the gates in this second section of BM 35046 appear also in the first section,
and this may be evidence that the two parts of the list were at one time independent. A
8
Attention was brought to VAT 13817 by Weidner, IAK, p. 9P, and by W.L. Moran, AnBi 12, p.
2604, who kindly ceded to me his prior right of
publication.
9
No. 59 (pl. 55)// Cavigneaux, Textes sco/aires

I, p. 175, 79.8.1/30; we read II. 3-6:
i-na Su-bat dmes ki-i uS-M-bu dmes dmarduk dmarduk
SumSu(mu.ne)

Sil-niS Sa a-na tar-# du 6 .ki.siki! uS-Sil-bu den-hi-lu-lu
SumSu
i-na muQ-hi parak Simiitzmd uS-.fab-ma dfugal-dim-meer-an-ki-a SumSu
i-na lib-bi atsma.umuS.a i-na mu~-[1z1 x x la uS-Sab-ma
<lsfrsir Sum§u
When he sits on the Seat of Marduk (dmes), his
name is Marduk (dmes = Marduk);
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ruling divides the gate list from a short third section of text, whose subject matter is not
temple gates but cultic daises (parakku): it lists four of these shrines in E-sagil itself
(ll. 31-34). One of these daises may be that found by the excavators in Room 12 of the
temple, once thought by some to have been a sanctuary of Ea (see further the
commentary on I. 31). The format of the dais list follows the pattern of the second part of
the preceding gate list, its lines also ending with §um§u. It may be that this third section is
excerpted from one of the dais lists mentioned above and edited below (nos. 9-11), and
this further suggests that BM 35046 is a compilation of related material culled from
various sources.
BM 38602, from the left edge of a four-columned Neo- or Late Babylonian tablet
(probably from Babylon), and its partial duplicate VAT 13817, a large fragment from the
middle of a four-columned Neo-Assyrian tablet from Assur, offer in their first columns a
list (no. 7) of the gates of E-sagil and nearby sanctuaries that has a number of parallels
with the list of BM 35046. Duplication between BM 38602 and VAT 13817- in their
present states - is confined to this gate list. The second column of BM 38602 is entirely
missing, but the text resumes in the third column with a list of names and locations of
cultic daises of Babylon (no. 10). Its fourth column contains three extracts of a nontopographical nature, which are not edited here10 The text of VAT 13817 is also
something of a miscellany. Part of the first column only is given over to the gate list of Esagil and nearby temples; the contents of the section that preceded this list, which as we
see it ended at line I' of the surviving fragment, are unknown. Much of the second
column of VAT 13817 .is concerned with sanctuaries not in Babylon, but in Kis (and is
edited accordingly in Chapter 6, no. 22). What remains of the colophon (for this, and the
rest of the reverse, seep. 195) suggests that this tablet was copied after an original from
Babylon. This original was in imperfect condition, as can he seen from the annotation gepi in col. i, ll. 9'-11', of the copy; a number of errors in the text are attributable to the
miscopying of damaged signs.
The gate list of BM 38602 II VAT 13817 itself is of the two sub-column type. Its first
section opens with the two gates of the cellae of Marduk and Zarpanltum in E-sagil
(VAT 13817, i 2'-3'), which are followed by other gates inside the temple (4'-6'). Then the
list, as we have restored it, turns to exterior gates of E-sagil (7'-11' II BM 38602, i 1'-3').
Du~ki-sikil,

tion in which AnzU appears frequently; 10'-15' lists

he sits on the Dais of Destinies, and his name is

the "12 gods of the bronze kettle-drum", a list
which is also found in the Archive of Mystic

Lugaldimmerankia;
he sits on ... in Ma-umuSa, and his name is Sirsir.

Heptads (KAR 142, iii 1-2) and in rituals (ThureauDangin, RAce, p. 14fT., iii 1-14; IV R 2 23, no. 1, i 1-

A text which deals with the same subject, but in
different format, is KAR 142, i Iff. // CT 46 53, 12ft'.
(the Archive of Mystic Heptads).
1° BM 38602, iv 1'-9' may be a missing part of
the Epic of AnzU, or some other literary composi-

7. Note the cultic Sitz im Leben of the twelve images
in Thureau-Dangin, op. cit., p. 28, ii 8-9). The third
excerpt of this column is another 'esoteric' list,
probably of the seven Daises of Destiny (read in 16'17': [ina] tin.tirk 1 f [ina ba]r·sipak 1, and cf. again the
Archive of Mystic Heptads, KAR 142, ii llff.).

secondly, (Marduk) who sits facing

his name is Enbilulu;
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These are followed by two of the four gates of E-temen-anki, the ziqqurrat, with

explaMtt~n~ that agree closely with the list of BM 35046 (VAT 13817, i 12'-13' 11 BM
38602, t 4 -5 ). Then are listed the gates of E-kar-zaginna of Ea and E-rab-riri of Madiinu
(14'-16' II 6'-8'). The order of the temples in this gate list, and in that ofBM 35046, so far
follows thm order m the temple list of Babylon, Tintir IV, and its associated texts (Rm
788 and BM 34850, the explanatory temple lists), and no doubt this is a traditional

seq~ence. The gate list concludes its first section with two gate-rooms, or "lobbies" of Esagtl (17'-IW II 9'-10'). Following a ruling the text, now preserved only on BM J8602,
contmues wtth a second section, unfortunately fragmentary but listing more gates of Esagtl (11'-16').
BM 35046 and BM 38602 II VAT 13817 are the major sources for the names of the
gates of the E-sagil temple complex. They are supplemented by a small Late Babylonian
fragment from Stppar, BM 76312, which has the appearance of coming from the middle
of ~ comprehenstve list of such gates, including those of the Grand Court (of E-sagil ?),
Ubsu-ukktnna, a~d vanous da~.~es. The fragment might, in fact, help to bridge the gap
between columns t (gates) and 111 (daises) of BM 38602, and it takes its place accordingly
as the thtrd text edited in this section (no. 8).
Other sources for the gates of the temple complex are royal inscriptions, the E-sagil
Tablet (text no. 13) and the fourth Tablet of Ludlul bel ni!meqi. For convenience the
~elevant hne~ of these texts are reproduced here, allowing easy comparison with the gate
ltst~. We begm wtth the gates of E-sagil itself. Six gates of the temple are listed in the Esagtl Tablet, 11. 12-13 (asp. 114):
kit.ma!J
Exalted Gate;
kit. dutu.e.a
Gate of the Sunrise;
kit. gal
Great Gate;
kitdJamma.r[a.bi]
Gate of the Guardian Angel ... ;
hi.!Je.gal
Gate of Abundance;
ki.u 6 .de. babbar.ra
Gate of Dazzling Wonder:
6 biibti.t ni!reb(i) ana iii
6 gates of entry to the god.
Four gates of E-sagil (ka.ka e.sag.il) are listed in an inscription of Neriglissar, at whose
door-stlls (szppu) he placed eight silver-plated copper representations of mushussu-dragons
(I R 67, i 23, 29):
ka.dutu.e
Gate of the Sunrise;
ka.dlamma.a.ra.bi
Gate of the Guardian Angel. .. ;
ki.!Je.g!tl
Gate of Abundance;
hi. u 6 .de. babbar
Gate of Dazzling Wonder.
The. ground plan of the Nee-Babylonian temple of Marduk recovered by the German
expedztton to Babylon, led by Koldewey at the turn of the century shows the main
structure of E-sagil to be a regular, almost square building served by a large monumental
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gateway in each of its four sides (the excavators' Gates A-D). 11 This main building is
abutted on its east front by a substantial extension, which is known to archaeology as the
Eastern Annexe; this extension is provided with another four monumental gates (E-H), of
which the largest, Gate F in the east front of the annexe, is undoubtedly the principal
entrance to the whole sanctuary. The four gates of the main building are almost certainly
to be identified with the four gates refurbished by Neriglissar. Two of these, Ka-Lamma(a)rabi and Ka-ude-babbar, are shown by a metrological text to be respectively the gate
of the north front and the gate of the south front (VAT 9961 + 10335, 5-13: the
Measurements of E-sagil and E-zida, text no. 14). Given that Ka-Utu-e, the "Gate of the
Sunrise", can hardly be other than the gate of the east front, it is apparent that Ka-gegal,
the "Gate of Abundance", is that of the west front of E-sagil, and fittingly so, for it
would then give access to the left bank of the Aragtu-Euphrates, itself the "river of
abundance". 12 Neriglissar, then, listed the gates of the main building in anti-clockwise
order, from east round to south. The same order of these four gates is to be observed in
the E-sagil Tablet's list, which, however, includes with them a further two gates, Ka-mag
and Ka-gal, these obtruding into the sequence in first and third place respectively. Given
that the order of such lists is not normally arbitrary, we are encouraged to seek some
significance in the interpolation of the two extra gates into the sequence of the four great
gates of the main building. Bearing in mind the rubric of the E-sagil Tablet, which
describes its six gates as "gates of entry to the god", one is inclined to view its list in
terms of the temple's processional topography. Now as we have seen, Ka-mag, although
the first in the list of "gates of entry to the god", is not one of the great gates of the main
building, as listed in anti-clockwise sequence by Neriglissar; but as the first gate of the Esagil Tablet's list it must be a very important gate indeed, and .we are urged to identifiy it
with the sanctuary's principal entrance, the monumental east gate of the Eastern Annexe
(F). The second gate in the list of six is Ka-Utu-e(a), the east gate of the main building.
This is significant, for - as far as it is possible to be certain in the absence of further
excavation - a procession entering E-sagil at Ka-mag (Gate F) and making its way
towards the cella of Marduk in the west wing of the main building would soon have to
pass through Ka-Utu-e, which stands on the temple's east-west axis between Ka-mag and
the great courtyard of the main building. Next in the list is Ka-gal, which interrupts the
anti-clockwise sequence of the four gates of the main building. We suspect that it takes its
place at this point in the list, as the third "gate of entry to the god" after Ka-mag and
Ka-Utu-e, by virtue of the processional topography, and would place it as the monumental
gate giving access from the central courtyard of the main building to the complex of
rooms around Marduk's cella (the excavators' Gate h, significantly explained in VAT
13817 as biibu rabU sa kisal Bel: see further below). The sequence Ka-mat-Ka-Utu-e11
For the ground plan of E-sagil see fig. 6. The
archaeology of the gates of the main building and its
annexe is discussed by Wetzel, WVDOG 59, pp. 6-

13.
12
niir I.Jengalli: for this epithet of Babylon's river
see Tintir V 59 and commentary.
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place at the head of the list foll
d b
,
(Zarpanitum). As with the f;llow:~efive ~a~e!a~~e~:scnbed as that of the cella of Erua
but they can undoubtedly be restored as Ka-silimma ~e~~on~a:. nam( es are broken away,
a- _llSU see the commentary).
Where, at the end of the list, the gate names can be
to the damaged condition of VAT 13817's ori inal) . d (despite the scnbal ffil~takes due
.
g
, lt !S clear that the four mam gates of
E-sagil's rna· b 'ld'
·
m Ul mg are once agam the subject A d
the order
in Neriglissar's inscription and th;
sequhence follows
,
,
. e ween t e cella gates
at the begmnmg of the section and th

Ka-gal would then list the principal gateways along the temple's east-west axis: to a
procession such as the return of Marduk from the Ak!tu Temple these three gates would
afford access in turn from the temple precinct to the Eastern Annexe; from the Eastern
Annexe to the main building and its central courtyard; and from this courtyard to the
antechambers of Marduk's cella.
To sum up in terms of the temple's ground plan one may note that Neriglissar's list
comprises a sequence Gates A-D-C-B, while the E-sagil Tablet offers a refinement, Gates
F-A-h-D-C-B as we see it, reflecting not architecture but rituaL We are now in a position
to compare these conclusions with a detailed examination of the gate lists BM 35046 and
BM 38602 II VAT 13817. In the former five gates are listed for E-sagil, the attention of
the text then turning to the gates of the ziqqurrat. Of these five gates, four are described
as the gates of the cella of Marduk, and one as the gate of the cella of Zarpan!tum. This
last is the well-known Ka-\)ilisu (for which see the commentary ad Joe.), but the
ceremonial names of the four gates of Marduk's cella are all but lost, there remaining on
the tablet just a trace of the last sign of the fourth gate. Four gates, indeed, seems rather
too many for a cella, a temple's inner sanctum, and it is significant that the second gate
list, BM 38602 II VAT 13817, lists only one such gate." This fact, and the observation
that no gates are listed for E-sagil in BM 35046 besides these four and Ka-\)ilisu, obliges
one to consider the possibility that these four "gates of Marduk's cella" are in fact to be
understood as the main gates of the main building of E-sagil, which, as we have seen, are
four in number. Indeed, if we restore the ceremonial names of these gates in the text of
BM 35046, in the same sequence as that followed by Neriglissar, the E-sagil Tablet and
BM 38602 II VAT 13817, we note that the trace on the tablet of the end of the name of
the fourth "gate of Marduk's cella" could well be of [r]a, and this would agree with the
name of the fourth main gate of the temple, Ka-ude-babbar, which can be written with,
or without, final -ra. If the restoration of the names of the four main gates in these four
Jines of BM 35046 is correct, then we must accept that the description of them in that text
as biib papiilj Marduk means not so much "gates of Marduk's cella", as "gates to
Marduk's cella" (comparing the description of the same gates in the E-sagil Tablet as
niireb(i) ana iii, "entrances to the god"). Alternatively, one might suppose that papiibu is
used here exceptionally, with reference to the main building of Marduk's temple as a
whole (a solution which seems unlikely). In any case the restoration of the four main
gates in these Jines is supported by the consideration that it would be most surprising if
they were omitted from a list of this kind.
The second gate list, BM 38602 II VAT 13817, lists ten gates of E-sagil in its first
section, before it too turns to the gates of the ziqqurrat temple, E-temen-anki. As already
mentioned, only one of these ten is described as a gate of Marduk's cella, and it takes its
Marduk's cella in E~sagil remains unexcavated,
and so archaeology is of no help in determining the
13

number of its entrance gates. However, excavated
temples of similar design and date are E~zida of
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.
I atewa s on a stairway leading into the ziqqurrat
have been a palr of m~~~~:~~a beg accou~ted part of the temple's structure. The other
temple, bu: close e~o~~gates of the ziqqurrat temple", and thus perhaps less important
~:~esg~~etsh:~ex:;~~/wall of the upper sanctum. Ka-E-temen-anki opened westwards, Ka· T bl (1 35) ·
unir to the south.
Four more gates of the ziqqurrat temple occur in the E-sagll a et .
.
_ • •.
Gate of the Sunrise (or East Gate);
biib slt samsz
biib "suti
_b
b • •.

South Gate;
.
Gate of the Sunset (or West Gate),

biib iltiini

North Gate.

ba ere samsz

s~et~; ~~el::~a~t t~;~l;~~\~e f~:~~:;!r~~~
gat~~:~~~ ~~il~:~ ~~:c~~b~~~nc~~:t~:~~ :S bit sa~~cella of M~rduk), b~iitu_ §a iltiini

In view of the context in which list occurs, it
par

f Ea and Nuska) bitu sa siiti (chapel of Anu and Enhl) and b1tu sa amum
i~~::;; :n~ staircase); these interior gates are thus not to be identified with the four gates
1

of E-temen-anki discussed above.
.
. d b
A final source for the gates of the E-sagil temple complex !S, as menttonfe ~/ ~vte,
Ludlul IV. The ceremonial names of various gates are used by the co~~~r o fou 7~-9~
illustrate the narrator's return to favour. The passage m questton lS
' p. ,
,
f om which the following list of gates can be extracted:
r
k' h' . 1
Gate of Abundance;
a., ; e.ga
b'
Gate of the G uard.1an A nge 1... ·,
ka. lamma.ra. 1
.
Gate of Weli-Bemg; 15
ka.silim.ma
Gate of Life;
ka.nam.ti.la
Gate of the Sunrise; 15
ka.•utu.u•. e
Gate of Dazzling Wonder;
ka.u 6 .de.babbar.ra
Gate which Dispels Guilt;
ka.nam.tag.ga.dul).a
Gate of Praise;
ka.ka.tar.ra
Gate of the Dispelling of Woe;
ka.a.se.er.dul).u.da
Gate of Pure Water;
kii.a.sikil.la
Gate Sprinkled with Luxury.
ka.hi.li.su
.65ff understood the whole passage to refer to a ritual
Wetzel,_ m Wf VhDOG 5:, p~r aro~nd E-sagil and on this basis attempted to identify all
processiOn o t e wars 1PP
'
f h tern le This idea
L dl l
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m
·
·
1
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duhuda were gates of E-rab-riri, the temple of Madanu
'
, t .t
s the
VAT 13817 , i l5'-l6'); the name ofKa-namtagga-dul)a strongly suggests tha 1 wa

d.

15

Mentioned twice in the text.

main entrance of the temple of Amurru, E-namtagga-dul)a (Tintir IV 6), just as Ka-Etemen-anki, Ka-(E)-kar-zaginna and Ka-E-tur-kalamma were gates of temples whose
names they share. It is most probable, in view of this, that the composer of Ludlul used
these gates not so much because of their topography - beyond their common location
within the precinct of the E-sagil complex- but rather because their meanings suited his
literary purpose, namely the illustration of the worshipper's redemption in the presence of
Marduk. To review the gates mentioned in Ludlul IV briefly: the four gates of the main
building are present (Ka-Utu-e, Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi, Ka-l)egal and Ka-ude-babbar), as
are the gates of the cellae of Marduk and Zarpanitum in E-sagil (Ka-silimma and
Kal)ilisu), and gates of the temples of Madanu and Amurru. This leaves two gates
unaccounted for, namely Ka-namtila and Ka-a-sikilla; both of these appear in the
fragment BM 76312 (no. 8) in. connection with the Grand Court (Kisalmal)), itself
adjacent to the temple of Marduk, not within it.
Lud/u/ IV and the gate lists are the clearest evidence we have for the nature and extent
of the complex of buildings surrounding E-sagil. It is clear from the fact that the gates of
Marduk's temple and other sanctuaries were grouped together both in the lists and in a
literary composition, that these buildings formed an identifiable unit. We have already
noted the presence in this group of temples of Ea, Madanu, Amurru and Belet-Babili
along with E-sagil and E-temen-anki, the sanctuaries of Marduk; the temple of Papsukkal also belonged to it. 16 All these temples are located by the temple list of Babylon,
Tintir IV, in the quarter of Eridu, and it may very well be that most, if not all, the
temples listed for this quarter (ll. 1-14) are to be sought in the E-sagil complex. The
ziqqurrat, E-temen-anki, stood in a precinct of its own, of course, which has been
excavated, and it is a moot point whether a second precinct wall surrounded E-sagil and
the other sanctuaries to the south. 17 Other features of the E-sagil complex are two
spacious courtyards, the Grand Court (Kisalmal)) and the Court of !Star and Zababa,
whose dimensions are given in the E-sagil Tablet (ll. 1-10); and the Garden of Apsil near
Ea's temple, E-kar-zaginna (BM 35046, 26-28). Access to the complex was probably
gained by means of several gates, but the most important of these seems to have been Kasikilla, "Pure Gate", which most likely lay to the east of E-sagil. 18
In addition to the gate lists edited in this chapter one may also note the existence of
two small fragments which might be parts of similar lists: BM 74167 and K 20081 (nos.
32 and 33). But whether the topographical context of these is Babylon is not decided .
Lists of gates in other temples are known for E-sarra in Assur (no. 20: GAB §7), and
probably for the temple complex ofUruk (IM 65063, rev.: no. 31). Other gate lists appear
not in 'topographical' texts but in the lexical corpus (see above, p. 2).
16

The gate of the temple of Papsukkal, E-sagdil-

anna-gidru-tuku, can be recognized in BM 35046,

30.
17

The precinct wall of E-temen-anki is, however,

perhaps not to be associated with Nebuchadnezzar
II's city (von Soden, UF 3, p., 254 1). It may be

somewhat younger (see Joan Oates,

Babylon,

p. 159).
18 For Ka-sikilla and the question of the precinct
wall, see the commentary on the E-sagil Tablet,
I. 15.
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BM 35046 (Sp II 578)

6

Plate 21

BM 35046

6

obverse
obverse

pa-pa-lji •[marduk]
[e.umus.a]
[biib] pa-pa-lji •m[arduk]
2 [ka."utu.e]
[biib] pa-pa-lji •mardu[k]
3 [kil.dJamma.ra.bi]
[bii]b pa-pa-lji •marduk
4 [ka.\!e.gall
biib pa-pa-bi •marduk
5 [ka.u 6 .de.babbar.r]a
'"ta/lu( dal) •marduk
6 [x x d]e?.a
pa-pa-lji •zar-pa-ni-tum
7 [e.dar]a.an.na
Mb pa-pa-bi •zar-pa-ni-tum
8 [ka.\!Ji.li.sil
biib •"dalat(ig) siparri(zabar) eliti(an.ta)
9 [k]a.nun.abzu
Mb •"dalat(ig) siparri(zabar) saplfti(ki.ta)
1o ka.nun.\!e.gal
biibu sa bit ziq-rat sa ana•• ''"siiti(ula.lu) petu
11 ka.u 6 .nir
(bad)'
biibu Sb bit ziq-rat < Sil> a-na tmamurri
12 ka.e.te.men.an.ki
(mar.du) petfi(bad)'
13 napljar(pap) 4 Mbi sa bit ziq-rat biib LU AN? 30 MES' 7'"'' nigin'"''
14 ka.e.kar.za.gin.na
biib bit •e-a
15 ka.gul.la
biib-Si; {su) (ras.?) ka-mi-i
16 kil.giln.a.nu.ku•. ku.
biibu rabi' sa pan(igi) kisalli(kisal)
17 [k]a.ka.tar.re
bab ne-reb dmadanu(di.ku,) ka-mi-i
18 [k]a. <a> .[s]er.du\!.il.da
bab-su sa pan(igi) kisalli(kisal)
19 [k]a.dumu.nun.na
biib •istar(15) ka-mi-i

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
II
12
13
14

[E-umusa]
the cella of [Marduk ;]
"House of Command"
[the gate] of Marduk's cella;
[Ka-Utu-e]
"Gate of the Sunrise"
[Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi]
[the gate] of Marduk's cella·
"Gate of the Guardian Angel. .. "
'
[the] gate of Marduk's cella;
[Ka-\!egal]
"Gate of Abundance"
the gate of Marduk's cella;
[Ka-ude-babbarra]
"Gate of Dazzling Wonder"
the lintel of Marduk;
[... ]-dea(?)
the cella of Zarpanitum;
[E)-dara-anna
"House of the Heavenly Ibex"
the gate of Zarpanltum's cella.
[Ka]-!Jilisu
"Gate Sprinkled with Luxury"
the gate of the upper bronze door;
Ka-nun-abzu
"Gate of the Prince of Apsfi"
Ka-nun-!Jegal
the gate of the lower bronze door·
"Gate of the Prince of Abundance"
'
Ka-unir
the gate of the ziqqurrat temple which opens
"Gate of the Ziqqurrat"
southward;
Ka-E-temen-anki
the gate of the ziqqurrat temple which opens
"Gate of E-temen-anki"
westward·
Total: 4 gates of the ziqqurrat temple, the gates: ...
Ka-E-kar-zaginna
the gate of the temple ofEa·
"Gate of E-kar-zaginna"

15 Ka-gula(!)

'

its outer gate;

"Large Gate"

16

K~;guna-nukuku

the large gate facing the courtyard.
Coloured Gate where None Enters"
17 Ka-katarre
the outer entrance gate of Madanu;
"Gate of Praise"
18 Ka-aser-du!Juda
its gate facing the courtyard.
"Gate of the Dispelling of Woe"
19 Ka-dumu-nunna
the outer gate of !Star;
"Gate of the Son of the Prince"
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biib- < su > sa piin(igi) kisalli(kisal) {kit}
biib pa-{a-ri ka-mi-i
.
biib-su sa {ana) piin(igi) kisalli(kisal)

20 [k]it.igi.du.NAM.a.ni.se.gub.ba
, , , r kalam ma
21 [k]~.e.tu:
.

~~ ~~~b~·;r•nabu(na) u •betet(MU~)-biib~li(tin.tir)" :.n~_li[b~~bi i-ru-ub-< bu>
biib ne-reb •nabU(na) u •be!et(MUS)-bab!lz(tm.\lf) sum-su

reverse
24
"b]u sa {as} si-iz-bi sa gi-ne-e ina lib-hi i-ru-ub-bu kit.e.te.mim.an.k[i S]um-su
' .
25 ~~~bu <sa> ina "'tebeti(ab)_ u. 15:~m '!?qu(sim)'' sa miir(dumu) lurab(gal)-ba-ne-e zna

lib-hi i-ru-ub-bu kit.e.kar.za.gm.na sum-su
' , d' "' . .
26 biibu sa ana mulj-lji •"kiri(kiri 6 ) apsi(abzu) <fetiJ(bad)> k~. td ~~m:u ,. , _
27 biibu pe-lju-u sa ana •"kiri(kiri.) petiJ(bad)' ka.•"km •. abzu sum-su. babu sa pat(ka)
i/'i"''' ippette'ii(bad)""'

,

" . . _,

__

28 biibu sa a-na ta-ra-alj-lja petu(bad)' ka.zag.' km. sum-su

sa-nis biib ka-lak-ka-ti {ia} §um-su
' '
-' -'
- · b• 1
ka.gun.a sum-su
29 bah ne-re gu- a
.
•• 'd t k "' §'
30 biib su-tum-mu sarri(lugal) <kit> .e!(AN).sag.d!l.a.na.• gt ru. u u sum- u
parakku(bara) sa ina bit •nin-urta sa k~~al/i~~isal) ina igiir(e.gars) !mi/tiini(si.sit) ana
biibi nadiJ(sub)' parak(bitra) •asar-re sum-su
. .
__ .
,
32 parakku(bitra) sa ina biib bit •gu-la {mes} sa kisal/z(klsal) nadu(sub)" parak(bara)

31

tar-~i

sarri(lugal) sum-su
33

' . . - '
) !m
'(
du)
parak(bitra) "'•a-lat-Ium §a ina kisal •belti(gasan)-ia zna zgar(e.gars amum mar.

na-di <parak(bara) ... sum-su>
_ . - l ..
ad'C b)'>
34 [p]arakku(bitra) sa ina igiir(e.gars) lmi/tiini(si.sa) ina ku-tal dbe/tz(gasan -za < n u su
<parak(bitra)> •nissaba sum-su
(Commentary: p. 389ff.)

7

b
b
b

BM 38602 (80-11-12, 486), col. i //VAT 13817 (Assur !3956ft), col. i
MSa
MSb
[x ]x "'nabiJ(n.a)_x x'
, [ ... l
1
. ma]
[biib_ p]a-palj dbel
' [k,a.st.1tm.
2
,
[kit.l)i.li.su]
[b]iib pa-palj e.-ru•
3

Plate 22

20 Ka-igidu-NAM.anise-gubba
its gate facing the courtyard;
"Gate of the Leader, Standing at his ... "
21 Ka-E-tur-kalamma
the gate of the liberation of the prisoner (or
"Gate of E-tur-kalamma"
the outer gate of liberation);
22 Ka-unir
its gate facing the courtyard.
"Gate of the Ziqqurrat"
23 The gate through which Nabil and Belet-Biibili enter is called the Entrance Gate of
Nabii and Belet-Biibili.

reverse
24 The gate through which the milk of the regular offerings enters is called Ka-E-temenanki.
25 The gate through which, on the 15th day of jebet, the incense of the noblemen
enters is called Ka-E-kar-zaginna.
26 The gate which opens on to the Garden of Apsii is called Ka-Id ("Gate of the River
God");
27 The closed gate which opens on to the garden is called Ka-kiri-abzu ("Gate of the
Garden of Apsu"): the gate (at) which the mouths of the gods are opened.
28 The gate which opens on to the bank is called Ka-zag-kiri ("Gate at the Garden's
Edge"); alternatively it is called Gate of the Trenches.
29 The entrance gate of Gula is called Ka-guna ("Coloured Gate").
30 The gate of the king's warehouse is called Ka-E-sagdil-anna-gidru-tuku ("Gate of Esagdil-anna-gidru-tuku").
31

The dais which is situated in the chapel of Ninurta of the courtyard, on the north
wall opposite the gateway, is called Dais of Asarre.
32 The dais which is situated at the gate of the chapel of Gula of the courtyard is called
Dais of the King.
33 The limestone dais which is situated in the Court of Beltiya, on the west wall, is
called Dais ....
34 The dais which is situated on the north wall, behind Beltiya, is called Dais of
Nissaba.
7

BM 38602//VAT 13817

1' [ ... l
2' [Ka-silimma]
"Gate of Well-Being"
3' [Ka-l)ilisu]
"Gate Sprinkled with Luxury"

[ ... ] NabU ...
[the gate] of Bel's cella;
the gate of Erua's cella;
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b
b
b
b
b
b
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab

4' [h\ ... l
5' [ka.gal?]
6' [ka ... l
7' [ka.ma]\} ??
8' [ka.•utu.e(UD.D]U)?
9' rka. dlamma,. RI ae~pl
10' [ka.lJe.gaJI
11' ka.u 6 .de.babbar
12' ka.nun \(UR) .abzu
13' ka.nun.\}e.gal
14' ka.kar.za.gin.na

ab 15' ka.ka.tar.ra
ab 16' ka.a.se.er.du\}u.da
1
ab 17' re .kA.S8..abzu

1
ab 18' rdu6 ? .Sa.abzu

a
a
a
a
a
a

19'
20'
21'
22'
23'
24'

[ka.x].zu.pad.da
[ka x (x)]x
[ka x x x]x
(ka X X X X \]a?
[(ka ... J?J
[ ... ]x[ ... ]

the gate of the cella of the linen curtain·
4' [Ka- ... ]
the great gate of the Court of Bel·,
'
5' [Ka-gal(?)]
"Great Gate"(?)
6' [Ka- ... ]
the gate of the arkapinnu-(door);
the east gate (or the gate of the sunrise);
7' [Ka-ma\}(?)]
"Exalted Gate"(?)
8' [Ka-Utu-e(?)]
the gate which opens on to the Lower Court;
"Gate of the Sunrise"(?)
9' Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi(!)
the gate of Belt!ya;
"Gate of the Guardian Angel. .. "
the gate behind [Bel(?);]
I 0' Ka-\}egal
"Gate of Abundance"
the gate which ... [.... ]
II' Ka-ude-babbar
"Gate of Dazzling Wonder"
the gate of the upper bronze doors;
12' Ka-nun-abzu
"Gate of the Prince of Apsu"
13' Ka-nun-\}egal
the gate of the lower bronze doors.
"Gate of the Prince of Abundance"
14' Ka-kar-zaginna
the gate through which Mustesir-habli the
"Gate of E-kar-zaginna"
Lion Monster of Babylon, enters. '
15' K a- k atarra
the gate of praise: the gate of the temple of
"Gate of Praise"
Madanu;
16' Ka-aser-du\}uda
the gate which dispels sighs: the gate of Gula
"Gate of the Dispelling of Woe"
(in) the temple of Madiinu.
17' E-ka-sa-abzu
the lobby which is between the courtyards of
"House of the Gate in the Midst of Apsfi"
Bel and Beltlya ·
18' Du(?)-sa-abzu
the lobby of the entrance of[ ... ] into E-sagil.,
"Mound in the Midst of Apsu"

biib pa-pab gada/alii(gada.lal)
biibu rabU" sa kisal "bel
biib ar-ka-pi-in-ni
[b]iib ~i-i •samsi"
biibu sa ana kisa//i(kisal) sapli(ki.ta) petu(bad)"
biib biilti(gasan)-ia
biib [k]u-tal [(•lbiili(en)?-ia]
biibu sa x[ . . . l
biib •"daliit(ig)m'' siparri(zabar) e/ilti(an.ta)m'
biib •"daliit(ig)m'' siparri(zabar) saplilti(ki.ta)m'
biibu sa mul-te-sir-bab-lim u.-gal-lu biibili(tin.
tir)" i-na libbi(sil) ir-ru-bu
biib da-li-li biib bit •madiinu(di.ku 5 )
biibu mu-pa{-{ir ta-ni-lji biib •gu-/a bit •madiinu

(di.ku 5)
asrukkatu(aslug)
bi-rit kisalliiti(kisal)m''
•bel(en) u •beltzya(gasan)
asrukkat(aslug) ne-reb <d'[x (x)] sa e.'sag.il'

sa

sa

biibu rabU' 'sa e.sag?' .i[l?]
biib tar-ta-mi ne-reb •a-nim k[a.ma\}?]
biib lm§uti(u 1 ,.lu)
biib tak\-bit-ti mu-ta[/-li?]
biib lmsadi(k[ur .r]a)

(Commentary: p. 40\ff.)

19' [Ka-... ]-zu-padda
20' [Ka~... ].. .
21' [Ka-... ].. .
22' [Ka- ... ]-la(?)
23' [(Ka-... )?]

10' b: kit 1 !Je-pi == biib ku !Je-pi ia
dm[uS?
16' a: du\)..ud.da, om. 2nd k3.

11' b: biib
17'

a om.

a~bi~ia

e

12'-13' b: U.KA.bar
a: OJ-ruk-ka~ti
b: [Sci bi-rz]t!
!Je-pi

14'

a:

the great gate of E-sagil(?);
the gate of whispers: the entrance of Anu (in)
Ka-[ma\}(?);]
the south gate;
the gate of the honouring of the noble one(?);
the east gate;
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BM 76312 (AH 83-1-18, 1680)

8

2'

3'
4'

... n]a? biib ub.su.[ukkin.na .. ·
.. . ] man-nu tar x[ .. .
... b]ab parak(bitra) a-ka-di'i"' x[ · · ·
...]x parak(bara) dmar[duk .. ·
...]x 'e?' [ ...

5'
6'
7'

8'

9'
I' Ka-namtila

2' Ka-gegal
3' Ka-a-sikilla

"Gate of Life"
"Gate of Abundance"
"Gate of the Pure Arm"

Ka-...
'I(?)
4, ... the] gates of the Grand Court of E-(sagt · ...
5,
6'
7'
8'

Plate 19

... k]a.'nam'.t[i.la ...
... kJa.ge.gitf [ ...
k]a.a.sikil.la k[a ...
...
... bii]biit(kit.ka) kisalmalji(kisal.ma_h)'''(
e · sag.!'I?· · · ·

1'

... ]... the gate of Ubsu-[ukkinna ...
... ] who ... (...
... ] the gate of the Dais of Akkade ... (...
... ] ... the Dais of Marduk [...

(Commentary: p. 408f.)
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NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF CULTIC DAISES

(nos. 9-11)
Large numbers of cultic throne-daises (parakku) are known to have been scattered
throughout the city of Babylon, not only in consecrated buildings but also in more public
places. 19 Some of them were clearly outdoor shrines of some importance, and one in
particular, "the Gods Pay Heed to Marduk", was a landmark well enough known to be
used in Tintir V 97 as a point of reference for a whole city quarter. Four Late Babylonian
fragments set forth the names of these cultic daises, listing them according to location.
The only one of these previously available was BM 34878, a tablet from Babylon whose
obverse contains an excerpt from Tablet V of Tintir = Babylon; 20 its reverse, which
interests us here, was included by Unger in his edition of the Stadtbeschreibung von
Babylon as Abschnitt F, but finds no place in the present reconstruction of the text. 21
However, it may be that in some recensions the series of Tintir = Babylon was followed
by the text of which BM 34878 is a part. BM 34878 is now duplicated by BM 77236, a
fragment from the reverse of a multi-columned tablet (from "Babylonia", according to
the inventory). Their combined text (no. 9) deals with daises in and around E-guzalamag, the temple of Ningiszida; E-gursag-tila, the temple of Ninurta; the Bit Qule; and Etur-kalamma, the temple of Belet-Biibili. These last three sanctuaries have strong associations with the rituals of the Divine Love Lyrics, and the description afforded the dais "the
Goddesses Pay Heed to Zarpan!tum" in the Bit Qule probably alludes to them. 22 Indeed,
considerations such as this may account for the order of the list: the temples mentioned
do not form a logical sequence from the topographical point of view.
Our second text (no. 10) is the fragmentary third column of BM 38602, whose first
column gave one of the gate lists of E-sagil edited above. This part of BM 38602 is too
poorly preserved to yield much of topographical interest, but note the appearance in I. 18'
of the dais "May Babylon Beconie Resplendent!", already known from Tintir V 39. The
surviving list is very probably part of the same text as BM 34878 II 77236, but there is as
yet no point of contact between the two. However, the format of both lists is that in
which a description
topographical or cultic - of the listed structure precedes its
ceremonial name, each line being concluded by the word sumsu. This format, discussed
above in reference to a gate list of E-sagil (see p. 83), is also probably to be found in BM
19
The statistical summary in Tintir V 82~88
knows of 55 daises of Marduk (whose names are

listed in ll.

1~48

of that Tablet), as well as 300 of the

Igigi and 600 of the Anunnaki; 7 daises of the
Asakku~demons are listed in KAR 142, ii 1~10: on
these and parakku in general, see further above,

p. 12.

20

Our MS d: seep. 31.
Unger mistook the reverse for the obverse,
and vice versa, as noted by C.B.F. Walker, CT 51,
p. 5.
21

22

Joe.

For documentation see the commentary, ad
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41138, a fragment from Babylon (Amran ibn Ali), and is the principal reason for
provisionally identifying it as a dais list (no. II); locations mentioned are the IStar Gate
and a Street of the Market Gate. An edition follows that of BM 38602. An excerpt of two
lines, badly broken, on the exercise tablet Ashmolean 1924-1538 (no. 48, copy pl. 52, rev.
8'-9'), may be part of a similar text.

9

II

BM 34878 (Sp II 385), rev.
MS a
Plate 18

9

BM 77236 (83-6-30, 16)
MS b
Plate 19

b
b
b
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab

J'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
II'
12'

E. Unger, WVDOG 48, p. 87f., Abschnitt F, and pl. 83
E. Unger, Babylon, pp. 233f., 242, and pl. 46b, 47a: Abschnitt
B. Landsberger, ZA 41, p. 295
T.G. Pinches, CT 51 92

!:
5'

F

a

a

15'[ ... ]xx[ ... ]

a
a
a

b Om.

5'

dnin~urta

10

6'

b: aMza-RE-e

§Q

8'

1' x[ ... ]

c

parakku [ ... sumsu]

~:
8'
9'
10'
II'

:~: o~ which, on the 7th [day of...,] the Queen of Heaven
, [sits,] 1scalled "The Goddesses Pay Heed to Zarpanftum".
14
[The dms which] is [situated in the] Lower [Court] of E-tur-k 1
15' [1s called ... ]... [... ]
a amma
(Commentary: p. 409ff.)

Plate 22

10
]'

l

77236

The daises wh!ch [... !at the gate of the temple ofNingiszida [... ]
... (Dms of) Lumur-dmsu, Dais [... ]
The daises which are situated together next to the
t~mple of Ninurta, E-l)ursag-tila: the dais which is
Situated at the azamfi of E-!Jursag-tila, to the east,
IS called the Dais Timlak-ehis·
the dais situated opposite it is' called
... [... ].... The dais which is situated in the
Bit Qule, in front of Niniiyftum,

b: tif-{a-ak

BM 38602 (80-11-12, 486), column iii

2'
lu x[ ... sumsu?]
3' parakku sa /ibit[ti(sig.) ...
4'

PTTr
CPTTr
Tr

[x) X X X X x[ ... )
xm" sa lild[u(garlo)]? ina mul]-l]i §a[k-nu ... J

parakkii(biira)m'' sa ina biib bit •nin-gis-z[i-da ... ]
sid-ma lu!-mur-di-in-su para[kku . .. J
parakkum'' sa fel](da) bft •nin-urta e.!Jur.sag.ti.l[a]
[it-ti a]-lja-mes nadfi(sub)' parakku sa ina a-za-me-e
e.l)ur.sag.ti.la a-na •msadi(3) nadu(sub)'
parakku [t]i-im-lak-e-lji-is sum-su
parakku sa ana tar-$i-Su nadu(sub)' ta-AD-DAL-al-ku
[x x a]m-mu ,,iJm-su parakku sa ina <bit> qu-le-e ina pa-na-at
[•n]i-na-a-tum na-du-u
[sa ina '"x u.] 7••m! sar-rat same' ina mulj-l]i-S{u]
13' [as-bat i-q]u-lu distariitu(l5)m" ana •zar-pa-ni-tum siJm-s1uJ
14' fparakku .fa ina kisalli(kisal) sap-~i-i 'sa e.tur.kalam.ma' n[adu(sub)']

a

II BM

2' The ... on which cream(?) is put [... ]

Bibliography of MS a
1930
1931
1933
1972

BM 34878, rev.

BM 38602, column iii

... [ ... ]

2' [is called(?)] ... [... ]
3' The dais of brick [... ]
4' [iscalled] the Dais[ .... ]
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5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
II'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'
20'
21'

5' ib-ra-[tu ... ]

6' ib-ra-[tu ... ]
7' e SA[L( +X) ... ]
8' 2 parakk[;;,mo! sa . . . 1
9'
na-d[u-u ... ]
10'
'in du' [ ... sumsu]
II' 'ibratu(ub.lil.h\.)?' [ ... ]
12'
x x[ ... sumsu?]
13' ibratu(ub.lil.la) [ ... ]
14'
x x x[ ... sumsu]
15' parakku rabiJ' 'sa ina' x[ ... l
16'
parakku (ras. ?) BAD gal x[ ... sumsu]
17' parakku $earu(tur.ra ?) sa ina ku-[tal? ... 1
18'
parakku /im-mir [biibiluki sumsu]
19' parakku [r]abU' .M ana!(GAR) tar-$[i .. . ]
20'
parakku /i[p?- ... sumsu]
21' [para]kku rab[u' .. .

103

The shrine [... ]
The shrine[ ... ]
... [... ]
The two daises [which] are situated
[... are called ... and]

... [.... ]
The shrine(?) [... ]
[is called(?)] ... [.... ]
The shrine [... ]
[is called]. .. [.... ]
The large dais which [(is situated)] in[ ... ]
[is called] the Dais ... [.... ]
The small(?) dais which [(is situated)] behind(?) [... ]
[is called] the Dais "May [Babylon] Become Resplendent!"
The large dais which [(is situated)] opposite [... ]
[is called] the Dais ... [....]
The large dais [...

(Commentary: p. 411)

11
1'
2'

BM 41138 (81-4-28, 685)

x[ ...
... ]x-su-nu-si [ ...

... lxxx

W?'
e.-ax

3' ... parakku?] sa ina suq(sila) abul(ka.gal) maljfri(ganba) [ ...
4' ... ina b]i-ri-tum ana imitti(I5) nadu(sub)' [ ...
5' ... parakku? sa ina p]<in(igi) abul di§tar(I5) ana ki-da-nu [ ...
6' ... ana? 1]msadi(kur.ra) parakku rabU' sa a-[na ...
7' ... parakku? i-s1em-me se-l)I-s[a? sum-su? .. .
8'

... ] dmard[uk .. .

Plate 23

11

1'
2'

BM 41138
... ] ... Ea(?) ... [.. .

... ] to them .... [.. .

3' ... the dais(?)] which [(is located)] in the Street of the Market Gate [(is called) ...
4' . .. m the] middle on the right is located [(is called) ...

5' ···the dais(?) which (is located) in] front of the !Star Gate, on the outside, [(is
called)...
·
6' . .. to(?) the] east; the large dais which ... [...
7' . .. (is called) "She] hears her(?) ... [... " .. .
8'
... ] Marduk [.. .
(Commentary: p. 412)
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LIST OF SHRINES AND GODS IN E-RAB-RIRI

(no. 12)
This previously unpublished list is inscribed on the first column of the reverse
(probably column iii) of a large library tablet from Kuyunjik, K 2107 + 6086." What
remains of the text is divided into five sections by rulings. The first of these contains a list
of shrines, each designated subtu (11. 1'-7'?, 9'-10', 12'-17') or manziizu (II. 8' and 11'?). 24
The ceremonial names of some of these are common to the subtu-list of E-sagil, which
makes up the bulk of Tablet II of Tintir = Babylon, but no other connection between the
two texts is apparent. Given that the second section of the list deals with divinities
resident in E-rab-riri, the temple of Madiinu in the temple complex of E-sagil, it is most
likely that the shrine list is also concerned with this sanctuary, and nothing about the text
suggests otherwise. 25 The third and fourth sections of the text list more divinities,
perhaps divine weapons, and the fifth apparently a further four shrines (subtu).

23
The obverse of this tablet gives the text of a
scholarly commentary on the names ofMarduk, and
is published by King, STC II 61-62.
24
For Jubtu, at smallest a symbol pedestal, see
above, p. 9f.; for manziizu, the podium or socle on
which a divine image could be put, see the commen-

tary on Timir V 86-88.
25
Indeed, one notes the presence in the list of
shrines of Gula and her court (ll. 9'ff.): Gula is
probably the spouse of Madanu of Babylon (see
p. 304). On E-rab-riri see further Tintir IV 4 and
commentary.

A LIST OF SHRINES AND GODS IN E-RAB-RIRI (no. 12)
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K 2107 + 6086, rev .iii

12
[e?.da]lla.uru
e.nir.gal.an.na
e.u•. gal
ki.du 6 .ku.ga
e.sag.kal
e.sag.dil.an.na. '"gidru. tuku
e.kurun.na
e.di.ku,.gal
9' u.su
10' e.ir.in.DU
]]' giSgal. dimin.bi
12' en.zag.ku.ga
13' e.usumgal.an.na
14' e.ad.gi4 .gi 4
15' e.me.lam.\)us
16' e.an.ku.ga
17' e.\)i.li.sig,.ga
1'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'

18'
19'
20'
21'

dqudmu
rd,dllnga
[d ... l
[d ... l

Plate 23

MIN dx[ ... ]
MIN dna-bi-[um]
MIN den-/il &<·['1
MIN d§u/-pa-e-x ''·'[']
MIN dne-eri 11-ga/
MIN dnin-subur
MIN dsfras
manziiz(gisgal) d§amas
subat(unu) dgu-la
MIN dpa-bil-sag
iti!nd rabUtime§
MIN dur-ma-sum
MIN dnin-kar-nun-na
MIN dda-mu
MIN dfugal-ir 9 -ra u dmes-lam-ta-i!-a
MIN dgu-nu-ra
MIN d~ilfu(MI)-us-{iib(du 10 ) u dka-tun-na
d[x]
d1[um\)a]
dka1a.ga.dab.b[a]
7 dingirgubbU(dingir.gub.ba)m'' sa e.rab.ri.ri

12

A List of Shrines and Gods in E-rab-riri

1' [E(?)]-dalla-uru
the seat of... [... ;]
"House(?) of the Lofty(?) Hero"
2' E-nirga1-anna
the seat of Nabil·
"House of the Heavenly Prince"
'
3' E-u-gal
the seat of Enlil ·
... '
"House of the Tempest"
4' Ki-du-kuga
the seat of Sulpae- ... ;
"Place of the Pure Mound"
5' E-sagkal
the seat of Nergal;
"House of the Leader"
6' E-sagdil-anna-gidru-tuku
the seat of Ninsubur·
"House of the Heavenly Secrets, Holding a Sceptre" '
7' E-kurunna
the seat of Siriis ,·
"House of Liquor"
8' E-diku-gal
the seat of Samas;
"House of the Great Judge"
9' Usu
the seat of Gula;
10' E-ir-in-DU
the seat of Pabilsag;
"House ...
II' GiSgal-Iminbi-ilf-rabUti
"Station of the Divine Heptad, the Great Gods"
12' Enzag-kuga
the seat of Urmasum;
"Pure ... "
13' E-usumgabanna
the seat of Ninkarnunna ·
,
House of the Dragon of Heaven"
14' E-adgigi
the seat of Damu;
"House of the Counsellor"
15' E-melam-\)us
the seat of Lugalirra and Meslamtaea;
H

..

"House of Awesome Radiance"

16' E-an-kuga

the seat of Gunura;

"House of Pure Heaven"

17' E-\)ili-sigga
the seat of ~illus-(iib and Katunna.
"House of Beauteous Adornment"
18' Qudmu;
19' Dunga;
20' [... ;]
21' [... :]

[... ;]
Lum\)a;
Kalagadabba ("Seizer of the Strong");
the 7 Divine Attendants of E-rab-riri.
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22' [ ...

l

23'[• ... ]
24' [• ... l
25' [• ... l
26' [• ... l

l
28' [d ... l

27' [• ...

29'[• ... ]
30' [• ... l
31'[• ... ]
32' [ ... ]
33' [ ... l
34' [ ... ]
35' [ ... l

e.rab.ri.ri
dmu-tu
•i]ur-ba-su
•nap-palj-tum

le-mi-su
a-a-bi
za-ma-nu
a-na §ep!(gir)m'n §arri(lugal)
raggiit(erim)m•• •en-Iii
[l]ib-bi '"qardammi(gil)
[s1ubat(unu) •asal-lu-l]i
[MIN] •na-bi-um
[MIN •n]e-eri 11 -gal
[MIN u4 -m]u Ia pa-de-e

22' [ ... ]

E-rab-riri.

23' [ ... ;]
24' [ ... ;]
25' [... ;]

Death;
Horror;
Revolt.

26'
27'
28'
29'
30'
31'

[(Crusher of)]
[(Destroyer of)]
[(Annihilator of)]
[(Subduer of the Insubmissive)]
[(Exterminator of)]
[(Piercer of)]

32'
33'
34'
35'

[ ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]

...

(Commentary: p. 412f.)

those who Disobey him;
the Enemy;
the Foe;
at the King's Feet;
those Wicked to Enlil;
the Heart of !he Villain.
the seat of Asallu\}i;
[the seat] of NabU;
[the seat of] Nergal;
[the seat of] the Merciless Storm.

3
BABYLON: METROLOGICAL TEXTS

E-sagi!
There exists a small genre of late texts which deal with the dimensions of temples. Not
surprisingly, several of them are concerned with the great temple of Marduk in Babylon.
These are the famous E-sagil Tablet from Uruk, for which a duplicate from Babylon
(Jimjima) is now known; VAT 9961 + 10335, known as the Measurements of E-sagil and
E-zida, from Assur; and, in the New York Metropolitan Museum, 86-11-102, perhaps
also from Babylon. Such metrological texts bear no close resemblance to any part of
Tintir = Babylon and its related texts, but they do provide a certain amount of
topographical information on the ground plans and general lay-out of the great sanctuaries E-sagil and E-temen-anki, and are on that account central to our understanding of
the location within them of various gates, courtyards and chapels known from Tintir and
other sources. New editions of the E-sagil Tablet and the Measurements of E-sagil and Ezida are offered in this chapter. 1
THE E-SAG!L TABLET

(no. 13)
Such is the content of the E-sagil Tablet that it could easily serve as the subject of a
small monograph. But in view of the scope of the present work, the writer declines for the
moment to add· his name to the long list of scholars who have made special studies of the
relevant metrology and archaeology, and their historical and architectural implications.
Consequently this introduction limits itself to a brief review of the text, and the
commentary is concerned principally with topographical matters (in particular with
points of contact with other texts edited in this book). Other topics are treated only in
passing, and readers who wish to pursue them further are referred to the work of those
who have gone before, especially to the study of Weiss bach, and, in metrological matters,
to the work of Marvin Powell. 2
1
The third metrological text, 86-11 · l 02, is edited
by the writer elsewhere (see above, p. 10, note 45),
where also can be found an account of the other
texts belonging to the genre. Editions of the metrological tablets BM 56073 and 78905, dealing with
the temples of SamaS and Bunene at Sippar, appear
below as nos. 36 and 37. Note also a text, probably
of MB date, listing the areas of temples of Nippur:

Bernhardt and Kramer, OrNS 44, p. 96ff.; and a
fragment giving measurements of the temple of Anu
at ASSur: Weidner, A/0 8, p. 43, Assur 19763. Three
small OB tablets giving dimensions of temples have
been edited by Charpin (MARl l, p. 137ff.; Iraq 45,
p. 56ff.).
2

For a selective bibliography of the
Tablet see below, p. ll3f.

E~sagil
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As mentioned above, two manuscripts are now available for the text of the E-sagil
Tablet. AO 6555, a fine Late Babylonian tablet from Uruk, was copied in 229 B.C.
3
(Seleucid Era 83) from an original from Borsippa, and rests now in the Louvre. The new
duplicate is BM 40813, a considerable fragment out of the middle of the reverse of a large
Late Babylonian tablet; the text finishes at line 35 and then, after a ruling, resumes again
from the beginning, a circumstance which suggests that the tablet is a repeated writing
exercise. Nevertheless, variant readings from thi$ fragment do clear up more than one
problem caused by scribal errors in the tablet from Uruk, which, while calligraphically
pleasing, is not always reliable. Quotations from the E-sagil Tablet, or a text on the same
subject, in a previously unavailable commentary, BM 54311, are also of help m confirming an old emendation and a new reading 4 These considerations are the principal
justification for a new edition of the whole text.
·
As Powell notes in his article on the metrology of the E-sagil Tablet, two systems of
measurement are used in the text: the Kassite and Early Nco-Babylonian system, and the
later Standard Nco-Babylonian system, each of which uses a different cubit standard and
a different seeding ratio (the latter used to convert measurements of surface area into
volume of grain). The compilation of the text as we know it presumably dates to a period
when both systems were in use, or at least understood, and this suggests a date in the
period when the later metrological system began to supersede the earlier one as the
standard system of measurement: probably the late eighth or early seventh century. A later
date cannot be ruled out, however, for the vocabulary of the E-sagil Tablet places it
firmly in the mathematical tradition, and thus metrological criteria are here of less
chronological significance than they would be in a document of more practical use (such
as, for example, a deed of sale).
A cursory glance at the text of the E-sagil Tablet reveals that its traditional modern
name is really a misnomer: very little of the text is concerned with the great temple of
Marduk itself, being mostly given over to the consideration of Marduk's ziqqurrat, Etemen-anki, and the temple at its top. Only the opening sections of the text (ll. l-15) deal
with E-sagil, and then only with two courtyards whose very size prohibits their identification with the interior courtyards of the temple, and which must be seen mstead as
courtyards of the temple precinct. The temple buildings themselves are not considered.
The first four lines of the text, which are now restored and corrected by the new
duplicate, deal with the approximate areas of the Grand Court (Kisalmah) and the Court
of !Star and Zababa, respectively 1 iku and ~ iku; the text then goes on to demonstrate
that, while their combined area remains l ~ iku, the larger courtyard can be enlarged by a
small area (2.:h musaru) and the smaller courtyard reduced by the same amount: the whole
section is set out as a mathematical problem. The exact significance of making the
3 The archive to which the tablet belongs, that
of the ka/U-priest Anu-beJSunu, is now known to
originate in a room of the BfHU temple: G.J.P.

McEwan, BiOr 38, p. 639.
4

See the commentary on ll. 5 and 26. A copy of

the reverse of BM 54311 (no. 62) appears on pl. 56.
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addition and subtraction is not certain, for although the two areas of 2~ musaru are
neatly explamed in architectural terms, these unfortunately do not lend themselves to easy
mterpretatwn. What is clear,. however, is that these added and subtracted areas, although
of equal s1ze, are topographically separate, and therefore this passage cannot be used as
ev1dence that the two courtyards abutted. It is apparent that the real interest of the text is
not topographical but mathematical, and consequently how far the figures of length
breadth and area presented in this section, and probably also in other sections of the text:
can be taken as actual physical dimensions is uncertain. The figures for the lengths and
breadths of the two co.urtyards suppose that each is a regular rectangle, and this
Immediately ra1ses a susp1c10n that we are dealing with hypothetical dimensions in length
and breadth if not, indeed, in area.
'
Hypothetical or not, the lengths and breadths of the two courtyards are given in terms
of w~?le n;~asures (nindanu, the 12 cubit measure) and their sexagesimal fractions (e.g.
ll + 6o + 3oool; these lengths and breadths are then multiplied to give the areas of each
courtyard m lmear-based surface units (rnusaru, the area of a square with sides of 1
nmdanu), and these a~; ~onverted in turn into capacity-surface units (qu) by multiplication
with the reciprocal 60. Fmally the text converts the capacity-surface units back into
ltnear measure (rnusaru and its multiple, iku), as if to confirm the arithmetic. Lines 11-12,
which open the third sect1on of the E-sagil Tablet, summarize the text so far. The
remamder of the section enumerates the main gates of E-sagil, and continues with the
apparent c?mment that the temple itself, together with the precinct of Ka-sikilla (on the
mterpretatwn see the commentary, ad loc.), are not taken into consideration for
stat1st1cal analysis (Ia manu, "not reckoned"). And so they are not, for the rest of the text
1s concerned with the ziqqurrat.
The fourth section of text (ll. 16-19) gives the length and breadth of the ziqqurrat's base
accordmg to the later Neo-Babylonian cubit standard (3 Juppan, or 180 cubits, both
ways), and calculates from this the area of the base in square §Uppan. This, a linear-based
measure, IS the~ c~nv~rted into capacity-surface measure (siitu, the 6 qu measure in this
system) by mult1pltcatton w1th the factor 2. 6 In the fifth section of the text (11. 20-24) the
5
In ~he Kassite and Early NeowBabylonian
metrologJCal system used in this section of text the
conventional method of surface measure~ent
expressed area in terms of volume of grain required
to seed it (capacity~surface measure); this was
wo:ke~ out at the standard ratio of
mu.Saru : l qU,
wh1ch IS conventionally expressed (e.g. in boundary
~.to~e~ and land grants) as ikf{l.iku) .}'imid(baneS),
l1ku (100 muSaru): 1 #mdu (30 qU)". To convert
area expressed in linear~based units (muSaru) into
area expressed in capacitywsurface measure (qU) one
must accordingly divide by a factor of 3i: this is, of
course, the same as multiplying by the reciprocal of

3t

*·

3t, which, in the sexagesimal system, is the fraction
See Marvin Powell, ZA 72, p. ll2f.
6 In the later Neo~Babylonian system the linear~
based unit of area 1 ~uppiin 2 corresponds to 2 siltu
in capacity~surface measure, a ratio of 1 : 2, which
explains the use of the factor 2 in the conversion
process (in the present text 9 $Uppiin 2 == 18 siltu, i.e.
1?8 qU or 3 piinu). The same ratio is expressed
differently by Powell, loc. cit., p. 116, for whom the
figure 2 is the sexagesimal fraction ...L, the reciprocal
of 30, this being relevant because t:% square cubits
corresponds to 1 akalu (/0 qU). The present calcula~
tion would accordingly read 180 x 180 (cubits) = 9
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same calculations are made, but in the older and larger units of the Kassite and Early
Nee-Babylonian metrological system. Thus the base of the ziqqurrat measures 10 nindanu
(120 cubits) both ways, and its area, 100 musaru ( = 1 ikii), is converted into the capacitysurface system at the old standard rate of 1 ~imdu per ikii using the reciprocal ~g: this
gives a figure of 30 qii ( = 3 siitu = 1 $imdu). The end of the section records the additional
statistic that the length, breadth and height of the ziqqurrat are a uniform 10 nindanu,
again using the older and longer cubit standard.
The next section (11. 25-35: note that the rulings on the tablet from Uruk are not always
a reliable guide to the start and finish of the various sections of text), the sixth, deal~ with
the internal measurements of the ziqqurrat temple, expressed for the most part in nindanu
and sexagesimal fractions, but, in the case of the bed (!. 34), in cubits. That the cubit
standard used in this section is the later, smaller one, in which 1 cubit converts to
approximat\)ly 50 em, and 1 nindanu to about 6 metres, is demonstrated in the commentary. 7 The temple itself is divided into four parts arranged around the four sides of a
roofed court, each served by its own gateway. 8 The rooms described in the text are six
cellae or chapels and two other chambers: off the east side of the courtyard are the cellae
of Marduk, Nabil and Tasmetum; to the north lie the chapels of Ea and Nuska, to the
south that of Anu and Enlil. Behind the courtyards' west front are the tu'um and the
staircase; the tu'um comprises two parts, an inner and an outer chamber, the latter
housing the divine bed. A throne is also mentioned, though without mention of a specific
location; we suspect that it was set up in Marduk's cella rather than in the tu'um, as
previous commentators have thought (see the commentary).
The final section of the text (11. 36-42) is absent from the new duplicate and may
represent a late addition. It gives the length, breadth and height of the various storeys of
the ziqqurrat in the later Nee-Babylonian cubit standard, as is shown by comparison of
the figures for the base in I. 37 (15 nindanu) with those offered in 1!. 17 (3 $Uppiin = 15
nindanu: later standard) and 21 (10 nindanu: earlier standard). This part of the E-sagil
Tablet has naturally attracted considerable interest, and an account of the several
architectural reconstructions proposed by individual scholars is given by Parrot, Ziggurats, p. 185ff., who adds his own, p. 192f.9
x 60 2 (i.e. 32400 sq. cubits) x lo (reciprocal) = 18
x 60 (i.e. 1080 akalu) = 3 pdnu; this seems an
unnecessary complication in view of the simple
equation in the same ratio noted above, which the
text accepts without reference to smaller units. On
the same question see also Weissbach, ZA 41, p.
276f.

On the modern equivalences of the two cubit
standards of the Nco-Babylonian metrological systems (the older and longer ammatu rabftu, "large
cubit", also called ammat are, "mathematical(?)
cubit", in the present text, and the later standard,
7

also known as asiu, respectively about 75 and
50 em), see most recently Marvin Powell, Joe. cit.,
p. l06ff. Comparison of the archaeological remains
of the ziqqurrat with the dimensions given in the E-sagil Tablet is one of the principal keys to the
establishment of these values.
8 On the interior and exterior gates of the ziq~
qurrat temple, see above, p. 89f.
9 To these add those of von Soden, UF 3, p. 260;
Schmid, BagM 12, pl. 21; and Jakob-Rost, FB 24, p.
62. Cf. further the commentary below.
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The colophon of the U ruk tablet includes a clumsy metrological table, which seems to
have been drawn up by someone unfamiliar with metrological matters in general ·
a~temKpt to explain the equivalence of linear-based measure to capacity-surface mea~~~e ~~
t e ass1te and Early Neo-Babylonian systemlo
l3

MS

a

The E-sagi/ Tablet

Sources
Museum lVurnber

Lines on
obv.
rev.

AO 6555 ................................................. .
1-36
BM 40813 (81-4-28, 359) .................... ····························

b

·································

Plate

37-42 24-25
24-35
23
1-6

Bibliography of MS a

Text
1913
1922
1931
1938
1949

V. Scheil and P. Toscanne, MAIB 39, p. 293ff.
F. Thureau-Dangin, TCL VI 32
E. Unger, Babylon, pp. 237ff., 246ff., and pl. 50-51
F.H. Weissbach, WVDOG 59, p. 49ff.
A. Parrot, Ziggurats, p. 32f., pl. 1

CPTTr

c

PTTr
TTr
p

Interpretative Studies 11
1876

G .. Smith, The Athenaeum 2520 (12.ii.1876), p. 232f. (republished in the English
edttwn of R. Koldewey, The Excavations at Babylon (1914) p. 192ff)
1913 M. Dteulafoy, MAIB 39, p. 309ff.
'
.
1914 F.H. Weissbach, OLZ 17, l93ff.
1918 S. Langdon, RA 15, p. !!Off.
1920 B. Meissner and W. Schwenzner, OLZ 23, 112ff.
1922 F. Thureau-Dangin, RA !9, p. 88ff.
1927 E. Unger, ZAW 45, p. 162ff.
1931 E. Unger, Babylon, p. 191ff.
1933 F.H. Weissbach, ZA 41, p. 269ff.
1

°

For this table see further the comments of
Powell, lac. cit., p. ll4ff., and the commentary
below· A modern metrological table of both NB
systems can be found below, p. 119.
1
~ Thi~ ~ibliography is selective: for a comprehensive b1bhography, including archaeologica!' and

archite~tura! studies, se~ Parrot, Ziggurats, p. 22lff.,
to whtch add the articles of Busink, JEOL 21,
p. 1361f.: H. Schmid, BagM 12, p. 871f.; and J.G.
Schmtd, Sumer 41, p. 44ff.; and the monograph of
E. Kiengel-Brandt, Der Turm von Babylon (1982).

1938
1948
1949
1971
1982

a

ab
ab
ab
ab
a

edge: "By the command of Ann and Antu may it be well!"

2

e.sag.il kisalmiil;u(kisal.ma!J) 1 iku ma-da-~s~su u~u''" mim-~a-a-ti .
kisal •is,-tar u •za-ba4 -ba4 2 musar(sar) u 2 musar ktsalm[al;a e]ll(ugu) 1 iku

3
4

rubbi(gal)"
,
.
1,
a-za-mu-u sa ub.su.ukkin.na 2 musar u1- musar kisa/la '~el;ra(ban.da)' ell ubu "
.yuiJIJir(tur)[''] : su-IJa-tum sa i-na reb •"dalat(ig) ar-ka-bi-in-ni as-su sidda(us)

5
6
7

puta(sag) eq/a(asa,)
.
_ .
.
fa tfdii(zu)" 11,23 !(33),20 siddi kisalmiif;i 9 put klsalmaiJt 11,23 !(33),20 a.ra 9
102,30: 102,30 a.ra 0,18: 30,45 assu(mu) 30,45 ta tidu' 1 iku
.
2 musar 1- musar zeri(se.numun) ina ammati(l.kus) rabftum(gal)'"m middiit(ag)m''
kisalmiif;i

8
9
10

a
a
a

10,33,20 siddi kisal •is,-tar u •za-ba.-ba. 4,30 put kisal •;s,-tar u •za-'ba.-ba.'
10,33,20 a.ra 4,30: 47,30: 47,30 a.ra 0,18: 14,15 ki-i 14,1[5]
{a tfdii' 40 musar 71- musar zeri i-na ammati(l.kus) rabftum'"m mim-da-a-ti
kisa[lli $e/;rt]

a
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F.H. Weissbach, WVDOG 59, p. 79ff.
T.A. Busink, JEOL 10, p. 526ff.
A. Parrot, Ziggurats, pp. 68ff., 185ff.
W. von Soden, UF 3, p. 253ff.
M.A. Powell, ZA 72, p. 106ff.

edge ina a-mat 6 anim(60) u an-tum Us-lim

ab
ab
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11

napl;ar(su.nigin) 1 iku ubu""''sARl zi!ri i-na ammat(l.kus) are(a.ra)' ki-mir-ti
kisa/lii[ti""']
.
ki-lal-la-an sihirti(nigin)" ka.ma!J ka.•utu.e.a ka.gal ka.•lamma.r[a.b!]
kil.!Je.gill ka.~ 6 .de.babbar.ra 6. biibat(ka)m''.ne-r':b a-na il[i(dingir)] , .
,
sa ana kidude(ki.du.du) ekum(e.kur) 1-ta-a-tl ub.su.ukkm.na tag.. tag. e.sag.![l]

a
a
a
a

12
13
14
15

a
a

16
17

a

18

mim-da-a-ti ki-gal-li e.te.me.en.an.ki siddu piitu a-na amii[rfka(igi.du,.a.zu)]
3 suppiin(60'"+ 60"'+ 60'") siddu 3 ~uppiin piitu ina ammat(l.kus) as.-lum
nikkassa(nig.ka 9 )-su a-na sutiibuli(silr.Silr) 3 [a.ra 3]
,"
9 : 9 a.ra 2 : 18 ki-i 18 /a tfdii' 3 piin(bariga) zeri i-na ammati(l.kus)

a

19

ki:gal-li e.te.me.en.an.ki melii(sukud) ki-i pi(ka) siddi [u piill]

2

b om. iSs

usif;irti" ka.sikil.le /a manii(sid)m["]
u

seher[ti(tur)'~

3 b: za-mu-U

3-4 a: ugu I iku galbi

E-sagil, the Grand Court (Kisalma!J): its size is I ikii; 1- ikii is the size of
2 the Court of !star and Zababa. Make the Grand Court greater than 1 ikii by 21muSaru:

3 the azamii of Ubsu-ukkinna; make the smaller courtyard less than 1- ikil by
4 21- musaru: the suiJiitu which is adjacent to the arkabinnu-door. In case you do not
understand
5 length, breadth and area, 11 + ~~ + ,~go is the length of the Grand Court, 9 is the
breadth of the Grand Court: 11 + ~~+,~go x 9 =
6 102+ ~g; 102+ ~g x ~g = 30+~g; in case you do not understand 30+ ~g (qil), it is
an acreage of I ikii and
7 21- musaru using the large cubit-standard, the size of the Grand Court.
8 10 + ~~ + ,~go is the length of the Court oflstar and Zababa, 4+ ~g is the breadth of
the Court of !Star and Zababa:
20 x 4+ 30
30 x 60
18
15
9 10+ 33+
6o 36oo
6o = 47+ 30.
60' 47 + 60
= 14 +60;
1'f you do not
understand
10 14+ ~g (qfi), it is an acreage of 471- musaru using the large cubit-standard, the size of
the [smaller] courtyard.
11
12
13
14
15

Altogether, an acreage of 11- iku using the aril cubit-standard, the total area of both
courtyards: the precinct of(?) Ka-ma!J, Ka-Utu-ea, Ka-gal, Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi,
Ka-!Jegal and Ka-ude-babbarra, the six gates of entry to the god,
which open(?) around Ubsu-ukkinna for the rites of the temple. E-sagil
and the precinct of Ka-sikilla are not computed.

16 The dimensions of the base of E-temen-anki, length and breadth, for [you] to work
out:
17 3 ~uppan the length, 3 $Uppiin the breadth, using the aslu cubit-standard. To calculate
their product: 3 [ x 3 =]
18 9 ($uppiin 2 ); 9 x 2 = 18; if you do not understand 18 (siitu), it is an acreage of 3
piinu using the small cubit-standard:
19 the base of E-temen-anki. Height corresponds to length [and breadth.]
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a
a

20
21

a

22

a

23

ab 24
ab 25
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

ab 35
a

36

a
a
a
a
a

37
38
39
40
41

a

42

THE E-SAGIL TABLET (no. 13)

'§a-ni-is" middiitm'' kigalli(ki.ga1) e.te.me.en.an.ki siddu upiitu a-na a-ma-ri-[ka]
[10 nindan(ninda) sid]du 10 nindan piitu i-na ammat(l.kus) ari!' nikkassa-sit a-na
su-ta-b[u-h]
[10 a.rit 10 :]100: 100 a.rit 0,18: 30 assu 30 Ia tfdu' 30 iki(l.iku) ~imid(banes)
z[eri(se.numun)]
[i-na ammati(l.kus)] rabftum'"m ki-gal-li e.te.me.en.an.ki siddu piitu u m[i!lu
(sukud)]
[i-na amma]t(l.kus) ari!' 10 nindan'"'m mit-lju-r[u]
[mim-da]-'a'-ti {U} 6 pa-pa-lja-a-ni sa nu-ljar sumsu(mu.ne) bft im§adf(kur.ra) papalj 1lhl
'2' [sid]du 0,40 piitu qan-ni a-na qan-ni pa-pa-lja-a-[n]i
sa •nabu(na) u •tas-me-tum 0,45'm siddu 0,40'm piitu
sitta(2)'" bftiitim'' sa lmiftiini(si.sa) sa •e-a u •nuska bft •e-a 1,25 siddu
0,30 piitu bit •nuska 0,35 siddu 0,35 piitu bftu sa lm.fiiti(U 18 .Ju) bft •a-nim U •en-lif
1,10 siddu 0,30 piitu bftu sa imamurri(mar.du) tu-'-um ubft sim-mil-ti
ina ku-tal-li-su pa-ni biib-a-nu-u bit •"ersi(na) 2,5 siddu 0,30 piitu
pa-ni bft-a-nu-it 1,40 !liddu 0,20 piitu bft sim-mil-ti ki-i pi-i-sit-nu-ma siddu
u piitu kisallu 1,40 siddu 1,5 piitu kisallu ~u-u[l-lu]l
•"ersu 9 ammat(kus) siddu 4 ammat piitu •"ersu u "'kussii(gu.za) tar-~u u
gfSsag.kulme la-mu sHerSu Sanftata
[ina] kisalli na-da-a-ti biib ~ft .fam.fi(•utu.e) biib lm§uti biib ereb .fam.fi(•utu.su.a)
biib imiftiini
[m]im-da-a-ti siddu piitu u mi!/ii(sukud) <!<·pi> ""'1-ti nu-bar biibi/i(tin.kir)ki
sumsu(mu.ne)
15 nindan siddu 15 nindan piitu 2~ nindan mi!lii pitqu(im.du.a) .fap/ii(ki.ta)'"
13 nindan siddu 13 nindan piitu 3 nindan mi!lu rik-bi sanu'
10 nindan siddu 10 nindan piitu 1 nindan mi!h1 rikbu(u 5 ) salsu"
8~ nindan siddu 8~ nindan piitu 1 nindan mi!lii rikbu rebii'
7 nindan siddu 7 nindan piitu 1 nindan mi!lii rikbu ljamsu"
< 5~ nindan siddu 5~ nindan piitu 1 nindan me/a rikbu sessu">
4 nindan siddu 3~ nindan nik!(SAL)-kas piitu 2~ nindan mi!lu ki~~u(SAG x MI)
e/U(an. ta) < rikbu > sebii' sa-bu-ru

27*28 a has ruling between the two lines
of I. 33.

33

u from b, a: 0,35

34

U... la*mu so placed in b, in a at end
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20 Alternatively, the dimensions of the base of E-temen-anki, length and breadth, for
[you] to work out:
21 [10 nindanu the] length, 10 nindanu the breadth, using the aru cubit-standard. To
calculate their product:
22 [10 x 10 = ]100; 100 x ¥o = 30; in case you do not understand 30, it is an acreage
of 30 (qu), where 1 iku corresponds to 1 ~imdu,
23 [using] the large [cubit-standard:] the base of E-temen-anki. Length, breadth and
height
24 measure equally 10 nindanu each, [using] the aru [cubit-standard.]
25 [The] dimensions of the six cellae which are called the ziqqurrat-temple: the rooms to
the east - the cella of the god:
26 2 (nindanu) [the] length, ~g the breadth, ... to ... ; the cellae
27 of Nabu and Tasmetum: each ~g the length, ~g the breadth.
28 The two rooms to the north, ofEa and Nuska- the chapel of Ea: 1 + ll the length
30 h b
h
60
,
29 6o
t e readt ; the chapel of Nuska: ~g the length, ~g the breadth. The room to the
south - the chapel of Anu and Enlil:
30 1+ ~g the length,~ the breadth. The rooms to the west- the tu'um and, behind it,
31 the staircase: the outer 'front', the bedchamber: 2+ 650 the length, .il.2
the breadth;
60
32 the mner
.
'front ' : 1+ 40
20
60 the length, 60 the breadth; the staircase: according to these
(figures) the length
33 and (var.: ~g) the breadth. The courtyard: 1 + ~g the length, 1+ 650 the breadth; the
courtyard is roofed over.
34 The bed: 9 cubits the length, 4 cubits the breadth. Bed and throne are opposite and
ringed with circles(?); another bed
35 is located Jin] the courtyard. Gate of the Sunrise, South Gate, Gate of the Sunset,
North Gate.
36 The dimensions, length, breadth and height, (of the ziqqurrat): its name being
Ziqqurrat-Temple of Babylon:
37 15 nindanu the length, 15 nindanu the breadth, 5~ nindanu the height: the bottom
platform;
38 13 nindanu the length, 13 nindanu the breadth, 3 nindanu the height: the second
storey;

39 10 nindanu the length, 10 nindanu the breadth, 1 nindanu the height: the third storey;
40 8~ nindanu the length, 8~ nindanu the breadth, 1 nindanu the height: the fourth
storey;
41 7 nindanu the length, 7 nindanu the breadth, 1 nindanu the height: the fifth storey;
5~ nindanu the length, 5~ nindanu the breadth, 1 nindanu the height: the sixth storey;
42 4 nindanu the length, 3t nindanu the breadth, 2~ nindanu the height: the upper
sanctum, the seventh storey, (and) the saljiiru.
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THE E-SAGIL TABLET (no. 13)

Colophon of MS a
(Hunger, Kolophone, no. 89)

The Metrological Systems of the E-sagi!
Tablet (expressed in tables)

muda(zu)" muda" li 6 -kal-lim Ia mUdu' Ia immar(igi) an pi(ka) fuppi(dub) gabare
(gaba.ri) bar-sipki
2

3

u ba-ri
18 mu-sar 1 nindan 3 sila u 20' sa nindan

sa{ir(sar)-ma up-pus4
50 mu-sar

4

5
6

7
8

'2 ubu'
6
3 eblu(ese)
60 buru(bur !)

'·'"uba(ubu!)
<·kiikf(l.iku)
eblu(eselkuy•-lu
'".'"biiru(bur !)

sa-a-rtSiiri(Sar)

Kassite and Early Neo-Babylonian System (large or aru cubit-standard)

Linear Measure
1 siit(bim) 3 qa
$imid(bane8) :
3 piin(bariga)
1 kur(gur) 4 pan
1 me 8 kur(gur)

{uppi mdanu(60)-bi!l-su-nu miiri(dumu) sa mdanu-balii{(tin)-su-iqbi(e) mar(a) malji(ses)- 'u-tu uruk(tir.an.na)k 1-u
q[at] mdanu-bi!/-su-nu mari sa mni-din-tu.-dani miir mdsfn(30)-leqe(ti)-unninni(er) uruk
(unug)k' "'kislimu(gim) u4 26"'m
mu 83kam msi-lu-ku Sarru

24 fingers
12 cubits

1 cubit
1 nindanu

(ca 75 em)
(ca 9 m)

1 muSaru
1 ubu
1 ika

(ca 81m 2 )
(ca 0.405 hectare)
(ca 0.81 hectare)

10 qa
3 sutu

1 sutu
1 ~imdu

siitu

1 piinu
1 kurru

(ca 0.27 hectare)
(ca 0.81 hectare)
(ca 1.62 hectare)
(ca 8.1 hectares)

Linear-Based Surface Measure
1 nindanu 2
50 musaru
100 musaru

Capacity-Surface Measure

5 piinu

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

May the initiate instruct the initiate! The uninitiate must not see! According to an
original from Borsippa,
written, rendered and collated.
... (see the commentary)
50 musaru = 1 ubu = 1 sutu 3 qu
2ubu = 1 iku = 1 $imdu
6 iku = 1 eb/u = 3 panu
3 eblu = 1 buru = 1 kurru 4 piinu
60 buru = 1 siiru = 108 kurru
Tablet of Anu-belsunu, son of Anu-baliissu-iqbi, descendant of Agi'iitu of Uruk.
Hand of Anu-be!Sunu, son of Nidintu-Ani, descendant of Sin-leqe-unninni. Uruk,
26th day of Kis!Imu,
year 83, King Seleucus.

(Commentary on text and colophon: p. 414ff.)
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Later Neo-Babylonian System (small or aslu cubit-standard)

Linear Measure
24 fingers
12 cubits
60 cubits
2 $Uppiin

1 cubit
1 nindanu
1 ~uppiin
1 aslu

(ca 50 em)
(ca 6 m)
(ca 30m)
(ca 60 m)

Linear-Based Surface Measure
1 nindanu 2
1 $uppiin 2
=
100 musaru

1 muSaru
25 musaru
1 ika

(ca 36m 2 )
(ca 900m 2 )
(ca 0.36 hectare)

1 qu
1 siitu
1 piinu
1 kurru

(ca 75m 2 )
(ca 450m 2 )
(ca 0.27 hectare)
(ca 1.35 hectare)

Capacity-Surface Measure
10 akalu
6 qa
6 siitu
5 piinu

THE MEASUREMENTS OF E-SAGIL AND E-ZIDA (no. 14)
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THE MEASUREMENTS OF E-SAG!L AND E-Z!DA

(no. 14)
.
f h t has been called the "characteristic
VAT 9961 + 10335 is a Neo-Assynan tablet o w a and comes from the city of Assur.
amulet shape"," with rectangular tab on tts t?P edgtteo,ns - damage prohibits a certain
· d' 'ded mto five or stx sec
.
. .
The remammg text ts !Vl
r
0 1 the first and final sections survtve to
knowledge either way- separated by r~ :~:s~eco:~ and third to allow an understanding
any great degree, but enoug~ re~at~s og at the measurements in detail it would be well to
of what they were about. Be ore oo ~~h fi t and second sections purport to give the
summarize the contents of the text.
e rs d ourtyards of E-sagil Marduk's cult.
b' 13 f vanous rooms an c
•
measurements m cu tts 0
t'ons of the building- from south to
.
h
ear in two cross-sec 1
centre m Babylon, as t ey app
.
elude with a figure for the total
t
t
west
Both sectwns con
.
north, and f rom eas o
.
.
. th temple's length and in the second tts
.
h
·
th
first
sectwn
ts
e
'
measurement, whtc m e
..
d with the dimensions both length and
breadth. The third se~tion of tex,t :s ~on~~~e il around Marduk's ;ella, and probably
breadth, of the rooms m the west , wmg o
~~ 'reverse is much broken, but the final
ends at the bottom of the tablet lsl odbverse. ns of the precinct of E-zida, Nabil's temple
section apparently gtves the overa tmensw
in Borsippa.
d t 1 by the tablet's poor state of preservation,
t' s Given also the extreme
Decipherment of the text is hampere no on y
.
b
number of scribal errors or corrup ton .
but further Y a
. . g the dt' mensions and locatwns of
.
.
d
attempt at reconct 1m
difficulttes whtch atten any .
'th the archaeological evidence- and which
certain rooms, as they appear m the t~bxt, wtt
le older and different in detail if not in
.
'b'l't that the text descn es a emp
,
.
ratse the posst 11 Y
. _ .t becomes clear that determinmg what
overall dimension, than the excavated remams t allways easy and is indeed, sometimes
'
'
.
.
d h
ous in the text ts no
ts correct an w at errone
~ the moment be regarded with cautwn,
impossible. Accordingly, the whole text must, or
d With this in mind, we go on
particularly as far as details of measurement are concerne .
f E-sa il dealt with in the first section of text (ll. lto examine it at greater length. .
As noted above, the cross-sectwn o . g
the lobbies of the two gates Kah ( 1 1) and 1ts extremes are
h
14) is from soul to nort so ·( ), b'
h'ch are accordingly to be identified the great
ude-babbarra and Ka-Lamma- a ra 1, wl 1 th south and north fronts of the temple's
.
gates found by the excavators mtdway a ong e
E. Reiner, JNES 19, p. 154, who gives a brief
review of such tablets.
.
.
u The small, later Neo-Babylontan cubtt-stan·
dard is employed, as is best shown by the correla12

tion between the text's· figure for the length of the
central courtyard and the excavators' measurement:
see the commentary below on I. 8.

main building. The cross-section apparently passes through nine walls, whose thicknesses
are taken into account (11. 2-4), and which must divide and enclose eight distinct areas.
These eight spaces are treated in ll. 5-13, and turn out to be six rooms and two
courtyards. The larger courtyard, the Court of Bel, is undoubtedly the great central court
of the main building of E-sagil, and here at least the text and the archaeology agree, for
the dimension recorded by the excavators (a mean length of just over 37.5 metres) tallies
with the figure of 77 cubits recorded on the tablet. Between the south front of the temple
and this courtyard the text allows for only two rooms, which are named as the lobby of
Ka-ude-babbarra (8 cubits) and a larger room (14 cubits). To their total of 22 cubits must
be added the thicknesses of three walls, namely the exterior wall (presumably one of the
two walls at 1 reed, or 6 cubits, in L 3), the wall between the lobby and the larger room (4
cubits), and the wall between the latter and the courtyard (another 4 cubits). According
to the text, therefore, the total length from the exterior face of the south front to the
central courtyard is 36 cubits, or, in modern terms, about 18 metres. Now in Wetzel's
plan of E-sagil (fig. 6, on p. 86), the depth of the south 'wing' of the main building, from
the exterior of the south front (excluding the abutted reinforcement known as a kisu,
which is 1.9 m thick) to the courtyard, is 23 metres, which should correspond to about 46
or 47 cubits. This apart, a section north from the main gate of the south front (Gate B)
would pass through not two, but three rooms before reaching the courtyard. These are
Room 34, immediately inside the gate (where we should expect the lobby of 8 cubits),
which measures 5.5 metres along its north-south axis; 14 then the little-explored Room 27,
at between 3 and 4 metres, depending on the depth of wall between it and Room 34; 15
and the vestibule called Room 26, 2.8 metres at its widest section. How are we to explain
the loss of a room, and some 5 metres, in the text? One solution is to consider that ll. 8
and 9 should be exchanged, so that the little chapel of 6 cubits breadth lies south of the
central courtyard instead of north. Of course, we should have to add another wall
thickness to our calculated total of cubits, which would thus be 46, or about 22 or 23
metres; and this figure is indeed in agreement with the archaeologists' 23 metres. But
while the chapel of 6 cubits could conceivably be Room 26 (at least as regards its
dimension), there is still the problem that neither the lobby of Ka-ude-babbarra nor the
larger room to its north is compatible with the archaeologists' Rooms 34 and 27. There is
certainly a discrepancy here between text and excavation.
The second half of the cross-section presents more formidable problems. It deals with
rooms lying between the central courtyard and Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi (ll. 9-13). The distance
from the courtyard to the north front of E-sagil, according to the text, is some 57 cubits
(about 28 metres), as represented by two small rooms of 6 cubits each, the courtyard of
14
The measurements of the interior rooms of Esagil given here follow Wetzel, WVDOG 59, p. 6fT.

15

Despite the contrary assumption of the text,

the interior walls of E-sagil are not of regular

thickness: they vary from around 2.4 to 3.5 metres.

The exterior walls of the excavated temple are 4
metres at their narrowest, excluding kisU.
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the chapel of Belt!ya (7 cubits), an anteroom of 6 cubits, and the lobby of Ka-Lamma(a)rabi (6 cubits), together with a total wall thickness of 26 cubits (one wall at 6 cubits,
five at 4). If, as suggested above, the first of these rooms, a chapel of 6 cubits' width,
should really belong south of the central courtyard, then the aggregate total may be
reduced by this room and one interior wall, giving a revised figure of 47 cubits. In
Wetzel's plan the depth of the complex of rooms between the central courtyard and the
north front of the main building, excluding the abutted kisu, is only 22 metres, or, in
ancient terms, about 44 or 45 cubits. With a little adjustment there need be no great
metrological discrepancy in this part of the cross-section, but considerable difficulties
arise concerning the number of chambers encountered: a line drawn from the excavators'
Gate B (Ka-ude-babbarra) to Gate D (Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi) passes through only two
rooms between the central courtyard and the north front: these are a small room of 3
metres width, Room 11, and a small courtyard, 'Room' 5, of 9.95 metres length. The first
of these could well be the room described in the text as the "south room of the chapel of
Beltiya" (1. 10), which is the right size, at 6 cubits; indeed, this would rather lend support
to our earlier proposal to exchange ll. 8 and 9, there being no place for another small
room between the central courtyard and the smaller court. This latter court, the
excavators' 'Room' 5, is presumably to be identified with the text's "courtyard of the
chapel of Belt!ya", despite the metrological disagreement, since there cannot be two
courtyards in the available space. One must then consider that the measurement given in
the text is erroneous (note, too, that its length in the excavated temple lies along the
north-south axis; in the text its breadth lies along this axis). But what has become of the
text's remaining two rooms, the anteroom (nerebu) and the lobby of Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi,
which we expect between the courtyard of Beltiya's chapel and the north front? One
might suppose that the rooms mentioned were not arranged in sequence, one behind
another, but in a complex, but this would make nonsense of II. 2-4, which tot up the
thicknesses of the walls encountered in the cross-section, no doubt in order to take them
into account when calculating the grand total of the temple's length, with which the
section ends (I. 14). Accordingly, one should have to imagine that the apparently practical
intention of the compiler of the text, to demonstrate that the length of the temple, as
given in I. 14, is equal to the sum of its parts (11. 2-13), was forgotten.
A more realistic explanation must be considered, one concerning the ground-plan of
the temple itself. The remains of E-sagil as we know them from archaeological excavation
date at their earliest to the reign of Esarhaddon, whose pavement was uncovered in
Room 12 below those of Assurbanipal and Nebuchadnezzar II (Koldewey, WVDOG 15,
p. 44). It is well known that the rebuilding of E-sagil by Esarhaddon was necessitated by
the comprehensive destruction of Babylon by his father Sennacherib in 689 B.C. From
what Esarhaddon tells us the site of Babylon was a scene of utter desolation at the
beginning of his reign; nevertheless he is careful to mention his pious diligence in
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~~1~~~~~~4~;~ctly the ancient dimensions of E-sagil during his rebuilding (Borger, Esarh,
$t,:-aetrtuaS-d.~!-tSU mab-r~~U-ti 1 ammat ul a-Se-ef t ammat ul ut-ter ki-t pf usurti-SU mah-ri-

- I

e-me-en-su

·

..

~laid i:s ~oundation

platform directly on top of its ancient footings, according to its
ngma P an: I did not fall short by one cubit, nor did I overshoot by half a cubit.

These dimensions wer~ determi?ed less by excavation, as was later the habit of Nabonidus
'
than by the consultatiOn ofwntten records (ibid., p. 22, b 16-17):
tam-sf/ if!-ri-ilu e$-$1-ra e$-rat-su [ ... ina] as-li rabfti" ki-i gii-hur-ri-su m h · · · -zb-ta-.YU am-Su-uh
..
a.. -n-z mt-Sl-

~s ~ facsim~le of its blueprint I drew up its plan,[ ... ] I measured its dimensions [with]
e arge as u cubit-standard, according to its ancient design.

~~~:l th; ca~ t~at Esarhaddon claims he took in the rebuilding of the temple it would be
y or t ~ ay-out of the pnncipal rooms and courtyards of the new buildin to h

be~n much different from that of the earlier structure on the same site gAnd ave
Es~rhaddon stresses, the overall dimensions were adhered to exactly afte th
as
vative custom of Babylonian temple restoration.l6 But that side-rooms' corrr·d e contserrooms and oth
b
,
t ors, s ore.
. er necessary, ut unconsecrated, chambers were rebuilt to exact! the
prevwus plan IS less certam. The relevance of this to the present text is this: as we\ave
noted, excavaMns show that the gate of the north front of E-sagil (Gate D
. tK
Lamma-(a)rabbi) gave immediate access to the courtyard ('Room' ) h' anci~; .:5
;~~~~bed te~t's "courtyard of the chapel of Beltiya". In the text, on th: ~~he;~~n~n~~~
ea s rst 4o Its lobby, th~n to an anteroom (nerebu), and only then to Belti a's
cou~tyard, the courtyard Itself IS on a different axis to the one excavated. The obv!ous
:x~~nati~n IS that the temple ~urveyed in the text is one that differs in minor details such
,d
s e arrangement of the service rooms and corridors from the b 'ld'
·
'
ut mg constructe by
Esa h dd
d
d tr
on an repaired by Assurbanipal and Nebuchadnezzar II. The text would then

h

t

:~~:::~~~~-:~c~~{~~~~; !i~~a~:~~:b~~~~~~~t~~;r~~~;~~; s~~~e:t~~t!u;~~~a~fu~~~

~~~;~~:ration would accou~t fo: ~~! ~is~:e;:~~y~~~~~!~~~:~~~=~et;~~~~~~~~~~a~~~

h d above at both ends of the south-north cross-section of the temple
a T e second section of the text (11. 15-26) is largely lost, but from wh~t is left it is

::a~~::~~;~ I~;o;~~w~~i~h~~a1~e pat~e~n as the preceding section, but giving instead the
I mg o

-sagi1 a1ong a cross-section of the temple from

16

The mean length of the excavated temple is 86
metres (see the commentary on I. 14), which tallies

pas~ably with the text's figure of 170 cubits, the
eqwvalent of about 84 or 85 metres.
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east to west. It can be partly restored accordingly. As in the first section, nine walls are
present, giving the same aggregate thickness of 40 cubits (ll. 16-[18]). Unfortunately this
restoration, which looks certain, leaves only seven lines ([19]-25) in which to deal with the
eight expected rooms or courtyards in between. Apparently a line has been omitted on the
tablet somewhere in this break. This ancient omission can be proved another way. We
can reasonably assume that the east-west section of the temple here described is from gate
to gate, as was the south-north cross-section ofll. 1-14, and thus from Ka-Utu-e (Gate A)
to Ka-\}egal (Gate C). The east 'wing' of E-sagil, between Gate A and the central
courtyard, was partly explored by Koldewey (it comprised a single hall of expansive
dimensions), but the west 'wing' opposite it, across the courtyard, was hardly entered.
This was unlucky, because here was undoubtedly situated the cella of Marduk itself,
which the excavators reconstructed as lying behind a single anteroom. Turning from the
archaeological to the textual evidence, it happens that the west 'wing' of the temple is the
subject of the third section of the present text, as noted above. From 11. 28-30 it appears
that Marduk's cella was provided with two anterooms in the temple surveyed in the text.
All three rooms were of a uniform length, lying one behind another after the fashion of
the 'broad-cella' temple design; they were, however, of varying breadth, and these figures,
12, 10 and 11 cubits, are of interest here, for they are dimensions on the east-west axis of
the temple. Given the central position of the 'broad' cella and its anterooms along the
length of the west side of the central courtyard, we should, of course, expect these same
dimensions to figure in the east-west cross-section described in the text's second section.
They do not agree with the figures preserved for the west end of the cross-section, with
which the text resumes after the break, and room must accordingly be found for them
immediately before these lines, at the break's end. Turning to the beginning of the break,
the first missing line (1. 18) can be certainly restored as the counterpart of L 4 in the first
section, giving the aggregate total of cubits for the thickness of the walls. The following
line must have dealt with the chamber immediately inside Ka-Utu-e, restored here as the
"lobby of Ka-Utu-e" . 17 Whatever the exact name of the room it is certain that a
chamber of some sorts lay inside Ka-Utu-e: in a temple of this plan it is most unlikely
that the principal entrance would give directly on to the central courtyard. 18 The
courtyard named in the first section as the Court of Bel must be restored, therefore, at the
earliest in L 20. This leaves only two lines (21-22) before the text resumes, in which to fit
the cella and its two anterooms: our restoration thus assumes one line missing from the
tablet at this point.
17

For justification of the restoration see the

commentary, ad lac.
18

As noted earlier, in Esarhaddon's temple a

single, large hall separated Ka-Utu-e (Gate A) and
the courtyard: whether this is not too imposing a

chamber to be called the gate's "lobby" (a.frukkatu,

for which, as a room immediately inside a gate, see
the commentary on H. 5-6) is uncertain. Ka-Utu-e is
the principal entrance to the main building, lying as
it does between the great ceremonial Gate F of the
Eastern Annexe and Marduk's cella.

tl:
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E-_sagil, Esarhaddon's temple allowed room for only
th1s one anteroom to Marduk's cella.
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Measurements of E-sagil and E-zida

14

Plates 26-27
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c
TTr

c
obverse

obverse
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

u/tu(ta*) /[i]b-bi imsiiti(l) a-na 'm[iJtani(2)]
7 ku-bur-re-e sa 4-a-a ina amm[ati(l.kus)]
2 ku-bur-re-e qa-na-a-a 10-te s1a $Uppan?]
napbar(pap) 40 ina ammati(l.kus) ku-bur-r[a-t]e [sa biti?]
8 ina ammati lib-bi as-ru-ka-[tu]
sa ka•UD.e.babbar.r[a]
14 {ras.?} ina ammati bft •"narkab[ti(gigir)]
77 ina ammati ki-sa/-lu sa dbiJ/
6 ina ammati piitu(sag.ki) sa bft dea(idim)?
6 ina ammati bit imsiiti(l) sa bft Ml[ti(gasan)]-ia
7 ina ammati piitu sa ki-sal-li sa bit dbJ[/ti-ia]
6 ina ammati put[u s1a ne-rebe sa bit danu(60) dist[ar(inanna)]
6 ina ammati as-ru-[k]a-tu sa ka•lamma.ar.r[a.bi]
napljar 1 m[e] 70 siddu(i.ts) sa e.sag.gil

u/tu lib-hi pmsad]i(3) 'a'-na imamurr[i(4)]
7 ku-bur-r[e-e sa 4]-'a'-a ina am[matz1
'2 ku'-b[ur-re-e sa qa-na-a-a JO-te sa $Uppiin?]
[napljar 40 ina ammati ku-bur-ra-te sa bfti?]
[x ina ammati as-ru-ka-tu sa ka•utu.e]
[x ina ammati ki-sal-/u sa dbi'/]
[12 ina ammati piitu sa ... ]
[10 ina ammati piitu !ia ... ]
<[11 ina ammati piitu !ia .. . ]>
23 4 [ina ammati ... ]
24 14 i[na ammati . .. ]
25 8 in[a ammati a!i-ru-ka-tu §a ka.\)e.gal]
26 napljar 1 m[e X piitu !ia e.sag.giJ]

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

27
28
29
30

80 siddu 55 p[iitu
37 siddu 12 pii[tu
37 siddu 10 pu[tu
37 !iiddu 11 pii[tu

... l
... ]x
p]a?-[pa?]-bu
... ]-su

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

From south to [north:]
7 thicknesses of wall at 4 cubits each
2 thicknesses of wall at 1 reed each, (i.e.) 110 [$uppan(?):]
total: 40 cubits, the thickness of (the temple's(?)] walls;
8 cubits: the interior of the lobby
of Ka-ude-babbarra;
14 cubits: the chariot house;
77 cubits: the Court of Bel;
6 cubits: the breadth of the chapel of Ea(?);
6 cubits: the south room of the chapel of Beltlya;
7 cubits: the breadth of the court of the chapel of Beltlya;
6 cubits: the breadth of the entrance to the chapel of Anu (and) !Star;
6 cubits: the lobby ofKa-Lamma-(a)rabi:
total: 170 (cubits), the length of E-sagil.

23
24
25
26

From [east] to west:
7 thicknesses [of wall at 4] cubits each,
2 thicknesses (of wall at I reed each, (i.e.) / 0 $Uppiin(?):]
[total: 40 cubits, the thickness of the temple's(?) walls;]
[x cubits: the lobby of Ka-Utu-e;]
[x cubits: the Court of Bel;]
[12 cubits: the breadth of...;]
[10 cubits: the breadth of... ;]
(11 cubits: the breadth of...;]
4 (cubits: ... ;]
14 [cubits: ... ;]
8 cubits: [the lobby of Ka-\)egal:]
total: 100[ +x, the breadth of E-sagil.]

27
28
29
30

80
37
37
37

(cubits)
(cubits)
(cubits)
(cubits)

the
the
the
the

length,
length,
length,
length,

55
12
10
11

the
the
the
the

[breadth: ... ;]
[breadth: ... ] ... ;
[breadth: the] cella(?);
(breadth:] its[ ... ;]
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31
32
33
34
35
36
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x ina ammat[i sidjdu [sa ... Mb]i(ka)?-su
[x+ ]12 SID x[ ... ]x x
[x] siddu 20 p[iitu ... l •marduk
X ina am[mati ... as-ru-ka]-tu sa kit.x.X
[x §iddu x piitu ... S]a bfl •su-x[ x]
[x siddu 8 piitu as-r]u-ka-t[u sa ka.\)e.gal?]

31
32
33
34
35
36

reverse

reverse
37-40 lost
41 8 S[iddu x piitu ... ]
42 20 sid[du X piitu ... ]
43 20 siddu '5?' [piitu ... t]um
44 II siddu 6 p[iitu ... t]i
45 10 siddu 6 p[iitu ... ]x-tu
46 26 siddu x[ piitu ... ]x
47 20 siddu [x piitu ... ]x
48 41? siddu [xpiitu ... S]a
49 26 siddu [x piitu ... ]x
50 27 siddu I [0 + x piitu ... ]-se
51 ]7 §iddu <X> p[iitu ... ]X-IU
52 19 siddu II p[iitu ... l
53 22 siddu 9 [piitu ... l
54 16 §iddu 14 p[iitu ... ]
55 '20 siddu 12' p[iitu ... l
56 9? [§iddu x piitu ... ]
57 6? [siddu x piitu ... ]
58 '24 siddu' [x piitu ... l
59 27 siddu [x piitu ... l
60 2 me 2 siddu J [me X piitu .. · ]
61 I lim siddu 5 me p[iitu ... ]
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

2 me 30 as-l[i ... l
2 me 30 as-l[i ... l
napljar 5 me 21 a[s-li ... ]
sa 30 ina am[mat]i a[s-/u ... ] X [(X)]
napljar 15 lim 6 m[e 3]0 {me} 4 [me 99(1,39) (x) ]x AN [(x)]
naphar-ma 16 lim [1 me]29-m[a? x limfme •msiitu(1)]6? me lm[iltiinu(2)]
5? :ne lmsadu(3) [X ljimjme lmamurru(4) napljar 3 li[m X m]e kip-pal e.[zi.da?j
I lim [S]iddu eli1(an.ta) I lim siddu sapl[u(ki.ta)]
'5' me piitu!(US) e/ftu 5 me!(LIM) piitu!(US) saplltu
[na]pljar 3 lim k[l]p-pat e.zi.d[a]

(Commentary: p. 435ff.)

x cubits: [the] length [of...] its gate(?);
[x+ ]12 ... [... ] ... ;
[x] (cubits) the length, 20 the [breadth: [the ... of] Marduk;
x.cubits: [the ... ofthe]lobby ofKa- ... ;
[x (cubits) the length, x the breadth: ... ] of the chapel of... ;
[x (cubits) the length, 8 the breadth: the]lobby [of Ka-\)egal(?).]

37-40 lost
41 8 (cubits) the [length, x the breadth: ... ;]
42 20 (cubits) the [length, x the breadth: ... ;]
43 20 (cubits) the length, 5(?) [the breadth: ... ] ... ;
44 11 (cubits) the length, 6 the [breadth; ... ] ... ;
45 10 (cubits) the length, 6 the [breadth: ... ] ... ;
46 26 (cubits) the length, x [the breadth: ... ] ... ;
47 20 (cubits) the length, [x the breadth: ... ]... ;
48 41(?) (cubits) the length, [x the breadth:] its[ ... ;]
49 26 (cubits) the length, [x the breadth: ... ] ... ;
50 27 (cubits) the length, lO+[x the breadth: ... ] ... ;
51 17 (cubits) the length, <x> the [breadth: ... ;]
52 19 (cubits) the length, II the [breadth: ... ;]
53 22 (cubits) the length, 9 [the breadth: ... ;]
54 16 (cubits) the length, 14 the [breadth: ... ;]
55 20 (cubits) the length, 12 the [breadth: ... ;]
56 9(?) [(cubits) the length, x the breadth: ... ;]
57 6(?) [(cubits) the length, x the breadth: ... ;]
58 24 (cubits) the length, [x the breadth: ... ;]
59 27 (cubits) the length, [x the breadth: ... ;]
60 202 (cubits) the length, IOO+[x the breadth: ... ;]
61 1000 (cubits) the length, 500 the [breadth: .... ]
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

230 aslu [... ]
230aslu[ ... ]
Total: 521 aslu [... ,]
at 30 cubits an aslu [... ]... :
Total: 15630 (cubits). (Add) 4[99] ... [... ]
Grand total: 16[1]29. [x: south;] 600(?): [north;]
500(?): east; [x]: west. Total 3000+ [x], the circumference of E-[zida(?).]
1000: the upper length; 1000: the lower length;
500: the upper breadth; 500: the lower breadth.
Total: 3000, the circumference of E-zida.
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Anunnaki and Naniiy (IV 28-30). However, it is known that in the late period there were
three temples of Gula in Babylon, of which only two appear in Tintir's list. The third, E!Jursag-kuga, which was either too minor to feature in Tintir or not yet consecrated when
that text was compiled, can be identified provisionally with BM 54634's sanctuary. n
Such an identification would place an equally late date on the composition of the present
text, and the probability is that BM 54634 is witness to the city wall as it stood at the very
end of the seventh century (see the commentary on obv. 8'). Given its resemblance to field
surveys it could be speculated that the text is a training exercise of apprentice estate
surveyors, but equally it can be argued that the survey of Babylon's city wall was
commissioned by Nebuchadnezzar II in preparation for his continuation of his father's
work on the wall (for details of the rebuilding see the commentary on Tintir V 57-58).
The metrology of the text is exact, most measurements being presented in whole cubits
and their fractions. 22 Unfortunately few of the figures themselves survive, but where
these can be checked against the results of modern surveys they are extremely accurate, as
the commentary will show. The cubit employed is the standard Nee-Babylonian unit,
equivalent to about 50 em.

The City Walls
(nos. 15-17)
Also of interest to the ancient metrologist was Imgur-Enlil, the city wall of Babylon,
which as a monumental construction was probably second only to E-sagil and its
ziqqurrat. No texts as complete as the E-sagil Tablet survive for this wall, but one which
is every bit as detailed as the Measurements of E-sagil and E-zida (VAT 9961 + I 0335) 1s
attested by the fragment BM 54634. This text, if it were complete, would g1ve the reader
exact knowledge of the location on the city wall not of gates alone, but also of towers,
religious buildings and water channels - to record only those structures mentioned in the
surviving lines. As such BM 54634 is an invaluable topographical source, though one very
different from the scholarly 'topographical' lists of the preceding chapters. Also edited in
this section is the clay map fragment BM 35385, whose less well-known reverse includes
lines which deal with the overall measurements of Imgur-Enlil; and BM 55441, which lists
towers on what is probably the outer fortification built by Nebuchadnezzar II.

obverse

15

BM 54634 (82-5-22, 954)

Plate 28

I' [x ammat(kus) ad]i(en) sip-pi abul dza-ba 4 -b[a4 x x] x [ ... ]
2' [x ammat] sip-pi abulli
3 me ammat ultu(ta) ab[ul ctza-ba4 -ba4 ]
3' [adi tub-qi?] diiri
3~ ammat di-mat s[ag? ... ]

This previously unpublished fragment comes from the middle part of a Neo- or Late
20
Babylonian tablet of uncertain provenance, but probably from Babylon.
The text
presents a survey of the wall Imgur-Enlil, section by section, beginning in the east and
going on to the west. Not all the wall was intact at the time of this survey, for some
sections attract the comment duru epu!i, "the wall is built" (i.e. in good repa1r), while
another elicits the phrase a!iar diiru Iii ep!iu, "where the wall is not built". The compiler's
intention was thus clearly to present the wall as it stood at the time of writing, and not to
give an idealistic impression of an unbroken circuit of new wall. This, and the absence
from the text of mathematical exercises and hypothesis, marks BM 54634 apart from the
metrological texts which deal with E-sagil, and its style, lay-out and terminology are
much more reminiscent of such practical documents as field surveys.
Many sections of the wall are identified by means of topographical features, and it is
these that are of chief interest here. Landmarks familiar from Tintir = Babylon, such as
the Zababa and Uras Gates in the east, and the temple of Belet-Ninua in the west, appear
here in connection with the walls. But a significant change from the topography known to
Tintir is the presence of sanctuaries of Gula and Ziiriqu on the south stretch of the
eastern city wall, between the Zababa and Uras Gates. According to Tintir this part of
Babylon, the quarter TE.Ek', was the location of cult-centres of only the Igigi, the
20 For the 82~5*22 collection, mostly from Sippar but including pieces from other sites, see now

4' [x ammat a]di bit ctgu-la
39 ammat piit(sag) bit rlgu-la
5' [x ammat] 'adi mu x x x bit' ctza-ri-qu 7 me 60'" I! amm[at] adi a-su-mit-ti abul dura!i
6' [x ammat ... ]x-su
9{' ammat [a]bul dura§

7/ [x ammat .·· .. ]
8' [x ammat adi ... ]x kar 'niiri(id)

I me 8! ammat ultu abulli duru e-pu-u[S]
ammat put kiiri(kar)

6t

mus"'~-Sur

9' [x ammat kigal/i? kiir]i

I 0' [napljar x ammat?]

2 me 8 ammat ultu kigalli(ki.gal) kiiri adi <ctpu-

rat-tu
me!i-ljat bal-ri ~ft d§amsi(utu.e)

11' [x ammat mu-~]e-e 'mem''' !ia ldpu-rat-ti ina slap-iji iili
12' [ ... x] ammat p[iit k]ari asar(ki) diiru sa ba[/-ri ereb d§amsli(utu.su.a) e-pu-us

21 For E-Q.ursag-kuga of Gula alongside her
other temples, E-Q.ursag-sikilla ( = Egal-maQ.) and
E-sa-bad, see the commentary on Tintir IV 5.
22
The use of the fractions j and i in the measurement of brick-built constructions is no doubt
owed to the metrological function of the standard

Reade in Leichty, Catalogue VI, p. xxxii f. The
subject matter of BM 54634 favours Babylon.

1.

:l~I!iE

NB building brick of t cubit and its half-size.
Significantly the measurement of the asumittu's in
rev. 2'-3' uses the nindanu system of sexagesimal
fractions, for these were presumably of stone or
metal, not brick (see CAD A/2, p. 348).
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reverse

reverse
I' (trace)

2' [ ... ]x-tu

0,13,20 a-su-mit-ti [x]

3'
4'
5'
6'

0,13,20 KIMIN Sanfti(min)ti

[ ... ]

133

[x ammat duru e-p]u-us
I me 78 ammat a-sar duru Ia ep-su
[x ammat ... ]-su sa ina kisiid(gil) '•pu-rat-ti
[ ... ]
12 ammat a-di di-im-ti siparri( < UD >.
KA.BAR)
ap-pi
7' [( ... )]
8' [x ammat m]u-~e-e mem[']' e-li iili

9' [x ammat p]a-ni di-mat sa 'dur 'mamurri(mar.du)' I m[e (x) ammat]
JO' [adi bit •be!e]t-ni-nu-a
4 me I am[mat ... ]x-gu-sa
II' [x ammat x (x) ']"ru-ku-bu
4 me 10 am[mat ... ]
12' [x ammat x (x)]-su
4 m[e (x) ammat ... ]

obverse
I' [x cubits] to the sill of the Zababa Gate ... [... ;]
2' [x cubits,] tbe sill of the gate;
300 cubits from the [Zababa Gate]
3' [to the corner(?) of] the wall;
3~ cubits, the tower ... [.... ]
4'
5'
6'
7'

[x cubits] to the temple of Gula;
39 cubits, the breadth of the temple of Gula;
[x cubits] to the ... of the temple of Zariqu; 761 ~cubits to the stele of the Uras Gate;
[x cubits,] its [... ;]
9~ cubits, the Uras Gate;
[x cubits, ... ;]
181 cubits from the gate, the wall is standing;
8' [x cubits to the ... ]... of the quay is left free; 6~ cubits, the breadth of the quay;
9' [x cubits, the base(?) of the] quay;
208 cubits from the base of the quay to the
Euphrates.
the measurements of (the wall on) the East
10' [Total: x cubits,(?)]
Bank.
II' [x cubits, the] outflow of the waters of the Euphrates below the city;
12' [... x] cubits, the [breadth of the] quay, where the wall of the [West] Bank is
standing(!).

2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'

[... ] ... ;
~g+ 3 ~g 0 , the stele[ ... ;]
[... ;]
~g+ 3 ~g 0 , the second stele;
[x cubits, th~ wall is] standing;
178 cubits, where the wall is not standing;
[x cubits,] its [... ] which is on the bank of the Euphrates;
[... ;]
12 cubits to the Bronze Tower;
[( ... )]
pier.

8' [x cubits, the] outflow of water above the city.
9' [x cubits, the] face of the tower of the
10' [to the temple of] Belet-Ninua;
II' [x cubits,] the carriage [way(?);]
12' [x.cubits,] its[ ... ;]

west wall; JOO[+(x) cubits]
401 cubits[ ... ]... ;
410 cubits[ ... ;]
400[+(x) cubits .... ]

(Commentary: p. 440f.)

16

BM 35385 (Sp II 967)

Plates 28

The chief interest of this fragment, probably from Babylon, lies in the map of the city
that occupied its reverse, of which a reconstruction appears above in fig. 5 on p. 28 (the
map is further discussed in the commentary on Tintir V 102). BM 35385 is previously
published in the copy of Campbell Thompson in CT 22 49, together with other clay map
fragments, and is partly edited by Unger in Babylon, p. 252f. 23 The obverse of the tablet
was probably divided into four columns, of which only parts of the first and second have
survived, our fragment coming from somewhere near the bottom left-hand corner. The
extant text is a metrological commentary of some sort, which makes considerable
reference to Babylon (also called Eridu here) and E-sagil (in column i, as elsewhere, the
"counterpart of Apsil", and probably "E-sarra": the cosmology behind these epithets of
the temple is examined in the commentary to Tintir IV 1-2), as well as to astronomical
matters. But of greatest interest here is the exposition in column ii of the length of the
four constituent parts of Imgur-Enlil, the city wall of Babylon. This section will be
discussed in comparison with other ancient sources after the text itself has been presented.
23 An early copy of the reverse of BM 35385 is
that of Pinches, TSBA 7, p. 152; further biblio-

graphy: K.R. Nemet-Nejat, LBFP, p. 11 1 . A second

clay map fragment, showing the Arahtu river, is
discussed on p. 355, below.

134
obverse, column i

... sa]g tin.tirki
I'
2'
3'
4'
5'

... ]-ma 3,20i ber(~ann~)

6'

... ]x e.sag.tl

7'
8'
9'
10'
II'
12'
13'

... eri.du 10k 1] a-lu {a-a-bi
... g]aba.ri apsi(abzu) 40 •ea(idim)
... me?-elj?-r]et gaba.ri e.sar.<ra?> 40 e.KISIM,
... er]i.du 10k 1 40 6 ea(40)
... u]l 40 •ea(idim)
... ]x4040

... ]x sum-su
... sa]g tin.tirki

- .
. . . lx su-u
... r•'sul-pa-e-a

column ii
1' r31( .. ,

2' ku-ru-u x[ ...
3' as-su mu![u-ljun-ga x[ . . .
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a-na 3 ma~~ariit u4 -mu ez-ba 5 [ .. · ]
min-da-tu~ ·same' mi-sil-su 30.x[ ... l
a.gar mu-u ina lib-bi e-!at u sap-![at ... l
, ,
, . .
a!(GAR)."-''gar ku-un-nu sa me(a) nln·••ninda mm- ~a-tur;z g1.m~[da]
qa-nu-u sa min-dat 7.gis 30 nindan(ninda) duru(bad) eiu(an.ta)

II'
12'
13'
14'

•sa[msi(utu.e)]
"' ) 4 10
7 30 <d>irhan 4.gis 10 nindan duru sap!U(ki.ta) sa ~ft! •samsi(utu.su.a ,
5:giS diiru "ew sa ereb 6 samsi(utu.su.a) 5 •ir[ljan]
.
3.giS 20 nindan diiru saplu
ereb •samsi(~tu.su.a) 3,20 '"'[zrljan]
ninda?(GAR) gar-su-nu-ti-ma 20 AN stk[II? x] x[ · . · l

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower

East Wall :
East Wall:
West Wall:
West Wall:

<sa>

r··zr,an
h l

sa

7
4
5
3

giS 30 nindanu
gls I 0 nindanu
giS
giS 20 nindanu

=

450
250
300
200

nindanu
nindanu
nindanu
nindanu

Each measurement is accompanied by a shorthand expression of the same measure, which
this time refers to •irljan(MUS). This seems to be a term for the moat, as suggested by
Schaumberger 25 The moat of the city is thus also divided into four sections. That the
measurements of the moat are no greater than those given for the wall, as of course they
would have to be in practice, suggests that the commentary is dealing only in round
numbers, and this is borne out by the quoted figures themselves.
The length of the city wall of Babylon, lmgur-Enlil, is also handed down in two other
cuneiform sources, inscriptions of two of its royal rebuilders, Esarhaddon and Nabonidus. 26 If the data given in all three texts are compared, we see that they tally:
Esarhaddon:
Nabonidus:
BM 35385:

.

4' as-!um am-mat ginindanakku(gi.!.ninda) ina lib-b[t . · . l
5' a-na 3 massariit(en.nun}u4 -mu ez-ba x[ .. · l

6'
7'
8'
9'
•
10

The measurements of the wall are given in gis and nindanu. 24 For the exercise the wall is
divided into four sections, two in the east and two in the west. These sections are
described as "upper" and "lower", each half of the city wall thus being divided at some
relevant point for metrological purposes. The four measurements are as follows:

30 as/u X 4
20 gls
450 + 250 + 300 + 200

120 a§/u

1200 nindanu
= 1200 nindanu

1200 nindanu

The figure of 1200 nindanu, using the later Nee-Babylonian cubit-standard (in which one
cubit approximates to 50 em), corresponds, very roughly, to 7200 metres. To see how
accurate this round figure of 1200 nindanu is it will be necessary to examine the results of
modern surveys of Babylon. The measurements of the city wall in the east part of the city
are given by Wetzel in WVDOG 48, p. 63: the north side is 1400 metres, the east 1650 and
the south 1385, an aggregate of 4435 metres. 27 Wetzel offers no measurements for the
western half of the city wall, but tells us that they enclose an area of about 1.5 square
kilometres. However, from the scale map of the site of Babylon made in 1899 (fig. I on
p. 14), on which the remains of this part of Imgur-Enlil, and most importantly its two

15' 50 UR KI?x UD 21 31? [ ...
The part of this text that deals with the walls of Babylon (ii I 0' -13') h introduced by
some lexical equations of a metrological nature, the sigmficance of whtch ts otherwtse lost
(ii 9'-10'):

a.gar
ninda
gi.ninda

=

kunnu Sa me
mindatu
qanu sa mindat

to establish, as of water;
measuring rod;
reed, as of the measuring rod.

24
The gi§ being 60 nindanu, as is evident from
the orthography; the latter is the measure of 12
cubits, on which see further the commentary on the
E-sagil Tablet, I. 5.
25 See the note of Unger, Babylon, p. 252; one
may further note that the Snake God Ir\}an is the
deified river Euphrates-Arahtu (see G.J.P. McEwan,
OrNS 52, p. 228, for the evidence and a discussion •
of ophidian rivers), of which Babylon's moat could

well be considered a part. Cf. also the situation at

ASSur, where BaSmu, "Serpent", is the name of the
moat (text no. 20: GAB 141).
z6 Quoted on pp. 345 and 348 respectively.
27 Cf. O.E. Ravn, Herodotus' Description of
Babylon, p. 23; but Unger's figures of 1350, 1500
and 1350 m respectively (Babylon, p. 6P) were way
off mark.
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corners, appear quite clearly, it is possible to estimate the measurements of the west wall
as: north side, 1100 metres; west, 1460; south, 1020. This gives an aggregate length of
3580 metres, and allows 130 metres for the width of the river at its two intersectiOnS w1th
•
28
the city wall, a figure which can only be very approximate.
The grand total of the aggregate lengths of east and west city walls is thus 4435 + 3580
= 8015 metres, somewhat more than the 7200 metres roughly approximating the three
ancient figures, but close enough to reassure us that we are dealing with the same walls.
Much of the discrepancy can probably be accounted for by a number of factors. For one
thing, as we have noted earlier, the ancient figures are 'round', being given to the nearest
10 nindanu; for another, the exact equivalence of the nindanu remams a matter for
speculation, and it is of course obvious that any small adjustment in the accepted
correlation of 1 cubit to 50 em would radically alter a very large figure such as ours (an
adjustment of 1 em affects it by 144 metres). But a point perhaps more germane to this
enquiry is that the discrepancy between ancient and modern figures is m~ch greater in the
case of the measurements of the west bank than in the case of the east: m BM 35385 the
wall on the east bank measures 700 nindanu, which according to the conventional ratio of
equivalence corresponds to 4200 metres, an error of only five per cent from the modern
figure of 4435 metres. In the west BM 35385 gives a figure of 500 nindanu, or roughly
3000 metres, which is an error of sixteen per cent from our est1mate of 3580. Th1s
estimate thus looks disproportionately high, and one wonders indeed whether we have
..
allowed enough width for the river bed when calculating it.
Turning to examine a second problem set by BM 35385, we recall that the te~t d1V!des
Imgur-Enlil, on both banks, into "upper" and "lower" sections. These terms plamly refer
respectively to upstream and downstream (cf. the cylinder of Nabopolassar quoted on
p. 337, which uses the same terminology with respect to the city wall). The "upper"
section is thus the northern stretch, the "lower" the southern. Now the figures given by
BM 35385 for the measurements of each section are unequal, and this immediately shows
that the division between "upper" and "lower" sections was not made at a point midway
along the circuit of the two halves of Imgur-Enlil. Nor do the figures allow a point of
division at either the upper or the lower corners of the wall. Th1s prompts the questiOnare the two points of division selected arbitrarily, or were they made, as is surely more
likely, at a specific (and thus identifiable) point? We have to examine the figures more
closely.
.
.
Starting with the partially excavated eastern half of Imgur-Enltl, we can compare Its
overall length of 4435 metres, split into its three sides of 1400, 1650 and 1385 metres (as
2s Note that the width of the Euphrates bed at
the bridge - probably its narrowest point - was
115m in NB times (Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 55); but
according to BM 54634 (no. 15), obv. 9'ff., the gap
in the walls downstream must have been consider~

ably greater. Unger's figures apparently make no
allowance for the river, being at 1200, 1500 and
1200 m too great in the northern and southern

dimensions especially.
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measured by Wetzel), with the ancient figure of 700 nindanu, split into "upper" (northern)
and "lower" (southern) sections of 450 and 250 nindanu (as BM 35385). Bearing in mind
the 'round' nature of the ancient figures, we may note that the "upper" section of 450
mndanu constitutes 65 per cent of the overall length, leaving the "lower" section to form
the remaining 35 per cent. If we split Wetzel's overall figure into the same proportions we
obtain approximate 'modern' measurement for the two sections of 2880 metres ("upper")
and 1555 metres ("lower"); from this we can deduce that the division point assumed by
BM 35385 is to be sought towards the bottom of the east stretch of wall (parallel to the
nver), at a pomt some 1480 metres from the wall's north-east corner (that is, 2880 minus
the north stretch of 1400 metres) and 170 metres (1555 minus 1385, the south stretch)
from Its south-east corner. Comparison with the excavators' figures reveals that this point
IS close enough to the Zababa Gate to be sure that this city gate is where the ancient
"upper" and "lower" sections of the east circuit of Imgur-Enlil met. 29
Having ascertained this, it is no great assumption to suggest with confidence that the
western circuit was likewise divided in BM 35385 at a city gate. Applying the same
method as before we find that the point where the "upper" section meets the "lower" is
about 2!50 metres (~gg nindanu = 60 per cent= ~~~g metres) from the north end of the
c1rcmt, and thus about 1430 metres from its south end. Deducting our very approximate
figures for the north and south stretches of the west circuit from these figures, we are left
With a pomt on the west stretch (parallel to the river) about 1050 metres from the northwest corner of Imgur-Enlil and 410 metres from the south-west corner. Here then we can
expect a city gate, which may be identified by name as that of Adad, second from the end
of Tintir V's list of city gates just as the Zababa Gate is second from the beginning (on
the order of the gates in the list and its topographical implications, see above, p. 22f.).
But we should agam emphaSIZe the approximate nature of the siting of this gate,
espec1ally m v1ew of our uncertamty over the width of the river and the consequent length
of the north and south stretches of the western half of Imgur-Enlil.
17

BM 55441 (82-7-4, 12)

Plate 29

This is a Neo- or Late Babylonian tablet, almost complete, of the shape associated with
commercial documents; its provenance is not recorded. The tablet lists the numbers of
towers between consecutive points along a city wall. As the text stands the wall in
question does not describe a closed circuit, but begins at the Euphrates and ends at a
"Gate of the Seashore". The presence in the text of a GiSsu Gate and a Madiinu Canal
leads one to suspect that the wall is to be sought near Babylon, for both are topographical
names attested m the eastern env1rons of the city. The Gissu Gate, in particular, is known
29

The south pier of the gate building lay just
over \50 m north of the corner tower of Imgur~

Enli!; see p. 440.
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from contracts from the reign of Nabonidus, Cambyses and Darius. 30 One sequence of
contracts and deeds dealing with the same plot of land variously describes it as a field
"between the Zababa Gate and the Gissu Gate", "in front of the Zababa Gate, between the
city walls", and "between the city gates". 31 Comparison of these descriptions makes it clear
that the Gissu Gate is not to be seen, as was once thought, as a city gate on the same wall
as the Zababa Gate (i.e. Imgur-Enlil), but as a gate on another city wall separated from
Imgur-Enlil by a tract of agricultural land. Given the known position of the Zababa Gate
near the city's east corner, this second wall could only be Nebuchadnezzar II's great outer
fortification, which left the Euphrates at the Summer Palace (the mound Babil), skirted
the eastern suburbs of Babylon, and returned to the river a few hundred metres
downstream of Imgur-Enlil. 32 If the Gissu Gate is placed on this new wall, rather than
on Imgur-Enlil, this helps to explain its absence from land records before the time of
Nabonidus; and, in addition, its suggests that the wall described in BM 55441 is none
other than Nebuchadnezzar's outer wall.
Corroboration of this identification ought to come from the statistics relating to the
wall's towers. The wall of the text is furnished with 120 towers and five gates. Only a
comparatively short stretch - about 830 metres long - of Nebuchadnezzar's wall has
been excavated, but it was found that towers occurred at an average interval of 52.5
metres, which, as Wetzel remarked, corresponds significantly closely to an ancient figure
of 100 cubits'' The wall's entire length was not accurately surveyed, but it can be
calculated as approximately 7250 metres from the site plan (fig. I, on p. 14). If the
average interval between towers held good for the wall's entire length, one would expect
the wall to have been furnished with, at most, about 140 towers. This figure must be
reduced, however, by one or two towers for each gate in its circuit: the presence of five
gates would accordingly reduce the number of towers expected to between 130 and 135.
This is not as low a figure as the 120 towers recorded for BM 5544\'s wall, but it is
probably near enough to support the identification of the wall in the text with Nebuchadnezzar's wall.
Given that towers would normally occur at regular intervals, and that the numbers of
towers between each of the wall's five gates are provided by the text, it follows that the
position of each gate can be plotted roughly on the wall's circuit (see fig. 7). Since the
sequence of gates ends with the Gate of the Seashore, which will be the gate serving the
road south to the Gulf, and thus will lie at the wall's southern end, it is clear that the
30
See the references cited by Unger, Babylon,
p. 69, to whose list may be added Strassmaier,
Camb. 117, l: a~bu~ru gi·iS; Kri.ickmann, TM H 2/3
108, 6; 109, I: abut giSJi(tugu!).
31
Strassmaier, Nbn 552, 6: bi-rit abut dza-ba 4 ba4 U abut gi-iS; 687, 2-3: mi-ib-ra-at abut dza-ba 4 ba4 bi-rit diiriffieS, coli.; 688, 5: bi-rit abul!iitimd; the
link between these three documents was kindly poin-

ted out by J.A. Peat.
n Like the inner city wall, Imgur-Enlil and
Nimit-Enlil, the new wall comprised a double fortification (wall and rampart) and a moat: for the
excavations see Wetzel, WV DOG 48, p. 70ff., pl.
58ff. For the royal building reports see VS I 40; i 6~ii
10; 46, 2-7; 1 R 57f.. viii 42-53; etc.
" WVDOG 48, p. 7!.
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sequen~: begins at the wall's northern terminus. The first gate, the Gate of the Sii1Ji
Canal, twelve towers along from the Euphrates bank, will be sited a little south of the
Summer Palace, perhaps at the point where the wall turned south-east. At least two
dtsused canals Intersect with the wall's course at about this very place, as the site plan
shows (fig .. I). Thts northern gate must have served the roads to Sippar and Assyria. After
a further etghteen towers the wall reaches the otherwise unknown "district of the Court of
the St~ward", but eight towers beyond is the Gate of the Madiinu Canal. The Madiinu
Canal ts otherwise known at Babylon as a watercourse near the Uras Gate on the so th
· " B ut lhts
· does not preclude its presence to the east: the full' extent of uthe
st"de of the ctty.
canal's course is naturally unknown. The Gate of the Madiinu Canal will thus allow
passage to the road ':hich _enters the city proper at the Marduk Gate. According to our
reconstructwn tts postttOn hes only a little to the south of the point at which the German
expedtttOn abandoned pursuit of the wall's remains.
29 towers below the Gat~ ~f the Madiinu Canal is the Gissu Gate, in a position which
accords well wtth tts assoctatwn with the Zababa Gate, as documented above. Through
both gates the road passed east to KiS. 36 23 towers after the GiSsu Gate comes the Gate
of the Sun of the Gods, which will then be located on the outer wall's southern stretch
probably at a point convenient for the egress of a road running south from the Zabab~
Gate. The name of the gate commemorates the city god Marduk in his position as most
splendid and omnipotent of the gods. 37 The Gate of the Seashore, which is separated
from tts netghbour by an interval of thirty towers, marks the wall's return to the river at
tts southern terminus. Roads which entered the bounds of Imgur-Enlil at the Uras Gate
would pass through Nebuchadnezzar's outer wall here.
The shape and content of BM 55441 (the latter not paralleled elsewhere) mark this text
apart from the schol~rly genre of 'topographical' texts with which this book is primarily
concerned,_ and·tts ongm and purpose are probably to be sought in more practical fields.
It t~ concetvable that the text was drawn up as an aide-memoire for the wall's builder_
whtch would date tt to the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II of course; or it may have served to
mstruct those who administered the city watch, or those who were to defend the wall in
ttme of Stege.

34

This canal is not to my knowledge attested
elsewhere; niir SUhi might be rendered as the Gher~
kin Canal: cf. Aiiw, p. 1262.
35
See Unger, Babylon, pp. 73, 103; Zadok,
RGTC Vlll. p. 376.
36
The term giS.Su is not to be derived from the
toponym KiS: a "KiS Gate" would be rendered
abullu KiSSftu (cf. abullu Akusitu, Tintir V 99-100).

Perhaps the writing k<l.gal tugul (see note 30) should
be taken at face value, and abul gi.S.St rendered as the
"Hip Gate": cf. its position near the point where the
wall swings west- the wall's "hip"?
37
The title Sun of the Gods is also conferred on
~ar?uk in E~Uma eli§ I I02: d§am.fi~ 1 Ja 11i(dingir.
dmgtr); and m a prayer for ASSurbanipal Bauer
!WA I, pl. 39, K 3412, 10: dJam.SiJI urn~. '
'
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obverse
(1]2 d[1}ma-a-tum u/tu(ta) kWid(git) <ctpuratti(buranun)
2 a-di abulli(kil.gal) sa ,. su-u-bi
3 18 di-ma-a-tum ultu sip-pi abul/i
4 sa id§u-u-bi a-di ereet(ki)" kisal-lu !ia '"!iatammi(sa.tam)
5 8 di-ma-a-tum ultu ereet" kisa/-lu
6
"satammi a-di sip-pi abulli sa mir(id) dmadanu(di.ku,)
7 29 di-ma-a-tum ultu abulli §a nar dmadanu
8 a-di turri(dur) sa abul gis-su
9 23 di-ma-a-tum ultu abui gis-su
10 a-di muljbi(ugu) di-im-tum e-le-ni-[t]u[m]
II sa abui ct§amas iii"'["]

sa

reverse

1 Uras Gate
2 Zababa Gate
3 Marduk Gate
4 !Star Gate
5 Enlil Gate
6 King's Gate
7 Adad Gate
8 Sarna! Gate
9 Gate of the Siihi Canal
10 Gate of the Madanu Canal
11 Gissu Gate
12 Gate of the Sun of the Gods
13 Gate of the Seashore
0 = position conjectural

0

•
to

Kutha

.~

12 30 di-ma-a-tum ultu muljlji
13 di-im-tum e-ie-ni-tum
14 sa abul dfamaS itf11eS
15 a-di abu/ sa-pat tam-tum

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15

12 towers from the bank of the Euphrates
to the Gate of the Sul)i Canal;
18 towers from the sill of the Gate
of the Sul)i Canal to the district of the Court of the Steward;
8 towers from the district of the Court
of the Steward to the sill of the Gate of the Madanu Canal;
29 towers from the Gate of the Madanu Canal
to the 'Bond' of the Gissu Gate;
23 towers from the Gissu Gate
up to the upper tower
of the Gate of the Sun of the Gods;
30 towers from
the upper tower
of the Gate of the Sun of the Gods
to the Gate of the Seashore.

c

'"

en
E-temen-anki

Q

'"

"'

··~

to
Nippur

0

2

4

x lOOm

Fig. 7. Babylon: Inner and Outer Defences in the 6th Century B.C.
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NIPPUR
THE NIPPUR COMPENDIUM

(no. 18)
A principal source for the topography of Nippur is a compilation of esoterica for which
the title of the 'Nippur Compendium' seems appropriate. This is a substantial explanatory
text, the two main manuscripts of which have appeared only in the last decade. 1 It lists
the names, temples and gods of Nippur, and thus has much in common with Tintir =
Babylon; like the latter text the Nippur Compendium is not strictly a topographical
work, for its lists are not intended to serve as a practical handbook but are given over to
a more exegetical and eulogistic purpose, and have their origins in the traditions of lexical
texts and learned commentaries' Unlike its Babylonian counterpart the Nippur Compendium includes a fair proportion of material of a theological nature which has no relevance
for topography.
The ancient title of the Nippur Compendium is not preserved in any of the main
manuscripts, but a tablet of excerpts is introduced and concluded with a brief scribal note
which suggests that the text was knowu in antiquity as Nibru-nibita-dua, "Nippur Built of
ltself' 3 And indeed such a title would fit very well what we know of the extant text's
opening sections, for these list names of the city, together with etymological interpretations. 4 Our reconstruction therefore assumes that the Nippur Compendium began with a
section explaining the name Nibru, of which only the incipit is known, and continued
with a section on Dur-anki, which is represented by the opening lines of the excerpt tablet
and the first extant line of the main text. A third section, the first complete one, follows
the latter after a ruling, and collects the several names of the city (including Nibru and
Dur-anki again), treating them in a similar manner. These opening sections we have
designated §§ 1-3. What remains of the Akkadian 'translations' of the toponyms and
' JM 44150 and 76975, previously TIM IX 60
and SpTU II 29 (a complete list of MSS and bibliography can be found below, p. l45f.). Both pieces are
the lower halves of large tablets, from which it can
be estimated that probably as much as half the text
of the Nippur Compendium is still missing.
2 On the genre to which the Nippur Compendium and Tintir belong see above, p. lf.
3 nibruk 1 ni.bi.ta dll.a: the scribal note of the

excerpt tablet (MS e) is edited below, p. 162.
4 These in Akkadian, but based on the breakdown of the Sumerian names into homophonic
roots for 'etymological' purposes: on the mechanics
and background of this kind of explanatory list see
further p. 73f. It may be that the text's proposed
incipit includes a Sumerian interpretation of the
toponym Nibru (Nippur): see the commentary
below, ad lac.
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epithets of these sections shows them to have been far from literal, and the highly
speculative approach to the interpretation of Sumerian that they exhibit is a hallmark of
the text as a whole.
The remaining text of the Nippur Compendium is divided by rulings into further
sections, which are numbered here §§ 4-15 without consideration for the unknown number
missing in the extensive lacunae. §4 lists what may be miscellaneous epithets of Nippur.
The next section, § 5, is concerned with the meaning of the name of Enlil's great cultcentre in Nippur, E-kur, and despite the interruption of the text by a considerable lacuna,
it is probably followed by a list of the other temples of the city, with whose last sixteen
lines the text resumes in col. ii (§ 6). A text which covers ground similar to these two
sections of the Nippur Compendium is the Nippur Temple List, the second text edited in
this chapter (no. 19).
The section that follows the temple list is the first of those not relevant for the city's
topography (§ 7): it lists gods, many of them weapons of Ninurta, who hold the title of
Bel-iil!ya in various cities. The list forms the nucleus of a longer list of such deities
appended to the section on Ninurta in the god list K 4339 (CT 25 14). In § 8 are listed
small shrines (subtu) of Nippur, not by ceremonial name as in Tintir II and other subtulists, but according to location. Following the brief bilingual couplet of § 9, whose
significance is obscure, is a gap of an indeterminate number of sections in some thirty-five
to forty lines. The text resumes in col. iii with the last line of a section we have numbered
§ 1o, a commentary on various birds which can be restored from a parallel explanatory
text, STT 400, 28-36. 5 The bird list is followed, both in the Nippur Compendium and in
STT 400, by a theological commentary on the four winds (§ 11) and a similar commentary
on the days of the month (§ 12). The Nippur Compendium then turns to the months
themselves, with reference to the Akltu festivals of various gods in the first month, Nisan,
and theological and cultic commentary on other month names (§ 13). At this point the
two surviving sources diverge. The principal recension, represented by MS b, continues
6
with a divine directory of Nippur, listing the gods of the city temple by temple. This
section of the text,§ 14, which occupies the first two columns of the reverse of MS b, finds
its nearest parallel in the 'Giitteradressbuch' of Assur (GAB§ 1, on which seep. 167). The
final section of the main recension of the Nippur Compendium deals with offerings,
including ale and mirsu-cakes, in Enlil's temple, E-kur (§ 15). The second surviving source
s Cf. Lambert, AnSt 20, p. 119. It may be that
the bird list of the Nippur Compendium was preceded by other material also found in STT 400, and
the lacuna between §§9 and 10 might be filled

accordingly.
6 The directory apparently begins with gods resident in the several parts of E-kur, as would be

expected: note ten gods of UbSu-ukkinna in iv 8-13,
including sons of EnmeSarra, and the seven Divine

Attendants who follow and compare well with the
utukku's ofE-kur in An I (CT24 8-9, Hi 10-!5 II 23.
ii 5-8); in these early paragraphs of the directory
each god's name is explained in terms of a better~
known one, just as in the esoteric commentaries on
rituals (see now Livingstone, MMEW, p. l87ff.).
After a long gap appear gods resident in the Courts
of the Sceptre, and in the temples of Sin, Adad,
Ninimma, Gula, Nergal, and other sanctuaries.
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(MS c) omits§§ 14 and 15, and concludes instead with a list of the several aspects of the
Asakku-Demon, Latarak, for which numerous parallels exist, including the explanatory
text STT 400' and the Archive of Mystic Heptads (KAR 142 and duplicates), and which
is here designated§ 13a.
The manuscripts of the Nippur Compendium comprise the two main tablets of six
columns, each originally inscribed with the entire work (MSS ab). Both are Late
Babylonian; and b derives from the library of Iqlsa, a scholar of Uruk. To these, the
principal sources, can be added two pieces from the Kuyunjik collection of the British
Museum, one in Assyrian script, a tiny fragment from the left edge containing material
from § 12 (MS D), the other a Nee-Babylonian tablet (MS c), probably written in
Babylon or Borsippa, and also inscribed with lists of non-topographical content (§§ ll13a). A fifth source is MS e, the upper part of a Neo- or Late Babylonian tablet from
Babylon containing excerpts from §§ 2-14. In the absence of a continuous text the line
numbering of the present edition is by individual column, cols. i-iii after MS a and iv-vi
after MS b.'
For a survey of the topography of Nippur and district in the late periods see the article
of Zadok, !OS 8, p. 266ff.
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Sources
MS Museum Number

b

c
D
e

Lines on
Plate
obv.
rev.
1'-34'
30
ii 1'-34'
31
iii 1'-34' iv 1-4
32
IM 76975 (W 22758/5)
8' -25' iv l-18
33
ii 8' -30' v 1-24
iii 33'
vi 1-25
K 2892+8397 ............................................................. iii 2'-22' iii 23' -34' 34
K 10062 .............................................................................
iii 23'-33'
29
BM 38413 (80-11-12, 296) .......................................... i a, b
iii 24' -34' 29
15', 16', 21' iv1,4,e
ii c, d

7
Lines 16-23, from that part of STT 400 which,
as noted above, may restore the lacuna between §§9
and 10 in the main recension.

8
Note that a and b turn from obv. to rev. one
line apart, so that in our numeration iii 34' and iv 1
are one and the same line.
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Previous Publication

MS

Bibliography

Treatment

1976 J.J.A. van Dijk, TIM IX 60
ibid., p. xii (iii 12'-28')
b
1983 E. von Weiher, SpTU II 29 and p. 137ff.
c
1893 C. Bezold, Catalogue, p. 923: K 8397, 1-4
1899 J.A. Craig, AAT, p. 90: K 2892 only
acD 1976 G. <;:ag1rgan, The Babylonian Festivals (Birmingham PhD, unpub.),
p. 150 ff. (iii 2'-34')
ac
1986 A. Livingstone, MMEW, pp. 75 (iii 2'-5'), 77f. (iii 6'-11') and 157 (iii
12'-18')
a

C
t
CT
c
C
ttr
ttr

column i

§ l (incipit: seep. 143)

§ 1 Nippur

[(nibruk 1 ni.bi.ta du.a ... )?]

e

(Nibru-nibita-dua, "Nippur Built of Itselr' .... )

****

****

§2 (a: i 1'; e: obv. 5-6)

e

e

a
b

ba-nu-u a-bi •en-Iii
til kis-S/Hi [s1u-bat te-lil-ti

dur.an.ki
[d]ur.an.ki

§2 Dur-anki
a
b

Dur-anki
Dur-anki

Creator of the father of Enlil·
Universal city, seat of purific~tion;

* ***
a

l'

'dur.an.ki'

****

x[ ... ]
1'

Dur-anki

... [.... ]

§3 (a: i 2'-10'; b: i l'-5')
a
a

2'
3'

gir-gi-lumk 1
nibruki

a

4'

dur.an.k[i]

a
a
a

5'
6'

7'

'dur. •~<giSimmar'k[I]
dur.gis.[lamk 1]
ki.i[n.gik 1]

a[/ ... ]-'tum'
X X[x] ib? [X] §adf 1
[ .•. ) X ga X X
[ ... ]x i ga? x x [x]
[ ... l]a? im-malj-J;a-ra
[X X X r]i §b ka-/a-a-su X ku? U
[X X X] X X X X X X

nu X X
[a]-sa[r x] du x [x (x)]
[x x x k]ar zu u J;[u]s-su-u ep-ra-su
[x x x] x •samas x ru ur-tum
x[ x z]e-ri-su i-laq-qa-tu4
[X X X) X X X

'u'
8'

nam.bi.x[ (x)k 1]
nam.bi.tar.[rak 1]

ab
ab

9'

9'

b: dj20 .fa rru?

1

ur~wm,

om. SU

§ 3 The Names of Nippur
2' Girgilum
3' Nibru

4' Dur-anki

5' Dur-gisimmar
6' Dur-gislam
7' Kingi

8' Nambi-[ ... ]
9'

Nambi-tarra

City[ ... ] ... ;
... [... ] ... mountain,
[ ... ] ... ;
[ ... ] ... [ ,]
[... ] cannot(?) be withstood·
'
[... ]... which is all ... ;
[ ... ] ;
[ ] ... ,
and where ... [ ... ;]
[... ].. .its ruddy soil;
[... ]... SamaS...,
[... (which)] gathers up its seed;

...

...

...

147

a-s1a]r ina lib-bi-su nisii(ug)m'' ib-ba-na-a
'u a-sar' te-re-e-ti suk-lu-lu

uzu.rmU.a,k 1

10'

ab
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10' Uzu-mua

11' uru.nig.an.Sa.x.x
12' uru.a.ga.ra'["]
13' uru.sa.u[ru]
14' uru.nig.sa.g[a ?]
15' [d]u 6 .suba

lilu sa, qe-reb Samee pu-qa-a-Si
r liP ab-ra-a-ti
[s1u?-tum kit-ti
x ga bur ri
a-si-bat su-lul] zi-mi

r

11'
12'
13'
14'
15'

Uru-nig-ansa- ...
Uru-agara
Uru-sa-uru
Uru-nig-saga(?)
Du-suba

16'
17'
18'
19'
20'
21'
22'
23'
24'
25'
26'
27'
28'
29'
30'
31'
32'
33'
34'

bftu lja-mim te-ret i[pud

e.kur
e.kur
[e].kur
e.kur
[e].kur
e.kur
[e].kur
e.kur
[e].kur
e.kur
[e].kur

mas-ta-ki el-lu
[bit ka]-bit-ti
bit kab-ti
[bft b]u-kur
bitu mu-tir gi-mil sarri
b[ft x x x]-a-ti
at-man ki-sit-ti
[bft sadu]' ra-bu-'fi
bft 6 en-li[l]
b[ftu n]a?-di-nu el-'lu-tz'
bl[tu b]a-[nu]-u msi(ug)m"
bftu na-bu-u nisi(ug)m''
b[ijt nu-ljus nisi(ug)m•'
[ki-iN]i? el-lu
[mas-t]a-ki sa-qu-u
[bit] du 6 .ku
[bft] 6 ma-nun-gal
[bft sam]e' u er~etim"m

re, .kur
[e.ku]r
[e.kur]
[e.kur]
[e.kur]
[e.kur]
[e.kur]
[e.kur]

16'
17'
18'
19'
20'
21'
22'
23'
24'
25'
26'
27'
28'
29'
30'
31'
32'
33'
34'

E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
E-kur
[E-kur]
[E-kur]
[E-kur]
[E-kur]
[E-kur]
[E-kur]

e

c

e

d e.Uls.lu.ga[l ... ]x.si.si

I 0'

e.Su.me.Sa 4

b: ib-ba-nu-U

14'

b: ] ga bur ru

bftu ra-ki-is es-met iii'"'' ana blliiti(gun)m''
: e~-met KIMIN ka-mi-is
bft fUfJ-d(i?] X X X

****

House which gathers the decrees of the gods;
Pure chamber;
[House of the] noble (lady);
House of the noble (lord);
[House of the] son;
House which avenges the king;
House [of...] ... ;
Sanctum of conquest;
House of the Great Mountain;
House of Enlil;
House which grants purity(?);
House which creates mankind;
House which calls mankind into being;
House of the people's prosperity;
Pure [sanctuary(?);]
Lofty chamber;
[House of] the Pure Mound;
[House of] Manunga1;
[House of] heaven and underworld.

§ 6 Temples of Nippur

column ii
§6 (a: ii 1'-16'; b: ii 1'-9'; e: obv. 10-11)

The city upon which the midst of heaven waits·
The city of posterity;
'
Storehouse(?) of truth;
... ,
Attender at(?) the Cleansing of the Countenance.
§ 5 E-kur, the Temple of Enlil

§5 (a: i 16'-34'; b: 11'-16'; e: obv. 8-9)
abe
ab
a
ab
a
abe
a
ab
a
ab
a
ab
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

The place in which mankind was created and
where the oracles are perfected.
§4 Epithets of Nippur

§4 (a: i 11'-15'; b: i 6'-10'; e: obv. 7)
ab
ab
ab
ab
abe

149

c

E-sumesa

d

E-ulu-gal-[ ... ]-sisi

House which binds the bones of the gods as
tribute, (or,)
(Where) the bones of the gods are gathered(!) as
tribute;
House of profusion(?) ... ;

* * **

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
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x

bitu[ ... ]
bft[u ... ]
bit[u x] x [x] A[N x]
bftu X X [X) X X X
b[i]tu su-bat •en-Iii'"'' sa malj-ru

I' e.KA x
2' 'e'.x.[x].x
,.,
3' e .x.e.x
4' ,.,
e .[. . . l
5' e.dur.an.[ki]
6' e. rdUr.kP .x.x.x
. ' .ru.m
' [ah]
..
7' 'k'ur
8' ki.h/mah,
9' e.bur.Su.su.a
10' uru.na.nam
11' 6. kiS. nu. g8JsB~nu-sai
12' e.kes.•nun.gal
13' e.kiu\S.nun.gal
14' e.dub.lil.ma!J
15' e.kur.kur.ru
16' e.dsuen.na

rbftu Su1 -bat

er-~e-ti

[bflu] a-s1ar] x ti nix sal-lu
X X X X X X : bi-kit belet-i/i(dingir.ma!J)
b[ft)u Su-bat X· '-ti ka-lu?-u
iilu ki-ni : iii di-ni
bitu sa kak-ku-su Ia im-malj-lja-ru
bit mar-kas •t-gi-gi
bftu sa ana ap-si-i pe-tu-u biib-su
bftu na-ils {up-pi q[u]-bu-ru
bftu mu-sam-qit 'e{?-lu?'-ti
bit qu-bur miiti

I'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
II'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'

E- ...
E- ...
E- ...
E-[ ... ]
E-dur-anki
E-dur-ki- ...
Ki-irru-ma!J
Ki-er-ma!J
E-bur-susua
Uru-nanam
E-kiSnu-gal
E-kes-Nungal
E-ka-esnun-gal
E-dubla-ma!J
E-kurkurru
E-Suenna

•bel-iili-ia s1a "']"'bbr-sipak"
•bet-iili-ia s1a "'"] x x x kl
dbel-iili-ia [Sa uru.M]-/am_rmu-uk 11
•bi!l-ii/i-ia [sa "]'"[d]imat(an.za.p'lr)-[•e]n?-

dumuS.an.na

17'
18'
19'
20'

ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
a

21' •[k]ur .ra.su. ur 4 .ur 4
22' rderim1 .ci.bi.nu.tuku
23' •[s]a-pi-in-a-a-bi
24' dpisansag.unugki
25' •u4 .z[u.nin]nu
26' '•'[•"t]ukul! .sag.ninnu

•umus.ki.ta

d$cir.ur4 dSar.gaz
•u 4 .ba.nu.il.la

l[il?]ki

•bi!!-ii/i-ia S[a "]'"[k]ar-•nin-urta
•bel-iili-ia [sa "l'"'sa.sa.erim
•bel-iili-ia [sa "]'"pat-ti
dbi!f-iili-i[a sa "]'"kul-'aba.""
•bi!l-ii/i-[ia sa "]'"sa-"'en a ba pu ti
dbel-iili-ia sa uruderuki

27'
28'

ab
ab

29'
30'

13' b: ab[zu]

sub<ltu([k]i.tus)"''' sa tarba~i(tiir)? sa bit ••nin-urta?' : sa •nabu(na) u •asal-lu-lji
subtu sa ina 'e'.ki.u[rk]'···-· [: sa en, ?.si?.g]al •nin-urta sa "'"parak(bara)miiri(dumu)k 1
subiitu"'[" (x)] sa bit •[ ... ] RU KID/E rag-gi

subtu Sa

29'

X[ .. , )X X[:)

b: rag-gu

17'
18'
19'
20'
21'
22'
23'
24'
25'
26'

UmuSanna
Umuskita
Sarur-Sargaz
Ubanuilla

KurraSuurur
Erimabinutuku
Siipin-ayy~bi

Pisangunuk
Uzuninnu
Tukulsagninnu

Bel-iillya
Bel-iiliya
Bel-iiliya
Bel-iillya
Bel-iillya
Bel-iillya
Bel-iiliya
Bel-iiliya
Bel-iiliya
Bel-iiliya

of Borsippa;
of... ;
[of] Salammii;
[of] Dimat-Enlil(?);
of Kiir-Ninurta;
[of] Sasaerim;
[of] Patti;
[of] Kullab;
[of] ... ;
of Der.

§ 8 A List of Shrines

§8 (a: ii 27'-32'; b: ii 21'-23')
a
ab

House [ ... ;]
House[ ... ;]
House ... [ ... ;]
House ... [ ... ;]
House, abode of the Enlils of old;
House, abode of the netherworld;
[House] where ... is plundered;
... , (or,) Mourning of Belet-ill;
Housel abode ... ;
True city, (or,) City of judgement;
House whose weapons cannot be withstood;
House of the bond of the lgigi;
House whose gate opens on to Apsii;
House which bears a funerary tablet;
House which lays heroes(?) low;
House of the grave of the land.
§7 A List of Divine Mayors

§7 (a: ii 17'-26'; b: ii 10'-18') // CT 25 14, 14-25
ab
ab
ab
ab

151

sa •nin-urta

27'
28'
29'
30'

The
The
The
The

seats of the yard(?) of the temple of Ninurta(?): of Nabii and Asallu!Ji;
seat which is in E-kiur [: of the Governor(?)-in]-Chief, Ninurta of Parak-miiri;
seats[( ... )] of the temple of [... ]... the wicked;
seat which[ ... ]... : ofNinurta;
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31' The seats which[ ... ] the temple ... [ ... ]... ;
32' The seats which are at the Akltu Gate[: of... and] Uras.

§ubiitum« sa X[ X] bft X X [X X X] X X
6
§ubiitum" sa ina abu/ a-ki-it [: sa 6X X u] uras

31'
32'

a
a

§9

§9 (a: ii 33'-34')

33' (A~ f?r) Enlil, who teaches (his) people profoundly,
34' (this Is) where they submitted to him.

•en.lil.e erin sud 'zu?'.zu
•en-Iii x[ x x x um-m]a-ni-su
34' ki.gub gam.ma

33'

a
a

sa

a-Sar ik-nu-rszP-SU
column iii
§ 10 (a: iii I')

i[$$iir(musen) Ia kasiid(kur) $ibUti(as)]

DIS na-a$-'na-$u-u'

I'

a

§II (a: iii 2'-5'; c: 1-4)

II STT 400,

§ 12 (a: iii 6'-12'; c: 5-17)
ac

6'

iimu(u 4 )

u4.15kam

u 4 .20.la[l.l ']'m
u4.2Qkam

ac
ac

5'

u4.25kam
bubbulu(u 4 .nit.!im)
II' uddaza/lu(u4 .da.zal.la)
uddagiddt1(u 4 .da.gid.da)

10'

a: da~num a~bi

< u4> ,7<kam> den-/il
].la d3Q

dnin~urta /

Na~na!p1

4349W, 3-6

The bird (which portends) failure to achieve
one's goal.
§ II The Four Winds

2' South
3' East
4' North
5' West

4349W, 7-10

en-lil
da-num

7' mu-Su-um
: mu-Su-um
7a'
•.
IJ''m
[u
8'
[u4 .7]"m
9'

I'

Ea, the father of the gods;
Enlil, the lord of all;
Ninlil, the lord (sic!) of phantoms;
Anu, father of heaven.

§ 12 Days of the Month

6

sattu(mu.an.na)

ac

II CT 24 33, K

II STT 400, 41-46 II CT 24 33, K

arbu(iti)
ac
a
ac

37-40

de-a a-bu azme~
6 en-lil bel gim-ri
6 nin-lil bii/(en) za-qi-qi
•a-nu abi(ad) same•

2' imsiitu(u1 8 .lu)
3' 1msadt1(kur.ra)
4' 1mittiinu(si.sa)
5' •mamurru(mar.du)

ac
ac
ac
ac

§ I 0 A List of Birds

II STT 400, 28-36

6' Day
Month (var.: x'h day)
Year (var. x'h day)
7' Night
7a' (or,) Night
8' [1st] day (var.: New Moon)
[7th] day
15th day
9' 19th day
20th day
10' 25th day
Last day of lunar visibility
II' Intercalary day
Extracalary day

•[e-a]

de-a u ddam-ki-na
e.u •. de •am.an.[ki]

da-nu-um
6 ni[n]-lil
6 ni[n]-urta
6 gu-la
•samas(utu)
6 sin(30)
< 6 >sfn(30) : 6 lugal.du 6 .ku.ga
•samas(utu)
6

n[in-urta]

6' c in 3 ll.: [u,]-mu 'en-Iii I [u4 .x]"m 'a-nu-um I [u,.x]"m 'e-a
8'
9' c: dnin-kar-ra-a[k]
10' c: dsuen
c: 3.]m dJugal.du 6.kU.ga

a: iti da-num
ll' c: d]a

Enlil;
Anu;
Ea;
Ea and Damkina;
House of the Wonder of Amanki ·

Anu;
Ninlil (var.: Enlil);
Ninurta;
Gula;
Samas;
Sin;
Sin; (or,) Lugaldukuga;
Samas (var.: Sin);
Ninurta.

'
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§ 13 Months and Festivals

§ 13 (a: iii 1'-34'; b: iii 1'-iv I; c: 18-39; D; e: rev. 1-14)

12'

"'biira.zag.gar.ra.ta ezen ak.e.ne
ina '"nisanni(bara.zag.gar) i-si-in-nu i-pu-su
13' a-ki-it sa dmarduk
ana den-li/-u-ti-su
14' a-ki-it sa dnin-urta
ana den-lil a-bi-su

ac
ac
ac
ac
ac
ac
ac
ac

sa df§-tar d§ar-rat nippurfki : sa dnin-urta

15'

il-ki-it

16'

a-ki-it sa dsfn(suen.na)

17'
18'

il-ki-it ma-la ba-Sil-a
tu-Sll-ruu4· 15 kam

19' u-suk-ka-tum
20' a-ba-riq-qu
21' qud-du u gis-!;as-'su'

a

ac
ac
22' ni-iq me-e
acD 23' ki-mu-ut re'i(sipa)
acDe 24' a-bu
ae
25' si-sa-nu sa dgu-la
acDe 26' did.lu.ru.gu.gid.da
acD 27' u-lu-lu
acDe 28' ti-i-ru
acDe 29' '"gigir.d50 '"tukul.sag.d50
ae
29a' : •"tukuJ.d50 u'd50'
acDe 30' 6uru4 t..ru_na-ku
abcDe 31' u4 -ma den-lil na-gi-ru
aDe 32' ni-iq re-e-imni-iq-re-em
abcDe 33' '"sabiifu(ziz)
abce 34'

tab-ni-tum me-lui-tum

ana dnin-urta sa-par iii""'

ana dnin-urta sa-pilr mme~
ta-lja-zu
te-sir-tu. nippun~'

mul-lil-[lu]
•"kak(tukul) Ia ma-gi-ri
a-rad qa-ab-ri
pe-te-e qa-ab-ri
•"kakku(tu[ku]J) mit-!Jur-ti u-ma-si a-ba-ri
sU-$U da-n[im]
i-si-in-nu diS-tar

sa df§-tar
sa de-a : d(x]
ana a$e(e) dsamsi(utu)"
ud-du-si
su-tuk-ku
ara!J(iti) sa.gi.guru. dnissaba
arab sa.igi.guru. dnissaba
ara!J sa.gi.guru. den-lil
arab sa.igi.guru. den-lil
da-na-na-ti

12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'
20'
21'
22'
23'
24'
25'
26'
27'
28'
29'

In the month Nisan festivals are celebrated:
the Ak~tu of Marduk:
for his supreme divinity;
the Akltu of Nmurta:
for his father En!il·
the Akltu oflstar, Queen of Nippur; (or,) of Ninurta;'
the Akltu of Sin:
for Ninurta, the net of the gods;
as many Akltu's as there are:
for Ninurta, the net of the gods.
Battlefield (15th day)
Battle;
Unclean woman
Direction(?) of Nippur;
Purification priest
Cleanser;
Axe and Cudgel
Weapons against the insubmissive·
Descent to the grave;
'
Offering of water
Captivity of the shepherd
Opening of the grave;
war,are,
c
Abu
contest of strength and vigour;
Expulsion(?) of Anu;
Locust(?) of Gula
Long River Ordeal
Festival of !Star;
Ulillu
Of !Star;
Tiru
Of Ea; (or,)[ ... ;] (var.: Of !Star)
Chariot of Enlil, Foremost
For the rising of Samas;
Weapon of Enlil
29a' (or,) Weapon of Ninurta and Enlil Renewal;
30' Urunakku
Reed hut;
Month of the feast of Nissaba ·
31' This day Enlil, the herald
32' Shepherd's sacrifice
Month of the feast of Nissaba;
33' Sabii!u
Month of the feast of Enlil;
Month of the feast of Enlil;
34' Table-spread, games
Goddesses of war.
§ 13a The Asakku Demons and Sonsof Enlil

§13a (c: 40-51) cf. STT400, 16-23; KAR 142, i 39-41; III R 69, i 65-74
40
41
42
43

(dJugal.edin].na
(dab.ba].gu.la
(de]-qu
(dmu!J-!J]u-ra

a-sak-ku dJa-ta-rak
mlir da-nim

12' a: i-si-in-n[a
(13')-17' c: &-ki-tum, om. sa
13' c: an den-/il-lu-ti-SU
14' c: an
15' c:
dinanna, Sar-rat
16' c: dsuen an
17' c: ba-Sa-a an
18' c: ti-Sa-ru
19' c: U-su-uk-ka-tum te-Sirti
21' c: giS.l)aS.a ka-ak
22'-23' a·. qab-r[l1
24' c: a~bu~um mit~bur~ti U·ma~Si
e: kak~ku mit~
hur·tu[m
26' c: i-si~in
27' c: Sa
28' c: [!l}ru~{u]m Sa diS-tar
29' c: ]50 x ~~:l~gigir.50 D:
;l~gigir~den~/[i/ e: ~!Sgig[ir
29a' e: IIISrtukul d'n[in~urt]a den-bll
30' c om. u~ru
D: e.ll:l{uru4-na~
[
31' c: djQ
32' a: Si.gi.guru 6
33' c: [.fa-ba~f]u-um iti qt-ri~it dnissaba
34' c: me~/ul~ti

40
41
42
43

[Lugal]-edinna;
[Abba]-gula;
Equ;
Mugra;
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44 (dku-S]u-um
45 (dsi-la]k-ku
46 (da.eridu"]'
47
48
49
50
51

ki-Sit-ti rdnin-urta,

(da.uri"l'
[ ... ]x
(dkull]a?
[• ... ]x
(d ... ]x

sa su-bat-su-nu a-ljat ii/[<1
dumu.sag •en.lil.la.ke.
KIM IN
KIM IN
column iv

44
45
46
47
48

KiiSu;
Silakku;
[A-Eridu;]
[A-Uri;]
[ ... ;]
The Asakku, Liitariik, son of Anu, conquered by Ninurta, whose dwellings are
outside the city.

49
50
51

[Kulla(?)]

[... J

§14 The Divine Directory of Nippur

§ 14 (a: iv(?); b: iv 2-v 24; e: rev. 15-16)

dnin.tin.ug 5 .ga •gu-la [: • ... • ... ]
den.a.nun belet-ilf(dingir.mal)) : •s[ul.pa.e.si •. a dsin(30)]
•sul.pa.e.i:ttul.am •nerga/(u.gur)
•nin.amas.ki:t.ga [• ... l
•a.sukud.ku.sig17 .an.na dx( ... ]

b
b

2
3
4
5
6

b

7 7am i/iim<! [ · · · ]

b
b

be

•eres.ki.gal dgu-la : [• ... • · · · l
•nu.bil.n.da •nuska : •[zi.sum.mu •nin-imma]
•en.zi.su.sikil.la d§u-z[i-an-na : dseg9 .bar.ra.gim4.gim4 den-nu-gt1
•ur.bad dku-su : •ur.b[ad.l)um.l)um •nin-.i'ar]
•gub.ba.ga.ni.ra.'e' dn[in-ka-si: da.bar.ra.lal), •nuska]

b
b
b
b
b

8
9
10
11
12

b

13 10'm i/ii"''' ub-su-ukkin-n[a-ku ... ]

b
b
b
b

14
15
16
17

b

18 '7'm dingirgubbu(dingir.gub.ba)m"' [.i'tl e.kur?]

•!aroma dnin-imma : •irl)an •[su-zi-an-na]
dudug.ga.ga den-nu-gi : ·~amma.ga.ga dku-su]
dudug.sig,.ga •nin-.i'ar : •![amma.sig 5 .ga •nin-ka-sz1
•a.dal)!? •[nuska]

Foremost son of Enlil;
ditto;
ditto.

[ ... ]'

2
3
4
6

Nintinugga (Gula); [... ;]
Enanun (Belet-ili); [Sulpaesia (Sin);]
Sulpaeutulam (Nergal);
Ninamaskuga [( ... );]
Asukudkusiganna [( ... ) :]

7

7 gods, [(of) .... ]

8

12

Ereskigal (Gula); [... ;]
Nubanda (Nuska); [Zisummu (Ninimma);]
Enzisusikilla (Suzianna); [Segbarragimgim (Ennugi);]
Urbad (Kusu); Urbad\)um\)um [(Ninsar);]
Gubbaganirae [(Ninkasi); Abarrala\) (Nuska):]

13

10 gods, of UbSu-ukkinna [.... ]

14
15
16
17

Lamma (Ninimma); Irl)an [(Suzianna);]
Uduggaga (Ennugi); [Lammagaga (Kusu);]
Udugsigga (Ninsar); [Lammasigga (Ninkasi);]
Ada\)(?) [(Nuska):]

18

7 Divine Attendants [of E-kur(?).]

5

9

10
11

****

****
e

e

•ki.za.za : •e-a : •pap.suk[kal : dka-ka?]
column v

b
b
b

7'm i/iim" kisal '"balfi(gidru) bit-a-nu
2 db.;/-ii/i-ia sa "'"parak(bara)-miiri(dumu)ld!um-u-><4 7 dingirgubbU(dingir.gub.ba)m"
3 •nin-ka-si •Miet(gasan)-ba/iifi(ti.la) dsin(30) dnin-imma dnin-.i'ar

e

Kizaza (Ea); Papsukkal [(Kakka?);]

****
7 gods, the inner Court of the Sceptre.
2 Bel-ii!Iya of Parak-miiri; 7 Divine Attendants;
3 Ninkasi; Belet-balii!i; Sin; Ninimma; Ninsar;
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b
b

4 dir 9-ra-gal d§u-zi-an-na dfnim-ma-ni-zi
6
6

b

6 21'm ilii""' kisal '"ha!li(gidru) biib-a-nu

5

6

4 Erragal; Suzianna; Inimmanizi;
5 Ninkarnunna; the Ijaru Temple; Kusu; Nuska; Papsukkal:

nin-kar-nun-na bit ha-re-e kit-sit nuska 6 pap-sukkal

6 21 gods, the outer Court of the Sceptre.
6

6

7 dsfn(30) dnin-gal 6 marat(dumu.mi)- 6 sin(30) 6 su-zi-an-na 6 nin-gal samas(utu) kal-

b

8 7 gods, the temple of Sin.

kal
8 7'm ilum'' bit 6 sin(30)
6
9 dadad(iskur) dgu-la 6 nin-urta 6 'NIM x GA' 6 be/et(gasan)-baia!i(ti.la) 'nin-sar•'

b

b

10 6'm i!um" bit ' 6 'adad(iskur)

b

11 da-nu-um 6 en-lil 6 nuska 6sin(30) 6 nin-imma 6 kit-sig1,-biln-da
12 be/et-ilf(dingir.mal)) 6 be/et(gasan)-bala!i(ti.la) 6pap-sukkal e.kur e.ki.u[r] e.

b
b

7 Sin; Ningal; Sin's Daughter; Suzianna; Ningal; Samas; Kalka!:

su.me.sa4 e.igi.l)us !(TUM).a
6

b

13 9'm ilum'' 4 ekurratu(e.kur)m'' bit nin-imma

b
b
b

14

nin-urta 6 gu-!a 6 da-mu 6 kurun-nam
15 dkit-sU dur-mah dnuska dnin-imma 6Su-zi-an-na
6
16 •beiet(nin)-$ert(edin) 6 sebettu(imin.bi) 6 bel-ali-ia 6 siras nin-gir-zi-da

9 Adad; Gula; Ninurta; ... ; Belet-balati; Ninsar:
I 0 6 gods, the temple of Adad.

11 Ann; Enlil; Nuska; Sin; Ninimma; Kusigbanda;
12 Belet-ili; Belet-balii!i; Papsukkal; E-kur; E-kiur; E-sumesa; E-igi-l)usa:

13 9 gods, 4 chapels, the temple of Ninimma.
14 Ninurta; Gula; Damn; Kurunnam;
15 Kusu; Urmal); Nuska; Ninimma; Suzianna;
16 Belet-~eri; the Divine Heptad; Bel-allya; Siras; Ningirzida:

6

6

b

17 14'm ilum" bft gu-!a

b

18 •;r9 -'ra?' 6 er-ra-gal lugal-ir 9 -ra mes-lam-ta-e-a da-m[u]

b

19 5'm ilum'' bit nerg[a!(u.gur)]

b
b

20 6en~!il 6 nin-!il 6 nin-urta 6 gu-la 6 nin-malj 6 n[in-tu]
21 •kit-su 6 !il-lum 8!(6) ilum'' bit b[e/et-ilf(dingir.mal))]

b

22

b

23 '5'm' ilum'' bft d[a-~i-[1!1

b

24 [ ... ] ' 6 sin(30) •x'[ ... ] 6 [

6

20 Enlil; Ninlil; Ninurta; Gula; Ninmah· [Nintu·]
21 Kusu; Lillu: 8 gods, the temple of [Bilet-ill.] '

6

6

22 Nissaba; K~su; Ningal; Samas; Bel-ahya:
23 5 gods, the House of Praise.

nissaba ku-su nin-gal samas(utu) •bet-a!i-[ia]
6

18 Erra; Erragal; Lugalirra; Meslamtaea; Damn:
19 5 gods; the temple of Nergal.

6

6

6

17 14 gods, the temple of Gula.

6

24 [... ;] Sin; ... [....

****
.•. ]

column vi
§ 15 Offerings in E-kur

§ 15 (b: vi)
b
b
b
b
b
b

2
3
4
5
6

... ]-ti
... ]x-bi
... ]-ti
... ]-ti
... ]-ri
... ]xxxxxti

1-6 traces only
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... ]x-tu sa e.kur
b

7

b
b
b
b
b
b

8
9
10
II
12
13

... sz}kar •a-nu-ti
... ]x-tu diqiiru(utul) si-kar pu-ulj-ri
... si-kar bi-b]illib-bi •en-!il
... si-ka-r]u du-us-su-pu gid/pu-du-u sum-su
... l sa ina ap-si-i zak-ril
... ]x tin pe-tu-u er-~e-tum si-kar lam-si-si

7 [The 7 ... ] ... of E-kur.

8
9
10
II
12
13

... :] beer of Anu-ship;
... ] ... pot: beer of the assembly;
... beer] favoured by Enlil;
... ] sweet [beer] which is called ... ;
... ] as it is named in Apsil;
... ] ... ,which opens the earth: beer of the vat:

14 The 7 premium beers of E-kur.

b

14 [7.am kas.sag e.kur.ra].ke.
se-bet si-kar res-tu-u sa e.kur

b
b
b
b

15
16
17
18

b

19 [7.am ninda.i.de.a e.kur.ra.k]e.
se-bet mir-su sa e.kur

b
b
b
b
b
b

[ ... si-ka]r? •a-nim : kas u?-lu : kas.sag si? ki
20
21 [ ... ]x gul.la utul : MIN •en-Iii : :
22 [ ... si-ka]r? •[ ... ] MIN MIN
... MIN be'l]et-ilf(dingir.ma\})
23
... MIN] •en-Iii
24
... MIN] MIN
25

[ ... ] : miris(ninda.i.cte.a) ljarriini(kaskal)
[ ... lju]p-ru-u : utul.ziz.am utul.dug•. ga ljup-ru-u
["''ulusi]n u-lu-se-nu-u
[ ... ]-ki qa-tum : utul.su.ba.•sakkan : mi-ri-is •sakkan /

(Commentary: p. 441 ff.)

15
16

19 The 7 date-cakes of E-kur.
20-25 fragmentary

XX:

MIN •en-Iii

... ];date-cake for travelling;
.. :] ljuprii; emmer-pot, ... -pot: ljuprii;
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Scribal Note to the Exerpt Tablet

The following scribal note introduces and concludes the excerpt tablet, BM 38413 (MS
e, Plate 29), obv. 1-4 II rev. 17-20 (top and left edges):
" -( )m• §a ina nibruki ni.bi.ta du.a ina mal-su-tu. ka-mu-ti-su-nu ana pi-i
h-( ") ·• " -m• · b"
ummiini(um.me.a) Sa-mu-U as-su SG-me-e sa ka-mu-ti-SU-nu nas,.u Zl -m sumu ma lre-e-tu salj{ii(glj 4 .ud)m• a-mi-r[u] ana qfti(til.la) isakkan(gar)'"

sumu mu

Lines which are quoted(?) from Nibru-nibita-dua, in the reading of their. .. , according
to a scholar: excerpted for the purpose of the quotation(?) of their. .. : hnes m
between are skipped: the reader may complete it.
(* so obv. 3; rev. 19 (left edge): selt[e (x) ]x.)

The lines on the excerpt tablet were apparently copied by dictation (s~mu,. "they were
heard") for the use in further dictation. The final clause presu~ably 1mphes that the
reader may restore the skipped lines by reference to an unabndged manuscnpt. The
variant for nasljii-ni is mystifying.

THE NIPPUR TEMPLE LIST

(no. 19)
This large obverse fragment from Late Babylonian Sippar, not previously published,
belongs to the genre of the explanatory temple list, such as is represented in Babylon by
the E-sagil Commentary, BM 34850 and similar lists edited above as nos. 2-5. The
background and purpose of such lists have been discussed in the introduction to those
texts, as also their compilers' methods of translation of the Sumerian ceremonial names
into Akkadian. In the present text the 'etymological' explanations of the temple names
are multiple, and often particularly abstruse; where it "can be determined the ancient
scholar's train of thought is charted in the commentary, but this has not always proved
possible. Indeed, the Nippur Temple List displays the same highly speculative approach
to Sumerian that we have already noted in the Nippur Compendium, a text which
provides the closest parallels to it.
The first two temples treated in the Nippur Temple List are, as might be expected, Ekur of Enlil (no doubt from the lost beginning of the text to its first extant line) and Ekiur of Ninlil (lines 2" -10'); in both cases the ceremonial name is written in each line in a
way that is clearly intended to show how the Sumerian has been broken down phonetically for analysis. This is a practice also employed by the compiler of the E-sagil
Commentary, and it offers a useful illustration of the methods of 'etymological' translation employed by the ancient scholars. Nine translations or explanations, none of them
literal to our modern minds, are offered for the name of Ninlil's sanctuary, and no doubt
Enlil's temple was treated at even greater length. Multiple interpretations of the name of
E-kur are also to be found in the Nippur Compendium (no. 18, § 5), where, however, the
orthography never alters from the standard e.kur. After E-kur and E-kiur the list
continues with explanations of E-sumesa of Ninurta (six lines), E-melam-anna of Nuska
(three lines), E-bara-durgarra of !Star (two lines), E-kar-zida, E-du-numun-bur (each one
line) and E-uru-sagga of Gula (three lines), following which the tablet is broken off. This
part of the Nippur Temple List thus compares fairly closely with the temple list
incorporated in the Nippur Compendium (§6), and indeed, l. 14' of the present text
duplicates an unplaced line of the latter preserved in its excerpt tablet (ii c). Just how
close the two lists originally were is impossible to determine, for apart from this one line
on E-sumesa there exists no common ground between their extant remains: the Nippur
Temple List has survived only in its first part, the temple list of the Nippur Compendium
only in its last few lines.

BM 76493 (AH 83-1-18, 1863) + 83025 (83-1-21, 188)

19
I'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
II'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'

[e.ku.u].ru
[eJ.k[i.uJr
[e].ki.ur
[eJ.ki.ur
[e].ki.ur.
re.ki.U.ru
re\ki.U.ru
re1 .ki.U.ru

re .ki.u.ru
re .ki.u.ru
1

1

re,.Su.me.Sa 4
re,.Su.me.Sa4
re,.Su.me.Sa 4
re, .Su.me.Sa 4
[e].su.me.sa4
[e.s]u.me.sa.

17' [e.me.l]am.'an.na'
18' [e.me.l]a[m.an.n]a
19' [e.me.lam.a]n.na
20'
21'
22'
23'
24'
25'
26'
27'
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[e.bitra.du]r.gar.ra
[e. bitra.dur.gar].ra
[e.kar.zi.d]a
[e.du 6 .numun.b]ur
[e.uru.sag.g]it
[e.uru.sag.g]a
[e.uru.sag.g]a
[ ... J

Plate 35

'a-sar sti-ri-kat b[a-la-[z]
as-ru na-ak-[lu]
as-ru el-[lu]
bft t1e-pi

bit lja-am-mu-[tzl
a-sar ba-la-[u i-ziq-[qu?]
a-sar sa-ri-kat ba-la-[[1]
a-sar sa-ri-< kat>? mi[ni$irti(uru)?]
a-§ar be-li ir-re-lju-[u]
er-$e-et be-li git-ma-[lzl
bit git-ma-[/z]
bitu ri-ki-is {e-mi ili[m'']
bftu
ili'"'' ana bil-ti 'ir'-ku-[su]
bitu ra-ki-is'"·m'·" e$-met iii"" ana bilati([g]un)[m'']
bitu na-ki-is ifi[m'']
bitu ta-bi-ik da-am iii[m'']

sa

bftu sa iliP'' ina e-la-a-tu pal-lju-[su]
bitu sa ilum" ina sap-' la'-a-tu pal-lju-[.M]
bit a-hi ta-lim-t[zl da-[nim]
bitu sa ana be-li ana $al-ti sak-[nu]
bitu su-bat denlil(50) sa bi[t? ... ]
bitu e-{i 5 -ir na-[pis-tl]
bit e-tel x[ ... ]
bit sa-ri-kat ba-[la-{i ana nisi""'?]
bit ni-$ir-t[i ... ]
bitu na-$i-i[r ... ]
bitu x x[ ... ]

The Nippur Temple List

19

1'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
11'
12'
13'
14'

165

[E-kur]
[E]-kiur
[E]-kiur
[E]-kiur
[E]-kiur
E-kiur
E-kiur
E-kiur
E-kiur
E-kiur
E-sumesa
E-sumesa
E-sumesa
E-sumesa

15' [E]-sumesa
16' [E]-sumesa

Place of the lady who grants life;
Skilfully-built place;
Pure place;
House ... ;
Master bedroom;
Place where life ... ;
Place of the lady who grants life;
Place of the lady who grants [lore(?);]
Place where the Lord was engendered;
Territory of the perfect Lord;
House of the perfect [one;]
House, bond of the will of the gods;
House which bound the gods to tribute;
House which binds the bones of the gods as
tribute;
House which slaughters the gods;
House which spills the blood of the gods;

17' [E]-melam-anna
18' [E-melam]-anna
19' [E-melam]-anna

House which the gods above revere;
House which the gods below revere;
House of the bosom friend of Anu;

20'
21'
22'
23'
24'

House which is assigned to the Lord for combat;
House, abode of Enlil in ... [... ;]
House which saves life;
House of the noble of. .. [... ;]
House of the lady who grants life [to the
people(?);]
House of secrets [... ;]
House which guards [... ;]
House ... [... ]

[E-bara]-durgarra
[E-bara-durgarra]
[E-kar-zida)
[E-du-numun]-bur
[E-uru-sagga]

25' [E-uru-sagga]
26' [E-uru-sagga]
27' [... ]
(Commentary: p. 451 ff.)

5

THE G6TTERADREssBucH
(no. 20)

oF

AssuR

The major cuneiform source for the topography of the city of Assur in Neo-Assyrian
times is a' long compilation known to Assyriology as the 'Divine Directory' (Giitteradressbuch) or 'Topography' (Stadtbeschreibung) of Assur. 1 Neither title suits the text as
a whole; while it begins with a long list of the gods of Assur, temple by temple, this is the
only part of the text to merit the title 'Divine Directory': the succeeding lists deal, most
prominently, with the city gates and temples of the city, and in this respect the text
compares with Tintir = Babylon. But even so, 'Topography of Assur' is as misleading a
title as 'Topography of Babylon' is for the latter work: in both texts the topographical
content is incidental to the main purpose they have in common, namely the theological
and cosmological glorification of the city they have as their subject. 2 For the sake of
continuity the title 'Giitteradressbuch' (abbreviated GAB), as adopted by the text's two
most recent editors, is retained here.
The text of GAB divides into eight sections, numbered here §§ 1-8, although no one
recension of the text accommodates all sections together. The present edition limits itself
to those sections which are of topographical interest, and thus omits the whole of §I
(11. 1-119), for a transliteration of which the reader is referred to the recent edition of
Menzel. 3 However, a brief account of this section, which comprises the bulk of GAB,
opens our review of the text in the following paragraphs.
As mentioned above, the opening section of GAB is the Divine Directory or Gotteradressbuch itself, listing the gods resident in the city of Assur as they appear grouped
temple by temple. 4 It thus provides a long-recognized parallel to the several similar lists
that are found in the Tiikultu texts of the later Sargonid kings. 5 A parallel text for
another city is the Divine Directory(§ 14) of the Nippur Compendium.
1

The text is styled G6tteradressbuch by Fran~

3

For a bibliography of GAB, individual sources

kena, Tiikultu, p. 122ff., and Brigitte Menzel, AT II,
no, 64; and Stadtbeschreibung by Unger, who used
the text in his study of the topography of ASSur in
AO 27/IJI.

4 The temples are those of ASSur, Anu, Adad,
Sin, ~amaS, Bel-Sarru, !Star of ASSur, Belat-ekalli,
Sarrat-nipha, IStar of Nineveh and Gula: see further

2
On the texts of the genre and their primary
purpose, see above, p. Iff.

the account of§4, below.
5 Now Menzel, AT II, nos.

as well as composite editions, see below, p. I73f.

54~63.
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The god list of§ 1 is followed by a list of the thirteen city gate~ of Assur (§ 2 = ll. 12033), a list which is also known from the Kidudu inscription of Salmaneser III. The gate
list is followed in turn by a section which lists the divine watchmen whose images guarded
the city, five in number, and its walls, moat and main street (§3 = II. 134-43): sadly the
topographical part of this third section is only partially preserved and cannot be
completely restored.
§4 is a temple list (ll. 144-185). This list the writer has christened the Assyrian Temple
List, in recognition of the fact that some recensions of it include temples not situated in
Assur itself, but in other cities of Assyria (Nineveh, Arbil, Kurba'il and Kalgu). 6 Sources
for the Assyrian Temple List are abundant, in contrast to those for§§ 1-3. This, and the
inherent lack of cohesion between the disparate sections of GAB, indicate a strong
probability that the text as it now stands is a compilation of originally independent lists,
chief among which would be the Divine Directory(§ I) and the Assyrian Temple List.
The Assyrian Temple List is a list of the three column (or, better, sub-column) type,
giving the ceremonial Sumerian name of each sanctuary (sub-col. i), explaining this by
means of an Akkadian translation (ii), and identifying it by its divine owner (iii); this last,
bft DN, "temple of the god So-and-So", no doubt being the everyday name of the temple.
In this respect the temple list, in common with §§ 2 and 5-7 of GAB, belongs to the wellestablished scholarly tradition of lexical and explanatory texts which also spawned Tintir
= Babylon, the Nippur Compendium and other 'topographical' texts.
Sources for the Assyrian Temple List now number eleven, eight pieces coming from
Assur and three from Nineveh, the latter previously only partly published in transliteration (MS B) or not at all (MSS AL). 7 On account of their excavation'numbers the Assur
pieces are considered all to derive from the library of the exorcist Ki~ir-Assur and his
family. s The text of the list has survived in three main recensions, which differ from each
other in both number and order of temples. The fullest of these recensions is that
represented by MSS gi (parts of a single tablet), which lists 42 temple names, and is here
designated Recension A. Being the longest recension, A is adopted as the standard, and
the numeration of lines in the present edition follows the order found m It. Our
Recension B is represented by MSS de, which formed the basis of Frankena's seleCtive
edition of the list, and which lists 33 temple names, omitting those in II. 150, 160-61 and
178-84 but including one not admitted by other recensions (I. 168a). The selectiveness of
this re~ension, which limits itself to the temples of Assur and rejects those in other cities,
may be attributable to the fact that both manuscripts which follow Recension B gi~e the
entire text of GAB on a single tablet, and thus append the temple list directly to§§ l-3,

which, as we have seen, are concerned exclusively with the city of Assur. 9 On the other
hand, the same format of text is also found in MS k, which is not selective and follows
Recension C in § 4. Recension C, to which the majority of the sources belong, lists 37
temple names in 38lines, omitting those in II. 148-49, 155 and 159.10 Two versions of this
recension can be distinguished, with most MSS (ABfkL) favouring a late position for the
Nabu temples of 11. 158 and 161-63 (Recension C 1 ), but MS h differing from them in
placing these temples in the first half of the list (C 2 ). To facilitate comparison of the
content and order of lines of these various recensions, and to enable the reader to find
any given line in the previously published copies with a minimum of labour, a concordance of the recensions, using line numeration independent of GAB, and the editions of
Frankena and Menzel can be found below on p. 174f.
Unlike the temple list of Babylon (Tintir = Babylon, Tablet IV), which lists the
temples of that city according to their quarters, the Assyrian Temple List has no such
strict topographical structure. There is detectable, however, in the first part of the list, a
certain underlying order to which all recensions adhere, despite their apparent differences;
and this, as one might expect, is the same order as that found in § 1, where the gods of
Assur were listed temple by temple. This order is one based on the ranking of the gods
within the pantheon developed by the ancient theologians, with certain modifications
perhaps introduced for topographical reasons. The list begins, naturally enough, with the
E-sarra temple complex, the chief cult-centre of Assur and Assyria; so too does the
Divine Directory (§I). From this earlier section of GAB it can be seen that the principal
sanctuaries of the E-sarra complex are the cella of Assur, Assyrian Enlil (1. 13 in Menzel's
edition), the temple of Ninlil or Mullissu, his wife (1. 21), the bit J;ur§e (1. 25), the temple
of Ea-sarru (l. 33) and the temple of the Divine Judges {1. 42). 11 In the temple list of §4
E-sarra comprises the §aljiiru, the cella of Assur, the bath house, and the temples of
Ninlil, Ea and Ninurta (ll. 144-52a); for some reason the bft ljur.fe is relegated to the very
end of the list (1. 185), as if an afterthought. Apart from this the chief difference between
the two lists is the replacement of the temple of the Divine Judges in § 1 by the temple of
Ninurta (§ 4). But the order Assur- Ninlil - Ea is common to both. In the temple list
the temple of Ninlil is given two names, e.gan.'"SU.A and E-kiur; the third temple name
listed for this goddess, E-masmas, probably refers not to her temple in Assur but to the
ancient and famous temple of !Star-Ninlil at Nineveh: 12 significantly one manuscript (e)
9
But note that E-maSmaS of Ninli! (l. 150, in
Nineveh?) is included by MS don its left edge, as if

38, reads ddi-pilr not ddi.ku 5"'d and is thus irrelevant
to the restoration). Further, Menzel's MS B (our e)

omitted in error: see further the commentary, ad
lac.

plainly disagrees with her: read [pap ina] rbit ni x,
[(x) ddi].kus"'e;.
12
As already noted in AjO 32, p. 89; the evidence for the syncretism of Ninlil and IStar of
Nineveh, especially in connection with E-maSmaS, is
collected by Menzel, AT I, p. ll6f. The temple of
this goddess in ASSur is not E-maSmaS but E-giShurankia (I. 171).
-

10

Temples of Marduk (E-sagil) and Zarpan!tum
(E-hal-anki) also appear, presumably the well6

kndwn sanctuaries in Babylon: see further below.
?

Discounting the writer's citation of lines from

MSS AB in a review of Menzel's edition in AjO 32,

p. 92f., where they are MSS Land N respectively.
s Private communication of 0. Pedersen, in
whose scheme this is library N 4: see Hecker and
Sommerfeld (eds.), Keilschnftliche Literaturen
(CRRA 32), p. 145f.
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A single exemplar, MS B, telescopes 11. 166

and 169, but adds another line all of its own (1.
184a).
11
The last of these Menzel restores as [bft de-a.farru(20) djdayyani(di.ku 5 )"'e~ citing parallels (KAV
78, 8; but her other reference, Borger, Esarh., §2 iii
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of the selective Recension B omits it (Recension C, on the other hand, omits the other
two!). The temple of Ninurta is likewise given two names, these being E-sumesa
(borrowed from the famous temple in Nippur) and E-ma\l, the latter appearing also in
L 177. It may be noted that while multiple naming of temples is a possible solution here
as elsewhere, one might also consider that E-ma\l may be part of E-sumesa (or vice
versa), as indeed e.gim.•"SU.A may be of E-kiur. This interpretation finds support in the
text's final paragraph (§ 8), which sums up §§ 4-6 as listing "chapels, sanctuaries, thronedaises, seats and cult-centres", and so suggests that bftu in the temple list need not always
refer to the entire building. A third explanation of these multiple names, that they refer to
independent buildings (i.e. that there were two temples of Ninlil, and two of Ninurta, in
Assur), is very doubtful in view of the fact that only one each (ofNinlil and Ninurta, and
of other deities for whom the same could be argued) appears in the Divine Directory (§ I),
which is unlikely to have been selective in its choice of temples.
Both the Divine Directory of Assur and the Assyrian Temple List continue with the
temples of Anu and Adad, and Sin and Samas, both double temples, and go on to list
those of Bel-sarru and Nabi\, 13 !Star of Assur, Belat-ekalli, Sarrat-nip\la, Belat-Ninua
(these four lumped together as manifestations of !Star), Amurru and Gula. The temple list
gives two names for the temple of Adad. The section on Nabu lists six temple names, one
of which is not defined as a temple of Nabu, but as bit iili (lacking in Recension C);
however, the connection of this, the City Hall, with NabU can probably be attributed to
the scribal activity generated by its former use as a commercial and administrative centre.
Of the other five names it is suspected that the two E-zida's, lacking in the selective
Recension B, are those in Nineveh and Kal\lu, interpolated in the NabU section of the
temple list just as E-masmas seems to have been in the Ninlil section. There is an
abundance of evidence for temples of this name in those cities, but not in Assur. 14 E-urur
and E-sunigin-sudu would then be parts of or alternative names for E-gidru-kalammasummu. The temple of Nab(\ comes here in the list, intruding on the traditional sequence
Sin - Samas - !Star, for cultic and topographical reasons, the suggestion being that in
the late period the sanctuaries of Nabil and !Star comprised a shared complex. 15 The
temple of !Star of Assur occupies only one line of the temple list, but those of her other
manifestations, Be!at-ekalli and Sarrat-nip\la, take up three lines each, and have one
name in common (E-tus-mes). E-saga-erra of Belat-ekalli is further defined in the list as
the temple of Iqbi-damiq, and one thus expects it to be his shrine or chapel in the temple
of Belat-ekalli; but oddly lqbi-damiq is not listed as a resident of this temple in the
Divine Directory. Recension B includes a temple of Aya, E-idubba, among the names of
1
3 Where the Directory has Bel-Sarru the temple
list has NabU. But in the former the temple of BeiSarru is the residence ofNabU, and in an administrative document from the time of Salmaneser III the
temple is found as bft dbe!-Sarru(20) dnabU(na) (KAV

78, 9).
14 Nineveh: Menzel, ATI, p. 119; Kalb-u: ibid.,
p. 97; see further Ebeling, RIA II, p. 489.
15 On this see further the commentary on GAB
!58.
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the temple of Sarrat-nip\la, but it too does not appear in the Directory. Last of the
ten;ples of goddesses identified with !Star is that of Belat-Ninua (!Star-Ninlil of Nineveh),
which IS accorded only a single line of text. So also is the temple of Amurru, which
follows. The temple of Gula, however, occupies four lines; three names are listed for it
and one of these, E-sa-bad, is explained twice. The temple of Gula is the last of the
temples of the city listed in the Divine Directory (1. I 09), but the temple list adds a further
one, named E-ma!J, assigned to Ninurta.
Up to this point both sections of GAB have agreed fairly closely on the order of the
temples of Assur and their divine owners. However, the Assyrian Temple List (GAB §4)
now goes o~ to list further temples in 11. 178-84, not one of which appears in the Divine
Directory. Significantly enough, this whole section is omitted from the selective Recension
B, .and this, and the evidence of the names and owners of the temples themselves,
Indicates that these temples were not in Assur, but in other cities. Thus we have listed the
temple of !Star (Belat-Arbil) in Arbil; two names of the temple of Adad (Bel-Kurba'il) at
Kurba'Il; the temple of Marduk (as Bel-Biibili) at Babylon, and the shrine of Zarpanitum
Withm It; and two temples in Zabban, a cult centre of Adad on the borders of Assyria
and Babylonia. Like the temples of Nineveh and Kalgu interpolated earlier in the text,
these. cult-centres were evidently considered by some recensions of the temple list of
sufficient religwus Importance in Assyria to warrant their inclusion with the temples of
the national religious capital.
The last sanctuary of the Asyrian Temple List, in all its recensions is the bit hude
"pantry"'. which, as mentioned earlier, appears in the Divine Directory ~s part of E:sarr;
(I. 25). It IS evidently appended to the temple list as an afterthought, and in this regard it
may be Significant that the order of the second and third sub-columns has become
~nverted; where we expect an interpretation of the sanctuary's ceremonial name we get
mstead Its everyday designation (sub-col. ii); and where we expect the latter we are given
the former (sub-col. iii).
The temple list is followed by a section on the three ziqqurrats of Assur (§ 5 = 11. 18688), which comprises a short list in two sub-columns.' The section is omitted by those
manuscnpts which followed Recension C in the temple list.
§6 (11.••189~90) giv~s the 'Prunknamen' of the four major cult-centres of Assyria, these
bei~g Assur Itself, Nmeveh, Arbil and Kalzu. Both sources which followed Recension B
m §4 (the Assyrian Temple List), rejecting the "foreign" temples of 11. 178-84, omit this
sectiOn also: MS d offers Instead a list of the gates of Sennacherib's extension to E-sarra
the temple of Assur (§7 = 11. 191-96; no other source for GAB includes this list but it i~
qMted in ve~y similar form in the ritual BM 121206 = Menzel, AT II, no. 35): MS e is
different agam, but breaks off after three badly damaged lines which have not been
mcluded m the present edition. In other manuscripts§ 6 is followed by what appears to be
a summary (§8 = II. 197-98), with which the whole work is concluded.
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The presence of§ 7 prohibits a date for the recension of GAB that includes it earlier
than the reign of Sennacherib. This is the only certain evidence we have for the date of
any part of the text. Like the Tiikultu texts with which § 1 of GAB is closely linked, we
cannot expect GAB, as a whole, to have reached its final form prior to the seventh
century. A similarly late date can also be argued for those recensions of the Assyrian
Temple List which include E-sagil in Babylon, for Marduk's temple would only have
become of direct religious importance and theological consequence in Assyria when its
kings began to aspire there to take the hand of Bel and so win the kingship of Babylonia.
Nevertheless, the parallel between § 2 of GAB and a list incorporated into an inscription
of Salmaneser III, to which attention was drawn earlier, indicates that some of the lists
which make up the text are at least as old as the ninth century.
For the topography of Assur according to GAB and other documentary material, see
still the studies of Unger in RIA I, p. 170ff., and AO 27/111; for E-sarra and the temple
complex of the city god see the references cited in the introduction to the Shrine List of Esarra, the second text edited in this chapter. Much information about many of the
temples listed in GAB §§4-5 can be found in Menzel's review of the temple cults of
Assyria in AT I, Part 1. The locations of the various city gates of Assur have been the
subject of a recent study by P.A. Miglus, ZA 72, p. 266ff. Of consequence our
commentary is generally limited to matters in which we disagree with these works, but
occasionally more essential points have been restated.
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The Gotteradressbuch of Assur

Sources
MS

Museum/Field Number

§§on
obv.

Plate
rev.

Kuyunjik

A
B

L

Sm 1008B ...................................... §4: C 1 7-26
81-2-4, 252 ..................................... §4: c, 1-24
K 19521 ......................................... §4: C, 8-13

25-38; §§ 6, 8

35
36
40

A §Sur

c
d
e
f
g

h
j
k

VAT 8675 ...................................... §2
VAT 8918 ...................................... §§1-2
VAT 9932+ 13037 ......................... §§1-3
VAT 13815 .................................... §4: C 1 1-23
VAT 13816 .................................... §4: A 1-27
VAT 13818 .................................... §4: C 2 12-28
VAT 13937 + 13997 ....................... §4: A 2-12, 15-24
Assur 13956y ................................. § 1
ex coli. Scheil ................................. §§1-3

§3
35
§4: B 14-32; §§5, 7 37-38
§4: B 1-32; §5
39-40
24-38; §§6, 8
41
28-42; §§5-6, 8
42-43
29- 38 . §§ 6 8
44
29-42: § 5 '
42-43
§4:

c, 1-31

MSS gi are fragments of a single tablet; jk may also be from one tablet (Menzel AT 11
p. T 146).
'
'
Previous Publication
Composite Text Editions
MSS

cdej
cdej
cdefghijk

Bibliography

Treatment

1929 E. Unger, AO 27/II!, p. 12ff. (part of B quoted, p. 16')
Tr
1954 R. Frankena, Tiikultu, p. 125ff. (variants from Bfghik
quoted where recensions coincide)
T
1981 B. Menzel, AT II, p. T 146ff., no. 64 (B partly used)
T
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ASSUR

174

Gotteradressbuch

Publication of Individual Sources
Treatment

Bibliography

MSS

1896 C. Bezold, Catalogue, p. 1776 (11. 8-16 only)
1920 0. Schroeder, KA V 44
1954 R. Frankena, Tiikultu, pl. 8
1920 0. Schroeder, KAV 42
1954 R. Frankena, Tiikultu, pl. 5-6
1920 0. Schroeder, KAV 43 and 187 (unjoined)
1954 R. Frankena, Tiikultu, pl. 7 (joined)
1948 E. Ebeling, OrNS 17 = PKT, pl. 41-48 (i unjoined)
1920 0. Schroeder, KA V 180
1917 V. Scheil, RA 14, p. 17lff.

B
c
d
e
fghi
j
k

c

c
p

c
p

c
p

c
c
CTTr

Concordance of Line Numerations of Recensions and Editions
of the Assyrian Temple List (GAB §4)
Assyrian Temple List

Gotteradressbuch
Tiikultu

Menzel
AT II 64

144
145
146
147
148
149
om.
!50
!51
om.
152
!53
154
155
156
157
!58
om.
om.
173

144
145
146
147
148
!50
149
151
!52
152
153
154
!55
156
157
!58
!59
160
161
162

Frankena

Recensions
here =
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
!51
152
152a
!53
154
155
!56
!57
!58
!59
160
161
162

A

B

c1

[broken]

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
9a
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

2
3
4
5
6
om.
7
8
om.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
om.
om.
30

c,

2
3
4
om.
om.
5
6
7
om.
8
9
om.

((

((
((

((
((

((
((
((
((
((
((

((

10
11

((

34
om.
12
35
36

16
[om.?]
12
13
14

((

Frankena

Menzel

Tiikultu

AT II 64

174
159
160
161
165
162
162
163
164
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
om.
om.
om.
om.
om.
om.
om.
om.
175

163
164
165
166
170
169
169
167
168
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
-183
184
om.
185

Assyrian Temple List

Recensions
here
163
164
165
166
167
168
168a
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
184a
185

A
20
21
22
23
24
25
om.
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
om.
42

B
31
16
17
18
22
19
19a
20
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
om.
om.
om.
om.
om.
om.
om.
om.
32

c1

c2

37
13
14
15
18
19
om.
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
(33a)
38

15
17
18
19
22
23
om.
20
21
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
om.
38
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§ 1 The Divine Directory of Aiiiiur

§ 1 = GAB 1-119 (d: i 1-iii 20; e: i 1-ii 26; j; k: i-ii)
see B. Menzel, AT II, p. T 147ff.

(1-119)

§2 = GAB 120-33 (c: 1-14; d: iii 21-40; e: iii 1-2; k: iii)
cd
cd
cd
cd
cd
cd
cdk
cdk
cdk
cdk
cd
cdk
cdek
cde

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

§ 2 The City Gates of Aiiiiur

sa-ni-qa-at mal-kat
abul(k~.gal) yabira]
_
tabat(du 10 .ga)"' eli(ugu) ummani(erin) 01 abul ne-reb sam(20) mus-la-l[u]
',u-iiar-iii-da-at a-rat-te-e
abul ziq-qu[r-ra-te]
•aii-iiur mu-kan-niii iiab-su-ti
abu[l •aii-iiur]
ba-na-at •iamassi(lamma) iiarri(luga1) abul 'x-mz'
abul 6 iiamaii(utu)
ctSb-maS n€-ri mul-tar-bi
abul ma-ga-rat naru(id)
ra-si-na-at ku-ru-un iliimmes
abul ti-sar-ri
ikkib(nig.gig)-iib Ia ma-ag-ru
•se-ru-u-a mu-qar-ri-bat damiqti(sig 5 )
abul •se-ru-u-a
mati(kur)-iib
mu-kin kussf(as.te) iiarru(20)-ti
abul iiadi(kur)'
abul eeni(udu)m''
su.mah •sakkan
/u da-;at puhur(ukkin) niiif(ug)m''
abul •mat
Su.mal]. gu-r~u-nu
. abul ta-Sim-ti-SU-nu
napljar(pap) 13 abu//at(kil.gal)m'' bal.tz1k'

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

"Comptroller of Queens"
"It is Pleasing to the People"
"Founder of the Throne"
"Assur is the Subduer of the Angry"
"Lovely is the King's Guardian Angel"
"Samas is the Slayer of the Haughty"
"Provider of the Gods' Liquor"
"The Disobedient are Abhorrent to It"
"Serua Brings Favour on her Land"
"Establisher of the Throne of Kingship"
"Sumalj of Sakkan"
"May the People's Assembly Endure!"
"Sumalj of Heaps"
Total: 13 city gates of Assur.

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

[Tabira] Gate;
King's Entrance Gate: the muiiliilu;
Ziqqurrat Gate;
[Assur] Gate;
Gate ... ;
Samas Gate;
Gate (where) the River is Favourable;
Tisarru Gate;
Serua Gate;
Mountain Gate;
Sheep Gate;
Illat Gate;
Gate of their Intelligence.

§ 3 The Divine Sentinels, and the Walls, Moat and Main Street of Aiiiiur
§3 =GAB 134-43 (c: 15-21; e: iii 3-12)
ce
ce
ce
ce
ce
ce
ce
e
e
e

134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

dU-la-a
6 en-gi -du-du
6
6 iii-qip-pu
6 a-gu-du
6 en-lil qa-rad
dur(bad)-iiu
iial-lju-iiu
ba-aii-mu
siiq(sila) ali-iiu
lja-ae-bat-tu x[ ...

massar(en.nun) ali(uru)-iiu
maeear diiri(bad)-iiu
maeear iial-lj[u]-iiu
mae[ear] x-iiu
m[aeear . . . -S]u
mu-nar-r[i! kib-ra-a-te]
mu-nar-r[i! kib-ra-a-te]
lji-r[i-is-su ... ]
padan?(gir) 6 [ • . • l

121

(Assur's) City Watch;
the Watch of its Wall;
the Watch of its Rampart;
the Watch of its ... ;
the Watch [of its .... ]
"Shaker [of the World Regions;"]
"Shaker [of the World Regions."]
Its moat[ .... ]
"Path(?) of[ .... "]

l

§4 = GAB 144-85 (Recension A: gi: 1-42; Recension B: d: rev. 14-32; e: rev. 1-32;
Recension C 1 : A; B: 1-38; f: 1-38; k: rev.; L; Recension Cz: b: 12-38)
bitu gab-bu
bit kiii-iiu-ti
144 e.sar.ra
Befgk
bit iia-lju-ri
bit iiade' rabi!'
145 e.l:Jur.sag.gu.la
Befgik

pi

134 Ulay
135 "Lord Night Prowler"
136 "Earthworm"
137 Agudu
138 "Enlil is a· Hero"
139 Its city wall:
140 its rampart:
141 "Serpent"
142 Its main street:
143 Potsherd [.... ]

123

d

· ~

125

J
d: mal-ka-at
121 d: {a-ha-at, um-ma-ni-[S&
:as-sur
138 e: qar-rad
139 c: rbad-SU mu-na1 -[
144-47 Btlk] om. col. iii

d: dutu

145

136 e: di§-qipBf: kur' gal'

§ 4 The Assyrian Temple List

(Line numeration follows Recension A; for a concordance of the numeration of the
various recensions, and of previous editions, see p. l74f.)
144
145

E-sarra
E-gursag-gula

House of the universe
House of the great
mountain

the whole temple;
the iialjtiru-house;
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179

178
Befgik

146

Befgik
egi
egt

147 e.es.barden.lil.la
148 e.gan.•"SU.A
149 e.ki.ur

Bdfgik

150

e.mas.mas

Befgik
ABef1g]ik

151
152

e.gestu.ma\}.su.du,
e.su.me.sa.

g[i]
ABefgikL
ABefgikL

152a 'e'.ma\}
153 e.sa.an
154 e.sud.de.gis.tuku

egi
ABefgikL

155
156

ABefgikL
Bdefghi

157
158

degi

159

e.\}ur.sag.kur.kur.ra

e.dur.\}e.nun.na
e.\}ul.\}ul.dir.dir.ra
e.babbar.ra
e.gidru.kalam.ma.
sum.mu

ABfghikL
Bfghi
Bdefghi
Bdefghi

e.ki.gar .dub.nam. tar.
tar.re.de.kiSib.gur?.
sag.dii!(TIL)
160 e.zi.da
161 e.zi.da
162 e.ur4.ur4
163 e.Su.nigin.Su.du7

ABdefghikL
ABdefghik

164
165

e.me.'inanna
e.ki.nam

bit pa-pa-l]i
bit !lade' miitiiti(kur.
aiiiiur(AN.SAR)
kur)
bit rim-ki
bit pur-se-e 'en-til
bit 'nin-lil
bit i-iiid [m]a-ti
bit 'nin-lil
bit a-iiar ba-la-{[u iiis1ar-ra-ku
bitu !Ia be-ru ina lib-bi bit 'nin-lil
i-bar-ru-u
bit uz-ni ~ir-te iiuk-lu-lu bit 'e-a
bit 'nin-urta
bit gi-mir par-~i
l]a-am-mu
bit 'ninurta(mas)
bitu #-i-ru
bit 'a-nim
bit lib-bi !lame'
bltu sa ik-ri-bi-iiu iie- bit 'adad
mu-u
bltu iiu-[bat] nu-ul]-iii bit 'adad
bitu !Ia l]i-da-a-ti ma- bit 'sin(30)
lu-u
bftu nam-ru

bft d§amaS

bit '"aa!!a(gidru)
i-iiar-tu ana mati(kur)
i-nam-di-nu
a-iiar iiak-nu {uppi(dub)
iilmiiti(nam)m" pi-riii-tu
kan-kat
bit na-piii-ti mati(kur)
bitu na-si-il] ka-la-ma
bit l]a-am-mu-ti
bitu !Ia nap-l]ar-iiu
iiuk-lu-lu

bit 'nabil(muati) !Ia
l]a-ri-i
bit ali(uru)

bit 'nabil(na)
bit 'nabil(na)
bit 'nabil(na)
bit 'nabil(na)

bft par-$i dif-tar iJS-Su-ri-ti

bltu a-iiar iii-ma-a-ti

bit 'belat-ekalli
(nin.e.gal)

146 Bf: kur' kur.kurme~
e: pa~pa-hu
147 B: pur-si-i didim
148 i: g}im.{AS}
150 B: pi••
,
••
(·.
s·a·-s·u·
!51 B.· e' 'a' uz-na
Bk: s.ir-ti
152 B: e SO.
e: gi-mir!,
ru
k: bi-ru, ina sa.-su
-'·
•·
!56
Bk om. s'a'
!58 fu: e.a 1 ~gidru.kalam.ma.si.sil
f: i-Sar-tu
eg: 1d[maS]
154 B om. su
tum
fu: a-na
egh: sumnu
B: i-nam-din-nu
e: dna
f: dna-bi-um
e om. SO. lja-ri-i
fg: lja-ree
160 B: na-piJ-te
AB: dmuati
161 B: ka-la-me, dmuati
162 h: lja-m{u162-63 Bd:
dmuati
164 hk: e.me.aE
A: QS-Su-ri-i-t[u]
B: aS-Sur-i-tum
f: iJS-.fiHi-i-tu
k: iJS-Su-ri-tum
L: ras-Sur1-[
165 fk: Si-ma-ti
B: dnin.gal

146

E-hyrsag-kurkurra

House of the mountain
of the lands
147 E-esbar-Enlilla
House of the decisions
of Enlil
House of the foundation
148 E-gan-•"SU.A
of the land
149 E-kiur
House where life is
bestowed
150 E-masmas
House in which divination
is performed
Perfect house of sublime
151 E-gestu-ma\}-~udu
wisdom
!52 E-sumesa
House which gathers all
the ordinances
!52a E-ma\}
Exalted house
!53 E-sa-an
House of the midst of
heaven
!54 E-sudde-gistuku
House whose prayers are
heard
155 E-dur-\}enunna
House, abode of plenty
!56 E-\}ul\}ul-dirdirra
House which is filled
with joy
157 E-babbarra
Shining house
158 E-gidru-kalamma-summu House which bestows a
(var. : -sisa)
just sceptre on the land
E-kigar-dub-namtartarWhere the Tablet of
159
red e-kisi b-gur(?)-sagdil
Destinies is put (and) the
secret is sealed
160 E-zida
House of the life of the
land
161 E-zida
House which uproots
everything
!62 E-urur
Master bedroom
163 E-sunigin-sudu
House which is perfect
in its entirety
164 E-me-Inanna
House of the ordinances
of !Star
165 E-ki-nam
House, place of the
destinies

the cella of Assur;
the bath-house;
the temple of Ninlil;
the temple of Ninlil;
the temple of Ninlil;
the temple of Ea;
the temple of Ninurta;
the temple of Ninurta;
the temple of Anu;
the temple of Adad;
the temple of Adad;
the temple of Sin;
the temple of Samas;
the temple of Nabil of the

barU;
the City Hall;

the temple of Nabii;
the temple of Nabii;
the temple of Nabii;
the temple of Nabii;
(the temple of !Star) of
ASSur;
the temple of Belat-eka!li;
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180
ABdefghik
ABdefghik

166 e. tus.mes
167 e.saga.er.ra

ABdefghik

168

d[e]
ABdefghk

168a Hdub.ba
169 e.tus.mes

ABdefghk

170

ABdefghk

171

ABdefghik
ABdefghik
ABdefghik
ABdefghik
ABdefghik
ABdefghik
Bfghik

172
173
174
175
176
177
178

Bfghik

179

Bfghik
Bfghik

180
181

Bfghik

182

e.garza.ki.du.de.e

bit e{-lu ip-pa-la-sa-iju
bltu sa a-na ljab-li ibak-ku-u
bit par-~i ki-du-de-e
bit iS-pi-ki
bitu su-bat •marduk

bit •bii!at-ekalli
bft •iq-bi-damiq(sig 5 )
bft •&e!at-ekalli
bit •sarrat(gasan)niplja(kur);•
blt dra-a1
bft d§arrat-niplja!Ja

(amar.utu)
bft su-pal-si-ilj er-Iu-u- bft dSarrat-nipija!Ja
ti
bitu sa u~uriit(gis.
bit dbJ/at(gasan)e.gis.\}ur.an.ki.a
:gur)meg Samee u
ninuakl
er~etimttm ina lib-bi-SU
ud-da-a
bit nap-ta-nu u nid-be-e bit damurru(mar.du)
e.ninda.ba.du,.a
bitu ra-bu-u ~i-i-ru
bft •gu-/a
e.gal.ma\}
bit
dgu-la
bit pe-ta-at uz-ni
e.sa.bad
e : be-e-tu sa : na-~a-ru bad : qu-bu-ru bitu na-~ir qu-bu-ru
bit dgu-la
bit ba-la-{i
e.nam.ti.la
bft dninurta(mas)
bftu
~i-i-ru
e.ma\}
bft dbefat(gasan)bit
sar-rat
miitiiti
e.gasan.kalam.ma
uruarba-il
(kur.kur)
bitu sa nap-bar miitiiti bft dbef(en)-"'"kur-bae.kilib.kur.kur.ra.
(kur.kur) kizt-mu-{su} z'l
dul 6 .dul 6
bit •&ei-"'"kur-ba-il
bitu su-bat nu-ulj-si
e.dur.\}e.nun.na
bit dbe/-ba-bi-lim
bitu
sa
re-Sa-a-SU
sae.sag.i1
qa-a
bft dzar-pa-ni-tum
bit pi-riS-ti Samee u
e.\}al.an.ki
e.tus.mes

er~etimtlm

Bfghi

183

e.ni.gal.kur.kur.ra.
dir.dir.ra

Bfghi

184 e.ni.gal.kur.kur.ra.
dul 6 .la

bftu sa nam-ri-ru-SU
bit dbe/ Sa uruza-ban
miitiiti(kur.kur)m'' malu-u
kat-mu me-lam-mu-su ekurru(e.kur) sa
sade(kur)m'' miitiiti
"'"za-ban
(kur.kur)m"

B combines this line with 169: [6.tuS.mes]
Afhk om. col. iii
ABf: dug 4 .
ri'-bak-ku-U
d: iq-bi
f:
167
Bhk:
ana
e e.t-lu ip-pa-la-sa-bu
169 Afgh:
k: ga}rza? .ki.du.di.a
f om. col. ii
168 ABdeg om. coL i
Bd: dnin.gal
ga
hk: an.
{hJU.·rat
171
fuk:
col.
iii
om.
ABfuk
et-lu.-ti
Bd:
Su.-pal-su-lji
dmes
B:
170
hk:
d:
nid-pi-'
B:
nid-bi-a
dk:
nap-ta-ni
B:
uruarba-il
172
dfh: ut-ta-a
Afuk: sa-su
ki
d: i-pa-la-sa-lju

166 d gloss: t}u-uS-me-iS
~

~

e §u-bat

dmes

166

181

E-tus-mes

House (where) the hero
the temple of Belat-ekalli;
lies prostrate
167 E-saga-erra
House which weeps for
the temple of Iqbi-damiq;
the wronged
the temple of Belat-ekalli;
168 E-garza-kidude
House of rites and rituals the temple of Sarrat-nip\}a;
168a E-idubba
House of the storage bin the temple of Aya;
169 E-tus-mes
House, abode of Marduk the temple of Sarrat-nipha;
170 E-tus-mes
0 House, prostrate the
the temple of Sarrat-nip\}a;
heroes!
171 E-giS\}ur-ankia
House in which the
the temple of Belat-Ninua;
designs of heaven and
underworld are revealed
172 E-nindaba-dua
House of banquets and
the temple of Amurru;
food offerings
173 Egal-ma\}
Magnificent and exalted
the temple of Gula;
house
174 E-sa-bad
House of (the lady)
the temple of Gula;
whose ear is open
175 E = house
sa = guard
bad = grave:
House which guards the grave;
176 E-namtila
House of life
the temple of Gula;
177 E-ma\}
Exalted house
the temple of Ninurta;
178 E-gasan-kalamma
House of the queen of
the temple of Belat-Arbil;
the limds
179 E-kilib-kurkurra-duldul
House which overwhelms the temple of Bel-Kurba'il;
all the lands
180 E-dur-\}enunna
House, abode of plenty
the temple of Bel-Kurba'il;
181 E-sagil
House whose top is high the temple of Bel-Babili;
182 E-\}al-anki
House of the secrets of
the temple of Zarpan!tum;
heaven and underworld
183 E-nigal-kurkurra-dirdirra House whose brilliance
the temple of Bel of
fills the lands
Zabban;
184 E-nigal-kurkurra-dulla
Whose radiance envelops the temple of Zabban;
the mountains of the lands

173 d: ra-bu-U
174 r: e [SJa!?
d: uz-nu
175 e: be-e-ti~
Ag: na-.,vi-1lr
g: [qlu·bu176 dk: ba-Ja-ti
177 g: 'maS!(DJNG!R)
178 f: kur .kurrne~
g om. uru
179 k: k]ur.
kurmeS?.dul 6
B: kur.kurmeg
hi om. ra
h: du1,.du1
179-80 fg om. uru
f:
180 B: nu-ulj-ie
].nun.(GU}.na
181 B: sagmeS.§U
182 B: p}i-ri!-te
Bfom. u.
183 h: dir.dir
B: naJm-ri-ir-ru.SU kurme~ ma-lu-u
gh: kur.kur ma-lu-u
184 g: kurmd kur .kur
nid-bi-i

r{z]
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182
184a [e.ni.gal.kur.kur.ra.
du1 6 .la?]

B

185

Bdefghi

e.su.bur.an.na

[bftu sa] me-lam-mu-su ekurru sa "'"za-ban
miitiiti(kur.kur) katmu
bft nap-ta-ni i-tar-rabft ijur-se

184a [E-nigal-kurkurra-du!la(?)] [House whose] radiance
envelops the lands
185 E-subur-anna
the pantry

183

the temple of Zabban;
House which lays on
banquets.

§ 5 The Ziqqurrats of Assur
§ 5 = GAB 186-88 (d: rev. 33-35; e: rev. 33-35; gi: 43-45)
e.aratta.ki.sar.ra
ziq-qur-rat •as-sur
e.me.lam.an.na
ziq-qur-rat •a-nim
e.giS.lam.sar.Sar
ziq-qur-rat •adad
3 ziq-qur-rat bal.tiJki

186
187
188

degi
degi
degi

186
187
188

E-aratta-kisarra
E-melam-anna
E-giS!am-sarsar

the ziqqurat of Assur (var.: Enlil);
the ziqqurrat of Anu;
the ziqqurrat of Adad:
the three ziqqurrats of Assur.

§ 6 The Assyrian Cult-Centres

= GAB

§6
Bfghi

189

Bfghi

190

uruan-ta-a~

urudur-na
"'"/i-bur-na
"'" diir(bad )-a-ta-n i

= GAB

§7
191

d

189-90 (B: 39-42; f: 39-40; gi: 46-47; h: 39-42)

Anta~

190

Durn a
Liburna
Diir-atani

"'"libbi-iili(sa. uru)
uruninuakl

uruarba-il
urukat-zi
191

195

Gate of Kingship;
Gate of the Path of the Enlil Stars;
Court of the Row of Stations [of the
lgigi;]
the gate on the river:
Gate of the Firmament;
Entrance Gate of the lgigi;
its entran9e gate:
the south gate:
Gate (where) the lgigi Kneel;
Gate of the Yield of the Lands;
its entrance gate:
the north gate:
Gate of the Wagon Star;
Gate of the Dais of Destinies:
its entrance gate:
the names of the new gates of the temple of Assur.

196

The old gates are not listed.

biib sarru(1uga1)-u-ti
biib ijarriin(kaska1) su-ut 6 enlil
(idim)

d

192

d

193

d

194

d

195

ki-sal-li si-dir man-[za-az 6 i-gi-gi]
kisalla-su
biibu sa ina muljlji(ugu) niiri(id) biib bur-urn-me
< biib > ne-reb 6 i-[gi-gij
biib ne-re-bi-su
biibu sa lmsiiti(ul,.lu)
biibu kam-su •t-gi-gi
biib ne-re-bi-su
biib bi-$ib miitiiti(kur.[kur])
biibu §a lmi/tiini(si.sil)
biib mulereqqi(mar.gid.da)
<hiib> ne-re-bi-su
biib parak(bitra) Sfmiiti(nam)[m'']
sumiit(mu)m'' biibiiti""' e.i'SiW(gibiJ)m" sa bft •a[s-sur]

d

196

biibiitum•' labiriitu(sumun)m" ul sa{rii(sar)

192
193
194

The gate in front of Assur:
its entrance gate to the courtyard:
its courtyard:

§8 Summary
§ 8 = GAB 197-98 (B: 43; f: 41-42; g: 48-49; h: 43-44)

Bfgh
Bfgh

Libbi-ali (Assur);
Nineveh;
Arbil;
Kalzu.

§ 7 The Gates of the Assur Temple

191-96 (d: rev. 36-41) // BM 121206 viii 43'-51'

biibu sa ina pu-ut as-sur
biib ne-re-bi-su ana kisalli(kisal)

189

197
198

i!iinim'' sa ina bet 6 dayyani{di.ku,)m" as-bu-u-ni
[s]u-'uk'-ku e.i'-re-e-ti parakke(bitra)m'' ne-me-de ma-lja-ze §um§unu(mu.ne.ne)

B: iHar-ra-su
186 e: ki.SG.r.a
185 f om. Su
e: ljur-Si
hom. 3rd e
n[iml]
189 h: [u]•uan-ta-a$-.ra
190 B: n]i = uruarba-il f }na = urukiJ.ki
198 B: dingir su-ke •dingir? iS-re1 -te
ni
fg: urukill-zik!
197 B: IIS-bu-ni

d: 4 en-l{il]
187 d: dah: ["]'"bad !($1)-ata(AD)-

197
198

The gods who reside in the temple of the Divine Judges,
chapels, sanctuaries, throne-daises, seats and cult-centres: (these are) their names.

(Commentary: p. 455ff.)

185

ASSUR

ASSUR

184

Colophons
VAT 8918 (d)
(Hunger, Kolophone, no. 207; cf. p. 8)
PA-[!]u-u gim sumun-ma
_
SQ-tir mki-sir-aS-Sur 111maS.maS 6 AN.SAR
[d~m]u md~uati-M-sun mas.mas e AN.S[AR]
VAT 13815 (!)
(Hunger, Kolophone, no. 270)
[dub?] md30-sal-lim-a-ni '"sanga sa •iskur
VAT 13816 (g)
[ ... ] 'qu' X X niX ee[n?]
[ ... '"sang]a? e.sitr.ra

(pl. 38)

A

LIST OF SHRINES IN E-SARRA

(no. 21)

(pl. 41)

(pl. 43)

This large piece from the left edge of a Neo-Assyrian library tablet is previously
published in the copy of Millard as CT 46 51. Aside from the catalogue number, BM
134502, the tablet also bears the excavation numbers TM 79 and 138 S.W. IV(V), which
indicate that it was excavated by Thompson and Mallowan in the South-West Palace of
Sennacherib at Kuyunjik.
Most of the extant text of BM 134502 is a list of small shrines, all but one of which are
designated subtu, "seat" (that MIN is so to be read in obv. 4'-31', as well as in 34'ff., is
shown by a comparison of lines 13', 17' and 27' of the obverse with reverse 26', 27' and
30', where MIN is replaced by su-bat, with reference to the same three shrines). 16 The
single exception is termed manziizu, "station", if correctly restored. 17 The shrine list is
divided into three sub-columns. In the first of these is given the ceremonial name of each
shrine; in the second it is identified by its divine owner; the third sub-column, which is
mostly lost, contained topographical details, giving the shrine's location, or cultic
information. In structure and content the present text is similar to the subtu-lists of Esagil (Tintir II) and of the temple of !Star in Uruk (no. 25). The list itself is followed by a
theological and topographical commentary (rev. 23' -end), which gives further information
on some of the shrines and gods mentioned in the preceding list, and on the temple's
entrances (nerebu).
That BM 134502 deals with E-sarra in Assur is nowhere explicitly stated in the
surviving text. Indeed, it may be noted that some of the shrine names and their divine
residents are reminiscent of the cult of Enlil at Nippur. Particularly noteworthy in this
respect are the shrines E-gigir-Enlilla and E-tummal, and the divinities Enmesarra (an
ancestor of Enlil), Kalka! (a gatekeeper of E-kur) and Ninimma (the scribe of Enlil).
However, the long-standing syncretism of Enlil and Assur in Assyria 18 was particularly
reflected in the modelling of the cult of Assur on that of his southern counterpart. Assur
adopted Enlil's family (chief among them Enmesarra, Ninlil and Ninurta) and court (the
vizier Nuska and gatekeeper Kalka! being two of several). The syncretism further
accounts for the introduction into Assyria of many temple and shrine names associated
with the gods of Nippur: apart from E-gigir-Enlilla and E-tummal, note also E-kiur of
Ninlil and E-sumesa of Ninurta, as well as the names of the temple of Assur itself, E16

On the nature and function of the Subtu see

above, p. 9f.
17
Small numbers of "stations", on which see the
commentary on Tintir V 86-88, occur also in the
Subtu-lists of E-sagil (Tintir II) and of E-rab-riri

(no. 12).
18 Going back to the time of SamSi-Adad I: see
Borger, EAK 1, pp. 53f., 65ff. The syncretism is
explicit in the GOtteradressbuch of ASSur, where

den-lil appears as a variant for ASSur (1. 186).

186

ASSUR
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sarra and E-kur (well known outside the present texts). So it is no surprise to find at
Assur, and particularly in E-sarra, gods and shrine names associated with Nippur.
Although one cannot entirely exclude the possibility that the text deals with E-kur at
Nippur, the names and lay-out of whose interior chapels and courtyards are very little
known, it can be shown that E-sarra at Assur is the more likely candidate. The most
pressing evidence in this respect is the presence in the text of the well of the Leaden Court
of Apsu (obv. 15' if correctly restored), whose location in that court of E-sarra, which is
itself well known, is substantiated by archaeology. Equally convincing is the presence of
the Gate of the Firmament (rev. 23'), which is known to have been the (south)-east gate
of Sennacherib's East Annexe of E-sarra (GAB 192 and parallel). More ambiguous to the
discussion are the Court of E-l:Jursag-gula (obv. 14'), restored so after the name of the
sahiiru-house of E-sarra (GAB 145), the shrine name Kun-ka-tilla-E-sarra, "Step of the
O~ter Gate of E-sarra" (rev. 20'), and E-kiur (obv. 18'; cf. GAB 149). Of the gods

resident in the shrines of the list some are especially well known in E-sarra and Assur:
note En-PI, a gatekeeper of E-sarra like the already mentioned Kalka!; Bel-labriya, Dipar
and Kunus-kadru; and probably also the exclusively Assyrian goddess Belat-eqe (obv.
20'). At present it appears that the weight of the evidence favours an Assyrian context for
the text, and in particular Assur's cult-centre, E-sarra. Accordingly it takes its place in
this chapter.
The date of the text is determined by the presence of the Gate of the Firmament which
as one of the four main entrances of Sennacherib's East Annexe precludes an' origin
earlier than the seventh century.
_ The lay-out and history of the temple complex of Assur, which comprised not only Esarra Itself, but also Its adJacent buildings and the sanctuaries of Ninlil Ninurta Ea-sarru
and Ninurta (see above, p. 169), have been studied by W. Schwenzner CAfO 7, p: 239ff.; 8,
pp. 34ff. and 113ff.; 9, p. 41ff.) and G. van Driel (Cult of Assur, chapters I-II).
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[the seat of... ]

[ .... ]

[the seat of...]
the seat of...
the seat of Ili-abrat

[ ... ;]
[ ... ;]
... [.... ]

the seat of Dipar
the seat of Asallul:Ji
the seat of Kiibu
the seat of Lagamal
the seat of Kusu

the south window [... ;]
where the eagle nested [... ;]
the chapel facing(?) ... [... ;]
cross(?) ... [... ;]
where the bowl [.... ]

the seat of Bel-Jabriya

the chapel of the court(?)
[... ;]
the Chariot House ... [... ;]
the lobby [... ;]
the plot(?) which [is located(?)] in the Court of El:Jursag-[gula(?) ;]
the well which [is located(?)] in the Leaden Court
[of Apsil;]
the slaughterhouse [....]

the seat of Enmesarra
the seat of Latarak
the seat of Uras

the seat of ld and Kisa

the seat of Nergal

188
17'
18'
19'
20'
21'

ASSUR

dubur.kur.[gal]
e.tum.ma.a[l]
sag.rx,
gis.li.[x]
"' .kisib .si[kil.la]

[M]IN §u-kur-gal-lu
MIN dku-tu-sar
MIN 6 sek-re-ti
MIN 6 belat(MUS)-e-GI
[M]IN dislariin(an.gal) ,_,._
6
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as-ruk-ka-tit bft-a-ni-[tit ... l
e.ki. u[r ... l
bit u-ra x[ ... l
man-za-az x[ ... ]

bft na-kam-t[e ... ]

17'
18'
19'
20'
21'

Dubur-kur-gal
E-tummal
Sag-...
Gis-li-[ ... J
Kisib-sikilla

the seat of Sukurgallu
the seat of Kutusar
the seat of Sekretu
the seat of Be!at-eqe(?)
the seat of !Starlin

22'

E-gipar

23'
24'
25'

Sa-ga-a
Ur-gestu-lal
Ala-gude

the seat of the divine En- the chapel which is
priest
in ... [... ;]
the seat of Nanay
the chapel...[ ... ;]
the seat of En-PI
the inner gate [... ;]
the seat of Su!Sagana(?)
the lobby(?) [.... ]

26'
27'
28'
29'

Me-ur-gis.DU
Nidana-gestu
E-sutum-lugal
E-sag

ra-m1

22'
23'
24'
25'

e.g[i6.p]ar
sa.ga.a
ur 4 .gestu.lal
a.hl.gu.cte

[MIN] 6 e-ni
[MIN] 'd'na-na-a
[MIN] ' 6 'en.PI
[MIN 6 su]l?-sagan!?-ni

bftu sa ina x[ ... ]
bft U[R ... ]
biibu bft-a-n[u-u ... ]
asruk[katu(as!ug)? ... l

26'
27'
28'
29'
30'

me.ur4 .gis.DU
nl-d•-••NiG.ZU .gestu

[MIN d]a-nun-na-ki
[MIN 6 n]in-immama!(BA)
[MIN] sarri(!uga!)
[MIN s1ar-rat na-kam-te
[MIN] ' 6'kal-kal

es-x[ ...

31'
32'
33'
34'
35'
36'
37'
38'
39'
40'
41'

e.Sutumil-u-tu-um .lugal
e.sag
ir.su.un

ur.maS.tllr
\)a.lam.mar.am.ak
bara.sur.KU
(blank)
m[e?].dara.nam.du\).a
[mu]nsubmu-un-~u-ub.e

[x].x. tug.ba.suba
[x.i]r.li.sub
(blank)
(blank)
(X X] X X X X

l

a[s-ruk-ka-tu? ... l
bi[t ... l
bi[t ... l
b[iibu? ... ]

[MIN] ' 6 'sakkan u 6 ur.ma\) [ ... ]
[manza]z(ki.gub)? 6 enlil
[ ... l
(idim) 6 samas

30'

Ir-sun

31'

Ur-mas-tur

[ ... l

32'

ljalam-mar-amak

33'
34'
35'

Bara-sur-KU
Me(?)-dara-nam-du\)a

36'
37'
38'

Munsub-e[... ]-tugba-suba
[... ]-ir-li-Sub

[su-b]at marduk
6

(blank)
[ ... l
[MIN] ' 6'biili'li(gasan)m'' [ ... l
[MIN 6 djumu-zi
[ ... ]
MI[N dku]sarikku(gu 4 .alim)[ ... ]
MIN[ ... ]x
[ ... l
(blank)
[ ... ]
(blank)
[ ... l
[MIN ... ]
[ ... l

reverse
1'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'

1

the seat of the Anunnaki
the seat of Ninimma
the seat of the king
the seat of the Queen of
the Store-Room
the seat of Kalka!
the seat of Sakkan and
Urma\)
the station(?) of Enlil
(and) Samas
the seat of Marduk
the seat of the Divine
Ladies
the seat of Dumuzi
the seat of Kusarikku
the seat of[ ... ]

the inner lobby [... ;]
E-kiur [... ;]
chapel of the roof(?) ... [... ;]
the station of...[ ... ;]
the store-room [.... ]

... [ ... ;]
the lobby(?) [... ;]
the chapel [ ... ;]
the chapel [... ;]
the gate(?) [.... ]
[

... ;]

[... ;]

[ ... ]
[ ... ;]
[ ... ;]
[ ... ;]
[ ... ;]
[ ... ;]

reverse

x x[ ...

re .X[.'

189

.

re 1 .nidba.nig. rkur4.ra 1
[z]a ?.na.me.gal
(blank)
e.ki.me.sikil
gis[ga]l.dingir.e.ne
(blank)
ges[tu?.tu]ku?.KAL
(blank)

MIN 6 x[ ... ]
MIN 6 [ . . • ]
(blank)
MIN 6 n[in x (x) x]
MIN 6 i-[gi-gz]
(blank)
MIN 6 [x (x)]
(blank)

[
[

... ]

... ]

[ ... l
[

... ]

[ ... l
[ ... l
x[ ... ]
a-lji x[ ... ]

2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'

E-[ ...
E-nidba-nigkurra
Za(?)-na-me-gal

the seat of...[ ... ]
the seat of[ ... ]

E-ki-me-sikil
Gisgal-dingirene

the seat of...[ ... ]
the seat of the Igigi

Gestu(?)-tuku(?)-KAL

the seat of[ ... ]

[ ... ;]
[ ... ]
[ ... ;]
[ ... ;]
[ ... ]
[ ... ;]
... [ ]
beside(?) [ ... ;]

...
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gi[sga1?.x.g]a•ir\)ane··~'l'".

11'

[MIN •r]a? lJI ME gat-ti

TIN.TIR.DU[B]
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'

i ]'

sip-pi bii[b ... l
tu- '-u[m-(tum) ... ]
sin-nu [ ... J
AS KUR se-lal-t[u ... ]
im§ad[i(kur.ra) ... ]

e.sa.RI.lJi.li.ba

MIN [ ... ]

qa-a[b-lu? ... ]
x[ ... ]
[ ... J
[ ... J

[MIN •za]-'ba 4 -ba4'
[ ... l
[MIN] ••'$a-lam
x[ ... ]
[MIN <•lpa-lz}ib ilu-u-u[t? ... ]

20'
21'
22'

kun 4 .kit. tilla 4 .e.sar.ra
e.us.ma.al.la
ku 1 .nim.ma

23'

•kunus(gur)"'-kad-ri in[a? ... ]x-ti biib bu-ru-u[m-me ... ]

24'

sig, si-qu sax[ . .. g]u? a-la-di-Si< ina qarni(si)m"-su x[ ... ]

25'

•kusarikku(gu4.alim) kab-tu qar-d[u ... ]x-a-ti ne-reb gis.lam ku/1[u ... J

26'
27'

ur.sag.sum.kud.da : su-bat •![a-ta-ra-a]k u •mi-sar-ru a-sar ·•'[ ...

J

•dubur.kur.ga1 : su-bat •su-kur-gal-li na-si [ ... J a-lik i-di bursangii(bur.sag.ga) ne-

reb ••'[ ... ]
28'

•en.PI ka-ri-ik u[z]-'nz' [ra]paste(daga1)'" i-na-$a-ra x[ ... ]

29'

•kaf-ka/ dan-dan-nu as-{U ta-me-elj g!!lja!!i(gidru) ne-reb '"'[ · · · J

30'
31'
32'
33'

NIG.'ZU.gestu' : [su-b]at •nin-i[m]mam• 1bit gerginakki(im.gu.la) in[a? ... l
[ ... e.'"gigir.•en.l]il.la a-sar ilii""[' ab]bii(ad)m''-szl it-l]a-am-mu-sit be-lut su[m ...

J

[ ... ]x-u miiru(dumu) a-sa-r[e-d]u ka-tim as-ruk-ku ki-da-a-[nu ... J
[e.sar.ra? b]itu sa bu-ul-tu I[a iraS]su(tuk)" Ia a-di-ru mim-ma sum-sit miiljz1ra(gaba.ri)
[ ... ]x bir.ra gis x[ ... ml'' sa si-l]ir-ti bitiitim'' x[ ... J
[ ... ]-su i]um-mu-ru AN [ ... s]ak-la it 'PAD?' KUR Ia sa-na-an x[ ... ]

the seat of... Gattu

the double-chamber(?) [... ]
tooth [ ... ]
... three[ ... ]
east[ ... ]
middle(?) [ ... ]
... [ ... ]
E-sa-RI-\)iliba

the seat of[ ... ]

20'
21'
22'

Kun-ka-tilla- E-sarra
E-us-malla
Ku-nimma

the seat of Zababa
[... ;]
the seat of the divine image ... [... ;]
the seat of He-who-Fears-the-Divinity-of(?)-[ .... ]

23'

Kunus-kadru in [... ] ... the Gate of the Firmament[ .... ]

24'

... watering(?) ofjwhich ... [ ... ] ... his birth on his horns ... [.... ]

25'

Kusarikku, the noble, the valiant(?) [ ... ] ... the entrance of...[ .... ]

26'

Ursag-sum-kudda: the seat ofLatariik and Misarru where[ .... ]

27'

Dubur-kur-gal: the seat of Sukurgallu, who carries[ ... ,] who goes at the side of the
meal-offerings, the entrance of[ .... ]

28'

En-PI, who blocks (even) the widest ear, guards(?) ... [....]

29'

Kalka!, th~ almighty, the fierce, who holds a sceptre, the entrance of[ .... ]

30'

Nidana-gestu: the seat of Ninimma, the archive room in(?)[ .... ]

31'

[ ... E-gigir]-Enlilla, where the gods, his fathers, boosted his confidence, gave [him]
lordship [.... ]

32'

[... ] ... ,the son, the leader is overwhelmed, the lobby outside[ .... ]

33'
34'
35'

[E-sarra(?), the] house which knows no shame, which fears nought, [has no] rival
[ ... ]
[ ... ] ... [ ... ] ... of all the chapelsjrooms ... [ ... ]
its[ ... ] crippled[ ... ] 1ame ... without equal...[ ....]

[... ;]

36'

[ ... ]x •KA.D[I? ... ]xm''-ka li-nu-S[u ... ]

36'

[... ] IStaran(?) [... ]may your[ ... ] tremble ... [ .... ]

37'
38'
39'

[ ... ]xbitrax[ ... ]

37'

[... ] ... throne-dais ... [... ]

[ ... ]-l]a-a-ti [ ... ]
[ ... ]x 'di' x[ ... ]

(Commentary: p. 467ff.)

the door-sill of the gate

[of...]

12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'

taisu ... ]
34'
35'

GiSgal(?)-[ ... ]ga-Ir\)anTIN.TIR.DUB

[.... ]

6
OTHER CITIES
Kis

(nos. 22-24)
The city area of Kis divides into two parts, Kis proper in the west (modern Uhaimir),
centred on the temple of Zababa (E-mete-ursag and its ziqqurrat E-unir-kitus-ma!J), and
l::lursag-kalamma in the east (Ingharra), a venerable cult-centre of !Star. 1 Two temple lists
concerned with the city of Kis are edited here, these being VAT 10 ill (KA V 82) and
VAT 13817 (column ii), the latter previously unpublished. 2

22

VAT 13817 (Assur 13956 ft), column ii

Plate 22

For this tablet in general, and for an edition of column i, which lists gates of the E-sagil
temple complex in Babylon, see above, text no. 7. Column ii is divided by a double ruling
into two sections, of which perhaps only the second deals with Kis, beginning with the
cellae of Zababa and Baba. What remains of the first section is apparently concerned
with explaining the name of an otherwise unattested temple.
As preserved the list uses a format of two columns, with the temples' ceremonial names
on the left and everyday names (bit DN) on the right. However, many of the temples are
also treated to an interlinear translation in Akkadian, and so the text can be compared
with the explanatory temple lists of Babylon (texts nos. 2-5), Nippur (nos. 18, §§5-6 and
19) and Assur (no. 20, §4).

1
On the city in the late period see McEwan,
Iraq 45, p. ll7ff. For the archaeological topography
see P.R.S. Moorey, Kish Excavations, p. 19ff., and
McGuire Gibson, The City and Area of Kish, p. 4ff.
2
BM 55476, an explanatory list of temple and
other ceremonial names which shares common

ground with both these texts, came to light too late
to be included here, and will be presented in a
forthcoming article on temple lists. A brief section
of the fragmentary temple list no. 55 II KAV 84 also
deals with KiS~!Jursag-kalamma.

'e.nita'.kala.ga [ ... ]
alim ~··P 1 ""nun us ga [ ... ]
2' bft zi-ka-ri da[n-ni ... ]
qar-ra-du ma-x[ ... ]
sa ina pu-suq sin-nis-t[i ... l
bft d fie·pi sa x[ ... ]
2a'

I'

3'
4'

5'
6'

7'
8'

9'
10'
ll'
12'
13'
14'
15'

KIS (nos. 22·24)
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e.abzu.ku.ga
bft pa-pa[b ... l
bit ap-si-i el-lu u ap[s]u(abzu)' x[ x]
e.galga.su
pa-paij dba-[ba.]
bftu sa me-lik-su ru-qu sa [m]il-ka ma-l[u-u]
e.me.te.ur.sag
pa-p[ab] dza-ba.-ba.
e.[i]nim.ku.ga
b[Qt KIMIN
e.dub.ba
b[Qt KIMIN
e.sul!(IGI.NIR).an.na
b[Qt KIMIN
·e. d u •k u.ga
·
b[~t
'J KIMIN
6
·e.rab .n.n
· ·
b[Qt pa-pah. dmadanu(di.ku 5)
bltu sa rab-ba i-me-es-su 'su-qal?'-/u!?-lu
e.temen.bi.nu.kur
bit pa-pab dsarrat(gasan)-kiS"'
bit te-me-en-su Ia ut-tak-ka-r[u]
bft d'gasan x x' [(x)]
e.su.lim.an.na
bit sa-lum-ma-su sa-qa-ta-[ma]
pa-pa-[lju]
e.ki.ag.ga.a.ni
bi-it na-r[a-mi-Su]
b[ft . ' ' l
e.su.lu!J.!Ja.ku
bftu sa su-l[uij-bu-su el-lu]
[e].x[ ... 1

!95

F

E-nita-kalaga [... ]
honoured ... woman ... [... ;]
2' House of the Mighty Man [... ]
warrior ... [... ]
who through the travail of a woman [... ;]
2a' the temple of (the god) ... of [.... ]
3'
4'

5'
6'

7'
8'
9'

10'
II'

12'
13'
14'

E-abzu-kuga
the cella of[ ... ;]
House of pure Apsil and ... Apsil;
E-galga-su
the cella of Baba:
House whose counsel is profound, which is filled with advice;
E-mete-ursag
the cella of Zababa ·
E-inim-kuga
the temple of Zababa;
E-dubba
the temple of Zababa;
E-sul-anna
the temple of Zababa;
E-du-kuga
the temple of Zababa;
E-rab-riri
the cella of Madanu·
House which crushes the shackle, (or) is hung(?);
'
E-temenbi-nukur
the cella of the Queen of Kis:
House whose foundation platfonn may not be moved;
E-sulim-anna
the cella of BeletfSarrat-... [... ;]
House whose radiance is exalted;
E-kiaggani
the cella;
House of his beloved;
E-sulu!J!Ja-ku
the temple [... ;]
House whose purification [rites are pure;]

(Commentary: p. 471 ff.)

Colophon of VAT 13817
dub [ ... ]
gaba.ri k[a.dingir.ra"? ... ]

eK[U ... ]
The colophon occupies the first extant lines of column iii of this four-column tablet. After
a blank space it is followed by a considerable subscript, badly preserved, of a calendrical
nature. The fourth column is not inscribed.
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VAT!Olll

Plate 46

This large Neo-Assyrian fragment from Assur, previously published as KAV 82 by
0. Schroeder, comes from the reverse of what appears to have been a tablet of two
columns per side. It gives a list of temples and temple gates in its right-hand column (col.
iii) and the scant remains of a mostly illegible colophon in its left (col. iv). That col. iii is
concerned with Kis is made evident by the presence of the gate Ka-unir-kitus-ma!.l, which
takes its name from the well-known ziqqurrat of Zababa; the temple of PapsukkalNinsubur, E-akkil; and the river Me-Enlilla, all of which are documented in the
commentary. A small fragment which has very much the appearance of belonging to the
same tablet as VAT 10 Ill is VAT 10942 (previously published as KA V 86), and a
transliteration of this is accordingly appended, as no. 24, to. that of the larger piece.
Like the other text on Kis, no. 22, the present text is partly an explanatory list (after
the model of those edited above as nos. 2-5), in that some Sumerian ceremonial names are
given an Akkadian translation. The presence of the river name, however, suggests that
this text was more similar in content to Tintir = Babylon, though evidently briefer.

21:
22'
I'
2;

3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'

9'
1'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
II'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'
20'

(e.gi]s.iju[r ... ]
bftu 'sa u'-$[u-rat .. . ]
e. an. ur.ki.tus.ma[!.l ... l
bftu sa i-sid s1ame ... l
e.ki. tus.ga[l].an.na [ ... l
ka.u 6 .nir.ki.(tus.ma1.l ... ]
biib ziq-ra[t ... ]
kit.ki.tus.gal.kur.(kur.ra? ... ]
kit.ur.sag.an.na [ ... ]
kit.giskim.silim.ma [ ... ]
ka.me.te.nu.[gal? ... ]
ka.u 6 .nir.ki.[tus.ma1.l ... ]
ka.igi.tur.kalam.ma [ ... ]
k''
""t'um.ma [ ... l
a.e.a.m.se.
kit.'i'?.garalo·l ... l
ka.ije.'nun.na' x( ... ]
e.mu[s ... l
e.ki[s ... J
e.silim.x[ ... l
e.akk[il ... l
e.me.Ia[m ... l
e.x( X ku]r.kur.ra ( ... ]
;'me.den.lil.[la ... ]

10'
11'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'
20'
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'e'.( ... ]
'e'.[ ... 1
[E]-gisijur-[ ... ;]
"House of the Ordinances ... "
House which[ ... ] the ordinances[( ... );]
E-anur-kituS-mah [... ;]
"House of the Horizon, Exalted Abode"
House the horizon [... ;]
E-kitus-gal-anna
"House, Great Seat of Heaven"
Ka-unir-kitus-[maij ... ;]
"Gate of (E)-unir-kitus-ma!.l"
Gate of the ziqqurat [(of the exalted abode);]
Ka-kitus-gal-kurkurra(?) (... ;]
"Gate of the Great Abode of the
Lands(?)"
"Gate of the Warrior of Heaven"
Ka-ursag-anna [... ;]
Ka-giskim-silimma [... ;]
"Gate of the Portent of Well-Being"
Ka-mete-nugal(?) [... ;]
"Gate Suited to Light(?)"
Ka-unir-kitus-[maij ... ;]
"Gate of (E)-unir-kitus-ma!.l"
Ka-igi-tur-kalamma (... ;]
"Gate before the Cattle-Pen of the Land"
Ka-eanise-tumma [... ;]
"Gate Fitting for his Exit"
Ka-i(?)-gara-[ ... ;]
"Gate of Oil(?), Cream ... "
"Gate of Plenty ... "
Ka-!.lenunna ... (... ;]
E-mus-[ ... ;]
"House, Foundation ... "
E-kiS-[ ... ;]
"House of Totality ... "
"House of Well-Being ... "
E-silim-[ ... ;]
E-akkil [... ;]
"House of Lament"
E-melam-[ ... ;]
"House of Radiance ... "
E- ... -kurkurra (... ;]
"House ... of the Lands"
Me-Enlilla [... ;]
"Ordinance of Enlil"

(Commentary: p. 472f.)

VAT 10942

24

I'

2'
3'

'e'.[ ... 1
e.ab[zu?.ku.ga? ...
e.inim.[ku.ga? ... l

(Commentary: p. 473)

l

4'
5'
6'

e.a(bzu? ... l
e.in[im? . . . ]
e.( ... l

Plate 46

URUK (no. 25)
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Uruk
THE URUK SHRINE LIST

(no. 25)
This fragment, from Late Babylonian Uruk, is previously published by Hunger in copy
and transliteration as SpTU I 136. The text comprises a list of shrines in and around
E-anna, the temple of !Star in Uruk, some of which are designated subtu, "seat", and
some parakku, "throne-dais". The context of the list is revealed as Uruk by the ~resence
of well-known deities of the city (Ninzalle, Nanay, the Daughters of Uruk, !star and
probably also Zannaru), and is defined more particularly as the E-anna te~ple complex
by the reference to known parts of this temple (the ziqqurrat, E-gtpar-tmmbt, and the
gigunu). Other subtu-lists which concern themselves with a single t~mple or temple
complex are Tintir = Babylon, Tablet II (E-sagil), K 2107 + 6086, rev. m (no. 12, E-rabriri) and BM 134502 (no. 21, E-sarra). The present text shares the format of the first a~d
last of these, giving in turn each subtu's Sumerian ceremonial name, the name of the detty
to whom it is dedicated, and further topographical or explanatory mformatwn. The
shrine list is followed by extracts from a lexical text or texts, perhaps by way of a
commentary on some part of the preceding text now missing, or alternatively on some
unrelated text.

25

A,. metrological text found in the Bit-res temple at Uruk is published by van Dijk, UVB
18, p. 60f., pl. 28b, and again in BagM, Beih. 2, no. 96. It gives the overall dimensions
and floor area of the Bit-res and E-esgal temples of Uruk. From the same archive comes
IM 65063, whose obverse lists temples (probably of !Star) but whose reverse may treat
gates of the Uruk temple complex (edited below, no. 31). For Uruk in the late period see
Falkenstein, Topographie.

25

l'
2'
3'

Plate 47
5'

obverse
I'
2'
3'
4'
5'

6'

[ ... l
[ ... l
k[i.x.dir]i? .' ga'
ki.u[n]u.ga
ki.sen.sen.na
es.li.li.diri.ga

8'
9'
10'
II'

e.l]i.li.diri.ga
e.nir.malJ.'ki'.u,.ze.eb.ba.mu
e.za[l]ag.ga
e.me.la[m].an.na
ki.tus.[sili]m?.ma

12'

ki.tus.inim.du, 0 .ga.la

7'

[su-bat K!MIN] sa e.x[ ... ]
[su-bat KIMIN] sa e.su.s[u].'gar.ra'
s1u-bat KIMI]N sa e.gi.gunu 4 "'
su-b[at KI]MIN sa e.gi 6 .pkimin.bi
su-bat K[IM]IN sa kisalli(kisal) sap-lu-u
su-bat 6 n[z]n-zal-le sa 6 istar(inanna) ina mub-bi
ussab(dur)•'
su-bat 6 na-na-a sa ka.u •. de ina bft te-ret
e.MIN $i-rim a-S[a]r sit-ti su-{u-bu bit '"er.fi(n!t)
bft lji-!i-!ji sa kisalli e-lu-u
su-bat 6 samas [S]a kisal e.zalag.ga
su-bat •marat(dumu.munus)m'' uruk(unug)["' S]a
ki.su
su-bat 6 zanna[ru(za.MUS)?] X X [(x)]

The Uruk Shrine List
obverse

4'
IM 74458 (W 22282a)
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6'
7'

8'
9'

[... ]
[... ]
Ki-[ ... ]-diriga(?)
"Place of Profuse(?) ... "
Ki-unuga
"Place of the Food Offering"

[the seat oflstar] in E- ... [... ;]
[the seat oflstar] in E-susu-garra;
the [seat of] !Star in E-gigunu;

Ki-SenSenna

the seat of IStar in the Lower Court;

the seat of !Star in E-gipar-iminbi;

"Place of Battle" or "Shining Place"
ES-Iili-dirig~
the seat of Ninzalle on which !Star sits;
"House of Profuse Progeny"
E-hili-diriga
the seat of Nanay at Ka-ude in the chapel of
"House of Profuse Luxury"
oracles(?);
E-nir-mab Ki-u-zebbamu
"Exalted E-nir which Makes Sleep Pleasant":
the bed-chamber;
E-zalagga
the bileu-house of the Upper Court;
"Bright House"
E-melam-anna
the seat of Samas in the courtyard of E"House of Heavenly Radiance"
zalagga;
Kitus-silimma(?)
the seat of the Daughters of Uruk in Ki-su;
"Abode of Well-Being(?)"
Kitus-inim-duga-la
the seat of Zannaru(?) ... ;
"Abode which Bears(?) a Friendly Word"

13'
14'
15'
16'

URUK (no. 25)
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ki.tus.\![e.nun.na ?]
ki.nin.x [(x) x]
e.su[g ... l
'e'.[ ... l

· !3'

[su-bat ... ] x x x [x x]
[su-bat ... ]

14'
15'
16'

reverse
1'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9"
10'
11'
12'
13'

201

[the seat of. .. ]... ;

Kitus-!Jenunna(?)
"Abode of Plenty(?)"
Ki-nin- ... [... ]
E-sug-[ .. .
E-[ ...

[the seat of...;]

reverse

b[ara ... ]
bar[a ... ]
8 parakku(bara)m['' ... ]
za.du,.' a' .[zi.da]
za.du,.a.g[ub.b]u
ki.si.[g]ar
1

zag : reJ e -SU
zag : [a_r G1 -bl:i

zi : re-re1 -SU
igi : re-re1 -SU
i1 : re-re1 -SU
sa-an-t{a]ksantak4
'sag'[:] 're-e-su'

(Commentary: p. 473f.)

1'
2'

3'

[su-bat ... ]
'su'-b[at ... ]
su-bat 'de-ta-!ak {de-ta-!ak) sa si-ga-rz'
zag : ri-ik-su : izS-ri : pi-riS-tim : ~er-ret

4'
ilzmer.

zag : a-sa-red : kul-lat : e-mu-qa : d-ret iii""'
kalama( du.a.bi)
zi : na-Su-U Siz re-eS : Siz-qu-U Sil re-eS
igi : malj-ri : igi : re§-tu-u
il : na-su-u sa re-eS: sa-q[u]-u sa re-e-Sll
re-e-rSU : santak4 1 [ :] r re-es...,-tu-U
s[ag: (pa-nu) : (malj-ri) : rd-tu]-'u' [:] 'zi-i-mu'

6'

Dais [.. .
Dais[ .. .
8 daises [... ;]
Zadu-azida
"Right-Hand Door-Sill"
Zadu-agubbu
"Left-Hand Door-Sill"
Ki-sigar
"Place of the Latch"

7'
8'

zag
zag

9'

zi = head
igi = head
il = head
santak = head; santak
sag = head

10'
11'
12'
13'

=
=

head
good

[the seat of... ;]
the seat [of... ;]
the seat of Etalak of the Latch.

zag = bond; place; secret; bridle of the gods.
zag = leader; everything; might; all the sanctuaries of the gods.
zi = lift, of the head; be high, of the head.
igi = in front of; igi = foremost.
il = lift, of the head; be high, of the head.
= foremost.
sag = [(face); (in front of);] foremost; countenance.
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,26

Ur?

Extract A
UrX 132(UETVII127), obv. 8'-11'

EXTRACTS FROM A SHRINE LIST

(no. 26)
Three Neo- or Late Babylonian exercise tablets from Ur contain extracts from what is
most probably the same list of subtu's. They were first published in UET VII in the hand
copies of O.R. Gurney, who compared them in his catalogue with sources for the subtu
list of E-sagil, Tintir II. At present it is not possible to determine with absolute certainty
which sanctuary or city is the topographical context for this list. The only clue supplied
by the text of the extracts are two temple names, E-melam-sulim-gurru and Egar-ku. Emelam-sulim-gurru, "House Clad in Awesome Radiance", which appears in the first
extract as the location of shrines of Lugalirra and Meslamtaea, is also known from the
Canonical Temple List, in which it is a sanctuary of Meslamtae. 3 Whether it is indeed a
full temple, or merely a chapel of some larger sanctuary, is not the brief of that text to
reveal, but the list is silent, too, as to its location. Were E-melam-sulim-gurru in Babylon
one might expect to have come across it in the wealth of topographical material dealing
with that city, and for this reason we decline to place the three excerpts in the missing
part of Tintir II. The southern origin of the tablets contrasts with the bulk of the school
tablets published in this book, and it must be said that the texts handed down in the
scribal schools of Ur, and at Uruk too, are much less likely to have been as Babylocentric
as those studied in the northern schools of Babylon, Borsippa, KiS and Sippar. With this
in mind the presence in the second extract of Egar-ku, "Pure Sanctum", is more helpful
to our enquiry, since a sanctuary of this name is a known part of the temple complex of
Sin and Ningal at Ur, having been rebuilt for the goddess by Nur-Adad of Larsa. 4 One
cannot rule out the existence elsewhere of other sanctuaries of this name, but provisionally it is legitimate to suggest that the Subtu list which survives in these three
excerpts treated small shrines in and around E-kisnu-gal, the great cult-centre of the
Moon God at Ur.

bara.sa.diS.sa 4

!am-ta-e.
4

As commemorated in his inscription, UET I
Ill, where it is described as Ningal's "dressing
room" (C.nam.mu 4 ) in Sin's bedchamber (li.mi.da

< C.ni.da; cf. Gudea, Cyl. B, v 12). Instead of
C.gar6 .kll one may of course also read the temple
name as agrun.kU: on the readings of E. NUN see

the commentary on Tintir IV 31. For agrun.kU as a
common noun see now Charpin, Le clerge d'Ur,
p. 212f.

Plate 47

2 e.gur.sag.s(i].ga

su-bat d/ugal-irg·ra sa su.lim.gur.ru.'e'.[m]e.
sa dfugal-[ir.]-ra ina mulj-lji as-b[u]
su-bat dm[e]s-/am-ta-e-a sa e.me.lam.su.lim.
gur.ru sa dmes-/am-ta-e-a ina mulj-lji as-bu

Bara-sadissa
"Dais of the Perfect One"
2 E-gursag-siga
"House of the Silent Mountains"

the seat of Lugalirra in E-melam-sulimgurru(!) on which Lugalirra sits;
the seat of Meslamtaea in E-melam-sulimgurru on which Meslamtaea sits.

[lam]

Extract B
Ur X 134 (UETVII 136), obv. 4'-8'
ki.du 10 .ga
2 e.en.nun.ga.g[a]

Plate 47

su-bat d( ... 1sa dx( ... ina mulj-bi as-bu?]
[su-bat . . . 1 ina 'e.gar6.ku' sa !msad[i
(kur.ra) ... ] ti? limmu x[ ... ]

Ki-duga
the seat of (... on(?)] which ... [... sits(?);]
"Lovely Place"
2 E-ennun-gaga
[the seat of...] in Egar-ku on the east
"House which Appoints the Watch" [ ] ... (.... ]

...

Extract C
Ur 7/17 (UETVII 139), obv. 1'-5'

Plate 47

I' 'e.gub'.b[a]
2' ki. d gar
3' biua.en.nun

[su-bat ... ]
su-b[at . .. l'"add(aru(se) ... 1
su-b[at ... ] ka.si.a u x[ ... 1

I' E-gubba
"Established House"
2' K.i-durgar
"Place of the Seat"
3' Bara-ennun
"Dais of the Watch"

(the seat of... ;]

ur.

' Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 364, rev. 3 II II R 61,
no. l, iv 19~20: e.me.lim.su.lim.gllr.ru = bft dmes~
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the seat [of... ] Addaru [... ;]
the seat [of...] Ka-sia and(?) ... (....]

7
TOPOGRAPHICAL AND EXPLANATORY FRAGMENTS
(nos. 27-34)
BM 66534 (AH 82-9-18, 6527)

27

Plate 47

BM 66534 is a Neo- or Late Babylonian fragment from Sippar. The first part of the
text may be concerned with Babylon, but this is by no means certain, for there may have
been other towns on the Ara!Jtu River (I. 4') with an !Star Gate (1. 5'). The east side of
Babylon, however, could conceivably be imagined as "facing Kis" (1. 6'). From line 9' the
text appears to be dealing with a town called Zarpan, listing first its city gates (1. 10'-end).
This town is no doubt the original cult-centre of Marduk's wife, the circumstance through
which, obviously, she came by her name Zarpan!tum, "Lady of Zarpan" . 1
The tablet is ruled after every line (these rulings are omitted in the copy) and divided
into very narrow sub-columns. 2 In view of the lack of consecutive text the transliteration
observes this division; however, the reader is apparently intended to follow the lines of
text across these columns .
I'

2'
3'
4'
5'

6'
7'

8'
9'
10'

. . . ].a
. . . ].a
. . . J.dub
. . . ].lu
. . . ]x.gal
. . . ]x.lu
... ]x.mu
... ].dub
.. .J
. ..J

[

...

me&[ret(igi)']' [ ...
i-na mu/;lji(ugu) niirif'•[ ...
i-na kisiid(gli) 1•a-ra-al]-ti [ ...
i-na abu!(b\.gal) •is-tar i-na m[u&!Ji? .. .
meljretet kis"'d
a-na [ .. .
mebret"
•istar(inanna) [ ...
mel]ret"
•istar l]ur-sa[g-ka!am-ma ...
zar-pa-an"
[ ...
abut [ ...

1
The process is seen in reverse by the theologian
of the unpublished myth K 6794+9418; lines 2-5
read:
r{'-qi-is-sa ma-Qa-zi den-iii a-bu-Sil
[z]S-ruk-Si uruzar-pa-an a-na Su-me-Sil im-bi
[a]-na dzar-pa-ni-tum de-a i-qi-is-sa
[l]i-ruk-Si uruzar-pa-an a-na Su-me-.M im-bi

Enlil, her father, presented her with a cult-

centre;

he gave her Zarpan and called (it) after her
name.
Ea presented (it) to Zarpanitum,
he gave her Zarpan and called (it) after her

name.
2

A piece from the same collection and very
similar in script and appearance, though not in
content, is BM 67517.

II'
12'
13'
14'
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abut [ .. .
abut [ .. .
abu[t .. .
a[but .. .

. ..l
.. . ]
.. . ]

... ]

BM 76887 (AH 83-1-18, 2259)

28

Plate 47

An obverse fragment from Sippar, Neo- or Late Babylonian, giving explanati~ns in
Akkadian of the ceremonial names of temples, chapels and gates, mostly of Nabu and
some, if not all, in Borsippa.

3', which are strongly reminiscent of a phrasing occasionally employed in such lists. 3
However, the presence here of[ ... an].ki.a papiib NabU, "cella of Nabil", makes it doubtful
that VAT 17123 should be considered a missing part of the shrine list of E-sagil, for the
extant text of Tintir II uses only the designations subat DN and manziiz DN. Moreover,
the cella of Nabil in E-sagil goes by the name of E-zida, and this probably already occurs
in Tintir II (2": see the commentary). Another cella of Nabli known by its ceremonial
name is E-siddu-anna-ki in E-zida of Borsippa, as found in the preceding fragment and a
brick of Nebuchadnezzar II (no. 28, 5' and commentary). Accordingly one might restore
the present cella to read - as a (better) variant of E-siddu-anna-ki - e.sid.du.an.ki.a.
But it is just as likely that VAT 17123 refers to quite another cella of Nabil, for example
in E-niggidar-kalamma-summa or one of the god's other sanctuaries in Babylon.
I'

I'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'

[e.zi.da b]ftu ki-i-ni bit •n[a-bi-um .. .
[e.ad]dir.kalam.ma blt •n[a-bi-um .. .
[ki.su.lim.m]a biib sa-tum-ma-ti pa-ni TU[R ...
[e.mao?.t]i.la bit su-bat b[a-ta-{i . ..
[t\.Sid.d]u.an.na.ki bft pa-qid kzl§-sat same u er~eti? ...
[e.su.ni]gin.su.du7 bftu sa kii-Sat-s[u .Vuk-tu-tu ...
[e.id].lli.ru.gu kisallu(kisal) e-tu-u 'sa' x[ ...
[e.dar]a.an.na pa-pa-lji •e4 -ru.-[(a) ...

9'

[ki x x bii]b '•i-ti-ab'-ra[t ...

I'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'

[E-zida], True House, temple of Nabil [...
[E]-addir-kalamma, temple of Nabil [...
[Ka-sulimma], Gate of Radiance, before ... [.. .
[E-mah(?)]-tila, House of the Seat of Life, [.. .
[E]-siddu-anna-ki, House of the Director of All [Heaven and Underworld(?) ...
[E]-sunigin-sudu, House which is Perfect in its Entirety, [ ...
[E-id]-lu-rugu, the upper courtyard of... [ ...
[E]-dara-anna, the cella of Erua, [...
[Ka- ... , the] gate of Ili-abrat, [...

2'

3'
4'
5'
6'

7'

. .. ] 'sa biib d'x[ ...
. .. an].ki.a pa-pa-lju •nabu(na) sa [ .. .
. .. sa] •nabu(na) ina mulj-lji us-sa-[bu .. .

. .. l dut-ba-nu sa '[m .. .
... djut-ba-nU sa I[m .. .
, , , ljmiJtiinu(Si.Sa) Sa asar(ki) pa-[pa-lji? , , ,
. . . ]x sa asar(ki) x[ . . .

8'
I'
2'

3'
4'

5'
6'
7'
8'

. .. J'e'?[ ...
...] of the gate of [DN ...
...]-ankia, the cella of Nabil (on) which[ ...
...] on [which] Nabil sits[ ...
.. .] corridor to the [north/south/east/west...
...] corridor to the [north/south/east/west ...
...] north which (is) where the [cella(?) ...
...] ... which (is) where ... [ ...
.. .] E(?)-[ ...

(Commentary: p. 475)
29

VAT 17123 (BE 42342c)

Plate 48

This small Neo- or Late Babylonian fragment, apparently an obverse flake, was found
by Koldewey's expedition in the "Merkes temple" (E-masdari of Belet-Akkade) at
Babylon, and first published by van Dijk as VS 24 Ill. The text preserved deals With the
interior of a temple, and is probably a list of shrines similar to Tintir ll, the Shrme List of
E-sarra (no. 21) and the Uruk Shrine List (no. 25). Significant in this respect are lines 2'-

207

3 Ceremonial Name = Subat DN Sa DN ina
1
2
muljfJi a§bujuSSabu: Tintir II 1-3, 23-27, cf. p. 936 ;

no. 25, obv. 6'; no. 26 A, l-2.
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BM 75144 (AH 83-1-18, 470), obv. 1'-7'

30

Plate 8

On a late school tablet from Sippar, alongside extracts from Tintir II (MS hh above)
and If& III, is preserved the following fragment of text, which probably belongs to either
the topographical or the cultic genre. The passage mentions a temple of IStar-kakkabi
"adjacent to the Ara\}tu river" (7'), which could refer to the topographical situation of
Babylon after the eastward shift of the river in Persian times (seep. 356). However, this is
by no means certain, for the text also speaks of temples names E-\}ili-aka and perhaps Ekar-gidda (both 1. 5'), neither of which is known at Babylon.
1' ina m[ua-&i? ......
2' sa 'e' .[ ... l x[ ... l

3'
4'
5'
6'
7'

l

u 'x nam? sa IGI x x x x' [ ... ]
[MI]N? 'd'za-ri-qu 'dl5?' [x x] du\}.a [ ... ]
[(x)] '6'.\}i.li.'ak?'.a e.[k]ar.g[id.da? ... ]
'd 1lugal!?'.ir 9 ?.ra bit dnin-'urta' bit? [ ... ]
MIN bft distar(l5)-kakkabi(mul) sa ite(us.sa.du) ida-r[a-ah-tum ... ]

IM 65063 (W 20030/20)

31

Plate 48

This is a large fragment of Late Babylonian date, which forms the lower left half of a
single-columned tablet. It was excavated in the Bit-res temple at Uruk, and first published
in the hand copy of van Dijk as BagM Beiheft 2, no. 97, with introductory notes by
W.R. Mayer (p. 20, based on communications from Moran and the writer).
The obverse of IM 65063 begins with the remains of a very damaged section of text,
whose two lines survive only in a few disconnected traces and whose content remains a
mystery. Following a ruling, the remaining lines of the tablet's obverse continue to its
close (perhaps one line to its edge, perhaps none) with an explanatory temple list,
probably of three-column format after the style of BM 34927 (no. 4) and the Assyrian
Temple List (no. 20, § 4), and thus giving the Sumerian ceremonial name of each temple,
its divine owner (here dMIN throughout), and an Akkadian translation or interpretation
of the ceremonial name. The present text differs from the other explanatory temple lists
edited in this book in that it deals not with the temples of a single city, but with those of a
single deity. This deity is probably to be identified as the goddess !Star, who from
Sumerian times was proud of the multiplicity of her temples and shrines in the cities of
lower Mesopotamia. 4 The provenance of the text would support such an identification,

In this regard cf. the opening of Inanna's
Descent and the 'ESdam' Hymns (see Bergmann, ZA
56, p. Iff.; G.J.P. McEwan, RA 76, p. 187f.), and of
4

her balag urU.im.er.ra.bi XX (von Weiher, SpTU II
27, 4-11).

209

for theological interest in !Star was naturally high in her ancient cult-centre at Uruk
Furthermore, as noted in BagM Beiheft 2, p. 20, there is a tempting possibility that on~
should restore the na~es of known temples of !Star in some lines on the basis of the
remams of the Akkadian translations in the third column. 5 The list is thus probabl an
.of temple names associated with !Star (and, perhaps, goddesses
Identified With her). Several of the Akkadian translations can be paired in couplets
ac~or~~ng to ;he sen~e. o; their openmg words: thus in ll. 8' -9', tallaktu and alkakiit;
-11 · k1~ude and klklf{e; 14'-15': nemeqi and igigalla; 18'-19': teret; 20'-21': apparently
teret and urtu. This suggests that the list offers at least two explanations for each temple
~arne (four m 11. 18'-21'); and multiple explanations of Sumerian ceremonial names are
mdeed a feature of similar lists.
Two problems attend the temple list. The greater of these, to which attention was
brought m the notes on the text presented by Mayer, is the unwelcome appearance of the
sign MES. at the end of some lines of the first sub-column (ll. 21'-22' certain, 17' and 23'
less defi~Ite), for. here we expect the end of the Sumerian temple name. With this
expectatiOn MES IS hardly compatible, and one begins to wonder whether the preliminary
assumptiOns ~ade about the lay-out of the list are at all correct. Less worrying, but
equally odd, IS the fact that the ~1vme name is not explicitly written at the top of the
second sub-column; mstead lme 3 has dMIN m common with the rest of the list. Either
:ve must .assume that the identity of dMIN was obvious to the reader of the broken
mtroductwn (ll. 1'-2'), and so needed no further clarification in the temple list, or that the
hst IS an excerpt from the middle of a long list made by a scribe who did not think to
replace dMIN with the required divine name.
The rever~e of IM 65063 contains material of more topographical interest, being
evidently a hst of gates, perhaps of the great temple complex of Anu and !Star in Uruk
(note m this regard the possible restoration of Ka-sikilla in rev. 12; the "Pure Gate" is a
known gate of this complex:. see Falkenstein, Topographie, p. 57). It is thus a possible
parallel to those texts whiCh hst and explain the gates of the E-sagil complex at Babylon
(nos. 6-8).

~xpla.natwn

I?

5

See further the commentary, ad loc.

comm~nly
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obverse

1'-2' (a few illegible traces)

3' [ ... l
4' [ ... l
5' [ ... l
6' [ ... ]
7' [ ... l
8' [ ... ]
9' [ ... l
10' [ ... l
11' [ ... l
12' [ ... l
13' [ ... l
14' [ ... l
15' [ ... l
16' [ ... l
IT [ ... m]es?
18' [ ... l
19' [ ... l
20' [ ... u]r 4 ?
21' [ ... ].mes
22' [ ... m]es
23' [ ... me]s?

[bit] •MIN bitu
[bit] •MIN bit
[bit] •MIN bitu
[bit] •MIN bitu
[bit] •MIN bitu
[b~t •MIN bitu
[b~t •MIN bit
[b~t •MIN bit
[b~t •MIN bit
[b~t •MIN bit
[bi]t •MIN bftu
[bit •]MIN bit
[bit] •MIN bit
[b]ft •MIN bit
bit •MIN bft
bit •MIN bit
bit •MIN bft
bit •MIN bitu
bit •MIN bft
bit •MIN bit
bit •[MIN bft]

sa is-tu k[i ... l
t[e]-me-en-[su ... ]
.M ina nap-ljar ma-[ta-a-ti? ... ]
sa ina as!-ri e[I-li ... ]
sa e-tel-li u[s- ... l
sa tal-lak-ti [ ... ]
al-ka-ka-at [ ... ]

kidudii(ki.du.du)< [ ... ]
kiki!!i'(kid.kid.e.ne)m"' [ ... ]
tuduqqi'(tu 6 .dug4 .ga)m" [ ... ]
sa ina nap-ljar te? X X[ . . . ]
ne-me-qi [ ... l
igi-gal-lf.a ... l
ki-~ir [ ... ]
.. ,tur -tu· [ . _.. l
Slte-ret [ ... ]
te-ret [ ... ]
aa-mi-mu t[e-ret ... l
ur-tum ka-b[it-tum? ... ]
ni-~ir-t[i ... ]
[ ... ]

3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
II'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'
20'
21'
22'
23'

[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[ ... ]
[... ]-mes(?)
[, .. ]
[ ... ]
[... J-tir(?)
[... ]-mes
[... ]-mes
[... ]-mes(?)

the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple
the temple

of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.
of do.

House which from ... [... ;]
House whose foundation platform [... ;]
House which in all lands(?) [... ;]
House which [(is built)] in a pure place;
House which ... [... ] the noble;
House whose way[ ... ;]
House of the ways of[ ... ;]
House of the rites [... ;]
House of the rituals [ .. ;]
House of the incantation formulae [... ;]
House which in all ... [... ;]
House of wisdom [... ;]
House of perception [... ;]
House of the knot of[ ... ;]
House of consultation [... ;]
House of the decree(s) of[ ... ;]
House of the decree(s) of[ ... ;]
House which gathers the decrees [of. .. ;]
House of the weighty(?) command [... ;]
House of the secret of[ ... ;]
[House ... ;]

reverse

reverse

... ]... the gate which [opens(?)] on [to ...

. ' . ]-mi-iq a-ma-at biibu sa a-n[a ...

2

... b]iib ta-mar-ti sarri(Iuga1) e[s? ...

2

...] the gate of the king's audience(?) ... [...

3

. . . ]x biib tak-ni-ti •anum(60) •en-lil [u •e-a? . ..

3

... ]... the gate of the loving care of Anu, Enlil [and Ea(?) ...

4

... ka.si]skur.se.ga biibu 'se-mu-u' k[a-ra-bi . ..

4

... Ka]-siskur-sega, the gate which hears [prayers ...

5
6

... Sljptu(tu 6 ) ibassu(gal)' k[a x ]x biibu [ ...
... ]x tu sikil [ba]b n[e-re]b bit [ ...

5
6

... where the] incantation is; Ka-[ ... ], the gate[ ...
.. .]. .. , the gate of entry of the temple [...

7

... ].'x.ma ka.se.ga' u ka.gun.a 3 biib[iitum" sa . ..

7

. .. ] ... , Ka-sega and Ka-guna: the three gates [of...

8
9
10
11

... k]a x x x da biib i-sip-pu-tu [ ...
... ]x mar?-tum? biib bit mu-um-mu sa x[ ...
... ] i-sin-ni-su? x x x x[ ...
. . . ] gal gil x nunus? x[ ...

8
9
10
11

... ]... , the gate of the skill of the purification priest [...
... ]... the gate of the cultic workshop of[ ...
... ] its(?) festivals ... [...
... ] ... [ ... ] ... [ ...

12

. . . k]a.za.gin.na ka.es.bar u ka.sik[il.la? ...

12

... ] Ka-zaginna, Ka-esbar and Ka-sikilla(?) [...

(Commentary: p. 475f.)
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BM 74167 (82-9-18, 14179)

32

Plate 48

A fragment from Sippar, mentioning gates and, perhaps, chapels or shrines: with line 4
compare the shrine du 6 .ki.sikil in E-sagil (Tintir II 30).
I'
2'
3'
4'

Y
6'

... ] ina? am[as? .. .
... ] mit-bar kit [ .. .
... t]i? biibu rabU' x[ .. .
. . . k]i.sikil e x[ . . .
... r]i u dda-[gan? .. .
... ]x 'sag lui?' x[ .. .

MISCELLANEOUS TEXTS
(nos. 35-66)

35

K 20081

33

Plate 48

A fragment from Kuyunjik, in Babylonian script, perhaps from a list of temple gates.
2
3
4

... k]ur? amas.rim.ma biib-sit [ .. .
... ]x biib-sit ana •mi!tiini(si.sa) [ .. .
... b]iib-su ana •mamurri(kur.ra) [ ...
... ]xxxx( ...

K 15106

34

Plate 48

A fragment from Kuyunjik, perhaps metrological, concerned with the cella of an
unidentified temple.
I'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'

... ultu(ta)] Q[r-ka-ti .. .
... ult]u Gr-k[a-ti .. .
... ufjtu pa-pa-!J[i .. .
... u]ltu pa-pa-bi [ .. .
... ] ultu pa-pa-!J[i .. .
... ] ana mu[!J]-!J[i .. .

8

79-7-8, 291

Plate 48

This fragment from Kuyunjik, part of a large list of names of gates and courtyards and
previously published by van der Meer in A/0 13, pl. 8, is of interest here in that it
provides in column i, line 6'ff., a source for the city gates of Babylon independent of
Tintir V 49-56. The text preserved on it, however, belongs more nearly with the lexical
and geographical lists than with the texts of 'topographical' genre of which Tintir is the
prime example.
What are listed in the first extant lines. of column i is not clear, but the gods mentioned
(Manungal, Nungal and IStaran) belong in Nippur rather than in Babylon, and it is
unlikely that this part of the text has any topographical connection with what follows. 1
With line 6~ the list of city gates begins, and II. 7'-10' deal with the four gates of the
eastern half of lmgur-Enlil, the city wall of Babylon; II. 11 '-13' list three of the four gates
of its western section, omitting the Enlil Gate. One might consider restoring this last in
the second half of line 6', to be equated with the "Grand Gate of Babylon". While this
seems an attractive solution at first glance, it must be rejected on two counts. First the
Grand Gate of Bapylon can no longer be understood as one of the gates on lmgur-Enlil,
but is to be sought instead near the city centre, between the quarters of Eridu and Kadingirra (Tintir V 94); it is probably to be considered the north gate of the east half of an
older city wall, perhaps the Old Babylonian counterpart of the later IStar Gate (see
above, p. 18, and the commentary on Tintir V 92). The Enlil Gate, on the other hand, is
certainly a gate on Imgur-Enlil, being listed with the seven other such gates in Tintir V,
and is very probably to be located on the north stretch of the western city wall (above, p.
23, and the commentary on Tintir V 53). Thus an equation of the Grand and Enlil Gates
would seem topographically impossible. The second objection is a lexical one. Given the
lexical (as against topographical) nature of the list, we should expect the second half of
line 6' to be the Akkadian translation of the Sumerian first half, as is indeed the case in
l If ki.gal is restored in these lines too the text
then gives a series of gates of Nippur different from
the standard list of Kagal I 2-13 (MSL X!ll, p. 228;
cf. p. l48f., Kagal BoghazkOy I A 1-6), but offers a

further attestation of the AkTtu Gate of Nippur
which, though absent from the standard list, is
known from the Nippur Compendium (no, 18), .ii
32'.
.
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MISCELLANEOUS TEXTS (nos. 35-64)

the following Jines, where the popular - not the ceremonial - name of each gate, abul
DN, "Gate of the God So-and-So", is 'back-translated' into Sumerian to make the Jist
comply with the bilingual Jay-out which became standard in lexical texts in the Kassite
period. It is plain that abul Enlil does not come remotely close enough to ka.gal.ma!J to
fulfil this expectation. Of course, the presence of the divine determinative in the second
half of line 6' precludes an exact equation (we might anticipate abulmiibu or abullu ~irtu
were it not for this determinative), but the obvious compromise is to restore dingir.ma!J
(Belet-ili). That there was no Gate of Belet-ili at Babylon - so far as we know - is no
objection, for the aim of the text is not topographical exactitude but lexical equation. It
would be enough to know that e.ma!J is a temple name commonly associated with
dingir.ma!J (see the commentary on Tintir IV 18) to make an equation ka.gal.ma!J = abul
dingir.ma!J permissible.
Following the known gates of Babylon is a Gate of Gula (i 14'). This itself might be
seen as an alternative name for the missing Enlil Gate, but there is no other evidence for
such an identification. It is more probable that the text, having listed eight gates for
Babylon, has now turned to another city. Gula suggests !sin, of course, for this was her
cult-centre, and our proposed restoration of the first half of this line is owed to this
consideration. One may also add that a Gate of Ninisinna, probably a city gate or
quarter of !sin, appears in an Old Babylonian Jetter (ba-ab dnin-i-si-Lln-na]: George, Iraq
41, p. 135 = AbB X 57, 26).
The second column of text lists names of courtyards similar to Kagal I 16-25 (MSL
XII, p. 228f.).
column i

I'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
II'
12'
13'
14'

[x (x) dma].nu[n.gal]
[x (x) d)nun.gal
[x (x) m]a!J.edin.na
[x (x)) a-ki-te
[x (x)] distariin(KA.Dl)
[b\.ga]l.ma!} ka.dingir.ra"
[ka.ga)l damar.utu
[ka.ga]l d(ina]nna
[ka.gal duras)
[ka.gal] 'dza' .[ba 4 •ba4 )
[ka.gal) dutu
[ka.gal] 'diskur.ra'
[ka.gallugal.la]
[ka.gal dnin.i.si.in.na]

[ ... l
[ ... l
[ ... l
x[ ... )
x[ ... )
a-bul belet-[ili(dingir.ma!J)?]
MIN dma[rduk]
MIN dis-t[ar]
'MIN' duras
[MIN] dza-ba 4 -ba4
[MIN) d§amas
MIN dadad
rMIN Sar1 -ri
'MIN' dgu-la
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column ii

I'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'

k[isal .. .
kisa[l .. .
kisal [ .. .
kisal.i?.[ .. .
kisal.bar.[ .. .
kisal. bar. [ . . .
kisal.dim.[ ...
[kisa)l.gam( = < di> m! ?).m[a ...
[kisal].'e'.[ ...

36

BM 78905 (88-5-12, 91)

Plate 49

This almost complete tablet from Sippar is previously edited by T.G. Pinches, PSBA
33, p. 155ff.; a transliteration and notes by Ri:illig have also appeared in WZKM 62
p. 299f. When th~ writer came to collate the tablet it became apparent that the published
copy of Pmches !S marred by uncharacteristic errors, and for this reason a new one has
been prepared and a transliteration included in this chapter.
The text of BM 78905 is concerned not with topographical or explanatory matters, but
w1th ~he ~ea~urements of various gates of a temple, including those of the cellae of
Samas, h1s w1fe Aya, and his vizier Bunene. As Pinches remarked, the context is
undoubtedly the cult-centre of Samas in Sippar, E-babbarra. Grounds for drawing up
th1s text, w1th 1ts careful use of technical and architectural terminology, may have been
afforded by one.of the several rebuildings of E-babbarra undertaken in Neo-Babylonian
l!mes, most notably by. the kings Nebuchadnezzar and Nabonidus (Ebeling, RIA II,
p. 263). The tablet 1tself !S Neo- or Late Babylonian.
A tablet on a similar subject, BM 56073, follows a discussion of BM 78905 as no. 37.
Other late metrological texts concerned with temple buildings are the E-sagil Tablet and
VAT 9961 + 10335 (nos. 13 and 14); a tablet in the New York Metropolitan Museum,
also dealmg W!th E-sag!l (86-11-102, on which seep. 109); a tablet from the Bit-res temple
of Uruk (W 20030/108: seep. 199); and an Assyrian fragment dealing with the temple of
Anu at Assur (Assur 19763: Weidner, A/0 8, p. 43).
obverse
2
3

biib pa-pa-bi sa d§amas a-di muljlji(ugu) lu-ub-bu-un-du
18 ammat(kus) sa-qu
~ ammat lu-ub-bu-un-du

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
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I ammat bi-it-ti
3 ammat 8 uban(su.si) lib-nat ap-ti
I ammat bi-it-ti sa mu-sap-si-bi
ammat tal-/a
3 ammat 8 ubiin e-li tal-/a
2 ammat ti- '-i-ti u gusuru(gis.urr''

i

bab pa-pa-bi sa •a-a a-di mubbi tu-ub-bu-un-du
16 ammat sa-qu
15 ammat si-hir-ti blti babatum"
blt •a-a
16 ammat babiitum'' sa si-bir-ti bfti sa <a-na> kisalli sa •samas
babu sa a-na tar-~u pa-pa-bi sa •samas •-••ana? k[isalli-s1u
sap-Ii-i a-di mubbi lu-ub-b[u-un-du]
18 ammat sa-qu

sa

I0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

The gate of the cella of Aya, as far as the keystone(?),
is 16 cubits high.
15 cubits, the temple precinct, the gates of the chapel of Aya.
16 cubits, the gates of the temple precinct (leading) to the courtyard of Samas.
The gate which faces the cella of Samas, (leading) to his lower
courtyard, as far as the keystone(?),
is 18cubitshigh.
The gate of the chapel of Aya (leading) to the lower courtyard
is 18 cubits high.

19
20
21
22
23

The gate of the cella of Bunene
is 16 cubits high.
16 cubits, the gates of the temple precinct.
3t cubits, the entrance gate of the chapel of Aya,
facing the courtyard of Samas.
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reverse

17
18

babu sa bit •a-a sa a-na kisal/i sap-li-[z]
18 ammat sa-qu

19
20
21
22
23

biib pa-pa-bi sa •bu-ne-ne
16 ammat sa-qu
16 ammat babatum•• sa si-bir-ti blti
ammat biib ne-re-bi sa bit •a-a
sa pa-ni kisalli sa •samas

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3i

The gate of the cella of Samas, as far as the keystone(?),
is 18 cubits high;
i cubit, the keystone(?);
1 cubit, the lintel;
3~ cubit, the brickwork of the window;
1 cubit, the lintel of the air-vent(?);
i cubit, the cross-beam;
3~ cubits, above the cross:beam;
2 cubits, the cornice(?) and (roof)-beams.

The text begins with the gateway of the cella of Samas in E-babbarra, which is 18
cubits (about nine metres) high (ll. 1-2). It then continues with the measurements of what
was above this gateway, that is, the structural parts of the building between the top of the
gateway and the beams of the roof. That the measurements progress in an upward
direction can be deduced from ll. 1-3, where first is given the measurement of the gateway
as far as the lubbundu, and then the /ubbundu itself; and from ll. 7-8, in which the height
of the tallu is followed by the height of the area of wall above it (eli tal/a); and finally
from the appearance in line 9 of the beams of the gate-building's roof.
As is evident from Romer's notes on the text, which appear in his review of Salonen,
Tiiren, few of the architectural terms used in this first section can be translated easily.
Indeed, it is doubtful whether there even exist convenient modern terms which might
exactly translate the technical language of the Babylonian monumental architect: ancient
oriental and modern western building techniques obviously share no great common
ground. Our translations of these awkward words are accordingly only provisional.
lubbundu looks to be a Middle or Standard Babylonian spelling of a form *lubbuttu, as
acknowledged by CAD L, p. 232. The same word, though not necessarily with the same
meaning, appears in the Assyrian dialect as labbuttu (AHw, P- 524). lubbundu has the
appearance of being a feminine noun deriving from the verbal adjective of the D-Stem of
labiinu, and the conclusion has been that the word therefore has to do with brickwork. In
the present context it must pertain to the brickwork of the gateway's arch. As Romer
noted, the dimension of the lubbundu here given is that of one side of a standard i cubit
Neo-Babylonian building brick. Probably we should imagine the gate's arch to have been
formed of standard bricks layed radially (like voussoirs), with the brick at the arch's
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crown in an upright position and thus occupying %cubit in the vertical dimension. The
!ubbundu could very well be understood as this central and highest brick, which corresponds, of course, to the keystone of western masonry.
Above the lubbundu is the hittu, which seems to have been a wooden beam above the
opening of a gate or doorw~y (Salonen, Tilren, p. 54; but cf. Romer, WZKM 62, p.
299f.). Brickwork then resumes, raising the height of the building by a further 3~ cubits
(about 1.6 metres), and evidently pierced above the gate by an aperture or window (aptu).
This is surmounted in turn by its own lintel (ljittu), which is specified as the ljitti sa
musapsilji. This designation hints at the purpose of the opening it stretches across: the
verb pasiilju, "calm down", also has the nuance "cool of'(= Sum. te.en.te.en and se4 ),
and one may thus expect the musapsilju to be something which induces coolness. The aptu
is probably to be understood not as an opening to admit light, for the inner rooms of
temples were traditionally kept dark: cf. Sum. u4 nu.zu, "unaccustomed to daylight",
describing Enlil's cella in E-kur (references by Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 57), and the word
itima itself, written GA x Gl 6 , i.e. "dark chamber", corresponding to Akk. ki~~u,
"sanctum" (ibid., p. 89). Rather the aptu allowed the ingress of a cooling breeze, and
should thus be seen as an opening designed to improve the cella's ventilation. It may
conceivably have been fitted with an air-conditioning device (cf. AHw, p. 681, s.v.
musapsilju, "eine Liiftungsklappe ... ?", acknowledging the word's etymology).
The tallu (Salonen, Turen, p. 56; Romer, loc. cit., p. 300) may be seen as some sort of
cross-piece above a doorway, perhaps the top section of a wooden frame, and is then
much the same as hittu "lintel", with which it is often paired. This meaning would not
agree with the pre;ent 'context however, in which, if we have correctly determined the
progress of the list as a vertical one, the tallu is much above the top of the gateway, and
lies between the ventilation opening and the roof-beams. Perhaps what is meant here by
ta!lu are crossbeam(s) supporting a false ceiling below the roof itself. Such an arrangement is described for Marduk's cella in E-sagil by Nebuchadnezzar II, who calls the
ceiling beams sibu (I R 54, iii 30, si-i-bi sap-la-nu gusiirf ~u-lu-lu ). Between the crossbeam(s) and the top of the building is a further 3~ cubits (1.6 metres), presumably
brickwork; the whole is crowned by the ti'ftu and the roof-beams (gu!iiiru). Romer, Joe.
cit., connects ti'ftu with te'iitu, "fixtures", "appurtenances". But the context suggests that
ti'ftu, whatever its etymology, refers to the final courses of brickwork which support and
enclose the beam ends. These may have been slightly corbelled and would thus stand out
from the vertical plane of the brick wall below. The translation "cornice(?)" attempts to
convey the idea of the uppermost courses of brickwork.
The height of the monumental gateway of Samas's cella as we understand it, from floor
to roof-beams, is a total of 30 cubits, or about 15 metres. Lest this be thought excessively
high even for an important cult-centre such as E-babbarra, it may be noted that the
height of the little temple atop the ziqqurrat of Babylon is also recorded at the equivalent
of 30 cubits (2t nindanu, E-sagil Tablet (no. 13), 1. 42).
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The text now goes on to deal briefly with other gateways of E-babbarra (ll. 10-end),
wh1ch IS seen as a building with two courtyards - the courtyard of Samas and a lower
courtyard. The gate of Samas's cella stands, as we have seen, at 18 cubits, no doubt at the
mid-point of one side of the courtyard of Samas. Facing it, across this courtyard and
g1vmg access to the lower courtyard, is a gate of like proportions (11. 14-16). If we have
understood siljirti blti correctly as the temple's precinct (for siljirtu used in this way see
the commentary on 1. 12 of the E-sagil Tablet), then the temple's exterior gates, leading
from the precinct into that part of the temple that enclosed the courtyard of Samas, are
those listed in line 13 at 16 cubits each. The gateway of the cella of Aya also stands at 16
cubits (11. 10-11). The gate from the complex of rooms around this cella, the "chapel of
Aya", to the lower courtyard is of the same scale as the two great gates of the courtyard
of Samas, at 18 cubits' height (ll. 17-18). The gate of the cella of Bunene- also in Ebabbarra one suspects- is 16 cubits (ll. 19-20), as also are the "gates of the temple
precinct" associated with it (I. 21), by which must be meant the exterior gates of Ebabbarra into the complex of rooms around Bunene's cella, as against gates leading from
the mtenor of the temple. The difficult line 12 is probably to be understood to stand in
the same relation to the two lines preceding it as 1. 21 does to 11. 19-21. If so it would
appear that the word order of this line has become inverted: what is meant is surely 15
ammat biibiitu !ia siljirti bfti !ia blt Aya, "15 cubits, the gates of the temple precinct which
(lead to) the chapel of Aya", these being the exterior gates of E-babbarra giving access
from the precinct into that part of the temple that houses Aya's cella.
Last mentioned is a gateway leading from the chapel of Aya to the courtyard of Samas,
whose breadth rather than height must be the dimension given as 3% cubits (about 1.8
metres). Acc~rdmgly the chapel of Aya gave on to both courtyards of the temple.
The tnpart1te dlVls!On of the temple building observed in this text, according to which
E-babbarra ~omprises three distinct sanctuaries - of Samas himself, of his consort Aya,
and of h1s VIZier Bunene - can be compared with the fragmentary plan of the NeeBabylonian temple recovered by Rassam during his excavations at Abu Habba (fig. 8, on
p. 220, reproduced from L. de Meyer (ed.), Tell ed-Der Ill, plan 3). There, immediately
north-east of the ziqqurrat, E-kun-ankuga (marked Z by de Meyer), is the cella of Samas
(room 168). Flanking the part of the temple which held this room and the rest of Samas's
quarters (S) are two further complexes of rooms and courts. That marked A is considered
to be the chapel of Aya and its associated rooms and court, while the chambers to the
south-east might be the cella of Bunene (room 174 ?) and adjoining rooms (see further de
Meyer, op. cit., p. 34f.). This is a scheme of things not unlike the situation at Borsippa,
where the Neo-Babylonian temple E-zida comprises a central complex containing the
qu~rt:rs of Nabu, adjoined on either side by the chapels and courts of the goddesses
Tasmetum and Nanay.
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sanctuary by Nabonidus afforded the opportunity for the survey which BM 56073 records
(Bezold, PSBA 11, p. 104f., i 30: e.kur.ra bft •bu-ne-ne sa q[e-re]b si-par). The text divides
into two sections, which purport to give the lengths of two square platforms or terraces
(tamlu) on which the upper and lower halves of the temple were constructed, and
concludes with a descriptive rubric. The obstacle to such an understanding of BM 56073,
however, is the enormous figures quoted for these dimensions (4250 cubits in line I is
more than 2 km). The explanation may be that the true measurements were multiplied by
the number of courses of brickwork, in order to discover the quantity of bricks needed or
used in the terrace's construction. The fact that each measurement is followed by a figure
for the terrace's circumference, rather than its area, tends to support such an hypothesis,
for the circumference will be the length of the brick wall enclosing the square area to be
packed with filL Division of the figure for the circumference by ~ cubit (the size of the
standard Neo-Babylonian building brick) would then yield the total number of bricks
surrounding the tam/a (in the case of the larger Lower Court, 25500 bricks, in that of the
Upper Court, 11538).
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Fig. 8. Rassam's plan of E-babbarra at Sippar.

BM 56073 (82-7-14, 433)

Plate 49

This small tablet, inscribed only on the obverse and lower edge, has previously
appeared in the copy of Pinches (CT 56 447). Like the preceding piece it contains ~
metrological text dealing with parts of a temple, this time of Bunene, the v1z1er of Samas.
The provenance of the tablet seems to be Abu Habba, and it is therefore very probable
that the temple in question is E-kurra in Sippar. It may be that the rebmldmg of th1s

4 lim 2 m[e 50 a]mmat(kus.mes) tam-lu-it
sa kisalli(kisal) sap/u(ki.ta)'' sa' bft •bunene(ijAR) u bitiiti"'''-su
adi!({l)+en) 4 napbar(pap) 17 lim ammat(kus.mes)

4

9

37
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kisalli(kisal) e/u(an.ta)" u bztiiti"'''-sit
[a]di(en?) 4 napl:!ar(pap) 7 lim 6 me 9[2 (ammat)]

2
3

42[50] cubits: the terrace
of the Lower Court of the temple of Bunene and its chambers;
multiplied by 4: total, 17000 cubits.

4
5
6
7

1923 cubits: the terrace
of the cella of Bunene,
the Upper Court and its chambers;
multiplied by 4: total, 7692 [(cubits).]

8
9
l0

The terraces of the temple of Bunene
with their(?) courtyards.
(unintelligible)
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BM 77433 (84-2-11, 173)

Plate 50

BM 77433 is an undated Neo- or Late Babylonian administrative document which
includes a list of temples in and around the city of Babylon, for which reason it is
published here. The tablet is of uncertain provenance.
Enough remains of the introductory section of the tablet to show that the document is
concerned with the collection and disposal of food-rations 2 deriving from two types of
offering made at the early morning 'Greeting of the Temple' ceremony and the overnight
vigil that preceded it. 3 The list of temples which follows the introductory section, and
which makes up the bulk of the text, was no doubt drawn up in connection with this
matter, and probably we are to suppose that it is income from the ceremonies performed
at these particular temples that is being dealt with.
The temple listed are mainly temples of Babylon, but a few are included that are
specifically mentioned as located in other places. These are temples of Zababa in tibira"',
of Lugalirra in Luhii!u, of Gula in Dunnu-sa'idi, of Mar-biti (and perhaps Sin) in Elip,
and of Adad in a city whose name is mostly lost (1. 34). Dunnu-sa'idi and Elip are well
known in connection with Babylon, and the inclusion in this list of temples of these towns
is no surprise, for Babylon was the administrative centre of a wide area. 4 In all
2 This must be what is meant by epru, usually
written Se.ba but here sa!)ar, although the normal
words for prebendal income in the late period are
isqu (giS.Sub.ba) and kurummatu (pad).
3 The offerings are guqqU and eSSeSu: many references for these as a pair in the plural (guqqiinU (u)
eS§eJiinu) are collected in CAD E, p. 372f. Both are
associated with the 'Greeting of the Temple' (Sa!iim
bftl) ceremony and the overnight vigil (bayyiitu.) in
Peiser, BV 107, 4-5. The Saliim bfti ceremony is
mentioned in numerous commercial and administrative documents of the Nco- and Late Babylonian
periods, usually in connection with the offerings
made at it: see BRM 1 100, 22·23; BIN 1 19, 29-30;
Scheil, RT 17, p. 31, 2; YOS VI 189, 2; 192, 2;
Dougherty, GCCI 1 379, 2; and further ThureauDangin, RA !6, p. 132 10 . We have noted that
dSe.fu-offerings are among those made at the §afam
bfti ceremony, and the connection between the latter
and the eSSdu festival itself is explicit in a NeoAssyrian letter, where filling the censers for the
ceremony is part of the preparations for this festival
(Parpola, LAS I 280, rev. 17). A ritual from Uruk
which describes cultic practice in E-anna for the
night of the 16th day of the month (the eve of an
eSSe§u festival, for one fell on the 17th) gives details
of the overnight vigil (bayyiitu) and Saliim bfti ceremonies (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. ll8ff., AO
6460). For the latter lamps are lit from a torch in E-

anna and taken by trib-biti priests to their various
temples, at whose gates, after the offerings have
been made, bonfires are kindled (p. 120, rev. 14-16).
The ceremony takes place just before dawn and the
divine breakfast, and is apparently an exuberant
greeting of the city's temples in anticipation of the
feast-day ahead. Probably the eSSeSu festivals began
in much the same manner in Babylon.
4
Compare in this regard the cultic calendar of
Babylon, BRM 1V 25 II SBH Vll, which is concerned not only with the temples of Babylon, but
also with cults in neighbouring towns and cities.
These include Dunnu-sa'idi, which lay somewhere
between Sippar and Babylon (RGTC Ill, p. 56), and
where, as well as the temple ofGula mentioned here,
there was also a temple of Ulsigga (identified with
!Star, CT 24 41, xi 77; 25 30, i 17; and also in the
explanatory god list K 13799, I. 2 II 81·2-4, 216, I.
10: text no. 60, pl. 55) called E-hili-!5tar (KAR 109,
obv. 11). For Elip (or Ilip: the reading of ki.bal.
maS.d~ is established by Reiner, JCS 15, pp. 123 7 ,
124) see RGTC III, p. 71. The town is a cult~centre
of IStar as BClet-Elip (SLT 123, iii 11; 124, ii 25:
dMOS-i-/ip), for whom Hammurapi erected a cultstatue (Ungnad, RIA II, p. 179, 119); her temple
bore the ceremonial name E-kituS~girzal (Moran,
Kramer Anniversary Volume, p. 336 12 , Canonical
Temple List), !ike that of Belet-Eanna in Newtown,
a quarter of Babylon. In Hh XXI Section 4, 33
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probability, the other towns menti~ned here were located not far from Babylon, as these
two_ were, and thus the admmtstratton of their cultic affairs would also be centred on the
capttal. It would then be unwise to equate tibira"' with the southern city of Bad-tibira,
whose patron detty was in any case not Zababa but Dumuzi as Lugal-Emus (Sjoberg,
TCS III, P·. 95; Jacobsen, JNES 12, p. 163 6 ). Instead it may be compared with
"'"U.ttbJra"' m a tablet from Kis (OECT X 103, 13; Nbn).
Th~ order of the temples in the list is not dependent on any known list, but does have a
certam regard for topography, in that temples are on occasion grouped together that are
m the same ctty5uarter of Babylon, and thus also adjacent in Tintir IV: so in II. 18-19,
the ~emple of Isnara (ceremomal name E-sasurra) is paired with that of Ninurta (Enursag-ttla), as -~n Ttntzr IV 19-20; hkewtse in II. 20-21, the temples of Nabi't of
Accou~tmg (E-gtsla-ankt) and Ningiszida (E-guzala-mah) occur together, as in Tintir IV
12-13; m II. 30-31, the temples of Belili (E-ka-dimma) and Amurru (E-me-sikilla), as in
TL~t~r IV 36-37; m H. 32-33, the temples of Nuska (E-nun-man) and Belet-Ninua (Egisgur-ankta), as m Tzntzr IV 31-32. The temples of the western half of the city, across the
nver, are grouped together in II. 24-34.
Three temples of the list, although apparently in Babylon, are not listed in Tintir IV.
Two ~f these, a temple of Lugalirra (I. 13) and E-hursag-kuga of Gula (1. II) occur
alongside three known temples of the quarter Kullab (I. 10: E-sag of Lugalbanda; 1. 12:
E:mekthb-urur of Sarrat-Larsa; and I. 14: E-ur-gubba of Pisangunuk), which are listed in
Tmtzr IV 25-27, and thus they might also be sought in this quarter. s The third omission is
the temple o: Beltiya "of the Dais" (1. 17), by which is perhaps meant the Bit Qule, where
was located a throne-dats (parakku) of Zarpanltum as Queen of Heaven (see no. 9 BM
34878 // 77236, II. 10'-13' and commentary). If so, this may have been too modest a
~tructure to be included in Tintir IV (although three throne-daises are numbered among
1ts 43 'cult-centres'). The omission of the temples of Lugalirra and Gula is harder to
expl~m.: we are compelled to consider that these were not yet consecrated when the lists
of Tmtlr were drawn up.

Th~ text is conduded hy a subscript which makes further mention of cultic personnel
(sangu-pnests, wntten phonetically sangiine).
<

(MSL X1, p. 14) ki.bal.ma!.d[a"] follows Babylon,
and ts gtven a scholarly translation [n]e-ber~sa"bi-ti!,
"Gazelle's Ford".
·
5
For the temple of Lugalirra in Babylon see
further the commentary on Tintir V 86-88. E-tmr-

sag"kuga, "House of the Pure Mountain" can be
equated with neither of Tintir IV's temples ~f Gula,
Egal"ma!J. and E"sa-bad, but is a third sanctuary,
whose location was probably not the quarter Kullab, however, but TE.Ek 1 (see above, p. 131).
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obverse

obverse
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15

[x x S]a biibili(tin.tir)• 1 [x (x)]
[x (x) gu]r eprf(sagar)m•! sa gu-[qa-m?-e]
[es-se-S]a-a-ni sa-/am bfti b[it? iii"'''?]
[ba-a]-' a'-ta-ni '"erib(ku 4 )-bfti'"'[']
[iz?]-bi-la u-sa!(ZA)-az-za-za
ru?, hi§angiinU(6.bar)mc~ i-na-GS-Su-U
bit dnabu(mi) sa ba-re-'e'
bit dbe-let-ili"'"
bit dbiffet(nin)-e-an-na
bit dfugal-biin-da
bit dgu-la sa e.gur.sag.ku.ga
bit dsarrat(gasan)-larsa•'
bit dfugal-ir-ra
bit dpisan,(MES)" 9-unug•'
bit dza-ba. -ba. sa tibira•'

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15

bit dfugal-ir.-ra sa lu-ba-{u
bft dbi!/tiya(gasan)
parakki(biira)
bit dninurta(mas) sa e.gur.sag.ti.la
bft dis-lja-ra
bit dnabu(m\) sa nikkassi(nig.ka.)
bit dnin-gi§-zi-da
bit dgu-la sa dun-nu-sa- '-id
bit da§-ra-tum
bit dbiJ!et(nin)-e-an-na §a tub-qu diiri(bad)
e.nam.ti.la
[bft] dnabfi(na) sa tu 9 (KU)-ba
[bft] 'd'sin(30) u dmiir(dumu)-biti sa elip(ki.bal.mas.da)
[bit da]dad sa e.nam.ge
[bit dsama]s sa e.di.ku,.kalam.ma
[bit dsa]ra u dbe-li-1[;1
[bit damu]rru(mar.du) sa
me> .sikil.l[u]

sa

e.<

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

[bit dnu]ska
[bit dbiilet-n]i-nu-a
[bit de)a(40?.ke 4 )?

The temple of Nabil of the ljaru;
the temple of Belet-il!;
the temple of Belet-Eanna;
the temple of Lugalbanda;
the temple of Gula of E-gursag-kuga;
the temple of Sarrat-Larsa;
the temple of of Lugalirra;
the temple of Pisangunuk;
the temple of Zababa of Tibira(?);

(Tintir IV 15)
(18)
(22)
(27)

(25)
(26)

the temple of Lugalirra of Lugii(u;
the temple of Beltiya of the Dais;
the temple of Ninurta of E-gursag-tila;
the temple of ISgara;
the temple of Nabil of Accounting;
the temple of Ningiszida;
the temple of Gula of Dunnu-sii'idi;
the temple of Asratum;
the temple of Belet-Eanna in the recess of the city wall;
E-namtila;
[the temple of] Nabil of Tuba;
[the temples of] Sin and Miir-b!ti of Elip;
[the temple of] Adad of E-namge;
[the temple of] Samas of E-diku-kalamma ·
'
[the temples of] Sara and Belili;
[the temple of] Amurru of E-me-sikilla ,·

(19)
(20)
(12)
(13)
(17)
(41)
(34)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(33, 36)
(37)

top edge

top edge
32
33
34

[... ]of Babylon [... ]
[... ]... the food-allowances(?) of the guqqu (and)
e.i'se.i'u-offerings of the saliim bfti ceremonies of the temples(?) (and)
the overnight vigils, the temple personnel
[have] brought(?); they will enter (the amounts) up
and(?) the sangu-priests will take charge (of the income).

reverse

reverse
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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32
33
34

[the temple of] Nuska;
[the temple of] Belet-Ninua;
[the temple of] Ea(?);

(31)
(32)
(35)
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left edge

40

bit •na-na-a '§a i:.me'.u[r4 .ur4 ]
bft •adad "'"si-[ ... ]
'"sa-an-ga-ne-e 'Siru(uzu)' [ ...

From the bottom left corner of a ritual tablet, this piece from Babylon apparently deals
with the positions of divine images during some cultic event. The topographical context is
certainly Babylon: Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi and Ka-gegal are gates of E-sagil, while Ka-nunabzu is located on the ziqqurrat (see p. 85ff.). E-namtila of Enlil, E-namge of Adad and
E-sa-bad of Gula are the well-known temples of west Babylon (Tintir IV 34, 40 and 42).

35
36
37

sa

35
36
37

the temple of Naniiy of E-me-urur;
the temple of Adad in ... [.... ]
of the sangu-priests, meat [.... ]

l
(30)

1'

ct[xx]xx[ ...

2'
3'
4'
5'

a-n[a] fdlnabU(ml) bel(en) re?,.[zi.da? ...
ki-is-se-e x[ ...
ana piin(igi) ka.•lamma.ra.bi ( ...
i-na ka.nun.abzu x[ ...
6
be-le-et-biibili(ka.dingir.ra)'1 s1ar-rat same? ...
ana piin e.nam.ti.la [6 en-lil us-sab? .. .
ana piin i:.nam.gi: •[adad us-§ab? .. .
ana piin i:.sa.bad •gu-/a u[s-sab? . . .
ana piin •betet(nin)-e-an-na x x[ .. .
[a-n]a? ka x x[ ...

6'

K 8382

39

Plate 50

The last extract on the obverse and the first on the reverse of this exercise tablet come
from one or two geographical texts or temple lists of the lexical (rather than 'topographical') repertoire. E-rab-riri, E-tur-kalamma and E-namge are well-known temples of
Babylon (Tintir IV 4, 8 and 40), while E-dara-anna is the cella of Zarpanltum in E-sagil
(see no. 6, BM 35046, 7). E-sa-bad, sandwiched as it is between Marad and Parak-mari, is
the town of that name rather than the temple in Babylon (see on this the commentary on
Tintir IV 42).

7'
8'
9'

10'
11'

1

i:.rab.ri.ri
e.tur.kalam.ma
i:.Se.ri.ga
e.nam.!Je

bit •madiinu(di.ku 5 )
bft •be-let-ba- < ab > -z~li
ekurru(e.kur) sa diir(biid)-sarru(20)-ken(gin)kl
bit •adad sa biibili(ka.dingir.ra)kl

rev. i, extract a
re.dara.an.na

2
3
4
5

marad.rda" 11
e.sa.bad
bara.dumu' 1
la7.r;ikl

1

12'
13'
14'
16'
17,
18'
19'

41

bft •zar-pa-ni-tu
ma-rad
bit •gu-la
pa-rak ma-ri
la-rak

Plate 50

reverse

15'

obv. ii, extract b

BM 38293 (80-11-12, 175)

obverse

Note
The writing tu 9 (KU)-ba (l. 26) for the city quarter Tuba also occurs in one source for
Tintir IV 43 (MS v; see further the commentary on Tintir V I 02).

2
3
4
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'ana piin' bit ziqrat(u 6 .nir) •[ ...
ana bit ziqrat 'u bft?' [ ...
d maru
d k zt.-tz.sarrz
'[ ? '? • l . [ ...
k[a ...
i[na k]a? [x] x[ ...
. 'k''
ma
a .(h'
_e.g]'I
a • x[ ...
ina ka.'•''(lamma?.r]a?.[bi? ...
ina ka.!Ji:.gal ( ...

82-3-23, 100

Plate 51

From Kuyunjik comes this flake from the bottom edge of a ritual tablet, the
topographical context of which is again Babylon
as indicated by mention of the
procession street Ay-ibilr-sabu (Tintir V 64) and the dais Timlak-e!Jis (no. 9, BM 34878 //
77236, 8').
l'
2'

3'

... a]-ra i-bur Sil-bu-U1 [ • • •
... a]-rd i-bur ga-ru-S{u ...
... ]x ittiq(dib)'' u parakku(bitra) labiru?(sumun) §a Ia x[ ...
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BM 93046 (83-1-21, 1782)

229
Plate 51

4'

... ti-im-/til-[jak-e-lji-is x[ .. .

44

5'

... b]u- '-a-ri a-na da-r[i? .. .

6'
7'

... s]ig,m" nin-zil-zil-le x[ .. .
... iz]aqqap(gub)•P i-sat-taq ni-i-r[a

A fragment from near the bottom right corner of a large library tablet, of uncertain
provenance. As it now stands, the text deals with temple gates, particularly those leading
to a Lower Court (for a courtyard of this name in E-sagil see p. 404, and in E-turkalamma, p. 307; but sanctuaries in other cities, e.g. E-babbarra in Sippar, were also
equipped with Lower Courts). The repeated mention in the text of gypsum (ga$$U) and
bitumen (ittu) calls to mind that temple fittings and facades could be decorated with white
and black washes of these materials in the Neo-Babylonian period (I R 54, ii 48-50: Nbk;
Smith, BHT, pl. 6, 14: Nbn); not without reason, for they had apotropaic properties, as
the exorcistic rituals and commentaries show (IV R 2 59, no. I, rev. 7; Livingstone,
MMEW, pp. 172, 1; 174; 178, 46-47; 184; cf. Lambert, JSS 13, p. llOf.). The smearing of
temple fixtures, and especially doors and gates, with purifying substances is known from
the extant temple rituals (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, pp. 119, 10; 154, 330), and it is
probable that BM 93046 belongs to this genre. For this reason we provisionally restore
tulappat in rev. 3'ff., and the instructions are thus to paint with washes of gypsum or
bitumen certain gates (or, better, their various parts, as the repetition in rev. 3'ff. would
indicate) and other fixtures of a temple.

42

6

Plate 51

K 3655

A corner fragment, apparently from a tablet of prayers and rituals. The topographical
context is either E-sagil of Babylon or E-zida of Borsippa, both of whtch were eqmpped
with a Dais of Destinies (parak sfmiiti: Tintir II 16' and commentary) and a kit.gtln.a (no.
6, BM 35046, 29, and commentary).
... ]x li-dam-mi-iq egirrd(inim.gar)-k[a]
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

... ] lu.nu.ku4 .ku4 .da nu-bar
•.. J ana tar-$i parak sfmiiti(nam)m''
... a]na tar-# biib 6 miir-iili
... an]a tar-$i kit.gun.a
... ]x ina tarba$(tur) '"kale(gala)m''
••• ] 6 '1-lr-ab-r[at]
... ]xx[ ... ]

obverse
1'

... ij]Ix[ ... ]
... ]xga[b ... ]

2'
3'

43

BM 46060 (SH 81-7-6, 507)

Plate 51

A fragment from the right edge, from Babylon, most probably from a rituaL E-engurra
and E-duku (11. 6' -7') are known shrines of Ea in E-sagil at Babylon (Tintir II 4-5).

... S]ap-li-i p[e]-t[u-u ... ]
... sap-[ji-i la-bi-ri 'a' x[ x ]
... tar?-$]i-su ittf(esir) la-bi-ri x[ x]
... sap?]-li-i-su-nu x[ x]
'?] te-qz-'[?]
... eSir.
te.
. .. ]x su x x [(x)]

4'
5'
6'
7'

8'
1'
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'

... ]x x x [x (x)]
... ]x lu.u 18 .lu [x] x [(x)]

... n]i?-ip-lji 6 15 ina tub!-q[z1
... ]x 5 mut-til?-la[t?] 'nig?.gu 7 ?'~' 3'['m]
... ]x-du ina piini-su sis-sin-nu e-ri
... l imsuti(l) e.engur.ra u e.du •. ku
... ]x.ku e.du •. ku bitra u 'e.du •. ku'
... ] Imiftiini(2) ki.du 6 ?.gal? nadu'
... ] (blank) sa sal-me$ KIMIN

(small gap)

reverse
1'
2'

3'
4'
5'
6'

7'
8'

9'

... it]li(esir) te-qi-[te]
... ] (blank) [0]
... biibi sa ana kisa/[ji sap-Ii-i pe-tu-u itt[a(esir) tulappat(tagm")?]
... biibi sa ana kisal/i sap]-li-i pe-tu-u MI[N MIN?]
... biibi sa ana kisal/i sa]p-li-i pe-tu-u MIN [MIN?]
... biibi sa] ana kisal/i sap-Ii-i pe-tu-u ga$[$a(im.babbar) MIN?]
... g]a$$a(im.babbar) at-man-su MI[N MIN?]
... it]tfi(esir) biib kisalli-su 'sa im? kur? ri?' [x]
' ' .., [ ... l
... l xmessu
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BM 35019 (Sp II 546)

45

Plate 51

8'

This corner fragment, probably from Babylon, is apparently from a ritual tablet (note
senu in obv. I'; for shoes in rituals see Livingstone, MMEW, p. 218, 83; Thureau-Dangin,
RAce, p. 118, 5-6); it is of interest here in that it mentions temples of Gula in Borsippa,
namely e.zi.da.ba.ti.la and e.ti.la. These are the same as e.zi.ba.ti.la and e.til.la, two of the
three temples of Ninkarrak-Gula in Borsippa rebuilt by Nebuchadnezzar II (e.g. CT 37
15, ii 63-68: the third is e.gu.la; cf. Unger; RIA I, p. 414). "'"hi-in-za-nu is the town of
Ijindanu on the middle Euphrates (see Postgate, RIA IV, p. 4J5f.). Zariitu, sacked by
Sargon II campaigning against Merodachbaladan, is probably to be sought in lower
Babylonia (Gadd, Iraq 16, p. 186, 53; MSL XI, p. 39, Hg B V vi 14).

9'
10'
11'
12'
13'
14'
4'

5'
6'

obverse
... ]-bu ina piini(igi)-su se-e-nu
... t]um sa ina lib-bi Ia saknat?(gar) 0 naba(nii) u 0 n[a-na-a]
... S]G? urubi-in-za-nu
0
... b]ft gula(ME.ME) e.ab.'zu?' 0gula(ME.ME)
... ] e.zi.da.ba.ti.la •gula(ME.ME)
... ]x ina e.ti.la 0 gula(ME.ME) •iamassu(lamma) u •bel-§ar-bi
... ]x UD sa •ea(idim) u •dam-ki-an-na
... ]x [b]a? •naba(nii) sa "'"za-ra-tum •mar(dumu)-bfti
. . . ]x UD ina lib-bi a-sib
... ] sa x[ (x)]

1'
2'
3'
4'
5'

6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
reverse

... •Mie]t(nin)?-e-an-na
..
. . . l '5?'. -su

1'
2'
3'

46

7'

... ]bibama

BM 36646 (80-6-17, 378), obv. 4'-14'

7'
8'

9'
10'
11'

12'
13'
14'

"'4 uqnf(za.gin) ""pappardili(babbar.dili) [ ... ]
!(NUN) su-qu-ru x[ ... l
kfma(gim) tdmti(a.ab.ba) na-si [ ... ]
ki-ma •"kiri(kiri 6 ) inbi(gurun) la-le-s1u Ia is-seb-bi?]
ki-ma!(BA) e-de-e e-mu-qa-tu-su s1a-qa-a]
kakkab(mul) •marduk §a-a-a-lju u-( ... ]
e-ma!(BA) •samas abulla(kit.gal)-su [ ... ]
im-gur-•en-lil-l[a? ... ]
"' 4 §urru(zu)
"' 4 as-pu-u

Eternal city of privilege [.. .
spacious treasure house [.. .
bolt of carnelian ... [...
obsidian, lapis lazuli, White-Stone, [...
precious jasper ... [...
like the sea it is lifted[ ...
like an orchard of fruit its sumptuousness [is inexhaustible(?);]
like a flood-wave its might is [exalted.]
Delightful star of Marduk ... [...
wherever the sun (is), its city gate[ ...
Imgur-Enlil* [... ]

* Imgur-Enlil

is the wall of Babylon (Tintir V 57).

47

VAT 17523

obverse
I'
2'
3'
4'

5'

tin.tirki x x x ki?.gub.maiJ.e al.n[ar?]
saiJar?.zi.mu girm'•.be a.ba ba.an.gur dumu.bi 'a.ba' ba.a[n.x]
tin.tirki girm'".be a.ba ba.an.gur dumu.bi a.ba ba.an.[x]
SUB!?.da.bi su.e ba.an.du, dumu ki.duru, bi.in!.x
[s]ipa.da.bi u, sila4 na.mu!.un.sub mu.lu.r[a x (x)]
reverse

4'
5'
6'

iii ki-din-nu da-ru-' fi [ ... ]
bit ni-§ir-tum sum-d[u-lu ... ]

•"sikkiir(sag.kul) "' siimti(gug) x[ ... ]
4

Plate 52

This is a small f:ag~ent from the bottom edge of a tablet of Neo- or Late Babylonian
date. The text, wh!Ch .'s concluded by the last line of the obverse (the reverse being given
over to a colophon), IS perhaps a liturgical lament, addressed to Babylon. It is written in
Sumenan and much marred by erasure and superscription.

Plate 52

An unpublished hymn to Marduk, BM 45986 + 46065 + 46121 + 46166, contains a
eulogy of Babylon (ii 20-27) which also appears, in a better state of preservation, as the
second extract of the obverse of BM 36646, a Neo- or Late Babylonian school tablet. In
the hymn the eulogy is introduced by the words "Eridu is its name, Babylon [... ]" (BM
45986 +, ii 19: eri.du 10 sum-su Ek[' ... ]). The text of the school tablet only is reproduced
here.

231

2

im.gid.da
mu-x[ (x) ]x-limfsi gala

01

mes [(x x)]
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Ashmolean 1924-1538
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Plate 52

Exercise tablet from NB Kis, previously published by Gurney, Iraq 36, pl. 7; rev. 2'-3' II
E-sagil Tablet 12-13, see the commentary, ad loc.; 8'-9' is perhaps an excerpt from a dais
Jist: see p. I 00.
82-3-23, 24

49

Plate 52

58

K 18438

59

BM 39843 (80-ll-12, 1730)

50

A god list similar to CT 24 45, 51ff.; cf. p. 222•.

Geographical list; see p. 2.

61

51

Fragment; see p. 402.

BM 82861 (83-1-21, 24)

Plate 53

Geographical list; see p. 2

62

K 13799

II

81-2-4, 216

BM 82902 (83-1-21, 65)

Plate 53

Ashmolean 1924-877, col. iv

Plate 53

Geographical list; see p. 2

Plate 55

BM 54311 (82-5-22, 463), rev.

Plate 56

Commentary, from Sippar, obv. not copied; ll. 3-5 quote Enuma e/is VI 15!-53 Other
citations are metrological: for 1. 8 seep. 425, for 16-18, p. 418.
.
63

53

K 14950

Plate 53

BM 123383 (1932-12-10, 326) ( +) 128062 (1929-10-12, 718)

Plate 53

Temple list fragment; see p. 2.

55

Temple list previously published as CT 51 178 and 179, duplicate of KAV 84. From
Kuyunjik; see pp. 2 and 193 2 •

56

Rm 350

II

Rm 921

Plate 54

A list of city gates and temple gates, previously published by van der Meer, AjO 13,
pl. 10; seep. 2.
57

BM 41239 (81-4-28, 787)

BM 138172 (89-l-12, 6)

Plate 56

K 2062 ( +) 11542

Plate 56

NB royal; see p. 354.

Geographical list, previously published by van der Meer, Iraq 6, p. 159, no. 29; cf. Sumer
35, p. 227 47 • For ll. 5-8 seep. 237, for 1. 10, p. 377.
54

Plate 55

K 18013

C\

52

Plate 55

List of names of Marduk II Cavigneaux, Textes scolaires I, p. 175, 79.B.II30. From
Babylon; for ll. 3-6 see p. 839

60

Plate 53

Plate 55

God list fragment? See the commentary on Tintir II 21-24.

Geographical list, transliteration published in MSL XI, p. 63; see p. 2. For 1. 9' see
p. 246.
BM 41911 (81-6-25, 531)
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Plate 54

Procession calendar, from Babylon; seep. 304. Previously discussed by Pinches, Oriental
Studies Haupt, p. 217f., and cited by Unger, Babylon, p. 145.

64

Literary fragmt<nts; forK 11542, 1. 6' seep. 250.

PART TWO

COMMENTARY

T/NTIR I
1-3 A close parallel to these lines is the lexical text Diri IV 89-92, as reconstructed from
two Assurbanipal tablets, K 4174 and Rm 905 (CT II 45, ii 6-9, and 50, 6; cf. Meissner,
MVAG 15/V, p. 511). This passage gives the pronunciation of the sign group tin.tir" and
lists the equivalent Akkadian renderings. Although the first two sub-columns of this part
of Diri are preserved only on K 4174, where they are badly vitrified, collation of the two
sources gives a reading thus:
SU (var.: 'sui?-an'-[na])
ba-bi-/[u]
sui-bat nu-uy-[s1]
sui-bat ba-l[a-{u]
Other lexical lists equate tin.tir" with both biibi/u and suanna, as can be seen from a
survey of the lexical entries for Babylon in the bilingual lists:
[t]e-'en-tir?'

tin.tir'[']

[te]-en te-er ki-ki

tin.tir'[']
tin. tir'[']
ka.dingir.ra'[']

[su]-an-na
[ba]-bi-lu
[MIN]
MSL XI, p. 14, Hh XXI/4 30-32

tin.tir1d
tin. tirk 1
eri.duloki
ka.dingir.r.a"

s1u-an-na]
b[a-bi-lu]
MI[N]
M[IN]
Ashmolean 1924-877, iv 5-8 (no. 53, pl. 53)

igi.nir.gal
eri.du 10
tin.tirk 1

eri-du 10 -U
ba-bi-il-u
Su-an-nu-it
MSL XVII, p. 68, Erimljus V 24-26

[tin.t]ir"
[eri.d]u10 ?"
[ka.dingir.ra"]
Cavigneaux, Textes sco!aires

ba-ab-bi-lu
MIN
MIN
I, p. 112, 79.B.l/25, 4'-6'

Note that in one line only (Diri IV 89) is made the equation tin.tir'' = tintir (represented
by the cipher SU in K 4174; the pronunciation of the sign group is apparently strictly
tentir, following the first sub-column of Diri, but a transliteration ten.tir" is avoided as
unnecessarily pedantic). Elsewhere tin.tir" is equated with Babylon, its by-name Suanna
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(on which see further below, the commentary on Tintir I 4), and with the scholarly
'translations' subat nuhSi and subat ba!J.ti (for which see further below). One is driven to
wonder whether the SU of K 4174 is not indeed the 'Wiederholungszeichen', bu·t rather a
corruption to be emended - especially in the light of the variant reading of Rm 905 - to
Su- <an-na> .
Aside from Diri, evidence for the pronunciation of the toponym written tin.tir•• may
come from a document of the Old Babylonian period from Susa, in which is mentioned a
merchant from a place NE-in-ti-ir••, possibly to be read de-en 6 -ti-ir" and perhaps then
referring to Babylon (Scheil, MDP 28, p. l49f., no. 551, 9).
Whether or not de-en 6 -ti-ir is really Babylon, it certainly indicates the existence of a
toponym very similar to the tentir of Diri IV. This toponym resembles in structure such
names as Zimbir, Kingir and other geographical names that have no obvious Sumerian
etymology, and which probably belong to the substrate language which has been called,
among other things, 'Proto-Euphratic' (Landsberger, AUDTFD 2, p. 433 = MANE I/2,
p. 9). In the extant sources the toponym Tentir or Tintir first appears in the Ur III period
in connection with the god Nergal, who is •ne.eriu.gal tin.tir•• in two accounts of land set
aside for the provisioning of various cults (BIN V 277, 62-63, and a parallel text, Forde,
Nebraska CT, 37, 21-22); and •ne.eri 12 .gal tin.tir•• in an account of labour (Schneider,
AnOr I 88, 300-01). All these texts can be ascribed with confidence to the Umma archive
on the basis of month names or content. In the land accounts Nergal of Tintir appears in
the company of the goddesses Gestinanna of KLAN•• and Nin!Jursag of ka.ma.ri•• and
a.e.bar••, and of Nergal of Garsan. These four towns are known to have been near
Umma (Edzard and Farber, RGTC II; Sollberger, AfO 18, p. !04ff.), and the likelihood is
that the Tintir of these Ur III administrative texts is also to be sought in a position local
to Umma, near enough for its cult to be easily administered from that centre. An
identification with Babylon, which in any case is never known as a particular cult-centre
of Nergal, is accordingly ruled out (so also Edzard, RGTC II, p. 194).
In the Old Babylonian period tin.tir•• is found in ntilitary and religious contexts in yearnames of kings of Larsa (Sin-iddinam 'c' and RTm-Sfn 14: Ungnad, RIA II, pp. 151, 216;
159, 180) and Apil-Sin of Babylon (on a tablet from Babylon, Meek, AJSL 33, p. 218f.,
no. I, perhaps the name of his 15th year: Ungnad, RIA II, p. 177, 79). In these tin.tir•• is
evidently a name of, or writing for, Babylon. So it definitely is in an Old Babylonian copy
of a Sumerian hymn of Inanna, in which the goddess claims the well-known temple E-turkalamma (Tintir IV 8) as her residence in Babylon (PBS V 157, i 3: tin.tirk' e.tur.
kalam.ma ga.a.kam). The toponym also occurs in a commercial document dated to the
reign of Sfn-erTha of Larsa (YOS XIV 348, 3), presumably in reference to Babylon. Other
examples of tin. tirk 1 from the Old Babylonian period come from the forerunners to Hh
XXI (MSL XI, pp. 104, 291; 131, iii 48; 140, 7). In the last of these tin.tirk' is listed
directly before ka.dingir.rak', and is thus certainly to be understood as Babylon.
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In royal inscriptions tin.tir" is first found late in the Kassite period (Kadasman-Turgu:
Beckman, ARRIM 5, p. l, 6; Marduk-apla-iddina I: BESt 5 = IV R 2 38, i 24). From the
reign of Nebuchadnezzar I, who describes himself as $i-it tin.tir••, "a native of Babylon"
(BESt 6 = V R 55, i 2), it becomes common.
In the absence of concrete evidence it is difficult to determine whether tin.tirk 1 is an
ancient toponym long associated with the city of Babylon (perhaps even borrowed from
some other place in the early Old Babylonian period much as the name of Eridu was
adopted, probably syncretistically, in the Kassite period), and for this reason later became
an orthography for the city often to be read not as tintir but as biibi/u, or even §uanna; or
whether it is to be understood instead as simply a scholarly orthography deriving from a
scribal tradition separate from, but perhaps no less ancient than, that which produced the
commoner orthography of ka.dingir.rak', and then adopted as a name of Babylon only at
some later date (as ka.dingir.rak' itself is in Tintir I 22; note that Kienast, Sumer 35, p.
247, speculates on an origin of the orthography tin.tirk' in the 'Kis Tradition' of writing):
whether, in short, tin. tir" was first a name of, and only later a writing for Babylon, or
vice versa. The existence of a toponym Tintir in the third millennium is evidence that
favours the former hypothesis. After the Kassite period tin.tir•• is certainly both a rather
erudite name for Babylon (as in the present text, and in Sumero-Akkadian bilinguals, in
which it is commonly the 'Sumerian' name for the city), and one of several possible
orthographies of the city's name, becoming used as such in every kind of text. A third
use, as a writing of, if not even an alternative name for, the quarter of Suanna near the
Uras Gate, is discussed in the commentary below on Tintir V 93.
As observed in the introduction to Chapter I, Tintir = Babylon and other texts of the
genre are partly explanatory texts after the fashion of the bilingual lexical and geographical
lists, explaining the obscure in terms of the familiar. Three explanations in Akkadian of
the 'Sumerian' tin.tir" are given in the present lines (excluding its topographical explanation as biibilu which is shared with the names and epithets of the following 48 lines,
occupying the second sub-column of the entire Tablet). The first, sa taniidati u riSiiti
!farkas (the correct reading of this last word, established by the variant writing in MS a,
was first put in print by Gurney, Iraq 36, p. 39 1), is a literary phrase that is also
associated with tin.tir" in a god list which explains names of Marduk (CT 25 7, K 13665,
3-4):
[•umun.t]in.tirk'

•MIN

[Umun]-Tintir

=

Marduk,

bel ka.dingir.r[a•• sa ta-na-da-a-tz]
u ri-sa-a-ti [sar-kas1

Lord of Babylon, [on which fame] and jubilation [are bestowed.]

Umun-Tintir is a name parallel to Lugal-Suanna (Eniima e/is VII 101; CT 25 38, Sm 115,
5) and its primary interpretation as bet Biibili is a straightforward translation, found also
for the latter name in STC II 61, K 2107 + 6086, obv. ii 17. However, there does not
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appear to be any obvious etymological basis for the extraction of the remaining phrase
from the signs tin and tir or their homophones, and the derivation of the phrase and its
application to tin.tirk' seem obscure. The appropriateness of the phrase, however, is not
in question, for the idea of Babylon achieving "fame" (as the centre of the world and 1ts
most important city) and being a place of "jubilation" (where men are free from anguish
and oppression, and continually engaged in festivity) is rooted in the Sumero-Babylonian
concepts of the theological and cosmological place of the city: on fame see below, the
commentary on I 40; on jubilation, that on I 9.
The two latter interpretations in these lines of tin.tir"' as subat nuf;si and subat balii!i
are, as seen earlier, also found in Diri IV, and rely on a breakdown of the toponym into
its constituent syllables of tin ( = balii{u commonly, and evidently also nuf;Su, though such
an equation is nowhere substantiated in lexical or bilingual texts) and tir ( = subtu: MSL
XIV, p. 467, A VII/4 85; XVII, p. 159, Antagal III 254). Such interpretations are achieved
only through a disregard of Sumerian grammar and word order, of course, and belong to
that class of etymologizing which seems to modern philology spurious and invalid, but is
nonetheless a characteristic feature of Babylonian scholasticism (see above, p. 73f.).
Outside Tintir I and Diri IV, the equation of tin.tirk' and subat balii!i can be found in the
Samas-suma-ukln bilingual (V R 62, 44), where lipis baJ.tilk' tin.tirk'.ta is translated ul-tu
qe-reb as-surk 1 a-na su-bat ba-la-{u, "from Assur to (Tintir), the Seat of Life". The same
equation is implicit in the Balawat Gate inscription of Salmaneser III, who describes the
city as ["']•h\.dingir.rak 1 mar-kas 5 same' u er$ele" su-bat ba-la-{i, "Babylon, the bond of
heaven and underworld, the seat of life" (Michel, WO 4/I, p. 32, v 5).
The concept of the city and its temples as the source of the nation's life and prosperity
is traditional in the Sumero-Babylonian world view, according to which the country's
well-being depended on the benevolence of the temples' divine inhabitants. This benevolence could be encouraged, though not of course guaranteed, by the proper care and
maintenance of the cults of these temples, and the provisioning of the gods was
accordingly a prime function of mortal kingship. References to cities and temples as
sources of life and prosperity are abundant in the extant literature (see, e.g., the city and
temple epithet kur ge.gal.la, "mountain of abundance", for which references have been
collected by Falkenstein, SGL I, p. 50, and Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 59), and allusions to this
function are made in the ceremonial names of countless temples. The position of Babylon
as source of life and prosperity is reiterated in Tintir I 43-45, and is reflected, with a
subtle shift of emphasis from nation to individual, in the syncretistic hymn to Nippur and
Babylon (KAR 8, obv. ii 12-13):
lu.tus.a tin.tirk' nam.ti.la bi.in.diri.ga
a-sib ba-bi-lim ba-la-{a ut-t[ar]
He who lives in Babylon prolongs (his) life.
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The source in Greek script, our MS c, accords with the cuneiform text in these lines
except for the unwelcome v after the break in line 3, where we expect the end of a Greek
transcription of tin.tirk'. This v, quite clear on the tablet, may perhaps be explained by the
consideration that tin.tirk' can be read suanna (for the lexical evidence see the passages
quoted above), and is indeed probably always read so when used as an orthography of
the city quarter Suanna (see further Tintir V 93 and commentary). As is evident from line
4 of MS c, the final open syllable of suanna disappears in Greek transcription: perhaps,
then, tin.tirk' in lines l-3 of the cuneiform text was transcribed by the equivalent of
suan(na) in the Greek tablet. This need not imply that tin.tir•• as a name of Babylon must
be read in Tintir I 1-3 or elsewhere as suanna, but can be put down to confusion by this
Hellenistic scribe of tin. tir••, the name of Babylon, and tin. tirk', an orthography for the
quarter Suanna: this latter usage of the sign group is still known in the Seleucid period
(see CT 49 130, dating to Seleucid Era 73, quoted in the commentary on the city quarter).
(On MS c and other texts in Greek transcription, and the phonetic peculiarities they
exhibit, see the article ofSollberger, Iraq 24, p. 63ff. More 'Graeco-Babyloniaca' has since
been published by M.J. Geller, ZA 73, p. 114ff., and J.A. Black and S.M. Sherwin-White,
Iraq 46, p. 13lff.)
4 Suanna is a name of Babylon which appears repeatedly in the bilingual lexical texts as
an 'Akkadian' interpretation or explanation of tin.tirk 1 (Diri IV 89, variant; Hh XXI/4 30;
Ashmolean 1924-877, iv 5; Erimf;us V 26: all quoted above, on I 1). This close association
no doubt accounts for the place of Suanna in the present list, following directly on Tintir,
and helps to explain the variants in Tintir V 93 for the name of the city quarter between
the Uras Gate and the city centre (given variously in the extant sources as tin.tir"['],
su-a[n-na] and su-ma-an: see further the commentary ad loc.).
As a name of Babylon Suanna is first attested under the Second !sin Dynasty, in HS
157, a tablet from Nippur dated to the fifth year of Marduk-niidin-agge (Aro, BSA W
115/II, no. 3 = Bernhardt, TMHNF V 44), the text of which includes an inventory of
garments brought from su-an-nak 1 (1. 109) to Nippur on the occasion of a wedding in the
king's second year. In the bilingual text IV R 2 20, no. 1, one of several fragments
concerned with Marduk's return to Babylon in the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I (as argued
by W.G. Lambert in the Seed of Wisdom, p. 9f.; see further J.J.M. Roberts in Finkelstein
Memorial Volume, p. 185ff.), and probably composed soon after this memorable event,
su-an-na<kl) is found in lines 12 (Sumerian) and 14 (its Akkadian counterpart). The name
Lugal-suanna, referring to Marduk, appears in the Creation Epic, which may well also
date to this time, but it is by no means certain that the name already alludes to the god's
status as "King of Suanna-Babylon": as is noted below, this may have been a secondary
interpretation. However, in the Erra Epic, the context of which is generally held to be
that of the end of the Second !sin Dynasty, or slightly later (see Lambert, AfO 18,
p. 398ff., against von Soden, UF 3, p. 255f.), su-an-na• 1 occurs on four occasions. While it
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is true that in the extant manuscripts for this text tin.tir", ka.dingir.ra•' and phonetic
writings of the city's name are substituted for each other at random, it is significant that
on three of the four occasions when su-an-na" is used (I 124, IIId 8, V 36) all sources are
in agreement. That this orthography is preserved without variant in these lines in copies
of the epic from Assur, Nineveh and Sultantepe strongly suggests that its use there is as
old as the composition itself; and further that it is to be read phonetically as a name of
the city, as also it must in the Nebuchadnezzar bilingual.
As it occurs in the royal inscriptions of the Sargonid and Chaldaean kings (e.g. Sargon:
Winckler, Sargon, I, pp. 52, 304; 54, 317; Sennacherib: I R 41, v 16; Esarhaddon: I R 49,
i 11; KAH I 75, rev. 18; Assurbanipal: III R 27, 48; Nebuchadnezzar II: I R 55, iv 2;
Wadi Brisa A vi 49; Nabonidus: V R 64, ii 19), su-an-na<•'l may however often be no
more than an ornamental writing for biibilu. Certainly by the close of the Nee-Babylonian period it appears to have become one of several literary orthographies used
indiscriminately by the composers of official inscriptions, who delighted in abstruse, as
well as archaic, mannerisms. A good example of the quite arbitrary use of su-an-na,
tin. tir", ka.dingir.ra" and ka.dingirm'' in a single inscription is the clay barrel of Cyrus
(V R 35) in which these orthographies occur on four, seven, one and two occasions
respectively, and are probably to be read biibi/u throughout.
A question that remains problematical is the derivation of Suanna as a name for a city
quarter, and for the city itself. The fact that it does not appear until the end of the second
millennium would seem to exclude it from the toponymy which, being of uncertain
etymology, has been christened 'Proto-Euphratic' (see above, on I 1), and to which the
ancient names Tintir and Babil(u) may well belong. Indeed, as it stands Suanna looks
Sumerian, being orthographically identical to the divine epithet su.an.na, "loftyhand(ed)", which translates into Akkadian as sa emiiqiisu saqfi, "whose might is exalted"
(Utukkii /emniitu, CT 16 14, iv 10-ll; Eniima elis VII 101; King, STC II 61, K
2107+6086, ii 16). From what is known of ancient toponymy it is unlikely that such an
epithet could of itself become a place name, even in literary circles (we would rather
expect to find uru.su.an.na, "City-whose-Might-is-Exalted"), but is the similarity between
Suanna, the name of Babylon, and su.an.na, the divine epithet, to be explained away
simply as coincidence? The two latter references given above for the equation su.an.na =
sa emiiqiisu saqfi are in fact explanations of the name of Marduk, Lugal-suanna (the name
in Eniima eli§ is to be emended after CT 25 38, Sm 115, 5). In the Creation Epic, where
this name is, like others, subject to extended etymological speculation, the scholar resists
an obvious interpretation of Lugal-suanna as "Lord of Babylon", and this rather suggests
that Suanna was not yet a name of Babylon. The commentary published by King,
however, is quick to make this very interpretation (K 2107+6086, ii 17: [•lugal.su.an.na]
= be-e/ ka.dingir.ra"; note also I. 18, = mud-dis ka.dingir.ra.,), alongside the conventional
"lord whose might is exalted". It may be conceivable that the epithet su.an.na was
adopted as a name of Babylon either as a result of the misunderstanding of Lugal-
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suanna, the name of Marduk (rather as lugal.e apparently came to be misunderstood as
"king of Babylon", leading to the common Nee-Babylonian orthography Ek 1 : see on this
Brinkman, PHPKB, p. l67f.) or through a deliberate reinterpretation of the same name,
by which means, we would then suggest, it was sought to endow it with extra significance,
causing it to embrace not only the etymologically correct meaning, "lord whose might is
exalted", but also the theologically desirable meaning, "lord of Babylon". However,
neither hypothesis explains how Suanna came to be equated in the lexical lists with the
much older toponym tin. tirki.
The Akkadian translation of su.an.na in the present line is unique, but not so very
different from e-muq •a-nim, one of the several 'etymological' interpretations offered in
the Creation Epic (VII I 01-02; a variant tradition, represented by STT II, has instead
e-[m]uq-qan ~i-rat). The equation of su and emiiqu does not occur in the lexical texts, but
is well known in bilinguals, both in the stock phrase su.an.na = sa emiiqiisu saqfi (for
which references have already been given), and elsewhere, in Angim 162 (as a variant of
usu) and in a hymn to Nergal (Macmillan, BA V, p. 642, no. X, obv. 7-8 = Pinches,
PSBA 28, p. 210, 4 (col!.), emending to su!(LA).a.ni.se).
5-7 These lines expand on the preceding one: in them the scholar offers further
interpretations of the name Suanna which he justifies etymologically by taking the name's
first syllable as si = niiru, sa = markasu and sa 4 = nibltu in turn. By these means he
finds meanings of Suanna appropriate to Babylon's exalted theological and cosmological
position. The modification of orthography for such speculative purposes is a scholarly
device also used, at greater length, in the E-sagil Commentary (no. 5), the Nippur
Compendium (no. 18) and the Nippur Temple List (no. 19).
The equation si = niiru is known from lexical lists (MSL III, p. 66, S' N 3'; XIV,
p. 341, A III/4 168) as well as from various commentaries and bilingual texts (references
are collected in CAD Nf2, p. 348). niiru is a common divine epithet, applied frequently in
its most literal sense to solar and astral deities, but also found figuratively with other
gods, including Marduk (in the incantation KAR 26, 17; the hymn KAR 337, obv. 18;
ibid., rev. 10 ( +) 304, rev. 24 = Lambert, Seed of Wisdom, p. !If.). Divine epithets are
commonly borrowed by cities and their temples, and this may be one explanation of the
present line. But note that the endowment of city and temple with luminary imagery can
be traced back to the Kes Temple Hymn (TCS III, p. 170, 50; Old Babylonian):

e an.se utu.gim e.a ki.se iti•. gim bara.ga
Temple rising heavenward like the sun, spreading over the underworld like moonlight.
(Here, and passim, "underworld" as a translation of ki = er~etu in the pairing "heaven
and underworld" means that part of the universe below the heavens: not only the flat disc
of the earth but all that lay beneath it, including Apsu and the realm of Ereskigal; the
latter is distinguished in this book as the "netherworld".) In a much later period E-sagil,
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evidently written [e.si.an].gil, is explained as bitu niir ill rabuti, "House, light of the great
gods" (no. 5, E-sagil Commentary, l. 27). Distinct from this speculative imagery are
temple names like E-babbarra, "Shining House", of the Sun God, Samas (in Sippar and
Larsa), and E-gisnu-gal, "House of the Great Light", of the Moon God, Sin (in Babylon,
Ur and Nippur: see the commentary on Tintir IV 24; note a late translation of this name
as bit niir same rabuti, "House of the light of the great heavens": no. 3, BM 34850,
rev. 5'): these simply reflect the character of their divine occupants.
For sa = markasu see the bilingual incantation CT 17 35, 54-55, where sa nu.du\).u.da
is translated mar-kas Ia pa-{a-ri; and our restoration of the E-sagil Commentary, ll. 25-26
(above, no. 5). While markasu is literally a mooring rope, in cosmological contexts it is a
rope which connects together, or "binds", the component parts of the Babylonian
universe, by the holding of which the cosmos is controlled (see on this the commentary on
I 35). The cosmic ropes, or "bonds", of the heavens may have been visible from the earth
as constellations: see Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 153, 330, where, in an invocation to
Beltiya, the constellation Ursa Major (Babylonian m•'ereqqu(mar.gid.da), "Wagon-Star")
is given the epithet mar-kas same'. That Babylon and E-sagil were considered to be the
earthly counterparts of the constellation mu 1iku(AS.IKU), which may be our Pegasus, is
known from inscriptions of Esarhaddon (Borger, Esarh., pp. 21, 51; 94, 33: e.sag.il ...
tam-sil m• 1ikf), from the title of an invocation to E-sagil (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 136,
274: mu 1iku e.sag.il tam-si/ same u er~eti), and from Antagal G 312 (MSL XVII, p. 229:
[m"'z]ku = biib-ili""'); and this may be one allusion made in Babylon's assumption of the
epithet markas same. But in its application to Babylon this epithet should be seen
principally as a variation on the time-honoured city epithet markas same u er~eti, which
refers to the cosmological position of the city at the centre of the universe, and which
Babylon borrowed from Nippur (for this epithet and its cosmological implications, see
the commentary below on I 35). The same can be said for the scholarly explanation of the
name of E-sagil, written [e.sa.an].gil, as bitu markas same rabuti, "House, bond of the
great heavens" (no. 5, E-sagil Commentary, l. 25). But it must also be noted that markas
same is a translation of one of those stock epithets for cities and temples in Sumerian
literature: in the lament TCL XV 15 and duplicates it is used of Lagas (ii 10: dim.gal
an.na.ke4 ); in the litany TCL XV 1 it refers to the temple of Sud in Suruppak (4: e
dim.gal an.na.mu). For dim.gal = markasu see the syncretistic hymn KAR 109, rev. 14,
where the goddess to whom the hymn is addressed is described thus: ina e.dim.gal.
kalam.ma mar-kas miiti(kur), "In E-dimgal-kalamma (you are) the bond of the land"
(here, and passim in this hymn, the etymology of the temple name is alluded to in the
goddess' epithets); the bilingual Exaltation of !Star, where the sedu damqu is described as
the "bond of E-kur" (dim.gal e.kur.ra = mar-kas e.kur, B. Hruska, ArOr 37, p. 489, 4748); and a litany to Nergal, where dim.gal = mar-'ka-su' (Meek, BA X/1, p. 90, no. 13, 78 (col!.), now + K 69, Craig ZA 10, p. 276f.). References for dim. gal (kalam.majan.ki.aj
ug.sar.ra) as an epithet of cities and temples are collected by Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 67, who

translates "mast", equating dim.gal with tarkullu in preference to markasu. But tarkullu is
not so much a boat's mast as the pole by which it is moored (with CAD M/1, p. 283;
AHw, p. 1330; cf. A. Salonen, StOr VIII/4, p. 127), and thus the object to which the
mooring rope (markasu) is secured, as in Maq/U III 134. Used metaphorically in
cosmological context the function of markasu and tarkullu, that of "mooring" the
component parts of the universe to each other, is much the same.
sa4 = nabu is well known, and the equation with nibftu is thus well-founded. nabU, "to
call (by name)", has also the nuance of the "call (into being)", by virtue of the fact that,
in the Babylonian view of things, the first act of creating an object is the naming of it: cf.
the expression mala suma nabu with the meaning "as many as exist"; something without a
name cannot be deemed to exist (cf. Eniima e!is I 1-2). In this way nibitu, as something
called by name, comes to mean also something brought into existence.
As an epithet of Babylon, sa4 .an.na is inconsistent with the well-attested tradition that
Babylon was created and founded by Marduk (for which see I 13 and commentary).
Before Marduk's rise to pre-eminence in the Kassite and Second !sin periods he would
not have been (theologically speaking) in a position to create and name a city of his own
initiative, for such actions are the prerogative of the senior, destiny-decreeing gods (as in
the Sumerian Flood Story, PBS V 1, where the creation of the antediluvian cities in ii 9198 can be most probably credited to Enlil). Significant in this regard is the consideration
that the theological exaltation of Babylon in the Old Babylonian period was the work of
Anu and Enlil, the highest-ranking gods, rather than of Marduk, the city god (CH i
16ff.). Accordingly it is conceivable that time was when there existed a tradition in which
Babylon was first created by a god or gods other than Marduk, to wit his predecessors in
supreme office. Residual traces of such a tradition may well have survived to influence the
compiler of Tintir I. We note also that the etymologist of the E-sagil Commentary may
allude to such a· tradition when he interprets the temple name as bitu nibil Anim u Enli/,
"House called into being by Anu and Enlil" (no. 5, l. 29) Note further Tintir I 42, where
Babylon is the "creation of Enlil".
8 For dub.sag.ga = maijru see also the bilingual proverb BWL, p. 254, 3 and 7. We
understand maljratu (variants with final -a and -i) as the adjective in stative conjugation
(sg 3 f), with 'redundant' final vowels typical of late orthography (although a subjunctive
form with final -u might be taken as evidence of a MB origin for the text: see von Soden,
GAG §83a).
The line alludes to the notion of the 'first' or 'oldest' city. This title is commonly
expressed in the Old Babylonian period as Sumerian uru. ul, which translates into
Akkadian as iii $i'iitim. It is borne by Nippur (in the royal hymn SRT 36, 57; the
Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns, TCS III, p. 19, 41, with particular reference to
Tummal; and N 1320, 2, for which see ibid., p. 58); by Eres (in Enmerkar and
Ensu\)kesdanna 253); by Uruk (I R 3, no. X, ii 6: Rim-Sin of Larsa; cf. its later
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appellation uru.sag = ali"' re§-ti-i in a bilingual litany, IV R 2 19, no. 3, 35-36); and by
Sippar (Gelb, JNES 7, p. 269, A ii 14 = B iii 5: Hammurapi; Thureau-Dangin, RA 39,
p. 6, 8-9: Samsuiluna). In later periods the title was much used of Sippar (Goetze, JCS
19, p. 121, 12: Simbar-si))u; Erra Epic IV 50; the hymn KAR 109, obv. 9), and in a
geographical list, 82-3-23, 24 (MSL XI, p. 63 = no. 49, pl. 52), 9', one finds the fuller
epithet uru.u 4 .ul.diui[m?"] as one of several names of Sippar. This epithet is also attested
in Hh XXI 9 (MSL XI, p. 11, uru.u 4 .ul.du.a"': collated- see below the commentary on
the Nippur Compendium i 1-10') as a name of Nippur, along with uru.nisag" and
uru.sagkl (II. 11-12), which have similar meaning.
In respect to Babylon the epithet iii $fiti is found only once, in an inscription of one of
the Kurigalzu's (Sommerfeld, AjO 32, p. I, 4: ip-pa-am-ba-li pa-rak sar kas-si-i a-li $a-a-ti,
"in Babylon, the throne-dais of the king of the Kassites, the ancient city"; on the
orthography of the city name see below, the commentary on I 22). The application of this
epithet, previously a title only of the most ancient Sumerian cities, to Babylon may be
seen as consistent with the tendency in Kassite literary circles to dignify the country's
capital with a history that was not its own, another consequence of which was the
mythological and theological syncretism of Babylon and the venerable city of Eridu (see
the commentary on I 21). Such inventions were desirable to justify the theological and
cosmological pre-eminence required for Babylon as the city of the king of the gods.
A nice parallel to the imagery of the present line can be found in the Old Babylonian
hymn to Nippur in a poetic expression of that city's ancient status in Sumerian
cosmology as the oldest city (UETVl 118, i 8-10; coli.):

Allusion to the joyous aspect of Babylonian religious life is also made in Tintir I 46,
which describes Babylon as "the city of festivals, rejoicing and dancing".
In MS c the')., of the expected a'J.., has either elided with following p (assimilation of I to
a following consonant is an occasional feature of Akkadian: GAG § 34c), or has been
omitted by accident. The omission is repeated in the following line.
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Of all the brickwork
laid in the land,
your brickwork is the very first.

sig 4 .kilib. ba
kala[m.m]a ki.gar.ra
rsig41.ZU sig4.sag.bi.im

9 Babylon is also a place of jubilation in the syncretistic hymn KAR 8, obv. ii 10-11:
tin.tir"' lu igi.du,.se asilal diri.es

10-11 The epithets of these lines are stock phrases in both Sumerian and Babylonian
literature, going back to the time of Gudea, for whom Nanse is "mistress of the precious
ordinances" (nun billudalgarza kal.la.ke4 , Cyl. B iv 6). In the Old Babylonian period a
parallel phrase is used in a hymn to Enlil, with reference to E-kur whose "ordinances are
precious things" (billudalgarza nig.kal.kal.la.kam, Falkenstein, SGL I, p. 13, 50 II C1g
and KlZllyay, ISETP l, p. 126, Ni 1180, with Akkadian gloss su-qu-ru-tu[m]: cf. Wilcke,
KSLT, p. 22, 50). Similar phraseology appears in the bilingual inscription of Samassuma-ukin, in connection with the re-establishment in E-sagil of the gods' "precious
ordinances and their choice rites" (me kal.kal su.lu!J.!Ja.e.ne billuda.bi SU!:;I.ga.e.[n]e =
par-$i-su-nu su-qu-ru-tu pil-lu-du-su-nu nu-us-su-qu-tu, V R 62, no. 2, 51-52). An inscription
of Assurbanipal refers to the "precious ordinances" of the goddess Sarrat-kitmuri (par-$ee-sa su-qu-ru-ti, Thompson, PEA, p. 31, 23), while an incantation uses a parallel phrase in
broken context (pil-lu-de-e su-qu-ru-[tz], TIM IX 77, rev. 5', following U$Uriitim'' $i-ra-a-li,
I. 4').
12 The same epithet is used of Babylon twice in the Erra Epic (I 124: su-an-na iii sar
iii sar il'i""' ri-kis miitiill) and once in a Kedor-laomer text
(Brinkman, PHPKB, p. 80, obv. 9: tin.tir"' iii sar iii!"" •marduk). A parallel epithet is that
used frequently by Sargon II of Assyria, describing Babylon as the "city" or "cult-centre
of the 'Enlil' of the gods" (iillma-ba-zi "en.lil.la iii!"", Winckler, Sargon, I, pp. 38, 236;
120, 24; 124, 140; II, no. 41, 7). Obviously these epithets can be no older than the time of
Marduk's promotion to the kingship of the gods, which probably became official in the
12th century (see above, p. 6).

iii""'; IV 2: dim.kur.kur.ra"'

ba-bi-lu sa ana da-ga-l[z] ri-sa-ti ma-lu-' u'

Babylon, which to behold is filled with jubilation!
A similar expression occurs in an invocation connected with the Babylonian New Year
Festival, K 9876 (copy: Pallis, Akitu Festival, pl. 8), obv. 13: [ti]n.tirkl re-el-tu ma-la. The
city as a place of jubilation is an allusion to its role as venue for the great religious
festivals, which were the scene of much singing, dancing and general merrymaking: this is
implicit in the Hymn to Arbil, a city famous for its festivals of !Star (Ebeling, LKA 32 =
JKF 2, p. 277, 3-5):
iii ni-gu-ti "'"arba-i[~
iii i-si-na-ti "'"arba-i[~
iii bit bi-da-a-te9 -e "'"arba-i[~

City of joyousness, 0 Arbil!
City of festivals, 0 Arbil!
City of the temple of rejoicing, 0 Arbil!

13 The epithet is also used, no doubt of Babylon, in an unpublished Nee-Babylonian
fragment, perhaps of a liturgical or ritual text (BM 76960, 4': iilu ni-bit •amar.utu). For
the implications of nibftu in this context see above, on I 7. The tradition of Babylon as a
city created and named by Marduk is naturally a very strong one. In the Creation Epic
Marduk proposes to build his cult-centre at the centre of the universe, to be the site for a
regular divine assembly, and explains (Eniima eli§ V 129):
lu-ub-bi-ma sum-[ sit biibilu]kl bTtatm''

iii""' rabutim''

I will call [its] name [Babylon], the temples of the great gods.
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The building of the city and its principal sanctuary is then carried out by the Anunnaki at
Marduk's command (VI 55-73). This accounts for Nabopolassar's belief that the city wall
was founded by the Igigi and Anunnaki (al-Rawi, Iraq 47, p. 10, ii 23-25). Belonging to
the same tradition is another creation myth, CT 13 36, 2-4 (photograph: Heidel,
Babylonian Genesis, fig. 16):

Hammurapi's dynasty, by whose efforts Babylon became a power of considerable
importance in the land of Akkad.
The cursive gudu4 (Al;!!.ME) of MS a is evidently a rebus writing - or perhaps a
'Horfehler' - for gu.de. Other phonetic peculiarities in the texts edited in this book are
kur.ra for kur 4 .ra (Tintir I 19), \)al.ti.lu for al.ti.la (IV 7), ur.nam for uru.na.nam (IV 21)
nu.ma\) for nun.ma\) (IV 31), edin.na for dim.ma (IV 36), galam.ma for kalam.ma (IV
39), gul.la probably for gu.la (no. 6, BM 35046, 15), a.na for an.na (ibid., 30), and dUD.e
for u 6 .de (no. 14, VAT 9961 + 10335, 6).

[tin.tir']'* ba.du e.sag.il.la su.du,
ka.dingir.ra" e-pu- <us> e.sag.il suk-lul
[dingir a].nun.na.ke4 .e.ne tes.bi ba.an.du
ffpnes da-nun-na-ki mit-!Ja-riS i-pu-uS

[uruj.ku.ga ki.tUS sa.dulO·ga.ke •. e.ne mu ma\).a mi.ni.in.sa•. a
iilu el-lum su-bat {u-ub lib-bi-sit-nu ~i-ris im-bu-u

Babylon was built, E-sagil completed;
(Marduk) made the Anunna-gods, all of them,
(and) they called their happy abode by the exalted name of the 'Sacred City'.
A further exposition of Marduk's creation of Babylon is given in the mythological
introduction to tbe hymn IV R 2 18, no. 1, 1-4 (coli.):
[dma]rduk

sa ba-'bi-lz" sum-sit ki-nis im-bu-u

(dMIN* k]a.dingir.ra".k[e4 m]u.ne zi.de.es bi.in.sa4 .am
[es.gu.zi]* ka abzu.ta e ki.ag.ga.a.ni mu.un.dim.ma
[e.sag.i]l ina ba-ab ap-si-i bi-tu sa i-ra-am-mu e-pu-us
Marduk, who called Babylon by its true name,
(who) built E-sagil, the house which he loves, at the Gate of Apsu.
(* Restorations demanded by considerations of space; on es.gu.zi see below, on IV I.)
This is the tradition accepted by Berossus, who reports that Bel (Marduk) built the walls
of Babylon as one of his first acts of cosmic organization (P.O. Schnabel, Berossus and die
babylonisch-hellenistische Literatur, p. 256, 13). For other traditions as to the divine
founder of Babylon see I 7 and commentary.
Asarre, also known by the fuller names of Asallu\)i and Asaralimnunna, is the city god
of Kuara near Eridu, and the first-born of Enki (on this god in general see Sjoberg, TCS
III, p. 80f.). The equation of Marduk and Asallu!Ji, which marks the former's adoption
into the family of Enki and the prestigious pantheon of Eridu, is first attested in the reign
of Sin-iddinam of Larsa, early in the Old Babylonian period (being implicit in his
description of Asallu\)i as "king of Babylon" in a Jetter to the goddess Ninisinna:
[dasa]l.lu.\)i Jugal ka.dingir.ra", Hallo, Kramer Anniversary Volume, p. 216, 16; see further
W. Sommerfeld, Der Aufstieg Marduks, p. 13ff.). This syncretistic promotion of Marduk
- and Babylon - is very probably owed to the political successes of the first kings of
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14 The epithet is a favourite literary phrase. For Ja.(Ja) gi 4 .(gi 4 ) in Sumerian literature
see the references collected by Sjoberg, Nanna-Suen, p. 174. The correspondence of this
phrase to la/U ne8bu (also laid sebu) is found in other bilingual texts: IV R 2 9, obv. 22-23
(hymn to Sin); ibid., 28*, no. 4, rev. 69-70 = Mark E. Cohen, Sumerian Hymnology: the
Ersemma, p. 115, 51; and Sjoberg, JCS 24, p. 126, 2 (Examenstext D). The Akkadian
phrase is used again in the eulogy of the city incorporated into a hymn to Marduk
(no. 46, BM 36646, obv. 10'), in which, as we restore it, Babylon is compared for
"inexhaustible sumptuousness" to an "orchard of fruit" (klma kiri inbi lales1u Iii
issebbi?]). Similar poetic imagery, though with a different emphasis of meaning, is found
in the Erra Epic in Marduk's lament for the devastated city (IV 41):
1
ru¥1-a tin.tirk SQ ki-ma gHterinnJt(Se.U.suQ ) Se'imim U-ma-al-lu-SU-ma Ia QS-bu-U la-lu-Sit
5

Alas for Babylon, which I filled like a pine-cone with kernels, but had not full pleasure
of its luxury!
The "luxury" or "sumptuousness" of which Babylon had so much may well be the
accumulation o( material wealth - through military and economic success - which is
referred to elsewhere in this Tablet (ll. 44-45, 50), and which was benefical to human and
divine beings alike. la/U encompasses the idea of the satisfaction of one's desires: when
Marduk says in the Creation Epic that he will build a house to be the abode of his lalu
(Eniima eliS V 122), he means a house of his "pleasure", that will fulfill all his material
needs (for this nuance of /ala, common in genitival constructions, see CAD L, p. 49f.: an
example in this book is found in the E-sagil Commentary, where the temple name is
interpreted as ekal lalf! ill sa same, "palace (that satisfies) the pleasure of the gods of
heaven": no. 5, I. 5).
15 The equation of ni.dub and pasiilju is known also from Antagal A 146 (MSL XVII,
p. 186) and a bilingual hymn to Inanna from the Old Babylonian period, where
ni.dub.bu.de appears phonetically written as ni 5 -in-tu-bu-te4 = su-up-su-iju-um (Sjoberg,
ZA 65, p. 118, 115).
While this epithet may partly allude to the security offered to the inhabitants of
Babylon by its mighty fortifications, which prompted both Hammurapi (LJH I 58, 30:
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ki.tus ne.ga = 57, 33: su-ba-at ne-ea-tim) and Nabopolassar (BRM IV 51, 31-32: su-ub-ti
ne-eb-ti) to describe the city as a "secure dwelling-place", the presence of gurus = eflu

wei~ ~s in influence, the two notions going hand in hand (note kabtu as the opposite of
muskenu, one of the lower orders but, in later texts, also "pauper": the contrast, which
occurs particularly in omen apodoses, is documented in CAD M/2, p. 275). Our epithet is
an allus~on to the general social standing of the inhabitants of Babylon (as evinced by a

emphasizes that the people to whom peace is especially brought are the city's workforce,
and this suggests that the phrase is making particular reference to the status of Babylon
as iii kidinni, whose citizens accordingly held certain privileges that included exemption
from labour and military service (on Babylon as iii kidinni see I 48 and commentary).·The
implication of §upsuau here is thus one of freeing from obligations of service, and the verb
is found in a parallel usage in an inscription of Sargon II which refers to his reestablishment of freedom from such duties for several Babylonian towns: sa den~' un~'
uruklr. 1 eriduk 1 Iarsak 1 kul-aba 4 ki ki-is-sikki urune-med-[dfa-gu-da an-du]-ra-ar-Su-un aS-kun-ma
u-[sap-si-ba] nisi'"''-su-nu (Weissbach, ZDMG 72, p. 176, 4-5: restoration assured from the
parallels, Winckler, Sargon, I, pp. 96, 9; 174, i 17).
16-18 With the epithet of line 16 compare an interpretation of the name E-sagil as
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proverbial wealth), as well as to their standing at court.
20 "'dim.(me) = ma-ku-tum in MSL VI, p. 65, Hh VI 159 (and variant). The makiitu is
usually the pole of a waterlift (siidiij), otherwise a buttress or pier in the construction of a
house or. quay wall (CAD M/1, p. 143). Here, however, the reference is probably
cosmological, usmg Imagery comparable with the borrowing from nautical language of
mark~su and tarkul/u to denote cosmic "bonds" (on which see above, on I 6). One might
Imagme makiitu to refer to some kind of cosmic "support".
Th~ case for reading ku.si(g), is argued by Civil, JCS 28, p. 183f., and the values si 22
and sig 1 , of GI are now noted in Borger, ABZ, p. 432.

bftu ... rii'im kitti, "House which ... loves truth" (no. 5, E-sagil Commentary, l. 19). The

Akkadian of line 17 does not exactly translate the Sumerian ("city which administers true
justice") but is influenced by the stock phrase kittu u mfsaru. It appears again used of
Babylon in the literary fragment K 11542 (no. 64, pl. 56; line 6': ina .fu-an-na" iii mi-sa-ri
kit-t[z]), and of Borsippa in the cylinder inscription of Nabu-suma-imbi (Lambert, JAOS
88, p. 126, I b 16: Mr-sipa" iii kit-ti u mi-sa-ri), where it is perhaps an allusion to the
name of that city's chief temple, E-zida, "True House", of Nabii. kittu and mfSaru form a
common pair (for many references see CAD K, p. 470f.; M/2, p. ll?f.), and are deified as
members of the court of Samas (dnig.zi.d[a] and dnig.si.sa: CT 24 31, 74-75; cf. dnig.gi.na
and dki-it-tum, ibid., 81-82; other references in CAD, loc. cit.). The epithet of line 18 is
perhaps also a stock literary phrase, for it too appears deified among the divine
attendants of E-babbarra, the temple of Samas (CT 24 32, 103, dnig.erim.gul.gig).
The epithets of these lines (and of ll. 24-27, which reiterate the theme) demonstrate the
long-established tradition of the city and temple as places where justice is dispensed.
References in Sumerian literature to temples as "places of judgement" (ki di.ku 5 .ru), and
as judges which clear the innocent and convict the guilty after the manner of the river
ordeal (<d)id.lu.ru.gu) are collected by Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 60f. Note further the role of
Nippur as an agent of justice in a hymn to Enlil (Falkenstein, SGL I, p. 12, 29-30):
uru nig.gi.na sa 12 .e.eS rig7.ga
nig.zi nig.si.sa ge 16 .sa.se ak.a

City endowed with truth,
which does right and justice always!

19 lu.kur 4 .ra = ka-ab-tum in MSL XII, p. 184, OB Lu B v 23. The use of this epithetin slightly different form - as a name of Babylon is found in the synonym list M a/ku I
220 (A.D. Kilmer, lAOS 83, p. 428: e.lu.kur 4 .ra = ba-bi-lu). Sumerian lu.kur4 .ra is
literally "fat man", and kabtu has implications of great standing in material wealth as

21 Eridu is a name of Babylon in the lexical texts: it appears in Ashmolean 1924-877 iv
7, Erimaus V 25 and can probably be restored in Cavigneaux, Textes scolaires I, p. 1'12,
79.B.l/25, 5 (these are quoted above, p. 237). The first certain use of Eridu as a n~me of
Babylon is to be found in the Sitti-Marduk kudurru (BESt 6 = V R 55, i 3), in which
Nebuchadnezzar I is sakkanak(sagana) eri.du 10 , "governor of Babylon" (not of Eridu:
see the note of Brinkman, PHPKB, p. 116 653 ). Still not proven (although accepted by
Khaled Nashef, RGTC V, sub Babylon) are certain references from the Kassite period. In
the cryptically written colophon to a chemical text from the reign of Gulkisar of the First
Sealand Dynasty ownership of the tablet is ascribed to a Le'i-kala-Marduk, sangu-priest
ofMarduk, and '"eriduk' (Gadd, Iraq 3, p. 89f.; reading the PN with CAD L, p. 160). As
Gadd notes, the dealer's provenance for this tablet was Seleucia, but this was hardly in
Gu!kis~r's sphere of influence, and the dealer's information may be regarded with
scepticism: the tablet probably comes from a site much further south, perhaps even from
Ur. Certainly f~om Ur is a legal document from the reign of Kadasman-garbe (UET VII
2), which mentiOns a place eri.du 10 (obv. 15) and a sangu of eri.du 10 by the name of
Babilayyu ("'ka.dingir.ra-a-a, obv. 17-18), who is involved in the litigation. Ur is, of
course, a very long way from Babylon, but not far from Eridu, and it is much more
plausible that a priest of the latter should have his case heard at Ur, which was somewhat
revitalized in the Kassite period and may have been the centre of a provincial administration. No great obstacle is raised by the presence of a sangfi of Marduk in Eridu, since
Marduk had long been a member of the pantheon of that city (see above, on I 13); and
the datmg of Le'i-kala-Marduk's tablet to the reign of Gulkisar is evidence - even
though circumstantial - in favour of him being from the deep south of Babylonia. While
the available evidence has this southern bias it would be unwise to argue for Eridu as
already a name of Babylon in the reigns of Kadasman-garbe and Gulkisar. That it should
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first appear to be so in the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I may be no coincidence, for his was
a time of increased speculation as to the theological and cosmological place of Babylon,
the city of the new king of the gods (see above, p. 6f.).
.
In later periods, especially as it appears in business and legal documents from the tm:_e
of the Chaldaean and Persian kings (some references collected by Unger, Babylon, p. 25 ,
and RIA II, p. 465), eridu" may be no more than a scholarly orthography of Babilu (cf.
the note of Pinches, PSBA 33, p. 161).
The use of the name of the venerable city of Enki for Babylon is probably a later
consequence of the aforementioned syncretism of Marduk .and Asallubi, whi~h brought
about a certain assimilation of the pantheons of the two CJl!es and the establishment m
Babylon of an important cult of Ea. This theological identification of the Old Babylonian
period appears to have been followed by a mythological sy~crel!sm, m. whiCh the
traditions of Eridu became those also of Babylon. Witness to this IS a creatiOn myth m
which Eridu and Babylon are considered one and the same place, the first city to appear
out of the watery chaos (CT 13 35, 12-36, 2):
[u•. ba eridu]ki ba.du e.sag.il.la ba.dim
ina u 4 -mi-su eri-du 10 e-pu-us {us} e. MIN ba-ni
[e.sag.i]l sa.abzu.ke. {e.ne} dlugal.du •. ku.ga mu.ni.in.ri.a
e. MIN sa ina qe-reb ap-si-i •!ugal-du 6 -ku-ga ir-mu-u
[tin.tirk]i ba.du e.sag.il.la su.du,
ka.dingir.ra" e-pu- < u.f> e.sag.il suk-lul
At that time Eridu was built, E-sagil createdE-sagil, in which Lugaldukuga settled in the midst of Apsii Babylon was built, E-sagil completed.
The context demands that Lugaldukuga is here not the ancestor of Enlil, but Marduk's
father, Ea (as also in Tintir II 16: see the commentary helow), who set up h1s temple m
Apsu (Eniima e/is I 73-78). In the present myth the establishment of E-abzu by Ea m
Apsu is telescoped with the parallel foundmg of E~sag1l and Babylon on the. body of
Ti'iimat (see the commentary on II 1): accordingly 11 IS E-sag!l that IS here occupied by Ea
in Apsu, and Eridu and Babylon refer to the same primeval city. This identification of the
two cities in at least some mythology may well account for the cosmological connecl!on
between Babylon and the Gate of Apsu, which one might expect to have been at Endu
(on the Gate of Apsu see Tintir IV 3 and commentary). Further evidence of a syncretism
comes from Berossus, in whose list of antediluvian kings the name of the first City IS not
Eridu as attested in the parallel cuneiform sources (the Sumerian King List, and no
doub; the Dynastic Chronicle: for the beginning of the latter see now Finkel, JCS 32, p.
66), but Babylon (as noted by Jacobsen, AS 11, p. 70 5 , Lambert, Atraijasfs, p. 137, ~nd
Burstein, SANE I/5, p. 18 and note 29). The adoption by Babylon of traditiOns of Endu
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is symptomatic of the need for history very probably felt in the new capital, by which
means it was sought to justify the young city's exalted theological and cosmological
status. The same need no doubt underlies Babylon's adoption of traditions of Nippur (see
p. Sf.). As well as a name of Babylon, Eridu came to refer to the city's central religious
quarter around E-sagil (on which see V 92 and commentary).
The Akkadian translation of the toponym Eridu(g) offered in the present line interprets
it traditionally as uru.du 10 , and is a translation also to be found in the metrological
commentary BM 35385, i 8' (no. 16). But whether the name Eridu is simply a dialect form
of original *Urudu(g) is uncertain: both share final -g, but it may be significant that the
writing of the city name as eri/uru.du 10 , in which such an interpretation is explicit, does
not appear until the second millennium; in the third the toponym is always written
eridu(NUN)kl (Edzard, et al., RGTC I, p. 49f.; II p. 47f.; the name and etymology of
Eridu are discussed by Jacobsen, JCS 21, p. 102 14 ).
22 The equation of ka.dingir.rak' and biibilu is well attested in the lexical texts (for Hh
XXI/4 32, Ashmolean 1924-877, iv 8, Cavigneaux, Textes scolaires I, p. 112, 79.B.l/25, 6
(restored), see above, p. 237; note also MSL XI, p. 12, Hh XXI/2 4; p. 36, Hg E 27:
[ka.dingir.rak]' = SU = "'"biib-ili"''').
Ka-dingirra(k), "the Gate of the God", is here a name of Babylon comparable with
Suanna, Eridu and Dim-kurkurra. It derives, of course, from the orthography ka.dingir.
(ra)<"l which is universally used to write the toponym Babilu. This orthography is first
found in a year name of Sar-kali-sarri, which records the building of a temple of the
Akkadian deities Aniinitum and Il-aba in ka.dingirk 1 (Thureau-Dangin, SAK, p. 225, II
c). An earlier mention of Babylon may probably he found, however, in a fragmentary
Early Dynastic inscription belonging to a ruler who describes himself as 'en 5'.[si] ba 7 ba,k1 ... dime •a:mar.utu (YOS IX 2, 1-2 and 6-7: recently discussed by Sommerfeld, Der
Aufstieg Marduks, p. 20f., and Lambert, BSOAS 47, p. 8f.). We follow Lambert's
proposal that ba 7 -ba,k 1 (written BAR.KLBAR) is a phonetic rendering of an original
toponym Ba(b)bar or Ba(b)bal, and that this is Babylon. Such an interpretation finds
support in the view put forward by Gelb (Journal of the Institute of Asian Studies 1,
p. Iff.), and followed by Borger (in Unger, Baby/on 3 , p. v), Kienast and Trenkwalder
(Sumer 35, pp. 246ff., 237ff.), that the Sumerian Ka-dingirra(k) is a secondary rendering
of Biib-ilim, itself a folk-etymology of a "pre-Akkadian and pre-Semitic form", Biibil.
This form can be viewed as belonging to the toponymical repertoire, since it is found also
as one element of the toponym Tir-Babilla(k), written •"tir-ba-bilf-bil/-bilf-bil 4 -(la)<k 1), a
place in Ur III times near Lagas (for which references are collected by Gelb, toe. cit., and
RGTC II, p. 195; on its location see also Falkenstein, IGL, p. 37). The toponym Biibil can
be compared with Urbil/Arbil, whose etymology is equally obscure (although later
interpreted as Arba'il, "Four Gods"), and may thus probably be assigned to the so-called
'Proto-Euphratic' toponymy of Mesopotamia (see above, on I 1). Whether the original
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form is Ba(b)bal or Babil, it is evident from Sar-kali-sarri's logogrammatic orthography,
k>\.dingir'', that the folk-etymology or reinterpretation of the toponym as Biib-ilim had
already taken place in the Old Akkadian period.
In the sources of the Ur Ill period the name of Babylon is usually written kii.dingirkl,
with the occasional orthographies kii.dingir.ra and ka.dingir-ma (Gelb, loc. cit.; Edzard
and Farber, RGTC II, p. 2lf.). As Gelb argues, the resumptions with -ma indicate that
ka.dingir.(ra)<'') is not to be read in Sumerian, but to be taken as a logogrammatic
writing of a toponym ending in Akkadian case vowel and mimation. The obvious reading
is then the folk-etymology Biib-ilim. In the Old Babylonian period this logogrammatic
writing is also favoured, usually with final -ra, while there are also found for the first time
rare occurrences of tin.tir" (which may be at this time an alternative name of Babylon
rather than a logogrammatic orthography: see above, on I l ). In the Kassite period a
number of phonetic writings occur, both in original documents and in later copies of
royal inscriptions (collected by Khaled Nashef, RGTC V, p. 47: pan?-ba-li, pa-an-ba-li!
-lumCki), pa-am-ba-li and ba-ba-lim/-lam), all of which show the vowel /a/ in the second
syllable and are thus so at odds with the traditional folk-etymology Biib-iiim that, as
Lambert notes (loc. cit., p. 9), they "can only be explained as a reflection of actual
speech", and therefore lend support to the posited original Ba(b)bal (now showing a
typically Middle Babylonian dissimilated or nasalized double consonant).
There is great variety of both logogrammatic and phonetic orthographies for the city
name after the Kassite period. The conventional ka.dingir.(ra)Ckl) of the preceding periods
is still universal, but is supplemented by such other logogrammatic variations as biib(kii)ilf(dingir)""' (e.g. Michel, WO 4/I, p. 32, vi 4: Salmaneser Ill; YOS I 38, i 14: Sargon II;
BRM IV 51, 30 = YOS IX 84, 31: Nabopolassar; V R 35, 15 and 17: Cyrus; MSL XI,
p. 36, Hg E 27; XVII, p. 229, Antagal G 312; Eniima eli§ VI 57; III R 53, no. 2, 4:
esoterica; and contracts, VS Ill 147, 18; Strassmaier, Darius 379, 9); biib(ka)-ill(dingir.
dingir)" (I R 55, iv 32: Nebuchadnezzar II); biib(ka)-ili(60) (Esarhaddon, Merodachbaladan, Assurbanipal) and biib(ka)-i!i(60.60) (Esarhaddon, Assurbanipal, Kandalanu,
Nebuchadnezzar II, Nabonidus: references for writings with 60 and 60.60 (reduplicated
plural) are collected by Borger, Esarh., p. 31). ka-60 and kit-60.60 are cryptographic or
esoteric writings owed to the equation of the numeral 60 with Anu: if 60 represents the
sign AN in the divine name, it can also convey other meanings of the same sign, e.g.
dingir = ilu. The writing kit.dingirm'"·'', unique to an inscription of Sennacherib (Ill R 4,
no. 4, 46-47), can best be explained as a conftation of kit.dingirm'"'' and kit.60.60., rather
than as evidence of a dual form *biib-iliin (cf. Borger, op. cit.; such a form is unacceptable
on grammatical grounds, however attractive the parallel with the Hellenized form
PaPtA.rov. Further to Borger's notes there is no evidence for a reading of any logogrammatic writing of the toponym with the extended plural of ilu (i.e. *biib-iliini), and the
Hellenized form noted above, which has previously been used as evidence for such a
form, can be better explained as Babil(u) + Greek ending -rov: note that the Greek
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transcription of Babilu in the 'Graeco-Babyloniaca' tablet, MS c, is not the Hellenized
form but PaPtA.. It is doubtful, indeed, whether the toponym retained any vocalic ending
in the first millennium: beside the evidence of the 'Graeco-Babyloniaca' one can put
Hebrew ?::~::~ and phonetic writings without vocalic ending in cuneiform sources, for
which see the next paragraph).
Writings with mixed phonetic and logogrammatic orthography occur rarely: note
biib(kit)-i-li (ABL 896, obv. 8) and ba-bi-ili(dingir)" (I R 55, iv 28: Nebuchadnezzar II).
The usual phonetic writings of Babylon in the first millennium are ba-bi'lu/-li and ba-bilam/-lim, which are too common to need documentation. Less well known are ba-ab-i-li
(MSL XVII, p. 240, Antagal N ii 24'; K 8382 (text no. 39), obv. b 2: geographical list;
Eniima eli§ VI 72; J.S. Cooper, Iraq 32, p. 58, 5: sui/la; Lambert, JCS 21, p. 128, 7:
myth); ba-bi-li (Sack, Amel-Marduk, no. 33, 27); ba-bi-i-li/-lu (above, p. 72: MS z
colophon; and in inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II: CT 37 7, 35; I R 52, no. 6, 7; VS I
49, 2; 51, 5); ba-a-bi-i-lu (Strassmaier, Cambyses 423, 2); ba-ab-bi-lu (Cavigneaux, Textee
scolaires I, p. 112, 79.B.I/25, 4); ba-ab-bi-i-lu (Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 20: Nebuchadnezzar II; with the double middle consonant compare the phonetic writings from the
Kassite period, above); ba-bi-il-u (Eriml]us V 25: above, p. 237); and, without vocalic
ending, ba-bt-el (Ball, loc. cit., ii 7) and bi-bil (Erra Epic V 38, var. from MS 0, perhaps
simply defective). For writings of the city name deriving from other names of Babylon,
i.e. logogrammatic use of tin.tirk', eridukl and su.an.na, see the commentary, ad Ioc. On
the common Neo- and Late Babylonian orthography E" see above, p. 243.
The Akkadian translation of kit.dingir.rak' offered here is a somewhat ornate version of
the usual biib iii, "Gate of the Gods" (an interpretation implicit in the orthographies
kit.dingirm'', kit.dingir.dingir and ka.60.60), itself a development of the supposed original
folk-etymology Biib-iiim. nereb masnaqti is a stock phrase from the literary repertoire,
which is also found in the inscriptions of ASsurbanipal (VAB VII, p. 66f., viii 14; p. 80, ix
110, where it is part of the name of a gate of Nineveh: m!-reb mas-naq-ti ad-na-a-ti/-te,
"Gate of the Mustering of Mankind") and Nebuchadnezzar II (PBS XV 77, 4, where
[ab]ul ne-re-bi ma-as-na-aq-ti describes a gate of Babylon). A similar interpretation of Kadingirra(k) is found in an inscription of Esarhaddon, for whom Babylon is a-lu4 mas-naqti iii'"'', "city of the mustering of the gods" (Borger, BiOr 21, p. 147, Ep. 35, 19-21, now
restored by Millard, AfO 24, p. 118 and pl. 13, BM 42668, iii 7-8). A translation closer to
biib iii is offered by the etymologist of the syncretistic hymn KAR 109 (obv. 12:
ka.dingir.rakl ne-reb iii'"'', "Babylon, entrance of the gods"). The allusion in all these later
interpretations of Ka-dingirra(k) is to Babylon's theological status as the place of the
divine assembly, where the gods gathered yearly from all over the cosmos to proclaim
Marduk's sovereignty. This is a role set out mythologically for the city in the Creation
Epic (Eniima eli§ V 125-28: Marduk is addressing the gods):

e-nu-ma u!-tu apsi(abzu) tel-/a-a ana pu-'ulj-rz'
as-ru-us-su lu-u nu-bat-ta-ku-un ana ma-ljar pu-ljur-[k]u-un
e-nu-ma ul-tu sa-ma-mi tur-r[a-da] ana [pu-ulj-rz]
as-r[u-us-su] lu nu-bat-ta-ku-un ana ma-ljar pu-ljur-ku-un

When you ascend from Apsfi for the assembly,
let your night be spent in this place (E-sagil-Babylon) before your assembly>
when you descend from the heavens for [the assembly,]
let your night be spent in this place, before your assembly.
(Since nubattu is commonly the night before a ceremony (CAD Nf2, p. 308), it is hard to
escape the conclusion that maljar is here being used not in a spacial but, exceptionally, in
a temporal sense.)
23 The word order of the Sumerian betrays a late origin. For SIBIR = ~erretu see MSL
VI, p. 130, Hh VIIB l97-97b:
'"eskiri(SIBIR)
S 136S.kiri 4
'"mar.kas

=
=

$er-re-tu

MIN
MIN

SIBIR is glossed es-ki !-ri in VS X 101, 11 (litany) and es-gi-ri in MSL XIV, p. 48, ProtoEa 418. For references to sibir and eskiri see further van Dijk, MIO 12, p. 70ff. The
alternative orthography es.kiri 4 -(ak) defines it as a "nose-rope", the conventional means
by which oxen and other domestic animals were led. To hold someone's "nose-rope" is a
metaphorical expression of having complete power over him: such imagery first appears
in royal inscriptions in the time of Nariim-Sin of Akkade (PBS V 36, rev. viii 15-18: $e·
ra-at ni-si qa-ti-is-su i-di-nu). The specific phrase ~erreta tamiilju is found in the Kassite
period in the Agum-kakrime inscription (V R 33, i 21: ta-mi-ilj $er-re-ti), and thereafter
$erret samefniSI/miiti tamiilju is common in divine and royal epithets.
Developing from the image of the "nose-rope" by which gods and kings control their
subjects is a cosmological connotation. The cosmic "nose-rope" is found in incantations
as a source of disease and is identified at the same time with a star or constellation
(Goetze, JCS 9, p. 14; read the variant zi-qu-ra-at as $<HKU)-ra-at?); elsewhere $erret
same is the source of rain (as in a prayer, Lambert, AjO 19, p. 61, 9, and the Agumkakrime inscription, V R 33, vii 16-21). But most revealing is the equation in cosmological contexts of $erretu and markasu, the cosmic mooring rope, or "bond", which is
also visible from earth as a constellation (see above, on I 6). The identification of the two
words is explicit in the Marduk hymn, Craig, ABRT I, pl. 31, 8 (coiL, + Ki 1904-10-9,
205, unpub.):
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uk-tin-ma it-mulj-ma •marduk rit-tus-su
sam[e u er$ell]

~e-er-re[t

•]t-gi-gi •anunnakkl{600) mar-kas

Marduk fixed up and took in his hand the bridle of the Igigi and Anunnaki, the bond
of heaven [and underworld.]
The "bond of heaven and underworld" is well known as the cosmic cable linking the
various parts of the universe, and the means by which they were controlled (see below,
the commentary on I 35). It is again referred to as a $erretu in the bilingual Exaltation of
!Star, where it is decided to symbolize !Star's new status by giving her control of the cable
(B. Hruska, ArOr 37, p. 483, 23-24):

.ye-er6S.kiri4 an.ki 01 .a dil.a.ni a.ba.ni.in.tab
lit-mu-uh e-diS-Si-Si:t !fer-ret Samee u er~etiti
She alone is to grasp the bridle of heaven and underworld!
See also a broken passage of the Creation Epic, which, in the context of Marduk's fixing
in position of heaven and underworld, speaks of ~erretu's as the means by which they
were fastened together (Eniima elis V 65-68 = STT 12, obv. 15'-17'):
ipJte1 -eq-ma Samee u er$elimtim 1u x x
[x x] ri-kis-su-nu rna? x [i]s kun-nu-ni
is-tu 'pif-/u-de·SU U$-$i·YU u-ba-si-mu par-$(1-suj
[$er·r)e-e-ti it·ta-da-a •e-a us-ta·a$·bit

He moulded heaven and underworld ... ,
[... ] their bond was twisted like ... ;
after he designed his rites and fashioned his ordinances
he put on the bridles and had Ea take hold of them. '
The allusion of the present line is thus to Babylon as the place where Marduk, as king
of the gods, holds the cosmic cable, and provides an obvious parallel to I 35.
24-25 The language of these two lines is very reminiscent of explanations of names of
Marduk as •sa.zu, as found in Eniima elis (VII 43-56, •sug.rim, •sug.gu.rim, •za!}.rim and
•za!}.gfi.rim), a commentary on the same names (King, STC II 62, obv. ii 31-35), and a
Gattung I incantation (LKA 77, i 53-54: [•sa].zu su!}.[gu.er]im.ma = •sa-zu [m]u-na-silj
nap-ljar a-a-bi; cf. CAD N/2, p. 2). Elsewhere similar language is used of Marduk's
temple, E-sagil, which the E-sagil Commentary explains as bftu niisib napljar ayyiibf (no.
5, 1. 13); and in Tintir V 27, where a throne-dais of Marduk is listed as ljulliq napl]ar
ayyiibf.
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nipru is a rare word indeed: it is found twice in the Creation Epic (II 2 and VII 48,
latterly as the object of ljulluqu); in a hymn to Marduk (Hehn, BA V, p. 387, DT 71, rev.
16, again as the object of ljulluqu); and in lexical texts, especially the synonym lists, where
it is equated with miiru, zeru, li/lidu and pirbu (CAD N/2, p. 247). nipra laqiitu in the
present passage is an alternative to the commonly attested metaphor, zera laqiitu.

of the present epithet is accordingly a theological rather than a practical one, for while
important cults of Enlil (certainly) and Ea (probably) were already long established at
Babylon in the Old Babylonian period, the city is never noted as a significant cult-centre
of Anu. Babylon became, of course, the seat of all the gods after its exaltation, by virtue
of its theological position as site of the divine assembly (explained in Eniima elis V 125-29
and VI 51-54, 74-81), and this is a circumstance to which allusion is often made (as in
Surpu II 154, where Babylon and E-sagil are su-bat iii""' rabUtim'').
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The broken sign x, partly preserved in line 24 by MSS bg, but in line 25 only by g, is
probably the same in both instances: perhaps gal!, less likely bi!.
26 As in the previous two lines the Sumerian follows the word order of the Akkadian.
k•-><kar = ha-ba-lu in MSL XIV, p. 495, A VIII/I 220; [bul] (so AHw, p. 1522;
abbreviated ~s here from bul.gig) is explained as ze-e-ri in a commentary on Jqqur-fpus
(CT 41 39, 10). The role of the city and temple in punishing the wrongdoer is noted
above, on I 16-18.
27 The two halves of the line agree only with some contortion. That the Akkadian is
rather unlikely suggests that the Sumerian phrase is misinterpreted, and the scribe's
translation of nam.su.du 7 as a negated participle (no doubt relying on the equation of
nam and ta in Idu II 62 and other lexical texts: CAD L, p. I) betrays his plight. With this
line's mu.lu zi.zi = sabii compare si.si.a = mu-se-eb-bi in a bilingual hymn to Hammurapi (CT 21 42, iv 11); MSL XIV, p. 96, Proto-A 181: 5': si = su-ub-bu-u-um; and si =
sa-bu-ti in a commentary on the names of Marduk, King, STC II 62, obv. ii 30. But
"(city) which rises up (in) perfection" might be a more fitting epithet (zi.zi = tebii,
nam.su.du 7 = suklultu?).
28 KU for subtu may be read either dur or tus (note glosses du-ur and tu-us in MSL III,
p. 58, S' G 6'-10'). As an arbitrary rule we have usually read KU when found on its own
in such a meaning- as often in ceremonial temple names- as dur, noting the gloss tur
on e.KU.ku.ga in Tintir IV 28 (MS i), and the possible allusion of e.KU.mab in II 19' to
cosmological dur.fdur.mab. Exceptions have naturally been made where there is cont~ry
evidence as with E-tus-mes of Belat-ekalli in Assur (after the gloss in the Assynan
Temple 'List: GAB !66). The sign group ki.KU, which is equally often found in
ceremonial temple names, we read ki.tus, however (the evidence is presented in the
commentary below on Tintir IV 22). For Asarre and Marduk see above, I 13, and the
commentary.
29 •asar.alim.nun.na is another form of Asarre-Asallubi (An = Anum II: CT 24 15, ii
70 11 27, iii 26) - with the speculative interpretation of the name in this line compare
Eniima elis VII 6, where the name is analysed as mus-te-sir te-ret •a-nim •en-Iii •e-a u •ni[ns1i-ku. Thus Marduk's name Asaralimnunna is deemed to encompass the great Sumerian
trinity of gods whose high rank became his as their victorious champion. The significance

30 The Sumerian epithet, both in word order and choice of vocabulary, has the look of
'back-translation' from the Akkadian.
Two separate strands of tradition are apparent. The city as "creator" of men is a
notion similar to the city as the source of the nation's "life", discussed above, p. 240, but
is perhaps also a specific allusion to a role of the cosmological 'first city', as we know it
from the Uzumua Myth (the 'Myth of the Pickax', on which see Jacobsen, JNES 5, p.
136f.). According to the tradition drawn on by this myth Enlil causes mankind to grow
from the spot where heaven and underworld were sundered, which is named as uzu.mu.a,
"flesh-grower", in Dur-anki-Nippur (Nippur as uzu.mu.ak 1 dur.an.ki.ke 4 is also the
location singled out for the creation of mankind in KAR 4, obv. 24). The attribution of
such a role to Babylon could be owed to its adoption of many of the mythological and
cosmological traditions of the older city - whether by usurpation or by syncretism - in
the Kassite or Second Isin periods (see p. 5f.). But one may also note the probable
existence of a parallel tradition - no doubt differing in detail - in the mythology of
Eridu-Babylon, as witnessed by the creation myth CT 13 35-38. In this the creation of
mankind follows immediately on the completion of the ·first city, Eridu-Babylon (see
above, p. 252), and occurs before the building of the other primeval cities, Nippur and
Uruk.
The creation of the gods took place, in one tradition, that of the Sumerian dispute
Labar and Asnan, at the hands of An in a cosmological location known as du 6 .ku.ga,
"Pure Mound", while at other times Kes, the city of the Mother Goddess, is the cosmic
"birth-place" (SA 7 .ALAM an.ki; see below the commentary on Tintir V 89-90, where
Babylon itself is hailed as SA 7 .ALAM dingir.gal.gal.e.ne, "the place of creation of the
great gods", an epithet partly parallel to the present one). The assumption by Babylon of
the role of creating the gods is also attested in the E-sagil Commentary, where the temple
name is explained as bftu biinu napljar iff (no. 5, I. 7). The existence of this tradition can be
partly explained by the presence in Babylon, as earlier in Nippur, of du6 .ku-ki.nam.tar.
tar.re.e.de (II 17'), the throne-dais of destinies (parak Sfmiiti), of which the mythological
du 6 .ku.ga of Labar and Asnan is the cosmological prototype (see further the commentary
on II 5). One may also note that in the syncretistic creation myth cited in the previous
paragraph, the creation of the Anunnaki by Lugaldukuga (Ea) andfor Marduk takes
place, apparently, in the newly built city of Eridu-Babylon (the passage is quoted above,
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p. 248; on the protagonist of the myth seep. 252). But the reference may not only be to
these mythological matters, for the important business of the construction and refurbishment of divine images took place in the E-sagil temple complex, culminating in a ritual
'bringing to life' in E-kar-zaginna, the temple of Ea (for this temple's role in the mfs pi
and pft pi rituals see the commentary on Tintir IV 3). In this way also Babylon could be
imagined to be, in a very real manner, the "creator of gods" (cf. Esarhaddon's description
of Assur, where he refashioned the images of the gods of Babylon, as a-sar nab-ni-it ilr"'',
"birth-place of the gods": Borger, Esarh., p. 88, 13; and the role of the bit mummi, for
which see below, on II 41).

35 uz.sag is translated markasu elsewhere only in the bilingual Exaltation of !star
(passage quoted below). The Akkadian epithet is also used of Babylon by Salmaneser III
(ka.dingir.ra mar-kas 5 same' u er~ete'', Michel, WO 41!, p. 32, v 5). The Sumerian phrase,
however, is aleady current in the Old Babylonian period, when it refers to Nippur (nibru"'
uz.sag.mai) an.ki.ka, Falkenstein, SGL I, p. II, 13, hymn to Enlil). A variation appears in
the Hymn to Nippur from the same era (UET VI 118, i 20-22):

31-32 Knowledge and gathering of me's are functions which are commonly attributed to
deities, but they are also found in reference to cities and temples. For the stock phrase
me.(kilib) ur4 .ur4 in divine epithets and ceremonial temple names see Tintir IV 25 and
commentary. A similar phrase is found describing Nippur in a royal hymn (SRT 36, 57):
es nibrukl uru.ul me !pl.i}a, "temple Nippur, ancient city which apportions the me's". The
allusion there is probably to Nippur as the cult-centre of Ninurta, for he is one of a select
band of gods accorded particular expertise in the handling of me's. !Star's similar position
of control over the me's is also attributed to one of her most famous cult-centres in the
Hymn to Arbil: mu-kin par~f(garza) ru-qu-u-ti "'"arba-i/, "Arbil, which establishes the
distant ordinances!" (LKA 32, obv. 13). Marduk is not especially known as a controller
of me's, but his omniscience in these areas is referred to in a suilla prayer, where he is
"one who knows the divine decrees (ordained for) the people" (mu-du-u te-ret nisr"",
Ebeling, AGH, p. 20, 22-23), a parallel to our line 31.

(on dim.gal, one of several words rendered by Akk. markasu, "mooring rope", and thus a
synonym of uz.luz.sag, used metaphorically as a cosmic "bond", see above, p. 244f.)
The meaning of the epithet is established by the bilingual Exaltation of !Star, in which
dur.an.ki uz.sag an.ki.a = MIN mar-kas same' u er~etim"m, "Dur-anki, bond of heaven
and underworld" (B. Hruska, ArOr 37, p. 489, IV B 35-36). From this it is clear that the
epithet is an alternative rendering, or perhaps an explanation, of Dur-anki, the wellknown by-name for Nippur. This name, which is first attested for Nippur in the Early
Dynastic period (Biggs, OIP 99, p. 46 = Lambert, BSOAS 39, p. 430\ line 4; for its use
in later texts see Bergmann, ZA 56, p. 9), is itself translated "bond of heaven and
underworld" in a creation myth (uzu.mu.aki dur.an.ki.ke. = i-na uzu-mu-a• 1 ri-ki-is same
u er$eti", KAR 4, obv. 24) and in Nabnftu W (dur.an.ki = mar-kas same' u er~etim"m,
MSL XVI, p. 310, ii 4). Other epithets parallel to dur.an.ki and used of Nippur are
dim.gal an.ki (in a royal hymn, TCL XV 9, iv 45 II UETVl 85, obv. 3) and dur.giS.lam"',
a name of the city in Hh XXI 7 (quoted in the commentary on the Nippur Compendium,
i 1-10'; dur for dur, "bond", and gis.lam = same u er$eti).
The epithet "bond of heaven and underworld" is also used of E-engurra, Enki's temple
in Eridu, in the myth Enki and the World Order (dim.gal an.ki.a, Bernhardt and Kramer,
WZJ 9, p. 232, 10), and of E-i)ursag-gal-kurkurra, the cella of E-sarra in Assur (mar-kaslkas same' (u) ersetim"m, Borger, Esarh., p. 85, 47).
A clue to the nature of the cosmological "bond" comes from a second passage of the
Exaltation of !star, in which the word uz.sag, this time translated as riksu, denotes
something that can be physically held (B. Hruska, ArOr 37, p. 484, III 33-34, reading as
Lambert, OrNS 40, p. 93; Anu is speaking to !Star):

33 e.ku.a is preserved in MS b; the only other source extant at this point is g, which
reads [x].kil.a. The latter seems closer to the Akkadian interpretation - ka = nerebu
being obvious, while ku = nerebu is less so (although ku 4 = erebu of course, and so also
nerebu; cf. ku-uku = e-re-bu-u-um in MSL II, p. 150, 6). One suspects for this reason that
the Sumerian should properly read e.ka.a (thus giving e = bftu). e.ku.a would then be a
'phonetic' rendering or a Hiirfehler, of which there are other certain examples in MS b,
and in a, which appears to be from the same hand. The variant with kit makes
implausible, of course, any connection with e.umus.a, Marduk's cella in E-sagil, and the
origin and significance of the epithet remain obscure.
34 Cf. •'-"-''pirig = sar-rum in an omen commentary, Leichty, TCS IV, p. 228, 552.
The epithet alludes to the reaffirmation of the monarch's kingship of the land at the
annual New Year Festival, at which he took the hand of Marduk in procession. One may
also note that before the theological exaltation of Babylon the dominion of the land had
been subject to the confirmation of Nippur, in that a ruler's acceptance as monarch in
that city was the desideratum which justified his ambition. The present epithet can thus
also be seen as part of the theological heritage adopted for Babylon upon its exaltation.

uz.sag
sig.igi.nim.ma
dim.gal ug.sitr.ra me.en
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You are the bond
of Above and Below,
the "mooring-rope" of the multitudes.

an.sar lugal.la sag.en.tar.bi me.en uz.sag.be su u.me.ti
cta-nu be-e! a-Sir-Su-nu ana-ku ri-kis-su-nu ab-zi-ma
I, Anu, am the lord who directs (the heavens): take hold of their "bond"!
Holding their "bond" is evidently the means by which !Star is to control the heavens, now
placed at her command. markasu is essentially a "rope", particularly that by which a boat
is secured to its mooring-post (tarkul/u), and riksu, as also Sum. dur ( = {urru), has not
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only the vague notion of "bond", but also the specific idea of a "cord" that binds things
together. It appears that the various parts of the Sumero-Babylonian universe were
conceived as being linked or 'bonded' by one or more such cords or ropes (the existence
of a cosmic cable is noted by Lambert in Blacker and Loewe, Ancient Cosmologies, p. 62).
That there was more than one rope is suggested by the existence not only of the "bond of
heaven and underworld", but also the "bond of the heavens", which was perhaps visible
as a constellation (on this see above, p. 244), and an earthly "bond of the land(s)/
peoples", on which see further I 51 and commentary. One such cosmic rope is known by
name as durmiilju (dur.mag, "exalted bond"), into which Marduk wove Ti'iimat's tail
when he reorganized the cosmos (Eniima eli§ V 59), and which is itself interpreted as markas iii""', "the bond of the gods", in Eniima elis VII 95. By holding these cosmic ropes a
deity could control the universe, and this is clearly the significance of Anu's gift to !Star in
the above passage. Holding the "bond of heaven and underworld" is indeed well attested
as a position of power exercised by Marduk, as in Craig, ABRT I, pl. 31, 8, where the
apposition of markas sam!! u er~eti and ~erret !gig! Anunnaki, "the bridle of the lgigi (in
the heavens) and Anunnaki (in the underworld)", again makes clear the function of
markasu as a means of control (on the metaphor of the cosmic "bridle" see above, I 23
and commentary, where this passage is quoted). Marduk also holds this "bond" in
Streck, VAB VII, p. 278, 8; and in a hymn, Macmillan, BA V, p. 656, DT 46, rev. 16. But
other gods are also found in the same connection, among them Nabu (Ebeling, AGH,
p. 108, obv. 39), Adad (Strong, JRAS 1892, p. 343, 6, reading mu-kil; hymn of Assur-belkala), Gula (in the divination prayer STT 73, 4-5 and 24-25), Assur (George, Iraq 48,
p. 134, 8-9: Sennacherib), and Ninurta (I R 29, i 3-4: Samsi-Adad V).
The use of the epithet markas sam!! u er$eli for first Nippur, then Babylon, alludes
metaphorically to their special status as centres of the universe, and, as the seats of Enlil
and Marduk, the places from which the entire cosmos is controlled. We should note,
however, that for Dur-anki as a name of Nippur there exists a second explanation. While,
as noted above, dur may be interpreted here as markasu, the cosmic rope, it may also
refer to quite another kind of "bond", one that is explained in the Uzumua Myth. In this
myth (on which see further p. 259) Enlil separates heaven and underworld leaving a hole
(buru) at their last point of contact. This hole is explicitly stated to have been in Duranki, "the bond of heaven and underworld", a name very obviously appropriate for the
point which had connected the two parts of the Sumerian cosmos (for the interpretation
see Jacobsen, JNES 5, p. 136f.); a similar tradition may have existed for !sin, whose byname bulug an.ki - translated pu-lu-uk same' u er$elim["m] in a balag composition,
Reisner, SBH 46, obv. 8-9 -goes back to Early Dynastic times (Biggs, OIP 99, p. 51,
186: za.mi.hymn; for the reading see Lambert, BSOAS 39, p. 430 2 ), as does Dur-anki,
and means "meeting point of heaven and underworld". The epithet "bond of heaven and
underworld", at least when applied to Nippur, thus had additional significance (cf.
Lambert, Zikir sumim, p. 212).
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36-37 The epithets in these broken lines may have been parallels, for the Sumerian of
both seems to refer to the city's "eye" in superlative terms ('igi.gal' = na-su-u sa i-ni, "to
lift (of the eyes)", MSL XVI, p. 146, Nabnftu XVI 154; sukud = elu, "high"; perhaps in
line 37, given the remains of the Akkadian, one should read igi.bi ru.ru, "whose eye is
expert": '"ru = le-e-a-um, CAD L, p. 152). This calls to mind the remarkable eyesight of
Marduk, whose four eyes gave him vision in all directions (Eniima eli§ I 98), and would
suggest that these lines adopt for the city the attributes of its divine owner, a well-attested
theological and literary device.
38 If our reading of what remains of b is correct, the Sumerian of this line- which as it
stands seems meaningless - ought probably to be understood as a corruption of
u6.de.kur.ra, "wonder of the land". Thus in the Akkadian version of the epithet, which
would typically be prolix, u 6.de would give tabrftu, and kur sadu and miitu, so leaving the
lost verb (Sakiinu?) to be extrapolated from either element.
39 Since bar(a) = suparruru (in lexical lists from Old Babylonian on: see the references
cited by AHw, p. 1278), one expects in the second half of the line either us-par-ra-ru or supar-ru-ru (transitive use of stative, as often in Tintir 1), but the text seems corrupt here
also. The scribe of w appears to have written su-tam-ra-t[im], which is difficult grammatically and syntactically; but confusion of sutamru and suparruru, no doubt stemming from
the orthographies (par = UD = tam), appears again in Erimljus V 161 (MSL XVII,
p. 74), where bara.dull.ga is equated with su-tam-ru-u rather the expected su-par-ru-ru
(TCL VI 35, iv 12: LB copy; the mistake is pointed out in CAD M/1, p. 308; cf. AHw,
pp. 617, 1279). The preceding word, which both sources agree is x-qu-tuftum, and which
should translate nam.ku.zu, "wisdom" (usually Akk. nemequ), might suggest a new
abstract noun emqiitu (from the adjective emqu, see GAG§ 56s), but while the text is in
disorder and x is not easily read as em or en it seems better to leave the problem
unresolved. Babylon as a distributor of wisdom is an obvious allusion to the city god,
Marduk, who is the "lord of wisdom" (bel nemeqz) par excellence, and the line is thus
something of a parallel with lines 36-37.

ti

40 The restoration at the beginning of the line, which fits the extant traces on both
tablets, relies on the equation of mus (glossed mu-us or ni-in, reading nin) = miitu, well
attested in the lexical texts (CAD M/1, p. 414), but not, apparently, in bilinguals. With
gu.nun.de = ijabibu compare the group vocabulary V R 16, iv 40: [g]u.nun.de = ija-bibu, and MSL XVII, p. 38, Erimijus II 207: [gu.de.d]e = ba-ba-bu. The epithet refers to
Babylon as a place of fame (cf. I 1), the centre of attention of all mankind.
41 si.ma.al.la (Emesal of zi.gat.la) also corresponds to sik-na-at na-pis-ti in the penitential psalm IV R 2 29**, obv. 1-2. Our translation of tii nasu (here transitive stative)
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relies on the parallel use of the verb with siptu and su'illakku (see CAD Nl2, p. 108f., for
the idiom). The epithet no doubt refers to the expertise of Marduk-Asallu!Ji in exorcism;
for a parallel see the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns, where the temple of
Ningirimma at Murum is described as "house which recites the incantation formulae of
heaven and underworld" (e tu 6 .tu 6 an.ki.a sid.da, Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 31, 231).

correspondence. The verb si.il can, in fact, mean the exact opposite of kasi1, as in a
bilingual hymn to Samas, IV R 2 17, obv. 7-811 Gray, AJSL 17, p. 236, 91-5-9, 80, where
si.il.le.e.da.zu.de = ina ru-um-mi-ka, "upon your releasing (the cosmic bolt)". The
Sumerian of the present line may thus mean (against the Akkadian) "privileged city
which releases and liberates" (from public obligations, as below).
Babylon is also given the title iii ki-din-ni by Esarhaddon (Borger, Esarh., p. 21, 18),
while the city and its wall are described by Nabopolassar as bit ki-di-ni sa 6 a-nu-um u6 enlil (al-Rawi, Iraq 47, p. 10, ii 20). On kidinnu in general see Leemans, van Oven Festschrift,
p. 36ff., and Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, p. 120f. The granting to certain cities of
privileges of exemption goes back at least to the time of ISme-Dagiin of Isin, who freed
the citizens of Nippur from military service and payment of tribute (Edzard, Zwischenzeit, p. 80ff.). The word kidinnu, apparently borrowed from Elamite in the second
millennium, is used of this status commonly in the royal inscriptions of the Neo-Assyrian
kings, with reference not only to Babylon (from the time of Salmaneser III, E. Michel,
WO 41I, p. 32, vi 4), but in addition to the other great cities of southern Mesopotamia,
chiefly Nippur, Sippar, Uruk and Borsippa. However, the use of kidinnu in the same
context in an earlier period is found in the Erra Epic (on the date of which- probably
much nearer the time when we suspect Tintir to have been compiled- seep. 241), where
the people of Babylon are ~iibii"''' ki-di-ni (IV 33).
The nature of kidinnu-status in the first millennium- exemption from military service,
conscript labour and certain taxes and tribute - can be determined from the text known
as Advice to a Prince, which explains that freedom from such obligations was decreed for
Sippar, Nippur and Babylon in the divine assembly (BWL, p. 112, 30; the word used in
this text to denote such freedom is subarri1, a term synonymous in the context with
kidinnu). The freedom of the citizens of Babylon from such obligations was already
established in the Kassite period, though here, too, the word kidinnu is not used:
Kurigalzu is sa-ki-in an-du-ra-ar ni-si ka.dingir.rak', "the establisher of the freedom of the
people of Babylon" (Sommerfeld, A/0 32, p. 3, 13; for anduriiru used in the sense of
freedom from, not debts or slavery, but obligations to the state, see CAD Al2, p. 117).
This special status of the city of Babylon is also found for the Second Isin Dynasty in
Marduk's Autobiography, which says of Nebuchadnezzar I that "he will (re)-establish
exemption for my city Babylon" (zakuta(Iu!J)['•] a-na iili-ia 5 kil.dingir.rakl isakkan(gar)[""],
Borger, BiOr 28, p. 9, 24-25). See further Frayne and Grayson, ARRIM 6, p. 15ff.
The privileged status of Babylon became proverbial: anyone, even a dog, who entered
the city was assured of the protection of kidinnu (ABL 878, obv. 9-11). This would suggest
a further function of kidinnu, namely that of providing sanctuary to any who come under
its protection, and this is the allusion of the present line in which Babylon, according to
the Akkadian phrase, provides a refuge for the oppressed, metaphorically "liberating the
captive".

42 The Sumerian of this line gives no obvious sense, and is perhaps corrupt. The
creation of Babylon is usually attributed to Marduk (see above, on I 13), but there is
evidence of another tradition, or other traditions, in which older gods take this role: see
on this the commentary on I 7.
43-45 We read in line 43 gub rather than gin (against CAD Nil, p. 297), noting that
where DU = kunnu in bilinguals it can be resumed with -ba and -bu (CAD K, p. 160, and
I 34 of the present text), but is not found with -na. gar.(gar) is common for kamiiru
(kummuru) in mathematical texts, but note also the equation in bilinguals: UET I 146a, 7
(Hammurapi) and Langdon, OECT VI, pl. 28, K 5256, 9-10 II pl. 30, K 5159, rev. 7-8
(ba.a.mar.ra.ta = ik-kam-ra). These three lines repeat the theme, already noted in I 2-3,
of Babylon as the source of the nation's life and prosperity.
46-47 The equation of gu4 .ud.gu 4 .ud and mi!lultu (note the variant mi!lulu in MS a) is
not attested elsewhere; but the Sumerian is translated sitaiJlju[u, "to leap about", a near
synonym of mi!lulu, in MSL XIII, p. 203, Jzi G 250. For zal.zal = sutabri1 see MSL XVI,
p. 58, Nabnftu I 326.
The celebration of constant festivals would have been a particular feature of a religious
centre of Babylon's importance. Such festivals, foremost among them the New Year
Festival in Nisannu, were the scene of much merriment and rejoicing, as noted earlier,
p. 246f. A MB lament recalls that Babylon had been the scene of "jubilee and dance"
(Scheil, RT 19, p. 59, 2: e-le-lum mu-um-me-el-lum; cf. CAD Ml2, p. 196). Such was also
the case at Nippur, no doubt: a hymn to Enlil offers a close parallel to our line 47
(Falkenstein, SGL I, p. 14, 73):
ezen gal.gal.ba ug.e nam.!Je.a u4 .bi im.di.ni.ib.zal.e
At (Nippur's) great festivals the people pass their time amid plenty.
Cf. further, ibid., p. 13, 53: u4 .su.us ezem.ma, "every day (in Nippur) is a festival!"
48 EZEN x KASKAL (with glosses u-ba-ra and um-ba-ra) = ki-di-nu in MSL III,
p. 150, S" II 351, and the group vocabulary CT 18 30, rev. i 23 II Thureau Dangin, RA
16, p. 167, iii 37. The equation of si.il.lil and kasu appears to be unique to the present line,
and is probably influenced by the presence of Ia, for which kasu is a well-attested
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49 The equation is also made in MSL XI, p. 37, Hg B V 18, uru!.ku.ga = iilu el-[lu],
probably referring to the place of this name in east Sumer (apparently part of the city
state of Lagas or a by-name for Lagas itself, Urukug is now identified with Al-Hibbasee lately V. Crawford, Iraq 36, p. 29f. - and attested in the second millenium as the
home of the First Sealand Dynasty: Lambert, JCS 26, p. 208ff.). As a name of Babylon
the Sacred City also appears in the bilingual creation myth CT 13 36, 4 (quoted above, p.
248), with the translation iilu el/u, and in a text celebrating Marduk's return from Elamin
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I (IV R 2 20, no. l, 9-11: uru.ku.ga in both the Sumerian
and Akkadian lines).
The coupling of iii kidinni and iilu e/lu in successive lines may be significant, for e/lu has
a nuance "free (from claim)" (CAD E, p. 105), which is a description appropriate for a
city protected by kidinnu. But the primary allusion is to Babylon as a holy place of cultic
purity, the religious centre of the universe and the home of the gods. Comparable is a
name of Nippur, uru.sen.sen.na", "Pure City" (Hh XXI 10, quoted below in the
commentary on the Nippur Compendium, i l-10'), on which the Sumerian Hymn to
Nippur expands (UETVI 118, iii 2-3):
uruk 1 sa.zu kU.ga.am

0 city, your inside is sacred,

bar.zu sen.sen.am

your outside is pure!

50 The epithet reiterates the theme of Babylon as a place of wealth and prosperity.
51 The equation recurs in Antagal III 8 (MSL XVII, p. 150: dim.kur.kur.ra = ri-kis
ma-ta-a-ti; cf. also the litany, Reisner, SBH 24, rev. 7-8, where mu.lu dim!.kur!
(SISKUR).ra.ke 4 = be-lu mar-kiis ma-a-tum in a divine epithet).
The "Bond of the Lands" is a name first used of Babylon in the Erra Epic, where the
poet plays on the name in his description of the downfall of the city (IV 2):
sa dim.kur.kur.raki iii siir ilr"'' ri-kis miitiiti(kur.kur) tap-ta-far ri-kis-su

Of Dim-kurkurra, the city of the king of the gods, the Bond of the Lands, your have
undone its bond!
The name is also found in a Nabu myth (KAR 360 = Borger, Esarh., p. 91, 6:
dim.kur.kur.rak' mar-kas kib-ra-[a]-tl). Its presence in a Nee-Babylonian letter (dim.
kur.kurki ba-bi-lu ri-kis ma-ta-a-ti, ABL 878, obv. 8, coli. Laessoe: see Borger, AfO 18,
p. 117) looks very much like a direct quotation of the present line.
The "bond" of the lands is a cosmic rope or cable of the kind already found in I 6 and
I 35, and discussed in the commentary on the latter line. As an epithet of city or temple it
is first found in Cylinder B of Gudea, describing the temple of Ningirsu (i 1-3):
e dim.gal kalam.ma
an.ki.da mu.a

House, bond of the land,
grown (tall) in heaven and underworld,

e.ninnu sig •. zi den.lil.le nam du,o.ga
tar.ra

E-ninnu, true brickwork, for which Enlil
has decreed a fine destiny!

In the Baba hymn of !Sme-Dagiin it is an epithet of Lagas-Girsu (Romer, SKI, p. 236,
no. 9, 23: lagaskl gir.sukl dim. gal kalam.ma.ka). Elsewhere the epithet is used as the
ceremonial name of the temple of !Stariin at Der, E-dimgal-kalamma (for references to
which see Sjoberg, TCS III, p. l3lf.), interpreted in the syncretistic hymn KAR 109, rev.
14, as mar-kas miiti(kur); and also appears in the Hymn to Arbil (LKA 32, obv. 12: ri-kis
matiiti(kur.kur)m" "'"arba-i{). But the use of the epithet as a name of Babylon, like the use
of the parallel epithet "bond of heaven and underworld," is probably owed to a
deliberate borrowing from the repertoire of epithets used of Nippur. Nippur is the "bond
of the multitudes" in the Sumerian Hymn to Nippur (passage quoted above, p. 261), and
r[i-k1]s kib-ra-a-ti, "bond of the world-regions", in the hymn to the Queen of Nippur
(Lambert, Zikir sumim, p. 200, IV 1): in both cases the epithet appears as an expansion of
the name Dur-anki (markas same u er$eti), a circumstance which underlines the cosmological implications of these earthly "bonds". (Note further in this connection the
parallels dim.gal kalam.ma and an.ki.da mu.a in the passage of Gudea's Cyl. B quoted
earlier.) For both Nippur and Babylon the primary reference of the epithet "bond of the
landsjmultitudesjworld-regions" is to their cosmological location at the centre of the
world, at the very point where the "four quarters" of the Sumero-Babylonian world-view
meet and join together. For Babylon this central position is met again in ABL 588, 12,
where the city is qablu(murub 4 ) sa miitiiti(kur.kur), "the centre of the lands"; and in the
Babylonian world map (CT 22 48, obv.) in which the city is represented by a rectangle
marked tin. tirkl and situated astride a pair of parallel lines denoting the Euphrates, at a
point a little way above the compass hole that occupies the very centre of the world-disc.
A secondary allusion of the epithet is to the theology of kingship. As noted above,
p. 26lf., the holding of a cosmic "bond" allows for the control of whatever is secured by
it. The earthly "bonds" would thus be a means of controlling the nations of the world,
the prerogative of legitimate, divinely decreed kingship. The reference is then to Babylon
and Nippur in their status as the seats of mortal kingship, where the king's authority is
ratified by the king of the gods, whether Enlil or Marduk (see above, on I 34). In this
sense the earthly "bonds" convey political power, and this would account for Nebuchadnezzar II's description of his palace at Babylon, the seat of his government, as the "bond
of the land" or the "bond of the people" (VS I 38, ii 8: ma-ar-ka-su ma-a-tim; I R 57, vii
37: ma-ar-ka-sa ma.da; 66, iii 28: ma-ar-ka-iis ni-si6 ra-bi-a-tim).
The place of Dim-kurkurra = rikis miitiiti at the end of Tintir I may deliberately
emulate the list of names of Marduk in the Creation Epic, the last of which is the parallel
Bel-miitiiti, "Lord of the Lands" (Enuma elis VII 136: note that this name of Marduk is
borrowed from Enlil - in the myth, the latter confers it on his successor himself- just
as we suspect the epithet "bond of the lands" to have been borrowed for Babylon from
Enlil's city, Nippur).
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the procession of the eighth day of the New Year Festival started (according to a list of
names of Marduk arranged according to his progress on this journey: see above, p. 83•,
no. 59, I. 3).

I This subtu (for the term as used in Tintir II see p. 9f.) is probably referred to by the
commentary on Marduk's Address to the Demons (Lambert, AjO 17, p. 315, Commentary 4 5 ): [assu]m(mu) bel sa ina a-ki-it ina qa-bal tam-tim as-bu, "Referring to Bel who
during the Akltu sits in the middle of the Sea (Ti'iimat)". The significance of the name
Ti'amat as the designation of Marduk's subtu is drawn from his victory over her, as
recounted in the Creation Epic and celebrated annually in the Ak!tu-Temple outside the
city walls (Lambert, Iraq 25, p. 189f.). The physical act of Marduk's sitting on Ti'iimat is
symbolic of this triumph, and has a mythological precedent in Ea 's establishment of his
temple on his defeated enemy, Apsii, a temple that is also named after the vanquished
party (Eniima eli§ I 71-78). A depiction of Marduk's statue resting on Ti'iimat may be
found on the lapis lazuli seal presented to the god by Marduk-zakir-sumi I and intended
to be hung around his neck (for details see further Brinkman, PHPKB, p. 203 12 55 ). The
seal's relief shows Marduk standing on parallel rows of wavy lines which represent, in the
conventional manner, the sea, of which Ti'amat is, of course, the personification.
It has been suggested that the subtu Ti'iimat be sought in the Ak!tu-Temple (so
Lambert, loc. cit.), but we have argued above that the shrines of Tintir II are all to be
located in the E-sagil temple complex (seep. !Of.); further, the Akltu-Temple, E-siskur, is
nowhere mentioned in the extant text of Tintir = Babylon, which appears in any case to
deal almost exclusively with only those religious buildings that lay inside the double
circuit of the city wall (Imgur-Enlil and N!mit-Enlil), that is, within the city proper. As it
happens, there may be evident in the opening section of Tablet II an order which might
assist in locating some of the subtu's more exactly: one notes that there is a sequence of
gods in lines 1-5 (Marduk, Anu, Enlil and Ea) that is partly paralleled in Jines 7-11
(Zarpanltum, "GIS.SAR ... , Enlil, Anu and Ea). Leaving aside the problematical deity
who follows Zarpanltum in the list, it is apparent that here we have listed the subtu's of
the two main deities of E-sagil, Marduk and his wife, each followed by those of the
ancient triad, Anu, Enlil and Ea. Now there is evidence which suggests that the subtu of
Zarpanltum in line 7, E-hal-anki, is to be located in her cella in E-sagil (see the
commentary ad loc.). The conclusion then tempts one, that in these lines we have listed
the subtu's of the cellae of Marduk and Zarpanltum, and this would be supported by the
consideration that if Tintir II is a list of shrines in and around E-sagil, as we think it is,
then one would expect it to open with those in the temple's most important cultic
locations, namely E-umusa of Marduk and E-dara-anna of Zarpanltum. A significant
snippet of further evidence is that Tasmetum, a goddess known from an inscription of
Esarhaddon to have been a resident of Marduk's cella in E-sagil, turns up in line 3 of the
list as the occupant of Enlil's §ubtu (for the documentation see the commentary, ad Joe.).
The subtu Ti'amat is thus probably to be seen as Marduk's "seat" in E-umusa, and can
with some confidence be identified with the su-bat •mes, "seat of Marduk", from which
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2-3 tilmun"' and arattak' are understood as divine epithets: in the lexical texts both are
equated with kabtu (see the references cited by CAD K, p. 25), and both appear elsewhere
as epithets of Enlil (e.g. in M.E. Cohen, Sumerian Hymnology: the Ersemma, pp. 110, 1;
113, I; Reisner, SBH 46, rev. 27-28: tilmunk' = kab-tum; and in an omen commentary,
a-rat-tu-u = "en-[lil], CT 31 10, rev.(!) i II, on which see CAD Al2, p. 239). Were it not
for this parallel one might have understood aratta, at least, as a reference to the subtu
itself, for arattu is equated with subtu and with kussl nemedi, also an item of cultic
furniture, in the synonym lists (A.D. Kilmer, JAOS 83, pp. 429, Ma/ku I 283; 443,
Explicit Malku II 145; von Soden, ZA 43, p. 240, Malku II 182; CT 18 3 = Explicit
Malku III, rev. iii 4; cf. also MSL V, p. 187, Hg A I 33; arattu as a designation of a type
of divine throne is found in royal inscriptions of Assurnii~irpal II, Thompson: AAA 19,
p. 110 = pl. 87, 36; Assurbanipal: Bauer, IWA, p. 47 and pl. 37, K 3136, 5-6; and
Nabonidus: Messerschmidt, MVAG III, p. 78, viii 17).
Oannes is now a well-attested figure in cuneiform literature, a name of the sage Adapa
(see Lambert, JCS 16, p. 73f.; Hallo, JAOS 83, p. 176). The name is variously written
u•. an, u•. "an, u•. an.na, u4 -ma-"a-nim and even umun(U), a list to which the orthography
of the present line can be added. The identity of 'Son of Oannes' is not clear, nor
is it understood why he should occupy a subtu dedicated to Anu (unless simply as a result
of the theological speculation reflected in some of the above-listed writings of his
name). How Tasmetum comes to sit on Enlil's subtu is likewise obscure, but this subtu is
almost certainly the one restored by Esarhaddon (Borger, Esarh., p. 84, rev. 39):
subat(ki.tus) '"musukkanni i~-~i da-re-e a-di ki!r-zap-pi ljurii~a russli(QUs.a) lit-bu-su a-na
"tasmetum(panun) belti rablti" a-si-bat e.umus.a pa-paij "marduk sa qe-reb tin.tirk 1, "the
seat of musukkannu, the everlasting wood, as well as a footstool plated with red gold, for
Tasmetum, the great lady who sits inside E-umusa, the cella of Marduk in Babylon,
(I remade)". The subtu occupied by Tasmetum is not to be confused with her cella which
lay elsewhere in E-sagil (see ABL 119, obv. 14, cited below in the commentary ~n text
no. 7, BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 5').
4-5 These shrines also appear together in text no. 43, BM 46060, 6'f. e.engur.ra in Esagil is also mentioned in a letter to Esarhaddon or Assurbanipal on the rebuilding
operations at the temple (CT 53 60, rev. 6'). The name of the shrine is borrowed from
Ea's temple in Eridu, which went by the synonymous names of e.engur.ra and e.abzu (for
'phonetic' writings of e.engur.ra of Eridu, and for other temples of the same name, see
Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 54f.). e.du 6 .ku is a temple name also associated with Ea and Eengurra in the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns, where it appears as an epithet of,
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or a shrine within, the temple of Eridu (TCS III, p. 17, 4); and in Malku I, where
synonyms of Apsu are collected (A.D. Kilmer, JAOS 83, p. 429, 288-92; cf. CAD A/2,
p. 194):

inscription of Assurbanipal E-!Jal-anki is given an epithet which equates it with Ka-!Jilisu,
the "Gate of Luxury" (biib kuzbi; Bauer, IWA, p. 49 = pl. 58, rev. 12): ina e.!Jal.an.ki subat ku-uz-bi dnin. bara.ge.si, "in E-!Jal-anki, the abode of luxury of Ninbaraggesi" (for this
name of Zarpanitum, dating back to the Old Babylonian period, see TCL XV I 0, I 06-07;
CT 25 35, obv. 15 1/ 36, obv. 14; 46 53, ii 4); the context rather suggests that in this
inscription E-!Jal-anki is used as a name for the cella as a whole (pars pro toto), a
circumstance which could only arise if the subtu of this name was situated in E-daraanna-Ka-!Jilisu. The use of the name with reference to something rather larger than a
subtu is also found in the Assyrian Temple List, where E-!Jal-anki follows E-sagil in the
list and refers to her chapel as a whole (no. 20, GAB 182, in which the name is translated
as [bit] piriste same u ersefi, "House of the secrets of heaven and underworld"). Outside
these texts E-gal-anki of Zarpanitum is found in the hymn KAR 109+ 343, obv. 11, where
it follows e.sag.il and du 6 .ku, Marduk's seat in Ubsu-ukkinna (restored after unpublished
duplicates, courtesy W.G. Lambert):
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e.engur, .ra
[engu]r.ra
du 6 .ku
lil.gar
a[bz]u

ap-su-u

r

=

MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN

Cf. further Idu II 33 (CT 11 29, i 31): (du-ud]u6 sa du 6 .ku = abzu. But this identification
of du 6 .ku and Apsu is in conflict with other known traditions as to the cosmological
locations of du 6 .ku, whether on "the mountain of heaven and underworld", as in the
Sumerian dispute La!Jar and Asnan; in the eastern mountains where the sun rises, as in
Bft rimki (line quoted on p. 290); or in heaven, as seems to be implicit in the prayer BRM
IV 7 37 where a contrast between Apsu and du 6 .ku follows a parallel contrast between
' ,
Igigi and Anunnaki. For du 6 .ku as a cultic location in Sumerian texts - at Lagas and
Nippur - see Sjoberg, TCS Ill, p. 50. As well as the e.du 6 .ku of the present line there
were also in E-sagil an e.du 6 .ku.ga of Lugaldukuga (probably Ea again: see II 16 and
commentary), and du 6 .ku-ki.nam.tar.tar.re.e.de, the Dais of Destinies (parak Slmiitz) in
Ubsu-ukkinna, which is perhaps, along with the like-named shrines in Nippur and other
cities, an earthly representation of the cosmic du 6 .ku, home of the gods in La!Jar and
Asnan (on du 6 .ku, the Dais of Destinies, see II 17' and commentary).
The kilzappu and the atmiinu kept in these two subtu's of Ea are evidently cui tic fixtures
or fittings that could be stowed away. A cultic "footstool" is mentioned above in
connection with a subtu of Tasmetum (II 3), but if such items are standard accessories of
subtu's why the special mention here? Given the probable location of these subtu's in
Marduk's cella (see above, on II I) perhaps the kilzappu and the atmiinu kept in them are
to be considered items of cultic equipment pertaining to Marduk's statue and throne.
Another attestation of atmiinu as not a cultic chamber, but rather something movable
kept in a temple cella, comes from the Istanbul stele of Nabonidus, who replaced the
atmiinu of !Star of U ruk after its sacrilegious removal, along with her chariot-team of
lions, by the citizens of that town (Messerschmidt, MVAG ljl, p. 75, iii 13-30).
6 One might also read e.gara 10 .nun.!Je.du,; with the name compare a temple of sa-dunm~', e.ga.ijgara,o.nun.sar.sar, known from an unpublished duplicate of the syncretistic
hymn KAR !09+343 (courtesy W.G. Lambert). On Telitu, a title oflstar, see recently the
remarks of Lambert, Zikir sumim, p. 213f.
7 This seat of Zarpanitum seems likely to have been situated in her cella (E-dara-anna,
or, less strictly, Ka-!Jilisu: see the gate list no. 6, BM 35046, 7-8, and commentary). In an

[e.gal.an.ki bft kis-sat uz-ni te-re]-tu-su lja-am-'mat'
(In) E-gal-anki, the house of all wisdom, (the goddess) gathers her decrees.
It also appears in the Erra Epic I 128:

a-ge-e be-Iu-ti-ka rSizl kfma C.te.me.en.an.ki

it-nam-maJrz'~

C.hal.an.ki pa-nu-Su kdt-mu

(Why, 0 Marduk,) is the face of your lordly crown veiled, that should light up E-!Jalanki as if it were E-temen-anki?
The context of this simile would seem to be a visit by Marduk to Zarpanitum's cella
(where he shared her bed). The light reflected by his dazzling headgear should cause the
subtu E-gal-anki (no doubt itself heavily decorated with bright metals and polished
gemstones) to shine, much as the structure of the ziqqurrat, E-temen-anki, shines in the
sun (by virtue of its blue-glazed brick facing). For a possible (emended) reference to E!Jal-anki in Nabonidus' Istanbul stele see below, p. 415.
8 One might equally translate "Throne of the Maiden".
9-10 kirlju is usually an enclosure wall, but if we are still in the vicinity of Zarpanitum's
cella (as argued on p. 268) it may perhaps refer to the wall of her chapel courtyard (the
Court of (the Chapel of) Beltiya, which may be mentioned in II 19: see the commentary
thereon).
11 This shrine also appears in the Kedor-laomer text BM 34062 (Jeremias, MVAG 21,
p. 86, 15: a-na iku, su-b[at didi]m is-ni-qa 16n[akru]; coil.). Its name is perhaps an allusion
to the iku-star, a cosmic representation of E-sagil and Babylon (references are given on p.
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244), although in astronomical terms this is the seat of Anu (m"'iku, bitra an.na = i-ku-u
su-bat •a-nim, Astrolabe B, KAV 218, A i I and 7).

12-13 A shrine u.su, also ofGula, appears in the List of Shrines in E-rab-riri (no. 12, K
2107 + 6086, rev. iii 9'). Our interpretation of u.zu in the present ceremonial name
understands it as an allusion to the patronage of the medical profession by the shrine's
occupant, the divine azugallatu (for this epithet of Gula see CAD A/2, p. 529). Given the
gender of elena and sapliJ in these lines we are encouraged to understand ellipsis of
kisa!lu. The Upper and Lower Courts of E-sagil, respectively those of the main building
(also known as the Court of Bel) and the Eastern Annexe, are discussed in the
commentary on the gate list no. 7, BM 38602// VAT 13817, i 5'.
14 Alala and Belili occur elsewhere as a pair in An = Anum I, where they are the eighth
of the ancestral couples of Anu (CT 24 20, ll ), and in a shorter ancestry of the same god
preserved in incantations (KAR 22, obv. 25; Zimmern, ZA 23, p. 374, 80). Note also their
probable presence in an OB divination prayer (Dossin, RA 32, p. 183, 27: •en-ki •nin-ki
•a-la-l[a •be-li-~i?). Outside divine genealogy they appear together in the unpublished
hymn to Borsippa (BM 61625 + 76480+, vi 57).
15 se.er.zi = sa-ru-[ru], MSL XII, p. 107, Lu 111, and the shrine's name is thus
appropriate to its occupant. With it compare e.Se.er.zi.gur.ru, "House Clad in Radiance",
a name given to the temple ofinanna at Zabalam (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 35, 315; the name
also appears in the OB temple list OECT IV, pl. 53, ii 23, e.se.er.zi.'guru' (now MSL XI,
p. 142, vii), and in the Canonical Temple list: Craig, AJSL 13, p. 220, Sm 289, obv. ii 20
(photo: Kramer Anniversary Volume, pl. 11, K 15262+; col!.), e.Se.er.<zi> .[g]ur.r[u],
among other temples of !Star). For an Akkadian version of the idiom see the E-sagil
Commentary, which describes Marduk's temple as bftu nasa sariirii, "House which bears
radiance" (no. 5, l. 15). That temples should be "clad in radiance" is probably an allusion
to the shining materials with which temples exteriors, as well as interiors, were decorated:
Nebuchadnezzar II reports that he embellished E-sagil with silver, gold, choice precious
stones, copper and other expensive furnishings, so "causing its radiance to shine forth like
the sun's" (sa-as-si-is u-sa-pa-a sa-ru-ru-it-su, I R 52, no. 3, i 29).
16 For the Chariot House of E-sagil see text no. ' 14, VAT 9961 + 10335, 7, which places
it in the southern part of the main building. A parallel to this subtu is found in the Shrine
List of E-sarra, where the Chariot House of Enlil-Assur is the shrine of his forbear
Enmesarra (no. 21, BM 134502, obv. 12'). Enmesarra and Lugaldukuga are indeed
equated in a theological text (Thureau-Dangin, RA 16, p. 145, 1), the latter being Enlil's
father (An = Anum I: CT 24 5, 37). In the present line, however, Lugaldukuga is
probably Marduk's father, Ea (the equation is made in a commentary on Iqqur-fpus, CT
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41 39, rev. 8, and is understood in Eniima elis VII 99-100, where •dumu.du 6 .ku.ga
(Marduk) is son of Lugaldukuga; Ea becomes "Lord of Duku(g)" through the identification
of Apsil and du 6 .ku: see above, on II 5, and further Lambert, RIA VII, p. 133f.).
17-18 The reading of KU in the shrine name e.umus.a is suggested by variants to Hh IV
306, which lists the name of Marduk's processional barge, •"ma.umus.a: a forerunner
from Ugarit reads ['"m]a.•umuS.Sa (Thureau-Dangin, Syria 12, pl. 47, no. 3, 7), while a
Kuyunjik fragment has ["'ma.umu]s.sa (CT 25 7, K 14176, 7). The shrine E-umusaAsallu\}i is reminiscent of Marduk's cella in E-sagil, E-umusa, for which see the
commentary below on the gate list no. 6, BM 35046, l.
The two subtu's of these lines appear from their occupants to be a pair, and this
consideration prompts the restoration in line 18. A chapel of Ninurta is known from a
gate list of E-sagil as the location of a throne-dais of Asarre (no. 6, BM 35046, 31; this
chapel is perhaps identifiable with the room called by Koldewey Cella C, and by Wetzel,
Room 12: see the commentary on the gate list), and one wonders whether this circumstance accounts for the names of our subtu's.
19 The name of this subtu recalls a shrine or temple in the Marduk section of the
Canonical Temple List, between e.umus.a and e.sag.il (Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 362, ii 6:
e.a.ra. < ZU> .gis.t[uku = e (•amar.utu)]; an unpublished duplicate, Sm 277, ii 2, reads
simply e.giS.tuku = [e ... ]).
One is tempted to restore the courtyard at the end of this line as kisa/ blt Be/tfya, since
the Court of (the Chapel of) Beltiya is a known part of E-sagil, and one where there were
indeed two throne-daises on which these subtu's may have rested (see no. 6, BM 35046,
33-35, and commentary).
20 E-!Jal-anki is also a temple name associated with Ea in the Canonical Temple List (II
R 61, no. l, obv. 24: e.!Jal.an.[ki], among other temples or shrines of Ea; but one might
equally restore there e.\}al.an.[ku], citing as evidence MSL XIV, p. 142, 18: ,,,_,_"HAL=
ap-su-it-um).
21-24 The divine owners of these four subtu's appear in the very same order in text no.
58, the tiny fragment K 18438 (pl. 55).
21 es.gar appears as a cultic fixture in a hymn to Nanna, where it is a term describing
the god's throne platform in E-kiSnugal (du 6 .ma\}.zu ki.ku.ga ma.ra.ab.ak es.'gar' an.ki.a,
UET VI 67, 30); and also in Gudea's Statue B, where one is found in the courtyard of
E-ninnu (kisal •nin.gir.su lugal.ga.ka es.gar.ra.bi, viii 24-25). Qingu was, of course, the
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chief, after Ti'amat, of Marduk's defeated enemies, from whose blood Ea produced
mankind (Eniima eli§ VI 29-34). His cultic presence in E-sagil is paralleled by that of
other vanquished gods, namely Basmu (II 23) and, apparently, Ti'amat herself (II 31 ).
22 The name of Dumuzi's subtu in E-sagil is taken from a shrine in e.mus.(kalam.ma),
the temple of Bad-tibira shared by him and Inanna (for which see Sjoberg, res III,
p. 95): in Dumuzi texts du 6 .suba, also written du 6 .su 8 .ba and du 6 .su.bi, often occurs in
conjunction with an e.a.raJi (as in Jacobsen, JNES 12, p. 178, Inanna and Bilulu 180-81;
VS II I, rev. iii ll; BE XXX/I l, ii 10; IV R 2 27, no. l, 3), and this was itself either
another shrine in the same temple at Bad-tibira, or simply a by-name for it (Sjoberg, op.
cit.), appearing as a shrine or temple of both Dumuzi and his sister Belili in the Canonical
Temple List (Dumuzi: Sm 277, rev. iii l3 // K 4224+, 13: both unpub., courtesy W.L.
Moran; Belili: II R 61, no. l, rev. 17 + unpub. join).
suba, again with the variants su 8 .ba and su.bi, is itself an epithet of Dumuzi (Sjoberg,
res Ill, p. 30, 216, and p, 96; BE XXX/I 6, i 5), that in a Kuyunjik bilingual is
translated "shepherd" (IV R 2 27, no. I, 1-2: su 8 .ba en 6 dumu.zi mu.ud.na gasan.an.na =
re-e-um be-lim 6 dumu-zi ba-me-er 6 is-tar). This is no late interpretation for the equations
suba = 6 dumu-zi, re-e-'u 5 -[um] occur in Proto-Diri (Goetze, JeS 7, p. 29, v 8-9), and it is
apparent that suba, at least when used as an epithet of the divine shepherd Dumuzi, is
considered the same word as su 8 .ba, Emesal dialect of sipa(d). We have translated
du 6 .suba accordingly (against Sjoberg, res III, p. 96, for whom suba in divine epithets is
always "shining"), For a speculative Akkadian interpretation of du 6 .suba see the Nippur
Compendium, i 15' (text no. 18), where it is apparently an epithet of Nippur and is
translated asibat !fulub zfmi.
23 usumgallu and basmu, two mythical monsters, are much the same thing, and are
equated in some lexical texts (MSL Vlll/2, p. 7, Hh XIV 6; XVI, p, 108, Nabnftu VII 118;
XVII, p. 210, An tag a/ E i 27'. The ba!fmu, a sea serpent, is one of the monsters created by
Ti'amat and defeated with her by Marduk, whose images he set up at the Gate of Apsu
(Eniima e/is I 141-43; V 73-75). A shorter list of such monsters is found in Surpu VIII 6-7,
and similar groups also appear in the inscription of Agum-kakrime, adorning the gates of
Marduk and Zarpanitum in E-sagil (V R 33, iv 50-v 13), and in a text of Nebuchadnezzar
II which records his depiction on the walls of E-umusa, Marduk's cella in E-sagil, of [b]aas-mu la-ab-mu musbussii""' ugallii urdimmii gu•. dumu. 6 utu.gu•. dumu 6 utu [k]u/ulliim''
~abdtum'' [a]n-za-a-am zl gir.tabJu.u 18 Ju (George, RA 82, p. 143f., 38'-42'), This decoration, for which Eniima eli§ V 73-75 is probably an aetiological explanation, also attracts
the comment of Berossus (see F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker 3CI,
p. 37lf.). In the present line, however, the ba§mu adorns neither gate nor wall, but a subtu
comprising throne-daises.
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24 The name of the subtu, a euphemism for the realm of the dead, is again appropriate,
for NingiSzida is well known as the chamberlain (guzalu) of the netherworld (see below,
on IV 13). On ki.gaL(la) as the netherworld see the remarks of Sjoberg, res III, p, 54;
one may note as a parallel to the present shrine's name that in the temple hymns
Ningiszida's cult-centre, the city Gisbanda, is described as gan ki.gal gir nu.e 1 " "the
field(?), the 'Great Place' (from which) no path ascends": ibid., p, 28, 190).
As with the previous line, the occupant of the subtu is ophidian: on the god 6 MUS see
recently G.J.P. McEwan, OrNS 52, p, 215ff. The sign following the name in our line
might be taken as a phonetic complement: if so, read rather 6 niriihu''· Snakes are
associated with the cult of Ningiszida from an early period, according t~ the evidence of
Gudea's votive vase, his seal and other glyptic (the serpents, often horned, of Ningiszida
are the subject of a considerable literature, among which note especially Heuzey, RA 6,
p, 95ff.; Frankfort, Iraq 1, p. 9f.; van Buren, Iraq 1, p. 70ff.; Seidl, BagM 4, p. 191).
Confirmation of this god's ophidian nature can be found in his identification in the
scholarly literature with the snake constellation, perhaps our Hydra (muL•MUS = •ningi!f-zi-da bel er-~e-tum: er 33 2, rev. 8; note also the pairing of Ir!JanjNira!J and
Ningiszida in Astrolabe B as one of the twelve stars of the Path of Enlil: kakkabu §a
arkisu izzazzu['"] 6 MUS u 6 nin-gis-z[i-da], KA V 218, B iii 6-7).
25 In the name of this shrine we prefer to read nigin rather than kilib, noting MS j's
n]a.su.a.bi; MS oo has nigin.BA, it is true, but the BA is a miswritten su and not a
resumption of the preceding sign. The latter MS, an exercise tablet, is very prone to errors
of this kind, writing in line 23 SA+ BI for usum; in 24 US for da; in the present line
•a-nim-DI for 6 a-nun-na-ki; and in 27 UD for pi: this student scribe was not yet a master,
clearly.
The presence on this subtu of gypsum, effectively as a divine symbol, recalls its function
in magic and ritual, where it is an apotropaic substance considered by ancient commentators to represent the god Ninurta (see Livingstone, MMEW, p, 172 ff.).
26-27 The subtu's of these lines form a pair, one either side of a gateway whose location
is not specified, perhaps because it was obvious from the context of the preceding lines
(on sippu, "doorsill", see below, the commentary on II 29'-30'). They and the gods to
whom they are dedicated are also known from an unpublished ritual of E-sagil in which
occurs the following invocation (K 3446+8830, rev. 4-9, and Sm 211, 1-6; courtesy
W.G. Lambert):
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[in]a 'e.nig.erim'.[l)ul.e.d]e da-a-a-is rag-gi le[m]-nu-tum
[s1u-bat dkur.zi.gim.mu.m[u sa] sadu' ki-ma qe-mi i-qam-mu-u
[sadji? rag-gi /em-nu-t[um] ki-ma qe-mi liq-mi
[i-n]a e.gur.l)ur.sag ina M[IN? mu-kan-nis sa-dji-i su-bat dkur.gi!(ZI).gim.sa,.sa,"·"
[sa sadja• [ki-m]a qane"''' u-ba~-~a-~u
[sadi? Ia k]an-su-t[i-ka]li-ba~-~i-~u qani" 1-sam

In E-nigerim-l)ulede, '(House) which Threshes the Evil Wicked', the seat of Kurzigimmumu, 'Who Burns the Mountain like Fire', may he burn the mountain(?) of the
evil wicked like flour!
In E-gur-l)ursag, ['(House) which Subdues the] Mountain', the seat of Kurgigimsasa,
'Who Snaps the Mountain like a Reed', may he snap [the mountain(?) of those]
insubmissive [to you] like a reed!
The names of both shrines and their gods are here given straightforward Akkadian
translations (although the derivation of dii'isu probably owes more to literary embellishment than etymological interpretation), these being then combined to produce the final
behests. The two gods are known to be weapons of Ninurta, being found together among
other such inK 9336+ 13588 (Cooper, Angim, p. 161, 11: (d)kur.zi.gim.mu 7 .mu 7 •kur.gi.
gim.s[a 5 .sa 5 ]), and this connection accounts for the references in the ritual, and in the
name of e.gur.l)ur.sag itself, to the defeat of the Mountain, for this was a traditional
mythological enemy ofNinurta (cf. Anzu I 10 and III 17, Sjoberg, OrSuec 23-24, pp. 162,
ii 2; 164, i 15', and further Angim 135, where one of his other weapons is described as nig
kur gur.gur = mu-kan-nis sa-di-i, "subduer of the Mountain"; in Lugale 235 Ninurta
himself is u. ki.bal.a.se kur zi.gim mu.mu = u.-mu sa ina milt nu-kur-ti sa-da-a ki-ma qeme i-qam-mu-u). The character of the two gods is probably demonic, for their names
belong to a group of stock epithets used of such beings in the exorcistic literature (gi.gim
in.sa 5 .sa 5 = ki-ma qa-ne-e ulj-ta-a~-$1-i~, CT 17 19, 5-6; kfma qanem'' ta-ba-<~a>-a~,
KAR 88, Fragment 5, rev. iii 3; zi.gim mu.mulmu 7 .mu 7 .mes = ki-ma qe-me i-qam-mu-u,
CT 17 36, K 9272, 3 II 42 10, rev. 4-5; 16 14, iv 20-21). But identical and parallel similes
are. also found in other literature (Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta 181; an Enlil hymn,
CT 15 11, 6; a Nabu litany, Lambert, Albright Festschrift 1971, p. 345, rev. 2-5, and
Meek, BA Xll, no. 19 II K 8728 (unpub.), 8-9; IV R 2 12, rev. 3-4: MB royal; King, AKA,
p. 26lf., 22-23; Borger, Esarh., p. 97, obv. 32-33).
Elsewhere the "Lion Monster" (uggal/u) of Babylon is personified as the god Mustesirl)abli (text no. 7, i 14').
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His subtu evidently bore a name pertinent to his function, perhaps [ki.(lu)].nar, "Place of
the Musician".
29 This s~rine occurs in a ritual tablet of E-sagil for the month Kislimu (BM 32206 +, ii
23: G. <;:agirgan, The Babylonian Festivals (Birmingham Ph.D., 1976, unpublished),
p. 107). There was a shrine of the same name in E-anna at Uruk, mentioned in
connection with a procession of the torch (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 120, 1), and
another,!n E-zida at Borsippa (Nassoul)i, AfK 2, p. 100, i 7: ki.zalag.ga su-bat •nuru(izi.
gar); Assurbampal), where It appears to have been the station of the divine torch used for
lighting the temple's brazier (I. 8).
30 Du-ki-sikil may be mentioned in the Istanbul stele of Nabonidus in connection with
the plating with silver of doors of E-sagil (Messerschmidt, MVAG lii, p. 78, viii 35,
quoted on p. 414f.), and is a possible restoration in the fragment BM 74167, 4' (no. 32). It
IS located mside E-sagil on Marduk's New Year procession route, between the "seat of
Marduk" (probably his subtu Ti'iimat: see above, on II 1) and the Dais of Destinies (the
du •. ku of II 17'): this is clear from text no. 59, which lists the names of Marduk
according to his progress in this procession (quoted above, p. 83•, 4; his name while
sitting opposite du •. ki.sikil is, significantly, Enbilulu). A second text, dealing with the
~arne subject in a slightly different manner, gives the Jubtu another name (KAR 142, obv.
I 3-4 II CT 46 53, ii 14-15):
ki.tus.ki.sikil (var.: ki.ku.sikil) su-bat (var.: unu!) •en-me-[sar-ra] manziiz(gisgal) •enhi-lu-lu ussab•b-ma

[•en-bi-lu-~u?

(Marduk) sits on Kitus-ki-sikiliKi-ku-sikil, the seat of Enme8arra, the station of
Enbilulu, and (his name is) [Enbilulu(?).]
Enmesarra, a forbear of Enlil (An I: CT 24 4, 26; Death of Gilgames: Kramer, BASOR
94, p. 8, 17-18; see further Civil, AfO 25, p. 66f.), became, together with his seven sons a
victim of Mardu~ (see the myth of Marduk and Enmesarra, Pinches, PSBA 30, p. 53ff.),
and occupies a subtu m E-sagil much as a trophy of this victory, perhaps. This subtu
evidently can:e to be shared by Marduk (as Enbilulu) on account of the stationing there
of his statue. m th~ New year procession. On (En-)Bilulu, originally an independent deity
c~nnected with Irngatwn, but later identified with Adad (KAR 142, rev. iii 19) as well as
With Marduk (Eniima e/is VII 57ff.), see the remarks of Jacobsen, JNES 12, p. 167.
31

28a The reading of the musician god dNAR is provided by the god lists, where he is
glossed du-un-ga (CT25 48, 10: = •e-a sa '"nari; 29 45, 11; LBAT 1577, obv. 11': = ilu
sa na-'a'-rum; An = Anum II 288 (CAD Nil, p. 377): = dingir.nar.ke 4 = ilu sa na-a-ri).
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In view of the variant with uru, and the gloss ki-ur-u on e.ki.ur in the Nippur

Compendiu~, ii 28', and in BM 53824, obv. 5 (pl. 9: extract from a text apparently giving

nam.es of Nmurta m Nippur accordmg to cultic location), one should perhaps read ki.ur
as kt.uru12· Less conclusively, in view of the speculative nature of the text, one may also
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note writings of e.ki.ur, the temple of Ninlil in Nippur, as e.ki.u.ru and e.ki.u.ru in the
Nippur Temple List, 6'-10' (no. 19). This additional vowel also accounts for the
etymological Akkadian rendering of the shrine name as asru naklu, where ki = asru and
ur or uru is understood as uru16(n) (EN; the phonetic writing Ula·ru also occurs. For
their equation with naklu see the commentary on the Nippur Temple List, I. 2', where
[e].k[i.u]r = as-ru na-ak-[/u]).
This shrine is also found in the unpublished E-sagil ritual tablet K 3446+8830, rev. 14,
ki.uru.ku.ga as-ru ellu(kil) nak-lu (courtesy W.G. Lambert). But the original meaning of
the name is probably overlooked. One thinks of ki.ur = du-ru-[us-su], "foundation"
(MSL XVII, p. 221, Antaga/ G 21), but note also lgitub I 367-369 (VAT 10270 v 43-45):

Euphrates it is probable that we should restore bit [bUrtzJ at the end of this line (a
restoration with which the shrine name itself seems to be in agreement, and which is
supported by the appearance of a well in the following line). According to the metrological text on E-sagil in the New York Metropolitan Museum (86-11-102, on which see
above, p. 10), the well-house of E-sagil measured 6~ by 5~ cubits (about 3 by 2i metres)
and was served by two gates of 2 cubits width, one leading to a courtyard, the other to
Ka-\)egal, the west main gate of the temple, behind Marduk's cella.

[e.ki].ur
e.k[i].uru
[e.su\)ur.r]a

=

34-35 Prior to the well-house the New York metrological text deals with a pair of
chapels, which belong to the gods Sin and Nergal; in the latter is a subtu whose
dimensions are listed. One wonders whether these chapels (bftu) are not in fact the two
shrines of Sin and an unknown god given here, especially in view of their association in
both texts with a well.

rug-bu
a-su-up-pu
sa-lju-ru

ki. ur and ki. uru are here evidently rooftop structures, but for asuppu in the context of
temple buildings see the Middle Babylonian letter from Nippur, Biggs, JCS 19, p. 97, 7.
One might consider reading the first divine name as •gu 7 .bi.KU.KU but, in the sole
manuscript where the name is preserved, KU is written with two inside horizontal wedges
(MS j); the sign in question is closer to sig. A parallel name may be •gu 7 .bi.eren (Deimel,
Fara II 56, i 13), but the precise significance of the present name escapes us. Tamatu is
presumably Ti'amat, the Sea.

36 The shrine is found again as a room within E-sagil in a Kedor-laomer text, BM
34062 (Jeremias, MVAG 21, p. 86, 20-21: coli.): i-ru-um-ma ana e.ad.gi4 .gi4 is-sub ka-timtum a-na •en.nun.dagal.la '"nakru is-ni-qa lem-ni-is, "The enemy entered E-adgigi and
ripped out the door, he approached Ennundagalla with evil intent". The divine name of
the present line (it appears again in II 27') is apparently a conflation of the two "sages of
Marduk" in An = Anum (CT 24 28, iii 63-64):
•ganun.\)e.du 7
•en.nun.dagal.la

32 e.gir4 .ku is interpreted as a name of Nergal in the bilingual list of personal names V
R 44 = Lambert, JCS II, p. 13, iii 55 (mir.e.gir4 .ku = marad-•u.gur; the name can also
be written without e: E. von Weiher, Nergal, pp. 4, 98 2 ), from which circumstance it

2 [gu4 .d]ub
•a[mar.utu].ke4

The latter's function is further defined in a Nabil litany, where he is described as
ad.gi 4 .gi 4 , "counsellor" (Lambert, Albright Festschrift 1971, p. 346, 26), a status to which
the present shrine name is an obvious reference.

appears probable that Nergal was possessed of a shrine or temple of the same name as
Nuska's subtu of the present line. The name probably harks back to an original function
as temple bakery, gir4 being the term for just such in the Collection of Sumerian Temple
Hymns (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 17, 17: in E-engura at Eridu), and in Niir-Adad's Ur
inscription (VET VIII 67, iii 8: in E-kiSnugal at Ur).
33 The waters of the Tigris and Euphrates have a cultic significance in E-sagil, for in the
New Year rituals the se§gallu-priest of E-umusa washes himself in them ([mem"] niiri
1•idiqlat u ••puratti 'irammuk(tu,), Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. !53, 286), and water from
the same wells is used to purify the temple (mem'' biirti(pu) ••i-diq-lat u biirti(pu) '•puratti
bita i-sa/-lalj, ibid., 341-42). Ritual use of water of the Tigris and Euphrates in the cult is
already found in Gudea, Cyl. B, xvii 7-11 (see also Enmerkar and the Land of Aratta, ll.
310-11; YOS XI 22, 19: ikrib; 48, 2-3; Goetze, JCS 9, pp. II, D 15; 16 58 : incantations).
The New year ritual suggests that in E-sagil such water was drawn from a pair of special
wells, and since these would be the obvious location for the subtu of the Tigris and

su
su

I

37 The shrine's name is again appropriate to its divine residents. Nadin-me-qati ("He
who Proffers the Water of the Hands") and Mukll-me-bala(i ("He who Presents the
Water of Life") are two officers (udug) of E-sagil in An = Anum (CT 24 16, iii 15-16//
28, iii 70-71), who serve Marduk's needs at his morning meal (in the unpublished ritual,
BM 32206+, ii 8-10, written •na-din-a-sumin and •mu-kif-am"-din; on the source see p.
277). The former is also known from Surpu VIII 9, and from the New York metrological
tablet of E-sagil (iv 16, where his partner is probably to be restored alongside him).
38 The presence of one subtu within another illustrates the range of meaning covered by
the term, a problem that is discussed on p. 9f.
39 The shrine name is one associated with Adad, for e.u 4 .gal.gal is his temple in
Karkara (IMki: the temple is attested in the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns,
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though not under this name in the extant text (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 36f., 328-51)- but
note the pun involved in the opening line of the hymn, where the temple is e ug.gal.gim,
in the Ur III source, e u 6 .gal.gim; for e.u4 .gal.gal of Adad in the Old Babylonian period,
see Renger, Heidelberger Studien, p. 142). The temple name gave rise to a name of Adad,
•u4 .gal.gal ( = •adad sa [IMk'], KAR 142, rev. iii 21); elsewhere he is u4 .gal.la u 5 .a, "the
rider on the storm" (Bernhardt and Kramer, WZJ 9, p. 237, Enki and the World Order
311; CT 15 15, 8: hymn to !Skur). But this is not conclusive evidence for the restoration
of Adad as the occupant of the subtu in E-sagil, for there was a shrine e.u4 .gal of Enlil in
E-rab-riri (see text no. 12, l. 3'), and u4 .gal is an epithet used also of other gods (see the
references collected by Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 100).

The three gates mentioned in line I 9 are perhaps the doorways to the three groups of
subtu's found in the following lines (i.e. the three in the lobby, Kitus-!J.unga, "Abode of
Rest", and Diku-kasbar-sisa). The general location of all these shrines must be Ka-mah
for this is where Es-ma!J. and Es-banda are located in the present text (note further Eat'~
ka.ma!J.? in von Weiher, BagM 15, p. 202, 22). Ka-ma!J. appears to be the main entrance
into the Eastern Annexe of E-sagil (see p. 87), which takes the procession of Marduk out
into the temple precinct and to the processional way beyond Ka-sikilla. In this connection
it is interesting to note the second and third of our four subtu's as points on such a
procession in the list of Marduk's names that takes its arrangement from such matters
(CT 46 53, ii 19-20):

40-41 Ka-ude-babbar is the main gate of the south front of the main building of E-sagil
(see on this p. 87; for its lobby (asrukkatu) and the connotations of the term as the
room just inside a large gateway, see the commentary below on the metrological tablet
VAT 9961 + 10335 (no. 14), 5-6, where the width of the lobby of Ka-ude-babbar along its
south-north axis is given as 8 cubits). umun.sag is a name appropriate to a shrine of the
Mother Goddess, for umun and mummu (u-mu-uniJmun = mu-um-mu, MSL Ill, p. 136, 8k
II 88) are to do with the fashioning of life: mummu is an epithet of creator deities (•e-a
mu-um-mu ba-an ka-la, VS I 37, iii 4-5: Merodachbaladan; •mu-um-mu ba-an same• u
er$etim"m, Enilmu elis VII 86, as a name of Marduk; mu-um-mu ti-amat mu-al-li-da-at
gim-ri-su-un, ibid. I 4), but is also that part of a temple where "gods are brought to life"
(umun.zi ki.dingir.u.tu, Enki and the World Order 194: see Falkenstein, ZA 56, p. 72; cf.
also LKA 76, 7-8: e.kur umun dim.dim.ma dingir.lugal.bi = e.kur mu-um-mi ba-nu-u iii u
sarri, "E-kur, mummu which creates god and king"; Sons of Nippur). For this, the
workshop where divine images are fashioned and restored, see Lambert, A/0 18, p. 399;
Heidel, JNES 7, p. 98ff.; van Dijk, SGL II, p. 115ff.; von Weiher, BagM 15, p. 202, 8.
42-45 es.mah is a temple name associated with Ea (see Tintir IV 35) and es.ban.da is
thus fitting fo; his daughter, Nanse. These two are also found paired with the subtu's that
follow them here in an unpublished ritual of E-sagil, K 3446+8830, obv. 19-rev. 3
(courtesy W.O. Lambert; prayer for the king?):

[a-n]a ka.gal ka.im.limmu.ba ka.gu.la ina e-re-[bz]-ka
[es.ma]!J. es.ban.da u su.lu!J..bi.ku.ga sa asrukkati(aslug) ki.tus.!J.[un].git
[su-bat tap-su-u]b-ti di.ku,.ka.as.bar.si.sa!(SI)
[ ... ina es.ban.da suba]t(ki.tus) •nanse a-sar mer-de-e-ti ili(dingir.dingir) is-sirn-ma
[ ... ] ta-na-da-a-ti li-ge-su-ka
When you enter Ka-gal, Ka-im-limmuba and Ka-gula [(and stand before(?)] Es-ma!J.,
ES-banda and Sulu!J.bi-kuga of the lobby (ofKa-ma!J.), Kitus-!J.unga, [Abode of] Rest,
and Diku-kasbar-sisa, [... in ES-banda, the] seat of Nanse, where the offerings of the
gods are decreed, may [(the gods)] allot you a praiseworthy [(name)!]
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[ina s]u.lu!J.. bi.ku.ga [• ... l
[ina es]. ban.da (d ... l
(The preceding lines of this list, which are included in the Archive of Mystic Heptads,
KAR 142, obv. i 1-9, deal with the procession from E-sagil to the Ak!tu-Temple, but these
two lines are apparently the start of something new.) The theological image of Nanse's
shrine as the place "where the offerings of the gods are decreed" is nicely paralleled by
Tintir's cultic description of it as a place where sacrificial sheep are dealt with in some
way.
With su.lu!J..bi.ku.ga compare the temple of Kis, e.su.lu!J..!J.a.ku, translated bitu sa
sulubbiisu e/lii in no. 22, VAT 13817, ii 14'.
46 A subtu of the same name in E-rab-riri, the temple of Madiinu, belongs to Nabu (no.
12, K 2107 + 6086, rev. iii 2').
49 The shrine 'shares its name with the temple of Belet-Akkade (!Star of Akkade) in the
quarter of Ka-dingirra: see Tintir IV 16 and commentary.
50 A shrine of the same name is listed further on (line 33'), where it is the "station"
(manziizu) of Madiinu. The "Son of the Prince" is a particular epithet of Sin (references
for •dumu.nun.na as a name of the moon god in Old Babylonian and later god lists, and
for dumu nun.na as his epithet, are collected by Sjoberg, Nanna-Suen, p. 142), giving rise
to a temple e.dumu.nun.na (of Sin at Uruk: Clay, BRM IV 6, 33) and a gate kit.gal.
dumu.nun.na (of Sin at Nippur: MSL XIII, p. 228, Kagal 7). Sin is thus a strong
candidate for restoration in the present line.
2" E-zida in E-sagil is well known as the cella of Nabu, both in the New Year rituals
(Thureau-Dangin, RAce, pp. 140, 346; 141, 370: pa-pa-bi •m\) and in inscriptions of
Nebuchadnezzar II, who refurbished it along with the cellae of Marduk (E-umusa) and
Zarpan!tum (Ka-!J.ilisu). According to these E-zida is the cella used by Nabu in his annual
visit from Borsippa for the New Year festival (Wadi Brisa B ii 1-7; cf. A iii 47-53) and is
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situated "on the courtyard" (sa ki-sa-al-lumj-lam: ibid., B ii 2; CT 37 7, 33; though
whether this is the Court of Bel in the main building, the Lower Court in the Eastern
Annexe, or one of the smaller courtyards is unclear); but most interestingly it is also
called "seat of Lugaldimmerankia" (su-ba-at 6 lugal.dim.me.er.an.ki.a, I R 65, i 34; V R
34, i 50; CT 37 7, 33), which allows one to propose for the present line a provisional
restoration e.zi.da = S[u-bat 6 lugal.dim.me.er.an.ki.a ... ]. Here, as in Nebuchadnezzar's
inscription, Lugaldimmerankia, "King of the Gods", would be a name of Nabu,
borrowed from his father Marduk just as it is in late hymns (Lambert, Matous Festschrift
II, p. 84, 2; Strong, PSBA 20, p. 155, 4).

360); to Nebuchadnezzar this was a name for Nabu's cella in E-zida, which he re-roofed
(V R 34, ii 4; Wadi Brisa A vi 21-22, written e.mag.til.la; PBS XV 79, i 45-46; CT 37 8, i
44; Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 42). A further reference to the Borsippan E-mag-tila is the
explanatory fragment no. 28, BM 76887, 4' (partly restored). The use of this name for a
shrine of Marduk reflects the close connection between the god of Babylon and E-zida of
Borsippa, which in its earliest history belonged not to Nabi\ but to the obscure god Tutu
(as in CH iiia l 0-15)
a god later merged with Marduk (becoming a name of Marduk in
Eniima elis VII 9ff.), who became accordingly "king of E-zida, lord of E-mag-tila" (in the
hymn IV R' 29, no. I, obv. 29-30; cf. Reiner, JNES 15, p. 144, 10-12: lipsur litany; and
parallels).

3" This is perhaps another shrine of Nabi\, for temple names incorporating sid.du are
associated with this god (for e.sid.du.ki.sar.ra, the temple of Nabi\ in the quarter Tuba, see
Tintir IV 43; for e.sid.du.an.na.ki, his cella in E-zida at Borsippa, see the explanatory
fragment no. 28, BM 76887, 5', and commentary).
5" Or perhaps e.gul.[bul], bearing in mind the famous cult-centre of Sin at Harran, on
which see recently Menzel, AT I, p. 88.
7" -8" The restorations seem fairly certain, for two reasons. First, e.gu.si.sa is a subtu
most fitting to the god Mustesir-babli, for si.sa = deru and gu can be compared to
nam.gu.(ak.a) = ljabiilu, ljablu (lexical references are collected in CAD ij, pp. 3f., 16): the
shrine's name has the appearance of 'back-translation' from the divine name. In the
previous line 6 di.ku 5 not only fits the trace, but it may be noted that Madanu and
Mustesir-babli are also found as a pair in II 33'-34'. For the latter god in E-sagil see the
commentary thereon; for Madiinu, that on IV 4.
9" The reading of the name of the shrine is established by glosses: in the Canonical
Temple List e."'ur 5 .[sa.ba] is a temple of Lisi (Moran, Kramer Anniversary Volume,
p. 337, 22, and p. 339); and in a lament ur,.sa.ba is glossed ur-sa-ba (Macmillan, BA V,
p. 619, 29 // Langdon, BL, pl. 54, 14; cf. Moran, Joe. cit., p. 338 33 ). The best-known
temple of this name is to be located in Borsippa, being the cult-centre there of Nanay and
important enough to give its name to a quarter of the city (er$eti" e.ur,.sa.ba [sa qe-re-e]b
bar-sipa• 1, VS V 96, l-2: house deed from the reign of Darius; cf. Ebeling, RIA II, p. 304,
for further references to the temple, to which add BM 41239 (no. 57, pl. 54), obv. 3).
Another contract from Darius' reign, however, must refer to a shrine of the goddess in
Babylon (BE VIII/I 108,9: ina tin.tir•' pa-ni •na-na-a e.ur,.sa.ba), and our restoration of
Nanay in the present line seems thus assured.
lO" The shrine shares its name with a sanctuary of Borsippa often coupled in hymns,
laments and litanies with E-zida (many references are collected by Ebeling, RIA II, p.
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II" The glosses of igi.du = asaredu are many (see CAD A/2, p. 416, for the lexical
evidence): among them ge-es-!u and i-gi-is-tu (already in Proto-Diri) obviously derive
from an original phrase igi.s(e) du, "going at the front", and allow the transliteration
adopted here. The god Lillu is a son of Belet-ili (e.g. in An = Anum, CT 24 26, ii !07: •m
durnu dingir.mag.ke4). es.sa.abzu, "House in the Midst of Apsi\", can be associated with
the lobbies e.ka.sa.abzu and du 6 .sa.abzu, both known parts of E-sagil (on which see the
gate list no. 7, BM 38602 //VAT 13817, ii 17'-18'. "Midst of Apsi\" has cosmological
implications, for which see below, in IV 3).
12" The reading of the shrine name is uncertain. Diri V 299-300 gives a pronunciation,
but the beginning is broken away (PBS V 106, iv 22-23):
t•J-<>-•E. 6 NISSABA
MlNE.GESTU. 6 NISSABA

bit 6 nissaba

MIN

In the Sumerian period a shrine of this name is attested at Uruk (Enmerkar and the Lord
of Aratta 22). In the cultic calendar SBH VIII, iv 13, read not this shrine (as did Unger,
Babylon, p. 266, iii 13) but e.gestum'•.ma[g] (cf. G. <;:agtrgan's edition, The Babylonian
Festivals, Birmingham Ph.D., 1976, unpublished, p. 182ff.; coll. Lambert).
13" With the gloss on 6 TAG x TOG compare MSL XIV, pp. 414, A V/1 266; 529,
Reciprocal Ea 237, where it is glossed ut-tu. Uttu, daughter of Enki and Ninkurra (Enki
and Ningursag 120-27; Borger, BiOr 30, p. 168, K 140lb, 3-4: incantation), is goddess of
weaving (cf. Bernhardt and Kramer, WZJ 9, p. 238, Enki and the World Order 380;
Geller, Iraq 42, p. 30, 138'-42'). At times she is imagined, appropriately enough, in
spider's form (so CAD E, p. 396, noting the variant et-tu-tu for her name in an
unpublished hemerology), or as the web itself (in the compendium Livingstone, MMEW,
p. 178, 38, where she is the daughter of Anu). The es.gar of her shrine's name probably
alludes to the raw material of the weaver and its processing (as found in Ur III and OB:
in the former period a.gis.gar.ra, a synonym of es.gar = iskaru, is very often the working
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material of temple weavers: see the references in CAD I, p. 245f.). One imagines that
originally e.es.gar would have denoted a temple workshop.

dedicated to him in Babylon, as listed in the Archive of Mystic Heptads (KAR 142, obv. ii
1-1 0), all in interesting cultic locations:

14" The shrine name could also be interpreted as "Place of the Seat" (unu = subtu). A
§ubtu of the same name is found in the Uruk Shrine List (no. 25, obv. 4'), where it is the
seat of !Star in E-gipar-iminbi. But in the present line at least, the reference is probably to
cultic meals, for the §ubtu that follows offers a parallel of sorts. Both shrines are perhaps
to be sought in the temple kitchens.
15" gir.la here denotes the divine butcher of E-sagil, one suspects, who should be the
god in residence. The butcher of E-sagil is not known, unfortunately, but a famous divine
butcher is Ninsar, the gir.la of E-kur (An = Anum I: CT 24 10, 16; Reisner, SBH IV, 4344; UET I 58, 1-2: Sulgi; and an incantation, Bezold, Catalogue, p. 691, K 5132, catch
line), but also of Ningirsu in E-ninnu (Sollberger, Corpus, Ukg. 11, 21-23). Her duties
include slaughtering sacrificial animals (as in an UD.GAL.NUN text, Lambert, BSOAS
39, p. 431 7 = OrAnt 20, p. 85) and preparing their meat for the table (thus her name
d{mu.du.du, "She who Prepares the Food Offering", CT 24 10, 19).

3' The restoration relies on the existence of an !Star temple called e.nu 11 .gal.an.na (in
Lagas according to the Canonical Temple List: II R 61, no. 2, 37 II Craig, AJSL 13,
p. 220, Sm 289, obv. ii 8). Lack of space in the manuscript in question (h) demands that e
is omitted, but this is a frequent feature of this particular source. For (gis).nu 11 , "light",
in temple names see below, on IV 24.
4' This shrine shares its name with two temples, which both appear in Diri I 233-34
(quoted in CAD I, p. 57):
'"·•"akkil(GAD+ KID+ Sl)

=

bit dnin-subur
bit dma-nun-gal

The former is the sanctuary of Ninsubur-Papsukkal at Kis, on which see text no. 23,
VAT 10111, 17', and commentary, or the temple of this deity at Akkil (to which one of
the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns is adressed: Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 30, no. 18).
As a temple of Manungal the ominous name "House of Lament" is appropriate, for she
was a goddess of the netherworld, and daughter of Ereskigal (Sjoberg, AfO 24, p. 32, 67;
Manungal and her court appear in An = Anum among other chthonic deities: CT 25 4,
4ff.).
5' Shrines to malevolent demons are a somewhat surpnsmg feature of Babylonian
religious life. As well as this §ubtu of the Asakku in E-sagil, seven other shrines were
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[I'"] ina tar-$i e.tu[r.kalam.ma]
[I'"] ina biib e.gur.sag.til.la
I'" ina biib dbefet(MUS)-a-ka-dek'
I'" ina biib bit dfugal-blzn-da
1'" ina biib blt dpisan,(MES)'"-unugkl
I'" ina tar-$i e !(EN).nam.ge
1'" ina biib bit dbiUet(gasan)-ni-nu-a
7 parakkii(b!ira)m'' manzazii(ki !?(KUR).gub)m"
§a 7 a-sak-ki mar da-nim
ki-Sit-ti dnfn-urta
I facing E-tur-[kalamma;]
1 in the gate of E-bursag-tilla;
I in the gate of Belet-Akkade;
I in the gate of the temple of Lugalbanda;
I in the gate of the temple of Pisangunuk;
I facing E-nambe;
1 in the gate of the temple of Belet-Ninua:
7 throne-daises, the stations(?) of the 7 Asakku-Demons, sons of Anu, conquered by
Ninurta.
The several manifestations (seven, eight or nine) of the Asakku are well known in lists of
theological esoterica. One of these lists bears a rubric quite in conflict with the above
infonnation, which states that the demon's "abode is outside the city" (Nippur Compendium, no. 18, § l3a, 48). Other demonic figures occupied shrines in Babylon, including
Kiibu, Ilu-lemnu and Riibi~-iili (see Tintir V 87-88); the second of these, like the Asakku,
is a decidedly malevolent character.
6' The subtu of the divine En in E-sarra at Assur is of the same name (no. 21, obv. 22').
For gi •. par (in Ur often gi 6 .par4 ) as the residence of the En-priest (or priestess), known at
Uruk chiefly from religious and epic literature, at Ur mainly from royal inscriptions, see
CAD G, p. 83f.; Jacobsen, ZA 52, p.l07f32 . It doubled as the venue for the ceremony of
'Sacred Marriage' (see Jacobsen, loc. cit.; R. Harris, RIA III, p. 377ff.; P.N. Weadock,
Iraq 37, p. 10\ff.). The divine En is thus Dumuzi, at least in Uruk, as is made clear in
TCL XV 70, 30-31:
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'"ig "'•za.gin.na gi 6 .par4 .ra gub.ba en gaba na.mu.ri
'"ig.sal aslug e.an.na.ka gub.ba 6 dumu.zi gaba na.mu.ri
Standing at the Lapis Lazuli Door in the Gipar, the En met her (Inanna):
standing at the Narrow Door in the lobby of E-anna, Dumuzi met her.
A shrine e.gi 6 .par.ku is also found in E-sagil: II 15'.
7' With this and the preceding line compare a section of the Canonical Temple List
(Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 370, ii 12-15 II Sm 522, i 5-8; cf. Moran, Kramer Anniversary
Volume, p. 337, 23-26):
e.Iu.[mab]
e.isib.[ba]
e.gi..[par]
e.gi 6 .[pt\r.(kuJJ

=

=

[bft] Iu.mab
[bi't M]IN
[bit e]n
[bit] a-te-e

(The list continues with temples of •tu and 6 lal.a.sa.ga; with the sequence compare the
Kes Temple Hymn, where en, a.tu, tu and Ia! appear as cultic personnel m successtve
lines: Gragg, TCS III, p. 174, 108-11; cf. the remarks of Moran, Joe. cit., p. 337f.) With
e.isib.ba as an abode of the Iu.mab, compare the pairing of isippu and lumafj/Ju m
Gilgames VII iv 47, and in the inscription of Lugalzaggesi (BE I 87, i 6-7).
8' This subtu reappears in lines 33' -34' as the site of a pair of shrines belonging to
Madiinu and Mustesir-babli.
12' In the list of shrines in E-rab-riri a subtu of this name belongs to Lugalirra and
Meslamtaea (no. 12, K 2107+6086, rev. iii 15'). However, the temple name is best known
as used of Nuska's temple at Nippur (see below, the commentary on no. 19, the Ntppur
Temple List, 17'-18').
!4' The translation of the shrine's name rests on the lexical entry ki.su = par-~u (MSL
XIII, p. 178, Izi C iii 29, followed by ki-lu). Cf. the Uruk Shrine List (no. 25), obv. II',
for ki.su as a cultic location.
15' A Gipar-ku is known as part of E-anna, !Star's temple in Uruk (PBS Xl2 4, rev. II:
e.an.na es gi 6 .par4 .ku.ga), while gi 6 .par4 .ku.(ga) is the name of a sanctuary of Nmgal at
Ur rebuilt by Ur-Nammu and Amar-Suen (UET I 35 and 67). For the cultic function of
the giparu see above, on II 6'.
!6' -17' The cultic function and theological significance of these two sacred locations are
explained in an inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II, on the occasion of his embellishment of
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du 6.k1'1, cast in silver by an earlier king (probably Esarhaddon or Assurbanipal). The text
runs (I R 54, ii 54-iii 3):
du •. ku ki.nam.tar.tar.e.de sa ub.su.ukkin.na parak(bara) si-ma-a-ti sa i-na zag-mu-ku
re-e§ §a-at-ti u4 8"m u 4 ll''m 6 /uga/-dim-me-er-an-ki-a bet ilf(dingir) i-ra-am-mu-u qere-eb-su ilii(dingir.dingir) §u-ut same er~eti pa-al-lji-i§ u-ta-aq!-qu-su ka-am-su iz-za-zu
maij-ru-uS-Su Si-ma-at u4 -um da-ri-U-tim Si-ma-at ba-la-{i-ia i-Si-im-mu i-na qt-er-bi
parakku su-u parak sar-ru-ti parak •en-Iii-u-ti sa igi-ga/ ili(dingir.dingir) rubi'(nun)
•marduk

Du-ku Ki-namtartarede, the throne-dais of destinies in Ubsu-ukkinna, in which
during the New Year Festival at the beginning of the year, on the 8th and lith days,
Lugaldimmerankia, the ruler of the gods, resides, and in which the gods of heaven
and underworld kneel to pay reverent heed to him, and stand before him to decree as
the destiny of my life a destiny of everlasting days - that throne-dais, the thronedais of kingship, the throne-dais of the Enlil-ship of the prince Marduk, wisest of the
gods (I plated with gold ... )
This lengthy exposition makes it clear that du 6 .ku is the raised platform (and the subtu on
it) on which Marduk sits as the king of the gods, enthroned in majesty and invested with
the rank of Enlil, immediately before and after his procession to the Akltu-Temple (the
outward journey begins- and is probably completed -on the 8th day of Nisannu, and
the return to E-sagil takes place on the lith: Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 148). This
procession, and the cultic events of the Ak!tu-Temple, are a ritual expression of Marduk's
challenge and defeat of Ti'iimat and his glorious return to take the sovereignty of the
gods in their assembly. His triumphant enthronement (which in Eniima eli§ VI 70 takes
place on the "Exalted Dais which (the gods) had made as his seat", parammalji(bitra.mab)
sa ib-nu-u su-bat~su) is plainly the occasion for the gods of the assembly to pay homage.
The business of the assembly after Marduk's enthronement is the decreeing of destinies:
in the myth the gods decree absolute sovereignty for Marduk; in cultic practice they
decree the destiny of mortal kingship, the essence of which, as Nebuchadnezzar observes
wishfully, is a long (and peaceful) reign. In this way du6 .ku comes by its common byname of parak Sfmliti, '"Dais of Destinies".
The cultic role of du 6 .ku as the throne where Marduk is hailed as king of the gods,
Lugaldimmerankia, is also known from other texts. A list of names of Marduk arranged
according to his progress in the Akltu-Festival is found in the Archive of Mystic
Heptads; the relevant line reads (KAR 142, obv. i 5 II CT 46 53, ii 16) ina parak
6
sifnate(nam.tar.mes)" 6 /uga/-d[im-me-e]r-[an]-ki-a, "at the Dais of Destinies he is Lugaldimmerankia" (cf. also the parallel list, BM 39843 and duplicate, line 5, quoted above,
p. 83 9 ). That Marduk is so named in the divine assembly, where destinies are decreed, is
an allusion made in a prayer from the New Year rituals themselves, in which he is
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addressed as 6 < fugal> -dim-me-er-an-ki-a mu-sim Simati(nam)m'', "Lugaldimmerankia
who decrees destinies" (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. !53, iii 301). The evidence makes the
restoration of this name in our line 17' almost unavoidable.
The function of UbSu-ukkinna as the site of the Dais of Destinies and the venue for the
assembly of the gods is well documented. The mythological 'prototype' of the gods'
assembly in Ubsu-ukkinna is recounted in Eniima eli§ VI 70-VII 144. Note especially this
description of the proceedings (VII 162 and 165):

The explanation of Ubsu-ukkinna in these texts as kisal pu!Jur iii suggests that,
whatever the original meaning of ub.su (cf. ub = tubqu, "recess"?), it is understood in
this name as "courtyard", and we have taken it thus in our translation. We are very
probably to imagine the Ubsu-ukkinna of Babylon to be a courtyard of indeterminate
size, but large enough to house, along with du6 .ku, another seven shrines of some
importance, these being the subtu's listed after du 6 .ku in II 18'-24' (seven seats for the
seven destiny-decreeing gods: see on this the commentary below). This brings us to the
question of the location of Ubsu-ukkinna and its Dais of Destinies. That they appear in
Tintir II is a strong argument for their location in E-sagil or its near vicinity, but not yet
conclusive (see on this problem p. !Of.). The principal evidence again comes from an
inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II, who reports that his father repaved Marduk's processional way "from Du-ku Ki-namtartarrede, the Dais of Destinies, to Ay-ibiir-sabu, the
Street of Babylon, opposite Ka-sikilla" (I R 55, v 12-17, quoted below in the commentary
on V 64). Ka-sikilla appears very probably to be the main entrance into the precinct of
E-sagil (for documentation see the commentary on the E-sagil Tablet, no. 13, l. 15). Ayibiir-sabu takes Marduk's New Year procession north from Ka-sikilla to the IStar Gate,
whence it travels by river-barge to the Akitu-Temple. The processional way that Nabopolassar repaved is thus between E-sagil itself and the gate of its precinct. That the Dais of
Destinies is inside the precinct is also shown by the lists of the names of Marduk to which
reference was made earlier (p. 287). In KAR 142, obv. i 1-9 II CT 46 53, ii 12-18, the
sequence of Marduk's procession to the Akitu-Temple runs: cella (papa!Ju, i.e. E-umusa)
- "between the drapes" (birft siddi, perhaps signifying the otherwise unattested papii!J
gada/ale, text no. 7, i 4') - ki.tus.ki.sikillki.ku.sikil (on this see p. 277) - Dais of
Destinies - street - barge - Akitu Temple. In the parallel text (see p. 83•) the
sequence is similar: subtu of Marduk- du 6 .ki.sikil- Dais of Destinies- barge. Plainly
the Dais of Destinies and Ubsu-ukkinna lie somewhere between Marduk's cella in the
main building of E-sagil and the "street", which is, of course, Ay-ibiir-sabu. Their
location inside the precinct of E-sagil is confirmed by the fact that the shrine of Samas in
UbSu-ukkinna, Kasbar-kalamma (II 21'), is known elsewhere as E-kasbar-kalamma "of
E-sagil" (see the commentary below). More precise evidence comes from the E-sagil
Tablet (no. 13), in which part of Ubsu-ukkinna (its azamfi, an architectural term)
protrudes into the Grand Court (Kisalmag): this latter lay in the precinct of E-sagil,
apparently just south of the temple itself (see the E-sagil Tablet, l. 3 and commentary).
The likelihood is that Ubsu-ukkinna is to be located in the Eastern Annexe of E-sagil, its
azamu being one of the corners of this part of the temple, perhaps, for the Eastern
Annexe extends further south into the surrounding precinct than the main building does.
It may be, indeed, that the Ubsu-ukkinna is the ceremonial name of the main courtyard
of the Eastern Annexe, which otherwise appears to go by the mundane name of the
Lower Court (on which see the commentary on text no. 7, i 5') but such an identification
is hardly certain as the evidence now stands.
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ina ub-su-ukkin-na-ki us-ta-di-nu §u-nu mil-kizt-su-un
u-si-bu-ma ina puhri(ukkin)-su-nu i-nam-bu-u si-ma-a-te
In Ubsu-ukkina they exchanged counsels with one another ...
they sat in their assembly to pronounce destinies.
A similar scene is conjured in a curse of Esarhaddon, in which the king warns future
rulers of Babylon to beware lest Marduk damn them, a threat which will be implemented
"in Ubsu-ukkinna, the courtyard of the assembly of the gods, the seat of deliberation"
(ina ub-su-ukkin-na-ki ki-sal pu!Jur iii!'"' su-bat si-tu/-ti: Borger, Esarh., p. 28, 39-41). As in
Nebuchadnezzar's inscription, Ubsu-ukkinna is the place where the destinies of mortal
kings are determined, and this is also so in an unpublished ritual of E-sagil, K
3446+ 8830, which gives the text of a prayer demanding, apparently, that a fine destiny
be fixed for the king by the gods in Ubsu-ukkinna (obv. 15-18; courtesy W.O. Lambert):

[i-na u]b-su-ukkin-na-ki ki-sal pu!Jur iii'"'' a-sar de-e-ni [mali ib-b]ir-ru
[i-na d]u 6 .ku ki.nam.tar.tar.e.de parak Simati(nam)m'' 6 sid-du-ki-sar-ra ina ri[s-tu?
(ina) a-sa]-bi-su
[den.z]a 6 mag.za 6 ki.za.za 6 am.na 6 uta.u 18 .lu 6 en.zag 6 [(x) ]x.tu
[i-na u]b.su.ukkin.na re-si-ka lil-/u-u li-sa-ti-ru lisarbii?(gal)m" ma-a/-k[u-u]t-ka
When in Ubsu-ukkinna, the court of the assembly of the gods, where the judgements
of the [land are] decided, Siddukisarra (i.e. Nabu) sits in [joy(?) on] Du-ku Kinamtartarede, the Dais of Destinies, (then) may Enza, Magza, Kizaza, Amna,
Utaulu, Enzag and ... promote you in Ubsu-ukkinna, and increase and magnify your
sovereignty!
(For den.za, 6 mag.za and 6 ki.za.za as Anu, Enlil and Ea, chief of the destiny-decreeing
gods, and their four colleagues, who are Samas, Ninurta, Nabu and one other, see below,
on II 23' -24'. Nabu, as Siddukisarra, "Director of the Universe", here presides over the
assembly from Marduk's throne, having joined his father as Lugaldimmerankia, "King of
the Gods" (for this as a title of Nabu see above, on II 2"; NabU also has his own Dais of
Destinies in E-zida at Borsippa, which he occupies on the 5th and lith days of Nisannu,
before and after his journey to Babylon for the New year Festival: I R 67, i 33-38,
restored by Giiterbock, ZA 40, p. 289ff.).)
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The full name of Marduk's throne in Ubsu-ukkinna also appears in a bilingual hymn
to Samas from Bit rimki (Borger, JCS 21, p. 3, 3):
du 6 .ku ki.nam.tar.tar.re.e.de um.ta.e.na.zu.se
iS-tu du •. ku (var.: sa-di-z) a-sar si-ma-a-tum is-sim-ma ina a-.-e-k[a]
When you come out from Du-ku (var.: the mountain), where destinies are decreed ...
This "Pure Mound" is evidently somewhere in the eastern mountains, from behind which
the sun rises each day, and thus not a cultic location. It must instead be an allusion to a
cosmological du6 .ku, which is otherwise principally known from the Sumerian dispute of
Lapar and Asnan, in which it is pur.sag an.ki.bi.da, "the mountain of (i.e. between?)
heaven and underworld" (on current opinion as to the interpretation of this see Sjoberg,
TCS III, p. 51 2 ), and the place where the gods are born and live (see further the
commentary on V 89-90). As the home of the gods this cosmological du 6 .ku might well be
the site of divine assembly, and thus the cosmic prototype for the Dais of Destinies. If
not, one must explain the epithet Ki-namtartarrede in the Bzt rimki hymn as acquired
simply by association (or confusion).
While the theological traditions of Babylon would no doubt admit of only one earthly
assembly of the gods and Dais of Destinies, in E-sagil, of course, the long and diverse
history of Mesopotamian speculation in such matters allowed, in cultic and religious
practice, a plurality of them. As one would expect, Du-ku and Ubsu-ukkinna are well
attested at Nippur, no doubt as the site of a divine assembly presided over by Enlil,
predecessor of Marduk as king of the gods (for du 6 .ku in Nippur see the references
collected by Sjoberg, TCS Ill, p. 50; this city's Ubsu-ukkinna is found in Angim 88-89
and in contracts from the Old Babylonian period (OECT VIII 9, 2 and 16; 10, 2), and is
situated in Enlil's temple, according to the incantation IV R 2 56, ii 17-18: ub-su-ukkin-naki su-bat si-tul-ti iii""' rabUtim'' sa qe-reb e.kur. The ten gods resident in this Ubsuukkinna are listed by the Nippur Compendium, no. 18, iv 8-13). The Dais of Destinies
and Ubsu-ukkinna are also found together at Uruk in a ritual (Thureau-Dangin, RAce,
p. 120, 5-7, where parak simiitim" is a cultic location in ub-su-ukkin-na-ki; note further in
a temple inventory from Uruk, 'kisalli sa parak szmiitz'm': YOS VI 62, 17). In the time of
Gudea there was an ub.su.ukkin.na in E-ninnu at Girsu (Cylinder A, viii 14; cf.
Falkenstein, IGL, p. 141), while in the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns the same
temple bears the epithet "pure mound (where) destinies are decreed" (du 6 .ku.ta nam.
tar.re.da, Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 31, 245). We have noted already the existence of a Dais of
Destinies at Borsippa (p. 288). The Archive of Mystic Heptads knows of it also, as well as
six others in Nippur, Babylon, Diiru, Uruk, Akkade and ijursagkalamma (KAR 142,
obv. ii 11-15, but note that the list may be contrived, given the concern of the text with
the number seven). For a Dais of Destinies at ASsur see no. 20: GAB 194, and also
George, BSOAS 52, p. 119. At Kis there is an e.du 6 .ku.ga in Zababa's temple, E-meteursag (no. 22: VAT 13817, ii 9'), though this may not necessarily represent another
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du •. ku of destinies, for the name is not confined to such: note the association of du .ku
and the Apsil of Ea, which has given rise to an e.du 6 .ku and an e.du 6 .ku.ga of this god in
E-sagil (II 5 and 16; for this du 6 .ku and Ea-Lugaldukuga see the commentary ad Joe.).
18' ~~is subtu shares its name with temples of Belet-Ninua in Babylon (Tintir IV 32)
and Assur (no. 20: GAB 171). The latter text translates the temple name as bitu sa usuriit
sami! u er$eti ina libbzsu uddd. A less free translation appears in an explanatory tempi~ list
of Babylon, BM 34850 (no. 3), rev. 12': bit u.-uriit sami! [u er$etz].
19'. dur.map in this shrine name may perhaps be a reference to the cosmic rope into
whzch Marduk wove Ti'iimat's tail (p. 262), for while this is dur.mah and dur-ma-hi in
Eniima elis (V 59 and VII 95), the commentary on the names of Marduk allows als; the
writing dur.ma\) (Bottero, Finkelstein Memorial Volume, p. 9, 95): note the explanations
dur = mar-ka-su, "bond", and dur.map = dur-ma-lju, illustrating a variant orthographical tradition.
20' In the light of the commentary on the preceding line one might see in this shrine's
name an allusion to the cosmic cable linking heaven and underworld (on which see above,
on I 35).
21'

According to the offering calendar of Babylon, BRM IV 25, 9, e.ka.as.bar.kalam.ma
the 19th
day of Arapsamnu. The shrine's name alludes, of course, to Samas's role as judge.

.fa e.sag.i[l] is the scene for a ceremony involving a brazier, which takes place on

22' Note in E-rab-riri, the temple of Madiinu, e.sag.kal is the subtu of Nergal (no. 12
5'). Here the shrine's name alludes to Ninurta's status of "leader" (sag.kal = asaredu) a~
epithet often given him (e.g. in Lugale 2; Reisner, SBH 18, obv. 36-37; King, AKA', p.
256, i 4: Assurnii~irpal II; I R 29, i 7: Samsi-Adad V).
23'-24' We should probably expect these subtu's also to be in Ubsu-ukkinna: not only
are they the last subtu's of the list, the Tablet turning its attention after line 24' to
manziizu's, but according to the ritual prayer quoted above, p. 288, seven gods sat in
Ubsu-ukkinna at Babylon - apart from the occupant of Du-ku - to decree destinies.
These are Enza, Mapza, Kizaza, Amna, Utaulu, Enzag and a deity whose name is
broken. The first three are better known as the triad Anu, Enlil and Ea (MSL XVII
p. 91, Erimljus c 22'-24'; also, for the last, an excerpted line of the Nippur Compendiu~
(no. 18), iv e); Arona is Samas (see the gloss am-na on •uTU and •20 in lexical texts:
MSL XIV, p. 284, A III4 167; p. 335, A Illl3 119; and on •UTU in the god list CT25 25
5), Utaulu is Ninurta (SLT 123, rev. ii 13 11124, ii 4; CT 25 12, 6), and Enzag is Nabft
(CT 25 35, obv. 20 II 36, obv. 19; Sp II 500 (copy of Strassmaier in Neugebauer, Exact
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Sciences, pl. 14), obv.(!) !0). Now in the subtu list the first five shrines after Du-ku, the
Dais of Destinies, belong to Anu, Enlil, Ea, Samas and Ninurta, the sixth to a god the
traces of whose name are slight, but compatible with Nabil. To pursue the equation, the
god whose name is damaged in the ritual, 6 [(x) ]x.tu, must correspond to the resident of
Tul-idim-anki. One might be inclined to read this name as 6 [ni]n.tu, for the Mother
Goddess is known as a decreer of destinies. But a god of rain and irrigation (such as
Adad) would be a more suitable candidate for the ownership of the shrine "Well of the
Springs of Heaven and Underworld" (translation relying on idim = nagbu, evidence for
which is collected in CAD Nil, p. l08f.), and one might then refer to •nin.tu.ud as a title
of Adad (CT 25 16, 12).

25' One is obliged to read kU.gub] rather than k[i.tus] not only because of the variant
g[iSgal] but also for the reason that a change of terminology is obviously required, and
subtu, as the word signified by MIN in the foregoing section (demonstrated by the variant
su-bat of MS hh), is ruled out of contention in the matter. On manziizu, a place where
divine images are stood, see the commentary on V 86-88.
26' At Nippur e.ka.as.bar.(ra) is the sanctuary of Gula as the wife of Ninurta, and thus
part of E-sumesa, his temple (Ebeling, ArOr 21, p. 371, 19*: Gattung I incantation;
Bernhardt and Kramer, OrNS 44, p. 98, 16: metrological text). In the Gula Hymn of
Bullussa-rabi, the shrine name is interpreted as bft purusse a-sar te-re-e-tu, "house of
decisions, place of decrees" (Lambert, OrNS 36, p. 124, 128).
27'

For the resident deity see above, on II 36.

28' 6 NINDA x GU 4 is the husband of Kusu in An = Anum I, where he is equated with
Adad (CT 24 10, 14). They also occur as a pair in Surpu VIII 25, in the hymn UET VI
!OJ, and in the Old Babylonian god list TCL XV 10, 324. Developing Bergmann's initial
observations on the 'phonetic' Sumerian of PBS X12 13 (ZA 56, p. 14ff.), Krecher
proposes that ku!(MA)-sil in-da-ag-ra in that text (line 3) is a rendering of the divine pair
6 kil.sil •NiNDA x GU (ZA 58, p. 319). The reading of the divine name is, of course,
4
implicit in its orthography, for NINDA = inda and GU4 = gar(a) 4 ; further 'phonetic'
evidence comes from an offering list from the Ur III dynasty, in which 6 kil.sil is paired
with •en.da.gitr(a) (TCL V 6053, ii 11-12, from Umma).
29' -30' The gods stationed at this pair of manziizu's are known from the god lists as the
gate-keepers of E-sagil (CT 24 16, 17-18 II 28, 72-73: An = Anum II; cf. Sp II 500, rev.(!)
l-2: copy of Strassmaier in Neugebauer, Exact Sciences, pl. 14):
6

aba. balba 6
an. ta.durun.na

=
=

su
su

=

2.(am) l.du,
e.sag.il.(la).ke.
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In the present text they apparently guard the entrance to the chapel in which stood the
subtu of Indagar: but unfortunately the god to whom this chapel is dedicated is lost from
the MSS. sippu's are fitting stations for gatekeepers, for they are found either side of a
doorway, and help to hold the door and its frame in the wall (Salonen, TiJren, p. 62ff.).

On them statues of fierce animals could be set (ibid., p. 65) and it may be that Ababa and
Antadurunnu were portrayed thus.
31 '-32' With the shrine of Madanu compare a phrase preserved in Ai VI iii 40-41 (MSL
I, p. 84): kit ur.sag.e.ne.ke4 nig.erim nu.dib = biib qar-ra-di sa rag-gu Ia i-ba- 'u, "Gate of
Warriors, through which the wicked cannot pass". Once again the shrines' names fit the
characters of their occupants as arbiters of justice and punishment. For this theme in city
epithets see the commentary on I 16-18. The Grand Court (Kisalmag) lies in the precinct
of E-sagil, probably to the south of the temple itself (see the commentary below on no.
13, the E-sagil Tablet, lines l-4).
33' Another shrine of this name, a subtu perhaps of Sin, is found in line 50. A-suda, the
location of this and the following shrine, is itself a subtu of E-sagil, appearing in line 8'.
34' Mustesir-gabli is also paired with Madanu in lines 7" -8" of this Tablet of Tintir, and
is connected with the "gate of the entry of Madanu" in the unpublished Kislimu rituals of
Babylon (BM 32206+, ii 40: G. Cagirgan, The Babylonian Festivals, Birmingham Ph.D.,
1976, p. 109). He also appears in the gate list no. 7, BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 14', in
connection with Ka-kar-zaginna, the gate of Ea's temple in the precinct of E-sagil, and he
is there accorded the epithet uggallu, "Lion Monster" of Babylon (cf. the commentary ad
Joe.). The character of Mustesir-gabli as a "righter of wrongs" and his presence in E-sagil
are accounted for by the consideration that he is one of Marduk's divine weapons. Thus,
in the explanatory list V R 46, no. 1, 32, •mus-te-sir-ljab-lim u •·•"tukul. 6 'sa.zu are
equated with •sar.ur4 u 6 sitr.gaz, the weapons of Ninurta. In the commentary on
Marduk's Address to the Demons Mustesir-gabli is further explained as his partner in the
former text, •"tukul 61 sa.zu (Lambert, AjO 19, p. 115, B 16 comm. = pl. 26, obv. 11).
35' With the end of the line, which appears to begin an explanation of the temple name
E-sagil, compare the E-sagil Commentary (no. 5), II. 25-26.
36' For gates called biibu rabU in E-sagil see the gate list no. 7, BM 3860211 VAT 13817,
i 5' and commentary. Ka-sikilla (which we read so rather than kit.sili[m.ma] by virtue of a
comparison of the broken sign and DI in the preceding lines of MS ii) is probably the
main entrance to the precinct of E-sagil: see the E-sagil Tablet (no. 13), 1. 15 and
commentary. Ka-silimma, as the gate of Marduk's cella, is in any case unsuited to a
description "outer gate".
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37' Ka-Utu-e, "Gate of the Sunrise", is the east gate of the main building of E-sagil: see
p. 87 and the commentary on the gate list no. 6, BM 35046, 2-5. The gate of its lobby is
presumably the excavators' Gate b. The divergent MS ii describes a different gate, leading
north rather than east, and may refer to the main gate of the main building's north front,
Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi, which appears after Ka-Utu-e in other lists. hi as a logogram for
kama, "outer", in place of the commoner tilla 4 or bar, is exceptional, and is borrowed
from the homophone kama, "captive".

When in heaven and underworld (its) destinies were decreed,
Lagas raised its head to heaven in (accordance with) the great me.

39' The Upper Court of E-sagil seems to be that also named the Court of Bel, the
central courtyard of the main building, for which see the gate list no. 7, BM 38602 //
VAT 13817, i 5', the metrological text no. 14, VAT 9961 + 10335, I. 8, and the relevant
commentary.

TINTIR IV
E-sagil, in ancient times the most famous of all temples in Babylonia, even today
hardly needs introduction as the temple of Marduk, city god of Babylon, being so
attested in countless cuneiform inscriptions of many genres. But for the record one should
note its entry in the Marduk section of the Canonical Temple List (Pinches, PSBA 22,
p. 362, ii 7 // Sm 277 (unpub.) ii 3: e.sag.il = [bft •marduk], following e.umus.a, his cella
within it); its inclusion in the fragmentary temple list K 4407, 3 (II R 61, no. 5, 45:
[e.sag.i]l = bft •marduk [sa biibiW']); and a third lexical listing in the Assyrian Temple
List, where it is explained as bftu sa resiisu saqd and bft Bel Biibili, "the temple of Bel of
Babylon" (no. 20, GAB 181; the inclusion of this temple in the Assyrian Temple List we
take not as evidence that there was such a temple in Assur, but as witness to the special
position accorded to the temple of Babylon by the Sargonid kings of Assyria). The
translation offered in the Assyrian list is evidently traditional in ancient scholarly circles,
for it also appears in two other explanatory temple lists, the fragment Rm 788 (no. 2,
obv. I) and the E-sagil Commentary. This latter, while an exercise in speculative
etymologizing of remarkable ingenuity, nevertheless opens with two straightforward
interpretations, these being the above-mentioned bftu sa resiisu saqd, "House whose top
(lit. head) is high", and bftu nasa resi, "House with top raised (high)" (no. 5, 1-2). The
image of the city or temple "raising its head" or having a "raised head" is a common one
in Sumerian and Babylonian literature, as a far from exhaustive documentation will
show. Gudea opens his narrative hymn to E-ninnu with the metaphorical picture of his
city lifting its head at the divinely appointed time (Cyl. A i 1-2):
u4 a[n.k]i.a nam.tar.[tar.re.d]a
lag[as• 1].'e' me.gal.la [sag] an.se mi.ni.ib.il
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Similar images are found in the shorter temple hymns, of E-melam-!Jus of Nuska in
Nippur (Sjoberg, TCS Ill, p. 19, 51: nam.nun.na sag.il, "head raised in princeliness"); of
the temple of Zababa at KiS (ibid., p. 43, 448: the identical phrase); of the subject of the
Kes Temple Hymn (Gragg, ibid., p. 167, 7: keskl sag.il mu.na.ni.in.gal, "Kes raised its
head for (Enlil)"); and ofNippur (UETVI 118, ii 9-10: sag.il za.dib.ba an.ne us.sa me.en,
"with head raised surpassingly (high), you are pushing up to the heavens!"). In Akkadian
one finds, in the Old Babylonian hymn to Papulegarra, the metaphor used of Kes
(Pinches, JRAS Cent. Suppl. (1924), p. 73 = pl. 9, 27); and in the Hymn to Arbil, similar
imagery (LKA 32, obv. 16; both passages quoted fully in the commentary on IV 23). A
parallel in Sumerian to sag.il is gu.zi, and this, too, is a city and temple epithet, as in Enki
and the World Order (Bernhardt and Kramer, WZJ 9, p. 236, 216: es.urimkl gu an.se
!Je.zi, "Temple Ur, may your head be raised to the heavens!"). The synonymity of these
phrases is noted in Nabnftu XVI 151-53 (MSL XVI, p. 146):
gu.us
gu.zi
rsag1 .il

na-Su-U Stl re-e-Si, "to raise, of the head"
MIN sa MIN
MIN sa MIN

This lexical equation was known to the erudite scholars of the late period who, when
pressed to find an esoteric name for e.sag.il, came up with es.gu.zi (as in the list of
'bilingual' personal names, V R 44 = Lambert, JCS II, p. 13, iii 44: "'es.gu.zi-gi.in-a =
"'e.sag.gil-ki-in-ap-li, a scholar who reappears in a medical colophon from Nimrud,
written "'es.gu.zi-gin-a: see ibid., p. 13, App. 5, II; in the bilingual hymn IV R' 18, no. 1,
2-3, where considerations of space force the Sumerian line to read [es.gu.zi] against the
Akkadian line's [e.sag.i]l: quoted above, p. 248; in the E-sagil Commentary, where this
alternative name of the temple is treated to etymological exposition in the text's final lines
(no. 5, 31-34); and in an inscription of Adad-apla-iddina, where Marduk is lugal tin.tir"'
[umun?] es.gu.zi.da, B. Khalil, Sumer 37, p. 114, 2-3).
The principal meaning of the image of a city or temple "raising its head" (which has
recently caused concern in some quarters: see the article on the name of E-sagil by H.
Trenkwalder, Sumer 35, p. 233-36) is of the physical height of its buildings, which
threaten, as we have seen in some of the above-quoted passages, to touch the sky. This is
close to the well-known literary metaphor of the temple - or other building- with its
foundations rooted in the netherworld and its top rivalling the heavens (on which see the
commentary on IV 23). But "having one's head raised" has also often a nuance of
selection or promotion (this idiom in Akkadian, resa nasa, is documented in CAD N/2,
p. 108), and there may thus be an allusion to theological and cosmological exaltation in
the epithet sag.il.
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The reading of the temple's name has never been seriously disputed since the notes of
Pinches in PSBA 22, p. 362. In addition to the orthographies known to him- e.sag.il(a),
e.sag.gil (common in late texts, especially), e.sag.gil and the Aramaic gloss yysngl (CT 4
25, c = 49 6, rev.) - one may point, of course, to the abundant evidence for the
pronunciation of the name offered by the E-sagil Commentary itself, where the phonetics
of the name are the key to its etymological exposition.
Given the exalted position of E-sagil in the religious life of Babylonia, it is no surprise
to learn that in Tintir E-sagil needed no explanation as the "temple of Marduk". In place
of such an obvious equation the compiler of the text chooses to explain the temple - as
also the next two- in cosmological terms. E-sagil is the "Replica of Apsu", by which is
meant the earthly counterpart of the cosmic abode of Ea, this being a watery level of the
universe under the earth (the only modern exposition of Babylonian cosmology, with its
multi-tiered universe, is that of Lambert in Blacker and Loewe, Ancient Cosmologies, p.
42ff., followed by Livingstone, MMEW, p. 79ff.). A mythological explanation of the
cosmological position of Babylon and E-sagil is given by Marduk in the Creation Epic
(Enuma elis V 119-22):

above the other: E-sarra of Enlil, E-sagil of Marduk, and Apsu of Ea. E-sagil as the
counterpart of the cosmic abodes of Ea and Enlil is further expounded by Esarhaddon
(Borger, Esarh., p. 21, 47-51):
e.sag.gil ekal

E-sagil, the palace of the gods, mirror image of Apsu, counterpart of E-sarra, replica
of the abode of Ea, counterpart of the Iku-star.

e-le-na apsi(abzu) su-bat ljas-ma-ni
mi-ilj-rit e.sar.ra sa ab-nu-u a-na-ku el-ku-un
sap-lis as-ra-ta u-dan-ni-na qaq-qar-sa
lu-pu-us-ma bi-ta lu-u su-bat !a-le-e-a

Above Apsu, the emerald(?) domain,
as a replica of E-sarra which I have built on your account:
below the firmament whose base I have reinforced,
I would construct a house to be the dwelling of my pleasure.
E-sagil and Babylon are thus to be at the centre of the universe, above Apsu, Ea's
domain, but below the heavens, whose waters are now suspended above the cosmos by its
"base", formed from half the body ofTi'amat (Enuma eliS IV 137-40). Further, Marduk's
home is to be a counterpart of E-sarra, the celestial abode of Eniil, itself built for him by
Marduk after the blue-print of Apsu (IV 143-46). The construction of the temple that is
to be Marduk's cosmic abode is carried out by the Anunnaki to the required specifications
(VI 62):
sa e.sag.il mi-ilj-rit apsi(abzu) ul-lu-u re-si-su

Of E-sagil, the Replica of Apsu, they raised its head.
The words are carefully chosen to bring out the meaning of sag.il in the temple name.
E-sagil is now the "Replica of Apsu" as well as the "Replica of E-sarra", and the picture
given is thus one of three cosmic abodes, identical in construction (Marduk measured
Apsu before he built E-sarra, keeping to its exact dimensions: IV 141-44), but stacked one

iii""' ma-ar-tat apsi(abzu) tam-sil e.sar.ra mi-ilj-rit su-bat •e-a tam-sit

mulfkf

(

Turning to Tintir, we note that the compiler has given the title "Replica of Apsu" to Esagil, but has reserved "Replica of E-sarra" for the ziqqurrat, E-temen-anki. This is
probably to be explained by the consideration that Tintir is a list, and is thus inclined to
an orderliness that may at times introduce artificial distinctions. One should therefore
guard against supposing that these lines offer a refinement of the cosmology as expressed
in the Creation Epic and Esarhaddon's inscription. From a cosmological point of view Esagil and E-temen-anki are both the abode of Marduk, and thus hardly distinguishable.
As such they can both be the "Replica of E-sarra" and the "Replica of Apsu". Further
cosmological statements regarding the two buildings appear in inscriptions of Esarhaddon's successors: for Assurbanipal E-sagil is the "replica of Apsu, (Marduk's) lordly
palace" (gaba.ri ap-si-i ekal be-lu4 -ti-ka: VAB VII, p. 300 = Craig, ABRT I 76, 10) and
"replica of Apsu, the palace of Marduk, the king of the gods" (gaba.ri ap-se-e eka[l §a]r 4
i/[i"'']': Weidner, A/0 13, p. 205 = pl. II, 14-15). Nabopolassar describes E-temen-anki
as the "temple (which is) the replica of E-sarra" (bita gaba.ri e.sar.ra: Weissbach,
WVDOG 59, p. 42, iii 28). Both kings may simply be quoting from Tintir. Outside the
royal inscriptions meljret apsi and meljret e.sar.<ra?> can be found in connection with
Babylon and E-~agil in the metrological commentary no. 16, BM 35385, i 7'-10'.
Historically the first mention of E-sagil by name is in the eleventh year-name of
Sabium, Hammurapi's great-grandfather (Ungnad, RIA II, p. 176, 60), who rebuilt it. But
a temple of Marduk in BAR.KI.BAR appears in a fragmentary inscription of an Early
Dynastic ensi (YOS IX 2), and if the toponym represents Babylon, which seems probable
(see on this above, p. 253, where the relevant lines are quoted), then the temple of
Marduk will be E-sagil, for he had no other in the city. After Sabium, the temple of
Marduk received the attentions of successive refurbishers and rebuilders, most famously
Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal (for a concise history of the temple see still Unger,
Babylon, p. 166ff.). In historical sources E-sagil is last found in the Seleucid period,
appearing in the latest known royal inscription, that of Antiochus I Soter, who began
work on the temple in year 43 of the Seleucid Era (269 B.C.; V R 66, i 14). The clearing
of the debris which must have preceded the restoration work may be mentioned in a
Seleucid chronicle (Grayson, ABC, p. 120, Chronicle II, obv. 2; if it is wished to tie these
two operations closely in time then this chronicle, which mentions Antiochus, "the crown
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prince" (miir sarri), deals not with the reign of Seleucus I but with that of Antiochus I,
since by 269 B.C. the latter had been on the throne already thirteen years). Another
Seleucid chronicle to mention E-sagil may date to the reign of Seleucus II or III (ABC,
p. 123, Chronicle 13, obv. 11, rev. 4, and p. 27f.). The continuing existence of the temple,
perhaps in a state of some disrepair, is attested well into the Arsacid period by
commercial documents. Those from the archive of the banker Ra!Jimesu, dating from the
very end of the second century, vouch for Marduk's temple as still in cultic use, though in
need of maintenance (see for example CT 49 150 // BRM I 99; CT 49 154; G.J.P.
McEwan, Iraq 43, p. 138f., AB 246).
The partial excavation of E-sagil by Koldewey's expedition uncovered the temple as it
appeared after the final major rebuilding, that of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal (the
results are written up by Wetzel, WVDOG 59). Reference to the ground-plan reconstructed
by the excavators is continously made in Chapter 3 of this book, where metrological texts
dealing with E-sagil are edited. Some aspects of the temple's lay-out also come into
consideration in the discussion of the gate lists edited in Chapter 2.

The parallellism of an.ki.da mu.a, a common temple epithet which alludes to the notion
of a building reaching up to the heavens and down into the depths of the earth (see the
commentary on IV 23), and temen an.ki defines the significance of the "foundationplatform of heaven and underworld" as a structure founded in both levels of the universe
at once - one whose hugeness, in other words, transcends the gap between them. A
ziqqurrat is an obvious candidate for such an epithet. The literal translation of E-temenanki into Akkadian, bltu Iemen same u er~eti, is found in the explanatory temple lists
(no. 2, Rm 788, obv. 2; no. 3, BM 34850, obv. 3'), but the latter text offers also a number
of more speculative interpretations.
Like E-sagil, E-temen-anki had no need of practical explanation in Tintir, and its
importance has gained for it instead the cosmological epithet "Replica of E-sarra". On
the significance of this epithet, which is also used of the ziqqurrat by Nabopolassar, but
in the Creation Epic refers more generally to E-sagil-E-temen-anki as the cosmic abode of
Marduk, see the commentary on the previous line.
As has been remarked before, the first mention of the ziqqurrat of Babylon in a
historical inscription is strangely late. It comes from the Bavian inscription of Sennacherib,
who even then declines to give it the ceremonial name E-temen-anki, saying in the
account of his sack of Babylon in 689 B.C.: "I tore down the city wall and rampart, the
temples of the gods, the ziqqurrat of brick and earth, the whole lot, and cast them into
the Ara!Jtu River" (diira u sal-bu-u bitatm" iii'"" ziq-qur-rat /ibitti u eperi"•' ma-la ba-su-u
as-sulj-ma a-na 16a-ra-alj-ti ad-di: III R !4 = Luckenbill, OIP 2, p. 84, 51-52). Rebuilding
began under Esarhaddon, who names the ziqqurrat - for the first time in a royal
inscription - as E-temen-anki (written, as in Tintir, e.te.me.en.an.ki: Borger, Esarh.,
p. 24, 28b; but also in its short form, e.temen.an.ki: p. 30, K 3). Work continued under
Assurbanipal, and extensive renovation was also undertaken by Nabopolassar and
Nebuchadnezzar II (the relevant inscriptions have been collected by Weissbach, WVDOG
59, p. 38ff.). In a tablet of Nabonidus, but in broken context, appears e.temen.an.ki (CT
51 75, obv. 28; coli.). Evidence for the existence of E-temen-anki before the Sargonid era
comes from works of literature. A textual investigation into the early history of the
ziqqurrat has been conducted by von Soden, UF 3, p. 253ff., who is of the opinion that
E-temen-anki did not exist before the Elamite sack of Babylon at the close of the Kassite
period, and selects Nebuchadnezzar I as its most likely founder. As von Soden notes, the
most easily dated of the relevant literary texts is the Erra Epic, which mentions E-temenanki by name in I 128 (passage quoted above, p. 271), and whose background is the time
of the Aramean disturbances (eleventh to tenth centuries, though von Soden, in the same
article, p. 256, argues for a much more exact, and later, date for the epic's composition).
As we have argued in the introduction, Tintir itself may belong to the twelfth century,
and from probably the same period comes the Creation Epic. In the latter a ziqqurrat is
mentioned in the context of the building of E-sagil and Babylon (Eniima e/is VI 63):
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2 E-temen-anki is the first in the list of ziqqurrats on the geographical tablet II R 50
(read in col. iv(!) 1-2):
[u 6 ].nir
[e.temen.an].ki

ziq-qur-ra-tum
MIN su-an-na"

The narne of Babylon's ziqqurrat (E-temen-anki is the only one known in the city)
incorporates a stock phrase from the Sumerian literary repertoire, that is found as both a
divine and a temple epithet. Enlil is temen an.ki.bi.da in an incipit listed in Old
Babylonian catalogues (TCL XV 28, 59; 14, edge; cf. Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 50 1 ), while the
command of Anu is so described in the later Exaltation of !Star (B. Hruska, ArOr 37,
p. 483, III 9-1 0):
a.a dim.me.er.e.ne.ke4 eninim.zu an.ki.a te.me.en.bi
a-bi i/pnef. a-mat-ka te-me-en Samee u er.Jetim tim

Father of the gods, your word is the foundation platform of heaven and underworld!
Applied to temple buildings the epithet describes Kes in a year-name of Rim-Sin of Larsa
(Ungnad, RIA II, p. 164, 283: e kes• 1 temen an.ki.bi.da), but more significantly it is an
epithet or by-name of the ziqqurrat of Eridu in the Collection of Sumerian Temple
Hymns (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 17, 1-2):
e.u •. nir an.ki.da mu.a
temen an.ki unu.gal eridukl
E-unir, grown (tall) in heaven and underworld,
foundation-platform of heaven and underworld, great shrine, Eridu!

\l

l

ib-nu-u-ma ziq-qur-rat apsi(abzu) e-li-te

(The Anunnaki) built the upper ziqqurrat of Apsil.
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Since this line follows immediately after their construction of E-sagil (VI 62, quoted
above, p. 296}, it is difficult to imagine this ziqqurrat as being anything other than the
temple tower of Babylon, despite the obscure relation of it to Ea's cosmic abode (for a
possible explanation of the "upper ziqqurrat of Apsil" see the commentary on the next
line). Here then is further evidence for E-temen-anki, though not by name, in the late
second millennium. The appearance of E-temen-anki in Tintir and the Creation Epic does
not conflict with von Soden's suggestion that Nebuchadnezzar I founded it, as long as
one accepts the arguments for a like date for both texts (cf. above, p. 625 ); but, on the
other hand, neither is Nebuchadnezzar I thus confirmed as founder. The case for the nonexistence of E-temen-anki in the Kassite and earlier periods is an argument ex silentio,
and one that is hardly proven while there remains such a dearth of, especially, Middle
Babylonian royal inscriptions. In this regard one may note that difficulties still surround
the date of the excavated remains of the ziqqurrat: according to G. Bergamini, Mesopotamia 12, p. 139ff., the levels examined by the German expedition are too low to be NcoBabylonian, and may even belong to the Old Babylonian period.
The ziqqurrat of Babylon is the subject of much of the metrological text which goes
today by the misleading name of the E-sagil Tablet (no. 13). In that text E-temen-anki is
a staged tower of probably eight storeys, the seventh of which comprises the "ziqqurrat
temple" (bit ziq(qur)rat), whose interior dimensions are given in detail. The gates of the
ziqqurrat temple are discussed in Chapter 2 in the section on gate lists.

parallel, note in the Hymn to Arbil that city, a great cult-centre of IStar-Inanna, the
Queen of Heaven, described as "Gate of Heaven," abul same': LKA 32, obv. 18). The
Gate of Apsil is also found in the hymn IV R 2 18, no. I, which describes E-sagil as built
at that very spot (lines 3-4: the passage is quoted above, p. 248). Here also, in the
Creation Epic, Marduk sets up images of his defeated enemies as a reminder to the future
of his victory (Eniima e/is V 75-76):

3 This temple, as the sanctuary of Ea in the E-sagil temple complex (see on this below),
probably acquired its name from a sacred quay of Ea in Eridu, known from an
incantation incipit as kar.za.gin.na kar.ku.ga rlen.ki.ga.ke 4 (van Dijk, Festschrift Bah/, p.
108 = YOS XI 42, 11-12: OB ritual; KAR 50 = Thureau-Dangin, RAce., p. 24, rev. 11;
note further the 'phonetic' writing ka-ar-za-gi-na in VS II 75, obv. 8 and rev. 1, on which
see Bergmann, ZA 57, p. 30). The explanatory temple lists interpret the name of this
temple in a straightforward manner as (bftu) kiiru e/lu, "House, bright quay" (no. 2, Rm
788, obv. 3; no. 3, BM 34850, obv. 7'), understanding za.gin, "lapis lazuli", as an
indication of its colour, "bright (blue)" (za.gin = e/lu is well attested in lexical and
bilingual texts, and is an equation that may allude to the characteristically Mesopotamian
use of brilliant blue lapis-lazuli-glazed bricks, described by Nebuchadnezzar as agurru
uqnielletu, I R 51, no. I, i 25; 54, iii 16). The description of the temple as a "quay" has a
twofold allusion. First, the temple was, as noted below, situated on the river bank, and
access from the river to the temple complex of E-sagil was evidently to be had through
the temple's gardens. Secondly, as Tintir notes, E-kar-zaginna is the Gate of Apsil, the
watery domain of Ea below the earth, and thus it can be imagined as a cosmic quay. The
cosmic parallels in the Creation Epic between the abodes of Enlil, Marduk and Ea have
already been noted in the commentary on line I of this Tablet, and it comes as no
surprise that there should be a cosmic gate linking the realms of Marduk and Ea (for a

ib-ni-ma sal-mi-[su-nu biib] ap-si-i u-sa-as-[bit]
[alj]-ra-tas Ia im-ma-sa-'a sC-i lu it-tu

He made images [of them] and installed them at the [Gate] of Apsil,
to be a sign that would not be forgotten by posterity.
This, too, refers to Marduk's temple in Babylon (see above, on II 23), but note that the
Gate of Apsil occurs as simply a cosmic locality, without allusion to Babylon and E-sagil,
in Astrolabe B (KA V 218, A ii 27 and 35: < ka> .abzu.ta e = ba-ab ap-si-iip-pat-te, "the
Gate of Apsil will be opened", the implication being, perhaps, that the cosmic waters
under the earth will well up to replenish rivers, springs and wells).
Along with the cosmological picture of E-sagil as the "Replica of Apsil", fashioned by
Marduk after the model of Ea's prototype, there also seems to have been current a
tradition in which E-sagil was identified rather more closely with Apsil. This is apparent
in the lament K 5160, in which Marduk's temple is not above Apsil, as in the cosmology
of the Creation Epic, but inside it (Meek, BA X/!, p. 75, no. 4, 11-12):
[a]lim.ma !:li.Ii diri abzu.sa.ga e.sag.il.la gub.ba
kab-tu sa ina e.sag.il qe-reb ap-si-i el-li ku-uz-ba ma-lu-u
Noble one, "(ho in E-sagil, in (pure) Apsil, is filled with attractiveness!
The notion of E-sagil "in the midst of Apsil" is also found in the creation myth CT 13 36,
1-2 (quoted above, p. 252), and is implicit in the ceremonial names of two gate-rooms, or
lobbies, of the temple (e.ka.sa.abzu and du 6 .sa.abzu: no. 7, BM 38602 11 VAT 13817, i
17'-18') and of a cult-room or chapel in which is a subtu of Lillu (es.sa.abzu: Tintir II
II"). This tradition perhaps arose from the mythological syncretism of Eridu and
Babylon and their temples, E-abzu and E-sagil, that seems to have taken place in the
Kassite period (see above, on I 21). If E-sagil can thus be Apsil, or part of Apsil, this
may explain the obscure description of Marduk's ziqqurrat in Babylon as the "upper
ziqqurrat of Apsil" (Eniima eli§ V 63: see p. 299). No doubt Ea's cosmic abode was
conceived in the image of a great Babylonian temple, complete with temple tower. With
regard to his cult-centre on earth, this tower would be a "lower" ziqqurrat, for cosmic
Apsil lay beneath the earth. The temple tower of Ea's earthly abode is E-unir in Eridu,
but upon the assimilation of Eridu to Babylon as the 'first city' its cosmological position
would be taken over by the ziqqurrat of Babylon, which could thus be the "upper
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ziqqurrat of Apsil" (indeed the name of the tower of Babylon may be owed to such an
identification, for it has been seen that E-unir had the epithet temen an.ki in Sumerian
times: p. 298). However this may be, the close association of E-sagil and Apsil may also
account for E-kar-zaginna as the Gate of Apsil (one wonders, indeed, whether the Karzaginna of Ea in Eridu was an entrance to his temple E-abzu, and whether then the idea
of it as the Gate of Apsil originated not in Babylon but in Eridu).
The chief claim to fame of E-kar-zaginna is its place in the m/.1 pi and pft pi rituals as
the location where divine images were fashioned or restored, and then ritually brought to
life. This is a role for Ea's temple found in the first historical inscription to mention it,
Nabil-apla-iddina's stone tablet (BESt 36 = V R 60-61). The relevant passage, dealing
with the construction of a new cult-statue of Samas for his temple in Sippar, is worth
quoting in full (iv 12-28):

divine residents of E-kar-zaginna, who include, of course, the divine craftsmen whose skill
is needed to refashion divine statues in the correct manner. The emphasis on gardens and
orchards, which recurs in Assurbanipal's description of a similar scene (VAB VII, p. 268,
iii 19: ina $ip-pat mu-iia-re-e ku-uz-bi .M kar.za.gin.na as-ri el-lz), is of especial interest for
it ties in with the gate-list BM 35046, where are treated gates of E-kar-zaginna leading to
a "Garden of Apsil" (no. 6, 25-28): one of these, Ka-kiri-Abzu, is explained as "the gate
at which the mouths of the gods are opened", an obvious reference to the pfl pi ritual,
and an indication that the mention of gardens in Esarhaddon's and Assurbanipal's
inscription is not circumstantiaL Evidently the Garden of Apsil played an important part

~al-mi

sa

SU-a-tum U-zu-un-SU ib-Si-ma ina ne-me-qi
de-a ina Si-pir dnin-ildu
dkU-sig 17 -bim-da dnin-kur-ra dnin-zadim ina ljurfi$i ru-uS-Si-i na4 uqnf eb-bi $a-lam

ana ep§Se!i

d§amaS beli rabf ki-niS U-kan-ni ina te-lil-ti Siz de-a u dasal-IU-Iji ma-ljar d§amaS ina
sa kiSiid idpu-rat-ti pi-SU im-si-ma ir-ma-a Su-bat-su

e.kar.za.gin.na

(Nabil-apla-iddina) determined to fashion that statue: through the skill of Ea and the
craft of Ninildu, Kusig-banda, Ninkurra and Ninzadim, he made with steadfast care
the statue of the great lord Samas from red gold and pure lapis lazuli. Through the
purification ritual of Ea and Asallu!Ji, before Samas in E-kar-zaginna, on the bank of
the Euphrates, he washed its mouth and installed it on its seat.
The choice of Ea's temple as the site of these rituals is clearly owed to his skill in matters
of creation, and to the proficiency of the gods of his circle in fashioning raw materials
into the finished article. Further evidence for these ceremonies in E-kar-zaginna comes
from inscriptions of Esarhaddon (Borger, Esarh., p. 89, 21-24; cf. p. 91, §60, !Off.):
ina qe-reb ka.dingir.ra" iii < tak> -bit-ti-su-[un] ba-diii u-iie-rib-su-nu-ti i-na 1ip-pat
palgi mu-sar-e sa e.kar.za.gin.na as-ri ei-li ina §i-pir apkalli mfs pi pfl pi rim-ki
te-lil-te ma-ljar kakka[bii""' iia-ma-mi •e-a] •sa-maii •asal-lu-[!Jl] be/et-ilf(dingir.ma!J)
•ku-su •nin-girim [•nin-kur-ra •nin-a-gal •ku-sig 17 -bim-da •nin-ildu •nin-zadim] e-ru-bu
•~<kiri

I brought back (the exiled gods) into Babylon, the city of their veneration, and they
entered through the orchards, groves, canals and gardens of E-kar-zaginna, the Pure
Place, with the craft of the Sage (Ea), mouth-washing and mouth-opening ceremonies, bathing and cleansing, into the presence of the Stars of Heaven, Ea, Samas,
Asallu!Ji, Belet-ill, Kusu, Ningirimma, Ninkurra, Ninagal, Kusigbanda, Ninildu and
Ninzadim.
(The explanation of the temple name as asru ellu is etymologically derived: see no. 3, BM
34850, obv. 9' and commentary.) In the gods listed here the passage surely gives us the
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in these ceremonies.

The final occurrence of E-kar-zaginna in a royal inscription is from the reign of
Nabonidus, who consecrated a throne to Ea in the temple (Messerschmidt, MVAG 1/I,
p. 78, viii l6ff.). Elsewhere, a letter to Esarhaddon or Assurbanipal concerning the
reconstruction of E-sagil speaks of a bft •e-a (ABL 471, obv. lO) along with the temple of
Belet-Babili (if correctly restored: [e.tur].kalam.ma) and the "precinct of E-sagil" (L II:
si-l;i-ir-ti e.sag.il). E-kar-zaginna, while evidently a building separate from the main
temple of E-sagil, was nevertheless considered to be part of E-sagil, as is clear in an
inscription of Assurbanipal, where it is described as the "temple of Ea in E-sagil" ( VAB
VII, p. 246, 65-67: e.kar.za.gin.na [b~t •[e-a] iia qe-reb e.sag.il eii-iiiii 'u'-iie-pz[sl But this is
no doubt the use of E-sagil in its widest sense, denoting not only the temple of Marduk
but also the several other temples in the precinct of that temple (on the temple complex
that made up the religious centre of Babylon, see above, p. 91 ; on the question of
sil;irtu, "precinct", see the commentary on the E-sagil Tablet, no. 13, 1. 12). Misunderstanding of this broader usage of the name E-sagilled early commentators to understand
Assurbanipal's description of E-kar-zaginna too narrowly, notably Koldewey, who
thought E-kar-zaginna a chapel of the Marduk temple, and identified it with his Cella C
(see the commentary on no. 6, BM 35046, 31); he was followed in this by Unger, Babylon,
p. 174. The principal evidence against such an identification is Nabil-apla-iddina's
statement that E-kar-zaginna lay on the river hank, of course. Equally decisive is the
unpublished Kislimu ritual tablet of Babylon, BM 32206 + 32237 + 34723, which gives
details of a procession entering the chapel of Ea in E-kar-zaginna (mistakenly written
e.KUR.za.gin: iii 16), and then making its way into E-sagil proper, entering at the south
gate, Ka-ude-babhar, and continuing via the Court of Bel (the main courtyard) to the
cellae of Bel and Belt!ya: plainly E-kar-zaginna is not part of the main building of Esagil, or, for that matter, its eastern annexe. No doubt one should seek Ea's temple, and
the Garden of Apsu, somewhere between E-sagil and the river bank.
A final mention of the temple comes from a document of the Persian period, which
knows of e.kar.za.gin.na bft •e-a as a source of prebendal income (CT 51 56, 3).
4 This E-rab-riri is no doubt the one also listed in no. 39 (K 8382, obv. ii, b 1), with
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other temples of Babylon. Madanu's association with the temple name is further shown
by its use for his cella in E-mete-ursag at Kis (no. 22, VAT 13817, ii 10'). The name of the
temple incorporates a well-attested Sumerian phrase, (gis).rab (su) ri.ri, on which see
Falkenstein, ZA 49, p. 106, 23, and references, p. 127f. (note also Romer, SKI, p. 164f.,
and Civil, JAOS 88, p. 4, 14). (gis).rab = rappu (or rabbu) appears to have been some
sort of wooden shackle with which, for example, prisoners could be restrained; ri.ri (;;,
/a{u) thus means to "check", "hold down", or similar. For a discussion of rappu lii'i{u,
"shackle which holds in check", see Landsberger, Date Palm, p. 27 80 • The equation of the
idioms rab ri.ri and rappu /ii'i{u is known to one of the extant explanatory temple lists of
Babylon, no. 3, which adds to this literal translation other more speculative ones (BM
34850, obv. 10'-12'). But the compilers of no. 2 (Rm 788, obv. 4, explaining the temple as
bitu fiiqit rabbl) and the Kis list, no. 22 (ii 10': bftu sa rabba imessu ... ) construe rab as the
object of ri.ri.
The temple of Madiinu at Babylon is the overnight resting place of Miir-bTti and
Ninurta on their way from Borsippa to Kis on the 28th day of Sabii(u, according to the
processional calendar no. 57 (BM 41239, pl. 54; despite obv. 5, the action of obv. 6-9
seems to refer to sanctuaries in Babylon, not in Borsippa! That the gods are going to Kis
is clear from obv. I and 10; the presence of Miir-b1ti, and of e.ur 5 .sa.ba in obv. 3,
suggests Borsippa as the starting place of the procession). The temple plays a role in the
New year Festival at Babylon as the place where are stored the two images scheduled to
be decapitated and burnt on the 6th day of Nisannu (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 133,
210ff.). Offerings are made to Madanu on the lOth Kislimu, according to the offering
calendar of Babylon, BRM IV 25, 31 II SBH VII, obv. 14. In that text Madiinu is paired
with Gula; this is significant, for Gula's temple, Egal-ma\), is listed next in Tintir IV.
Further, of the two gates listed for Madiinu's temple in text no. 7 (BM 38602 II VAT
13817, i 15'-16') one is explained as the Gate of Gula, implying that she had a special
relationship with E-rab-riri. The pairing of Egal-maq and E-rab-riri, and their respective
divine owners, reflects the situation at Isin, the Sumerian cult-centre of Gula. There Egalmah and E-rab-riri are often paired in cultic laments (see Ebeling, RIA II, p. 458), and
bel~ng the former to Gula as Ninisinna, and the latter to her spouse Ninurta, known
locally as Pabilsag, in his name ofDikumaq (as in PBS Xl4 13 = CT 44 17, rev. 21; SBH
18, obv. 22-23). One is encouraged to consider that Gula's husband at Babylon is
Madiinu, especially since the Archive of Mystic Heptads lists him as one of the seven
manifestations of Ninurta (KAR 142, i 24). In this respect it is also significant that among
the shrines of Madiinu's temple listed in no. 12 (K 2107 + 6086, iii) are those of Gula, her
spouse Pabilsag, her vizier Urmasum and her children, Damu and Gunura.
A further E-rab-riri is that of Ennugi, as found in the Canonical Temple List (Pinches,
PSBA 22, p. 362, i 9, followed by another temple of his, e.rab.sa,.sa 5 ). This E-rab-riri is
probably to be sought in Nippur, for Ennugi was chamberlain (guzaliJ) of Enlil in his
court at E-kur (Lambert, Atraljasis, p. 147). Ennugi's rank makes !lim the counterpart in
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Nippur of Madiinu in Babylon, for the latter is well known as the chamberlain of
Marduk's court (An II 242-43, quoted in CAD Mil, p. 11):
dma-da-nu
d.M1Ndi.klls

gu.za.la •amar.utu.ke 4

su

(Cf. further Surpu II 157, where Madiinu is gu.za.la e.sag.il; also VIII = VET VI 408, 4,
where the chamberlains of the two courts appear together: •en-nu-gi gu.za.la •madiinu.) If
we consider that Ninurta (and so Pabilsag) also held the office of guzalu (Gilgames XI 17;
Atraqas1s I 9, 127, 138), a further link is established between the various divine occupants
of the temples named E-rab-riri.
The appearance of gates of Madiinu's temple in the gate lists nos. 6 and 7 (BM 35046,
17-18; BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 15'-16') makes it probable that E-rab-riri of Babylon
should be sought in the immediate vicinity of E-sagil, probably within the precinct of the
great temple, as also, in all probability, should Ega1-maq. Indeed, Madiinu is mentioned
in the company of the great divinities of Babylon's religious centre- Bel, Belt1ya, Ea and
Belet-Biibili- in inscriptions ofEsarhaddon (Borger, Esarh., p. 88, 12) and Assurbanipal
(Thompson, AAA 20, p. 82 and pl. 92, 43; cf. VAB VIII, p. 146f., 19-20).
5 The name of this temple is shared with other temples of Gula: her cult-centre in Isin
(Ebeling, RIA II, p. 277), and a sanctuary in Assur (listed in the Assyrian Temple List:
no. 20, GAB 173). In the late Gilgames Epic Egal-maq is a temple of Ninsun at Uruk (III
15 and 20); the choice of name was no doubt justified by a syncretism such as is found in
the Weidner god list, where Lugalbanda and Ninsun are equated with Ninurta and Gula
(AfK 2, p. 14, 17-18).
Outside Tintir there does not appear to be any certain reference to a temple of this
name in Babylon. According to Tintir IV there exist two sanctuaries of Gula in the city:
the present one, listed under the quarter Eridu and perhaps part of the great temple
complex of E-sagil (see above), and E-sa-bad, across the river in Tuba, a quarter of west
Babylon (IV 42). In the time of Nebuchadnezzar II, however, the temple of Gula in east
Babylon is called E-qursag-sikilla, "House, Pure Mountain" (as in CT 37 13, 42:
e.qur.sag.sikil.la bit •nin-kar-ra-ak-a ... bal-ri ~it •samsi). In another inscription of this
king both temples of Gula are named (I R 55, iv 38-41):
a-na •gu-/a e-{i-ra-at ga-mi-la-at na-pi-is-ti-ia e.sa.bad e.hur.sag.sikil.la bftiiti(e.e)-sa
i-na ka.dingir.ra"'

For Gula, who saves and spares my life, (I rebuilt) E-sa-bad and E-bursag-sikilla, her
temples in Babylon.
The obvious explanation of the lack of reference to Egal-mab outside the present text,
and of the appearance of another temple of Gula in east Babylon in Nebuchadnezzar II's
time, is that E-bursag-sikilla is Egal-mab by another name. But the situation if further
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complicated in very late times by the appearance of a third temple of Gula, E-gursagkuga, both in an administrative document (no. 38, BM 77433, obv. ll) and, alongside£..
gursag-sikilla and E-sa-bad, in documents from the first century (BRM I 99, 28 // CT 49
150, 25). E-gursag-kuga is probably to be seen as a temple built after Tintir was compiled
(cf. p. 131). The two first-century texts cited above report that E-gursag-sikilla was at the
time surrounded by a garden of juniper bushes (26-27 // 23-24: '"kiri "mburiisi la-me-e brt
{E} •gu-la e.gur.sag.sikil.la), whose purpose, no doubt, was to supply incense to the cult.
The first mention of any temple of Gula in Babylon comes from a year-name of
Sumuabum (his fourth: mu e •nin.si.in.na (i.e. Ninisinna) ba.du, Ungnad, RIA II, p. 165,
4). This temple is more likely to be Egal-mag, close to the heart of east Babylon, than Esa-bad, which is located in a part of Babylon perhaps not much settled in the earliest
years of the First Dynasty (cf. p. 16ff.).

"Life-giving" is a natural function of Adad as a divine irrigator and provider of
rainfall. Unlike his other temple in Babylon, the famous E-namge, E-al-tila is not attested
outside Tintir.

6 This and Amurru's other temple in Babylon are found in the Canonical Temple List
(II R 6!, no. I, rev. 25-26 + no. 2, i 9 + unpub. join; cf. Halla, JNES 18, p. 56):
e.me.sikil
e.nam. tag.ga.dug. u

=

bit •amurru(AN.mar.dil)
bit MIN

Elsewhere the temple wins a mention by Esarhaddon, who restored its owner's cult-statue
(Borger, Esarh., p. 84, 40: •amurru(AN.mar.du) mu-ul-lil same' u er~etim"m mu-ub-bi-ib
e.sag.gil a-sib e.nam.tag.ga.dug.a ud-dis, "I renovated Amurru, who purifies heaven and
underworld and cleanses E-sagil, who dwells in E-namtagga-duga"). As befits a god
intimately connected with the court of E-sagil, Amurru's temple apparently belonged to
the complex of sacred buildings surrounding Marduk's temple, for its gate, ka.nam.
tag.ga.dug.a, appears in Ludlul IV among gates of other such sanctuaries (see p. 90). In
that text the sufferer's "sin is dispersed" when passing through this gate (BWL, p. 60, 85:
ina ka.nam.tag.ga.dug.a i'-il-ti ip-pa-{ir), a straightforward allusion to the meaning of the
ceremonial name of Amurru's temple and its gate. This meaning is clear from the
bilingual penitential psalm KAR 161, obv.(!) 1-12, where the phrase nam.tag.ga.a.ni
dug.ga occurs repeatedly, and is translated a-ra-an-su pu-u{-ra, "absolve him of guilt!"
The ceremonial name E-namtagga-duga is thus appropriate to Amurru's role as divine
exorcist (for which see the passage of Esarhaddon quoted above; Surpu VIII 41-42;
Maq!U VI 4; and K 8005+, 33, quoted in CAD B, p. 79, s.v. banduddu, // K 6692,
Borger, BiOr 28, p. 66; Langdon, RA !6, p. 89, no. 45, 6-7).
7 A more convenient reading, e.mag.ti.la, is opposed by MS v's e.gal.ti.l[u?]. •"al is a
farming as well as a building implement (see CAD A/I, p. 356f., s.v. allu A), and its use in
preparing ground for ploughing and sowing might allow it to be a potential "giver of
life". But in Jacobsen's understanding of the "Myth of the Pickax", the •"al is instrumental
in producing the first human life (JNES 5, p. 136f.), and thus the temple name may make
a mythological allusion.
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8 E-tur-kalamma appears in the list of temples on no. 39, where it is bit •be-let-ha< ab >-i-Ii (K 8382, obv. ii, b 2), and in the Canonical Temple List among temples of
!Star (II R 6!, no. 2, ii 17).
The earliest mention of this temple is in Apil-Sin's thirteenth year-name (mu e.tur.
kalam.ma •inanna ka.dingir.rakl ba.du, Ungnad, RIA II, p. 177; cf. also his eleventh,
which refers to similar building work: mu ki.tus •inanna ka.dingir.rakl ba.du). The temple
was built again by Apil-Sin's grandson, Hammurapi, for Anu, Inanna and Nanay, as
commemorated in his 34th year-name (mu lja-am-mu-ra-pi lugal.e an •inanna u•na-na-aa.e.ne.bi.ta ... e.tur.kalam.ma mu.un.gibil.a.bi, Stol, Studies in Old Babylonian History,
p. 33): the temple seems here to be the cult-centre of the gods of Uruk (note in this regard
the pairing of Inanna and Nanay at Babylon by Sumulael, year-name 26). The dedication
of an alabaster statue in E-tur-kalamma is reported by Samsu-iluna (VS XVI 156, 9 and
15). The importance of the temple as a centre for the worship of Inanna-IStar in the Old
Babylonian period is further attested by its appearance as one of the temples claimed by
the goddess in the hymn PBS V 157 (i 3: quoted above, p. 238). One may also note !Star
as [wa-si-ba]-at e.tur.kalam.ma in another Old Babylonian hymn, PBS I/1 2, 76a. !Star of
E-tur-kalamma came to be the !Star of the city, for while there are several other temples
dedicated to aspects of !Star in Babylon (a temple of Istar of Akkade, two of B1HetEanna, others of !Star-of-the-Star and the goddesses of Nineveh and Larsa) in E-turkalamma she has the title Belet-Babili, "Lady of Babylon" (on Belet-Babili in general see
von Soden, ZA 52, p. 233; the name is often written •MDS-Babili, but the reading belet
in this and other parallel names is assured by phonetic writings, and by writings with
gasan: examples can be found in the apparatus to the present text. In such names •Mus
ought probably to be read •nin).
E-tur-kalamma was rebuilt during the reign of Assurbanipal (VAB VII, p. 228, 13; note
also a letter of Urad-aggesu, in charge of rebuilding at Babylon, ABL 119, rev. 11-12;
and further ABL 471, obv. 10, restored: see above, p. 303). The temple gains passing
mention in the Nabonidus Chronicle (Grayson, ABC, p. 109, iii 6), and is last heard of in
the early years of the first century (BRM I 99, 26// CT 49 150, 23; G.J.P. McEwan, Iraq
43, p. 138, obv. 7).
A contract dated in the reign of Cambyses (Strassmaier, Camb. 431, 5f.) deals with a
house on a "wide street, facing the south gate of E-tur-kalamma". This may be the street
known as siiq e.tur.kalam.ma which plays a role in the rituals that accompany the Divine
Love Lyrics (Lambert, Love Lyrics, pp. 104, ii II, 22; 106, iv 3). The Upper and Lower
Courts of E-tur-kalamma are also mentioned in these rituals, while the latter is known
from a list of throne-daises too (no. 9, BM 34878 // 77236, 14'). According to BM 41239,
obv. 7 (no. 57, pl. 54), Sin and Ningal spend a night in a chapel of Sin in E-tur-kalamma,
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during the course of a procession to Kis. Four gates of the temple are apparently listed in
one of the gate lists of E-sagil (no. 6, BM 35046, 19-22), from which one may suppose
that E-tur-ka!amma was considered part of the temple of Marduk in its broadest sense.
"Facing" the temple is one of the seven shrines of the Asakku-Demon (KAR 142, obv. ii
I: quoted p. 285).

11 With the temple name and its interpretation (note the variants with nu 11/nu.gal)
compare the temple of Sin, e.gis.nu 11 .gal or e.kis.nu.gal (IV 24 and commentary).
Elsewhere the temple occurs, to my knowledge, only in a unpublished literary text (BM
66956+ 76498, 6, courtesy W.G. Lambert):

9 This temple of Sin also goes by the name of e.ni.te.en.du10 , as given in MS m. Under
that name, "House of Pleasant Rest", the sanctuary is found in the Old Babylonian
period in year-names of Ammiditana (Ungnad, RIA II, p. 189, 241) and Ammi~aduqa
(ibid., p. !90f., 265). The sanctuary of Sin at Babylon attested earlier by Sumuabum's
fifth year-name (ibid., p. 175, 5) might thus be E-niten-du, but of the two temples of Sin
in Babylon E-gisnu-gal, better known than E-niten-du in the early period, is probably to
be considered the favourite candidate (on E-giSnu-gal see IV 24 and commentary).
e.ni.te.en.du 10 appears in litanies and laments among other Sin temples (some references
are collected by Ebeling, RIA II, p. 374), but one can never be certain that the temple
referred to is the sanctuary in Babylon: it may be that e.ni.te.en.du 10 is a temple name
associated with Sin also in Ur, and perhaps elsewhere. Note, on the other hand, that in
the continuation of Reisner, SBH 24, obv. (p. !51), 1-3, e.[kis].nu.gal and e.[ni].te.en.du10
are followed by e.[d]im.an.na, Sin's sanctuary in Borsippa (so I R 55, iv 61-65), which
suggests that in this litany, at least, E-giSnu-gal and E-niten-du are the temples in
Babylon.
That E-niten-du is associated in the list with E-tur-kalamma may be no accident: Sin is,
of course, the father of !Star, and one notes that one of the gates of !Star's temple is
ka.dumu.nun.na (no. 6, BM 35046, 19). dumu.nun.na is a well-attested name of Sin (see
the commentary on Tintir II 50) and it may be that, if the two temples are adjacent, this
gate connects them.
Forni te.en, "to cool oft", "refresh oneself', see Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 132.
10 The temple name is also found in the shrine list of E-rab-riri, no. 12 (K 2107 + 6086
iii 6'), where it is used of the subtu of Ninsubur in Madanu's temple. The translation of
the name relies on the equation sag.dil = pi-ris-tum (MSL XVII, p. 194, Antagal B 229).
The name thus reflects the character of the temple's divine resident, for Papsukkal (often
syncretized with Ninsubur) is the vizier of Anu (CT 24 20, 21; 40, 51). The sceptre is the
vizier's staff of office (note Surpu IV 97, "pap-sukkal bel ""ba!!i; further KAH II 89, 11,
referring to Enlil's vizier, Nuska; and KAR 135, iv 8-9: royal viziers); and it is a function
of this official to keep secrets: cf. the description of Nuska as the "minister of the office of
Enlil-ship, who keeps (his) secrets" (Craig, ABRT I 35, 8 // 36, obv. 4: mut-tab-bil pa-raa~ "en-Iii-u-ti na-~ir pi-ri[s-tz]).
The gate of E-sagdil-anna-gidru-tuku appears in the gate list no. 6 (BM 35046, 30),
where it is explained as the "gate of the king's warehouse" (biib sutummu sarri).

[ina e.zi].da.nu.gal a-sar Ia si-ma-a-tum ik-ta-mu re'a "dumu-zi

In E-zida-nugal, the unworthy place, he captured the shepherd Dumuzi.
(asar Iii simiitum is probably extracted from the ceremonial name in some way, although
there is no evidence for zi.da gal = simtu.) The "captivity of Dumuzi" is an event

conspicuous in the Babylonian calendar, to which, of course, the month name Dumuzi
(Tammuz) refers: the menology Astrolabe B explains thus (KAV 218, A i 44 and 50,
concerning "'su):

< iti > sipa "dumu.zi ba.dab.dab. ba
arab re'u "dumu-zi ik-ka-mu-u

(Dumuzi is) the mouth in which the shepherd Dumuzi was captured.
This month is also explained as the month of Dumuzi's captivity in the cultic calendar
SBH VIII, iii 13 (arab ki-mi-tu 4 "aiumu-zz]), and in the section on month names of the
Nippur Compendium (no. 18, iii 23').
12 The temple is also known from a Nabil hymn (Lambert, Matous Festschrift II, p.
lll, BM 68403, 19: e.gis.la.an.ki bit "na sa nig.k[a 9 ]) and from votive tablets from the
excavations of the temple of Nabil of the ljaru (Cavigneaux, Textes scolaires I, pp. 42,
79.B.l/21, 6: [e.gi]s.la.an.ki; 50, 79.8.1/59,10-11: e.giS.la.ki bit be[lu?]-u-tu-su; 59, 79.B.l/
102,6: e.giS!.IlLak.a; perhaps also pp. 41, 79.B.l/ll, 9; 56, 79.8.1/87, 10). Our translation
of the temple name relies on the lexical entry gis.gis.la = sa-na-qu sa is-ka-ri, "to check,
of work assignments" (MSL XVII, p. 194, Antagal B 233). The name is appropriate to
Nabil "of Accounting" as the divine auditor (for Nabil as siiniqu, "checker", and his
parallel epithet piiqidu see below, on IV 43). Alternatively one might translate "House of
the Yoke of Heaven and Underworld" (!a = ~amiidu, $imittu), with reference to the
cosmic bonds.
The reading of nig.SID is provided by the lexical entry "·•ka 9 sa nig.ka 9 = ni-ka-ass[u] (MSL XIV, p. 451, Ea VII iii 6'; cf. XIII, p. 25, Proto-/zi I 252). Nabil, as divine
scribe, is also patron of accounting; cf. the god list BM 47406 (CT 24 50), obv. 7: "na-bium = "marduk sa nig.ka 9 • The temple of Nabil of Accounting at Babylon appears under
its everyday name in the LB administrative list, no. 38 (BM 77433, 20).
13 The temple's name is appropriate to its owner, for in incantations NingiSzida is the
chamberlain of the netherworld (gu.za.la kur.ra.(ke 4 ): OECT V, p. 28, 30; CT 16 13, 44-
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45; gu.za.h\ er~etim"m rapastim"m: IV R 2 21*, no. 1, ii 15; LKA 89, iii 12// KAR 227, iii
18; 90, iii 25; cf. Dossin, RA 32 p. 183, 28).
A variant of the temple name appears to be e.gu.za.alim.ma!J, "House, Throne of the
Noble and Exalted One", which appears as a temple of Babylon in an unpublished
literary text (BM 66956+ 76498, 3), along with Dumuzi's temple (see above, on IV 11),
Belet-Biibili, the Market Gate and Gan~ir (the gate of the netherworld, evidently
understood in this text to be in Babylon). The temple of Ningiszida also appears in the
Late Babylonian administrative document, no. 38 (BM 77433, 21, following that of
Nabu).

Constant allusion to the meaning of the temple's name is made in the inscriptions of
Nebuchadnezzar II and Nabonidus, for whom the god of E-niggidar-kalamma-summa is
"Nabu, who lengthens my reign, (who) caused my hands to grasp the just sceptre, the
true staff that increases the land" (Messerschmidt, MVAG If!, p. 78, vii 24-29: •ml mu-sari-ik pa-le-e-a '"harra(nig.gidar) i-sar-ti u§-pa-ru ki-i-ni mu-rap-pi-sa-at miiti u-sat-mi-lju
qiitum'"-u-a; cf. similar passages in Nbk: Wadi Brisa A ix 7-9; Ball, PSBA 11, p. 160f.,
i 15-17; I R 55, iv 18-20). This cumulative evidence suggests that Nabu's temple played a
special role in the theology of kingship, being the place where the legitimacy of the reign
was ratified by the bestowal of the royal insignia. It was probably in search of divine
approval for the change of dynasty that Cambyses entered E-niggidar-kalamma-summa
soon after Cyrus marched into Babylon, and this visit may mark his ritual installation as
miir §arri, the future wielder of the "just sceptre of the land" (Grayson, ABC, p. 111,
Nabonidus Chronicle, iii 25; cf. Cavigneaux, Sumer 37, p. 121; Oppenheim, Cambridge
History of Iran II, p. 554ff.). Such a role for Nabu, the son of the city god, at Babylon,
finds a distant parallel in the Curse of Akkade, where it seems that in Nippur it is Enlil's
son, Ninurta, who keeps the regalia of mortal kingship in E-sumesa (II. 66-69; cf. below,
p. 450. Note that in the time of Nabu-apla-iddina, however, it is Marduk himself who
"delivers into the (king's) hands the true sceptre and the shepherding of the people",
'"lja{{a i-sar-ta re- '-ut nisi'"'' e-pe-si u-mal-/u-u qa-tus-su: BESt 36 = V R 60, iii 8-l 0). The
association of Nabu and sceptres may also be owed to his original function as Marduk's
vizier, given this official's status as bellja{{i (see above, on IV 10).
The temple is attested in the reign of Simbar-si\}u, or some other king of the same era,
by the Religious Chronicle, which records the killing of a panther behind e.'"gidar.
kalam.ma.[sum.ma] (Grayson, ABC, p. 135, ii 10). It was rebuilt by Nebuchadnezzar II,
for whom it is e.<•")nig.gidar.kalam.ma.sum.(mujma), the temple of •najna-bi-um §a ljare-e (lja-ri-ri in ·one cylinder, published by Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 45, an obvious
mistake), situated ina ka.dingir.rak' (I R 55, iv 22) or qe-reb ba-bi-fuk' (Wadi Brisa A ix
11). This might refer to the whole city or just to the quarter ka.dingir.rak', in which, as
the present text shows (IV 18), Nabu's temple is located. At all events, Nebuchadnezzar
elsewhere lists E-niggidar-kalamma-summa with other temples of east Babylon (bal-ri ~11
•samsi: CT 37 13, 42).
Nebuchadnezzar IT's temple has now been excavated just south of Qasr, to the west of
Ay-ibiir-sabu, Marduk's processional way, along with a small sanctuary that can be
explained as E-!Jili-kalamma of Asratum (see IV 17 and commentary). The identification
of the larger of the two buildings (D I) as the temple of Nabu sa ljarii is made not so
much by Nebuchadnezzar IT's foundation cylinder, which is broken, but by the evidence
of the many votive tablets and their colophons, which refer repeatedly to E-niggidarkalamma-summa - like the two quoted earlier - and, less often, to E-gisla-anki, the
temple of Nabu of Accounting in the central quarter of Eridu (on the identification see
Cavigneaux, Sumer 37, p. 118ff.; and the writer, Sumer 44, p. 12 ff. The writing of the

14 According to the variants for this line E-sagga-sarra also went by the name of E-mesi(ga)-kalamma-sarra, "House which Multiplies the Given Me's of the Land" (MSS nll:
see the apparatus). The only surviving mention in the historical sources of a temple in
Babylon of the war goddess Anunitum, daughter of Sin, is in a year-name of Sar-kalisarr! (Thureau-Dangin, SAK, p. 225, II c), where she shares a temple in the city with
another war deity, the Akkadian god Il-aba. However, her cult is also known at Babylon
in the Seleucid period, for she appears in the Late Babylonian offering list as a recipient
of offerings on the 13th day of Kislimu (BRM IV 25, 37// SBH VII, obv. 18).
The significance of libba Eridu at the end of this line is that all the temples listed up to
this point are located in the city's central quarter (for the quarter Eridu see Tintir V 92
and commentary); here, and throughout Tablet IV, libba, with variants libbi and, once, sa
/ibbi, is used as if it were a preposition, a development that has a parallel in the similar,
but more common, use of qerbajqerbujqereb, "within".
15 The reading of the sign group GIS.NIG.PA is owed to Hh VI 221 (MSL VI, p. 72):
ba!-!i lju-ba-ru, "the 'rod' of a bird trap". aHnig.gidar
is also translated by lja!!u in a bilingual hymn to Anu (TCL VI 53, obv. 7-8), but
elsewhere it is interpreted as yu{aru (Landsberger and Gurney, AfO 18, p. 333, Practical
Vocabulary of Assur 519: '"nig.gidarm'' = lju-{[a-r]a-a-te).
The temple is known to the Canonical Temple List (Sm 277, ii 13; unpub., courtesy
Moran), and a sanctuary of the same name and divine owner appears in the Assyrian
Temple List (no. 20, GAB 158), where it is explained as bit ya!!a isartu ana miiti
inamdinu, "House which bestows a just sceptre on the land". Further interpretations of
the ceremonial name are found in the colophons of votive tablets from the fill of the
newly excavated temples D I and D II, according to which E-niggidar-kalamma-summa is
"the temple which bestows a sceptre on the land" (e.nig.gidar.kalam.sum.mu bit na-din
ljaf{i(gidru) a-na ma-a-ti: Cavigneaux, Textes sea/aires I, p. 57, 79.B.l/90, 3-4), and, more
elaborately, "the temple which, according to its name, bestows the sceptre and throne [of
the land(?)] for kingship" (e.'"nig.gidar.kalam.ma.sum.m[a] 'bltu §a ki-ma' su-me-su-ma
[na-djin '"nig.gidar u •"kussl [(miiti) a-n]a sarru-u-tu: ibid., p. 155, 79.B.l/58, 5-7).
gBnig.PAnl~ln~sl~da~ar.bar.muSen.na =
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temple's name in these colophons is often defective: all orthographies are listed by
Cavigneaux, loc. cit., p. 125 11 • For the foundation cylinder see ibid., p. 118f., and, for a
summary of the excavations, Daniel Ishaq, Sumer 41, p. 30ff.).
Offerings to •m\ lja-re-e were made on the 17th day of Kislimu, according to the
Babylonian offering calendar (BRM IV 25, 43). His temple is also known from the
administrative document no. 38 (BM 77433, 7). The ljaru or bit ljari! of Nabil was
apparently in Borsippa (Unger, RIA I, p. 424f., and CAD I;!, p. 118), but he is not the
only deity associated with such a building: see the Nippur Compendium (no. 18), v 5 and
commentary.

(LIH I 66, 4: nin lji.li ma.az.bi). It is itself translated as bit kuzbu [miitz] in the list no. 4

16 This temple was excavated by the German expedition in the mound Merkes (for the
archaeology see 0. Reuther, WVDOG 47, p. 123ff.) and identified by means of a cylinder
of Nabonidus found in the north wall (text by Ehelolf, ibid., p. 136f., photographs on pl.
42; a duplicate is published by S. Smith, RA 22, p. 58ff.). Nabonidus rebuilt the temple
for Belet-Akkade, whom he describes as "lady of battle, warmonger who dwells in Emasdari in Babylon (lines 12-15: be-let ta-lja-za sa-ki-na-at ~u-la-a-ti a-si-ba-at e.mas.da.ri
sa qe-re-eb ka.dingir.ra"'; note that the geographical name is ambiguous: one cannot rule
out the possibility that Nabonidus refers not to the city as a whole but to the quarter
ka.dingir.ra"'). The goddess of E-masdari is !Star of E-ulmas in Akkade (see Sjoberg,
TCS Ill, p. 146), who is noted for a warlike character. Offerings were made to BeletAkkade in E-masdari on the 15th day of Kislimu (BRM IV 25, 40). The gate of her
temple is the location of a shrine of the Asakku-Demon (KAR 142, obv. ii 3: quoted
p. 285). A subtu of the same name occurs as a shrine in E-sagil (Tintir II 49).
In translating the temple name we have followed the equation mas.da.ri = irbu, found
in lexical texts (MSL VIII, p. 13, Hh XIII 71: udu [mas].da.ri = immer ir-bi; XIII, p. 143,
Izi Bogh. A 317: mas.da.a.ri = ir-bu) and a bilingual ritual (Thureau-Dangin, RAce,
p. 70, 19-20: mas.da.ra kadra = ina ir-bi u kad-re-e). The irbu offering, made upon entry
into a temple, may comprise sheep and goats. On an etymology of mas.da.ri as "the
coming with kids", see Falkenstein, MANE I/1, p. 13.
17 The goddess and her temple are found in the calendar BRM IV 25, which records
offerings for her on the 14th day of Kislimu (line 38: ina "'gan u 4 J4kam sa •as-ra-tum
e.!Ji.li.kalam.ma). The "temple of Asratum" is also known from no. 38, a Late Babylonian tablet which apparently deals with income received from offerings made at various
temples of Babylon and the adjacent area (BM 77433, 23). A text which connects the
goddess with the main temples of Babylon and Borsippa is the cultic commentary BM
34035,9 (•as-rat sa e.zi.da ... •as-rat sa e.sag.il: Livingstone, MMEW, p. 61). Her place in
Marduk's court is owed to the position of her spouse Amurru, the "cleanser" of E-sagil
(see above, on IV 6). The temple name E-ljili-kalamma is suited to a sanctuary of
Asratum, for the goddess is "lady of luxuriance and delightfulness" in an OB dedication
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(BM 34927, 17).
E-ljili-kalamma is most probably to be identified with the small sanctuary (D II)
excavated by the Iraqi team adjacent to the larger temple of Nabil sa ljari! (D I), and
dating to the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II (for the excavation of D I and II see Daniel
Ishaq, Sumer 41, p. 30ff.; cf. also Cavigneaux, Sumer 37, p. 118ff.). As argued elsewhere
(Sumer 44, p. !Sf.), the grounds for such an identification are that, if one accepts that D I
and D II represent independent structures, a total of four temples have now been
uncovered in a part of Babylon - Ka-dingirra - that according to Tintir IV housed just
that number and no more. Since the identification of two of the four E-mah and Emasdari, is assured by virtue of their foundation inscriptions, and the equ~tion of D I and
E-niggidar-kalamma-summa is fairly certain (see above), it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that D II will be E-ljili-kalamma. Such an identification is supported circumstantially by the consideration that a sanctuary of the size and lay-out of D II (small, and
furnished with a single cella) is best suited to a minor goddess such as Asratum.
18 This temple of the Mother Goddess shares its name with that of Ninljursag-Dingirmalj in Adab (Sjoberg, TCS Ill, p. 120). The temple name E-ma!J reflects, of course, the
Mother Goddess as Dingirmalj, "the Exalted Goddess". For e.malj as a general temple
epithet see Sjoberg, TCS III, p. Ill. Text no. 4 translates it as bftu rabf (BM 34927, 18).
The temple was rebuilt by Assurbanipal whose foundation cylinder describes it as
e.malj bit •nin.malj sa qe-reb ka.dingir.rakl (Delitzsch in WVDOG !5, p. 67, 13); once
again ka.dingir.rak' is ambiguous, referring either to the city or to the quarter. Another
rebuilding was undertaken by Nebuchadnezzar II, who knows the temple as e.ma!J bft
•nin.maljj•nin.ljur.sag.(ga) lib-ba ka.dingir.ra" ... i-na ka.dingir.rak 1fba-bi-lam"fba-bi-i/uk'ftin.tir" (V R 34, ii 6-10; VS I 43, i 6-12; 51, 3-5; Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 44-51; I R
55, iv 14-22; PBS XV 79, ii 32-38; cf. CT 37 13, ii 41-42, etc.). Here the first ka.dingir.rak'
must be the quarter, as in the present line (on the quarter, which we read Ka-dingirra, see
Tintir V 94 and commentary). The temple of Belet-ili is also known from the administrative document no. 38 (BM 77433, 8). The reading e.malj in col. viii of Nabonidus'
Istanbul stele is a mistake for kisal.malj, the Grand Court of E-sagil (passage quoted
below, p. 414f.).
For the excavation and archaeology of E-malj, which lies off Ay-ibiir-sabil just inside
the !Star Gate, on the edge of what is now the mound of Qasr, see Koldewey, WVDOG
15, p. 4ff.
19 The temple is also identified as Ninurta's in the offering calendar BRM IV 25, 21
(offerings for the 7th day of Kislimu); in the hymn CT 42 24 (pl. 37), obv. 16, where
Ninurta is addressed as [umun e.lj]ur.sag.ti.la; in a ritual tablet, BM 34768 (CT 51 99, 67); in the dais list no. 9 (BM 34878//77236, 5'f.), which names cultic throne-daises in the
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temple; and in the administrative tablet no. 38 (BM 77433, 18). Elsewhere the temple
appears in the rituals of the New Year Festival of Babylon, in which it is Nabfr's first port
of call in Babylon after his journey from Borsippa (on the 6th of Nisannu: ThureauDangin, RAce, p. 133, 213), in the rituals of the Divine Love Lyrics (Lambert, Love
Lyrics, p. I 04, iii 4), and in the Archive of Mystic Heptads, where the temple gate is the
location for a dais of the Asakku-Demon (KAR 142, obv. ii 2: quoted above, p. 285).
According to the present text E-h\)rsag-tilla is one of two temples in the quarter
Suanna, inside the Uras Gate. A temple of Ninurta has indeed been excavated in this
area, the mound !San al Aswad (see Koldewey, WVDOG 15, p. 25ff.). According to its
four foundation cylinders the sanctuary was rebuilt by Nabopolassar, who names it
e.PA.GIN.ti.la bitu sa dnin-urta sa qe-reb su-an-nak 1 (Weissbach, MDOG 10, p. 13, 22).
Nabopolassar's ceremonial name for the temple, which has caused difficulties in interpretation in the past, is in fact no more than a scholarly writing for the well-attested Ebursag-tilla: witness the lexical tablet VAT 10270, iv 58-59 (quoted by AHw, p. 1124;
lgitulj I):

commercial documents (Strassmaier, Nbk 247, 6-7: di.f-lja-ra a-si-bat e.sa.tur.ra sa qe-reb
su-an-nakz; Peiser, BV 107, 10-1 I: e.sa.tur bft di[s-lj]a-r[a] sa qe-reb su-an-na; coll., Darius).
The temple of ISgara in Babylon is otherwise only known from the administrative tablet
no. 38 (BM 77433, 19). A street of !Sgara, perhaps in Babylon, is mentioned in the letter
ABL 877, rev. 9-10.
sassiiru, "womb", is used as an epithet of the Mother Goddess with the nuance of
"mother who gives birth" in the Cuthean Legend of Naram-Sin (STT 30, i 35 II CT 13
39, i 8 II 41, obv. 14) and in Atrabas1s I 189-90 and 194. It becomes a name of hers in
MSL IV, p. 6, Emesal Voc. I 34-35:

bur. sag
PA.GIN

§ada

MIN

(cf. also ""'"gin = sa-du-u, VAT 9541, iii 4: AHw, p. I 124; and the Akkadian word
glkinnu, "mountain"). PA.GiN is commonly attested in Early Dynastic texts, particularly
those that use UD.GAL.NUN orthography, and the evidence indicates that it is an
orthographic variant of 'normal' gur.sag (see now Civil, OrAnt 22, p. If., who notes OB
glosses [b]u-ur-sa-agl-sag-(gal) on (GAL).PA.GIN(DUN) in Lu and Diri, and makes the
identification of dnin.PA.GIN(DUN) and Ningursag; also Cavigneaux, NABU 1987, 26).
Nabopolassar's use of PA.GIN for gur.sag is symptomatic of the contrived (and often
misconceived) archaizing that is a hallmark of the royal inscriptions of the Chaldaean
dynasty, and is no doubt owed to diligent consultation of the lexica (such as lgitulj). This
consideration incidentally vouches for the tenacity of a lexical tradition which passed
down UD.GAL.NUN orthography to posterity some two millennia after that mode of
writing fell into disuse.
The temple name E-gursag-tilla is suited to Ninurta as a conqueror of the mythological
Mountain: see the commentary above, on II 27. The writing e.gur.sag.ti.la, which occurs
in several of the passages cited earlier and in variants of this line, can be translated
"House, Mountain which Gives Life", an allusion to the notion of the city and temple as
a fount of life and fertility. The translation of the temple name in no. 4 (BM 34927, 19,
unfortunately half missing) appears to be speculative rather than literal: see further the
commentary thereon.
20 Aside from the Akkadianized version e.sassiiru (MS n), a further variant writing of
the temple name is e.sa.tur.(ra), known to be !Sbara's temple in the quarter Suanna from

[ds]e.en. tu
'd'MIN

dnin.tu
ctMIN

dbe-/et-[iW"''

Sil-as-su-rum

Note further the god list CT 25 30, 12, where ctsa"·'".'""'tur is explained as be-let-iii""' and
dis-tar. The syncretism of the Mother Goddess and IStar, goddess of sexual love, in this
text may help to explain the dual character of !Sgara. On the one hand she is found as a
mother goddess (as in Ebeling, AGH, p. 58, 26: dis-lja-ra ummu reme-ni-tum §a nisi""',
"!Sbara, compassionate mother of the people"), on the other she is the ardent lover
(invoked as such, in the company of Nanay and !Star whose expertise in this field is better
known, in a potency incantation: Biggs, TCS II, p. 44, I 1-13, and parallel text there
quoted), and the "lady of love" (be-[le]t ra-me: LKA 102, 12: incantation). According to
Atragas1s I 301-04 !Sbara is an aspect of !Star invoked during the nine days of the
wedding ceremony. Her presence at weddings is also found in Old Babylonian Gilgames;
there the wedding bed is metaphorically prepared for her (P Tablet, v 28-29: a-na di§-lj[a]ra ma-a-a-lum na-'dz'-i-ma), and evidently she is the divine patron of the nuptial
celebrations about to take place on it. If all goes well, the nuptial bed will then become a
bed of childbirth, and !Sgara will have played both her roles. One notes, in this regard,
that E-sasurra is explained in no. 4 as bit nabn!ti, "House of birth" (BM 34927, 20). On
!Sgara further see Lambert, RIA V, p. 176f.
According to the present text E-sasurra is one of only two temples in the quarter
Suanna, the other being the temple of Ninurta listed in the preceding line. As noted
above, Ninurta's temple was excavated by the German expedition in the mound !San al
Aswad. Between this temple and Amran ibn Ali, the mound over E-sagil, a second temple
was excavated, which in the absence of any foundation inscription the excavators were
unable to identify, but gave the name of Temple Z (for the archaeology see Koldewey,
WVDOG 15, p. 18ff.). It can now be seen that Temple Z, lying as it does directly between
E-sagil and the Uras Gate, and between E-bursag-tilla and the river, is situated at the
heart of the quarter Suanna (for the extent of which see V 93 and commentary).
Accordingly, this temple may now be identified as the present line's E-sasurra of !Sgara
(so already in Sumer 35, p. 229, where the ceremonial name is misread). In this regard it is
interesting to note that Unger, while correctly assuming from Temple Z's solitary cella
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that it belonged to a goddess but erroneously opting for Gula on rather circumstantial
grounds (Babylon, p. 14lff.), nevertheless suggested in a footnote (ibid., p. 143 1) that
Temple Z might instead belong to IS\)ara, knowing that her temple lay in this area from
the Late Babylonian commercial documents already available.

maier, Nbk 247, 12-13 II 416, 4-5: quoted below, p. 376; there the temple is the residence
of Papsukkal). In a contract of exchange the temple's "ditch" (the canal?) is the
boundary of a lot in Newtown (Ellis, JCS 36, p. 61, 7: su-ri bit dbii/et-e-an-na; Ssi). In
Tintir V 95-96 the temple of Belet-Eanna "on the canal bank" marks the boundary of the
quarters Newtown and Kullab; since Tablet IV places E-kitus-girzal in Newtown (l. 23),
we can suppose that the temple lay on the bank of the canal nearer the !Star Gate. The
description of the temple as "on the canal bank", which serves to distinguish E-kitusgirzal from Belet-Eanna's other temple in Babylon (E-kitus-garza "in the recess of the city
wall": IV 41), is also used in the offering list BRM IV 25, 22 (offerings made to dbefet-ean-na kisiid pa/gi on the 7th of Kislimu). This canal may be an eastern section of Ubil\)engalla, which must have cut through Newtown after passing under Ay-ibiir-sabil (see
further V 61 and commentary). A final mention of Belet-Eanna's temple is found in the
Late Babylonian administrative tablet, no. 38 (BM 77433, 9).
A temple of the same name appears in the Canonical Temple List as the sanctuary of
!Star at Elip (ki.bal.mas.dak': Moran, Kramer Anniversary Volume, p. 336 12 ). Evidently
the temple name is one associated with this goddess, the Belet-Eanna, "Lady of Eanna",
of the present line being, of course, !Star-Inanna of Uruk. The meaning of E-kitus-girzal
accords with the notion of the city and temple as places of joy and jubilation (rfstu: see
the commentary above, on I 9). References to gir 17 .zal in temple and city epithets are
collected by Sjoberg, ZA 55, p. 4f., and TCS III, p. 137. Note further the use of
gir1,(SID).zal as the attribute of a temple in the Early Dynastic Kes Temple Hymn
(Biggs, ZA 61, pp. 198, iv 4-7 II 203, 118-19). In bilingual texts note in a suil/a ofMarduk
(J.S. Cooper, Iraq 32, p. 62, 33a):

21 This sanctuary, one of three throne-daises (parakku) included among the cult-centres
of Tintir IV, is not found elsewhere, but it shares its name with a temple of Enlil known
from the Canonical Temple List and written, as our MS q, [e].uru.na.nam (Pinches,
PSBA 22, p. 365, 24). Enlil's temple was no doubt in Nippur, taking its name from
uru.na.nam, "The Very City", an epithet of Nippur (see on this the Nippur Compendium,
no. 18, ii 10', where it is explained as iii dini and iilu kfni, and the commentary on that line
and i l-10' of the same text). The ancient commentators of the explanatory temple lists
declined to translate the name literally; just as the compiler of the Nippur Compendium
did, they opted for speculative interpretations (bitu sa manziizusu [naklii?]: no. 4, BM
34927, 21; bitu nii~iru slmat nisi: no. 3, BM 34850, rev. 2'; on these see the commentary,
ad loc.). It seems likely that the probable origin of Nippur's name in the Sumerian phrase
uru na.nam was forgotten in the late period. The difficulties surrounding the interpretation of the temple name may account for the odd orthography, e.ur(uru 8 ).nam, in
our MS v.
22 Following Sjoberg, Nanna-Suen, p. 964, where he quotes the 'phonetic' wntmgs
ki.tu.sa.ni and ki.tuS.Sa.ni for *ki.tus.a.ni (VS X 131, 2-3), we read ki.KU in temple
names as ki.tus (note further the writing ku.tu.us for *ki.tus = su-ub-ti in MDP 57, p. 13,
13). For the reading gir 17 .zal see the 'phonetic' writings gi.ir.za.alj.la (collected by
Sjoberg, ZA 55, p. 2, who reads girix.zal), and especially Ya\)dun-Lim's monumental
Mari inscription published by Dossin, Syria 32, p. 15, where *e.gir17 .zal.an.ki, the temple
of Samas in that town, is written e-gi!-ir-za-Ia-an-ki, and translated bit ta-si-Ia-at sa-me-e
uer-~e-tim, "House of joy of heaven and underworld" (iv 11-13). Note also the late gloss
on the divine name dkiri(KA)kl-".zal (CT 24 7, 27 II 35, 6). The temple name is
interpreted by both ancient commentators as bftu subat tasflti (no. 3, BM 34850, rev. 3';
no. 4, BM 34927, 22), a straightforward translation of the Sumerian. The composer of the
syncretistic hymn KAR 109 addresses his goddess in E-kitus-girzal in a manner which
reflects the name of the temple, his customary modus operandi (obv. 21, following other
temples of Babylon):
ina e.ki. tus.gir 17 .zal su-bat ne-elj-ti a-si-bat ta-sil-ti

In E-kitus-girzal, the abode of peace, she dwells in joy.
Elsewhere the temple is mentioned in a Nee-Babylonian commercial document as "the
temple of Belet-Eanna on the canal bank, in Newtown, which is in Babylon" (Strass-

[ ... ]x ki.tus sa gir 17· < zal> .la.zu na.an.sub
[ ... s1z:-bat ta-Sil-ti-ka Ia ta-nam-di

Do not cast down [(Temple name)], your abode of joy!
And also, in a hymn to dlamma.sa 6 .ga (Sjoberg, JCS 26, p. 162, 5):
[e i.lu g]ir 17 .zal su

=

hi-it ni-gu-tim sa ta-si-il-tam ma-lu-u

House of joyousness, filled with joy!
(The restoration relies on MSL XIII, p. 161, lzi V 35: i.lu = ni-gu-tu.)
In Babylonian literature compare, in addition to passages quoted in an earlier
paragraph, the Hymn to Arbil: iii ta 5 -si-la-a-ti "'"arba-il (LKA 32, obv. 9); a suilla of
Ninurta: ina e.kur bft ta-si-la-a-ti sa-qa-a re-sa-a-ka (Ebeling, AGH, p. 24, 16); a prayer
to Marduk: [n]a-sa-a re-sa-a-ka ina bit ta-si-la-a-ti-k[a-ma?] (Lambert, A/0 19, p. 62, 40);
in the Samas Hymn: [ina e. babbar.ra bftz] nam-ru su-bat ta-si-la-ti-ka (B WL, p. 138, 193).
In royal inscriptions Nariim-Sin builds a temple for Erra that will be a "house of heartfelt
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joy" (Lambert, BiOr 30, p. 361, 26: bi-ta-am §a ta-si-la-tu li-ib-bz), while for Nebuchadnezzar II E-sagil is an "abode of joy" (PBS XV 79, i 31: §u-bat ta-si-la-a-tum).

(For the name of the ziqqurrat see II R 50, iv(!) 5, where e.ni.gur.sag is a temple tower of
Nippur; cf. also the Canonical Temple List, where an e.ni.te.gur.sag occurs among
temples of Enlil: Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 365, 25.)
Equally explicit is the Old Babylonian Hymn to Papulegarra in its description of Kes
(Pinches, JRAS Cent. Suppl. (1924), p. 73 and pl. 9, 27-30):
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23 This temple of !Star, here in her astral aspect as the 'star' Venus, shares its name with
the ziqqurrat of her great cult-centre, Akkade (II R 50, iv(!) 9):
e.an.da.sa.a = MIN (ziqqurrat) a-kii-de.,
A temple of this name, either the temple tower of Akkade or the sanctuary of the present
line, appears among others of !Star in the Canonical Temple List (Sm 277, iii 2, unpub.,
courtesy Moran). Compare, for the name applied to a building other than a temple,
bad.an.da.sa.a, "Wall which Rivals Heaven", as Samsuiluna called the city wall of Sippar
(year-name 16: Ungnad, RIA II, p. 183, 161). The translations of the temple name offered
by the explanatory lists (no. 3, BM 34850, rev. 4': bztu sa same sannu; no. 4, BM 34927,
23: bllu sa itti [same sitnunu?]) demonstrate that the ancient commentators were familiar
with the meaning of the Sumerian. The idea of something being so huge that it rivals the
heavens- and extends deep into the underworld- is a hyperbole common in Sumerian
and Babylonian literature (see BWL, p. 327). Temples, and other monumental buildings,
are naturally prone to such imagery. Thus in the first of the Early Dynastic zami-hymns
Nippur is described as the "city grown (tall) in the heavens, embracing the heavens"
(Lambert, BSOAS 39, p. 430', 1-2: uru an.da mu an.da gu.la). Gudea uses similar
language of E-ninnu of Ningirsu, which is the "bond of the land, grown (tall) in heaven
and underworld" (Cyl. B i l-2: quoted above, p. 266; cf. A xxiv 9, B xxiv 14); the latter
phrase recurs in a letter of !Sbi-Erra to lbbi-Sin, with reference toUr (OECT V 28-9, 6:
urimki uru.ku.zu an.ki.da mu.a). In the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns the
ziqqurrat of Eridu is similarly described (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 17, I: e.u 6 .nir an.ki.da
mu.a), E-anna of Inanna in Uruk is said to be "ascending into the midst of heaven"
(ibid., p. 29, 200: an.sa.ta e11 .de), while E-melam-gus of Nuska at Nippur "embraces the
heavens" (p. 19, 52, read mus an.da gu.'la'.a), a phrase also used of Kes in the Kd
Temple Hymn (Gragg, ibid., p. 167, 15: an.da gu.la.a, see further Lambert, Zikir !iumim,
p. 215). In the same hymn the Kes temple is said to "reach up to heaven" (p. 169, 31-34,
an.ne us.sa), and this is said also of Nippur in the Hymn to Nippur (UET VI 118, ii 10:
quoted above, p. 295).
A full expression of the notion of a building "growing", to use a Sumerian term (mu),
into both levels of the cosmos is found in a bilingual litany of Enlil, where it describes
that tallest of all Babylonian constructions, a ziqqurrat (IV R 2 27, no. 2, 15-18):
kur.gal •en.lil.la ni.gur.sag gu.bi an.da ab.sa.a abzu ku.ga.be mus.bi "''"'·'us,.us,.e
sa-du-u rabU' •MIN ni.hur.sag sa re-sa-a-su sa-ma-mi sa-an-na ap-su-u el-lim surSu-du uS-SU-Su

Great mountain, Enlil (of) Ni-gursag, whose top rivals the heavens, whose base is
firmly fixed in pure Apsu.

ke-e-e§ bi-tum lu na-si re-e-su
Sa-ap-la-nu Su-ur-Su-Su er-~e-ta-am lu ta-am-bu
e-le-nu-um zi-iq-qU-Su li-iS-nu-nu Sa-ma-i
Sa-ap-la-nu-um Su-ur-Su-Su er-~e-tam lu ta-am-bu

As for the temple Kes, may its top be lifted up,
may its roots below grasp the underworld;
may its crenellations above rival the heavens,
may its roots below grasp the underworld!
The same idea is also to be found in the Hymn to Arbil (LKA 32, obv. 15-16):
iSdame~-su ku-un-na ki-i sa rer~etim' ntl
sa uruarba-il Sli-qa-a reSetume~-su : iS-ta-na-na Same[ e)
1

Its foundations are as firm as those of the underworld;
of Arbil, its top is so high that it rivals the heavens!
Similar language is again used of a ziqqurrat by Nabopolassar, who reports that Marduk
commissioned him to "fix the foundations (of E-temen-anki) on the breast of the
netherworld, to make its top rival the heavens" (BE I 84, i 34-37: isid-sa i-na i-ra-at kigal-e a-na su-ur-su-dam re-e-si-sa sa-ma-mi a-na si-it-nu-ni); cf. further Nebuchadnezzar's
report of his work on Babylon's ziqqurrat: "I set to it to raise (high) the top of E-temenanki, for it to rival the heavens" (Weissbach, WVDOG 59, p. 46, no. 3, 22-26:
e.temen.an.ki a-na U-ul-li-im re-e-Si-Sa Sa-ma-mi a-na Si-it-nu-nim qil-tam aS-ku-un-ma).
For references to the metaphor of the temple whose "head (top) is raised up", which here
and elsewhere is parallel to the image of the temple "rivalling heaven", see above, p. 294f.
A temple of • 15-mul, perhaps that of Babylon, appears in a Sippar school tablet, BM
75144 (no. 30, 7': see below, the commentary on V 59). For Newtown, the quarter of
Babylon between the !Star Gate and E-kitus-girzal, see Tintir V 95 and commentary.
24 The temple has the same name as the great cult-centre of Sin at Ur (on which see
Ebeling, RIA II, p. 322, s.v. Ekissirgal), and a lesser-known sanctuary of this god in or
near Nippur (see no. 18, Nippur Compendium, ii 11'-13', where the name is also written
e.kes•nun.gal and e.ka.es.nun.gal, for etymological purposes). For the reading of the
name see also Sjoberg, Nanna-Suen, p. 125; TCS III, p. 75f. (and the literature there
cited); and note further the lexical evidence quoted in CAD G, p. 106, most important of
which is the following entry in Kagal Boghazkoy (MSL XIII, p. 152, 13):
e.[kiS.nu.gitl]

=

[e-gi-is]-nu-un-kal

=

bi-it •nanna
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According to list of names republished as Westenholz, Jena 173, 6, SIR (read nu 11 in the
temple name) is to be as explained as UD.GAL.NUN orthography for conventional nu
(see on this list the article of Lambert, Or Ant 20, p. 8lff.). Accordingly, the two normal
writings of the name of Sin's temples, e.gis.nu 11 .gal and e.kis.nu.gal, are perhaps to be
seen as stemming from the different orthographic traditions of the Early Dynastic period
(cf. Lambert, Joe. cit., p. 83). Mixed writings, as here, are not uncommon in the late
period.
The earliest reference to a cult of Sin in Babylon is the fifth year-name of Sumuabum,
which records his (re)building of the "exalted temple of Nanna" (mu e mal! dnanna
ba.du, Ungnad, RIA ll, p. 165, 5), an event of some importance, for it is the base of the
year-names of the next three years of his reign. Of course, it remains a possibility that the
temple mentioned there is not E-gisnu-gal but Sin's other temple in Babylon, E-nitenna,
which is also attested in the Old Babylonian period (see above, on IV 9). The present
temple first appears under its ceremonial name in Hammurapi's third year-name, which
records the king's dedication of a throne to Nanna of Babylon (dnanna ka.dingir.rakl, for
which variants have dnanna e.kis.nun.gal and e dnanna: Ungnad, RIA ll, p. 178, 105).
Samsuiluna's fifth year-name also mentions the temple (written e.kis.nu 11 .gal, ibid.,
p. 182, 150), while an unplaced year-name of Abi-esu\J records its rebuilding (year 'h',
given in full by CT 47 69, 32-34: mu a-bi-e-su-ul] JugaLe e.kis.nu.gal e sa.ge pad.da
dnanna.kam ka.dingir.rakl.a mu.un.du.a).
The temple is next heard of in the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II, who restored it
(Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 46: e.kis.nu.gal bft dsfn; I R 55, iv 27-28: e.gis.nu 11 .gal bft-su
i-na ba-bi-ilz~'; PBS XV 79, ii 34: e.gis.nu 11 .gal bit dsfn), reporting on one occasion that it
is located in east Babylon (CT 37 13, ii 42: e.giS.nu11 .gal bft dsfn bal-ri ~ft dsamsz); this
accords, of course, with its position, as Tintir IV tells us (L 27), in the quarter Kullab,
which lies on the north-east flanks of the mound Merkes. A late chronicle twice mentions
Sin's temple, written e.gis.nu 11 .gal-u, in connection with the doings of a prince Antiochus
(Grayson, ABC, p. 120, obv. 7 and 9). The temple is also mentioned in a contract from
Babylon, time of Nabonidus (Peiser, BV 91, 4: dsfn e.gis.nu.gal, coiL). A gate of a temple
of Sin figures in the ritual tablet of the Divine Love Lyrics (Lambert, Love Lyrics, p. 106,
iv 19: biib bit dsfn), but this could refer to E-nitenna, as could mention of a cult of Sin at
Babylon in the offering list BRM IV 25, 21.
As we have translated it, the temple name is appropriate to Sin as a luminary deity:
(gis).nu 11 = niiru commonly in lexical and bilingual texts (references collected in CAD N/
2, p. 347f.). The name is further explained in the explanatory temple list no. 3 as bft niir
same rabUti and, more speculatively, as bftu nii$ir kissat niSi; both interpretations are used
in the syncretistic hymn KAR 109 (obv. 8, referring to the temple of Ur, quoted in the
commentary on no. 3, BM 34850, rev. 5'-6', below). Other speculative interpretations are
given by the Nippur Compendium (no. 18), which explains the Sumerian as bitu sa
kakkusu Ia immal]l]arii, bit markas lgfgf and bflu sa ana Apsi petu biibSu (ii II' -13'; for the
etymology see the commentary).
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25 The name of this sanctuary is restored from the explanatory temple list no. 3, where
more of the ceremonial name is preserved and the reading is assured by the Akkadian
translation, bftu sa napl]ar par$1 l]ammu (BM 34850, rev. 7'). With the temple name,
which is not attested elsewhere, compare e.a.ag.ga.kilib.ur4 .ur4 , a temple of Belet-ekalli
built by Rim-Sin of Larsa (Ebeling, RIA II, p. 258; Steible, Rim-Sin, p. 70 227 ), and
e.me.kilib.su.du,, a temple of Ninimma in the Canonical Temple List (Pinches, PSBA 22,
p. 362, i 7; at Nippur, LKA 76, 3-4: Sons of Nippur). However, E-mekilib-urur is
probably to be taken simply as a variant name deriving from E-me-urur, the temple of
Nanay in Larsa and Babylon (see IV 30). That there were in Babylon both an E-mekiliburu of Sarrat-Larsa ("Queen of Larsa": the reading sarrat is demanded by a phonetic
variant, MS n) and an E-me-urur of Nanay would suggest that, while their temples both
look back to the original temple in Larsa, the two goddesses have become distinct. For
Nanay in Babylon see the commentary on her temple. Sarrat-Larsa is only attested at
Babylon here and in text no. 38, L. 12. Like Nanay she is probably an IStar figure, and this
would fit the temple name, for Inanna-!Star is very well known as a "controller of me's". See
in particular a hymn of the Old Babylonian period in which the great goddess is addressed
as "Innin, greatest of the Anunnaki, who gathers (to herself) all the me's" (Falkenstein,
ZA 52, p. 59, I: [i]n.nin 9 za.dib da.nun.ke 4 .ne me.kilib.ba ur 4 .u[r4 ]). Her mastery over the
me's is mythologically explained, of course, in the Myth of Inanna and Enki (now edited
by G. Farber-Fliigge, Der Mythos 'Inanna und Enki'; with the present line compare I v 7:
kU dinanna.<ke4> me mu.un.ur4.ur4 ma.an.na bi.in.u 5, "Pure Inanna gathered the me's
(to herself) and went on board the Boat of Heaven"). In the bilingual in.nin sa.gur4 .ra
from Harmal the phrase recurs again for Inanna-IStar (TIM IX 20, 7-9):
[e.ri.i]s nam.ma\J me an.ki ur.ru.ur an.gal sa.a?.nam
[be-~e-et f}a-ar-bi Sa pa-ar-~f Sa-me-e U er-~e-tim lja-am-ma-at it-ti a-nim ra-bi-im sita-na-at
Lady of majesty, who gathers (to herself) the ordinances of heaven and underworld,
who rivals great Anu!
The equation of me ur 4 .ur4 and par$1 ljamiimu is also known from Tintir I 32 and the
explanations of the ceremonial names E-me-urur and E-mekilib-urur in the explanatory
temple list no. 3 (BM 34850, rev. 7' and 10'), and from an OB inscription from Mari
(Charpin, MAR! 3, p. 46, 16-18: e.me.[ur4 .ur4 ] bftu mu-l]a-mi-im pa-ar-$z). In Babylonian
literature !Star is also well attested as a "gatherer of me's" (see the Merodachbaladan
cylinder, Gadd, Iraq 15, p. 133, 2: dbelet-e-af}-na a-sib-til urukkl sa kul-lat [pa]r-$i l]a-ammat; in the Uruk inscription of Esarhaddon, Borger, Esarh. p. 75, 2, she is l]a-me-mat
pa-ra-a$ da-nu-u-tu; in an incantation, King, STC II 75, 7, l]a-mi-mat gi-mir par-$i).
But IStar is not alone in this august position. The texts also speak of other gods as
"gatherers of me's", notably Ninurta (dnin-urta lja-mi-im par$!"''' $friitim'': CT 25 11, 2021, explaining his name dme.ma\!) and Nabil (in incantations, KAR 25, ii 31: l]a-mi-im
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kul-lat par~i""'; CT 17 41, K 2873, rev. 2: !ia nap-bar par-~i lja-am-mu). This exalted
function is reflected in the ceremonial names of temples of both gods, just as it appears to
be in the names E-me-urur and E-mekilib-urur for temples of aspects of Inanna-IStar.
Thus e.me.ur4 .an.na, "House of the Gathered Me's of Heaven", is a sanctuary of
Ninurta, perhaps a shrine in E-sumesa, his temple at Nippur (CT 42 24 (pl. 37), obv. 12;
Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 20, 61, and p. 62). The hymn to E-sumesa in the Collection of
Sumerian Temple Hymns is indeed full of references to me's (ibid., no. 5), and the name is
even explained in the Assyrian Temple List as bft gimir par~i ljammu (no. 20, GAB 152).
With respect to Nabil one notes the name of the ziqqurrat of E-zida, his cult-centre in
Borsippa: e.ur4 .me.imin.an.ki, "House which Gathers the Seven Me's of Heaven and
Underworld" (Unger, RIA I, p. 422f.). Compare also a sanctuary of his at Assur,
e.ur4 .ur4 , which, whatever its original significance, the Assyrian Temple List interprets as
bft bammiiti (no. 20, GAB 162); this denotes the private chamber of the master of a
household, it is true, but an allusion to "gathering of me's" is also suspected.
For me ur 4 .ur4 as an epithet of other gods see G. Farber-Fliigge, Der Mythos 'Inanna
und Enki', p. 140f.; of cities, the commentary above, on I 32.

cult-centre (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, pp. 66, obv. 20; 67, rev 17; 69, rev. 3), and it is no
surprise that in Babylon his temple is to be found paired with that of Lugalbanda and
located in the city quarter Kullab (cf. below on V 96).
With regard to the temple itself, E-ur-gubba is one of two sanctuaries of Pisangunuk in
Babylon, the other being E-esir-kalamma in the western part of the city (IV 39). In the
gate of one of them is located a throne-dais of the Asakku-Demon (KAR 142, obv. ii 5:
p. 285), while the bit dMES"•.unugkl of the Late Babylonian administrative list no. 38
(BM 77433, 14) could equally well refer to either temple.

26 The beginning of the temple's name is preserved only in MS i, not the most accurate
of sources: ur is perhaps to be understood as 'phonetic' for ur 5 , since the explanatory list
no. 3 translates E-ur-gubba as bitu mukin tereti (BM 34850, rev. 8'; for ur 5 = tertu see
the commentary ad loc.). This is the kind of divine epithet commonly found used of
temples and cities, and "House which Makes Firm the Oracles" is accordingly an
acceptable ceremonial name (for cities with similar epithets see above, on I 32; control
over divine decrees - including "oracles" - is implicit in such temple names as
e.me.ur•. ur., on which see above).
The reading of the divine name is based on the pronunciation offered by the god list
KAV 46, i 13: pi-sa-an-gu-nu-kum = d(MES.SAG.UN]UG.KI (coli.: see Geller, UHF, p.
89). The case for reading MES as pisan, in this name can be further argued from writings
with pisan(MES x A) in other god lists (unpub. sources of An = Anum V, courtesy
Lambert, and cf. below). In the third millennium the name Pisangunuk is commonly
written dMES""".unugki (Biggs, JNES 28, p. 29, iv 8'; OIP 99, p. 48, 79; Deimel, Fara II
I, obv. vii 15; 36, ii 9?!; BE I 87, i 30: Lugalzaggesi). From the Old Babylonian period
comes the orthography dMES''"[".unug"'] (Geller, UHF, p. 22 = pl. I, 45). One may also
note the defective dpisan.SES. unugk' in a Middle Assyrian god list, which explains him as
"herald of Kullab" (CT 24 35, 30: nimgir(IL) kul.aba 4 .k['.ke4 ]; cf. now von Weiher,
SpTU III 109, 15-16!). This title is also given Pisangunuk in the bilingual Utukkii lemniitu
(CT 16 3, 88-90) and a litany (SBH IV, 137-38): dMES"'.unugk 1.(ga) nimgir(DUN 4 )
kul.aba?'.(ke4 ) = dMIN na-gi-ri kul-la-bi. But according to the list of Divine Mayors he
holds this office too, also in Kullab (CT 25 14, 23; no. 18, Nippur Compendium, ii 24').
As a god with origins local to Uruk Pisangunuk appears often in the rituals of the Uruk

27 An e.sag of Lugalbanda is also known from the Canonical Temple List, following
e.KI.KAL, his sanctuary in Kullab (II R 61, no. I, rev. 22-24 + no. 2, i 6-8 + unpub.
join). One of the throne-daises of the Asakku-Demon is to be found at the gate of the
temple of Lugalbanda (KAR 142, obv. ii 4: quoted p. 285), and the temple is also known
from the LB administrative tablet, no. 38 (BM 77433, 10). Offerings to dfugal-bcm-da kulaba?' were made in Babylon on the 8th day of Kislimu, according to the late offering
calendars, BRM IV 25, 25 II SBH VII, obv. 13. One wonders whether Lugalbanda's
temple is to be connected with the bft-re!i(e.sag) a-ki-tum (known to have been, like E-sag,
in the quarter Kullab from VS V 5, 4, a document from the time of Kandalanu), a
building understood by Unger to be the "temple of the start of the Akltu-Festival"
(Babylon, p. 159).
The ceremonial name of the temple of Lugalbanda is straightforwardly interpreted as
bftu re!itu in the explanatory list no. 3 (BM 34850, rev. 9'). For the city quarter Kullab, in
which lay Lugalbanda's temple as well as the three that precede it in the list, see Tintir V
96 and commentary.
28-29 These shrines of the lgigi and Anunnaki make an obvious pair. The glosses
offered in the various MSS (listed in the apparatus) are not always helpful: MS v's SU-ki
obliges us to read Edurkuggakku and Ekagulakku, perhaps, but is contradicted by the
glosses of other sources. Final -ri in the gloss on e.dur.ku.ga is mystifying, but agreed
nonetheless in two sources (MSS gi).
A sanctuary of the same name as that of the lgigi occurs in connection with Gula as
Gasantiluba (Nintinugga) in the lament CT 44 17, rev. 18: nin ama e.dur.ku.[g]a eden.na
(se.am.sa4 ). The dais of the Anunnaki is known outside the present line only in the ritual
tablet of the Divine Love Lyrics (Lambert, Love Lyrics, p. 102ff.: in obv. i 8 read [...
e.ka.gu.l]a parak da-nun-na-ki; the ceremonial name is also found in obv. ii 6-7 and rev. iii
3-4, parak da-nun-na-ki in obv. ii 11).
30 The temple shares its name with sanctuaries of !Star as Nanay at Larsa and Uruk
(Ebeling, RIA ll, p. 361; Falkenstein, BagM 2, p. 34), and probably at Assur (Charpin,
MAR! 3, p. 46f., 16-18: time of SamSI-Adad; cf. below on no. 20, GAB 158). Two such
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temples are known to the Canonical Temple List (appearing separately in the unpublished
Inanna-IStar section: K 3436+, rev. i 9; Srn 277, rev, iii 3; courtesy Moran), and also to
the Old Babylonian list, OECT IV 161, rev. ii 27-28 (now MSL XI, p. 142, vii). For
me ur 4 .ur 4 = par~i bamiimu in temple names and divine epithets, see the commentary on
IV 25.
The cult of Naniiy is first attested in Babylon during the Old Babylonian period, when
it appears in E-tur-kalarnrna, the temple of Belet-Biibili (see Harnrnurapi's 34th yearname and Surnulael's 26th: above, p. 307). Offerings to Nanay ofe.rne.ur4 .ur4 in Babylon
were made on the 25th Kislirnu, as also were those to the same goddess in e.ur,.sa.ba
(BRM IV 25, 48 II Reisner, SBH VII, obv. 23-24; e.ur,.sa.ba being there either her
temple in Borsippa or her subtu in E-sagil, for which see further p. 282). E-rne-urur is
known to the Late Babylonian administrative tablet, no. 38 (BM 77433, 35).
On the quarter TE.Ek', situated between the city centre and the Zababa Gate, see Tintir
V 97 and commentary. The variant for the quarter name, A.I:;!Ak' (MS rn), is influenced
by the quarter Tuba, which is written thus by the same MS in 1. 43, and attests to a
corrupt tradition also found in an unpublished ritual that quotes the present line (BM
32656, rev. 3'-4': '"kur.gar.ra ana e.rne.ur4 .ur4 blt 6 na-na-a [sa qe-reb] A.I:;IA"' il-lak: 9th
day of Sirnanu). MS i's LA.A is apparently a simple misreading of an italic TE.E.

The temple in Babylon is attested in an inscription of Esarhaddon that concerns itself
with the restoration of divine statues, two of the gods in question being 6 ab.su.su
6 ab.ta.gi .gi a-!ii-ba e.gis.\)ur.an.ki.a bit 6 belet-ninuaki (Borger, Esarh., p. 84, 40-41). The
4
4
temple of Belet-Ninua also appears in no. 38 (BM 77433, 33), and its gate in KAR 142,
obv. ii 7 (p. 285) as the site of a throne-dais of the Asakku-Demon. Offerings were made
to 6 kas-si-ti sa bit 6 be/et-ni-nu-a on the 17th of Kislirnu according to the offering calendars
for that month (SBH VII, obv. 21 II BRM IV 25, 45, which gives a ceremonial name
e.\)ur.sag.an.ki.a instead of e.gis.\)ur.an.ki.a). A broken passage at the beginning of the
Religious Chronicle (Grayson, ABC, p. 133) seems to record the observation and killing
of, presumably, some wild animal in the vicinity of Belet-Ninua's temple: in i 6 read
perhaps [... (ina kuta[)? bit 6 ga]san-ni-nii-a fmurii(igi)1"], noting in the following line[ ... ]
idiikii(gaz)m''-s1u]. The temple was a well-known landmark on the west city wall,
according to Tintir V 101 and the metrological text no. 15 (BM 54634, rev. 10').

31 The reading of the name of Nuska's temple, the first of the list in west Babylon, is
determined by the variant e.nu.rna\) (MS v). We translate the name after the manner of
no. 3 (BM 34850, rev. 11': bit rube rabi; a similar interpretation, quoted in the
commentary to BM 34850, is that of the syncretistic hymn KAR 109, where E-nun-rna\) is
a temple probably in Dinikti). But the origin of the name may differ from the understanding
of it in Nco-Babylonian times: the sign group E.NUN denotes a particular cultic
chamber, read variously agrun and e.gar 6 (the same word: note the gloss [e-ga-raj-an in
Diri V 290) and translated into Akkadian by means of the loanword agarunnu, or by
kummu (for the lexical and bilingual evidence see CAD, s.v.). The ceremonial name of
Nuska's temple could thus be translated as "Exalted Sanctum". Another sanctuary of the
same name is a chapel of Sin and Ningal in E-kisnugal at Ur (Ebeling, RIA II, p. 403f.).

In the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns e.bur.sa 7 .sa 7 is an epithet of- or a shrine
within - e.rnai;) of Urnrna (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 34, 303). For references to bur sa 7 .sa 7 ,
cultic vessels into which wine and honey are poured, see ibid., p. 31, 248, and p. 101. An
e.bur.sa 7 .sa 7 also appears in Proto-Kaga/ 206 (MSL XIII, p. 72).
Elsewhere Sara's temple is only found in the Late Babylonian administrative tablet no.
38 (BM 77433, 30, obscurely coupled with that of Belili).
The city quarter Biib-Lugalirra is treated below in the commentary on V 101. It is the
northern part of west Babylon.
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32 Belet-Ninua's temple in Babylon shares its name with her sanctuary at Assur,
explained in the Assyrian Temple List as bitu sa u~uriit same u er~eti ina libbi.fu uddfi
(no. 20, GAB 151). The Babylonian temple is explained simply as bft u~uriit !iame [u er~etz]
(no. 3, BM 34850, rev. 12'). Belet-Ninua is, of course, the great goddess of Nineveh, IStar
of E-rnasrnas. The role of IStar as a goddess who controls the me's is well attested (see
above, on IV 25), and this is the allusion of her temples as horne of the "ordinances of
heaven and underworld". A shrine of the same name, but different ownership, is the seat
of Anu in Ubsu-ukkinna at Babylon (Tintir II 18'). In the Old Babylonian period e
gis.\)ur an.ki.a is an epithet of E-unir, the ziqqurrat of Eridu (in the hymn to Harnrnurapi,
TCL XVI 61, 3 = van Dijk, MIO 12, p. 64).

33 In the Canonical Temple List e.bur.sa 7 .sa 7 follows Sara's cult-centre at Urnrna (II R
61, no. 1, rev. i 2-3 + unpub. join; col!.):

e. mal;)
e.bur.sa7.sa7

[b!t] ' 6'!iara
[bit MIN]

34 The temple shares its name with a shrine of Enlil in Nippur, which appears regularly,
following e.kur and ki.ur, the temples of Enlil and Ninlil in that city, in the lists of
temples that are to be found in laments and litanies (many references to the appearance
of e.narn.ti.la in such texts are collected by Ebeling, RIA II, p. 369; particularly revealing
is the balag composition, SBH 29, rev. 1-15, in which not just the temples of Nippur
appear in the litany' but also city gates and a river: between e.ki. ur and e.rni.tum.rna.al,
both of Ninlil, is e.narn. ti.la . . . e 6 rnu. ul.lil.la.ke4 (line 6); cf. also the similar list in
Kutscher, YNER 6, p. 108ff., 158-70).
E-narn-tila in Babylon, here ascribed to Enlil in his name of Bel-rniitati, is first
mentioned by name in the 19th and 31st year-names of Arnrniditana, who furnished the
temple with a throne for Ninurta (Ungnad, RIA II, p. 188f., 230 and 242); and again in
his 34th, in which a statue of Sarnsuiluna is brought into the temple (ibid., 245). Further
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attention to the furnishings of E-namtila was paid by Ammi~aduqa, as he records in the
names of his eighth and fourteenth years (ibid., p. 190, 256 and 262). The cult of Enlil is
already established in Babylon in the time of Hammurapi, however, for this king
provided the god with an "exalted throne-dais" (bara ma(l: ibid., p. 179, 120). Indeed,
that E-namtila was already in existence in Hammurapi's reign is shown by a late copy of
one of his building inscriptions, from Borsippa (King, LIH I 59). No temple name
survives in the text, which records the construction for Enlil of a "storehouse of his
delight in Babylon, the city of his dwelling" (rev. 20-23: i-nu-su tin.tir' 1 til na-ar-me-su bit
su-tum-me lju-ud lib-bi-su e-pu-uS). The colophon, however, makes it clear that E-namtila
is the building referred to, for this was the site of the original inscription (ibid., rev. 24-28
= Hunger, Kolophone, p. 55, 140): sa muljlji mu-sar-e sa e.nam.tiJa sa lja-am-mu-ra-pi
sarri mri-mut-dgu-la ... i-na e.zi.da bfti na-ram dnabU u-ki-in, "(A copy made) from the
E-namtila inscription of King Hammurapi R!miit-Gula ... placed in E-zida, the temple
beloved of Nabu". The reference to the temple in Hammurapi's inscription as a
"storehouse" causes no difficulties, for the expression is figurative: compare, in the
Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns, the temple of Nuska at Nippur described as
dutum denJiLlit, "storehouse of Enlil" (Sjoberg, TCS III, p, 19, 50).
E-namtila also occurs, among other temples of Babylon, in the hymn KAR 109 (obv.
18: quoted below, in the commentary on no. 3, BM 34850, rev. 13'-14'), and is further
found in no. 38 (BM 77433, 25), an administrative document, and in no. 40 (BM 38293,
7'), apparently a ritual or cultic text. Given the location of the temple in the quarter
Kumar, of which E-namtila is an important landmark (V 100), it is interesting to note a
deed from the reign of Nabopolassar dealing with waste land in Kumar, which abuts a
plot belonging to a son of Nabu-nii~ir-apli, a sangiJ of e.nam.tiJa (TCL XII 19, 2-7).
In the explanatory list of the temple names of Babylon, no. 3, E-namtila is explained as
bft bunnanne and as bft balli{i (BM 34850, rev. 13'-14'); the latter translation is also found
for the E-namtila of Gula at Assur in the Assyrian Temple List (no. 20, GAB 176).

Elsewhere in Tintir E-esma(l is a prominent feature of the quarter Kumar (V 100).
Outside this text e.es.ma(l appears in K 9876, a tablet concerned with the New Year
Festival of Babylon (obv. 2; copy in Pallis, Akitu Festival, pl. 8). A temple of Ea probably
follows other temples of west Babylon in the administrative tablet, no. 38 (BM 77433, 34;
text broken).
The temple name is explained in no. 3 (BM 34850, rev. I 5') as bit rube, no doubt an
allusion to its owner (cf Enki's epithet nun.gal, especially in Enki and the World Order:
Sjoberg, TCS III, p, 53).

35 e.es.[ma(l] can be restored among other temples of Ea in the Canonical Temple List
(II R 61, no. I, obv. 16), which knows also of a temple of Enlil of the same name
(Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 365, 13). Note further a shrine es.ma(l in Ka-ma(!, a gate of Esagil, also belonging to Ea (Tintir II 42). eS.ma(l occurs parallel to es.abzu, between Eridu
and Kuara, in the balag composition, Reisner, SBH 28, obv. 4, and again in the company
of es.abzu in II R 58, no. 6, 45 (mfs pi), and is probably there a by-name of the great
temple of Eridu, as in the hymn to Enki CT 36 32, 3: ki.tus ku sa.ge bi.pad.da.zu abzu
es.ma(l.a (coiL Kramer, Iraq 36, p. 98). In the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns the
ziqqurrat of this temple is given the epithet es.ma(l (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 17, 18). The
name es.ma(l perhaps refers - at least where sanctuaries of Ea are concerned - to the
cosmic abode of the god of Apsil, which in the Creation Epic goes by the similar name of
es.gaLla (Enuma elis IV 144-45: see Lambert in Blacker and Loewe, Ancient Cosmologies,
p, 55; also George, Iraq 48, p. 133, 4 and note).
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The reading of the temple name is determined by the writing [e].ka.dim.ma in MS q,
Note also MS v's e.ka.edin.na, "House, Gate of the Steppe", a variant name which MS i
is perhaps in search of (see the apparatus). On other sanctuaries of Belili, at once the
sister of Dumuzi and an ancestor of Anu, see Jacobsen, JNES 12, pp. 168", 182 49 ,
where an e dbeJiJi is apparently located near a place called edinJiLh\ (cf e.ka.edin.na?).
Belili's temple in Babylon is elsewhere only found in the administrative tablet, no. 38 (BM
77433, 30: paired with that of Sara). In E-sagil she shares a subtu with her husband Alala
(Tintir II 14),
36

37 E-me-sikilla is listed in the Canonical Temple List with Amurru's other temple in
Babylon, E-namtagga-du(la (quoted above p, 306). Compare the Old Babylonian list
OECT IV 161, rev. iii 35-36 (MSL XI, p. 142, viii): e.me.sikil, e.me.sikiLla. MS v's
variant name, e.mab, is unexplained.
An e.me.sikil of dmar.du was restored by Damiq-illsu, last king of the First !sin
Dynasty, though it is a moot point whether this refers to the temple in Babylon (on this
king and Babylon see the commentary on the following line). He describes it as idutum
ki.ag.ga.ni, "(Amurru's) beloved storehouse" (Hallo, JNES 18, pp. 56 and 60, A 7556,
19-20). The temple of this name in the administrative tablet no. 38 (BM 77433, 31) is,
however, certainly in the city.
For me.sikilJa, a stock Sumerian phrase, see Enki and the World Order 133 (Bernhardt
and Kramer, WZJ 9, p, 234); Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 42, 425 and 428; Nanna-Suen, p. 108,
8, and further references, p, 112.
38 Samas's temple in Babylon is listed with others in the Canonical Temple List (Craig,
AJSL 13, p, 220, Sm 289, rev. i 11-14):

e.babbar.ra
e.babbar.ra
e.di.ku,.kalam.ma
e.di.ku,.da

=
=

bit (dsamas (sa sippar' 1)]
bi[t MIN (sa larsa")]
b[ft 3 (.M blibi!z~ 1 )]
[bit 4]

An e.di.ku 5 .kalam.ma also appears in Proto-Kagal (MSL XIII, p. 73, 220).
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The earliest mention of a temple of this name is in a year-name of Damiq-illsu of Isin
(mu e.di.ku 5 .kalam.ma •utu.ra mu.du: Ungnad, RIA II, p. 147, 211). While Kraus (JCS
3, p. 88) and Edzard (Zwischenzeit, p. 158 842 ) would place this temple in Isin, Hallo
(JNES 18, p. 56) has reservations, pointing out that Damiq-illsu also rebuilt an E-me-sikil
of Amurru, which may be the temple of this name in Babylon, and putting forward
evidence for Isin controlling other parts of Babylonia (Akkad) during the early years of
his reign. There is also a 'Street of Damiq-illsu' in the city (V 76). Taken together, two
temples and a street associated with this king are strong indications of a building
programme in a city that must have been under his control for more than a short period
of time.
A second attestation of the temple in the Old Babylonian period is in a letter of Abiesul;1, eighth king of the First Dynasty of Babylon (•utu e.di.ku,.kalam.ma, Frankena,
AbB II 73, 3). Note further its appearance in document from the time of Ammi~aduqa
(CT 2 l, 29; 6, 39). The cult of Samas at Babylon is also known from the time of ApilSin, according to his 17th year-name (mu '"gu.za bara.mah •utu ka.dingir.raki mu.un.
na.dim.ma, Ungnad, RIA II, p. 166, 81). E-diku-kalamma was restored by that untiring
builder, Nebuchadnezzar II (I R 55, iv 31; Wadi Brisa B vi 3; PBS XV 79, ii 36), who
locates it in the western part of Babylon ( CT 37 14, ii 43: e.di.ku 5 .kalam.ma bit •samas ...
ba!-ri ereb •samsi). The location of this temple of Samas in west Babylon (more
specifically, as the present text reveals, in the quarter Kumar) perhaps explains how a
representation depicting the cult-statue and regalia of Samas came to be found in the area
during the reign of Nabu-apla-iddina, which happy circumstance enabled the king to
refashion the statue and so properly re-instate the cult of Samas in E-babbarra of Sippar
(V R 60 = BBSt 36, iii 15-iv 28). While some have dismissed this discovery as fraudulent,
one should note that at the time E-diku-kalamma may well have been in disrepair or even
disuse - following the Aramean disturbances - and accordingly it is not improbable
that an exploration of its site would have yielded up a pictorial representation of the god
(the text speaks of a fired clay image- u-~ur-ti ~al-mi-sit ~ir-pu sa lja-a~-bi (iii 19-20)than which there are few objects more durable, but, at the same time, less prone to
looting).
Also in west Babylon are the Samas Gate and his procession street (V 56 and 74). The
temple is mentioned in the offering calendar, BRM IV 25, concerning ritual activities on the
18th day of Aral;1samna (line 7), and also appears in no. 38 (BM 77433, 29), the late
administrative document. A temple e.di.ku 5 .kalam.ma is found in the listings of Babylonian
temples that occur in litanies and laments (Langdon, BL 36, 7; 186, rev. 5; Reisner, SBH
17, obv. 7; Kutscher, YNER 6, line 256) and might appear from its position in such texts,
following Sippar and E-babbarra, to be a sanctuary in that town or a shrine within the
great temple. But the sequence of temple names in these texts is not always topographical
- note the regular inclusion of Babylon's ziqqurrat, E-temen-anki, and Zarpan!tum's
cella in E-sagil, E-dara-anna, among the sanctuaries of Nabu in Borsippa (e.g. in Reisner,
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SBH 15, rev. 4; 17, obv. 12: preceded by e.zi.da and e.mal;1.ti.la, followed by e.nam.bi.
zi.da and e.ur 4 .me.imin.an.ki). The inclusion of E-diku-kalamma in the Sippar section of
these lists is probably owed to circumstances of divine ownership rather than of
topography.
For e.di.ku 5 .da, a temple not to be confused with e.di.ku 5 .kalam.ma (otherwise
Ebeling, RIA II, p. 475, s.v. Esakud), as is evident from the passage of the Canonical
Temple List quoted above, see a dedicatory inscription to Ammi~aduqa from Sippar, in
which Samas is lugal e.di.ku 5 .da (King, LIH I 69 = Sollberger, Iraq 3!, p. 90, 4). The
reading da(TA) is supported by lines 24-25: igi •utu e.di.ku 5 .da.ta, "in the presence of
Samas of E-dikud".

39 The line is most notable for its variants. Three sources (MSS gxfl) read the
ceremonial name as the composite text; MS m has galam for kalam, but the remaining
sources pose more serious problems: v appears to have (perhaps! cf. IV 15) e.[ni]g.
gidar(PA).kalam.ma, i may read [e.e].sl[r].kalam.ma, while the [... ].da?.kalam.ma of MS
kk is different again.
For Pisangunuk and his temples in Babylon see Tintir IV 26 and commentary.
40 Adad's temple is also known from the list no. 39 (K 8382, obv. ii b 4). The temple
name is appropriate to Adad as divine guga!!u, responsible for the irrigation that brings
fertility and an abundant harvest (cf. further his temple in Uruk, e.l;1e.nun, "House of
Plenty": Ebeling, RIA II, p. 302).
E-naml;1e first appears in year-names of Hammurapi (mu e.nam.l;le e •iskur ka.dingir.
ra" ba.du: Ungnad, RIA II, p. 179f., 130, Hammurapi 28) and Ammi~aduqa (his 13th:
ibid., p. 190, 261), but the building of Adad's sanctuary is earlier recorded by Sumulael
(year seven: mu e •iskur.re [ba].du, ibid., p. 165, 21). In a dedicatory inscription of the
first Nebuchadnezzar Adad is addressed as (Bohl; BiOr 7, p. 43 and pl. 2, 11):
lugal e.nam.l;le e.ki.tus.l;le.gal.ti.l[a]
be-e! e.nam.l;le a-sib e.ki.tus.l;le.[gal.ti.la]
Lord of E-naml;le who dwells in E-kitus-l;legal-tila.
The latter temple name, "House, Abode of Life-Giving Abundance", is either an ornate
by-name for E-naml;le, or the name of Adad's chapel within it: the Sumerian line would
favour the former view, the Akkadian the latter. The etymologist of the syncretistic hymn
KAR !09 certainly plays on the temple name, as is his wont, when he addresses his
goddess in E-naml;le of Babylon as "lady of plenty, provider of abundant produce" (be-let
nu-ulj-si mu-dd-Sil-at lji-i$-ba: obv. 19). The significance of the name is not lost on
Nebuchadnezzar II, who records that he rebuilt E-naml;le "for Adad, who brings about
abundance in my land" (a-na •adad mu-sa-izs-ki-in benga!li i-na mati-ia e.nam.l;le bft-su i-
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na ka.dingir.rakl ab-ni,: I R 55, iv 35-37). Elsewhere he calls it e.nam.\)e bit •adad lib-ba
ku-ma-n~' (Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 48), which might be a quotation of the present line
(for Kumar, the oldest and most central quarter of west Babylon see Tintir V 100 and

of a cult of !Star at E-kitus-garza may perhaps have brought about the naming of the
quarter around it with a toponym with which the goddess was associated: compare the
more obvious use of existing toponymy in the naming of the quarter Kullab, site of cults
of gods of the southern Kullab, near Uruk.
Two sources offer variant readings for the ceremonial name of Belet-Eanna's temple in
Tuba: MS i evidently read e.garza, omitting ki.tus; v has something quite different- not
for the first time! - read perhaps e.ki.s[a.d]ug4 .g[a] and understand sa as 'phonetic' for
sa: "House, Place of Regular Offerings".

commentary).
E-nam\)e is mentioned in the Babylonian offering list, BRM IV 25, in a passage dealing
with rites of the 18th Ara\)samna (line 6, in the company of E-diku-kalamma). It appears,
again paired with the temple of Samas, in the administrative tablet no. 38 (BM 77433,
28). In a ritual(?) fragment, no. 40, E-nam\)e is sandwiched between E-namtila and E-sabad, the temples of Enlil and Gula in west Babylon (BM 38293, 8'), while in the Archive
of Mystic Heptads the temple is the location for a throne-dais of the Asakku-Demon
(KAR 142, obv. ii 6: p. 285).
The variant orthography e.nam.ma\) (MSS gv) is also found in Reisner, SBH 68, obv.
II, and 48, rev. 60. MS ff (see apparatus) apparently confuses this line with line 34.
41 This sanctuary, one of two temples of Belet-Eanna in Babylon, is well known from
the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II, who locates it in the western part of the city (CT
37 14, ii 43: e.ki. tus.garza bft •betet-e-an-na bal-ri ereb •sami!). A more specific location of
the temple is given in other of his inscriptions, in which it is said to be "in the recess of
the city wall (of Babylon)" (sa tu-ub-qa-at duri: V R 34, ii 9; i-na tu-ub-qa dur ka.dingir":
I R 55, iv 47; tu-ub-qa-at duri: Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 50; PBS XV 79, ii 37; sa tu-ubqa-at duri: Wadi Brisa B vi 5). The same designation, which serves to distinguish this
temple of Belet-Eanna from the one in east Babylon, E-kitus-girzal (which is her temple
"on the canal bank": see IV 22 and commentary), is also found in no. 38 (BM 77433, 24:
sa tu-ub-qu duri). The offering calendar BRM IV 25, 22, lists offerings for both temples of
Belet-Eanna on the 7th day of Kislimu (restore •be!et-e-an-na kisiid palgi ... •betet-e-an-na
t[ub-qat dun]). The "recess of the city wall" rather suggests a place where the wall
changed direction (tubqu also has the meaning "corner", at the point where two walls
meet), but there were no such places in the quarter Tuba, where Tintir sites E-kitus-garza.
The reference may therefore be merely to a corner made by a projecting tower, such as
would undoubtedly have formed part of the monumental Samas Gate. For this reason
the temple is shown on our sketch map (fig. 4 on p. 24) as adjacent to this city gate, but
the location is, of course, very tentative. The owner of E-kitus-garza, Belet-Eanna, "Lady
of E-anna", is !Star of Uruk. Given the temple's location in the quarter Tuba (the first of
the three so listed in the present text), it is interesting to note a goddess dMUS-A.tJA" in
the greeting formulae of two Old Babylonian letters (CT 43 51, 3; 54, 4). That the
toponym in this divine name (to be read Belet-Tuba? For •MUS = be/et in divine names
seep. 307) refers to the city quarter of Babylon is unlikely, for this part of the city does
not appear to be the site of a settlement of great antiquity; but other places called
Tuba(A ..IJA)kl are known (see the commentary on V 102), and it seems that one of them
is to be associated with an !Star cult of some significance. The establishment in Babylon
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42 The temple name appears in other lists, namely MSL XI, p. 14, Hh XXII4 10:
e.sa.badkl = bi-it dgu-la; and no. 39 (K 8382, rev. i 3). The entries seem to refer to a place
rather than simply a building, and the picture is thus one of a settlement growing up
around a temple and adopting its name. The Revolt Against Nariim-Sin mentions an
e.sa.badkl bit •gu-la (var.: e.sa.ba.ad bft •nin-kar-ra-a[k]), apparently near Kis (Grayson
and Sollberger, RA 70, p. 112, G 25 II M 14). However, the original temple E-sa-bad is
probably that attested in or near Isin- either part of Gula's cult-centre Egal-ma\), or an
independent temple. This sanctuary is regularly mentioned in litanies (e.g. the balag of
uru.\)ul.a.ke4 : SBH 52, obv. 31 II van Dijk and Mayer, BagM Beiheft 2, no. 17, 32 II BM
35021, obv. 10', following e.gal.ma\) and e.as.te; note the writing, 9 lines earlier,
'e'.sa.ba.ad), and also appears among other temples of Gula-Ninisinna in !sin and Larak
in Sin-iddinam's letter to the goddess (OECTV 30 = Hallo, Kramer Anniversary Volume,
p. 214, 7). Apart from this southern E-sa-bad and that listed for Babylon in the present
line, a temple of the same name and ownership is known at Assur, leaving no doubt that
the ceremonial name e.sa.bad is one traditionally associated with Gula. The Assyrian
Temple List explains the name as bft petfit uzni and bftu ni'i~ir qubUri (no. 20, GAB 17475). The former explanation is evidently conventional, for it appears again in the hymn
KAR 109, where the goddess is addressed in terms which reflect the composer's understanding of the temple name (obv. 20, among other temples of Babylon):
ina e.sa.bad pe-ta-at uz-ni na-ba-at ta-bi-ni

In E-sa-bad she is one whose ear is open, who calls the fold (into being).
(On the syntax of the phrase petal uzni see Reiner, StOr 55, p. 178.) Here sa is interpreted
first as uznu (as MSL IX, p. 7, Hh XV 43, "'"sa = uz-nu) then as nabu (for sa4 ); bad as
petu and as tabfnu, a shelter for sheep (cf. [a].bad = ta-bi-nu, MSL XII, p. 107, Lu 96). A
deity whose "ear is open" is one who readily listens to the prayers of the supplicant, and
is thus an image appropriate to benevolent godheads in general, with no special
application to Gula, goddess of medicine. An effort to link the temple name more closely
to the character of its divine owner has been made by E.K. Ritter, who sees in e.sa.bad an
original meaning "House of the Opening of the Vein" (AS 16, p. 313 18 , presumably
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relying on sa = ser'iinu). However this may be, the translation offered in the present
work follows the compilers of KAR I 09 and the Assyrian Temple List, with the
justification that, while this may not be the original meaning of the temple name, it is at
least how the ancients themselves came to understand it.
For Gula in Babylon in the Old Babylonian period, and for her other temples in
Babylon, see above, the commentary on IV 5. In historical texts the first mention of E-sabad in Babylon is in an inscription of Assurbanipal, who records that he "completed Esa-bad, the temple of Gula which is in Babylon, from its base to its parapet" (Millard,
Iraq 30, p. 108, 13'-14': e.sa.bad bit 'fgu-la sa qe-re]b ka.dingir.ra•• [is-tu usS]i(uru 4 )-su ad[i gab-dib-bi-su u]-sak-lil). The temple was restored by Nebuchadnezzar II along with
another sanctuary of Gula, E-gursag-sikilla-Egal-mag (I R 55, iv 38-41: quoted above, p.
305), and it also appears in his inscriptions when he furnishes with a canopy the cult
statue of Gunura "who sits in E-sa-bad" (Wadi Brisa B vi 9-10: 'gu-n[u-r]a ... a-.fi-ba-'at
e'.[sa.b]ad; note the variants 'gu-'nu 6 -ra' and e.sa.bad in A ix 34). Gunura is often the
daughter of Gula, but in E-sa-bad it can also be a name of the goddess herself (see
Edzard, RIA Ill, p. 70 I f.).
Offerings were made to the gods of !sin and E-sa-bad in Babylon on the 25th day of
Aragsamna, according to the calendar, BRM IV 25, 17. The temple appears in the ritual
tablet of the Divine Love Lyrics (Lambert, Love Lyrics, p. 104, iii 15) and in the
fragmentary ritual no. 40 (BM 38293, 9'), paired with Belet-Eanna (1. 10'), the goddess of
the temple listed in the previous line of Tablet IV. Final mention of E-sa-bad in Babylon
comes from documents from the archive of the Arsacid banker Ragimesu, demonstrating
the continuing use of the sanctuary into the last century B.C. (CT 49 153, 8; 161, 2;
G.J.P. McEwan, Iraq 43, pp. 132, 3, 26 and 29; 136, 5).

Other temple names that reflect Nabil as "director" are e.sid.du.an.na.ki, a name of his
cella in Borsippa and itself explained as bftu piiqid kissat [same u er~eti?] in text no. 28,
BM 76887, 5'; and perhaps e.sid.du, a shrine in E-sagil (Tintir II 3").
The name of Nabu's sanctuary in the quarter Tuba is known only from the present line
(note the variant of MS i, 'e'.MES.I.I.ki.sar.ra, which is perhaps too far removed from
e.sid.du.ki.Sar.ra to be accounted a corruption), but the temple also appears in the
administrative tablet no. 38 as [bit] 'nabii sa tu 9 (KV)-ba (BM 77433, 26). On the quarter
Tuba, also written A ..IJA•' (as MS m in this line), see further Tintir V 102 and
commentary.

43 The temple's name is an allusion to a common name of its owner, Nabu, who is
'sid.du.ki.Sar.ra in god lists (CT 25 35, obv. 22 II 36, obv. 21; Sp II 500, rev. 9: copy of
Strassmaier in Neugebauer, Exact Sciences, pl. 14; Cavigneaux, BagM !0, p. 126, W
23688, 2), and repeatedly in a litany (Lambert, Albright Festschrift 1971, pp. 344, 6; 345,
4; 346, 10). The name appears again in a late dedicatory inscription to Nabu (Lambert,
A/0 18, p. 386, 18), where it is translated pa-qid kis-sat same' u er~etim"m, "director of all
heaven and underworld", an epithet also given to Nabu by Nebuchadnezzar II (I R 5!,
no. I, i 13; Ball, PSBA II, p. 160f., i 15), by Nabonidus (Bezold, PSBA 11, p. 93, i 16)
and by the authors of a Nee-Babylonian letter (ABL 1105, rev. 7) and deed of sale (CT 55
130, 14-15). The same phrase translates a slightly different form of the name in a Gattung
I incantation (Ebeling, ArOr 2!, p. 365, 13, where the Sumerian reads sid.du an.ki.
sar.ra.ke4 ); note also a fancier paraphrase in Advice to a Prince: 'nabu ... sa-niq ki.fsat
same u er~eti mu-ma- '-[ir] gim-ri, "Nabu ... who supervizes all heaven and underworld,
who governs everything" (BWL, p. 114, 53). For sid.du as an epithet of other gods, see
van Dijk, SGL II, p. 51 (reading sita 5 .du).

TINTIRV

If we are right to conflate line I of MS o with the catch-line of MS a, then the line lists
two throne-daises (on parakku see the introduction, p. 12). One might then assume that
on both manuscripts this one line of tablet contains two lines of text, and that the
following lines of MS o should be renumbered as ll. 3 ff. The overlap between MSS ot
would then cover l. 8 as well as 7. However, the statistical summary of Tablet V gives a
total of 55 daises of Marduk (1. 83), and while we are not absolutely constrained to insist
that this agrees with the number of daises presented in 11. 1-48 (the figures for streets do
not tally either), it may be that some of the early, more broken, lines of Tablet V listed
two daises not one.
The name of the first dais exhibits a tone of lament that recurs later in the Tablet (see
II. 21 and 38). Probably it is to be seen as a pious exclamation intended to evoke the pity
of Marduk, in whose power it was to relieve whatever distress might afflict the city.
!Semmesuppeya i·s perhaps a divine name: see below, on V 36.
9-11 We expect epithets of Marduk, in the manner of the following lines. Marduk is
known as the "protection" of the gods (e.g. in Eniima eli§ VII 38: ~[u-lu-u]l-Su-un ra-apsu), whose champion he is in the fight with Ti'iimat; and also of Babylon (in the lament K
5160, Meek, BA XI!, p. 75, no. 4, 7-8: tin.tirkl dul 6 .[la] = ~u-lul ba-ab-i-[lzl, this being a
function of the city god.
12-13 As epithets of Marduk the names of these daises find a parallel in Eniima eli§ VI
135, where Marduk is tu-kul-tu 4 ma-a-ti ali u nisi""'-su, "mainstay of the land, the city
and his people".
14 This dais is given as a venue for the recitation of prayers to Marduk in K 9876
(copy: Pallis, Akitu Festival, pl. 9), a collection of prayers used during the New Year
procession; the rubric in obv. 25 can be restored to read:
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[an-nu-u sa ina bara t]a-li-mat al]bem"'-su iq-qab-bu-[u]

This is what is recited at the Dais "Twin of his Brothers".
Other surviving rubrics mention the Dais of Destinies (obv. 4, parak simiiti'"": this is
Marduk's shrine, du 6 .ku in Ubsu-ukkinna, on which see Tintir II 17' and commentary); a
"dais at the bend of the river" (obv. 14, parak si-!Jir niiri: perhaps just outside the !Star
Gate - where the river did indeed bend - at the point where Marduk embarked his
procession barge, Ma-umusa, for the journey upstream to the Akltu House); and finally
Marduk's throne-dais in the Akltu House itself (rev. 28, bitra.map). The order of the
prayers listed in K 9876 is very probably topographical, following the sequence of the
procession, and accordingly it is clear that the dais Talimat a!J!Jesu is to be sought outside
the bounds of the city proper, between the "bend in the river" and the Akitu House
(perhaps at the point of Marduk's disembarkation upstream of the IStar Gate). This dais
is thus the only structure listed in Tintir which is known to be outside the inner city.
It is strange, of course, that Marduk should be talimtu rather than talimu, but a parallel
is provided by the Nippur Temple List, which explains the temple of Nuska at Nippur as
bit a!Ji talimti Anim (no. 19, 19'). Like Marduk and Nuska a!Ju too is masculine!
15-17 In 1. 15 one might read ut-nen 6 or emend to ut-nen! ekallfya, especially since the
relevant MS (y) is prone to idiosyncracy and error. There is also a street Kurub-lisme
(listed in V 73, and followed by a yet obscurer phrase).
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20 This dais is important enough to figure as a point of reference for the city quarter
TE.P' in V 97. With it compare a dais of Marduk's wife as Queen of Heaven listed in no.
9 as lqullii !Stariitu ana Zarpanftum (BM 34878 // 77236, 13').
21

See the commentary above, on line 18.

25 A shrine of the same name appears in the lament CT 36 46, 4: ub.sapar.ra ub
a.Se.er.ra.mu, "my

Ub~saQarra,

niche of woe!"

26-27 These exhortations to Marduk to destroy evil recall the explanations of his names
•sup.rim, •sup.gu.rim, •zap.rim and •zap.gu.rim in Eniima eliS VII 43-56 and elsewhere:
see further the epithets of Babylon in I 24-25 and commentary.
28 The dais of Liimur-dlnsu, "May I Experience his Judgement", also occurs in the dais
list no. 9 (BM 34878 // 77236, 4'), perhaps as one of several at the gate of the temple of
Ningiszida. Liimur-dlnsu appears in the company of Mustesir-pabli, another god of
Marduk's court, in Boissier, DA, p. 210, 19; cf. Lambert, A/0 19, p. 115.
29 Ukkumu, "Seizer" (? although a II/I stem of ekemu is otherwise only found in
Weidner, !Tn, no. I, iii 25), is one of Marduk's dogs (An = Anum II: CT 24 16, 19-22 II
28, 74-76; cf. Sp II 500, obv. 3-6, copy of Strassmaier in Neugebauer, Exact Sciences,
pl. 14):

18 This name and that in 1. 21, with their odd use of idu, are puzzling. Both lines are
syntactically clear, but their meanings are less easy to divine; idu, "arm", can be used
figuratively for "strength", and thus perhaps, in the case of a city, for "(armed) might".
But how should Marduk have "gone around" or "sought" (sa!Jiiru), and then "carried
off" (tabiilu) the "might of Babylon"? The tone of the latter would appear to be one of
lament, which does occur, though rarely, elsewhere in the names of these daises (see lines
I and 38).

He also occurs in MSL XVI, p. !59, Nabnitu XVII 175, •uk-ku-mu = SU-u. The dais of
Ukkumu is also to be found in K 8742, a fragment of a ritual of E-sagil (ii 5, unpub.).

19 The name of this dais recalls one of Marduk's best-known names, •sa.zu, "Knower
of the Heart", which is explained in Enilma elis VII 35:

35 For Ababa, one of the two gate-keepers of E-sagil, see the commentary above on II
29'-30'.

•sa.zu mu-de-e lib-hi ilf sa i-bar-ru-u kar-su
Sazu, who understands the thoughts of the gods, who can examine (their) minds.
Cf. similar interpretations of this name in III R 53, no. 2, obv. 14 (esoterica), in a hymn
to Nabu (LKA 16, 9) and in a cylinder ofNabopolassar (al-Rawi, Iraq 47, p. 3, 15); and a
parallel epithet found in Neriglissar's inscription, CT 36 17, i 17, where Marduk is
described as apkallu sa li-ib-bi •i-gi4 -gi4 ka-la-mu mu-du-u, "sage who knows the thoughts
of all the Igigi". Marduk is, of course, especially blessed with insight, being the "lord of
wisdom" (bel nemeqi) par excellence.

•uk-ku-mu
•suk-ku-lu
•ik-su-da
•i!-te-bu

su
su
SU
SU

4.am ur.gi 7 •amar.utu.ke4

36 Compare with the name of this dais the personal names I-le-'-•Bel (Strassmaier, Nbn
437, 2), Ile'(da)-•Marduk (603, 3), and with the infinitive, as here, Ile'(da)-bul-lu!-•Marduk
(Nbk 357, 10; cf. VS V 101, 4: '"a.gal-ti.la-•asar.re). Other names of daises listed in the
present Tablet (e.g. 1. 40) compare with the more ornate kind of personal name found
after the Kassite period, and one wonders how many of the daises are named, as those of
lines 28 and 29 are, after minor members of Marduk's entourage.
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37 Erua is a well-known name of Zarpanltum, as in CT25 35, obv. 13-14// 36, obv. 1213:

the wall's north stretch and one on its south stretch. The former is identified by its
inscription as the !Star Gate, a fact which equates the Uras Gate with the southern city
gate, whose position, some 90 metres east of the quay wall, supports the figure of 181
cubits given in no. 15 for the distance between the Uras Gate and the quay (for the
excavations see Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 58f. and pl. 41). The !Star and Uras Gates thus
form the two termini, upper and lower, of the east city wall, as confirmed by a cylinder of
Nabopolassar which commemorates the wall's reconstruction "from the bank of the
Ara!J.tu River (on the wall's) upper stretch, where the !Star Gate is, to the bank of the
Ara!J.tu (on its) lower stretch, where the Uras Gate is" (ul-tu kisiid ••a-ra-aiJ-tim sid-di
e-!i-i sa abut •war a-di kisiid a-ra-aiJ-tim sid-di sa-ap-!i-i sa abut •uras: al-Rawi, Iraq 47,
p. 4, 33-35; cf. p. 8ff., figs. 5, 7 and 8 = Bahija Khalil, Sumer 35, p. 164ff.). At the same
time these two city gates marked the approximate termini, north and south, of the Ara!J.tu
quay wall, whose reconstruction, begun by Nabopolassar, was completed by Nebuchadnezzar II "from the !Star Gate to the Uras Gate" (ul-tu abut •is-tar a-di abut •uras: PBS
XV 79, ii 13-14; cf. Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., ii 9, •u-ra-as; CT 37 12, ii 30, it-ra-M; Wadi
Brisa B v 28).
The southern position of the Uras Gate explains its name, for it evidently served the
road to Dilbat, the cult-centre of Uras south of Babylon, beyond Borsippa. Traffic from
Borsippa could also enter the city by the Uras Gate, as did the procession of NabU on his
visit for the New Year's Festival (KAR 360 = Borger, Esarh., p. 92, 13: abut •u-ra-as).
Consequently the Street of the Uras Gate served as Nabfi's processional way, repaved by
Nebuchadnezzar II along its entire stretch, from E-sagil to the city gate (ik-kib-su-na-kaar: Wadi Brisa A vii 47; see further Tintir V 70 and commentary). Nabfi's procession into
the city first took him to E-!J.ursag-tilla of Ninurta, excavated in the mound !san a!
Aswad (see above, on IV 19). This temple lay in the quarter Suanna, and in V 93 the Uras
Gate duly appears as the southern limit of the same quarter.
Together with the !Star Gate, the Uras Gate is found in the Assyrian list of the gods of
E-sagil and Babylon (Ill R 66 = Menzel, AT II 54, xi 6'). These two gates, by far the best
attested of all the city gates of Babylon, were probably of special significance for the parts
they played in divine processions, but may in any case have been the principal points of
entry into the east city.
The so-called 'Ninurta Gate' (abut •nin-urta) in a contract from the reign of Nabonidus
(Strassmaier, Nbn 293, 2), which Unger suggested as a variant name of the Zababa Gate
(Babylon, p. 74), is probably no more than an error for abut •uraS. The Uras Gate is a
common landmark used to locate property in such documents, being found, often in the
company of <•pi-qu-du (evidently a canal outside the gate) and tamirti li-ta-mujme (a
suburb, also outside the gate), in many Neo- and Late Babylonian deeds and contracts,
e.g., Strassmaier, Nbn 440, 2; 447, 3; 964, 2; Dar 26, 4; 152, 3; 227, 5; 466, 2; BRM I 73,
2 (Dar); TCL XIII 223, 5; and, unpublished, BM 54070, I (Dar); VAT 13107,2 (Nbp);
BE 55793 (Persian: Unger, Babylon, p. 73).

de-ru-ru,-a

dzar-pa-ni-tum

de-ru

MIN

See further the god lists KAV 173, obv. 5; CT 46 53, ii 2.
38 masi adi mali is the kind of phrase found in laments (e.g. Meek, BA X/I, p. 76, rev.
32ff.), beseeching the god to relent in his anger. Here Samas is the intercessor, but a
variant MS (o) may have read Qibi-dumql (see the apparatus), who is more appropriate
in such a role.
39 This dais can be restored as a parakku ~eiJru(?), "small(?) dais", in the list no. 10 (BM
38602, iii 17'-18').
40 With the shrine's name compare the Middle Babylonian personal name Libiir-zaninE-kur (MDP 6, p. 35, iii 17; BBSt 4, ii 6), and see the commentary above on line 36.
41 se-ti-ma (MS t) is taken as a late orthography for the imperative set: cf. MSS Ecc in
the apparatus. §i!tu, "to leave over", has here perhaps the nuance of "spare (life)", as it
has in tamitu's and the Neo-Assyrian Samas Prayers.
43 Compare the street of the same name (V 67), Nabii's procession road from the Uras
Gate to E-sagil.
48 A shrine of such a name would hardly be elsewhere than the !Star Gate, which may
appear as the site of a parakku in text no. II (BM 41138, 5').
49 We understand nakar as stative (lit.: "Its Taboo is the Enemy"), written in MSS tee
with redundant final vowel, a typical Late Babylonian orthography. With the name of the
Uras Gate compare that of the Tisarru Gate at Assur, Ikkibsa-la-magru (no. 20, GAB
127).
According to the Religious Chronicle the Uras Gate was already standing in the reign
of one of the predecessors of NabU-mukin-apli, probably Simbar-si!J.u of the Second
Sealand Dynasty (Grayson, ABC, p. 135, 7; p. 136, 19). This is no surprise, for the wall
lmgur-Enlil dates to at least the eleventh century, if not earlier (see below on V 57-58).
The primary evidence for the gate's location on the southern stretch of the eastern city
wall, as has long been traditional, is now the metrological text no. 15 (BM 54634, obv. 6'10'), which places it near the quay wall of the east bank of the Euphrates. Two city gates
were excavated on the eastern city wall in positions close to the ancient river bed, one on
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50 According to the metrological text no. 15 (BM 54634, obv. 1'-2') the Zababa Gate
was the next gate along the east city wall after the Uras Gate, a circumstance which
confirms the topographical relevance of the order of the gates in the present list (on this
see p. 22). As reported by Sennacherib in his campaigns against Merodachbaladan, the
Zababa Gate lay on the road from Babylon to Kis, for Merodachbaladan left the city by
this gate in order to do battle with the Assyrian army outside the latter town (Luckenbill,
OIP 2, p. 50, 21). In deeds from the reigns of Kandalanu and Nabonidus the Zababa
Gate is found in connection with the Banitu Canal (for references see below), which
flowed between Babylon and Kis (Unger, Babylon, p. 97f.). This city gate thus obviously
derives its name from the circumstance that it would have been used by Zababa in
processions to and from his city, Kis. No doubt the Zababa Gate is that referred to by
Herodotus as the Kissian Gate (Ill 155 and 158), and paired by him with the Belidian
Gate, the Marduk Gate of our next line. The same two gates are associated by
Nabonidus, who reports that he rebuilt the stretch of city wall "between the Marduk
Gate and the Zababa Gate" (text quoted below in the commentary on V 57-58). The
traditional identification of the Zababa Gate with the city gate excavated about 150
metres north of Imgur-Enlil's south-east corner fits its function as the gate serving the
road east to Kis (for the archaeology see Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 58). The distance
between this gate and the wall's corner is probably to be compared with the metrological
tablet's figure of 300 cubits between the Zababa Gate and a tower (no. 15, BM 54634,
obv. 2' and commentary).
A recently published Nee-Babylonian historical text records, among the many atrocities committed by an unidentified ruler, the burning alive, in a single day, of 16 Cutheans
at the Zababa Gate (ina abut •za-ba 4 -ba 4 sa qe-reb tin.tir"': von Weiher, BagM 15,
p. 202ff., 12-13). In deeds and contracts the gate is attested as a property landmark from
the reign of Kandalanu on: VS V 4, 2 (Kand.; Biinitu Canal); Strassmaier, Nbn 116 =
V R 68, no. l, 3 (Banitu Canal); 132, 2; 437, 3; 552, 6 (field between Zababa Gate and
abut gi-i§: see the commentary on the next line; Banitu Canal, road to Kis); 687, 2; Cyrus
337, 1; Kehler-Peiser, Rechtsl. IV, p. 69 = Archi, OrAnt 14, p. 13, 2 (Cyprus); Strassmaier,
ZA 4, p. 152, no. 9, 2 (Barzia); Dar 37, 2; 379, 67; VS VI 254, 2; BE 15293 (Artaxerxes:
Unger, Babylon, p. 75).

for §u'iiti in NB; and, in this book, the writings ku-mar for Kuar(a) (Tintir IV 40) and
su-ma-an for Suanna (V 93).

51 Our interpretation of the name differs from those of previous editors. For §u'u see
the synonym lists (Kilmer, JAOS 83, p. 425, Malku I 9: su-e-tum = be-e/-tum, alsop. 433,
Explicit Malku I 20; von Soden, LTBA II 2, i 30: su-'-u = sar-ru), and the Babylonian
Theodicy (BWL, p. 80, 188; p. 86, 254). MS y's se-'-a-su is an erratic orthography typical
of that source. The same manuscript's i-re-mu is now shown by the other sources to stand
for ire"i. The weak consonant /'/, as well as the glide fwf, can be expressed with signs
from the 'm' range: cf. /i-ir-ma-a for lir'd in Erra IV 136; ra-mi-im for rii'im in NB
personal names (ABL 202, 9; Strassmaier, Camb 92, 3); the common use of §umiiti(mu)m''

The Marduk Gate is found outside this line in contracts from the reigns of Samassuma-ukin and Darius (Weidner, AfO 16, p. 45, Bab. 28395, 4; VS III 150, 1), but this
must be what Herodotus meant by the Belidian Gate, Bel of course being Marduk (III
155 and 158, paired with the Kissian or Kis Gate of Zababa). The dearth of documentation for the Marduk Gate in legal documents no doubt prompted its equation by Unger
with the well-known Gissu Gate, but despite him, Gurney and CAD G, there is no variant
gissu for •marduk in Tintir V, either in this line or in line 69: the confusion arose through
a misreading of MS A's •am[ar.utu] in the latter line. Moreover, it is now apparent that
the GiSsu Gate was not a gate of the wall Imgur-Enlil, but belonged instead to the outer
defence built around east Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar II (see above, p. l37f.).
The Marduk Gate is to be identified with the next along the city wall after the Zababa
Gate, that is, the northernmost of the two gates excavated on the east stretch of the east
circuit of Imgur-Enlil (the excavations are reported by Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 57f.).
52 The !Star Gate remains the only gate in the city wall to be identified by means of its
own inscription, excavated in situ: it is from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II (Ko1dewey,
MDOG 12, p. 14, l-6 = WVDOG 32, p. 41, fig. 43):
[Nabu-kudurr!-u~ur §ar Biibili ... ]
[miir] ••nabU'-apla-u-~[u-ur sar Biibiil]
abut is8 -tar i-na a-gu[r-ri •••uqni e/letz]
a-na •marduk beti-i[a na-ak-li-is u-se-pi-is-ma]

ri-i-mu eri e-ek-d(u-tum u muSbuSSf Se-zu-zu-tz]

i-na si-ip-pi-su [us-zi-iz ... ]

I Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, ... , son of Nabopolassar, king of Babylon,
skilfully rebuilt the !Star Gate with pure lapis-glazed bricks for my lord Marduk. I
stationed at its sills fierce bulls of copper and frenzied dragons ...
The rebuilding of the !Star Gate was made necessary by Nebuchadnezzar's construction
work on the southern palace and Marduk's procession road (Ay-ibiir-sabii, the Street of
Babylon), which lay immediately inside the gate. The East India House inscription gives
the details (I R 56, v 55-vi 3):
•is,-tar-sa-ki-pa-at-te-e-bi-§a sa im-gur:•en-lil u ni-mi-it-ti-•en-lil abulliitum<! ki-la-atta-an i-na ta-am-le-e su-le-e biibiil~ 1 is-ta-ap-pi-la ne-re-ba-si-in abulliiti""' si-na-a-ti ad-

ke-e-ma mi-ilj-ra-at me-e i-Sid-si-in i-na ku-up-ri U a-gur-ri U-Sar-Si-id-ma

As for !Star-siikipat-tebisa, the entrances to both gates, that of lmgur-Enlil and that
of Nimitti-Enlil, had become too low because of the infilling of the Street of
Babylon. I demolished these gates and relaid their foundations in bitumen and baked
brick at the level of the water-table.
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(Cf. VS I 44, 3-7; Meyer, 4 Jahrtausende ... 2 , p. 233, 24-35.) A description of the new set
of gates follows (vi 4-21):
i-na a-gur-ri na 4 uqnf ellettmttm Sa rfmU U muSljuSSii ba-nu-it qer-bu-uS-Sa na-ak-li-iS U-Sepi§ gl~erenf da-nu 4-ti a-na $U-lu-li-Si-na it-Sa-at-ri-i$ gBdaliit gHiereni ta-ab-lu-up-ti siparri
as-ku-up!(TE)-pu nu-ku-se-e pi-ti-iq eri e-ma biibiiti-sa e-er-te-et-ti rimi eri e-ek-du-

u

tum U muSbuSSz Se-zu-zu-ti i-na si-ip-pi-Si-na uS-zi-iz abulliitz'meS Si-na-a-ti a-na tab-ra-ati kissat ni-Si lu-le-e us-ma-a/-lam

I skilfully rebuilt (the gate) in pure lapis-glazed baked bricks, by which means bulls
and dragons were fashioned within it; I stretched across it mighty (beams of) cedar
for its roof; I set firmly in place the doors of cedar overlaid with bronze, the
thresholds and the door-pivots, cast in copper, in each of its gates; I stationed at
their sills fierce bulls of copper and frenzied dragons, filling these gates with
splendour to the wonderment of the whole nation.
(Cf. VS I 44, 7-13; Meyer, op. cit., p. 233, 36-53.) The modern visitor to the site of
Babylon may walk through the foundations of Nebuchadnezzar's gate, which were
cleared by the German expedition (for the archaeology see Koldewey, WVDOG 32), and
observe row upon row of bulls and dragons moulded in bas-relief in the baked-brick
walls, as described by their builder. The blue-glazed superstructure has been restored and
stands in the Vorderasiatisches Museum of Berlin (an account of the work of reconstruction
and restoration is given by Jakob-Rost, FB 20, p. 22lf.). The astonishing depth of the
foundations (the heads of the lowest row of bulls were found some 18 metres below the
final street level) has caused some discussion (see most recently G. Bergamini, Mesopotamia 12, p. 150ff.); but Nebuchadnezzar himself passes comment on this, specifically
stating that the foundations for his new gate were laid "at the level of the water-table".
Until the time of Nebuchadnezzar II the !Star Gate lay sufficiently close to the river
bank to be accounted a terminal point of the Ara\)tu quay wall (see PBS XV 79, ii 12-15,
quoted below in the commentary on V 59). Nebuchadnezzar's fortifications in the
northern palace area, however, obtruded into the river bed and diverted the course of the
river westward, so that after his time the gate no longer stood as near the river as before.
This necessitated an extension of the moat walls from the !Star Gate to the river bank, a
distance which Nebuchadnezzar approximates as 360 cubits (if in the larger cubit
standard, about 270 metres, a figure which tallies with the results of the excavation;
Koldewey, MDOG 11, p. 9, ii 21-26):
f..nu-mi-Su ma-a$-$G-ar-ti k:l.dingir.rak 1 du-un-nu-nim raS-te- '-ma1 3 me 6Q.!iu am-rna-at

qa-qa-ri i-ta-a-at ni-mi-it-ti-•en-lil sa-'al-lje'-e ka.dingir.rak' a-na ki-da-a-[nim] is-tu
kisiid ••puratti a-di si-i[p-pi Sju-me-'lu' sa abul •is-ta-ar 2 ka-a-ri [d]a-nu.-tim i-na kuup-ri a-gur-ri diira sa-da-ni-iS ab-ni-m[a]

u
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At that time I sought to strengthen the defences of Babylon: for 360 cubits alongside
Nimitti-Enlil, the rampart of Babylon, on the outside, from the bank of the
Euphrates to the left-hand sill of the !Star Gate, I built two mighty moat walls of
bitumen and baked brick, (as high) as a mountain.
For other inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II which mention the !Star Gate, see the
commentary on the Ara\)tu (V 59) and on the procession road of Marduk (V 64: Ay-ibiirsabil; V 70: IStar-lamassi-ummiin!Su, the Street of the !Star Gate).
An !Star Gate is mentioned in an Old Babylonian letter as the location of a house (e sa
'ka.gal' is8 -tar: PBS VII 62, 20), from which it may be inferred that it had become the
name of a city quarter. But it is far from certain that the context of the letter is Babylon;
if it is then this !Star Gate is probably not to be identified with the north gate of ImgurEnlil, belonging rather to an older city wall of smaller compass (on the question of the
date of Imgur-Enlil, and thus the present !Star Gate, see above, p. 15). The same can be
said for ba-ab •MOS in another OB letter (AbB VI 88, 7 and 13). But the !Star Gate in
the Religious Chronicle (Grayson, ABC, p. 136, ii 21), in the context of, probably,
Simbar-si\)u, is certainly the gate of Imgur-Enlil. In the historical-literary fragment CT 51
73, 18, and in an unpublished letter of Sin-sarra-iskun (to be edited by W.G. Lambert in
Ira Spar's forthcoming volume of cuneiform texts from the Metropolitan Museum of
New York), the !Star Gate acquires an epithet, ne-reb sarru-u-ti, "Entrance of Kingship",
an allusion to the passage through it of the procession of the New Year Festival, at which
both divine and mortal kingship were ritually confirmed.
The ceremonial name of the !Star Gate reflects the character of !Star as a goddess of
battle, and is a phrase which can be restored as an epithet of !Star of Uruk in
Nebuchadnezzar II's Wadi Brisa inscription (B viii 1-2: a-na •betet(MUS)-uruk["' ... ] saki-pa-at [te-bi-sa]).

The !Star Gate seldom appears in contracts, no doubt because at the time when such
documents become common the land in its vicinity was so much given over to fortifications and waterworks (the Eastern Outwork, associated with the moat by Bergamini,
Mesopotamia 12, p. 137f.), that plots of land in private ownership were largely excluded.
The extant texts concern payment for work on the moat wall outside the gate in the reign
of Nebuchadnezzar II ( VS IV 23, 11-12: dul-la sa ka-a-ri sa meljrat(igi) abul!(ka. <gal>)
•15); and plots of land, also outside the gate, where the Old Kutha Canal met the
Euphrates (Strassmaier, Dar !02 II Ball, PSBA 14, p. 142f., 2; BM 59568, 1-2: e-la-an biib
niir gu.du 8 .ak 1 /a-bi-ru meljrat abul •is-tar pi-ljat tin.tirk'; unpub., Darius).
53 Light is shed on the name of this gate by MS pp, which although not preserved at
this point repeats the name as a variant of Enlil-mukln-sarriit!Su, the Street of the Enlil
Gate in V 71, there reading •en-Iii mu-nam-mir-[su]. The present line's mu-nam-bir-su
comes from MS y, from the very last period of cuneiform writing and full of orthographic
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eccentricities (though dissimilation of jm/ to /mb/ before jrj is noted in other languages,
including Sumerian: M.-L. Thomsen, The Sumerian Language (Mesopotamia lO), § 33).
MS t's EZEN is, as noted in the apparatus, a simple orthographic error for similar mir.
As the fifth gate of the list the Enlil Gate will be the first encountered in the west part
of the city by one making an anticlockwise circuit of the wall, and its position was most
probably on the west wall's north stretch, as the counterpart of the !Star Gate across the
river. It will then be the gate whose apparent remains opposite the southern palace were
still visible in the river at low water to members of the German expedition (see Wetzel,
ZA 48, p. 47f.). Outside the Enlil Gate in the late period was the New Canal (niiru essu)
found in many contracts which deal with land in the gate's vicinity: references are given
by Unger, Babylon, p. 68 (in V R 67, no. l, 2, for a-lu es-su read id! e.f-Su). A further
attestation of the Enlil Gate is Nemet-Nejat, LBFP no. 1, rev. 5: [me]ljrat(igi) ka.ga[l •e]n/il p'iljat ka.dingirm•'·k 1 (coll.).

of Tuba. According to a Neo-Babylonian contract the Samas Gate lay opposite the
mouth of the Borsippa canal (Strassmaier, Nbn 193, 2), which would have taken off from
the Euphrates south of the city in a SSW direction. This tallies with the expected position
of the gate roughly opposite the Uras Gate, with which the list began. The Samas Gate
appears in two further Neo-Babylonian deeds, Strassmaier, Nbn 990, 7 (gaba < ka > .gal
•utu), and Sack, Ame/-Marduk, no. 33, l-2. A Neo-Babylonian royal inscription, BM
38346 (CT 37 21, probably of Nabonidus), mentions a Samas Gate in connection with a
palace lying between it and the Gattu River (this is a name of the Euphrates: see the
commentary on V 59). But it is by no means certainly speaking of Babylon, where there
seem already to be abundant palaces near the !Star Gate (the southern and northern
palaces) and in the mound Babil (the Summer palace). Unger is adamant in Babylon,
p. 112, that the text deals with Dilbat, but Sippar and Uruk seem equally viable
candidates, being important cities on the Euphrates each with a Samas Gate (Uruk:
Falkenstein, Topographie, p. 50f.; Sippar, unpub. deed of sale, courtesy Kennedy).

54 The King's Gate (abul <•>sam) is the gate known to Unger as the Sin Gate (Babylon,
p. 7lf.). There is no evidence for a Sin Gate at Babylon; the misunderstanding developed
from a misreading of <•>lugal as •nanna, influenced by the name of the Street of the
King's Gate, Sin-mukln-age-beli'tt!su (V 72). On the site of the gate, which is not attested
elsewhere, see p. 23.
55 The Adad Gate appears again in Tintir as, apparently, the western limit of the
quarter listed in V 99. It has previously been wrongly identified with the Akus Gate,
which now can certainly be seen as a separate structure, perhaps a remnant inside the city
of an old city wall of more limited compass than Imgur-Enlil (see on this further the
commentary on V 99). From the Adad Gate into the city led his procession road, Adadzanin-niSisu (V 73), at whose opposite end one can imagine his temple, E'nam!:Je (IV 40).
The gate appears in three Late Babylonian contracts (VS V 101, 1; TCL XIII 215, 2; 223,
8).

The position of the Adad Gate as the third of the suggested four gates of west Babylon
(p. 23) marks it out as the gate whose location is very probably to be understood as the
meeting point of the "upper" and "lower" sections of the west circuit of lmgur-Enlil in
the metrological commentary no. 16 (BM 35385; seep. 137).
For the reading of erinm" as the singular ummiini, against expected ummiiniiti, here and
in the following line, cf. the syllabic variants of MS A in the parallel pair of street names,
ll. 73-74.
56 The Samas Gate, the last in the list, is best known from the clay map fragment, BM
35385 rev. (pl. 28 = CT 22 49), in which it is associated with the quarter Tuba (on the
map see further the commentary below on V !02, and a hypothetical reconstruction of
the original map as fig. 5, on p. 28). In V 102 the gate appears again as the west limit

57-58 The city walls of Babylon are first mentioned in Sumuabum's first year-name,
"Year the Great Wall of Babylon was built" (mu bad.gal ka.dingir.rakl ba.du: Ungnad,
RIA II, p. 165, 1). The same name is given to the fifth year of Sumulael, Sumuabum's
successor (ibid., p. 165, 19), and perhaps indicates the completion of the project begun by
the latter eighteen years earlier. Construction of a city wall is next reported in the reign of
Apil-Sin, whose second year-name is "Year the New Grand Wall of Babylon was built by
Apil-Sin" (mu bad.ma!:J gibil ka.dingiLrak' a-pi!-•sin ba.du: ibid., p. 177, 66). As argued
above, p. 18, neither this nor the wall of Sumuabum and Sumulael is likely to have
followed the circuit of the later lmgur-Enlil, which has all the hallmarks of a carefully
conceived town-planning operation and probably belongs to the late Old Babylonian or
Kassite periods. According to the Adad-suma-u~ur Epic (if it is not guilty of anachronism), lmgur-Enlil was standing in the reign of this late Kassite king (Grayson, BHLT,
p. 62, iii 25, read perhaps: a-na im-gur-•e[n-lil dU]ri(bad)-su i[l-lik?], "He went(?) to
Imgur-Enlil, (Babylon's) wall (on his way to Borsippa)"). Part of the text may even be an
account of its (re)building (iii 11-23; note the parallel lines, 13: [lu zaq-pa '']'daliitm" diiri
a[bulliitum"-(su)]lu ka$-[ra]; and 23: az-qu-ufp '']'alaliitm''] diiri abullatim"-[(su) ak-$ur], "I
set up the doors of the wall, I constructed (its) gates"). Grayson sees in this passage a
restoration of E-sagil, but the coupling of diiru and abullu is strongly suggestive of the city
wall. And Adad-suma-u~ur would have good reason to rebuild Imgur-Enlil, for the walls
of Babylon had suffered dearly a few years earlier at the hands of Tukulti-Ninurta I of
Assyria, according to Chronicle P (Grayson, ABC, p. 175, iv 4; diir tin.tirkl 'iq-qur', "He
dismantled the city wall of Babylon (and sacked the city)").
The fate of the city walls during the sack of Babylon by the Elamites at the end of the
Kassite period is not recorded, but inscriptions of the seventh and eighth kings of the
following dynasty record more building work on Imgur-Enlil. A very fragmentary
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inscription of Marduk-sapik-zeri gives the following text (BE I 148, ii 3-8; cf. Brinkman,
PHPKB, p. 135 801 ):
in qe-r[e-eb] ka.dingir.[ra••] ba-ba-[tz] u-dan-n[in-ma] bad im-gur-[•en-lilj bad x[ ...

l

The text of a brick of his successor, Adad-apla-iddina, is hardly more revealing (Wetzel,
MDOG 53, p. 28, col!. from photo Bab 3455; cf. WVDOG 48, p. 64, 79; Brinkman,
PHPKB, p. 140 843):

•adad-apla-i-din-nam Siir ka.dingir.ra•• [bad] im-[gur]-•en-lil [ ... ]
But the brick's real value lies in its discovery in a rubbish tip close to the site of the
Zababa Gate, which suggests that the lmgur-Enlil of the Second !sin Dynasty followed
the same circuit as that of Nebuchadnezzar II. Thus the Nee-Babylonian extent of the
city, as it is delineated by the city walls and shown on the maps of the city prepared by
the excavators, dates back at least as far as eleventh century (so already Wetzel, WVDOG
48, p. 64).
Since archaeological investigations were reopened on the city walls a foundation
cylinder has come to light which further attests to Adad-apla-iddina's work on the wall (if
its editor is right to restore the royal name in col. i, line I: [•adad-apla-i-din-n]am, alRawi, Sumer 37, p. 116f.). The text is Sumerian and the second column well preserved (ii
7-16):
bad irn-gur-•en-lil bad ka.dingir.ra"'.ke 4 zag.mu.ta sumun.be.es diri.ga si.in.da.ab.
zi.zi.da temen.bi libir.ra sa bi.in.dull.ga.e.a gaba ki.gal.la! us,.bi al.tag.ga.bi [n]ig.
u 4 .bi.da.gim [k]i.bi.se al.gi.gi.da
(Adad-apla-iddina set to it(?)) to re-erect the wall, lmgur-Enlil, the city wall of
Babylon, which at the new year had collapsed through old age, to reach its ancient
foundation platform, to put down its footings on the breast of the netherworld, and
to restore it to its place, according to its former state.
An apparently partial rebuilding of both Imgur-Enlil and Nimit-Enlil (mentioned by
name for the first time) was carried out by Sargon II of Assyria (de Genouillac, RA 10,
p. 84, 10-20 II Walker, CBI76 II Koldewey, WEB\ p. 136, fig. 86 II Beckman, ARRIM 5,
p. 3):

ana epiis'' bad irn-gur-•en-lil uzun-!fu ib!fi-rna u-!fal-bi-in-ma a-gur-ru ki-ru elletim"m ina
kup-ru ui{{e ina (some copies here insert i-te-e abul •tstar(l5)) kisiid 1•pu-rat-ti ina qereb AN.za-nun-ze-e kiira ib-ni-ma bad im-gur-•enli/(50) u bad ni-rnit-•enli/(50) ki-rna
!fi-pik sadi 1 u-sar-sid ~e-ru-us-su
(Sargon) attended to the rebuilding of the wall lmgur-Enlil: he moul~ed bricks,
baked in a pure kiln, and constructed a quay wall with bitumen and pitch (dupls.
add: alongside the !Star Gate) at the bank of the Euphrates, in the very abyss. The
walls lmgur-Enlil and Nimit-Enlil he made as firm as a mountain range above it.
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Thus Sargon's efforts were concentrated on that part of the city wall which lay adjacent
to the palace area, between the river and the !Star Gate. His quay wall not only ran
alongside the city wall at this point, but continued some way south along the river bank
(excavations by Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 64f.).
Imgur-Enlil and Nimit-Enlil, respectively the diiru and sal!Ju of Babylon, did not escape
the wrath of Sennacherib, who sacked the city in 689 (OIP 2, p. 84 = III R 14, 51-52,
quoted above, p. 299). What Sennacherib had destroyed, Esarhaddon sought to repair.
He was careful to maintain the ancient dimensions of the city walls (Borger, Esarh., p. 25,
Ep. 35, vi 34-vii 4):

irn-gur-•en-lil dur(bad)-su rabd' 30'm as-lu siddu 30'm putu ina '"asli(as • .Ium) rabfti"
rni-si!J-ta-su arn-su-u!J ki-f pi ma!J-ri-i u-se-pis-ma u-zaq-qir !Jur-sa-nis ni-rnit-•en-lil sallju-su ar-~ip u-sak-lil a-na tab-rat kis-sat ni-si !a-la-a us-rna-al-Ii
As for lmgur-Enlil, (the city's) great wall, I measured its dimensions with the large
aslu-cubit: 30 aslu each were its sides and 30 aslu each the back and front. I rebuilt it
according to the original (measurements) and raised it as high as a mountain. I
completed the reconstruction of Nimit-Enlil, its rampart, and filled it with splendour
to the wonder of all the people.
(Cf. ibid., pp. 21, Ep. 23, 19-24; 88, 9-10.) Esarhaddon reveals an ignorance of the true
measurements of the wall in supposing it to be square in plan. This was a misconception
shared by classical antiquity, whose writers compound the error with enormous exaggeration of length: Herodotus quotes a figure of 120 stadia each side (I 78), which C. Julius
Solinus (56, 2) and Pliny the Elder (VI 121) convert to a circumference of 60 Roman
miles. Against this tradition stands one which fluctuates between 360 and 385 stadia for
the wall's circumference (Diodorus Siculus, II 7, 3, citing Ctesias and Cleitarchus; Q.
Curtius Rufus, Vi 26; Strabo, XVI I, 5). On the Babylonian sources for the length of
Imgur-Enlil see above, p. 135.
The work on Nimit-Enlil was perhaps not as "completed" as Esarhaddon maintains.
At all events, his successor, Assurbanipal, found it necessary to continue the work ( CT 9
7, 1-7):

ina u4 -rne-su-[ma irn-g]ur-•en-lil diir(bad) ka.dingir.ra"' ni-rnit-•en-lil sal-!Ju-u-[su S]a Iaba-riS if-fik-u-rna f-qu-pu fn-na-ab-[tu] as-!fu rna-a$-~ar-tf e.sag.iJ U es-re-e-ti ka.
dingir.r[a"' dju-un-nu-nu ina e-muq um-rna-na-a-ti-ia sur-ris ni-rnit-•en-Zql-la?] sal-!Ju-usu ina si-pir •kulla e!f-sis u-se-piS-rna abulliitim"-su u-[rak-kis?] •"daliitz'md u-se-pis-ma
u-rat-ta-a ina biibiitz'm"-[si-na]
At that time lmgur-Enlil, the wall of Babylon, and Nimit-Enlil, its rampart, which
had grown old and buckled, collapsed. In order to strengthen the defences of E-sagil
and the sanctuaries of Babylon, with the might of my workforces I immediately
rebuilt Nimit-Enlil, its rampart, through the agency of Kulla (the brick god), and
[joined up(?)] its gates. I made the door-leaves and hung them firmly in their
gateways.
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Reading between the lines it seems that Assurbanipal lacked either the time or the
resources to rebuild Imgur-Enlil, the inner wall of the city's double fortification, and
concentrated his efforts on the smaller outer walL
The work of the Chaldaean kings of Babylon on the city wall was initiated by
Nabopolassar. His rebuilding of Imgur-Enlil is commemorated in three recently published
cylinder inscriptions (al-Rawi, Iraq 47, p. !Off., fig. l-3, in three columns; fig. 4 II 6; and
fig. 5 II 7 II 8. The latter two single-column texts earlier appeared in transcription only in
Bahija Khalil, Sumer 35, p. l64ff.). The longest of these devotes nearly its entire second
column to the rebuilding, much of which is given over to an exposition of the wall's place
in cosmology and theology. As al-Rawi notices, literary phrases from this passage are
borrowed by Nabonidus in an inscription he buried alongside the originals of Nabopolassar
(PBS XV 80, see below). The eastern section of Imgur-Enlil was rebuilt from scratch, but
once again exactly on its former site (al-Rawi, loc. cit., p. 10, ii 37-41):
teRme-en-Su Ia-bi-ru a-bi-i{ ab-re-e-ma i-na bS-ri reS-ti-i li-bit-ta-SU lu-U ad-di i-na i-raat ki-gal-la i-sid-su lu-u u-sar-si-id e-bi-ilj dan-num bal-ri ~ft d§amsi lu-u u-sa-as-bi-ir

I made a careful exploration of its old foundation platform and laid its brickwork in
the original position: I grounded its foundation on the breast of the netherworld. I
encircled the East Bank with a mighty cincture.
(For balru, as against ebertu, see the commentary on V 98.) Elsewhere Nabopolassar
records the rebuilding of Nimit-Enlil alone (BRM IV 51, 27-32 = YOS IX 84, 28-33):
i-'nz' u4 -mi-su ni-mit-ti-[den-lil sal-bu-u-su] e-d15 -si-is lu ab-ni-ma a-na dmarduk be-li[ia] ki-ma u.-mi-im lu u-na-mi-ir ma-a~-~a-ar-ti e.sag.il u ka.dingirm" lu u-da-ni-in
mfirztne"' ba-bi-lamki Su-ub-ti ne-elj-ti lu U-Se-Si-ib

At that time I rebuilt Nimit-Enlil, [(the city's) rampart], and made it shine bright as
the day for my lord Marduk. (Thus) I strengthened the defences of E-sagil and
Babylon, and allowed the citizens of Babylon to dwell in safety.
The work begun by Nabopolassar was continued by his son and successor, Nebuchadnezzar II, who is more precise in reporting the details of the construction of this great
fortification (CT 37 l1f., ii 22-29):
ba-bi-i-lt" ma-lja-zi be-lam ra-bi-u dmarduk im-gu-ur-denlil(50) u ni-mi-it-ti-denlil(50)
duriini(bad.bad)-su ra-bi-u-tim sa dna-bi-um-apla-u-~u-ur sar ba-bi-i-li"' a-bi ba-nu-u-a
ib-nu-u us-su-su-un ka-a-ru kupri(esir.UD.a) u a-gu-ur-ru a-di! si-ni-sa u-sa-al-mi-sunu-[ti-m]a fa u-sa-ak-li-lam si-pi,-ri-su-un ia-a-tim apil-su re-d-ta-am na-ra-am li-ib-bisa duriini(bad.bad) su-nu-tim u-sa-aq-qa-am re-sa-a-su-un u-sa-a[k]-li-lam si-pi,-ri-suun i-na sippzroef. abulliitzmd_§a rfml eri:Ja ek-du-tim U muS-buS-Su Se-zu-zu-U-tim uS-zi-iz
ab-ni-ma ka-a-ru Sa-al-Su di-ma-a-tim a-siz-a-tim e-li te-me-en-nim ma-ab-ra-Om U-Sa-
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ap-pi-il-ma i-na i-ra-tiki-gal-lam u-ki-in us-su-su-un!(UM) ka-a-ru su-a-tim it-ti ka-aru a-hi i-pU-Su G-sa-ni-iq-ma re-Si-Su Sa-da-ni-iS it-za-aq-qi-ir

As for Babylon, the cult-centre of the great lord Marduk, and its great walls, ImgurEnlil and Nimit-Enlil, of which Nabopolassar, king of Babylon, my father who begot
me, built the foundations, and which he surrounded with a double moat wall of
bitumen and baked brick, but whose construction he did not complete - I, his
firstborn son, his favourite, raised high the tops of those walls and finished their
construction. I fashioned fierce bulls of copper and frenzied dragons, and stationed
them at the sills of its city gates. A third moat wall, (with) towers and turrets, I dug
deeper than the original foundation platform and laid its footings on the breast of
the netherworld. This moat wall I joined to the moat walls my father had built and
raised its top as high as a mountain.
(Cf. V R 34, i 16-32; I R 52, no. 3, ii 3-10; 55, iv 66-v 4, v 21-33; Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i
55-ii 5; Wadi Brisa B v 4-21; PBS XV 79, i 96-ii ll.) With the completion of this work
the main fortification of the city consisted of three walls of solid brickwork: Imgur-Enlil,
N!mit-Enlil, and the three abutting moat walls, which together formed a composite whole
running parallel to the main walls at about 20 metres distance (Wetzel, WVDOG 48,
pp. 7, 30). These moat walls were new to the sixth century, Nabolassar being, as his son
tells us (CT 34 20, 24; V R 34, i 23; etc.), the first king to undertake such a project.
Usually Nebuchadnezzar attributes two of the three moat walls to his father (as above),
but on another occasion he takes credit for them himself, allowing Nabopolassar only a
single wall (I R 55, v 27-33):
i-ta-at kar bi-ri-ti-su 2 ka-a-ri da-nu 4 -ti in ku-pur u a-gur-ri ab-ni-ma it-ti kar a-bi ike-es-ni-(q-ma fila a-na ki-da-nim U-Sa-al-mi

~U-ru

Alongside (Nabopolassar's) moat wall I built two mighty moat walls of bitumen and
baked brick and joined them to the moat wall my father had made. (Thus) I
surrounded the city on the outside.
In addition to the provision of a third moat wall, innovations of Nebuchadnezzar II
regarding the wall Imgur-Enlil included the construction of two great bastions, one in the
Euphrates alongside the southern palace (see the commentary on V 59), and another
outside the city wall between the IStar Gate and the river (I R 52, no. 3, ii 12-22; this is
the north citadel, to its builder lja-al-~i ra-bi-tim, "a massive fortress"). All the king's
construction work mentioned so far has been in the eastern half of the city. He is, indeed,
unnaturally quiet about his work on its western fortifications, reporting tersely (PBS XV
79, ii 11-12):
ka-a-ri a-gur-ru bal-ri ereb d§amsi dur(bad) tin.tirki u-sal-mu

I surrounded the wall of Babylon on the west bank with a moat wall of baked brick.
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(Cf. V R 34, i 33-34; I R 55 f., v 34-37; Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., ii 6-7; CT 34 20, 35-36;
Wadi Brisa B v 22-24.) The fortification of Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar II (he also built a
considerable outer defence running east of the city from the Summer palace at Babil to
the Euphrates below the Uras Gate, recorded in I R 56, vi 22-56) became justly the
subject of renown, and is something of which Berossus makes much comment, noting
accurately that this king surrounded the inner city with three circuits of walls (F. Jacoby,
Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker 3CI, p. 390).
Despite the energetic attentions of the indefatigable Nebuchadnezzar, the city walls
were in need of urgent repair within but a few decades. In an inscription couched in
flowery literary phrases, and arranged for the most part in regular poetic lines, Nabonidus tells of his efforts in this direction (PBS XV 80, i 17-ii 3: defective exemplar, readings
from dupl. A Babylon 10 (photo: Iraq 47, pl. I) used where possible, courtesy F.N.H.
al-Rawi):

(For gis, a unit of linear measure, seep. 135 24 .) The rebuilding of the walls of Babylon
seems to have been one of the few good things remembered of Nabonidus. In the
Dynastic Prophecy it is his only distinction (Grayson, BHLT, p. 28, ii 15: bad ina E"'
i[ppus(du)"'?]). But the Verse Account of Nabonidus, when it acknowledges a precedent
for Cyrus' work on lmgur-Enlil, gives the hapless king no credit at all, recalling instead
his celebrated predecessor (Smith, BHT, pl. 10, vi 8-11; cf. Landsberger, ZA 37, p. 94;
coli.):
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i-nu-su im-gur-•en-lil {en-li[} diir(bitd) kit.dingir.rakl
birit abut •marduk u abut •za-ba4 -ba4
iS-da-a-Su i-nu-Su-ma i-qu-pu i-ga-ru-Su
re-e-Si-Su it-ru-ur-ma ni-mi-it-ta Ia i-Si
<ana> diiri(bad) su-a-ti du-un-nu-nim-ma ni-mi-it-ta su-ur!(IS)-si-i

i-ga-ru-su qu-up-pu-tim ad-ke-e-ma
bad im-gur-•en-lil diir(bad) kit.dingir.ra•• ku-du-ur-ru giS.20''·'
pu-/u-uk-ku da-ru-u u-~ur-ti ki-na-a-ta
mi-§i-ir Su-itr-Su-du ki-sur-ra-a Su-un-du-lu
tu-uk-su da-num e-di-il pi-i a-a-bi
ma-&a-za re-es-tu-u tuk-la-tu 4 ba-u-la-a-ti i-si-id-su!?
U-da-an-ni-in-ma ki-ma kin-ne-e U-pat-ti-in-ma

sa-da-ni-is u-zaq-qi-ir mi-la-a-su
u&-mi-is u-sar-si-id-su a-na tab-ra-a-tu as-tak-kan-.fu
At that time lmgur-Enlil, the wall of Babylon,
between the Marduk Gate and the Zababa Gate,
its foundations had become shaky, its walls buckled,
its top was wobbly, it had no bulwark.
To strengthen that wall, to give it a bulwark,
I levelled its derelict walls.
The wall lmgur-Enlil, the wall of Babylon, a boundary of 20 gis,
an eternal boundary-mark, a plan of constancy,
an immovable border-line, an extensive frame,
a mighty shield, a bar against the enemy,
a primordial structure, the hope of the populace: its foundation
I strengthened and made sheer like a crag.
I built it up as high as a mountain,
grounded it firm as a cliff and made it an object of wonder.

[ ...
[ ...
[ ...
[ ...

]x lib-ba-su ub-lam-ma
t]up-sik-ku diir(bad) tin.tirki us-tak-lil
ki-m]a m•nabU-kudurri-u~ur ina mi-gir lib-bi-su e-pe-su
]-'u' re-si bal-~i ib-ta-ni ina im-gur-•en-lil

[(Cyrus)] inclined to [(rebuild lmgur-Enlil):]
[He took up shovel and] hod and completed the wall of Babylon;
[(He resolved)] to do gladly as Nebuchadnezzar (had done):
[(He raised high)] (its) top, constructed a citadel on Imgur-Enlil.
(Restorations in parentheses are conjectural.) The work of Cyrus is also reported in his
cylinder inscription, V R 35 + BIN II 32 (Berger, ZA 64, p. 200ff., 38-42; coli.):
bad im-gur-•en-lil diira rabiJ' sa tin.tir['' ma-a]~-'~ar-ta'-su du-un-nu-nim as-te-'-e-ma
[ ... ] ka-a-ri a-gur-ru sa kisiid lja-ri-~i sa sar malj-ri i-pu-[su-ma Ia u-sa]k-li-lu si-pi-irsu [ ... ] 'a'-na ki-da-a-ni sa sar ma-alj-ra Ia i-pu-su um-man-ni-su di-ku-u[t ma-ti-su
ifa-na q]e-reb su-an-naki [ ... ina kupr]i uagurri eS-si-is e-pu-us-ma [u-sak-li-il si-pi-irsi-z]n [ ... '"da/iiti"']'' ta-a&-lu-up-ti siparri as-ku-up-pu unu-ku-S[e-e ... ]
Despite the lack. of continuity unavoidable in such a fragmentary inscription, it is clear
that the details of Cyrus' work on lmgur-Enlil include restoration of the moat walls and
renovation of the gates, and so the Persian can be seen very much - in the words of the
Verse Account- "doing as Nebuchadnezzar had done". The vocabulary is, moreover,
very reminiscent of Nebuchadnezzar's own accounts, a circumstance that might be
treated with suspicion were it not for the chance corroboration of a document not drafted
by the hand of government. This is a humble contract from Cyrus' accession year
recording the payment of 19 shekels of silver for work done on "the city wall at the Enlil
Gate" (sa diiri sa abut •en-Iii: Strassmaier, Cyrus 10, 2).
The Persian postscript to the history of Imgur-Enlil records that the city wall was twice
levelled, on both occasions in answer to native revolt: first by Darius in 521 and then,
.
probably with ferocious finality, by Xerxes in 482.
The geographical list K 2035a+4337 (II R 50; cf. Weissbach, ZDMG 53, p. 653ff.), rev.
iv 25-26, also gives the names of the walls of Babylon (coli.):
[ba]d im-gur-•en-lil
[ba]d ni-mit-•en-lil

=

MIN ( = du-u-ru) su-an-nakl
sal-lju-u-su
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The same text lists, a few lines later, the walls of Nippur (iv 28-29):
[b:i]d im-gur-•amar.utu
[ba]d ni-mit-•amar.utu

=

dur(bad) nibru"
sal-bu-u

While it can be argued that Enlil is not out of place in the names of the walls of Babylon
(a cult of Enlil is attested at Babylon from Old Babylonian times: see above, on IV 34),
Marduk is hardly to be expected in the names of the walls of Nippur. The first attestation
of these names of Nippur's walls is a cone inscription of Adad-apla-iddina of the Second
!sin Dynasty (published by Oppert in V. Place, Ninive et l'Assyrie II, p. 308; cf.
Brinkman, PHPKB, p. 140 846 and p. 336, 8.2.4):
•adad-apla-i-di-na-am sar ka.dingir.ra" e-pi-is ni-mit-•marduk sailji(bad.sul.!Ji) dur
(bad) nippun~' a-na •en-Iii be-li-su

Adad-apla-iddina, king of Babylon, builder of Nimit-Marduk, the rampart of the
wall of Nippur, for his lord Enlil.
Nearly a century earlier, the Elamite king, Silhak-Insusinak, campaigned in Babylonia,
and his inscription mentions a Nimittu-Marduk in the general vicinity of the Euphrates
(Konig, E!Ki, no. 55, §6 10). Labat would have this Nimittu-Marduk on the southern
approach to Babylon (CAH' II/2, p. 492), while Brinkman suggests that it refers to the
wall of Nippur (PHPKB, p. 90). Neither suggestion carries any great conviction, for we
suspect that had Silhak-Insusinak approached either Nippur or Babylon he would have
said so in no uncertain terms. This Nimittu-Marduk was probably a small settlement,
perhaps colonised by Babylon, somewhere near the Euphrates in Babylonia.
However this may be, it is evident that Imgur-Marduk and Nimit-Marduk date, as
names for the walls of Nippur, at least as far back as Adad-apla-iddina. As we have
noted earlier, the earliest attestations for Imgur-Enlil and Nimit-Enlil as names of the
walls of Babylon belong to a similar period. It would seem that both sets of walls
acquired their names at much the same time. One wonders accordingly whether the use of
these parallel names is not an act of deliberate syncretism, perhaps pointing to a
theological 'twinning' of the two cities. Such a school of thought finds expression in the
hymn KAR 8, which would have us believe that Nippur and Babylon are cosmologically
and theologically inseparable (obv. ii 6-9):
[ni]bru" uru •en.lil.Ja tin.tir" sa.ge tumu.ke.
ni-ip-pu-ru iii •idim ba-bi-lu bi-bil lib-bi-su
nibru" tin. tir" umus. bi dil.am
ni-ip-pu-ru ba-bi-/u re-em-su-nu isten-ma

Nippur is the city of Enlil; Babylon is his favourite.
Nippur and Babylon, their meaning is the same.
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The walls of Babylon appear deified, among other gods of E-sagil and Babylon, in the
tii.kultu texts III R 66, xi 18-19 (•im-gur- 6 idim, •ni-mit-•idim), and STT 88, xi (ix!) 6-7
(kar-su im-gur-•idim, ni-mit-•idim): for these texts see most recently B. Menzel, AT II, nos.

54 and 58.
Our transcription of the rampart's ceremonial name as Nimit-Enlil reflects its interpretation by Nabopolassar and his successors as ni!metti-Enlil rather than ni!med-Enlil;
and indeed the writing ni-mit can be taken as an apocopated construct of nemettu (cf.
kisit for kisitti in OB and SB omen apodoses: CAD K, p. 451).
59 The Ara!Jtu River, first mentioned in sources of the Ur III period (see Edzard and
Farber, RGTC II, p. 271), is now generally accepted as a name for the western branch of
the Euphrates, which appears to have increased in importance as the eastern branch,
flowing through Kis and Nippur, became less navigable and its banks less fertile. By the
first millennium the Ara!Jtu branch had become the main course of the Euphrates in
Babylonia, and the names Ara!Jtu and Purattu were used synonymously for the river that
flowed through the city of Babylon (on the history of the Euphrates in Babylon see
McGuire Gibson, Iraq 34, p. 117; Jacobsen, Iraq 22, p. 175ff.; RGTC II, p. 271f.). Thus
Nebuchadnezzar II could refer to the river as the Ara!Jtu and the Purattu almost in the
same breath (e.g. I R 55, v 5-8; PBS XV 79, ii 12-19, quoted below, and parallels). This
need not imply that he saw any distinction between Ara!Jtu and Purattu at Babylon (as
maintained by Unger and recently repeated by McEwan, OrNS 52, p. 228; cf. also the
remarks of Brinkman in Larsen (ed.), Power and Propaganda (Mesopotamia 7), p. 240 8 ).
It merely displays an erudite delight in the use of alternative names for the same thing
that is typical of late scholarship. It would be a surprise indeed, if a river as long as the
Euphrates did not have local names in the many regions through which it flowed. The
various names of this river and its branches are treated in the lexical texts:
1

•gu.!Ja.an.de
a-ra-alj-[tum]
= [pu-rat-tu]
•unu.bi.tar.ra
u-ru-ut-[tum]
= [MIN]
1
•·•irhan.TIN.TIR.D0B
(blank)
[MIN]
(MSL XI, p. 40, Hg B VI 6-8; cf. G.J.P. McEwan, OrNS 52, p. 228)

1

idburanun

U-ru-ut-tum
(MSL XVII, p. 229, Antagal G 302)

['•un]u.bi.tar.ra
[x x m]e?.na
['d.dir!Jan. T]IN. TIR.DOB

u-ru-un-tu
=
ga-a-du
a-ra-ah-tum
(MSL XVII, p. 82, Erimljus VI 46-48)
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dburanun
<•gu.\la.an.de
id.erin.ga

1

=

pu-rat-tum
a-ra-aiJ-tum
i-tu-ru-un-ga/

(MSL XI, p. 56, K 2035a+4337, rev. iii 8-10)
ga-at-tu

U-ru-ut-tU

=

pu-rat-tu

MIN su.bir4 kl
(von Soden, ZA 43, p. 236, Malku II 47-48)

As the synonym list explains, Uruttu was the name for the Euphrates in north Mesopotamia. Gattu is a name for (a branch of) the river that is found also in a Neo-Babylonian
royal inscription (CT 37 2 I, BM 38346, rev. I : ki-sa-ad ga-at-tz) and in the Shrine List of
E-sarra (no. 21, rev. II', in connection with •ir\lan.TIN.TIR.DUB). The reading id.erin.ga
in the fourth extract (as against MSL's id.zalag.ga) follows Jacobsen, Iraq 22, p. 177 9 : it
would seem to be a 'phonetic' writing for a name elsewhere written Iogographically as
<•uD.NUN<kll, and phonetically as id.uru 16(EN)"'".gal.
The epithet niir iJengalli is rather an obvious one for a river, both as a supplier of
irrigation water and as a trade route. It is used again of the Ara\ltu by Esarhaddon
(Borger, Esarh., p. 14, 38) and of the Euphrates at Babylon by Neriglissar (I R 67 = ZA
40, p. 290, i 41; both quoted below). A more literary expression is mi{-rat nuiJSi(\le.nun)
which refers to the same river in KAR 360, ll {for the equation of mi{irtu and niiru in the
synonym lists see CAD M/2, p. 144).
Like other rivers of Babylonia, the Ara\ltu was prone to changes of course, particularly
if left undredged (the dredging of rivers and canals was a vital but daunting task, and a
royal duty often proudly recorded). The problems posed by nature could be compounded
by the folly of man, however, and the history of the Ara\ltu in the late period is
particularly instructive in this regard. Sennacherib describes in his Bavian inscription how
he demolished the walls and sacred buildings of Babylon, throwing the debris into the
river (OIP 2, p. 84 = Ill R 14, 5!-52: quoted above, p. 299). This would have had a
detrimental enough effect on its course, one would have thought, but Sennacherib went
one step further in his determination to obliterate the city. He goes on to describe how he
used the river to help achieve his goal (ibid., 52-54):
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Esarhaddon passes comment on the results of his father's diversion of the river into the
city, as he describes the forlorn scene which greeted the beginning of his reign some nine
years later (CT 34 l, iii 4-14; Borger, Esarh., p. 14, G):

u

qan(gi) appariiti""'
'"~ar-ba-ti ina qer-bi-su rna-gal i-sir-ma u-~ar-ri-sa pa-pal-lu
i~~iirtitme~ Samee niinameP. apsf Sa Ia ni-bi ina qer-bi-Su ib-ba-Su-ma

Marsh reeds and poplar trees flourished abundantly within (the city) and sent forth a
dense growth of saplings. Birds of the sky and fish of the deep were present there in
countless numbers.
Shamefacedly, Esarhaddon avoids mention of his father's responsibility for the disaster,
and would have his reader believe that the catastrophe had been a natural one, brought
on by a vengeful Marduk (Borger, Esarh., p. 14, 38-43):
<•a-ra-aiJ-ti niir iJengalli a-gu-u ez-zi e-du-u sam-ru mflu kas-su tam-Sil a-bu-bu ib-bablam-ma iila Su-bat-su eS-re-e-ti-Su memes uS-bi-'-ma U-Se-me kar-meS

The Ara\ltu, the river of abundance, had produced of itself a terrible wave, a raging
tide, a mighty inundation, a replica of the Flood, and (so) caused its waters to sweep
over the city, its habitations and its sanctuaries, turning it into a heap of ruins.
Before Esarhaddon could turn to the rebuilding of the city, he found it necessary to
restore the river to its proper course (CT 34 1, iv 16-21; Borger, Esarh., p. 19, G):
memes idpu-rat-ti ab-bu iS-tu qer-bi-Sit ap-ru-us-ma a-na ma-la-ki-Su-nu malj-re-e it-Sardi

I removed from inside (the city) the waters of the Euphrates, (which had become) a
morass(?), and made them follow their former course.
No doubt in order to keep the river in its proper bed, the first two Cha1daean kings of
Babylon, Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar II, spent considerable time and effort on the
construction of a series of quay walls on the east bank, and effected at the same time
some strengthening of the west bank. Nebuchadnezzar reveals that his father began the
work, but he himself completed it (PBS XV 79, ii 12-19):

ina [qe-reb] iili su-a-tu iJi-ra-a-ti aiJ-re-e-ma er-~e-es-su i-na mem•• as-pu-un si-kin us-sesu u-iJal-liq-ma eli sa a-bu-bu na-[as-pan]-ta-su u-sa-ter as-su aiJ-rat u4 -me qaq-qar ali
Su-a-tu U bftiit01 er. ifpnd Ia muS-Si-i < i> -na rna-a-mi uS-bar-mi{-su-ma ag-da-mar U-Saflis

ka-a-ri <•a-ra-aiJ-tum bal-ri ~ft •samsi ul-tu abut •is-tar a-di abut •uras ina ku-up-ri u agur-ru a-ba-am a-li-du ik-~ur-ma ma-ka-a-at a-gur-ru a-ba-ar-ti idpuratti u-rak-kis-ma
Ia u-sak-lil sit-ta-a-tum ia-a-ti a-pil-su re-d-ta-a na-ram lib-bi-su ka-a-ri 1•a-ra-aiJ-tum
ina ku-up-ri u a-gur-ru ab-ni-ma it-ti ka-a-ri a-bi ik-~u-ru u-dan-ni-in

Inside that city I dug ditches, and I levelled its ground with water. I made the very
shape of its foundations disappear, and laid it waste more effectively than the Flood.
So that the site of that city and the temples of (its) gods might not be identified in
future days, I caused it to vanish completely amid the water like a water-mead.

My father who begot me constructed a quay wall of bitumen and baked brick on the
east bank of the Ara\ltu, from the !Star Gate to the Uras Gate, and erected piers(?)
of baked brick on the other bank of the Euphrates, but did not finish it all; I
(Nebuchadnezzar), his firstborn son, his favourite, built a quay wall on the Ara\ltu of
bitumen and baked brick, and reinforced it with the quay wall my father had
constructed.
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(Cf. V R 34, i 35-45; Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., ii 8-18; Wadi Brisa B v 27-38; CT 34 20f.,
37-45; with additional material concerning the western moat wall, CT 37 12, 30-33.) The
implication is, perhaps, that the makiitu's, which were some sort of brick supports or
abutments, were the initial stage of the construction: while Nabopolassar completed the
eastern quay wall, he did not progress with the west quay beyond this first stage.
Nebuchadnezzar built another wall on the east bank alongside that of his father, thus
strengthening it. That these two walls abutted each other is apparent also from the
excavations (Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 30ff.; cf. Bergamini, Mesopotamia 12, p. 115 and fig.
72), and from a second inscription of Nebuchadnezzar which describes the work done in
different terms (VAB IV, p. 186, Nbk 21, ii 7-8):

i-da-a-at ka-a-ri ida-ra-ab-tim sa a-hi i-pu-[su] ka-a-ri danna i-na ku-up-ri ua-gur-ri sada-ni-is [ab-ni,]
Alongside the quay wall of the Ara]}tu which my father had made, [I built] a mighty
quay wall of bitumen and baked brick, (as high) as a mountain.
Different again, but certainly concerned with work on the Ara]}tu quay walls, is BM
138172, a small fragment of a black stone cylinder, which, while possibly of Nebuchadnezzar, might rather be from an original inscription of his father (no. 63, pl. 56):
... ]x ida-ra-ab-tim [ ...
... niir]u? ba-bi-!a-at [nub§i? ...
. . . k]a-ar sa ba!-r[i §ll d§amsi ...
... u]!-tu abut is8 -t[br adi abut dura§ . ..
... ka-a]r si[g 4 .al.ur.ra ...

Nowhere does Nebuchadnezzar say that he finished his father's work on the west bank,
and his reticence in this matter, as also with the city wall, Imgur-Enlil, can be taken as a
sign that he was too much concerned with the defences of the east part of the city to
devote much time to the west. Indeed, the shoring up of the east bank may have been
compelled not so much by military considerations as by a need to prevent an eastward
shift of the river's course, for Nabopolassar's quay wall not only served the interior of the
city, but extended along the east bank well beyond the confines of Imgur-Enlil (so that
when Nebuchadnezzar came to build his outer wall from the Summer Palace to a point
downstream of the Uras Gate, he was able to "join it up to the quay wall that his father
had constructed": it-ti ka-a-ri a-ha-a-am ik-§u-ur-ru e-se-ni-iq-ma, V R 34, ii 19).
The reinforcement of the Ara]}tu quay wall was not Nebuchadnezzar II's only building
project to affect the east bank of the river. Some time after the construction of the quay
wall he built a huge bastion, with walls 25 metres thick, adjoining the southern palace on
its west side, and protruding well beyond the line of the quay walls into the river itself
(for the archaeology see Koldewey, WEB 4 , Chapter 23). The construction of this great
fortress is briefly recorded by the king as follows (PBS XV 79, ii 48-52):
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a-na ni-§ir-ti e.sag.il u tin.tir" Ia na-as-ku-un na-ba-!um qe-re-eb idpuratti ba-al-§U rabi-ti i-na niiri i-na ku-up-ri u a-gur-ru U-Se-pi-iS i-Si-id-su ap-sa-a U-Sar-Sid-ma re-e-Si-Su

u-za!(GAR)-aq-qi-ir bu-ur-sa-ni.f
There was no dry land in the Euphrates (bed to fortify) for the defence of E-sagil and
Babylon, (and so) in the river itself I built a great citadel of bitumen and baked
brick; its foundations I grounded in Apsu and its top I made as high as a mountain
range.
(Cf. Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., ii 19-24.) This bastion is perhaps depicted on a lost clay map
fragment (Borchardt, SPAW 1888, p. 129f.; Unger, Babylon, p. 254, no. 5) as lying
between the Ara]}tu River ('da-ra-alj-tum) and a small channel marked "King's ditch"
(e.lugal; Unger's identification of this with LThil-]}engalla, which did not flow parallel
with the Ara]}tu but left it at a right-angle, is untenable: Babylon, p. IOlf.). The interior
area between these two watercourses is marked 70 a.sa bftiinu(e)"", "70 is the interior
area", but need not refer to a palace (so Unger). But it is debatable whether Babylon, and
not some other city, is the context of this plan.
The effect of building this huge fortification, as Nebuchadnezzar says, in the river itself
(it extended from the former bank by as much as 100 metres) was, naturally, to push the
course of the river west. In fact within a few years the Euphrates had shifted so far west
that it apparently departed from its bed, no longer flowing past the temple complex of Esagil. Neriglissar was obliged to coax it back (I R 67, i 41-ii 5, restored after Giiterbock,
ZA 40, p. 290):

idpurattu niir be-gal-lam sa is-tu bi-na-a-ti-su i-te-e e.sag.il su-te-su-ru mu-u-su ga-apSu-tim i-na pa-le-e Sdr ma-alj-ri mu-U-Su a-na i-te-e e.sag.il is-su-U i-re-e-qu a-na sa-a-bu
ia-ti a-sa-ar-su !a-bi-ri as-te-'-e-ma ma-!a-ak me-e-su ki-ma !a-bi-ri-im-ma a-na i-te-e
e.sag.il u.f-te-te-si-ir
As for the Euphrates, the river of abundance, whose mighty waters had been
channelled alongside E-sagil since its creation, but in the reign of a former king had
withdrawn from beside E-sagil and had receded too far for (easy) fetching, I sought
out its ancient bed and directed the course of its waters alongside E-sagil as of old.
One wonders at the extent of the flooding that must have accompanied the river's
excursion into west Babylon, a disaster which naturally went unreported. The wellintentioned Nebuchadnezzar, with his mighty river fortress (but, so it seems, unfinished
west bank), may well have caused a flood every bit as devastating to the western part of
the city as the deliberate inundation of the malicious Sennacherib. But this was not the
only effect of Nebuchadnezzar's new fortification. Extending far into the river beyond the
former bank, it left a triangle of dead water caught between its southern corner and the
bank. This gap was filled by Nabonidus, whose large new quay wall, a proper fortification rather than a simple embankment wall, ran from the bridge (if not further south)
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directly to the bastion's south-west corner, following a tangent increasingly east of
Nabopolassar's and Nebuchadnezzar's original river bank (for the archaeology see
Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 48ff.; Bergamini, Mesopotamia 12, p. l28ff.). Nabonidus' report
of this work does not survive, but the construction of the new Ara!Jtu wall is remembered
by Berossus, who writes "during his reign the river walls of Babylon were constructed of
baked brick and bitumen" (F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker 3Cl,
p. 393; trans!. Burstein, The Babyloniaca of Berossus = SANE l/5, p. 28).
In Persian times the Euphrates changed course in major fashion: shifting east, it left its
bed below the Summer Palace and entered the city proper between the !Star Gate and the
north-east corner of lmgur-Enlil. From there it flowed south-west through the quarter
Newtown, continued across the procession road Ay-ibiir-sabfr (in whose path it cut a
swathe 150 metres wide), and rejoined the old bed just north of the precinct of E-temenanki (as described by O.E. Ravn, Herodotus' Description of Babylon, p. 6lff.). As Ravn
observes, the probable reason for this shift was the cumulative effect of the building
works of the Nee-Babylonian kings, whose efforts in rechannelling the river and
fortifying its banks may eventually have proved too great a constriction of its waters.
After the levelling of the city walls by Darius or by Xerxes the river was given an easier
option, denied it while lmgur-Enlil stood intact. Indeed, it has been suggested that this
diversion was deliberately engineered by Xerxes in 482 (H. Schmid, BagM 12, p. 135,
expanding on Biihl, BiOr 19, p. 113), a punishment for revolt that has a precedent in
Sennacharib's inundation. As has often been observed, this eastern course of the river was
the one known to Herodotus, in whose account of the city's topography the palace and
temple tower (E-temen-anki) are on opposite banks (I 181 ). It may also explain how an
extract of a topographical or cultic nature on a school tablet from Late Babylonian
Sippar comes to describe the temple of !Star-kakkabi as "adjacent to the Ara!Jtu" (no. 30,
7'). If the context of the extract is Babylon - and this is by no means certain - then this
temple of !Star-kakkabi must be E-anda-saa in Newtown (Tintir IV 23), earlier a quarter
far removed from the Ara!Jtu.
60 This waterway is, to my knowledge, not attested elsewhere. If the line follows the
pattern of its neighbours we expect the hydronym to be accompanied by some description, as Ara!Jtu is followed by the epithet "River of Abundance" and LThil-!Jengalla by its
popular name, "Eastern Canal". Might we expect it to be a "western canal", such as is
observed on the clay map fragment, BM 35385 (see the reconstruction, fig. 5, on p. 28)?
With the hydronym compare perhaps the mountain Budug-!Judug, listed in Hh XXII 5
(MSL XI, p. 23) and also found in the lipsur litanies (Reiner, JNES 15, p. 132, 4).
61 LThil-!Jengalla is well known as a canal of Babylon from the inscriptions of the
Chaldaean kings, who also designate it palag $ft samsi, this probably being its day-to-day
name. Its course was dug out by Nebuchadnezzar II, whose cylinder inscription gives the
details (I R 52, no. 4, i 11-ii 12):
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'•!i-bi-il-lje-gal pa-al-ga $Zt •samsi ba-bi-lamk 1 sa ul-tu u4 -um re-e-qu-tu in-na-mu-u-ma
si-ilj-lja-at eperi9' iz-za-an-nu-u-ma im-lu-u sa-ki-ki a-sa-ar-sa as-te- '-e-ma ul-tu kisii.d
'•puratti a-di a-a-i-bu-ur-sa-bu-um i-na kupri agurri ab-na-a su-uk-ki-sa i-na a-a-i-buur-sa-bu-um su-le-e ka.dingir.rak' a-na ma-as-da-ba be-li ra-bi-im •marduk ti-tu-ur paal-ga ak-$u-ur-ma il-Sa-an-di-il ta-al-la-ak-ti

u

As for LThil-!Jengalla, the Eastern Canal of Babylon, which had long since been
abandoned, becoming covered over with piles of debris and filled with silt, I sought
out its bed and rebuilt its embankments in bitumen and baked brick from the bank
of the Euphrates to Ay-ibiir-sabfr. On Ay-ibiir-sabfr, the Street of Babylon, I
constructed a canal bridge for the procession road of the great lord Marduk, and
broadened its roadway.
(Cf. Wadi Brisa A vii 54-63; B iv ll-20; etc.) Evidently Nebuchadnezzar's work was
confined to the channel west of this bridge, and Neriglissar was obliged to continue where
his predecessor had left off (I R 67, ii 6-ll):
palag(pa 5 ) $Zt •samsi sa sar ma-alj-ri u-sa-alj-ru-ma Ia ib-na-a su-uk-ki-su palga u-saalj-ri-ma i-na ku-up-ri a-gur-ri ab-na-a su-uk-ki-su me-e nu-ulj-su Ia na-pa-ar-ku-ti

u

ki~in a~na

u-

miiti

The Eastern Canal, which a previous king had dug out but had not built its
embankments, (this) canal I dug out (again) and built its embankments in bitumen
and baked brick: thus I provided for the land (a source of) unfailing waters of plenty.
The course of the canal is partly known, for Nebuchadnezzar tells us in another
inscription (I R 57, vii 36-46: quoted below in the commentary on V 64) that it ran along
the south side of the southern palace. And indeed, bricks from the embankment of the
watercourse excavated in that location by Koldewey confirm this location, for they bear,
in Aramaic script, the word lblljy, clearly an abbreviation of LThil-!Jengalla (Koldewey,
MDOG 4, pp. 2 and 13). The mouth of the excavated canal was catered for by gaps of
only about 3 metres in the successive quay walls of Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar,
but away from the river defences the canal's bed was broader, measuring some 9 metres
(see Koldewey, WEB', p. 50; Bergamini, Mesopotamia 12, p. ll7 and fig. 71).
From what Neriglissar says, it is clear that LThil-!Jengalla was an important irrigation
canal, taking water from the Euphrates through the eastern part of Babylon to the
farmed land beyond. Shortly after passing under the bridge of Ay-ibiir-sabfr it would
have had to enter the quarter of Newtown, where it is perhaps the canal on whose bank
stood the temple of Belet-Eanna, E-kitus-girzal, the eastern landmark of this quarter (see
IV 22 and V 95, and commentary). An earlier name of this canal may have been Tutu!Jengal, dug by S1n-muballit (as recorded in his thirteenth year-name, mu '•·•tu.tu.!Je.gal
mu.un.ba.al: Ungnad, RIA II, p. 167, 95), and known to have been in Newtown from a
legal document from the reign of Samsuiluna, which calls it by an abbreviated name
(e.du.a sa uruk'.gibiJk' •utu.e gil <•tu.tu: VS XXII 4, l-3).
.
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Libil-!Jengalla perhaps left the city just north of the Zababa Gate, where a narrow
outlet was provided in the city wall for the passage of a waterway (Bergamini, Mesopotamia 12, pp. 120 and 134, fig. 75). Somewhere beyond the city walls Libil-!Jengalla would
then very probably have run into the Banltu Canal, which flowed between Babylon and
KiS (itself well attested in Neo- and Late Babylonian documents: see Unger, Babylon,
p. 97ff., and above, on V 50). On the question of the identification of Libil-!Jengalla and
the "King's Ditch" of a clay map fragment (as Unger, Babylon, p. !Olf.), see above,
p. 355.

64 The identification of Ay-ibiir-sabu, the "Street of Babylon", with the great paved
road excavated by the German expedition (for a report see Koldewey, WEB', Chapter 8),
and which they found to lead south through the mound of Qasr, from the IStar Gate
along the east side of the southern palace, is assured by the inscription found on many of
the limestone slabs retrieved from the road's pavement (WVDOG 2, p. 1-3, 11. 3-5 = VAB
IV, p. 198, Nbk 30):

62 The street shares its name with a deity, •i-sem-mi-se-'-a-su, who appears in the
offering calendar of Babylon followed by Allatu and Ninlil of Borsippa (BRM IV 25, 35
II SBH VII, 15 (var.: -sa): offerings on lOth Kislimu). We take the object of i§emme as
the transitive participle of !fe'ii, "to seek", with AHw, p. 1223a, for "seeker" fits the
context better than the alternative se'u, "neighbour" (as Gurney, Iraq 36, p. 45): the idea
is that the god will listen to, and grant, the prayer of one who takes pains to seek him
out. With suqu rap§u compare the parallel suqu qatnu in the following line, and the
commentary below.
63 This street occurred in a line of Ludlul III, but now survives only in the commentary,
which explains it as the "Narrow Street" ([ku-n]u-us-kild-ru = su-qi qat-nu: BWL, p. 56,
o), probably a direct quotation from the present line. There were many "narrow streets"
in Babylon, of course, and suqu qatnu appears commonly in late deeds as a property
boundary (VS V 32, 4; 38, 7, 13 and 15; 39, II; and passim). But in the present line suqu
qatnu probably appears as the everyday name of Kunus-kadru, which is thus the
"Narrow Street" par excellence: cf. the following line, where the epithet "Street of
Babylon" is certainly the popular name of Ay-ibur-sabu. Probably ISemme-se'asu and
Kunus-kadru, the "Wide" and the "Narrow Street", go together as a pair. Indeed,
Kunus-kadru is also the name of a minor deity, who first appears in the Old Babylonian
period in the personal name Kunus-kadru-gamil (attested in two legal documents from
Susa: MDP 22 106, 15; cf. 94, 15). He became one of the attendants of the god Assur in
E-sarra at Assur, featuring in the tiikultu rituals (•ku-nu-us-kad-ru, III R 66 = Menzel,
AT II, no. 54, i 28; STT 88 = ibid., no. 58, i 33; KAR 214 = ibid., no. 61, i 20), and
listed in the Giitteradressbuch as one of the gods "in the cella" of Assur (•gur-kild-ri,
KAV 42 = ibid., no. 64, i II). According to a text which gives details of the duties of
cultic personnel in E-sarra, one of the temple's gates was named after this god (biib •gurkild-ri: Ebeling, SVAT, p. 24, VAT 13718 = Menzel, AT II, no. 22, ii 20); the gate
appears again in the prayer KAR 122 as one of the entrances to Assur's cella, e.!Jur.
sa[g.(gal).kur.kur.ra], through which Tasmetum must pass to. intercede for Assurbanipal
(rev. 7: biib •gur"'-k[lld-rz], following pa-pa-!Ju ina e-r[e-bi-ki ... ]). Elsewhere Kunus-kadru
is connected with the same temple's Gate of the Firmament (Shrine List of E-sarra,
no.21, rev. 23').
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su-le-e ba-bi-fukl a-na sa-da-!Ja be-If rabi •marduk ina libitti aban sadi u-ban-na-a tal-laak-ti

I (Nebuchadnezzar) beautified the roadway of the Street of Babylon with slabs of
stone for the procession of the great lord Marduk.
The course of this street along the east side of the palace area is verified by the same king
in longer inscriptions, in which he uses Ay-ibiir-sabi't to define one of the four sides of his
father's palace (I R 57, vii 36-46):
ekallu bit ta-ab-ra-a-ti ni-si ma-ar-ka-sa miiti ku-um-mu el-lam at-ma-ni, sar-ru-ti i-na
er-Je-ti ka.dingir.rakl sa qe-re-eb biibili(ka.dingir.ra)kl is-tu im-gur-•en-lil a-di li-bi-illje-gal-la pa-al-ga Jft •samsi is-tu kisiid '•puratti a-di a-a-i-bur-sa-bu-u

The palace (called) "House of the Wonder of the People", the bond of the land, the
pure abode, the royal apartment, (located) in the quarter Ka-dingirra in Babylon,
(and stretching) from Imgur-Enlil to Libil-!Jengalla, the Eastern Canal, and from the
bank of the Euphrates to Ay-ibiir-sabu, (had become weak).
(Cf. VS I 38, ii 8-13.) A similar passage occurs in a cylinder inscription of Neriglissar,
where the palace is described thus (I R 67, ii 15-18):
ekallu mu-sa-bu sar-ru-ti-ia !fa er-Je-tl ka.dingir.ra" sa qe-re-eb ba-bi-lam" is-tu a-a-ibu-ur-sa-bu-um su-le-e biibili(kil.dingir.ra)kl a-di ki-sa-du <•puratti

The palace, my royal seat, which is in the quarter Ka-dingirra, in Babylon, (and
stretches) from Ay-ibiir-sabu, the Street of Babylon, to the bank of the Euphrates,
(was collapsing).
Nebuchadnezzar's slab inscription, the first of the passages cited above, explains that the
"Street of Babylon" was used for the processions of Marduk, and elsewhere he gives it
the epithet u-ru-u!J a-ki-ti, "road to the Akltu (Temple)" (Bahija Khalil, Sumer 41, p. 35,
48). In another inscription, which gives details of his work on the Libil-!Jengalla canal, the
same king describes building a bridge over the canal "on Ay-ibiir-sabi't, the Street of
Babylon, for the procession road of the great lord Marduk" (I R 52, no. 4, quoted above,
p. 357). Marduk's Processional Way was naturally, in religious matters, the most
important street of Babylon, and the kings of the Chaldaean dynasty did not fail to lavish
attention on it. As Nebuchadnezzar II records in the East India House Inscription, his
father, Nabopolassar, began the work (I R 55, v 12-20):
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is-tu du •. ku ki.nam.tar.tar.re.e.de pa-ra-ak si-ma-a-ti a-di a-a+bur-sa-bu-um su-le-e
Mbili(b\.dingir.ra)kl mi-ilj-ra-at ka.sikil!(NIN) in libitti n"tur-mi-na-biin-da ma-as-daba be/i rabf 6 marduk u-ba-an-na-a ta-al-/ak-ti

From Du-ku Ki-namtartarrede, the Dais of Destinies, to Ay-ibiir-sabU, the Street of
Babylon, opposite Ka-sikilla, (Nabopolassar) beautified the roadway, the processionway of the great lord Marduk, with slabs of breccia.
Nabopolassar's efforts were thus confined to the initial section of the Processional Way,
leading from the Dais of Destinies in E-sagil (for Du-ku see above, the commentary on II
17') to Ka-sikilla, probably the main entrance to the precinct of E-sagil (see below, the
commentary on the E-sagil Tablet, line 15), at which point, evidently, Marduk's procession joined Ay-ibiir-sabu. The continuation of Nabopolassar's work, from Ka-sik:illa to
the !Star Gate, was taken in hand by his son (I R 56, v 38-54):
a-a-< i> -bu-ur-sa-bu-um su-le-e biibili(ka.dingir.ra)kl a-na ma-as-da-ba beli rabf
marduk ta-am-la-a za-aq-ru u-ma-al-li-ma i-na libitti n••tur1-mi-na-bim-da
libitti
"'•si-ti-iq sadi' a-a-i-bu-ur-sa-bu-u is-tu ka.sikil.la a-di 6 is8 -tar-sa-ki-pa-at-te-e-bi-sa
a-na ma-as-da-ha i-lu-ti-Su u-da-am-mi-iq-ma it-ti sa a-bi i-pu-su e-es-ni-iq-ma u-ba-anna-a ta-a/-la-ak-ti

6

u

(On) Ay-ibiir-sabii, the Street of Babylon, I made a massive infilling for the
procession-way of the great lord Marduk, and embellished it with slabs of breccia
and mountain quarry-stone, from Ka-sikilla to IStar-sakipat-tebisa, for his divine
procession-way; I joined it with the part my father had treated, and beautified its
roadway.
Oddly enough, in his Wadi Brisa inscription Nebuchadnezzar refers to this same stretch
of the Processional Way, from the !Star Gate to Ka-sikilla, as !Star-lamassi-ummaniSu.
This, in Tintir, is the Street of the !Star Gate, through which the Processional Way
passed, and it would appear that at least the northern section of the Processional Way
went by two names (on this see further V 70 and commentary).
The "massive infilling" of the Processional Way led to such an increase in its elevation
that Nebuchadnezzar had no alternative but to raise to a comparable level much of the
street's surroundings. As he himself records, the twin gateways of the !Star Gate were
now too low because of the new height of the Street of Babylon (I R 56, v 55-vi 21:
quoted above, p. 339). The same inscription reveals that Nebuchadnezzar was obliged to
rebuild Nabopolassar's palace, not only because its foundations had been w:akened by
floods, but also because its gates, too, were-now well below street level (I R 57, vii 51-56):
i-na me-e mi-lum i-si-id-sa i-ni-is-ma i-na ta-am-le-e su-le-e biibili(ka.dingir.ra)•' sa
ekalli sa-a-tim is-ta-ap-pi-la biibiitu-sa

Its foundations had become weak on account of the flood waters, and the gates of
that palace had become too low through the infilling of the Street of Babylon.
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Given this sequence of rebuilding operations, it is plain that the filling and repaving of
Ay-ibiir-sabii, and, no doubt, also the construction of the canal bridge together with the
attendant clearing of the LThil-l}engalla (for this work, see above, on V 61), preceded the
reconstruction of the !Star Gate and the southern palace. It may also have ante-dated the
rebuilding of E-mal}, the temple of Belet-i!I (Ninmal}), which stood (and now stands
again, reconstructed by the Iraqi Directorate of Antiquities) just inside the !Star Gate,
across the Processional Way from the southern palace (for the rebuilding of this temple
by Nebuchadnezzar II, see the commentary on IV 18).
The sole mention of Ay-ibiir-sabii outside Tintir and royal inscriptions is in a fragment
of a ritual tablet from Kuyunjik, text no. 41 (82-3-23, 100, I. !').
65

The restoration of this broken line is conjectural; cf. the name of the throne-dais Tiib
~il/asu (V 44). The reference is to Marduk in his role of protector of those who cannot
protect themselves. The word uliilu is a synonym of ensu, "weakling" (TCS IV, p. 213, 51:
commentary on Summa izbu), and of dunnamu, "simpleton" (Ma/ku IV 47-48 = LTBA II
I, xii 78-79). It occurs as one of many words for people of lowly estate, or in distressed
circumstances (see Lambert in BWL, p. 18 1 ).
65-66 The order of these lines is reversed in MS A.
66 The first part of the name of this street is the kind of rhetorical question found in
certain personal names (e.g. in Old Akkadian, Mannum-ki-Sulgi, "Who is like Sulgi?":
cf. Stamm, Namengabung, pp. 84f., 237f.), but it is not clear how the broken second half
of the line can be tied in with what precedes it; indeed, MS A seems not to have room for
more than ki-'C [6 amar.utu].
67 According to Nebuchadnezzar II's Wadi Brisa inscription, this street, described as
the "wide street, thoroughfare of Nabii", that is, the Processional Way of NabU, was, like
the Processional Way of Marduk, built up with a "massive infilling", and embellished
with "bitumen and baked brick" (the relevant passage, A vii 43-53, is quoted below in the
commentary on V 70, as also is a brick of Nebuchadnezzar which commemorates the
same work). That the Street of the Uras Gate should be named after Nab(\ is, of course,
accountable to the fact that Nabii's procession from Borsippa entered the city by this gate
(see p. 337). Four Late Babylonian contracts deal with properties along the "thoroughfare" (miitaqu) of Nabii and Nanay, and this is probably the procession street of the
present line. While three of them describe the street as siiqu Iii a~e, "cul-de-sac" (VS V 64,
2-3; 78, 2-3; 84, 2), another refers to it as siiqu rapsu, "a wide street" (ibid., 82, 2). As
Unger explained (Babylon, p. 110), the part of Nabii's Processional Way which is a culde-sac must be its final stretch, leading only to Nabii's entrance into E-sagil (this being, as
the Wadi Brisa inscription notes, the terminus for Nabu-dayyan nislSu). Nearer the Uras
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Gate, where the steet would be a popular as well as a religious thoroughfare, leading to
the roads to Borsippa and Dilbat, it would no doubt fit the description "wide street".
Nabu is not commonly described, as in the name of his procession street, as a judge,
but it is not unknown for him to exercise such a function. In a prayer he is the "judge
who advises (the gods) his fathers" ([d]a-a-a-nu ma-li-ki abbem''-su, Durand, Documents
cunN[ormes I, pl. 122, no. 341, obv. 7), while in the cylinder inscription of Nabu-sumaimbi, a governor of Borsippa in the eighth century, he is "judge of the gods" ([da]yyiin
(di.ku,) iii""', Lambert, JAOS 88, p. 125, i 10). No doubt da-i-nu di-ni[m], "who passes
judgement", is also an epithet of his in the fragmentary Nabil hymn BM 47910 (Lambert,
Matous Festschrift ll, p. 80, 3').
68 The Street of the Zababa Gate no doubt took the KiS road from the Zababa Gate to
the centre of the city. It is aptly named, for Zababa is a god of battle, described by
Nebuchadnezzar II as the "lord whose weapon cannot be withstood, whose battle is
mighty" (dza-ba 4 -ba4 be-If sa kak-ka-su Ia im-mal]-l]a-ar qa-bal-su da-num: PBS XV 79, iii
86-87). His position as warlike god par excellence is reflected in the syncretistic list BM
47406, where dza-ba 4 -ba4 = dmarduk sa ta-!Ja-zi (CT 24 50, obv. 5).
69 As noted above (p. 339) the insistence of previous editors on reading abul gi-[is-su] at
the end of this line is based on a misreading of MS A, which has, in fact, abul dam[ar.utu]
(the only other surviving source for the line's end isMS t: abul d( ... ).
While this street is named after Marduk because it served the Marduk Gate, we must
note the possibility that it was used as a procession road of Nergal, who may have arrived
at the Marduk Gate on his way from Kutha. The Marduk Gate marked the boundary
between the adjacent quarters of Kullab and TE.E" (see V 96-97), and in Neo- and Late
Babylonian times deeds attest to the existence of a street called the "thoroughfare of
Nergal of Joy", which passed through both quarters (miitaq Nergal sa !Jade: references
collected by Unger, Babylon, p. 113, to which add CT 55 179, 3, and 51 80 = NemetNejat, LBFP, p. 87; with Nergal sa !Jade cf. the god list CT 24 41, ix 70, where is listed
du.gur sa ri-sa-ti, "Nergal of Jubilation"). It may be that Nergal's procession, the goal of
which may have been the temple of Lugalirra (perhaps in Kullab: seep. 223), made use of
the Street of the Marduk Gate, and thus that the "thoroughfare of Nergal of Joy" is
another name for Marduk-re'!-mattsu.
70 Nebuchadnezzar II's work on this street, and on the Street of the Uras Gate (V 67),
is told in the Wadi Brisa inscription (A vii 43-53):

istu distar(inanna)-sa-ki-pat-te-e-bi-su a-di ka.sikil.lu diStar-dJamassi-ummiinim''-su
siiqu rapsu(sila.dagal.la) mu-taq beli rabf dmarduk iStu ik-kib-su-na-ka-ar a-di mi-reb
dnabU e.sag.il dnaba-dayyiin-ni-si-su siiqu rapsu mu-taq miir rube dna[ba]tam-la-a zaqru u-ma-l[z1 'z'-na ku-up-ru iz a-gu[r-rz1 u-da-me-eq [tal-lak-ta]
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From !Star-siikipat-tebisu to Ka-sikilla, !Star-lamassi-ummiinisu, the wide street, the
thoroughfare of the great lord Marduk; (and) from Ikkibsu-nakar to Nabu's
entrance into E-sagil, Nabil-dayyan-niS!Su, the wide street, the thoroughfare of the
Son of the Prince, Nabu, (on these stretches of road) I made a massive infilling, and
embellished [their roadway] with bitumen and baked brick.
The same construction work is also the subject of a brick inscription of Nebuchadnezzar,
according to which Nabopolassar began the task of repaving the two streets (Koldewey,
WEB', p. 54, fig. 37 = Weissbach, MDOG 9, p. !If.):

dnabiJ-kudurrf-u-sur sar kit.dingir.raki za-ni-in e.sag.il {u e) iz e.zi.da miir dnabiJ-apla-usur sar [kit.dingir.rakiJ su-qa-a-ti ba-bi-lamki ma-al-da-!Ja dnabu iz dmarduk be/e"'''-e-a
sa dnabu-apla-u-sur sar kit.dingir.raki abu ba-n[u]-u-a i-na kupri iz agurri u-da-am-mi-iq
ta-al-la-ak-ti ia-ti en-qu mu-ut-ne-en-nu-u pa-lil] be/u-ti-[su-nu] e-li kupri iz agurri tam/a-a dan-nu i-na eperz~' el-lu-ti u-ma-al-li i-na kupri zl agurri ki-ma me-ti-qu sa-qi-i udan-nin qe-reb-si-in dnabiJ zl dmarduk i-na su-qa-a-ti si-na-a-ti ha-di-iS i-na sa-da-hi-kuun dam-qa-tu-u-a li-is-sak-nu §ap-ti-ku-un ba-/a-a{ u4 -um ru-q,;-ti {ab si-ri 'l]u-ud fib'-bi
[z}na ma-l]a-ri-ku-nu qer-reb-bu-us-su-nu a-ta-lu-ku /u-la-ab-bi-ir a-na da-ra-a-ti
I, Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, who provides for E-sagil and E-zida, son of
Nabopolassar, king of Babylon- as for the streets of Babylon, the procession roads
of my lords Nabu and Marduk, of which Nabopolassar, king of Babylon, my father
who begot me, had embellished the roadways with bitumen and baked brick, I
myself, being wise and virtuous, and revering their lordship, made a mighty infilling
of clean earth on top of the bitumen and baked brick. I reinforced them on the inside
with (more) bitumen and baked brick, like a high causeway. 0 Nabi\ and Marduk,
when you joyf!JllY go in procession along those streets, may blessings for me be on
your lips, and may I, in ever walking along them before you, (thus) prolong for
eternity (my) life of long days, good health and happiness!
(Cf. also a newly published inscription, Bahija Khalil, Sumer 4!, p. 35, according to
which Nebuchadnezzar:s work took place in stages: the first two raised both streets by 6
and then 18 cubits, a third elevated !Star-lamassi-ummiin!Su only by a further 17, giving a
total rise for Marduk's procession road of 41 cubits, about 20m.) As the prayer which
concludes the brick reveals, the Processional Ways were not only special to their divine
travellers, but also to the king who accompanied the gods in procession. In Late
Babylonian contracts one comes across the expression miitaq iii u §arri, "thoroughfare of
god and king", describing streets which were evidently used as procession roads (in
Babylon see, e.g., VS V 96, 5; in Kis, Borsippa and Uruk see CAD M/2, p. 298, for
references).
The passage of the Wadi Brisa inscription quoted in the preceding paragraphs
demonstrates that Nebuchadnezzar considered the procession roads of Nabu and Mar-
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duk to be the principal religious streets of the city. The procession road of Nabu led from
the Uras Gate, Ikkibsu-nakar, to Nabu's entrance into E-sagil, and is named as Nabudayyan-nisisu, this being, in Tintir, the Street of the Uras Gate (see V 67 and commentary). The procession road of Marduk is called, in the Wadi Brisa inscription, IStarlamassi-ummiin!su, which according to the present line is also known as the Street of the
!Star Gate. Its termini are stated by Nebuchadnezzar to be the !Star Gate, IStar-sakipattebisa, and Ka-sikilla. As documented in the commentary on V 64, this same stretch of
road is also known, in inscriptions of the same king, as Ay-ibiir-sabu. In Neo-Babylonian
times, then, the procession road of Marduk, along its entire length from the E-sagil
temple complex (where Ka-sikilla was located) to the city walls, could be known by either
of two names. At some earlier time, however, there was probably a distinction between
Ay-ibiir-sabu and IStar-lamassi-ummaniSu, for the present text lists them separately. One
might suppose that when Tintir was compiled the Processional Way of Marduk was less
of a whole, and that at the city centre it was known as Ay-ibiir-sabu, the Street of
Babylon, while the less ancient stretch nearer the city wall was called IStar-lamassiummiiniSu, Street of the !Star Gate. Perhaps only when Nabopolassar and his successor
rebuilt the Processional Way along its entire stretch, giving it, one might imagine, a
uniformity of appearance which it did not possess in earlier times, did the distinction
between the two names become blurred, resulting in their synonymous usage by Nebuchadnezzar (cf. Unger, Babylon, p. 111).
71 The name of the street which led to the Enlil Gate is again appropriate: Enlil, as a
long-standing King of the Gods, is also responsible for the selection and approval of
mortal kings. "His kingship" is that which he confers on Babylon and its ruler, the
kingship of the land. There may also be an allusion to the transfer of divine kingship
from Enlil to Marduk as it is symbolized in the Creation Epic, where Enlil relinquishes
his royal title Bel-matati, "Lord of the Lands", to confirm the supremacy of his successor
(Eniima elis VII 136). The southern terminus of Enlil's street was probably his temple, Enamtila, in the quarter Kumar (IV 34).
72 The name of this street, which led not to a "Sin Gate" (so Unger, but see the
commentary on V 54) but to the King's Gate, makes an allusion to the fact that Sin, the
moon, is bel age, "lord of the crown", an epithet attested for him from the Middle
Babylonian period (in royal inscriptions and literary texts: see the references collected by
CAD Afl, p. 154f.). Sennacherib gave the Sin Gate of Nineveh an almost identical name:
•nanna-ru mu-kin (var. na-#r) age be-lu-ti-ia, "The Moon is the Establisher/Protector of
my Lordly Crown" (CT 26 32, 91 II Thompson, Iraq 7, p. 90, 28).
MS A's nam.lugal.la-su for beliitfsu is evidently dittography from the previous line.

73 The street's name probably makes a play on the word musazninu, which is a possible
form from zaniinu, "to rain", and zaniinu, "to provision". Adad is a god who can do
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both: as one who supervises irrigation (gu-gal sa-me-e u er-$e-tim, "canal inspector of
heaven and underworld": CH xxvii 65-66), and accordingly brings fertility to arable land,
Adad can be said to provide food for the country; as a storm-god he brings what little
rain falls in the land. A famous example of paronomasia involving the same words occurs
in the story of the Delnge, in the ambiguous phrases with which Ut-napisti must warn the
people of the imminent catastrophe (Gilgames XI 46-47; 87 and 90).
For the suggested route of Adad's street see the commentary on V 99.
74 A "wide street of the Samas Gate" (sila.dagal ka.gal •utu) occurs in a royal
inscription, perhaps of Nabonidus (CT 37 21, BM 38346, rev. 1), but it is arguable
whether the topographical context is Babylon (see above, on V 56).
Samas, who daily travels the limits of the earth, is a god especially able to afford
protection to an army on the march, for no matter how remote the campaign nothing is
beyond his sight (cf. TCL III 416: Sargon; Ball, PSBA 11, p. l24f., iii 19-22: Nebuchadnezzar II).
75 Cf. the three throne-daises called Kurub-lisme in V 15-17. This name is perhaps that
of a minor deity, comparable with ISemme-se'iisu and Kunus-kadru, and perhaps others
among the streets of ll. 62-66. As it stands the second half of the line is probably corrupt,
and would appear to be lacking in MS A, where ku-ru-u[b] occupies the entire first half of
the line, and [lis-me-(ka)] alone is expected in the second.
76 This street may be named after the last king of the First Isin Dynasty, who may have
exercised a brief control over Babylon (see above, on IV 38). Hallo and Landberger's
objection that the street cannot refer to this king because the name is written without
personal or divine determinative (JNES 18, p. 58 44) may be valid for an Old Babylonian
text but cannot be upheld in the late period, especially in the present text: in the lists of
daises and streets in Tintir V determinatives are commonly omitted, particularly in the
case of minor divine figures (Liimur-dinsu, Ukkumu, ISemme-se'iisu, Kunus~kadru).
77 The Akkadian reading is provided by Lu Excerpt II 115 (MSL XII, p. 107): e.sir
ka.limmu.ba = su-qi er-bet-ti.
78 For •sebettu see the article of Jean, RA 21, p. 93ff., who equates them with the seven
sons of Enmesarra. There may, however, be more than one Divine Heptad. One set are
gods of war, invoked by Esarhaddon in the curse section of the treaty with Tyre (Borger,
Esarh., p. 109, iv 5: •se-bet-te iliim'' qar-du-te ina •"kakke""'-su-nu [ ... ]-ku-nu /is-kun,
"May the Divine Heptad, the warlike gods, bring about your [(demise)] with their
weapons"), and by the same king in the introduction to a building inscription (ibid., p. 79,
12: •sebettu(imin.bi) i/um'' qar-du-ti ta-me-lju ti/-pa-nu U U$·$i [sa t]i-bu-su-nu tam-!Ja-ru saas-mu, "the Divine Heptad, the warlike gods who grasp bow and arrow, whose onslaught
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is battle and combat"). In the Erra Epic they become agents of Erra, god of war and
pestilence, created for him by Anu and given to him to serve as his "fierce weapons"
('"kakki"''' ez-zu-ti: see I 28-44; for the Sebettu in the poem of Erra, see now Bottero,
Annuaire, Ecole pratique des hautes etudes, IV' Section (!977-78), pp. lll and 154).
In astronomical texts a Divine Heptad appears in the guise of the Pleiades (Astrolabe
B: KAV 218, A i 12 and 19).
79 The Divine Twins may here be Lugalirra and Meslamtaea, who are found so named
in an apotropaic ritual (BBR no. 42, 2 = Gurney, AAA 22, p. 62: [en •iugal-ir9 -ra •meslam-t]a-e-a •masu(mas.tab.ba) ifum'' ki-lal-la-an). Like the Sebettu of the preceding line,
Lugalirra and Meslamtaea are gods of warlike propensities, belonging to the court of
gods around Nergal, and are thus probably to be identified with the Divine Twins who
are associated with death and destruction in omen apodoses (e.g. A/0 22, p. 60, 42-43).
Two sets of Divine Twins are found as constellations in the star lists. These are the
Greater Twins, Lugalirra and Meslamtaea (secondarily explained as Sin and Nergal in
one text, and probably to be identified with our Castor and Pollux: G6ssmann, SL IV/2,
no. 268); and the Lesser Twins, Alammus and Ningublaga (explained as •igi.du and
Ningublaga):
mul.mas.tab.ba gal.gal.la
mul.mas.tab.ba tur.tur

[mul].'•mas.tab.ba' gal.gal
[mu!.•mas.tab.b]a tur.tur

dfugal-ir 9-ra u dmes-lam-ta-e-a

•sfn u •nergal(u.gur)
•aiammus u •nin-gublaga
•igi.du u •nin-gublaga
(V R 46, no. I, obv. 4-7)
•iugal-ir 9 -ra u •mes-lam-ta-e-a
•aiammus u •nin-gublaga
(CT 33 l, i 5-6)

Another astrological text, the explanatory list K 2067, contrives to make the number of
constellations of divine pairs up to the mystic number of seven (CT 26 45, 11-15):
mul.mas.tab.ba gal.gal
mul.mas.tab.ba tur.tur
mul.maS.tab.ba sa ina meijretet mul.sipa.zi.<an> .na izzazzuzu
mul.nin.sar mul.er.ra.gal
mul•sullat mul.ganis
mul.Sar.ur4 •sar.gaz
mul.zi.ba.an.na
7 rna-a-Sf<
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The Greater Twins, the Lesser Twins, the Twins who are stationed opposite Orion,
Ninsar and Erragal, Sullat and ijanis, Sarur and Sargaz, and Libra: 7 (sets of)
Twins.
80 Understanding the beginning of this line seems also to have been a problem for the
ancients, and it would appear corrupt. There is a proliferation of variant readings, where
it seems the various copyists have tried to edit some sense into it. MS r is not familiar
with other sources' {tissu/{lisu and tries the altogether different tar-ba-as-s[u?], "its fold".
We have provisionally understood lju-ud-da as ljuddi, II/I impt. of ljadu. Forms from
lja{ti{u, "to excavate" (cf. bu-u{-{a-a-ma, its I/l impt. in CT 34 32, 67: Nabonidus), and
ljuddudu, "to cut deep", are not impossible, and are perhaps what MS A (bu-DU-UD)
has in mind, but give no obviously better sense.
81 The street's name refers to Marduk's extraordinary hearing ability. The designation
of this, the last street of the list, as the Street of Marduk suggests that it formed part of
his procession road, otherwise known as Ay-ibilr-sabil and !Star-lamassi-ummaniSu, q.v.
82 This line begins the section which summarizes the sacred and topographical features
of Babylon. The statistics presented in this section do not always agree with the foregoing
lists, and this is a problem which is discussed above, p. 13. The 43 maljazu's of this line,
however, are clearly the 43 temples listed in Tablet IV, a correlation which was first
demonstrated by Moran, AnBi !2, p. 257f.
84 This line summarizes the topographical features of the city, listed in full in ll. 49-81
of this tablet (see further p. 13). kirbu is a word which first appears in north Mesopotamia
in the Old Babylonian period and then at Nuzi. There used apparently to denote a
fortified inner town or citadel, it came to be a literary word for "city wall", as found here
and in the synonym list Malku I, where it is listed along with other such words (A.D.
Kilmer, JAOS 83, p. 428f., 236-239b):

ki-ir-lju
a-malj-bu
e-ma-ri

ku-us-ba-ru
a-du-uS-SU

a-du-u
sul-lju-u

=

du-u-ru
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN

85 The figures of this line reflect a tradition in which the gods of heaven numbered 300
and the gods of underworld, 600. This tradition is also found in the litany SBH 50, rev.
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24-25 and duplicates (cited by Falkenstein, AS 16, p. 130), where both sets of gods are
called Anunnaki (composite text, SBH IV, 155-58):
da.nun.na an.na mu.uiUil..bi
da~nun-na-ki Sil Samee 5 Su-Si
•a.nun.na ki.a mu.us.u.bi
da-nun-na-ki sa er$etimtim ne-e-er-SU

Closer to the present line as regards terminology is a line interpolated into the Creation
Epic (Eniima eliS VI 69):
5.gis •t-gi-gi sa sa-ma-[m]i u gis.u sa apsi [k]alu-su-nu pa!J-ru
The 300 !gigi of heaven and the 600 of Apsu were all assembled.
Here the 600 gods of the Apsu are certainly the Anunnaki, who are often written •gis.u
(i.e. "the 600 gods"): in the later periods the Anunnaki dwelt below the earth, while the
lgigi resided in heaven (on the numbers and place of the two sets of gods see Kienast, AS
16, p. 142ft'., and RIA V, p. 40ff.). A separate tradition is maintained in the Creation Epic
according to which Marduk divides the gods, in this case the 600 Anunnaki, equally
between the domain of Anu, the heavens, and the underworld (VI 39-44), a division
whereby, of course, 300 reside in each.
The throne-daises of the lgigi and Anunnaki are perhaps simply the sanctuaries E-durkuga and E-ka-gula, which, while appearing in the temple list (IV 28-29), are nevertheless
described in exactly these terms. The numbers given in the present line are perhaps only
theological allusions rather than practical statistics. Shrines of the lgigi and Anunnaki are
also known in E-sagil (II 17-18 and 25).
86-88 This section deals with minor shrines, none of which is listed in the extant text.
However, the tradition in which Babylon is well equipped with outdoor shrines of !Star
and "stations" of Lugalirra and Meslamtaea - as well as being a meeting place for the
lgigi and Anunnaki (cf. the previous line) - is also found in an inscription of
Nabopolassar. The passage describes the city and its wall, lmgur-Enlil, in terms which
very probably allude to Tintir V 85-86 (al-Rawi, Iraq 47, p. 10, ii 13-17):

tarba$U Sum-du-Ju Sa df-gi.-gi4 ki-sa/-Ju pa/-ka-a Sa •a-nun-na-ki me-Jet Sa-ma-mi simmi-/at ga-an-$ir na-an-za-az dfugal-ir 9 -ra U dmes-lam-ta-e ib-rat sa diStar Sar-rat ra-bitim
Spacious fold of the lgigi, roomy courtyard of the Anunnaki, place of ascent to
heaven and stair down to Gan~ir (the entrance to Hades), station of Lugalirra and
Meslamtaea, outdoor shrine of the great queen !Star.
Some, if not all, of the cultic structures summarized in these lines of Tintir were, one
imagines, very probably to be found on street corners or in the gates of temples, and were
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perhaps the places of worship of the populace, who were barred entry to the grander
sanctuaries. The designation ub.lil.la, literally "niche in the open air", itself suggests an
outdoor shrine. That the public worshipped at such places is suggested by a Sumerian
proverb in which a man complains that his womenfolk are letting him starve, his sister
being at the ub.lil.la and his mother at the river (washing laundry, one supposes; the
proverb reads nin9.mu ub.lil.la nam.me.a ama.mu id.da nam.ga.me.am sagar.da
ba.ug,.e.de.en.e.se, E.!. Gordon, Sumerian Proverbs, Collection I 142). These open air
shrines (Akk. ibratu) apparently comprised two main parts, the ibratu itself, that is, the
shrine as a whole, and its nemedu, the pedestal on which the representation of the deity
would be placed: this is shown by passages of Surpu which invoke the curse of the "shrine
and its seat" (III 83, ib-re-ti u ne-me-di-sa; VIII 48, ib-ra-tum u ne-me-di-sa). In the
commentary on the same text these two items are explained as the "throne-daises of
Babylon" (ma-a parakkum'' sa ka.dingirkl [su-nu]: KAR 94, 56), and this supports the idea
that such shrines were to be found in public places, for it is known that cultic "thronedaises" were located at temple gates and other accessible spots throughout the city (see
above, p. 12). That !Star was particularly worshipped at open-air shrines can be seen not
only by their great number (they outnumber the throne-daises of Marduk by more than
three to one) but in addition by her title "Lady of the Open-Air Shrine" (CT 24 33, v 35 II
KAV 145, 3: •nin''·'" ib-ra[t-tz]). Both considerations speak for the great popularity
enjoyed by this universally revered goddess among ordinary folk, who took no part in the
'official' temple cults.
The manziizu of a god is the standing-place of his statue. This could either be a
temporary location (as in the Anu Temple ritual from Uruk, where the images of the gods
are arranged "at their stations" before Anu and Antu: Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 72,
obv. 18), or It could be a permanent fixture, a socle or pedestal supporting a divine statue,
and as such could be found inside a temple, at its gate, or elsewhere (a little topographical
Information on manziizu's in E-sagil can be gleaned from Tintir II 25' -34'; apart from
those and the "stations" of the present lines one may also note the shrines of the AsakkuDemon listed in KAR 142, obv. ii 1-10, quoted above, p. 285, which are described both
as parakkum'' and as KUR.gubm•' = manziizii(ki!.gub)m"?, and located mainly at temple
gates). The manziizu thus serves much the same purpose as the subtu or nemedu (strictly
the 'sitting-place' of a god: see above, p. 10). We can only speculate as to the locations
of the large numbers of "stations" in the present summary. CAD Mil, p. 235, states that
the manziizu's of Lugalirra and Meslamtaea listed here were "on the processional street",
without giving further evidence. The writer cannot verify this, but one might imagine the
Street of the Divine Twins (V 79) to have been embellished in this way, just as the Street
of the Divine Heptad might be supposed to be the site of the 12 manziizu's listed for these
gods in line 87.
As to the gods whose statues occupied these many manziizu's, it is interesting to
observe that none of them is particularly well-known as a cultic figure, either at Babylon
or elsewhere. What distinguishes them is, on the one hand, a demonic character (Kiibu,
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Ilu-lemnu and Rabi~-ali), or, on the other, an astral association (Lugalirra and Meslamtaea being the Greater Twins, the Sebettu being the Pleiades (see above, on V 78 and 79),
and the Rainbow Star being identified with Absinnu, part of Virgo, or with Venus: CAD
Ml 1, p. 231 f.). If these manzazu's were, like the parakku's, distributed throughout the city
in places to which the public had access, this may indicate that the worship of demonic
and astral figures was rather more a feature of everyday religious life than the cultic
literature of the 'official' state religion would have us believe. In this regard we may note
the surprising popularity in the second millennium of Kilbu, the deified stillborn child
and a demon thus associated with childbirth (see Romer, Festschrift Bohl, p. 310ff.;
Lambert, RIA VI, p. 265). This popularity, to which is witness a large number of
theophoric personal names compounded with the name of this demon as the divine
element, is reflected in the 'official' cult only at Assur (in the Middle Assyrian ritual, KAR
154 = Menzel, AT II, no. 2, rev. 10'-11'; in the metrological tablet Assur 19763 =
Weidner, AjO 8, p. 43, rev. 7'; and in the Gotteradressbuch, KAV 42, obv. ii 4 and 9 =
ibid., no. 64, 55 and 60. All three texts associate Kilbu with the double temple of Anu
and Adad).
Lugalirra and Meslamtaea occur again as a pair in Babylon in the shrine list of E-rabriri, in which they occupy a §ubtu by the name of E-melam-!Jus (no. 12, K 2107 + 6086,
rev. iii 15'). The Archive of Mystic Heptads describes Meslamtaea as "Nergal of
Babylon" (KAR 142, rev. iii 28: •mes-lam-ta-e-a = •u.gur sa tin.tirk 1), but such theological speculation need not reflect cultic actuality. However, it appears that a cult of
Lugalirra was established at Babylon in the late period. Tintir makes no mention of his
sanctuary, but a temple of Lugalirra appears among those of the quarter Kullab in the
Late Babylonian administrative tablet, no. 38 (BM 77433, 13), and in a Nee-Babylonian
letter, where it is the area of origin of the family of a man freed from service and
dedicated to Bel (ABL 877, obv. II). Both documents write the divine name •Jugal-ir-ra,
an orthography which also appears in Tintir IV 33 (MS i) in the name of the quarter BabLugalirra. In addition, the •tuga/-AN-ra of MS y in the present line is more convincingly
an error for •Jugal-ir-ra than for •tugal-ir9 -ra. Indeed, the former orthography is an
established variant writing of the divine name, with which one may compare the Emesal
form •umun.ir.ra (on this and other writings which argue for a name Lugalirra against
Lugalgirra, see now Lambert, RIA VII, p. 143). The writing •tugal-ir-ra draws attention to
an interpretation of the divine name Lugalirra as "King Erra". Both Lugalirra and Erra
belonged to Nergal's circle, and were at times identified with him. But whether the former
was "King Erra" by origin, or only later through etymological speculation, is unclear.
Lugalirra's temple at Babylon was perhaps the terminus of the "thoroughfare of Nergal
of Joy", a street also absent from Tintir (on which seep. 362).

has been comprehensively documented by Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 68f. Noting the correspondence of SA,.ALAM to nabnftu and bunnannii in lexical and bilingual texts, Sjoberg came
to the conclusion that ki.SA 7 .ALAM "means 'place where something has been made
(created) and given its distinctive or identifying features'." Against this view, which is in
line with the general consensus of opinion, is the idea put forward by Landsberger, in
WO 3, p. 77, that the phrase means "hervorstechende Platz". Especially revealing,
however, is the use of the phrase in the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns to
describe the city of Kes (TCS III, p. 22, 87: keskl uru 12 SA 7 .ALAM an.ki, "0 Kes,
artfully-built, the birth-(place) of heaven and underworld" - on uru 12 (EN) = naklu see
the commentary below on line 2' of the Nippur Temple List, no. 19- note SA 7 .ALAM
used without ki but nevertheless describing a locality, as in the present line). Kes, being a
city of Nin!Jursag, the Mother Goddess, is naturally a place where creation takes place.
The use of the epithet SA,.ALAM for Kes is paralleled by a title of the Mother Goddess,
"Lady of Birth" (ama •nin.tu nin.SA 7 .ALAM.ma, TCS III, p. 46, 500; cf. in Akkadian
the epithet belet nabnfti, used of Belet-i!I by Sennacherib and Esarhaddon: 0/P 2, p. 117,
3; Wiseman, Vassal Treaties 437). ki.SA 7 .ALAM is found describing a temple of
Ninisinna in a hymn to that goddess from Old Babylonian Nippur (SRT 6, iii 16 and 24
II 7, 27 and 35), while in the mythological introduction to the Sumerian dispute of La!Jar
and Asnan it is an epithet used of Du-kuga, a cosmological location where the gods were
imagined to dwell, at the point in the story when the Anunnaki invent the two
protagonists for their greater eating pleasure (Alster and Vanstiphout, Acta Sum 9, p. 16,
26-27): u4 .ba ki.SA 7 .ALAM dingir.re.e.ne.kam e.bi du 6 .ku.ga la!Jar •asnan.bi mu.un.
sa, .es.am, "Then, in the birth-place of the gods, in that house, Du-kuga, they made
La!Jar and Asnan grow" (for a later interpretation of these lines in an incantation, see
below). Here the "birth-place" of the gods is perhaps both the place where they were
created (by An, earlier in the story), and the place where they themselves create.
If we are justified in assuming that SA 7 .ALAM in the Sumerian half of the present line
is to be understood as ki.SA 7.ALAM, "birth-place", as in the Collection of Sumerian
Temple Hymns, the line stands parallel to I 30, where Babylon is the "creator of god and
man" (see further the commentary, ad loc.)
Turning to the Akkadian translation of the present line we note that SA 7 .ALAM
corresponds to bunnannii, "face". This is an equation well known in lexical texts,
alongside SA,.ALAM = nabnftu, "creation" (MSL XVI, p. 50, Nabnftu I l-2; Goetze,
lAOS 65, p. 225, 68-69 = Diri VI E 87-88; lgituf:J I 397-98). Babylon as "face of the great
gods" makes no good sense, of course, and it may be that the Sumerian has been
translated mechanically without regard to meaning. However, there does appear to be
some evidence that bunnannii developed a secondary meaning, perhaps through its
association with SA 7 .ALAM and nabnftu, in which it has less to do with created form
("face", "appearance") than with the means by which this came into existence
("growth"). Accordingly Sargon II describes the gardens of Dilr-Sarruken as bu-un-na-an-

89-90 This bilingual line, which with the following one seems to serve as an introduction
to the section listing the quarters of the city, accords Babylon a traditional epithet of the
kind collected in Tablet I. With the Sumerian compare the phrase (ki).SA7.ALAM, which
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ne-e iili-su (TCL III, 223 + KAH II 141) where the word refers to the fact that things
grow there (against CAD's "featnres of his city" which is a trick of English: B, p. 318). A
closer parallel to the present line is found in Utukkii /emniitu, which quotes and translates

topographical fragment no. 11 (BM 41138, 3'), perhaps as the location of a shrine; in the
Religious Chronicle (Grayson, ABC, p. 133, i 13, in broken context); and in an
unpublished literary text (BM 47530, 11, courtesy W.G. Lambert). In deeds and contracts
it goes by the name biib maljfri (kit ganbajma-lji-ri: VS IV 21, 7, quoted above; CT 55
179, 1; Strassmaier, Nbn 238, 2; 239, 2). As well as the Grand Gates of Babylon and
Nippnr, there was also one of the same name at Ur (Kramer, AS l-\2, 213; Gadd, Iraq 22,
p. 159, passim). A Market Gate is also attested at Kutha, where it gave its name to a city
quarter (BM 92716 (82-5-22, 184), 3: er$eti" ka.gal ganba sa qe-reb gu-du 8 -aki; unpub.),
and at Uruk (TCL XIII 146, 30; YOS VII 191, 17: kit ganba), also as a quarter (BRM II
24, 15; 54, 2; AnOr 8 62, 4).
Given the central location of the quarter of which they are the limits, it is clear that the
Grand and Market Gates of Babylon are no longer to be sought on the city wall
(speculation in this regard by Gurney, Iraq 36, p. 50ff., and the writer, Sumer 35, p. 230,
ante-dated the decisive discovery of MS p, in which source alone is preserved the
complete name of the city quarter). That these two gates lay well inside the city wall, close
to the centre, can perhaps be explained by supposing them to be relics of an earlier city
wall of smaller compass than Imgnr-Enlil, such as, no doubt, those built by the ancestors
of Hammurapi (see p. 343). The sites of such gates would probably have been
remembered even after the gates themselves had disappeared, especially if they had first
given their names to the areas in their immediate vicinity (a common development in
ancient Mesopotamia). As we have seen above, the Market Gate did snrvive into the Late
Babylonian period, although by this time biib maljfri had probably become the name of a
locality within the quarter Eridu, rather than a physical structnre. The Grand Gate,
which is not mentioned in late deeds and contracts, may have disappeared entirely by this
time, however. This would help to explain away the corruption of kit.gal.mab in several
sources of Tintir·to ka.gal e.mab (see the apparatus); this might be understood to refer to
the main gate of Belet-ill's temple (IV 18), but from a topographical point of view
identification of the Grand Gate with a gate of E-mab is impossible: the border between
Eridu and Ka-dingirra (of which the Grand Gate defines the rough position) is to be
sought well south of E-mab (one may note in passing that Nippur's kit.gal.mab is also
corrupted, on occasion, to kit.gal e.mab: McEwan, ROMCT II 34, 1; BE X, p. 69).
Further confusion appears in line 93, where one source (F, from Kuyunjik) has the Grand
Gate instead of the Market Gate. But whatever the status of the two gates in the late
period, if we are right to suppose that they originally belonged to an early wall, then the
Grand Gate would have served the road north to Sippar and beyond, and the Market
Gate the road south to Dilbat.

the lines of Labar and Asnan cited earlier (CT 16 14, iv 28-31):
[u4 .b]a.a ki.SA 7 .ALAM"' dingir.re.e.ne.mes
i-nu-SU a-Sar bu-un-na-an-ne-e sa ifpnd SU-nu
e.bi 6 du •. ku.ga 6 lauar 6 asnan mu.un . si.es.am
ina bi-ti 6 du 6 -ku-ga sa lai:J-ra 6 MIN du-us-su-u
Here again "face" is obviously not what is meant by bunnannu, and whether or not this
translator is also guilty of mechanical translation one is inclined to translate it as if it
were nabnftu, thus agreeing with onr earlier translation:
At that time they were at the place of creation of the gods,
in the house of Du-kuga, which was teeming with ewes and grain.
The obscure gloss BI on SA 7 .ALAM in the above passage is also present in MS r of the
present line, and rather advises us against a reading uktin or ulutim (so the glosses in Diri
VI E 87-88). A third passage where the meaning "creation" is desirable for bunnannu is in
the explanatory temple list no. 3 (BM 34850, rev. 13'), where blt bunnanne and blt baliiti
translate the temple name E-namtila, "House of Life", or "House which Gives Life" (the
connection between nam.ti.la and bunnannu is also made in the hymn KAR 109, in the
same context: see further the commentary on the temple list).
91 This line does not refer to the city quarter Eridu (as Gurney thought, Iraq 36, p. 47),
for that is the subject of the next line, now completely restored. Eridu is here the name of
Babylon, for which see I 21 and the commentary thereon. The line thus forms, with the
preceding bilingual line, a couplet of a literary flavour.
92 The quarter Eridu is the religious centre of Babylon, the site of E-sagil and the other
temples listed in Tintir IV 1-14 (the topography is discussed above, p. 23). The quarter is
not wholly given over to religious buildings, however, for housing lots are attested in
Eridu in a dowry tablet from the reign of Cyrus (Kohler-Peiser, Rechtsl., p. 14f., BM
77345 (84-2-ll, 79), obv. 6: 14 gim'' i-na er$eti" eri-du 10 k 1 (col!.; this is Unger's ir-I:Jz~',
Babylon, p. 83), and in a loan contract in which a property near the Market Gate is put
forward as security (VS IV 21, 6-7: e ... sa er$eti'' eri-du 10 kii(RA) sa kit ganba; Nbk).
The landmarks which defi,ne the quarter of Eridu are given here as the Grand Gate
(abulmiilju: the reading follows MSL XIII, p. 228, Kaga/ I 2, where ka.gal.jabul.mab =
a-bu-ul-ma[lj] is the first in a lis( of the city gates of Nippur), and the Market Gate (abut
maljfri). The Grand Gate of Babylon is also found in the gate list no. 35 (79-7-8, 291, i 6'),
as the first of the gates of Babylon. The Market Gate is known as abut maljfri in the

93 As noted in the introduction (p. 25), the location of this quarter is decided by its
temples (IV 19-20), both of which are excavated, and by its association with the Uras
Gate, the southern city gate of east Babylon (V 49). Additional evidence, placing the
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quarter of Suanna on the bank of the Euphrates, comes from a land sale of Persian times,
which deals with a plot of land in Suanna whose south side is bordered by a "narrow
street descending to the river" (su-u-qu qatnu mu-rad niiri: V R 68, no. 2 = Strassmaier,
Cyrus 345, 15); and an unpublished astronomical diary mentioning "the quarter Suanna
on the river bank" (er~et su-an-na ina kisiid niiri: BM 37456, 5).
The various writings of the name of the quarter here and in IV 20 (su-an-na, su-ma-an
and tin.tir": see the apparatus) indicate that the two quarters known to Unger as Tintir
and Suanna turn out to be one and the same (so already Gurney, RA 69, p. 95). Though
this might seem hard to accept we would draw attention to the lexical tradition in which
tin.tir"' is explained as both Babilu and Suanna (Diri IV 89 (var.); Hh XXI/4 30; Erimi:Jus
V 26; Ashmolean 1924-877, iv 5: all quoted above, on I 1). The writing su-ma-an is
more than an idiosyncracy of the very poorly written exercise tablet (gg) on which it is
found in this line, for the quarter's name is written su-ma-an and su-ma-(an)-nu in late
deeds (see below). A parallel orthography is ku-marj-ma-ri for the quarter which we call
Kumar, but is strictly Kuar(a) (V 100; on the orthographic development which saw the
consonantal glide written as jmj see p. 338f.). The loss of the final vowel of Suanna evident
in the late writing su-ma-an is supported by the 'Graeco-Babylonian' MS c (I 4 and 6),
but conversely one should be aware of the orthography su-an-nu-u in the Seleucid
Erimhus tablet (p. 237), although this probably exhibits a scholarly appreciation of
linguistics and may not reflect the late pronunciation accurately for that reason.
The origin of the toponym Suanna, which is, of course, also a name of Babylon
attested from the twelfth century, is uncertain, as is its relation to the Sumerian stock
phrase su.an.na (in Akkadian sa emiiqasu saqa, "whose might is exalted"): on these
questions see further the commentary on I 4. Neither of the two temple cults which had
their home in Suanna, those of Ninurta and !S!Jara, has, as far as we know, a history of
great antiquity at Babylon, and this may suggest that settlement of the quarter took place
in a comparatively recent period. It was, perhaps, one of those quarters outside an early
city wall, the growth of which resulted from overspill of the growing population in the
middle Old Babylonian period (cf. p. 19).
In land sales and other documents from the Neo- and Late Babylonian periods the
quarter Suanna is particularly well attested: er~eti'' tin.tir"' sa qe-reb tin.tir••, WeidnerWeissbach, A/0 16, p. 46, Bab 14338 = Jakob-Rost, FB 12, p. 53, 2 and II (Esarh.);
e.sa.tur.ra sa qe-reb su-an-na"', Strassmaier, Nbk 247, 7; contract dated in [su-a]n-na••,
Nbn 643, 13; er~eti'' su-an-na"' !ia qe-reb tin.tir"', Cyrus 345 = V R 68, no. 2, 2; er~eti" suan-na sa qe-reb tin.tir"', VS V 38, I (Cyrus); er~eti" tin.tir", Strassmaier, Darius 379, 4
and 5; er~eti" su-ma!-an"' sa qe-reb P', ibid. 435, I (cf. Joannes, NABU 1989/54); e.sa.tur
bit d•ls-lj]a-r[a]
qe-reb !iu-an-na, Peiser, BV 107 = BM 77424, 10-Jl (coli.; Darius);
ersetitl §u-ma-an-nuk 1, Moore, NBDM 2, 1 (Artax.); er~etit 1 §u.:.an-narkn, ibid. 14, I
(Artax.); er~eti" tin.tir"' sa qe-reb E"', BM 47469, I (unpub.; Philip); er~eti'"(MuJ su-maan sa qe-reb E"', BM 32170 (unpub.) + 32537 (CT 49 107), obv. 2 (Seleucid Era 37);
er~eti" tin.tir"' sa qe-reb P', CT 49 130, I (Seleucid Era 73); and, with dates broken:

sa
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tin.tir"' sa qe-reb [biibih~'], Le Gac, Babyloniaca 3, p. 66, 20; [er~ell]" su-ma-nu sa
biibih~'], CT 57 678, I; su-an-n[a ... ], VAT 2064, 2 (Unger, Babylon, p. 81; coli.).
Note too that Nabopolassar in his foundation cylinders describes the temple of Ninurta
as qe-reb .fu-an-nakl (see above, on IV 19), which probably refers to the quarter rather
than the city as a whole.
er~eti"

q[er-ba

94 While we have favoured transcribing the name of this quarter as Ka-dingirra rather
than as Babilu, this retention of the Sumerian is a device employed to avoid confusion
between the name of the quarter and the name of the city, and is not based on any clear
and unambiguous indication that Ka-dingirra is in fact the correct pronunciation. On the
writing kit.dingir.ra"' as a logogram for Biibilu, and later as a name of Babylon, see the
commentary on I 22.
This quarter is the most explored part of all Babylon. All its four temples (IV 15-18)
have been excavated, as also has the southern palace, which is located in the quarter Kadingirra by Nebuchadnezzar II and Neriglissar (I R 57, vii 36-46, and 67, ii 15-18, both
quoted above, p. 359; note also the former king's brick inscription, I R 52, no. 6,
reporting the site of the palace as i-na er-~e-et bi.dingir.ra" sa qe-reb ba-bi-lam•': line 3).
For the topography of the quarter see further p. 25f.
A single reference to the city quarter outside the royal inscriptions and the present text
is found in a fragmentary Late Babylonian field plan (Nemet-Nejat, LBFP, p. 73, no. 16,
rev. I: [h!t]u ep-!iu er~eti" ka.dingir.r[a]). The paucity of evidence from legal and
commercial documents is something of a surprise, for the quarter included areas of dense
housing with a history going back to the Old Babylonian period, and, no doubt, beyond
(on the archaeology of the private houses in the mound Merkes see Reuther, WVDOG 47,
p. 4lff.; but some of the excavated area may not have been in Ka-dingirra but in
Newtown).
95 For the general position of Newtown east and slightly south of the !Star Gate see
further p: 26. Its western limit is given here as the !Star Gate, which is also the northern
limit of Ka-dingirra. The use of this landmark in the present line is not exact, for the
temple E-ma!J, situated a short distance inside the !Star Gate, but certainly east of it, was
in Ka-dingirra nevertheless. The true border between Ka-dingirra and Newtown was thus
somewhat east of the !Star Gate. The city gate is no doubt used as the limiting point in
the text because it was such a well-known landmark, and because the compiler of Tintir
apparently prefers to use the city gates, wherever possible, as such points. The new text
material bears out Gurney's argument that Newtown was a district of the eastern city
(Iraq 36, p. 52); previously Newtown was considered a name for the entire western part of
Babylon (Unger, Babylon, p. 80f.). The eastern limit for the quarter, the temple of BeletEanna "on the canal bank", is E-kitus-girzal, one of three temples listed for Newtown in
IV 21-23. It reappears in the next line as the western limit of Kullab.
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In Neo-Babylonian deeds and documents the quarter appears as er~eti['~ kul-aba 4 " sa
qe-reb tin.tir'['], Strassmaier, 8th Orientalist Congress, no. 8 = San Nicolo, BR 8/7,
no. 23, 1-2 (Ssu); er~eti" kul-la-bz" sa 'qe-reb ka.dingir'.[ra•'], VS V 5, 2 (Kan); er~eti"
kul-aba 4 ' 1 sa qe-reb tin.tir", Weissbach, BMisc, pl. 15, no. 2 = San Nicolo, BR 8/7, no.
32, 2 (Nbk); the last of these mentions (line 9) a siiqu rap!-sa mu!-taq •nergal sa lja-de-e,
the procession road of Nergal, which is perhaps to be connected with the Street of the
Marduk Gate (V 69; cf. above, ad Joe.), and passed also through TE.E" (see below).

The quarter of Newtown is unusually well documented in the extant sources. An
archive of Old Babylonian commercial documents excavated by Koldewey's expedition in
the mound Merkes (on the borders of Ka-dingirra and Newtown) makes frequent
mention of a quarter called ii/um dsum ~ft samsim, "Newtown in the east" (VS XXII; full
documentation of this toponym is given by Klengel, 'Die ostliche Neustadt Babylons in
Texten altbabylonischer Zeit', Diakonoff Festschrift, p. 169ff.: it is mentioned in documents from the reigns of Samsuiluna, Ammiditana and Ammi~aduqa). We imagine the
middle and later Old Babylonian period to have been a time of great expansion for the
city of Babylon (as discussed above, p. 15). This expansion undoubtedly took place on
both sides of the river, for the evidence shows that there was a long-established settlement
west as well as east of the Euphrates even in the early Old Babylonian period. In view of
this it is no surprise that a new quarter on the east side of town, caused by overspill from
the old town centre, and perhaps outside the city walls at first, should acquire the name
"Newtown in the east".

Newtown is next mentioned at the turn of the millennium, having lost its directional
qualification (perhaps because the new quarters of the western city had been given other
names, i.e. Tuba and Bab-Lugalirra?), in Nabu-apla-iddina's stone tablet which records
the re-establishment in E-babbarra at Sippar of the cult of Samas. The temple is endowed
with a garden plot in Newtown (er~et" uru-gibil" sa qe-reb tin.tirkl: V R 60 = BBSt 36, ii
11-13, this being, incidentally, the earliest known use of the formula er~et (quarter name)
sa qereb Biibilz), the supervision of which is to be the responsibility of the sangu of Ebabbarra, Ekur-suma-usarsi (rent on property in the area is still due to Samas in the time
of Nabopolassar: BM 49680, obv. 6; unpub.). In documents of the later period iilu essu is
a common toponym, by no means confined to Babylon (for a Newtown in Sippar see
Scheil, Sippar, p. 27; Strassmaier, Nbn 506; 709; Cyrus 197). Unambiguous instances of
the city quarter of Babylon in deeds and other documents are: Strassmaier, 8th Orientalist Congress, no. 5 = San Nicolo, BR 8/7, no. 4, 2: er~eti" uru-gibil sa qe-reb tin.tir"
1
(Esarh.); Ellis, JCS 36, p. 61,4-5 and 11-12: er~eti" uru-gibil'' sa qe-reb tin.tir' (Ssi); BM
49680, 3-4: erseti'' uru-gibil'' sa q[e-reb] tin.tirkl (unpub.; Nbp); Strassmaier, Nbk 247, 1213 ;; 416, 4-5: e.ki.tus.gir 1 ,.zal bft •Mtet-e-an-na sa kisad patgi sa uru-gibil sa qe-reb
tin.tir' 1(Nbk); Nemet-Nejat, LBFP, p. 92, rev. 4-5, read: bftu (ras.) ab-tu e[r~eti1' urugibiJki sa qe-[re]b P[l] (coli.; Darius); BM 92717, 2: er~eti" uru-gibiJk' pi-ba-ta tin.tir"
(unpub.; Darius). In V R 67, no. I, 2, read id! d-su (the New Canal, outside the Enlil
Gate: cf. Unger, Babylon, p. 104).
96 For the general position of Kullab see p. 26. Its four temples are listed in IV 24-27,
the most famous being E-gisnu-gal of Sin. That temples. of Lugalbanda and Pisangunuk
are located here suggests that the quarter's name is deliberately borrowed from the
toponymy of Uruk, in which city the cults of these gods originated (on Kullab of Uruk
see Falkenstein, Topographie, p. 32ff., and note mention of er~eti" kul-la-bi sa qe-reb
unug'' in a deed from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II: YOS XVII 322, 2).
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97 The text of this line has only come to light with the finding of MSS Fop, and does
not appear in Gurney's edition, which accordingly contains only I 03 lines against our
104. The reading of the toponym written TE.P 1 was given in the school tablet no. 53
(Ashmolean 1924-877, iv 10: pl. 53), but unfortunately the right-hand sub-column is
broken away at the crucial point. It is, of course, possible that this lexical entry should be
restored [SU], which would thus demand a transcription TO. Another possibility is that
TE.P 1 should be read Kaslri: this is a quarter of the city known only from a contract of
the Persian period (Strassmaier, Dar 275, 4: er-~e-tu4 ka-si-i-ri sa qer-bi tin.tir• 1). Through
it, as through Kullab and TE.P\ passed the "thoroughfare of Nergal of Joy" (ibid., 2-3),
and thus, if it is not the reading of TE.P', Kaslri is to be located in the same
neighbourhood.
For the Zababa Gate see V 50 and the commentary; for the dais which determines the
quarter's western limit see V 20. This latter landmark probably lay between TE.P 1 and
the city centre (Eridu), and is marked thus provisionally on the sketch map of the city
(fig. 4 on p. 24). The reference to the Zababa Gate gives a south-eastern position for the
quarter (cf. p. 26).
In land scale contracts and other documents from the Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid
periods TE.P 1 is frequently attested: er~eti 11 TE.E sa qe-reb tin.ti[r"], BE VIII/I 7 = San
Nicolo, BR 8/7, no. 29, 2 (Nbp); er~eti 11 TE.Ekl sa qe-re-eb ka.dingir.ra", Strassmaier,
Nbk 4, 1-2; er-~e-ti TE.E" sa qe-er-ba kit.dingir.ra", Nbk 164, 1-2; er-~e-ti TE.P 1 sa qeer-ba ba-bi-[lam'1], Sack, Ame!-Marduk, no. 22, 2; er-~e-ti TE.P 1 sa qe-reb ba-a-bi-i-tu• 1,
Strassmaier, Camb 423, 1-2; er~etu'"' TE!(URU).E" sa qe-reb tin.tir' 1, Strassmaier,
Liverpoo/18, 2-3 (Camb); er~eti" TE.E' 1 .•• ina ka.dingir""', Dar 379, 5-9; er~eti" T[E.E' 1
sa qereb t]in.tir[' 1], BM 55383, 1-2 (unpub.). Both tablets from the reign of Cambyses deal
with plots abutting the "thoroughfare of Nergal of Joy", for which see further above, and
the commentary on the previous line.
98 The line summarizes the preceding six. The use of iilu here and in line I 03 as a term
for a city quarter is exceptional, and perhaps an indication of the text's age, for the
conventional word used in the first millennium, from the reign of Nabil-apla-iddina at
least (see above, on V 95), is er$etu.
The word bal-ri is read phonetically rather than logographically (i.e. as ebertu) on
account of the writings ba-al-ri, ba-la-ri and ba-la-ar in the same context in inscriptions of
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Nebuchadnezzar II (see below). Outside Tintir references to Babylon's balri ~ft samsi and
balri ereb samsi begin with Nabil-apla-iddina. In his stone tablet recording grants to the

point limiting the quarter Kumar: it thus lay on the edge of both quarters, presumably on
their mutual boundary. The Akus Gate takes its name from a town in the vicinity of
Babylon which flourished in the Old Babylonian period (see Unger, RIA I, p. 66;
Finkelstein, JCS 9, p. 329 ; Groneberg, RGTC III, p. 9f.; Charpin, RA 72, p. 19f.). In the
introduction we suggest that it was perhaps a relic of an earlier city wall, through which
passed the procession road of Adad on its way to E-namge in Kumar, a road served in
Tintir's era by the Adad Gate (for this, and the topography in general, see p. 27f.).

temple of Samas at Sippar, the king describes how a fired clay plaque depicting the image
of Samas was found "across the Euphrates, on the West Bank (of the city)" (ina e-ber-ti
••pu-rat-ti sa bal-ri •utu.su.a: V R 60 = BESt 36, iii 22-24; on this find see above, p. 328).
The "West Bank" of Babylon is next found in the Religious Chronicle (Grayson, ABC,
p. l34ff., ii 6 and 22, iii 12: bal-ri •utu.su.a). In a later century Nabopolassar and
Nebuchadnezzar II built a moat wall around Imgur-Enlil, the city wall, on the "West
Bank" (bal-ri •utu.su.a: PBS XV 79, ii 12; CT 34 20, 35; 37 12, 31-32; Ball, PSBA 10,
p. 368f., ii 6), while the former king's Imgur-Enlil enclosed the "East Bank" (bal-ri •utu.e:
al-Rawi, Iraq 47, p. 10, ii 41). The Aragtu quay walls of the Chaldaean kings are likewise
described as being on the "East Bank" of the city (bal-ri •utu.e.(a): CT 37 12, 30-32; PBS
XV 79, ii 13; Wadi Brisa B v 27; Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., ii 8; no. 63, BM 138172, 3': see
p. 354). Nebuchadnezzar's long fortification, the outer wall which stretched from the
Summer Palace to a point downstream of the Uras Gate, is said to enclose Babylon on its
"East Bank" (bal-ri •utu.e.(a): Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., ii 28; PBS XV 79, ii 42-43; CT 37
14, 47; V R 34, ii 15; ba-/a-ri •utu.e: VS I 40, i 15; Moldenke, JAOS 16, p. 73, i 14; BM
33074 (79-2-1, 1) = AOAT 4/I, Nbk Cyl. II/5, i 13; ba-la-ar •utu.e: I R 65, ii 6; ba-al-ri
•utu.e: Winckler, ZA 2, p. 125 = McGee, BA III, p. 550f., i 15). In a summary of his
religious works in Babylon, the same king briefly lists the temples he rebuilt: "E-mag, the
temple of Ninmag, E-niggidar-kalamma-summa, the temple of Nabil of the !Jaril, Egursag-sikilla, the temple of Ninkarraka, and E-giSnu-gal, the temple of Sin, on the East
Bank" (bal-ri •utu.e.a), "and E-namge, the temple of Adad, E-diku-kalamma, the temple
of Samas, and E-kitus-garza, the temple of Belet-Eanna, on the West Bank" (bal-ri
•utu.su.a: CT 37 13f., 41-43). Both sides of the city appear in the metrological text no. 15
(BM 54634, obv. 10'-12') and again in the Diadochi Chronicle (as restored by Grayson,
ABC, p. 117, rev. 2). However, these designations are by no means unique to Babylon,
and can no doubt be used of any city or territory dissected by a river. From a deed of the
Seleucid Era which deals with a plot in the "District of the Samas Gate, on the East
Bank, which is in Borsippa" (er~eti" abut •samas bal-ri •utu.e.a sa qe-reb bbr-sipa": CT 49
137, 1-2), we note that that city was also divided into two "Banks".
99 The writing of the name of the quarter in MS y, a very erratic source, is probably
corrupt (see the apparatus). The only other MS which survives at this point (p), though
damaged, certainly disagrees with y after the first sign; but as the more reliable source the
traces of p are included in the composite transliteration. The only certainty at present is
that the name begins with nu. The quarter does not appear in Tablet IV, evidently having
no temples sited within its bounds.
Of the two gates which define the limits of this quarter, the Adad Gate is a known gate
on Imgur-Enlil (V 55), while the Akus Gate appears in the line after the present one as a
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100 Gurney's supposition in Iraq 36, p. 49, that J.:IA.A in this line is to be understood as
the quarter Kumar (or better, Kuara) is now proved correct by the newly found MS p,
which gives as one of the quarter's points of reference the temple e.nam.ti.la, the
sanctuary of Enlil known to be in Kumar from Tintir IV 34-40. MS y's variant e.nam.til
was previously misinterpreted as "mortuary temple" and such like (e.nam.us: Unger,
Babylon, p. 237, I 4; Gurney, Iraq 36, p. 47, 99). As Landsberger noted (ZA 41, p. 2971),
moreover, this line's es.mah is none other than the E-es-mau of Ea, another temple of
Kumar (IV 35 and commentary).
The reading of J.:IA.A (kll has been the subject of much comment (most notably
Jacobsen, AS 11, p. 88 126 ; I.J. Gelb, Hurrians and Subarians, p. 94ff.; Gurney, Iraq 36, p.
49; see also the recent discussions of Heimpel, RIA VI, p. 256f., and Steinkeller, JCS 32,
p. 27ff.). The pertinent sources for the reading of J.:IA.N 1, also written A.J.:!Ak', are lexical
texts, bilinguals and a gloss. The lexical texts have a tradition of a group of three
toponyms written thus, and this goes back to the Old Babylonian forerunners of Hh XXI
and other lists of the same period (MSL XI, p. 102, Nippur Forerunner 181-83: A.J.:!Ak',
A.J.:IA", J.:IA.A"; p. 60, i 26-28, p. 131, iii 21-23, p. 139, ii 3'-5', p. 141, ii 2-4: J.:IA.A",
J.:IA.A", J.:IA.N'). In bilingual lexical lists readings are provided for this group of three:
(J.:IA].N'
J.:IA.Ak'
J.:IA.A"
[ku-ma]-'rl'
[tu]-ba
[k]u-u-a-ra

'ku?'-[ma?-rz]
=
'tu'-[ba]
=
ku-[u-a-ra]
Goetze, JCS 7, p. 29, Proto-Diri vi 5'-7'

A.J.:!Ak 1
a-a ku-(u-a ki-ki]
=
A.J.:!Ak 1
MIN [MIN MI]N
=
A.J.:!Ak'
[MIN MIN MI]N
Diri III 202-04 (cf. Gelb, op. cit.; Steinkeller, loc. cit.)
=

[A.ljA ... ki]

=

[A.J.:IA '']·ba.ki
[IjA.A ku-(u)]-ia-ri.kl

=

[SU-ma]
SU-ma

SU-ma
MSL XI, p. 19, Hh XXI/11, l-3
=

SU
SU
SU
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Four bilingual passages are relevant: one in the incantation series Utukku lemnutu,
A.ljAkl = ku-ma-ri (CT 16 6, 239-40; coli. Geller, UHF, p. 13); two in litanies, A.ljN'
= ku-u 8 -a-ra (Macmillan, BA V, p. 675, 25-26 II SBH 80, 8-9) and 'A'.ljN' = ku-mar
(CT 51 105, obv. 21-22); and finally in a hymn to Naniiy, in which the Sumerian is lost
but the Akkadian reads ku-a-ra (Reiner, JNES 33, p. 226, 24). The gloss "'"A.ljA'•-•~• 1
occurs in the god list CT 25 14, 30.
The evidence suggests that, in the late period at least, the group of three toponyms
written ljA.Akl or A.ljAkl were understood to be Kumar, Tuba (both also quarters of
Babylon) and Kuara (the city of Asallugi in south Sumer, closely associated with Eridu).
The most ancient of these is undoubtedly the last named, for which Jacobsen has shown
the writing ljA.N' to be 'phonetic', i.e. ku 6 .a•' (= kua(r), AS II, p. 88 126 ; cf. p. 70 5 ).
Kumar, the quarter of Babylon, is probably to be seen as a variant of this name,
borrowed at some stage to designate the area of the city in which was a cult-centre of Ea
(E-es-mag), by analogy with the naming of Kullab (see above, on V 96), or taken over as
a result of the syncretism of Asallugi and Marduk. The middle lml in the quarter name
would then be an orthographic, rather than a phonetic, development (cf. above, p. 338f.);
but, if Proto-Diri is correctly restored above, one might argue for the existence of a
separate toponym Kumari (for this and Tuba are unlikely, in the period of that text,
already to refer to quarters of Babylon, which, with the exception of Newtown, do not
appear until the late period), to whose influence the middle lml might equally be owed.
On the toponym Tuba see further the commentary below on V I 02.
The importance of the quarter Kumar as a religious centre is shown by IV 34-40, which
lists seven temples sited within its bounds. For the antiquity and topography of Kumar
see above, p. 16f. and p. 27f. The quarter was known to Nebuchadnezzar II, who refers
to E-namge as "in Kumar" (lib-ba ku-ma-n~ 1 : Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 48; V R 34, ii 8).
Neo-Babylonian legal and commercial documents also refer to it: unambiguous writings
are TCL XII 19, 1-2: er!feti' 1 ku-ma-ru•' sa qe-reb tin.tirkl (Nbp; note a property in ll. 6-7
belonging to a son of Nabil-na~ir-apli, the sangu of E-namtila, Enlil's temple in Kumar);
ibid., 43, 4: er!fet ku-ma-ri sa qe-reb ba-bi-lumkl (Nbk; note in !. 48 a witness from the
family of the sangu of Adad, whose cult-centre was E-namge in Kumar); YOS XVII 303,
1-2 (coli. p. 83): er!feti" ku-ma-ru sa qe-reb ka.dingir.raki (Nbk). A document which deals
with land in er!feti'' A.ljAkl sa qe-reb tin.tirki (Strassmaier, 8th Orientalist Congress, no. 6
= San Nicolo BR 817, no. 20, 2; from the time of Assurbanipal's siege of Babylon, as a
short postscript indicates: Ssu 20 = 648 B.C.) could refer either to Kumar or to Tuba.

to be some architectural feature, but such would not be expected as the limit of a city
quarter. Better suited to serve as a landmark in this respect would be something of rather
greater significance, and we wonder whether this is not an early attestation of the 'Bow
Land' common in later documents, especially those of the Persian period. The quarter is
not attested outside Tintir. On Lugalirra in Babylon see above, p. 370. Lugalirra Gate
was also the name of a quarter of OB Uruk (see Falkenstein, BagM 2, p. 45f.).

101 For the topography of the quarter and its temples (IV 31-33) see above, p. 29.
While the quarter's eastern limit is clear enough, the western point of reference is a
little obscure. One ancient editor writes •"GIM for '"pan (y), another inserts bii.b between
sa and bit (z): evidently there was some confusion in the matter of the "Navel of the
Bow". One might suppose the Navel of the Bow of Belet-Ninua's temple- or its gate-
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I 02 The quarter Tuba is well known on account of its appearance in the clay map
fragment BM 35385, rev. (CT 22 49, new copy on pl. 28). This fragment is from near the
top of a large four-columned tablet (looking at the reverse), this being confirmed by the
curvature of the remaining piece. The original map can thus be reconstructed as our fig. 5
(on p. 28), with west at the top of the tablet's reverse, and east at the bottom. The writing
on the map (the labels abut dsamas and tu-bakl survive) lies parallel to the city wall, and
not to the top of the tablet, and the winding watercourse depicted in a series of rightangle bends cannot be the Euphrates, but must be some other watercourse (perhaps that
of V 60? cf. above, ad Joe.). On the topography of Tuba see further p. 27. Its three
temples are listed in IV 41-43.
The writing of the quarter's name is phonetic in the present line (note the variant tu-bi),
as in the clay map fragment. In the extant sources for IV 43 it is also written A.ljAkl and
KU-ba (see the apparatus). A.ljAkl as a sign-group to be read Tuba, among other
toponyms, is documented in the commentary on V 100. The writing KU-ba also appears
in the Late Babylonian administrative tablet no. 38 (BM 77433, 26, as the location of a
temple of Nabfi, E-siddu-kisarra), and thus appears to be an established orthography. We
suspect that it derives from a confusion with the homophonic Sumerian word, til(g).ba
(note the gloss tu-ba on ME = nalbasu in MSL XIV, pp. 188, Ea I 240 (var.); 128, i 23),
which is common enough in lexical texts to be well known to late scribes: one might thus
transliterate tu 9 -ba.
A.ljAkl is known in the Old Babylonian period not only from the lexical lists (see
above, on V 100) but also as a cult-centre of a goddess dMUS-A.ljA"' in epistolary
greetings (CT 43 51, 3; 54, 4), where it can probably be read Tuba. If so, however, it is
unlikely that this place, or the Tuba of the lists, is already the quarter of Babylon.
Steinkeller (JCS 32, p. 30f.) concludes that the names of at least two towns (quite apart
from ljA.A•' = Kuara) were written A.ljN' in the Ur III period. One of these is to be
located near Urum, and is now known to be the Tiwa of the Sargonic period (as
established by the variants A.ljAkl and ti-wa" 1 in texts of Naram-Sin: see Kutscher, ZA
76, p. 2, no. 1 and note 3). The other Steinkeller suggests as a part of Babylon, but it
must be objected that the quarters of Babylon did not acquire their names, so far as we
know, till a later period (seep. !9f.). Tiwa had already developed into Tuba by the OB
period, as Proto-Diri demonstrates (see p. 379), and we propose that its name was
borrowed at a later date to be a quarter of Babylon, just as the names of better-known
cities like Kullab and Kuara were also borrowed (cf. above, on IV 41 ).
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For a reference to a quarter A.I::IA" (either Kumar or Tuba) in a Nee-Babylonian land
sale, see the commentary on the previous line.

'etymology', utilising the various values of a sign, is characteristic of Babylonian
scholarship in the late period.

!03 This line summarizes the previous four (cf. V 98 and commentary).

2' nibftu derives from sa(g), a homophone of sa4 = nabfi; cf. sa4 .an.na = nibft same,
Tintir I 7. Perhaps restore at the end of the line (da-nim u den-lit], with the E-sagil
Commentary (no. 5, I. 29).

!04 The section on city quarters ends, as it began, with a literary flavour, which harks
back to the hymnal vocabulary of Tablet I.

3'
Explanations of the Ceremonial Names of the Temples of Babylon

Rm 788 (no. 2)

1 This explanation of the name of Marduk's temple is a conventional one, being found
also in the E-sagil Commentary (no. 5, I. 2) and the Assyrian Temple List (no. 20, GAB
181). For the image of the temple with "raised head" (sag.il) see above, on Tintir IV l.
2-3
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Cf. no. 2, Rm 788, obv. 2.

4' nabnftu is probably extracted from tem(en), the etymologist having in mind the near
homophone dim = banu. For the allusion to the city and temple as cosmological "birthplaces", see above, on Tintir I 30 and V 89-90.
5' bukru could be considered loosely synonymous with nabnftu in the latter's sense of
"something created", and consequently its appearance here might also rest on the
similarity of tem(en) to dim; but it may also be that the etymologist sees teme(n) as
dumu.

Cf. the same explanations in no. 3, BM 34850, obv. 3' and 7'.

4 On rab ri.ri as a stock Sumerian phrase corresponding to Akk. rappu lii'i{u see above,
on Tintir IV 4, as also for another interpretation similar to that of the present line, where
rab is the object of ri.ri, and not its subject.

6' The final interpretation of the name of Babylon's ziqqurrat derives from the
breakdown of teme(n) into ti (lequ) and me (par$u). For the idiom par$a lequ see CAD L,
p. 145.
7'

Cf. no. 2, Rm 788, obv. 3.

catch-line This recalls the similar phrase often found in Tintir II, describing a shrine as the

"seat of X on which Y sits" (see p. 9 36), but the second divine name is absent in the
present line, and the similarity is apparently coincidental.
Perhaps emend MIN to miiri(a!)? In the final line several restorations are
possible, among them [msi-lu-ku u man-ti- '-ku-su] sarrum" and [mar-sa-ka-a sar] sarri""'·

8' The etymologist breaks kar into ka (pfi) and ar (nadu). We take mutta'idu as passive
in meaning, as it must be when used as an epithet of Ninurta in the incantation KAR 83,
rev. i 8.

colophon

BM 34850 (no. 3)
obv. I' The derivation of mukappit from the temple name relies on the existence of the
common late orthography e.sag.gil, which provides an opportunity to interpret the last
sign (gil = LA GAB) in the light of the equation LA GAB = kup-pu-tu (as found in an
astrological commentary: Weidner, AfO 14, pl. 7, i 12). Alternatively one might read here
'mu-kab'-b[it], "which honours", in which case the derivation might be either through the
name's second or through its third syllable: "-"sag = kab-tu in ldu I 113 (cf. MSL XVI,
p. 81, Nabnitu IV 118); and kur 4 jgur4 (LAGAB) is commonly equated with kabtu in the
lexical and bilingual texts (references collected by CAD K, p. 25f.). This kind of involved

9' Here kar is understood as ki (asru) and ar (tanittu).
10' On the "shackle that constrains" see the commentary on Tintir IV 4.
ll'-12' The derivation of the verbs ral;ii$u (ra and ri.ri) and rasiipu (ra) is clear. The
extraction of binutu from the temple name probably called for 'phonetic adjustment' of
ra(b) or ri to ru, bearing in mind that both ru and du are acceptable values of GAG =
banu (cf. MSL XVI, p. 108, Nabnftu VII 121-22; for '"ru = ba-nu-u see further the
commentaries on the names of Marduk: Bottero, Finkelstein Memorial Volume, p. 6ff.,
lines 2, 97, 116 and 135). The derivation of nebiru is obscure.
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rev. I' The traces demand something rather more convoluted than no. 4's straightforward interpretation of the name as bft nabnfti (BM 34927, 20). ina /ibbfsu is obviously
derived from sa. At the line's end, given the presence of penultimate da, we might expect
a stative form from a verb whose first radical is /d/ or It/. None springs to mind that is
easily obtained from sa.sur.ra except {amil, "to weave" (MSL XIV, p. 350, A Ill/6 Ill:
sur = [{]a-mu-u sa tug), which gives no immediate good sense. Between libbfsu and da 'sasur'-[ru] is not impossible.
2' The name of the temple is split into uru (na~iiru), nam (Sfmtu) and na (evidently nisii;
cf. n•-•na = amelu, MSL Ill, p. 120, S" I 275; XIV, p. 359, Ea IV 108; or nu = ni-'su?',
ibid., p. 126, Proto-A 725).
3' The same literal explanation appears in no. 4, BM 34927, 22. Cf. the commentary on
Tintir IV 22.
4'

For the idiom, and the cosmology involved, see the commentary on Tintir IV 23.
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regulations; if so, Tintir's e.ur.gub.ba is a 'phonetic' rendering of a name •e.ur,.gub.ba,
for gub = kunnu and ur, = ti!rtu (see the glossed lexical entry "'"ur,"'·"'us = ter-tum sa
uzu: CT 18 49, i 24).
II' Another temple of the same name, perhaps in Dinikti, is the subject of similar
etymologizing in the syncretistic hymn KAR 109, in which the goddess is accordingly
extolled (rev. 8):
ina e.nun.ma(l ~i-rat ru-be-e ra-bi-tu ma-al-ki

In E-nun-ma(l she is exalted among princes, she is the greatest of rulers.
13'-14' The connection between nam.ti.la and bunnannu is also demonstrated in KAR
109, whose composer explores the etymological possibilities offered by the temple name in
his celebratiOn of the umversal character of his goddess (obv. 18):

-

ina e.nam.ti.la bu-na-ne-e §ar-hat i-nam-din bul-tu

.

In E-namtila she is majestic of feature, she grants vitality.
5' -6' The two explanations for the temple name in its twin orthographies are also known
to the composer of the syncretistic hymn KAR !09, who honours his goddess in Ur thus
(obv. 8):

For bunnannu as a synonym of nabnftu in both its nuances (the act of creation as well as
something created) see the commentary on Tintir V 89-90.

[ina] e.kis.nu.gal (unpub. var.: e.gis.nu 11 .gal) na-~i-rat kis-sat nisi""' nu-ur sami!'
rabilti"'['']

In E-kisnugal/E-gisnu-gal she protects all the people, she is the light of the great
heavens.
In the first explanation the Sumerian is reduced to gis.nu 11 (nuru; for the reading of SIR
as nu 11 , UD.GAL.NUN orthography for nu (cf. above, p. 320), see the glosses in MSL
IV, p. 30, Eniesal Voc. III 33: [mu.n]"nu 11 = gis.nu 11 = nu-u-ru; and XIV, p. 511, A
Vlll/4 93-94, nu-unu 11 , sJ<-nusiR.GIS = nu-[u-rum]); to giS (for samil, as in the phrase
gis.lam, synonymous with an.ki: see the commentary below on no. 18, the Nippur
Compendium, i 1-10'; note also «·"gis = sa-mu-u in the list II R 50, iii(!) 22); and to gal
(rabU). In the second explanation kis equates with kissatu, nu with nisii (see above,
commentary on line 2), and gal with na~iiru.
7'

For me ur 4 .ur4

= par~f ljamiimu

see the commentary on Tintir IV 30.

8' The temple name is restored, like those in other lines, from Tintir IV but as it stands
it does not give obvious sense. It may be that the translation of the present line is a literal
one, since it is a phrase that accords with notion of the temple fixing the divine

BM 34927 (no. 4)
19 As noted above (Tintir IV 19 and commentary), Ninurta's temple can be either
"H~use which Exterminates the Mountains" (e.(lur.sag.til.la) or "House Mountain

whiCh Gives Life_" (e.(lur.sag.ti.la); neither translation is adopted in the ~resent text,
whose _approach iS perhaps more speculative. As restored (in the translation only) the
Akkadian interpretatiOn hnks the temple name to the idea of the temple as agent of
JUStlce, rescumg the mnocent but punishing the transgressor (see further, p. 250).
21 The equation of na and manziizu is largely confined to extispicy and lexical texts but
also finds its way into scholarly literature in explanations of the names of Ma;duk
(Eniima e/is VII 15-17, and its commentary, Bottero, Finkelstein Memorial Volume, p. 7,
17); Fo~ the restoratiOn, which rehes on the equation of uru and naklu, see p. 278,
h uru:ku.ga = asru ellu naklu (quoting a ritual), and further the commentary on no. 20,
the Nippur Temple List, line 2', which discusses uru 12 (UR), uru 16 (EN) and u 18 .ru in
equatiOn ~ith naklu. The original meaning of the temple name is probably connected with
the City epithet Uru-nanam, a name of Nippur (see further, p. 316).
22 The translation agrees with that of no. 3, BM 34850, rev. 3'.
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23 One idiomatic translation of the phrase an.da sa.a is same sani'inu, with samu as the
direct object of the verb (see no. 3, BM 34850, rev. 4', and the commentary on Tintir IV
23), but the traces of the present line do not admit such a translation in this instance. itti
looks very much like mechanical translation, of course, but is used elsewhere to introduce
an indirect object after the reflexive sitnunu (examples are cited in AHw, p. 1161, s.v.
Saniinu Gt.l; note also the phrase Samiimf ana Sitnuni, "to rival the heavens", in NeoBabylonian royal inscriptions: BE I 84, i 37; WVDOG 59, p. 46, no. 3, 24-25; both
quoted above, p. 319).

The E-sagil Commentary (no. 5)

1 For the syntax of nasa resi (lit.: "raised of head") see now Groneberg, FAOS 14/I,
p. 89.
2 The same explanation of the temple name is given in no. 2, Rm 788, obv. I, and the
Assyrian Temple List (no. 20, GAB 181).
3-4 The restoration of ag for nari'imu follows ll. 19-20, where ag in the same position
gives riimu; for ag without ki and used in this manner see also the lexical texts, especially
an Amarna vocabulary (Knudtzon, EA 351, 11-12):
•·•'ag

=

[ra-a]-mu
[na-ra]-mu

dgil is a name of Marduk in Eniima eli§ VII 78.
5-6 The restoration of e.sag ("first house") = ekallu ("palace") has no lexical support,
but looks unavoidable. Note, however, that in the syncretistic hymn to IStar, whose
composer was an inveterate etymological interpreter of Sumerian temple names, e.sag.il is
explained as ekal ill (line known only from unpublished BM duplicates of KAR 109 + 343,
courtesy W.G. Lambert). If this explanation has an 'etymological' background then it
must rely on the equivalence of e.sag and ekallu (il thus being understood for ll, i.e.
dingir, as often in the present text). "Palace of the Gods" is elsewhere a common epithet
of E-sagil (e.g. Borger, Esarh., pp. 13, 29; 21, 47; 22, 19; etc.; Streck, VAB VII, p. 280,
12: read ekal ili{m"]; IV R' 59, no. 2, rev. 25: prayer; Ebeling, AGH, p. 68, rev. 5).
7-8 Kocher's proposed restorations of sa.ag in the temple name and commentary
presuppose a deliberate misreading by the etymologist of de.em ( = dim = ba-nu-u, MSL
IV, p. 34, Emesal Voc. Ill 75) to suit his purpose. While such contrivance is not
impossible (a similar device in this text is the reinterpretation of gil as kur 4 = kur =
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Enlil in II. 29-30), the present restoration has the advantage of simplicity. That sa, is
strictly banu, "to grow", not banu, "to create", is no objection, since in this kind of text
the Sumerian equivalents of homophonous Akkadian words are quite interchangeable;
another example of this device is found in the commentaries on the names of Marduk
where the equation m•-•ma 4 (MU) = ba-nu-u (MSL XIV, p. 453, Ea VII iv 27'; p. 468,
VII/4 116) is probably the justification for rna = ba-nu-u in the commentary on
da.gilim.ma as ba-nu-u er$etim"m e-lis mf!m", "the builder of Earth on top of the waters"
(Eniima eli§ VII 83; commentary: Bottero, Finkelstein Memorial Volume, p. 8).
For the temple as a place which "creates" gods, see the commentary on E-kar-zaginna
(Tintir IV 3), where the renovation of divine statues was carried out, and compare also
Tintir I 30 and commentary.

A

9-10 sa, which can be read sa 19 , presumably derives from the second syllable of the
temple name. Its equation with isratu is not elsewhere attested. is-ra-tum is explained as
ta-mir-tu, "arable land", inK 13866,6 (quoted in AHw, p. 389, s.v. i$ratu), and probably
again in another unpublished commentary (of Eniima eli§, isratu = ta-[ ... ], conrtesy
Lambert). It occurs in agriculture context in Eniima eli§ VII I, where it parallels merestu,
and in the fable ofNissaba and Wheat (BWL, p. 169, i 7). ki.il for kll is perhaps variation
for its own sake.
11-12 With sag = subtu, asi'ibu, compare again the hymn KAR 109+343, obv. 9
(restored after unpublished duplicates, courtesy Lambert), where su-bat-sa gas-rat, explaining the goddess' character in E-sagil, is probably derived etymologically from the
temple name, after the convention of that text (i.e. sag = subtu, as here, and (g)il for gil
= ga-as-[ru], V R 16, ii 71: group voc.).
The equation of gi and rubU probably relies on the common lexical entry "''gi,(EGI)
= rubU (e.g. MSL XIV, p. 185, Ea I 177).
For dgil as a name of Marduk see above, on ll. 3-4. On the writing of Marduk's name
in I. 12, and other such phonetic writings, see W. Sommerfeld, Der Aufstieg Marduks, p.
7ff., and the review of Lambert, BSOAS 47, p. 6ff., where the implications of these
phonetic orthographies for the pronunciation of the divine name are discussed.
13-14 The obtrusive -an- in the temple name, which forces the reading of SAG as sa 12 ,
is not picked up in the interlinear commentary and would seem unnecessary, being
redundant for the purposes of both phonetics and etymology. But over-elaborate orthographies and occasional lapses in consistency between the text and its commentary are
features of the work as a whole. With sagjsa 12 = sarru compare the lexical entry
~•sag.(LUGAL) = sar-rum (MSL XIV, p. 450, Ea VII ii 13'; p. 462, A VII/2 67). For the
idea of the city and temple as sources of kingship, see the commentary on Tintir I 34.
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15-16 For sa = saruru in a lexical text see VAT 14266, ii 15 (Idu: cited in AHw,
p. 1193). On the temple as a building that "bears radiance" see Tintir II 15 and
commentary.

31-34 The restoration of the 'esoteric' name ofE-sagil in these two lines is demanded by
the presence of gu and zi in the interlinear commentaries (compare the remarks of
Kinnier Wilson, Iraq 18, p. 137 5 ). The name itself is an exact parallel to e.sag.il, for the
idioms gu.zi and sag.il are synonymous: for this, and other instances of es.gu.zi, see
further the commentary on Tintir IV I.

17-18 The intrusion of -an- into the temple name again demands the reading sa 12 (as in
ll. 11-12). asari!du is properly equated with sag.kal, but appears opposite sag alone in Lu
Excerpt II 223 (MSL XII, p. 110) and Idu I 114 (quoted CAD A/2, p. 416).
19-20 ag is a variant for ak = epesu in the Emesal dialect (MSL XVI, p. 108, Nabnftu
VII 125-26). gi = epesu perhaps relies on the near homophone k'-'ki = e-pe-su(m), MSL
XIV, p. 476, Ea VIII 24; p. 490, A VIII/I 53. The commentary's third equation agrees
with the lexical text CT 12 29, BM 38226 iii 22: gi = kul-la-[tum]; gi = kittu needs no
comment, and for ag = rfimu see above, on ll. 3-4.
21-22 The trace on the tablet does not support Kocher's proposed restoration of sag.
''·'si = sapiinu is itself well attested in lexical texts (S', Ea IV and Idu II) and bilinguals
(see CADS, p. 158), and our suggested breakdown of -sag- in the temple name into sl.an
is quite legitimate in texts of this kind (the same vowel change is also found in no. 3, BM
34850, obv. 9', where kar is analysed as ki.ar; cf. also Tintir I 4-7, where Suanna becomes,
for etymological expediency, si.an.na, sa.an.na and sa4 .an.na; and note also the similar
restoration demanded in ll. 27-28 below).
Inconsistency has crept into this line, ki.il in the temple name being cited in the
commentary as gi: perhaps emend the end of the temple name to gi.il, as in l. 19. With gi
= ayyiibu compare below, ll. 31-32, where gil has the same equivalence. For the temple as
destroyer of the hostile and wicked, see Tintir I 24ff., and commentary.
23-24 With the commentary compare Lu Excerpt II 185, where lu.gil.gil

qar-da-mu

(MSL XII, p. 109).

25-30 The restoration rely on the parallels provided by Tintir I 5-7, si.an.na = nur same,
sa.an.na = markas same, sa4 .an.na = nib it same (explanations of suanna, the name of
Babylon), with which the compiler of the present text was very probably acquainted. For
the lexical background see the commentary, ad Joe.
With gil(LAGAB) = rabfi compare •••kur4 (LAGAB) = ra-bu-um in MSL IX, p. 133,
504 (Proto-A), and see the note on gil = rubil above, 11. 11-12.
The commentary in l. 30 demonstrates the versatility of the cuneiform syllabary for the
purposes of 'homophonic' etymology. As elswhere in this text, two values of LAGAB are
utilised: gil for the phonetics (in E-sa-gi[) and kur 4 for meaning. kur 4 , "noble" ( = kabtu),
is itself an appropriate and well-attested epithet of Enlil, but the commentator also points
out the possibilities offered by its homphone, kur, which is "the mountain" Enlil.
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35 The word is treated in MSL VII, p. 142, Hh XI 348-50 ( = LTBA I 33, v 40-42,
coli.):
[•••••]nig.dim.dim

=

SU-u
ep-se-e-[tu]
bu-[un-na-an-nu-u]

(Restorations from Igitub I 389-91 = VAT l 0270 v 65-67 I/ l 0485 + v 38-40: nig.dim.
dim.ma = n., e. and b.; known to me from citations in AHw and CAD.) (summa)
nigdimdimmu is the title of a section of a series of physiognomic omens (Kraus, MVAG
40jll, p. 46f.), but while nig.dim.dim.ma does seem here to be a catch-line or title, there
is unlikely to be any connection between the omen series and an explanatory text of this
kind.

Gate Lists of E-sagil

BM 35046 (no. 6)
I The restoration of e.umus.a as the name of Marduk's cella in E-sagil follows its
identification as such in royal inscriptions. Esarhaddon mentions it as the location of a
subtu of Tasmetum "who sits inside E-umusa, the cella of Marduk in Babylon" (Borger,
Esarhaddon, p. 84, 39: quoted above, p. 269). Nebuchadnezzar II refurbished E-umusa
in gold, along with the cellae of Zarpan!tum (which he calls Ka-hilisu) and Nabu (Ezida), and roofed it over with beams of Lebanese cedar overlaid with gold and decorated
with precious gems: to him e. umus.a is pa-pa-lja •en-lil ill •marduk, "the cella of Marduk,
the Enlil of the gods" (I R 54, ii 43-44; Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i 30; and parallel
passages); he also describes it as pa-pa-lja be-/u-ti-su, "the cella of his sovereignty" (I R
51, no. I, i 17); pa-pa-lja •en-lil-u-ti-su, "the cella of his Enlil-ship" (I R 54, iii 24-25); and
pa-pa-lja su-ba-at be-lu-ti-su, "the cella of the seat of his sovereignty" (I R 65, i 29).
e.umus.a is listed in the Canonical Temple List with other chapels and temples of
Marduk (Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 362, K 4374+ 8377, ii 5 II Sm 277, ii 1). Written
e.e.umus.a it appears in the syncretistic hymn KAR 109, obv. 16, after other parts of Esagil (Ka-silimma, the cella's gate, and Ka-gilisu):
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[ina] e.e.umus.a dbJ/et(nin)-e.umus.a mu-sa-ba-at(unpub. var.: pat) {e-rne

In E-umusa (the goddess is) Belet-E-umusa, who proclaims orders.
(Here the poet of the hymn, an accomplished etymologist, analyses the shrine's name as e
= siipfi (normally pa.e, but abbreviated as here in CT II 35, Sm 1300, obv. 41 = Diri I;
cf. MSL XVI, p. 77, Nabnitu IV 14), and as umus = {ifmu.) The sesgallu-priest of Eumusa played a key role in the cultic rites of the New Year Festival in E-sagil (see
Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 129ft'.).
For the reading of KU as umus in the ceremonial name E-umusa see the commentary
on Tintir II 17, which lists a subtu of the Igigi in E-sagil under the name of E-urnusaAsallugi; that shrine, being located in the chapel of Ninurta, is to be distinguished from
Marduk's cella.
Apart from E-umusa, the cella of Marduk in E-sagil also goes by the name Kasulimma, "Gate of Radiance". This is most probably a variant of Ka-silimma, "Gate of
Well-Being", itself the gate of Marduk's cella, and its use as a designation of the cella
proper (for references see the commentary on no. 7, BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 2') can be
compared with Nebuchadnezzar's use of the gate name Ka-gilisu for Zarpanitum's cella
(see below, on ll. 7-8).
Other chapels or cult-rooms of Marduk in E-sagil are probably e.da.di.ge.gitl and
e.u4 .ul, neither of which appears in the lists edited in this book. The available references
for e.da.di.ge.gi!l show it to have been a chapel where Marduk and Zarpanitum had the
produce of the country ritually lavished on them by the king (Agum-kakrime inscription,
V R 33, v 43; Borger, Esarh., p. 90, §59; VAB IV, p. 234, Nbn 3, ii 31; p. 260, Nbn 6 =
V R 65, ii 50-51; Ebeling, AGH, p. 32, 15; Reisner, SBHVIII, v 29-30), and this function
is supported by the meaning of its name, e.da.di "of abundance" (note an e.da.di as a
source of prebendal temple income in contracts from Old Babylonian Nippur, as found in
OECT VIII, p. 40; one wonders whether da.di is connected with Akk. {iitu, a formal gift
denoting homage). Observing what he understood to be a parallel between the AkltuTemple and e.da.di.ge.gal in the two inscriptions of Nabonidus, Unger took the latter to
be a name of the former, usually e.siskur (Babylon, p. 160). While it is true that royal gifts
were heaped on Marduk and Zarpanitum at the Akltu-Temple, specifically on the I Oth of
Nisannu (so Nabonidus' Istanbul Stele, Messerschmidt, MVAG !II, p. 80ft'., col. ix), the
close association of e.da.di.ge.gaJ with the cella of Marduk and Ka-sulimma in the
Agum-kakrime inscription is probably a better argument for its location in E-sagil.
Whether it should be understood as a chapel or chamber in its own right, or merely as an
appellation for Marduk's cella in the context of the presentation of royal gifts, is a moot
point.
e.u 4 .ul, "House of Ancient Days", is perhaps to be restored in the list of chapels and
temples of Marduk in the Canonical Temple List (Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 362, K
4374+ 8377, ii 4), but outside that text it is found only in the rituals of the Babylonian
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New Year Festival: note in particular the description of Marduk in that text as dbif!miitiiti a-sib e.u 4 .ul (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. !30, 29; cf. p. 134,230-31 and 242, p. 135,
253, and, in broken context, p. 131, 66 and 77). Whether we should understand e.u 4 .ul as
a name of Marduk's cella, or, again, as a separate chamber elsewhere in E-sagil, is also
uncertain. What is clear, however, is that Marduk unquestionably possessed permanent
shrines and chapels in E-sagil that were entirely distinct from E-umusa, his cella. Among
these are several subtu's listed in Tintir II and a number of cultic throne-daises. Chief of
these is perhaps the Dais of Destinies, Du-ku Ki-namtartarrede, in Ubsu-ukkinna,
occupied by Marduk on the 8th and 1lth days of Nisannu (see Tintir II 17' and
commentary; for other "seats" and daises see also II 30 and 10" of the same text, and line
31 of the present list, and the commentary on these lines). The §ubtu's of Marduk and
other gods in E-umusa itself are probably those listed in Tintir II l-6 (seep. 268).
The location of Marduk's principal cella in E-sagil is undoubtedly in the little-explored
complex of rooms behind the west front of the great courtyard of the main building, as
indicated by the discovery there of a very large monumental gateway giving access to a
wide ante-room (on the archaeology see Wetzel, WVDOG 59, p. 7f.). The dimensions of
the cella and its ante-rooms, together with those of- probably - his throne, are given
in a poorly preserved section of the metrological tablet no. 14 (VAT 9961 + 10335, 27-36).
2-5 The reasons for the restoration of the names of the four main gates of E-sagil in
these lines are given in the introduction to the gate lists. Also reproduced there are the
lists of such gates which occur in the E-sagil Tablet and an inscription of Neriglissar, and
a list of these and other gates of the E-sagil temple complex extracted from Ludlul IV.
The identification of Ka-Utu-e, Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi, Ka-gegal and Ka-ude-babbar with,
respectively, the monumental gates of the east, north, west and south fronts of the main
building is made on p: 87.
ka. dutu.e of E-sagil ( + final -a in the E-sagil Tablet, and written ka."utu. u4 .e in Ludlul
IV) occurs outside the present lists, and the texts cited in the introduction, only in Tintir
II 37', which, as we restore it, makes mention of the room immediately inside this gate:
a.fruk[kati sa k]a."utu.e (on asrukkatu as the "lobby" inside a gateway see the commentary on no. 14, VAT 9961 + 10335, 5). This room must be identified with the excavators'
Room 19, which filled the entire space between the east gate and the courtyard of the
main building. As the east gate Ka-Utu-e led to the temple's Eastern Annexe, a large but
little-explored extension which probably housed Ubsu-ukkinna and other cultic chambers. Reconstructions of the temple and its ground-plan by archaeologists suggest that
Ka-Utu-e gave access to and from the annexe's main courtyard, no doubt taking into
account the unlikelihood of such a monumental gate, at the centre of an elaborately
symmetrical facade, being obscured by any contiguity with the structure of the annexe.
And indeed, in list no. 7, i 8', Ka-Utu-e is restored as the name of the gate "which opens
on to the Lower Court". On the Lower Court as the courtyard of the Eastern Annexe see
the commentary on i 5' of that text.
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The meaning of the name of E-sagil's north gate, ka. 6 lamma.(alar).ra.bi is obscure, on
account of the final element, which neither Weissbach (WVDOG 59, p. 63') nor
Landsberger (ZA 41, p. 297) could explain. The composer of Ludlul IV, who charts the
spiritual progress of his worshipper according to the meaning of this and other gates,
records his adoption by a /amassu in Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi (BWL, p. 60, 80: la-mas-sz zf-!elj[a-a], "my guardian angel drew near [me]"), thus making use of •Iamma, but app~rently
ignoring the implications of the final element; perhaps he too dzd ~ot understand zt.
According to the second gate list, text no. 7, Ka-Lamma-(a)rabzzs the ceremomal n~me
of bab Beltiya, "Gate of My Lady" (BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 9'). The metrologzcal
tablet no. 14 shows that Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi was adjacent to the complex of rooms
around Zarpanltum's cella, in the northern part of the building (VAT 9961 + I 0335, I013), and it would accordingly be a gate of E-sagil much used by "My Lady" za:panltum.
This is confirmed by the Istanbul stele of Nabonidus, which reports the renovatzon of the
"Gate of Beltiya, on the procession way of Zarpanltum" (Messerschmidt, MVAG III, P·
79, viii 38-39: biib 6 M/ti(gasan)-ia sa mas-da-lju •zar-pa-ni-tum). A further reference to
zarpanltum's use of this gate in ritu~ procession comes from the_ n;u~ tab:et of. the
Divine Love Lyrics, where Beltlya (6 gasan) zs sazd to pass through bab beltz(gasan)-za on
her way to the garden (Lambert, Love Lyrics, p. 104, ii 12). The same gate is probably the
"Entrance Gate of Beltiya" mentioned with other gates of E-sagzl m tablets from the
archive of the Arsacid banker Ragimesu (BRM I 99, 25 II CT 49 150, 22; 155, 3: biib
ereb(ku4 ) •bi!lti(gasan)-ia). The ceremonial name of the north gate of E-sagil occurs also
in a Seleucid chronicle, Grayson, ABC, p. 123, rev. 3 (read, with photograph on pl. 19,
[ka].•Iamma.ra.bi); in the parallel to the Wadi Br~sa inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II,
who plated the doors of [k]a.•Iamma.a.ra.bi and ka.u 6 .de.babbar wzth szlver (BM 45619,
ii 19': George, RA 82, p. 145); and in two rituals, no. 40 (BM 38293, 4' and 18'?) and the
Kislimu ritual tablet (BM 32206+, iii 39 and iv 31: G. Cagzrgan, The Baby/oman
.
.
.
Festivals, Birmingham Ph.D. 1976, unpublished).
A gate of the same name in E-zida, Nabu's temple in Borsippa, zs mentzoned m an
inscription of Assurbanipal (Thompson, PEA, pl. 14, ii 4; cf. Nassouhz, AfK 2, p. 98, z 5),
along with another gate, described as bab ~i-it •samsi" (cf. ka.•utu.e in E-sagil), and
ka.e.zi.da.
ka.he.gal, as demonstrated in the introduction to the gate lists, is probably the west
gate ;f E-sagil, thus lying behind the cella of Marduk (cf. no. 7, BM 3860211 VAT 13817,
i 10', and commentary, where kutal Be/iya, "behind My Lord", zs suggested as the
explanation of the gate - the line is damaged in the originals). Aside from the gat~ hsts
and the texts quoted in the introduction, the ceremonial name of thzs gate occurs m the
ritual fragment no. 40 (BM 38293, 17' and 19', context broken) and in a metrological
tablet now in New York, 86-11-102, where it appears in connection with a gate or
doorway of a well-house (see p. 279). In Ludlul IV the poet, according to his wonted
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practice, makes use of the gate's name to illustrate the restoration to favour of his
worshipper (BWL, p. 60, 79):
[ina k]a.lJe.gal lje-ga!-la in-n[a-ad-na]

In Ka-gegal abundance was bestowed [on me.]
ki1.u 6 .de.babbar.(ra) is the last of the main gates of E-sagil in the gate lists, the E-sagil
Tablet and Neriglissar's inscription (see p. 85f.). As is noted in the introduction, the gate
appears again in the metrological tablet no. 14, written ka.•UD.e.babbar.ra (VAT
9961 + 10335, 6), in connection with its lobby (asrukkatu), there said to measure 8 cubits
wide. The same lobby is found in Tintir II 40-41, as the location for subtu's of Dagan and
Belet-ill. According to the unpublished Kislimu ritual tablet, ka.u 6 !(E).de.babbar lay on
the route of a procession from E-kar-zaginna, the temple of Ea, into the main building of
E-sagil (see p. 303). Nebuchadnezzar plated the doors of Ka-ude-babbar with silver (text
cited above under Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi).
Our translation of Ka-ude-babbar(ra) understands u 6 .de as tabrdtu (an equivalence
well attested in bilingual texts, e.g. a litany in Thureau-Dangin, RAce., p. 108, 7-8; a
proverb in BWL, p. 237, 9 II STVC 3, iii 9), and babbar as namru. The idea of a building
inspiring wonder among its beholders is a conventional one, particularly in the inscriptions of the Neo-Assyrian and Chaldaean kings (many references are collected in AHw,
p. 1299, tabritu, 3a and 3c). In Ludlul IV ka.u 6 .de.babbar.ra is the place where the
sufferer's "omens became intelligible" (BWL, p. 60, 84: id-da-tu-u-a im-me-ra), the poet
understanding babbar as namaru, and then presumably u 6 .de as ittu (either through
homophony or through a deliberate re-interpretation of u 6 (IGI +E) as giskim(IGI +
DUB).
6 In the context ~f gates and gateways "'tallu is a wooden lintel, forming the top section
of a door-frame, and sometimes overlaid with precious metal (cf. Salonen, Tiiren, p. 56,
'Tragbaum'; see p. 218). That a lintel should have a ceremonial name would be
exceptional, but other meanings of ta!lu seem no more suitable.
7 E-dara-anna is also the name of Zarpanitum's cella in the explanatory fragment no.
28 (BM 76887, 8': papalji Eru( a)), and appears as such in the formal lists, the Canonical
Temple List (Sm 277, obv. ii 10: [e].dara.an.na = bit 6 z[ar-pa-ni-tum], unpub., courtesy
Moran) and no. 39 (K 8382, rev. i a 1: 'e.ditra.an.na' = bit 6 zar-pa-ni-tu). In addition, it
occurs often among sanctuaries of Babylon and Borsippa in the standard enumerations of
the temples of Babylonia which are a feature of laments and litanies (many references are
given by Ebeling, RIA II, p. 266; see also Kutscher, YNER 6, pp. Ill and 136; Black,
Acta Sum 7, p. 41).
Zarpanltum's cella is also known by the name of its gate, Ka-gilisu, for which see the
commentary on the next line. As such it was decorated in gold by Nebuchadnezzar II,
along with the cellae of Marduk and Nabu. Here was a bed for Marduk and Zarpanltum,
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and probably also the subtu's listed in Tintir II 7-11, first among them E-I:Jal-anki, the seat
of Zarpanitum herself (see p. 268).
From the metrological tablet no. 14 (VAT 9961 + 10335, 10-13) it is clear that the
complex of rooms and the courtyard ancillary to Zarpanitum's cella (known as the
Chapel of Beltiya and the Court of the Chapel of Beltiya) lay between the central
courtyard of E-sagil's main building (Court of Bel, or Upper Court) and its north gate,
Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi, the Gate of Beltiya. A courtyard, numbered '5' on Wetzel's plan (fig.
6 on p. 86), and attendant chambers have indeed been partially excavated in this part of
E-sagil, but none of the rooms is identifiable with the cella of Zarpanitum, and this
should therefore be sought in the temple's unexplored north-west corner, beyond the west
side of courtyard '5'. The Court of Beltiya is mentioned again in the present text (II. 3334), and perhaps in Tintir II 19 (cf. the commentary, ad Joe.).

According to Ludlul IV, this gate is where the redeemed worshipper "kissed the feet of
Zarpan!tum" (BWL, p. 60, 90: se-ep •zar-pa-ni-tum an-na-siq). A variant writing for
ka.\)i.li.su in Ludlul is kit.\)i.li.gar (VAT 9442, 90: BWL, pl. 18, MS u), with which
compare in an Assyrian literary text e.I:Ji.li.gar bet lja-du-ti-ia, "E-!Jiligar, chapel of my
delight" (George, SAAB I, p. 32, 5; and p. 33f. for the reading e.I:Ji.li.gar in STT 366, 1).
The portent list CT 29 49, 33, records the sighting of a demon in a potstand in
ka.\)i.li.su; while the Religious Chronicle notes ominous movement of a kiiribu figure at
the right of what can probably be restored as biib pa-pa-lji [belti-z]a ka[mi(bar)], "the outer
gateway of Beltiya's cella" (Grayson, ABC, p. 138, iii 16, coli.), by which may be meant
Ka-!Jilisu, or a gate beyond it: note that there were such figures at the gate of Marduk's
cella also (see the commentary below on Ka-silimma: no. 7, BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i

8 The gate of E-dara-anna is better attested than the cella it led to. In royal inscriptions
Ka-hilisu even replaces E-dara-anna as the cella's name. Assurbanipal describes it as the
"bed-chamber of Zarpanitum", with reference to a bed of Marduk and Zarpan!tum
which he had placed in the cella, and paraphrases the ceremonial name ka.I:Ji.li.su in
Akkadian as "(Gate) sprinkled with luxury" (ina ka.!Ji.l[i.su m]a8-tak •zar-pa-ni-tum sa
ku-uz-bu sa-al-hu: Thompson, PEA, pl. 14, i 52-53 II Millard, Iraq 30, p. 108, ii 6'-7'). The
cella and its gate were refurbished in gold by Nebuchadnezzar II; for him Ka-!Jilisu is the
"abode of Zarpanitum" (su-ba-at dzar-pa-ni-tum: V R 34, i 49; Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., i
31), her cella (pa-pa-lji •z., CT 37 7, i 32), as well as its gate (ka.{US}.!Ji.li.su biib pa-pa-lja
•z., PBS XV 79, i 32). As Assurbanipal had done before him, Nebuchadnezzar explains
the name of the gate in Akkadian (Wadi Brisa A iii 43-46 II B i 11*-14*):

9-13 On the gates of the ziqqurrat temple (bit ziqrat), which are also listed in Nebuchadnezzar II's Wadi Brisa inscription, see the introduction, p. 89f. Ka-nun-abzu can also be
found in the ritual fragment no. 40 (BM 38293, 5'; note also mention of the bft ziqrat, wr.
e.u •. nir, in 12'-13').
The qualifications "upper" and "lower" in II. 9-10 agree with daltu, not with biibu, if we
are to believe the parallel entries in no. 7 (BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 12'-13'). Ka-unir in
I. 11 is not to be confused with the gate of the same name in I. 22, which evidently
belongs not to the ziqqurrat temple, but to E-tur-kalamma, the sanctuary of Be!et-Babili.
The end of the line of summary (I. 13) is obscure. LUcan be udu, of course, and sheep
in this context suggest the entry of sacrificial animals. What we transliterate as AN? 30
might just be a poor GI, and one wonders then whether udu GI!?m''-i 7m" should be
understood as a garbled writing of sebet immerf gine, with niginm'' to be construed as part
of paljiiru, lamu or saljiiru? With these suggested "7 sheep of the regular offerings"
compare the 8 immerf(udu.udu) gi-ne-e offered daily by Nebuchadnezzar II to Nergal and
La~ in Kutha (I R 65, ii 36). Temple gates are, naturally enough, just the places where
such offerings are collected (as in II. 24-25 of the present text, where gates are associated
with offerings of milk and incense, and in Tintir II 43, where a shrine in the gate Ka-ma!J
is associated with sacrifical ewes, asliitu sa niqf).
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k3,.Q.i.li.sU rbiib1 ku-uz-bu za-a-nu $G-ri-ri it-za-in-ma bfta a-na dzar-pa-ni-tum be-el-tiia(var.: [ni]n-i£1) lu-le-e us-ma-lu
Ka-\)ilisu, the Gate decorated with luxury, I decorated with red gold, filling the chapel
with beauty for My Lady Zarpan!tum.
(Cf. I R 65, i 31-33; 54, ii 51.) In the syncretistic hymn KAR 109, Ka-\)ilisu appears with
other parts of E-sagil (E-umusa, Marduk's cella, and Ka-silimma, its gate), and its name
is etymologically analysed in the epithets with which the poet honours his goddess (obv.
15):
[ina] ka.\)i.li.su ku-uz-ba ul-la-ljat bu!-na-me (unpub. var.: bu-na-ma) za-'-na-at
In Ka-\)ilisu she is adorned with luxury, she is ornate as to her appearance.
In an unpublished ritual of E-sagil there is again mention of ka.\)i.li.su ba-ab ku-uz-bu za'-nu "Ka-hilisu the Gate decorated with luxury" (K 3446+ 8830, rev. 17, courtesy W.G.
La~ bert),-in c~nnection with rites concerning the divine entourage of Zarpanitum.

2').

14 E-kar-zaginna being the temple of Ea, located in the precinct of E-sagil somewhere
near the river bank (see Tintir IV 3 and commentary), the name of this gate as the first
and, no doubt, principal entrance to that sanctuary is self-explanatory. Ka-kar-zaginna
reappears in I. 25 of the present list, introducing gates of the Garden of Apsil, and again
in the list no. 7, where it is a gate through which the god Mustesir-I:Jabli enters (BM 38602
II VAT 13817, i 14' and commentary).
15 ka.gul.la is attested only here, and it may well stand for ka.gu.la, "Great Gate", for
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"Gate of Destruction" or "Ruined Gate" is perhaps unlikely as the ceremonial name of a
temple gate. A ka.gu.la is known as a temple gate of Babylon in the ritual K 3446 + 8830,
obv. 19, quoted above, p. 280; and in Nabonidus' Istanbul stele appears ka.gu.la biib
kisal.ma\) (Messerschmidt, MVAG lii, p. 79, viii 44: passage as a whole quoted below,
p. 414). But the ka.gu.la of these texts appears to be a gate of E-sagil itself (perhaps the
south gate of the Eastern Annexe, the excavators' Gate H, since Nabonidus describes it as
the gate of the Grand Court, which lay to the south of the temple), and this precludes an
identification with the gate of the present line, which is one of three in E-kar-zaginna.
In the lines that follow, the "outer gate" (biibu kamu) of each temple is followed by the
gate "facing the courtyard" (sa pan kisalh): the former is presumably the main gate of
each temple, the latter an inner gate, giving on to the temple's inner court. Where another
gate is listed, as in I. 14, where Ka-E-kar-zaginna is the "gate of Ea's temple", we might
understand this as either a second exterior gate or a gate into an inner sanctum. The
temple of Belet-Biibili, which was provided with two interior courtyards, has apparently
two "outer gates" and two gates "facing the courtyard": see further below, on II. 19-22.

named gate is mentioned in documents from the archive of the Arsacid banker,
Ra\)imesu, along with other gates of the E-sagil complex, but it is a gate of the temple of
Belet-Biibili: biib ereb(ku4 ) •di.ku, e.tur.kalam.ma (BRM I 99, 26 II CT 49 150, 23).

16 For the name and reading of the gate of the inner court of E-kar-zaginna, see below,
ka.gun.a (!. 25), and the commentary.
17-18 That this pair of gates was situated in the temple of Madanu (E-rab-riri: Tintir IV
4) is shown by the parallel lines of the gate list no. 7 (BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 15'-16'),
in which their ceremonial names are translated as biib dalfli and biibu mupa{{ir tanilji. The
emendation to <a> .ser follows the KiS variant of Ludlul IV 87, in which [ka.a.s]er.
du 8 .\)u.du is a restoration obligatory by reason of spacing (OECT XI 48, rev. 2'); a.ser
can be placed alongside a.se.er as a writing of the Emesal form of a.nir = tanilju. As with
other gates of the E-sagil temple complex, Ludlul IV uses the ceremonial names of
Madiinu's gates to illustrate the worshipper's salvation (BWL, p. 60, 86-87):
ina ka.ka.tar.ra is-ta-la pi-ia
ina ka.a.se.er.du\).u.da up-ta-{a-ra ta-ni-lji

In Ka-katarra my mouth enquired,
in Ka-aser-du\)uda my woe was dispelled.
The first gate name is broken into ka (pu) and (en).tar (sfilu), the second is interpreted
straightforwardly.
Gates used by Madanu, which might be either of these listed, are found in ritual
tablets: ne-reb •di.ku 5 , Lambert, Love Lyrics, p. 102, i 14; biib ne-re-bi •di.ku 5 , K 8878, 13
(unpub.); biib e-reb •di.ku 5 , BM 32206+, ii 40 (Kislimu rituals, seep. 293; the gate to
Madiinu's cella also appears in this text, iv 30: biib pa-pa-lji [S]a •di.ku 5 ). A similarly

19-22 These four gates seem all to belong to the temple of Belet-Babili (!Star of
Babylon), the famous and important sanctuary of E-tur-kalamma, close to E-sagil (Tintir
IV 8 and commentary). The existence of two outer gates and two inner gates for this
temple is perhaps to be explained by the consideration that E-tur-kalamma was provided
with two interior courtyards, an Upper Court and a Lower Court (seep. 307). This is also
an indication that Belet-Babili's sanctuary was a substantial edifice. However, none of its
gates figures in the gate list no. 7, nor even in Ludlu/ IV. A gate called k[a.du]mu.nun.n[a]
e.sag.gil occurs in a document of the Arsacid banker Ra\)imesu ( CT 49 155, 8) and also in
astronomical diaries, where ka.dumu.nun.na sa e.sag.gilli[l] is a location for sacrifice (BM
35447, 8; LBAT 403+404+405, rev. 18; 436, 23', courtesy Hunger; cf. Pinches, Old
Testament', p. 484). This can only be the gate of our I. 19 if these texts are using E-sagil
in its broadest sense, that is, as a name for the entire complex of temples in the centre of
Babylon. It was suggested earlier (p. 308) that ka.dumu.nun.na, on account of its name,
may connect E-tur-kalamma and Sin's temple, E-nitenna. One may restore ka.e.tur.[kalam.ma] in an unpublished ritual of Babylon (K 8878, 16). The meaning of its description
in the present text as biib pa{ar(z) kami is ambiguous: given the alternation in the list
between biibu kamu and biibSu sa pan kisal/i, one might expect this gate to be an outer
gate (biibu kamu) of E-tur-kalamma (as presumed above), giving access to an interior
courtyard of the temple via the gate of line 22. However, the parallelism between biib
pafiir(z) kami here and the description of Babylon as iii kidinni piifir(i) kasi (Tintir I 48)
cannot be denied, and one wonders whether Ka-E-tur-kalamma had some special
significance in the obtaining of sanctuary in Babylon by refugees (on this aspect of the
kidinnu privilege see above, p. 265). More difficult to construe is the ceremonial name of
the second of Belet-Biibili's gates, and there may be a textual corruption present: cf.
ka.e.a.ni.se.tum.ma at Kis (text no. 23, 11 '). A Ka-unir is already listed in this text as the
south gate of E-temen-anki, the ziqqurrat temple(!. 11); obviously this is a different gate,
but how it acquired its name is puzzling. Was there a small tower attached to E-turkalamma?
23 This line begins a new section of the list, in which the ceremonial name of each gate
follows an explanation of its location or function. If the Entrance Gate of Nabil and
Belet-Biibili implies a pairing of the two deities in a ceremonial procession (and a
fragment of such a ritual may be K 8742 (unpub., courtesy W.G. Lambert), in which
Nabil visits E-tur-kalamma), then this gate is otherwise unattested. On the other hand
this may be a fuller name of the gate Nebuchadnezzar II calls the Entrance Gate of
Nabil, the terminus of his procession road (nereb Nabu E-sagi/, Wadi Brisa A vii 48,
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quoted above, p. 362), probably the main entrance into the temple complex from the
south, and quite possibly also used by Belet-Biibili.

palace or a city wall. The taraljlju and kalakku were ritually 'consecrated' by the
sprinkling over them of sumptuous libations of beer, wines, oils, fats, honey and other
luxury items, as also was the mud-plaster facing (sal/aru) of the newly-built walls (for the
tarabbu so treated see Borger, Esar., p. 4, 19-22; p. 20, Ep. 20; Weidner, A/0 13, p. 206,
7-8: Asb; V R 64, ii 5-6: Nbk; for kalakku see Borger, Esarh., p. 62, vi 37; A/0 18, p.
113, 16; VAB VII, p. 86, x 83-84: Asb; KAH II 129, 4: Sin-sarra-iskun).
In the Old Babylonian period, however, taraljlju and kalakku are found in the context
of digging canals and irrigation channels (see the references cited by CAD K, p. 62, s.v.
kalakku A, la-b; AHw, p. 423, kalakku I, I; p. 1324, tarabbu, I). One wonders whether in
our liue taraljlju and kalakku are the dikes and ditches of the channels which irrigate the
Garden of Apsii, especially since "canals" (pa/gu) are a feature of E-kar-zaginna's garden
of which Esarhaddon makes particular mention (see the passage quoted on p. 302).

24 This is the west gate of the ziqqurrat temple, already listed in I. 12. Milk as an
offering for the table of Marduk and Zarpanltum is recorded by Nebuchadnezzar II (I R
65, i 20); it is also one of the ingredients of Anu's morning meal in Uruk (ThureauDangin, RAce, p. 75, 4). Several ceremonial names of temples and shrines also vouch for
the place of dairy products in the meals of the gods: note in particular e.ga.l.nun.\}e.du7 ,
"House Suited for Milk and Ghee", and e.ga.l.nun.sar.sar, "House where Milk and Ghee
Proliferate" (for references see Tintir II 6 and commentary; cf. also text no. 23, 12' and
commentary).
25 This gate of Ea's temple is also listed in I. 14. The connection of the rabbiine with
gardeners and gardening is implicit in ll. 14-16 of the ritual tablet of the Divine Love
Lyrics (as noted by Lambert, Love Lyrics, p. 106). Here they are responsible for offerings
of riqqu, an incense of vegetable origin (see Thompson, DAB, p. 335ff.), and one wonders
whether it is they who supervise the cultivation of aromatic plants for use in the cult (if
only as part of their temple duties: on rabbiine, "noblemen", see now Zadok, RA 77,
p. l89f.). That such cultivation existed can be inferred from the mention in late
documents of a "garden of juniper bushes surrounding E-\}ursag-sikilla, the temple of
Gula" (BRM I 99, 26-27 II CT 49 105, 23-24, quoted above, p. 306). Such a garden may
have been the Garden of Apsii, part of Ea's temple (mentioned in the next three lines, and
also in inscriptions of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal: see p. 302f.).
26-27 Like Ka-E-kar-zaginna of the preceding line, the two gates which open on to the
Garden of Apsii are to be connected with the temple of Ea (see above, Tintir IV 3 and
commentary, for E-kar-zaginna as the "Gate of Apsii"). The gardens of this temple
played some part in the ritual renovation and 'bringing to life' of divine statues by means
of the mis pi and pit pi ceremonies, and it is to this function that the additional
explanation of I. 27 refers. The location of E-kar-zaginna and its garden on the river bank
(p. 302) offers a practical justification for the name of Ka-Id, "Gate of the River God",
but there may also be a cosmological allusion, for Apsii, Ea's domain, is the source of all
rivers.
28 This gate is not attested elsewhere, but is presumably another gate of, or near, the
Garden of Apsii.
For a resume of the literature on taraljlju and kalakku and the connection between
them, see Borger, Esarh., p. 4 (commentary on iv 22). In Neo-Assyrian and NeeBabylonian royal inscriptions both are to do with the preparation of a cleared site prior
to the commencement of rebuilding, whether the construction in question be a temple, a
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29 The ceremonial name of the gate is shared with the gate of E-zida at Borsippa,
through which passed Nabii's procession to and from the Babylonian New Year Festival
(I R 54, iii 46; CT 37 10, ii 4-8; VAB IV, p. 298, Nbk 51, 4). A ka.gun.a is also mentioned
alongside a Dais of Destinies (parak Simiiti""'), a Gate of Miir-iili (biib ddumu-nru) and a
Court of the Lamentation Priests (tur 1'galam") in a fragment probably from a ritual
tablet, no. 42 (K 3655), but whether the topographical context is Babylon or Borsippa is
not clear.
The gate of the present line may be the same as the biib e-reb dgu-la in ABL 877, obv.
16, where it is a landmark for the ancestral home of a manumitted slave, and in the
unpublished Kislimu ritual tablet, BM 32206 +, i 38, in which it is a gate near E-sagil. No
indication is given by the list as to the exact location of this gate of Gula, but it is
probable that it was the principal gate of her temple Egal-ma\} (better known as Ebursag-sikilla: see the commentary on Tintir IV 5), which was situated close to E-sagil.
Sum. gun is equivalent to Akk. bariimu, barmu, burrumu and birmu, which have to do
with variegated colouring, particularly with regard to dyed cloth, animal markings and
the colour of eyes (see CAD B, s.v.). With gun describing a gate compare MSL VI, p. 23,
Hh V 214, ' 1'ig.igi.gun,gun.nu = uq-qu-tu, explained in Hg as da-lat bir-mu, "door with
multi-coloured trim" (von Weiher, SpTU II 53, iv 15).
30 The ceremonial name of the gate is emended in the light of e.sag.dil.an.na.•~<gidru.
tuku, the temple of Papsukkal near E-sagil (Tintir IV 10). The temple evidently doubles
as a repository for royal property, perhaps that destined to provision the cults of E-sagil
and the adjacent temples.
31 We understand the designation "of the courtyard" to refer to a chapel immediately
accessible from a courtyard, rather than actually in it - this in contrast to those cultic
chambers whose ante-rooms provided them with greater seclusion. The phrase is also
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used of Gula's chapel in the following line, and of Nabu's cella in E-sagil in the
inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II (see p. 28lf.; note further chapels of Ninurta and
Marduk sa 'kisalli in Uruk: Pohl, AnOr 9 20, 50; 28, obv. II; 23, 10; 26, 2).
Given that the last two of the four cultic throne-daises described in this section of the
Jist are situated in or near the cella of Beltiya-Zarpanitum in E-sagil, it seems likely that
the first two daises of the list, those in the chapels of Ninurta and Gula "of the
courtyard", are also to be sought in Marduk's temple. A chapel of Ninurta in E-sagil is
known from Tintir II 17, which lists therein a subtu of the Igigi under the ceremonial
name of E-umusa-Asallu!Ji, and in the following line, if it is correctly restored, a subtu of
the Anunnaki called E-abzu-Asallu!Ji (one wonders whether these names reflect the
presence in the same chapel of the dais of Asarre: seep. 273). The question is then, which
courtyard of E-sagil is referred to in the phrase sa kisa/li? Several courtyards of the
temple are known by name, both inside it (Court of Bel, or Upper Court; Court of
Beltiya, also known as the Court of the Chapel of Beltiya; Lower Court), and outside
(Grand Court; Court of IStar and Zababa). It is probably significant that no specification
of the courtyard in question is thought necessary: evidently its identity is obvious to the
reader. Now the courtyard of E-sagil is the central courtyard of the main building, known
as the Court of Bel or Upper Court (see further the commentary on text no. 7, BM 38602
11 VAT 13817, i 5'), and probably we should seek the chapels ofNinurta, Gula and Nabu
"of the courtyard" in rooms directly adjacent to this central court.
Beyond the description of the chapel of Ninurta as sa kisa/li, the present line gives us
further useful information. The dais of Asarre, it says, is against the chapel's north wall,
opposite a gateway - so this gateway must be in the south wall. The gateway can be
readily imagined as leading to the courtyard which gives the chapel its name, and this
courtyard must consequently be sought south of the chapel, and the chapel north of the
courtyard. The north wall of the central courtyard of the main building of E-sagil was
excavated by the German expedition, and was found to be pierced by three gateways
(Gates j, k and 1: see fig. 6), as were the other three walls of the courtyard. Gate I gave
immediate access to a chamber measuring 15.55 metres long by 6.25 metres wide, the long
axis being parallel to the courtyard wall (Room 12: Wetzel, WVDOG 59, p. 9; to
Koldewey this was Cella 'C': WVDOG !5, p. 4lff.). At the back of this chamber, inset in
its north wall directly opposite the gateway to the courtyard, was a niche, and in front of
this niche a dais of brick, coated in bitumen (photograph: WVDOG 15, p. 42, fig. 61).
The bitumen bore the imprint of the ornately carved pieces of a wooden throne which
had once stood on the dais (ibid., p. 43f., and fig. 62). Because he found that this throne
was decorated with, among other things, figures holding water vases, Koldewey assumed
that the throne and its chamber belonged to Ea, god of Apsu (indeed, he identified the
room with the sanctuary of Serapis visited by Alexander's generals as he lay on his deathbed, as described in Arrian, Anabasis VII; but the identification of Ea and Serapis is
generally dismissed today- for recent literature see the footnote of J.R. Hamilton in de
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St\lincourt (trans.), Arrian, The Campaigns of Alexander, !971, p. 3931os - and the
excavator's romantic notion is no longer tenable). In fact the impression of the mu§hus§u
of Marduk was also found in the bitumen, and water-carrying figurines are not a pre~erve
of Ea, being found as a feature of a throne of Marduk described by Assurbanipal (an
inscription republished by R.D. Barnett, Gadd and Figulla, Iraq 12, p. 40f.; note the
detail given in II. 26 and 30, of the throne's legs: /amassate(Ldlamma)m'' mk"''' i-lab-bu[m], "water-(lines) encircle the lamassu-figurines"). So the throne might well belong to
Marduk. In conclusion, it would seem that the dais on which this throne rested is very
probably the parak Asarre of our list, and Room 12 accordingly the "chapel of Ninurta
of the courtyard".
On Asarre as a name of Marduk see above, p. 248, and Enuma eli§ VII 1.
32 The Chapel of Gu!a "of the courtyard" is not attested elsewhere, but subtu's of this
goddess in the Upper and Lower Courts of E-sagil are listed in Tintir II 12-13.
33 On alelallu, a "brownish limestone native to the mountains north of Assyria", see
CAD E, p. 74f. That the text remarks on the material of which the throne-dais is made
can be put down to the probability that use of stone was exceptional, even in sacred
contexts. The dais excavated in Room 12 of E-sagil was constructed of baked brick and
bitumen, as were those in the cellae of other excavated temples of Babylon. The
significance of the use of this particular stone is that it had magic properties: Esarhaddon,
who carved a musbussu in it, calls it the "stone of speaking and hearing", i.e. one that
improves communications between man and god (Borger, Esarh., p. 85, 50; cf. Lambert,
AnSI 30, p. 82).
The Court of Beltlya, also known as the Court of the Chapel of Be!tiya, is the
courtyard near Zaq)anitum's cella, somewhere between the north gate of E-sagil (KaLamma-(a)rabi) and the central courtyard (Court of Bel); see above, p. 394. On the
problems attending the identification of Zarpanitum's courtyard and the excavators' Hof
5, see the commentary below on the metrological text, no. 14 (VAT 9961 + 10335, II).
Unfortunately the courtyard's west side, where we should expect to find the limestone
dais, was not fully explored.
34 A subtu of Nissaba, which may or may not have occupied this dais, is listed in Tintir
II 12".

BM 38602, col. iII VAT 13817, col. i (no. 7)
2' ka.silim.ma is restored here on the basis of Ludlu/ IV and KAR 109. In Ludlu/ IV it
occurs twice: once to illustrate the worshipper's redemption (BWL, p. 60, 81: [ina
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k]a.silim.ma sui-ma-na ap-pa-l[is]. "In Ka-silimma I discovered favour"), and again,
coupled with Ka-!Jilisu, the gate of Zarpan!tum's cella, as the place where he came face to
face with the godhead (89: ina ka.silim.ma it-ti dmarduk an-na-mir, "In Ka-silimma I met
with Marduk"), a meeting which would have taken place as the worshipper stood in the
cella's gateway opposite the divine throne. The two gates Ka-!Jilisu and Ka-~ilimma are
also paired in the syncretistic hymn, KAR 109, where they fall between E-sagtl, the name
of Marduk's temple as a whole, and E-umusa, his cella within. As is the nature of the hynm,
the epithets of the goddess to whom it is addressed reflect the Sumerian ceremonial name
(obv. 14):

records the sighting and killing there of a deer. Perhaps some exterior gate of Marduk's
temple- or its precinct - is meant.
Weissbach, WVDOG 59, p. 72, identified Ka-sulimma with the monumental gateway in
the centre of the west side of the central courtyard (the excavators' Gate h), which leads
to the outer ante-room of Marduk's cella (Room 18). Gate h, however, the most
inpressively built of all the courtyard gates, is probably the gate referred to in line 5' of
the present list as the "great gate of the Court of Bel", and this would preclude its
identification with Ka-sulimma, the gate of Marduk's cella. Ka-sulimma (or Ka-silimma) is
most probably the innermost gate of those behind Gate h, between the last ante-room and
the 'holy of holies' itself (for the reconstruction of Marduk's cella and its adjacent chambers,
see the metrological tablet no. 14, VAT 9961 + 10335, 28-36, and the commentary).

ina ka.silim.ma ka-bat(unpub. var.: bit)-ti an-sar be-let tas-me-e u sa-li-me
In Ka-silimma she is the honoured one of Ansar, the lady of divine grace and
friendship.
The gate's name is used of Marduk's cella itself in a fragmentary inscription of Mardukzakir-sumi I (Frayne and Grayson, ARRIM 6, p. 17, 8': kii.silim.ma pa-pal] dhf[). A
ka.silim.ma also appears in a tiny Kuyunjik fragment, no. 61 (K 18013, 5': pl. 55).
A variant name of Ka-silimma is kit.su.lim.ma, "Gate of Radiance". This name is
found in a text which celebrates Marduk's return from Elam in the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I, where it refers to Marduk's cella as a whole (IV R 2 20, no. I, 19-20):
ka.su.lim nam.lugal.la.bi.se e.sa.sig.ga pirig.ga ba.ni.ib.si.sa.e me.li itr.i.i
ka.su.lim pa-pal] be-lu-ti-su im-me-ra ma-li ri-sa-a-ti
Ka-sulimma, his lordly cella, became radiant and full of jubilation.
It is also known from the explanatory fragment no. 28, where it occurs with shrines of
Babylon and Borsippa and is explained as bab sa/ummati, "Gate of Radiance" (BM
76887, 3'); and from the Agum-kakrime inscription, in a description of the restoration of
the cult of Marduk following a refurbishing of his temple (V R 33, v 37-42):

[an]a ka.su.lim.ma pa-pa-l]a-at dmarduk lu u-se-rib-su-nu-ti ni-ga-ti-su-nu ra-ba-a-ti lu-

ue-pu-uS

I brought (the gods) into Ka-sulimma (and) the cellae of Marduk, and performed
their magnificent festivals.
The gate of Marduk's cella was the location of kiiribu-figures: the income from
offerings made to them was a prebend in the Persian period (VS IV 69,7: dka-rib bab papa-hu dmarduk; V 87//88, 2-3: dka-ri-bi sa 'pa-pa-l]u dm.; VI 129,2-3: dka-ri-bi ina e.sag.il
bft ~m.; Peiser, BV 91, 6 and 9-10 (coli.): dka-ri-bi sa pa-pa-l]aj-l]u dm.). Such figures are
known from the Religious Chronicle to have stood also at the gate of Zarpan!tum's cella
in E-sagil (see above, p. 395). The "Gate of My Lord" mentioned in the same chronicle is
hardly the gate of Marduk's cella (Grayson, ABC, p. 137, iii 3: bab beli-i[a]), for the text
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3' Ka-!Jilisu, the gate of Zarpan!tum's cella, is treated above, p. 394f. For Erua as a
name of Zarpan!tum see the commentary on Tintir V 37.
The gada/a/11 or gadalu is a curtain or drape lifted from the images of Marduk and
Zarpan!tum as the first ritual act of the day during the New Year Festival (ThureauDangin, RAce, pp. 149, 3; 151, 218; 153, 287; it is there written '''gada.lal). This cella
may have been named after such ceremonies. However, one may note that a well-known
papiil]u of the temple is that of Nabu (see above, Tintir II 2" and commentary), and it is
not impossible that our scribe has misread a broken dmuati on the damaged original as
gada.lal. The papiil]u of Nabu commonly follows those of Marduk and Zarpan!tum in
inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II (the sequence is E-umusa, Ka-!Jilisu and E-zida: see
p. 28lf.).
4'

5' From the description of this gate in the second sub-column, we suspect that it was the
largest of the gates of the central courtyard of E-sagil (the Court of Bel: see below), and
would thus identify it with the excavator's Gate h in the centre of the courtyard's west
side, which led to the ante-rooms of Marduk's cella. As noted in the introduction to the
gate lists, this important processional gate is probably the one ceremonially named in the
E-sagil Tablet as ka.gal, "Great Gate", and so the description of it as biibu rabfi in the
present line may have more than just architectural significance. A gate of this ceremonial
name in E-sagil is also mentioned in the unpublished ritual tablets K 8742, ii 8, and K
3446 + 8830, obv. 19 (the latter passage quoted above, p. 280), in the company of
kit.im.limmu.ba, "Gate of the Four Winds", and kfi.gu.la, "Large Gate", and in the
context, probably, of a royal procession into the temple. However, as we remarked in our
brief discussion of the topography of the relevant passage of K 3446 + 8830, two of the
shrines there mentioned are known to belong in Ka-ma!J (so Tintir II 42-43), and if ka.gal
is their entrance (as seems likely from the context), then it must be seen as an interior
gateway of Ka-ma!J (the excavators' Gate F: see p. 87 and the commentary below on
I. 7') rather than as Gate h. It may be, of course, that more than one interior gateway of
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E-sagil bore the ceremonial name ka.gal. In this regard it is worth mentioning that it is
improbable that the common designation biibu rabu always refers to the same gate of
the temple (gates of E-sagil are so called in Tintir II 36', biibi rabi'''; in the continuation
of the present list, I. 19', biibu rabil', whose ceremonial name is certainly not ka.gal; in
administrative documents of the Parthian period, BRM I 99, 25 II CT 49 !50, 22, biibi
rabi', with other gates of the E-sagil temple complex; in the fragment no. 32, BM 74167,
3', btibu rabu'; and in the unpublished rituals of the month Kislimu, BM 32206 +, iii 31,
biibi rabi~. But of course, as this evidence itself shows, the equation of b\.gal (ceremonial
name) and biibu rabu (common name) taken for granted in the present line does not
always hold true, and for the moment the number and location of gates called ka.gal or
btibu rabil must remain a matter for speculation.
The Court of Bel is also known from the metrological text no. 14, in which its length is
given as 77 cubits (VAT 9961 + 10335, 8: kisallu .fa Bel), thus tallying with the longer
dimension of the main building's central courtyard (see further the commentary, ad loc.).
Two ritual tablets also mention it: in the unpublished Kislimu rituals a procession is
described which passes into E-sagil at Ka-ude-babbar, the south gate, and proceeds
through the Court of Bel (kisal den) to the gates of the cellae of Bel and Belt!ya (Marduk
and Zarpan!tum; the passage is noted above, p. 303); a fragment in private ownership,
dealing with rites of the first day of the Babylonian New Year Festival, mentions the
kisal/u sa dbeJ (line 3; the piece is edited in G. <;::ag1rgan, The Babylonian Festivals,
Birmingham Ph.D. 1976, unpublished, p. If.).
The central courtyard of the main building is also referred to as the Upper Court, a
designation found in Tintir II 39' (kisalli eleni~ and in a letter from Urad-a\l\lesu,
superintendent of works, to Esarhaddon or Assurbanipal, where kisal-lu e-le-nu-u is the
courtyard of E-sagil in the part of the temple "where Bel and Belt!ya live" (ABL 119,
obv. 12-14), and rebuilt by him "together with its chapels" (a-di ekurriitem"-su). These
chapels are probably those described as .fa kisa/li in other texts (see above, the commentary on no. 6, BM 35046, 31-32). Urad-a\l\lesu mentions a Lower Court in the same
letter, rebuilt together with its chapels and a cella of Tasmetum (obv. 14-15). This is
probably the principal courtyard of the Eastern Annexe, which could be expected to be
slightly lower than the main building in elevation. It is also mentioned in the present list
(line 8'). Allusion to the Upper and Lower Courts of E-sagil is made in Tintir II 12-13,
with reference to the location of shrines of Gula. A Lower Court appears repeatedly in
the fragmentary ritual no. 44.
6' An arkaplbinnu-door of E-sagil is known from the E-sagil Tablet (line 4: '"dalat arka-bi-in-ni), where it occurs in connection with the Court of !Star and Zababa, one of the
courtyards of the temple pecinct. The arkablpinnu door is treated in Malku II 172 (von
Soden, ZA 43, p. 240) and Explicit Malku III = CT 18 3, v 22, where it is explained as
da-al-tum Ia qa-ti-tum, "incomplete door". Such a door only partially closed a doorway,
with the result that it did not exclude the elements (Gilgames VI 34, coli.):
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"'dalat ar-ka-b[i-in-ni sa Ia z]-kal-lu-u sara u zi-i-qa

An arkabinnu-door, that checks neither breeze nor draught!
If our btib arkapinni is to be identified with the E-sagil Tablet's dalat arkabinni, which, as
we have said, is connected with a courtyard of the temple precinct, then we should expect
it to be one of the exterior gates of the temple, probably one of those in the Eastern
Annexe to which we have not been able to assign a ceremonial name (EGH, but note the
reservations put forward on p. 417).
7' Given the explanation offered by the second sub-column, one might expect to restore
ka.dutu.e.(a) in this line, but the surviving trace of the tail of an oblique wedge, small
though it is, will not allow it. The "Gate of the Sunrise" is thus restored in the following
line, where its position as the first of the four gates of the main building agrees wit!I
Neriglissar's list (p. 85). We have therefore provisionally restored ka.ma\l in the present
line, with the twofold justification that it fits the available trace and, as one of the gates of
the E-sagil Tablet's list, might be expected in the present text. As argued in the
introduction to the gate lists, Ka-ma!J should be sought in the Eastern Annexe of E-sagil,
where - to judge from its place at the top of the E-sagil Tablet's list- it should be the
main entrance. The principal gateway of the annexe- and indeed of the whole templewas seen by the excavators to be that labelled Gate F (Wetzel, WVDOG 59, p. II), the
more northerly of the two monumental gates of the annexe's east front. If Gate F is to be
Ka-ma\l then there is some support from the present line, which describes our restored
[ka.ma]\l as biib §i samsi, the "east gate" par excellence, though not itself by ceremonial
name the "gate of the sunrise". This consideration, however, is not enough to remove
entirely the suspicion that all is not right with a restoration that puts Ka-Utu-e in one
column and biib Ji samsi in another, but on different lines, even though the traces- such
as they are - and topographical considerations appear to speak for it (on the fittingness
of biibu sa ana kisalli .faplf petu as a description of Ka-Utu-e see above, p. 391). The
question is, are the traces of VAT 13817 completely to be trusted, surviving as they do
only minutely and on by no means a perfectly written tablet copied from a damaged
original? It is principally with this thought in mind that the restoration of the ceremonial
names in 11. 7' -8' is made with reservation.
Ka-ma\l is found in Tintir II 42-43, where it is the location of shrines of Ea and Nanse;
in a Kedor-Iaomer text (Jeremias, MVAG 21, p. 84, 7); in a document from the archive of
the Arsacid banker Ra\limesu (CT 49 162, 8-9: biib ne-[reb DN] .fa ka.ma\l, "entrance
gate of [(a god)] in Ka-ma\l"; with this compare an entry in the second section of the
present list, where a gate is explained as ne-reb da-nim k[a.ma!J?]: I. 20'), from which it is
evident that Ka-ma\l itself consisted of more than one gateway; and in two unpublished
rituals, that of Nisannu (a tablet in private ownership, I. 5: edited by G. <;::ag1rgan, The
Babylonian Festivals, Birmingham Ph.D. 1976, p. If.) and that of Kislimu (BM 32206+,
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ii 5 and iii 32: ibid., p. 86ff. ). A gate of the same name was one of the main gates of
E-zida at Borsippa (Nassouhi, AjK 2, p. 100, i 11: Ash, with ka.nam.ti.la; VAB IV,
p. 199, Nbk 51, 4, with bi.gun.a), while a ka.ma!J in the temple of Anu at Uruk is also
well known (Falkenstein, Topgraphie, p. !Of.).

procession road beyond the !Star Gate. The presence of this god in cultic processions is
also witnessed by the Kislimu rituals (BM 32206 +, ii 40, as noted in the commentary
cited above).
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8' For ka.dutu.e, the east gate of the main building of E-sagil and thus contiguous with
the Eastern Annexe, see pp. 85ff. and 391. The Lower Court is probably the principal
courtyard of the annexe (see above, on 1. 5').
9' This is certainly ka.dJamma.ar.ra.bi (written thus as in another tablet from Assur, the
metrological text no. 14, VAT 9961 + 10335, 13), the partly broken AR of the damaged
original of VAT 13817 being misread as Rl. On this, the north gate of the main building,
close to the cella of Zarpan!tum (Beltiya) whose processional entry it was, see pp. 85ff.
and 392.
1O' The third of the four gates of the main building in the lists of Neriglissar and the Esagil Tablet is ka.!Je.gal, and this, as the trace on BM 38602 confirms, is u~doubtedly
what was inscribed on the Babylonian original of VAT 13817 (Babylonian I]E can look
very similar to Assyrian I, of course, even when undamaged). For this, the west gate of Esagil, see pp. 85ff. and 392f.
Our suggested restoration of the second sub-column as a topographical exposition of
the location of Ka-hegal relies on the known position of the temple's west gate, behind
the complex of cha~bers surrounding the cella of Marduk. Beliya, instead of Bel, is
unusual for Marduk, but the name is found, without divine determinative, in the
Religious Chronicle (iii 3: quoted above, p. 402).
11' Ka-ude-babbar, in the south front of the main building, is dealt with in the
introduction, p. 85ff., and further on p. 393. The explanation that follows the
ceremonial name in VAT 13817 is very dubious: a-lji-ia, "outside", is rare and, in any
case, topographically unsuitable; no doubt it is an erroneous reconstruction of that
tablet's broken original.
12'-13' For these two gates of E-temen-anki, the ziqqurrat temple, see pp. 89f. and 395.
14' This gate of Ea's temple is also listed in no. 6, BM 35046, 14 and 25. The god
Mustesir-habli "Provider of Justice for the Wronged", is a divine weapon of Marduk,
and as su~h a 'member of the court of E-sagil (see the commentary on Tintir II 34', and
note also his presence in line 8" of the same Tablet). His description here as uggallu (or
should we read pirig-ga!-lu?), "Lion Monster", drives one to wonder whether it is
Mustesir-habli who is depicted in the famous friezes of lions that decorate Marduk's

15'-16' These gates of Madiinu's temple, E-rab-riri, are dealt with on p. 396f. The
reading in the second gate name (as written in VAT 13817) of DUH as duhu is made in
the light of BM 38602's du!J.ud and other writings of the name with dug.~ and du 8 .!Ju
(the value tuiju is, in fact, already proposed by Deller, OrNS 31, p. 15, 117).
17'-18' sa.abzu is a known cosmological location identified with E-sagil in one tradition
of mythology (Meek, BA X/I, p. 75, no. 4, 11-12: quoted above, p. 301; CT 13 36, 1-2:
p. 252). Another cultic chamber of E-sagil whose name alludes to this traditon is
es.sa.abzu, the site of a shrine of Lillu (Tintir II 11"). The rooms of the present lines take
their place in a list of gates by virtue of the fact that they are asrukkatu's, that is, rooms
just inside a gate: for the nature of the asrukkatu in monumental architecture see the
commentary on the metrological text no. 14, VAT 9961 + 10335, 5. The reading of
E.US.GiD.DA as aslug relies on the restoration of PBS V 106, iv 13 = Diri V 285 in
CAD A/I, p. 450: ["'-'"-"']E.US.GID.DA = as-lu-uk-ka-tum. The asrukkatu "between the
courtyards of Bel and Beltiya" corresponds in terms of the excavated temple to the small
chamber named Room 11, which separates the great central courtyard of the main
building (the Court of Bel: see p. 404) from 'Room' 5 (the Court of (the chapel of)
Beltlya: p. 122). It is thus perhaps one of the two narrow chambers whose breadths are
listed in no. 14 (VAT 9961 + 10335, 9-1 0) at 6 cubits each. The explanation of the second
listed airukkatu calls to mind Nebuchadnezzar II's description of the terminus of Nabu's
procession road as nereb NabU E-sagil (Wadi Brisa A vii 48: quoted above, p. 362), but
while Nabu is a poSsible restoration in our I. 18, there were no doubt "entries" of other
gods in E-sagil.
19' One might be tempted to restore the ceremonial name as ka.sa.zu.pact.da, "Gate
Chosen by Sazu", dsa.zu being, of course, a well-known name of Marduk (e.g. Enuma elis
Vll35ff.; III R 53, no. 2, obv. 14). The description of this gate in the second sub-column
remains provisional in the absence of a better-preserved manuscript, but one may
compare this "great gate of E-sagil(?)" with the fourth gate of the preceding section of the
list, whose ceremonial name is lost, but which is described as the "great gate of the Court
of Bel" (BM 38602 /I VAT !3817, i 5', where we have restored bi.gal as the probable
ceremonial name). This is unlikely to be the same gate, however- although one cannot
rule out the possibility of a gate appearing twice in a list (as in no. 6, BM 35046, 12 and
24, and 14 and 25)- for the definitions "of the Court of Bel" and "of E-sagil(?)" appear
to distinguish between the two "great gates" (references to gates called biibu rabfi in Esagil are collected on p. 404). The writer would rather incline to a view that the gates of
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this second section of the list - perhaps a later appendage - are not those of the main
building of E-sagil but of its Eastern Annexe; verification of this, however, awaits further
discovery of text,

me-e te-lil-te as-sa-Ii-i!;). Compare also the name of the subtu of the gods Nadin-me-qat!
and MukTI-me-bala(i, e.a.sikil.la (Tintir II 37). It may be that Ka-a-sikilla is the gate of
this shrine.

20' biib tartiimf is probably to be seen as an Akkadian translation of the lost Sumerian
ceremonial name. In the present list such translations are interpolated when required
between ceremonial name and topographical explanation, forming, as it were, a third subcolumn (as in BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 15'-16'). With the topographical explanation of
this line compare CT 49 162, 8-9 (quoted above, p. 405). Our restoration of ka.ma}J relies
partly on this comparison and partly on the need for a very short gate name, as dictated
by the physical characteristics of the tablet,

4' Perhaps a summary of the foregoing list, For the Grand Court, which was part of the
precinct of E-sagil, probably to the temple's south, see the E-sagil Tablet (no. 13), 11. 1-7
and commentary.
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5' On Ubsu-ukkinna see Tintir II 16' and commentary.
7' A "Dais of Akkade" seems a little unlikely: perhaps emend to bara <•MVS>-a-kadekl, since Belet-Akkade is a goddess resident in Babylon (see Tintir IV 16).

22' The final sign of the ceremonial name might be SU, but this is a somewhat unlikely
ending for a Sumerian gate name. Gates ending in Ia, however, are several: ka.gu.la (see
p. 396), ka.nam.ti.Ia, ka.a.sikil.la (both in the fragmentary list no. 8, BM 76312), and
ka.sikil.la (see p. 42lf.) all spring to mind. On the other hand it may be that the second
sub-column's biib takbitti muttalli(?) is to be seen as a translation of the lost Sumerian, in
which case none of these gate names comes into consideration for restoration. Otherwise
one must seek some cultic association in this description, the gate then being a particular
point on ritual processions where homage was paid to Marduk (for muttallu as an epithet
of the god ofE-sagil see BEI 85, iv 5 II WVDOG 59, p. 46, no. 5, 7: Nbk; Ebeling, ArOr
!71I, p. 183, II; STCI, p. 205, K 3351,1: hymns; von Soden, Iraq 3!, p. 85,20: prayer;
Lambert, A/0 17, p. 312,7: Marduk's Address). The question of whether the second subcolumn is a translation or a cultic description affects the understanding of I. 23': if it is
the former then that line's "east gate" would be a topographical definition of biib takbitti
muttalli(?), occupying an indented second line on its own; if it is the latter, "east gate"
would explain a new gate.

2' The damaged sign following GA is not a well-written NI but in the context it is
difficult to exclude the probability of gar 10 (GA.NI), if only because no better solution is
apparent, A difficulty lies in the fact that lildu (*liSdu) does not occur in this period except
in the lexical texts (Hh XXIV 91, Ea IV 32 and 72, S" I 84: all quoted in CAD L, p. 215).
However, the use of such food in the cult is no surprise: for dairy products as cultic
offerings see the gate list no. 6, BM 35046, 24 and commentary.

BM 76312 (no. 8)

3' The temple of Ningiszida, listed under the ceremonial name of e' .gu.za. I'a.ma_h m
·
Tintir IV 13, was situated in Eridu, the central quarter of Babylon.

1' The "Gate of Life" is also found among other gates of E-sagil in Ludlul IV (BWL, p.
60 , 82: ina kil.nam.ti.la ba-la-tu
. am-ma-hi-ir,
- "In Ka-namtila I was given life"). A gate of
the same name existed in E-zida at Borsippa, according to an inscription of Assurbanipal
(Nassouhi, Ajk 2, p. 100, i II).
2'

For ka.}Je.gal see pp. 85ff. and 392f.

3' This is probably the same gate as Ludlul's ka.a.sikil.la, "Gate of Pure Water", where
the worshipper "was sprinkled with the water (a) of cleansing (sikil)" (BWL, p. 60, 88:

8' Cultic throne-daises of Marduk were not confined to E-sagil but scattered throughout
Babylon: see p. 12.

Names and Locations of Cultic Daises

BM 34878

II 77236 (no. 9)

4' sid is probably to be read as some part of the verb manu, but the broken context
precludes an exact reading.
The dais of Liimur-dinsu, a minor deity of Marduk's court, is listed in Tintir V 28.
The traces in BM 34878 are difficult to reconcile with the duplicate text: one expects at
the beginning of the line the remains of lu-mur-di-in-su; what follows should be the name
of a second dais of the gate of Ningiszida's temple, since the text makes it clear that more
than one dais was to be found there (I. 3').
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NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF CULTIC DAISES (no. !0)

5' 'nin-urta was badly misread by Unger as bltu el-!u, "Heiliges Haus", and associated
by him with the "Heilige Fforte". He located both on the east front of the perimeter wall
of E-temen-anki (Babylon, Chapter 19). This position is no longer tenable: not only does
the bftu e/lu not exist, but the gate in question, which we read in Sumerian, Ka-sikilla,
appears to have been the main entrance to the precinct of E-sagil, and thus much further
south than Unger thought (for Ka-sikilla see the commentary on no. 13, the E-sagil
Tablet, l. 15).
E-gursag-ti(l)la, the temple of Ninurta in the quarter Suanna, is listed in Tintir IV 19.
For the temple as a stage in the rituals of the Divine Love Lyrics, and for other
information, see the commentary, ad Joe.

Niniiyltum is a goddess also known from inscriptions of Salmaneser I and TukultlNinurta I found in the temple of !Star at Assur, which record the restoration of her
chapel (KAH II 43, 6-7: bit dni-nu-a-it-ti; 50, 5: blt dnu-na-i-te!). Her name, "She-ofNineveh", identifies her with the great goddess IStar-Ninlil of Nineveh, whose cult-centre
at Babylon is E-gisgur-ankia (but see further Borger, EAK I, p. 59f.). Here, however, she
is evidently in residence at the Bit Qu!e. The ritual in question takes place in Babylon on
an unknown day (but certainly after the 4th) of an unknown month. It is tempting indeed
to suppose that it is to the rites which were the context of the Divine Love Lyrics that the
present text refers, when it describes the Queen of Heaven as sitting before Ninayltum in
the Bit Qule on the 7th day of a month whose name is also lost. If so, the protagonist of
the above-quoted section of the ritual tablet is the goddess described in the dais list as the
Queen of Heaven. This title is an interpretation of (N)inanna, and the goddess is thus
!Star in her aspect as Belet-Babili, "Lady of Babylon". The name of the dais would then
imply a syncretism of !Star and Zarpanltum, which would make the relationship of the
two goddesses to each other, and to Marduk, in the Divine Love Lyrics still more
involved. Might they form a divine menage-a-trois, like that of Nabil, Tasmetum and
Nanay in Borsippa?
With the name of the Queen of Heaven's throne-dais compare Iqullii-ilil-ana-Marduk,
"The Gods Pay Heed to Marduk", a dais of the city god in Tintir V 20 and 97.

6' For azamit as an architectural term see the commentary on line 3 of the E-sagil
Tablet. Note the variant in BM 77236, a-za-RE-e.
8' This dais is also mentioned in no. 41, a Kuyunjik fragment, perhaps of a ritual (82-323, 100, l. 4'). The meaning of the dais name is not obvious; ti-im-lak (var.: til-!a-ak)
could perhaps be the I/2 impt. of maliiku, showing exceptional metathesis, while e-lji-is/~/z
perhaps gives best sense as impt. of neljesu: one might then translate "Be advised:
withdraw!", a cautionary phrase which might conceivably be the name of a minor deity
of Marduk's court.
9' The penultimate sign of the line, a!, precedes an erasure. Unger's reading of it as '"ig
par is imaginative but wrong. Landsberger also understood the phrase following nadit as
further topographical description, reading istu ad-ri a!-ku(?) (ZA 41, p. 295 3 ), but the
appearance of adru, "threshing-floor", outside an Assyrian context is unexpected. We
prefer to take ta-AD-DAL-al(emend to !ak!?)-ku as the first half of the dais name,
although it defies easy parsing and may be corrupt. Perhaps, in similar vein to the stern
warning probably to be construed in the previous shrine name, one might understand
tattal!ak qardammu, "You must go hence, 0 rogue!" This would tie in with the
traditional notion of the sacred place that denies entry to evil.
10'-13' The Bit Qule occurs repeatedly in the ritual tablet of the Divine Love Lyrics of
Marduk and a goddess who appears variously as Zarpanltum and Belet-Babili (Lambert,
Love Lyrics, p. 102, i 4; ii 6; p. 104, ii 24; iii 1-3). That the same sanctuary is involved is
shown by comparison of the present text with the ritual tablet, ii l:
ultu bit si-pit-te-e adi bft qu-!e-e ina pan dni-na-a-a-tum izzazza(gub)'"-ma

(The procession will go) from the House of Lament to the Bit Qule, (where the
goddess) will stand before Ninayltum.
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14' The Lower Court of E-tur-kalamma, the temple of Belet-Babili is also featured in
the Love Lyrics rituals (Lambert, loc. cit., p. 102, i 10; cf. p. 104, iii 22; p. 106, iv 18).
There was also an Upper Court there (p. 104, iii 20, kisal!i e-li-<i> ).

BM 38602, col. iii (no. 10)
3' The restoration a[gurri(sig4 .al.ur.ra) ... ] also springs to mind, but brick being a
customary and unexceptional building material we are inclined to expect something rarer,
perhaps slabs (libittu) .of some kind of stone. In this regard note a parakku of a/al!u-stone
in the gate list no. 6 (BM 35046, 33).
5' -6' According to Tintir V 86 there were 180 ibratu's in Babylon, these being dedicated to
!Star. On ibratu, an open-air shrine, and a term almost synonymous with parakku, see
further, p. 369.
18' This is a dais of Marduk, being listed among other such in Tintir V 39.
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A LIST OF SHRINES AND GODS IN E-RAB-RIRJ (no. 12)

BM 41138 (no. 11)

40, W 18728, rev. 11'), and it is thought that this is a wig or hair-piece for ritual wear (see
further Inanna's Descent, line 18, and the remarks of Falkenstein, AfO !4, p. JI5f., and
Landsberger, JCS 5, p. 15).

For the Market Gate see the commentary on Tintir V 92.

5' The !Star Gate is treated in Tintir V 52 and commentary.
7' Comparison with the street name ISemme-se'asu (listed in Tintir V 62) encourages
one to emend tJ:I to 'i, so giving a parallel feminine form of that name, ISemme-se'issa,
"She Hears her (female) Seeker" (siiTtu, "seeker", rather than sitftu, "neighbour", for
reasons put forward in the commentary on the street name). In this regard note the twin
dais names, Iqullii-ilii-ana-Marduk (Tintir V 20 and 97), and its feminine counterpart,
Iqulla-istaratu-ana-Zarpanitum (in the dais list no. 9, BM 34878 //77236, 13').
A List of Shrines and Gods in E-rab-riri

K 2107 + 6086, col. iii (no. 12)
I' The translation of the name relies on the equations ••-•t-t•dalla = su-pu-u, ma-am-lum
(MSL XIV, p. 228, A I/6 132-33; cf. p. 491, A VIII/I 90). uru is provisionally understood
as for uru(n), usually written u 18 .ru or uru 16 (see Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 62ff.).
4' On the broken original the divine name perhaps read •sul-pa-e-utul-a or •sul-pa-e-si4 a. This is a pair of gods who appear in An = Anum II as attendants of Belet-ili in E-ma1.J
(CT 24 13, 52-53 II 25, 102), but elsewhere are equated with Nergal and Sin respectively
(in the collection of esoterica, STT 400, 2-3: [•sul-pa]-si4 -a = •30, [•su]l-pa-utul = •u.gur;
and in the Nippur Compendium, no. 18, iv 3-4).
6'

Compare the name of Papsukkal's temple (Tintir IV 10).

7'

For the reading of the divine name •siM x A see Lambert, Zikir sumim, p. 217.

9' Cf. e.u.zu, the shrine of Gula in the Upper Court of E-sagil (Tintir II 12, and
commentary). Gula's subtu is followed by those of her consort, Pabilsag, and vizier,
Urmasum.
17' The shrine name is appropriate to its residents, the divine hairdressers of Zarpanitum
(An = Anum II: CT 24 15, iii 11-12 /I 28, iii 66-67). 1.Ji.li is an attribute of hairstyle: cf.
the dedicatory inscription of Babaninam (Ur III; CT 5 2, 12218), where a stone wig for
the goddess Lamma is described as 1.Ji.li nam.munus.ka.ni, "her feminine adornment" (line
11 ). A cultic text from Uruk, which lists items of apparel for the use of the king during
~abat qiiti ceremonies, names one item of regalia as 1.Ji.li •inanna (Falkenstein, UVB 15, p.
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18'-21' This section is quoted in a text which concerns itself with groups of seven, the
Archive of Mystic Heptads (KAR 142, obv. ii 21-24):
•qu-du-mu
•x [(x)]
•dimga
•tumga
•x[ (x) x]
•kala.ga.dab.ba

•[ ... l
7 dingir.gub.bam''

sa e.r[ab.ri.ri]

Further evidence for the reading of•KUD comes from MSL XIV, p. 348, A III/5 184-85:
qu-ud-muK UD
qa-ad-muK UD

=

•KUD
•KUD

Cf. further the gloss qu-ud-ma on •K UD as the vizier of !Staran in the god list CT 25 6,
II. For Dunga and Lumga as a pair see the god lists (An = Anum II 288-89: CT 24 17,
49-53 II 29, 98-100; 43, 120-21 // 25 48, 10-11); the former is patron of musicians, the
latter of cult-singers.
22' -31' Madanu's function at Marduk's court is that of chamberlain (guzalu: see the
commentary on Tintir IV 4), but, as his name would indicate, he is also a divine judge,
responsible for the correction of the evil elements of mankind. This side of his character is
illustrated by the name of his temple, E-rab-riri, "House of the Shackle which Holds in
Check", and the name of his shrine in the Grand Court of E-sagil, E-nigerim-nudib,
"House which Lets not Evil Pass" (Tintir II 31'). The gods listed in the present text as
belonging to his entourage appear from their names to have been the instruments of
justice at his disposal, and were perhaps his weapons. The three personifications of
calamity surviving in II. 23-25 one would expect as agents of Nergal, but note that
Madanu and Nergal indeed stand as a pair in E-sagil (Tintir II 31'-32'). For gil =
qardammu see line 24 of the E-sagil Commentary (no. 5), and commentary.
35' Merciless Storm is a translation of the divine weapon Ubanuilla: see Nabnftu XVI
132 (MSL XVI, p. 145): u4 .ba.nu.H.la = u4 -mu Ia pa-du-u (cf. Livingstone, MMEW,
p. 58).

THE E-SAGIL TABLET (no. 13)

COMMENTARY
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Metrological Texts

The E-sagil Tablet (no. 13)
1-4 The Akkadian reading of kisal.ma\) is provided by a Neo-Assyrian bilingual tablet
of Lugale 495, kisal.ma\).e = ina ki-sal-ma-lji (van Dijk, Lugale II, p. 135, MS j,); note
also the phonetic writing "'kisal-ma-bi in the annals of Tukultl-Ninurta II (Schramm,
BiOr 27, p. 149, 27: in a temple at Assur?).
As Weissbach has shown (WVDOG 59, p. 57), the Grand Court of E-sagil at Babylon,
measuring, according to the text, some 103 by 81 metres (line 5, where the length is given
as 11.2.. nindanu (simplified) and the breadth as exactly 9, the mndanu bemg the
appro~i':nate equivalent of 9 metres when measured with the longer cubit-standard),. is
much too large to have been accommodated inside the mam temple bmldmg ~r tts
Eastern Annexe (the central courtyard of E-sagil is known rather as the Court of Bel, or
Upper Court, that of the annexe, probably as the Lower Cou:t: see ~· _404). On the
grounds of the ritual of the Babylonian New Year Festival, m whtch the sesgallu-pnest of
E-umusa stands in the Grand Court (kisal.ma\)) on the 4th day of Ntsannu, and, facmg
north, blesses E-sagil (Thureau-Dangin, RAce., p. 136, 273-75), Weissbach further
presumed that this courtyard lay south of the temple buildings, assuming very reasonably
that the priest was turned towards the temple when he blessed it. Elsewhere in the New
Year rituals, a pit is dug in the Grand Court, for cultic purposes (ibid., p. 146, 456: 5th
d~.

. .
Apart from the E-sagil Tablet and the New Year rituals, the Grand Court of E-sag!lts
also mentioned in Tintir II 31'-32' as the location of shrines (manziizu) of Nergal and
Madanu; in a Kedor-laomer text (Jeremias, MVAG 21, p. 84f., 9: kisal-malj-is; 36); and
in the list no. 8, in connection with gates of the temple (BM 76312, 4'). The doors of the
gates of the Grand Court are among those renovated by Nabonidus, as reported in the
Istanbul stele (in which kisal.ma\) has previously been misread as e.ma\); Messerschmtdt,
MVAG 1/I, p. 78f., viii 31-60, and photograph, Scheil, RT 18, pl. 2):

sa

gi!Sdatiitme~ is~si
ina bltiitmd blt iff Same er~eti bit pi-riS-ti dmarduk it dzar-pa-ni-tum it
•"daliitm" d~6.ki.sikil!? ki-la-a[t!]-ta-an sa bi:t(iit) kisal.ma\) biib dbif!ti-ia sa mas-dahu dzar-pa-ni-tum na-ra-am-ti dmarduk mu-Sar-Si-da-at iSid 81 ~kussf Sar-ru-ti-ia kaspa
~b-bi!(UD) u-sal-bis ka.gu.la biib kisal.ma\) sa •"daliitim''-su '"dalat lu-bu-us-ti ina l~
si ba-aS-mu gllldaliiti-Si-na srsdaliitme& lu-li-mu Sil gi~ereni eS-SiS ab-ni eS-ma-ra-a ub-bt-zz
•• -nam-mir u -mi-iS lu-bu-uS-ti ki-ma si-ma-a-ti-Si-na re-eS-ta-a-tU U-lab-biS ina ki.Us
U
4
·
I.rnah... u' suh... ur-mas
" ertdnammu U-rat-ta-a QS-ru-uS-Si-in muSljuSSf e-ri-i Sil ina ki-se-e ktsa

u

u-[us-zi-iz ina sippWna?]

The wooden doors of the chapels of the House of the Gods of Heaven and
Underworld, the house of the secrets of Marduk and Zarpanltum, the two doors of
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Du-ki-sikil(?), (those) of the chapel(s) of the Grand Court and (those) of the Gate of
My Lady (Beltlya), on the procession way of Zarpanltum, the beloved of Marduk
who makes firm the base of my royal throne, I plated with pure silver. Ka-gula, a
gate of the Grand Court, whose doors were plated doors, but fashioned of (ordinary)
wood- I made new doors for it, doors of cedar (decorated with reliefs of) stags; I
overlaid them with e§maru (finest quality silver) and made them shine like the day; I
plated them with an overlay according to the ancient practice in such matters, and
hung them firmly in place at the ... of Nammu. The copper dragons that (had stood)
at the retaining wall of the Grand Court, and copper Goatfish, I [stationed at their
sills(?)].
The "House of the Gods of Heaven and Underworld" is presumably E-sagil, elsewhere
known by the name of "Palace of the Gods (of Heaven and Underworld)" a name
probably derived etymologically from e.sag.il (see p. 386). The "secrets of Marduk and
Zarpanltum" are then the rituals of the temple, witnessed only by those initiated into the
priesthood. However, since this is an inscription carved in stone, with the consequent
proneness to error often displayed by masons, one might emend e dingir an ki to
e.gal.an.ki. This is strictly the "seat" of Zarpanltum (Tintir II 7), but it is a name
sometimes also used for her sanctuary in E-sagil as a whole, and is translated bit piriste
same u er~eti, "house of the secrets of heaven and underworld" (see p. 270f.). The stele's
"secrets of Marduk and Zarpanltum" would then be an allusion to the meaning of E-\)alanki, as well as reference to the "secrets" of their marriage bed (located in Zarpanltum's
cella: p. 394).
The reading of the ceremonial name between daliit and kilattiin is in need of collation:
the first sign is definitely not e, but is identical to that read kisal in other lines of the
passage. While one '!light then emend to read kisal ki.ta!!, "Lower Court", this being a
known part of E-sagil (see p. 404), the implication of dalatu kilattiin, "both door(leaves)", is that we are dealing with a single gateway, and the only gateway, moreover, of
the location in question, for no further identification of the gate is thought necessary
(contrast the gate of the Grand Court renovated at the same time which being, we
imagine, one of many, is identified by its ceremonial name, Ka-gula). A courtyard is thus
out of the question, and our feeling is that Nabonidus is making reference to some small
but important shrine of E-sagil. In the monumental script of the stele the difference
between kisal and du 6 would be little - perhaps only the matter of a small initial upright
stroke expected in the latter sign - and certainly it would have been easy to confuse
them. Now a reading du 6 .ki.x (the last sign is something between DUN and GISIMMAR
in Messerschmidt's copy) calls to mind a well-known shrine of E-sagil, du6 .ki.sikil (which
features as a point on Marduk's New year procession, and comprises throne-daises of
Enbilulu and Enmesarra: Tintir II 30 and commentary), and the end of the illegible sign
is indeed not incompatible with the end of sikil.
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The "chapel(s) of the Grand Court" mentioned next in the stele might be the ~hrines of
Nergal and Madanu referred to above, or even full temples, for many sanctuanes of the
E-sagil temple complex must have ~butted the great courtya.r?. Th~ Gate of Beltiya
appearing next is Ka-Lamma-(a)rab1, th~ north gate of E-s~g!l s mam bmldmg (see p.
392). Ka-gula is a known gate of E-sag!l m an unpublished ntual (see pp. 280 and 396).
The significance ofki.us dnammu is not clear; for ki.us see Hh II 279-81 (MSL V, p. 71):

topography is difficult. Ubsu-ukkinna is a courtyard itself, probably in the Eastern
Annexe of E-sagil (see p. 289). Are we to imagine a corner of the building which housed
Ubsu-ukkinna as projecting into the hypothetically rectangular Grand Court, thus
making its actual area different from the product of its length and breadth (computed
area) by 2! musaru? If so, we should understand I iku as the actual area of the Grand
Court, allowing for the protrusion into it of Ubsu-ukkinna, and I iku 2! musaru as the
area computed by the multiplication of its maximum length and breadth. If we were to
accept such a reconstruction, and place Ubsu-ukkinna inside the south front of the
Eastern Annexe (which is by no means an unlikely location), we could imagine the azamu
of Ubsu-ukkinna to be the west corner of this south front, jutting out into the north east
of the Grand Court.
Turning to the smaller courtyard, we note that the computed area, worked out from its
length and breadth, is smaller than its area when the suljiitu "adjacent to the arkabinnudoor" is taken into account. Accordingly it would seem that the subfitu is an area which
protrudes not into the courtyard (as does the azamu of the Grand Court), but out of it (as
we should expect of an "armpit", perhaps). The area of the courtyard, when imagined as
a simple rectangle, is 47! musaru; with the addition of the sui:Jiitu the area is made up to
50 musaru, or I ubU. In a gate list of E-sagil, text no. 7, there appears a biib arkapinni
(BM 38602 II VAT 13817, i 6' and commentary), which if to be identified with the dalat
arkabinni and thus adjacent to a courtyard of the precinct, ought to be an exterior gate of
the temple, probably in the Eastern Annexe. However, no recess in the exterior walls of
E-sagil occupies an area large enough to be identified as the "sui:Jiitu adjacent to the
arkabinnu-door", and so it may be that the biib arkapinni arid the dalat arkabinni are not
the same.
That ma-da-as-su in line I is an irregular form of middassu is demonstrated by the
parallel mim-da-a-ti at the end of the same line. With regard to the latter reading, we note
that the value of SAL adopted by previous editors, min, owes its existence only to the
present text (it is accepted by von Soden and Rollig, AnOr 42 3 , p. 58, 298, but is not
acknowledged as an independent value by Borger, ABZ, p. 191, 554). In other Late
Babylonian texts the first syllable of the word middatu is written mi-in- or min- (for
examples see CAD Ml2, p. 47f), showing a typical Babylonian 'nasalisation' of the
double consonant (cf. suddulu > sundulu, inaddin > inandin, etc.), and this is no doubt
the reason why the value min(SAL) came to be proposed in the present text. However, the
'nasalisation' of lddl can also appear as lmdl (cf. sumdulu and inamdin), and a wellattested value for SAL is, of course, mim. Accordingly there is no reason to invent a new
value min when a form mim-da-a-ti is perfectly acceptable.
Like alia, eli has comparative force even with a verb of reduction. A similar example is
provided in an omen protasis (KAR 152, obv. 16): summa ka!ft imitti eli ka!ft §ume/i
iifi:Jir 1', "If the right kidney has grown smaller than the left. .. ".
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ki.us

=
=

SV-su (i.e. ki'ussu)
kib-su
da-rag-gu

"track"
"footstep"

"path"

More relevant, however, may be two entries in Erimlju8 IV (MSL XVII, p. 58, 28 and 31):

"throne-daisH
=
pa-rak-ku
k[i].us.sa
"cult-platform"
mi-me-du
[k]i.us.sa
Our final restoration in the quoted passage relies on similar phrasing in inscriptions of
Nebuchadnezzar II which describe the stationing of such figures at the sills (sippu: see p.
293) of the city's gates (e.g. in the passage quoted on p. 346f.). The.musljussu's of the kisu
of the Grand Court may be compared with those set up by Nenghssar some years eaher
at the kisu of the gates of E-sagil (I R 67, i 29-32, cf. p. 85).
The Court of !Star and Zababa is known by that name only in the present text (the
pairing of the two deities is derived from their status as city gods of ijursagkalammaKis). It may be found under its byname of "small(er) courtyard" (so line 3) in the
explanatory fragment BM 37055 (rev. 3: Livingstone, MMEW, p. 68); 1~ CT49 152,. 7,
and 153, 16, from an archive of the first century B.C.; and man astronomical d1ary whiCh
reports the removal of debris (BM 32614, rev. 13'; Seleucid Era 45, unpub.). It too should
be sought outside the temple building proper on the grounds of 1ts great s1ze (about 95 by
41 metres).

The defective text available to Landsberger and Weissbach led them to suppose that
the Grand Court and the Court of !Star and Zababa were adjacent, with a plot of 2!
musaru (about 200 sq. metres) belonging ambiguously to both, and so reckoned in the
calculations of the text (ZA 41, p. 270 1 ; WVDOG 59, p. 58). The new duplicate makes it
clear that the plots by which the Grand Court and the Court of !Star and Zababa can be
made to exceed or fall short of their given areas, while of the same s1ze, are enllrely
separate. There is thus no evidence that the two courtyards abutted; b"ut this does not rule
out the possibility that they did so. The two areas of 2! m~saru are defined_~~
architectural terms. While the two words azamu and suljiitu remam obscure (azamu !S
some projection from the wall of a building, whether temple, ziqqurrat or private
dwelling, perhaps simply a "corner": for references see CAD Al2, p. 526; Z, p. 41, s.v.
zamu; suljiitu is some part of the body, probably the armpit) the interpretation of the
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5 Previous editors have noted that the tablet's 11,33,20 must be emended to 11,23!,20, a
correction demanded by the arithmetic that follows. The error, which is made twice in
this one line, is probably influenced by the figure 10,33,20 in lines 8-9. The emendation is
proved correct by the commentary no. 62 (BM 54311, rev. 16-18, pl. 56, perhaps quoting
the present text):

[ ... l

a-mur qane(gi)m" sa kisalmiilji(kisal.mab) 11,23,20 a.n\ [9 tum.ma 102,30]
(102,3]0 a.rit 0,18 tum.ma 30,45 ki-i 30,45 [Ia tidu"J
( ... ] I iku 2t musar(sar) zi'ri(se.numun) ina ammati(I.kus) rabltum'"m m[in-da-a-ti
kisalmiibt1

The use of nindanu, a measuring rod of 12 cubits length, as a basic unit of measure
must be as old as the square measures derived from it, musaru (I square nindanu) and iku
(100 musaru): the system is of Sumerian origin in its practice and terminology (iku,
"field"; mu.sar, "garden"; ninda(n), "measuring rod"; for the reading of GAR thus, see
text no. 16, BM 35385, obv. ii 9', ntn-••GAR = min-'da-tum'). The nindanu is certainly a
standard unit of linear measure in the KassitejEarly Neo-Babylonian metrological
system. This is indicated by the fact that areas expressed conventionally in capacitysurface measure (volume of grain) were worked out at a set seeding ratio (1 $imdu of
grain per iku of land, as noted above, p. Ill') from linear-based measures: this
presupposes that the practical measuring of the area in question was made first in the
linear-based units, this then being converted mathematically into capacity-surface measure. The antiquity of this system is probably considerable, for the same seeding ratio was
already defined in the Ur III period, when it is expressed as I gur 4 bariga (of grain) : I
bur (of land); see Powell, ZA 72, p. 113f.
The use of nindanu in whole units and sexagesimal fractions is not restricted to
measuring large areas, as in the present passage, but is also found in the measurement of
interiors of buildings. It is so used in the sixth and seventh sections of the E-sagil Tablet
(line 25-33), where the inside rooms of E-temen-anki, the ziqqurrat temple, are treated.
There it is the nindanu of the smaller cubit-standard, which converts to approximately 6
metres. Older commentators on the text, going back to George Smith, misunderstood the
figures there quoted as cubits, and thus unwittingly interpreted each measurement as five
times its actual size (e.g., the figure 20, interpreted as 20 cubits, but really 0,20 or ~g
nindanu = 4 cubits); further they wrongly identified the building in question as E-sagil.
Both mistakes were corrected by Weissbach at the suggestion of P.O. Schnabel (ZA 41,
p. 283 3 ).
II Here the ammat are is demonstrably the same cubit-standard as the ammatu rabltu of
line 7 and 10. aru is a multiplication table used in mathematics, and one wonders whether
the ammat are ("mathematical(?) cubit") is a cubit-standard used in the calculation of the
area of geometric figures. We have earlier noted the mathematical, as against topographical, outlook of the opening section, in particular, of the E-sagil Tablet (p. !!Of.).
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12 The syntax is all-important for the meaning of this line, and of the passage as a
whole. ki/alliin obviously belongs with kisalliiti in the preceding line, but does sihirti sum
up the foregoing passage or introduce the following one? Weissbach translated ;ihirtu as
"Umgebung" in ZA 41, p. 274f., but changed his translation to "Umfassungsma~er" in
his edition proper (WVDOG 59, pp. 53 and 64). This he supposed to be the exterior wall
of E-sagil and its annexe, in which the six gates of the following list were thus located. It
is questionable, in fact, whether siljirtu on its own can refer to a wall, rather than the
space enclosed by one. The enclosure wall of a temple in Neo-Baby!onian royal
inscriptions is regularly igiir sif;irti rather than simply siljirtu (enclosing a temple, its
forecourt(s) and adjacent buildings: PBS XV 79, i 91-92, E-zida in Borsippa; ii 86 and
Ball, PSBA 10, p. 368f., ii 53, E-meslam in Kutha; iii 81, E-dubba in Kis; the east front
of the enclosure wall of E-sagil, where were located the quarters of certain temple
personnel, was rebuilt by Neriglissar: CT 36 19, ii 9, e.gar 8 si-/;i-ir-ti). Such a wall could
also be called igiir limiti (I R 55, iv 64, E-zida of Borsippa). The sihirtu is the area inside
this enclosure wall, the temple "precinct" (CT 34 28, i 73-74, e.babbar.ra a-di si-hir-ti-su;
V R 65, ii 50, illn"' si-bi-ir-ti bTt a-ki-it). That sif;irtu should refer in the present p;ssage to
the exterior wall of the temple itself seems unlikely in the light of its usage in the royal
inscriptions. We have understood it to refer to the two courtyards discussed in the
preceding text, which, being outside the temple itself, are perhaps the chief open spaces of
its "precinct". Syntactically, sibirti is thus understood to be in apposition to kisalliiti
kilalliin. Even so, however, it is not impossible that siljirti is construct before the ensuing
hst of gates (compare siljirti Ka-sikilla in line 15), in which case we would understand the
entire text from siljirti to tag4 .tag4 ' as being an extended description of the Grand Court
and the Court of !Star and Zababa: " ... both courtyards, (i.e.) the precinct of (around)
Ka-mah, Ka-Utu-ea, etc., etc.".
12-13 The gates of E-sagil as listed here are quoted in a tablet from Late Babylonian
Kis, no. 48, which is inscribed with excerpts from otherwise unduplicated topographical
texts. Calculations as the original width of the tablet allow the following reconstruction
(1924-1538, rev. 2'-3'; new copy on pl. 52):
[ka.mab ka.•utu].'e' kit.gal ka.•lamma.a.[ra.bi]
[ka.Qe.gitl ka.u] 6 !.de.babbar 6 biibiitm" ne-re[b ana ilt]
For these gates as the main gates of E-sagil, five in the main buiding and the other one
probably in the Eastern Annexe, see p. 85ff., and the gate lists nos. 6 and 7. The end of
line 13 of the present text was restored il[iim""'] by Weissbach in ZA 41, p. 275, and
again, with certain reservations, in WVDOG 59, pp. 52 and 64; he translated nereb(z) ana
iliini as "Eingang fiir die Getter". This is, however, something of a mistranslation: the
"entrance for the gods", i.e. that through which their processions passed, we would
expect to be simply nereb iliini (by analogy with the nereb DN commonly found in gate
lists and rituals); ana surely should have a terminative force in this expression (as it does
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with the verb erebu), indicating that whatever follows the preposition is what the gates are
the entrance to. Given the spacing of the line, both in the E-sagil Tablet and in the KiS
fragment, we do not think that there is enough room for even a short sign after din[gir].
Moreover, nereb(z) ana iii gives excellent sense as it stands: "the god" is obviously
Marduk, the god of the temple, access to whose presence could only be had by passing
through one or more of the six listed gates.

concerned with the calculation of area, and a plurality of subjects is provided by E-sagil
and siljirti Ka-sikilla.
As to the gate name itself, Weisbach had reservations about the sign after ka, which is
not at first glance a conventionally written sikil, seeming to comprise DI + SU. But in this
book a similarly written sikil can be found in BM 77013, rev. 37 (pl. 13: [i:].rne.sikil.la =
Tintir IV 37), and forms of the sign very close to the present one are noted for the Persian
period by Fossey, Manuel II, 33361-64. Unger read the name in Akkadian, biibi e!-li, but
the gate names of E-sagil and other temples are traditionally Sumerian. The final -le here,
as against expected -Ia, is perhaps a corruption or a misused Akkadian genitive case
ending, following the construct siljirti.
In the fragmentary list of gates in Tintir II Ka-sikilla is the "outer gate" of E-sagil (36',
MS ii). The presence of the identical phrase supports the restoration of Ka-sikilla in an
astronomical diary mentioning Alexander the Great (D.J. Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar and
Babylon, p. 121, BM 36761, rev. 8': [ka.si]kil.la biibi ka-mi-i sa e.sag.gil; coil., 330 B.C.).
Other astronomical diaries also mention ka.sikil.la (BM 34591 + 55532, rev. 19, and
35424, rev. 15; both unpub.). The gate is further found in a fragment of an epic
concerning Arnel-Marduk, in which it figures as a gate through which the king passed to
visit Marduk, no doubt in E-sagil (Grayson, BHLT, p. 92, obv. 15-16):

14 For Ubsu-ukkinna, the court of the divine assembly in E-sagil, see above, the
commentary on 11. 1-4, and on Tintir II 16'. As regards the group of signs that follows,
the signs KAD and KID are differentiated in Assyrian script, but not in Late Babylonian.
Weissbach read KAD.KAD.E and suggested an Akkadian reading ukta~~arii (ZA 41,
p. 275), translating "sich versarnrneln(?)". At the same time he acknowledged Scheil's
proposed translation, "qui ... ouvrent", and Landsberger's suggested reading, kitkittt1
(with which Unger concurred). The chief objections to ukta~$arii are threefold: kad is a
logogram for ka$iiru only in personal names, where it is a variant for b\d, kad 4 and kad,,
but does not occur reduplicated; kuta$$Uru, "to band together", does not fit the context at
all, although ka~iiru is used of constructing walls and fortifications; and the final e of the
logogram looks very much like a phonetic complement, requiring a reading of KAD.
KAD with a final long contracted vowel, -i!. The suggestions of Scheil and Landsberger
thus come into consideration. The latter's loanword kitkittu (Sum. kid.kid; CAD K,
p. 353, s.v. kikkiffu; AHw, p. 474, s.v. kikiffu), which means "ritual", offers a good
parallel to kidudi! ekurri, but difficulty then attaches to· itati UbSu-ukkinna sandwiched
between them, and to the following conjuction u; further, the relative clause is then
without a verb, unless extended to the end of line 15, which context and the requirement
of good sense make an improbable solution. This brings us to the proposal of Scheil,
which rests on the reading of the logogram as tag 4 .tag 4 (KID.KID), and its equivalence
with Akk. pett1, "to open". This equation is not supported in the lexical texts (although
gal.tag4 = petit is: MSL XII, p. 168, OB Lu A 340), but is found in bilinguals (Astrolabe
B: KAV 218, i 15 and 22, ki.duru 5 .gal tag 4 .tag 4 = ru-{u-ub-tu up-ta-ta; SBH 53, rev. 4243, gasan.an.na si.gar ku tag 4 .tag 4 = dis-tar pe-ta-at si-gar same' e!-[lu]-tim: litany). If we
opt for tag4 .tag4 = petu in the present context, we are obliged by the phonetic
complement to read pete (I/1 stative), ippetti! (IV /1 pres.) or even uptatti! (11/2 pres.) in
order to get the required sense, "which open"; either way we should prefer a 3rd fern pl.
subj. to end in the vowel -a (or uncontracted -(e)'ii), rather than in -i!, but Late
Babylonian scribes were not always particular in such matters. On the whole Scheil's idea
fits the context, the syntax and the lexical considerations rather better than the proposals
made by others.
15 After sid, rn[es]looks to be the sign best fitting the gap and the traces on the tablet,
as well as the context and syntax: manu, "to reckon", is not out of place in a text which is

il-lik ina ka.sikil.l[a ... ]
u-sap-pa-a bel beli iS-Si q[ati"''•-su ...
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He went through Ka-sikilla [(and entered E-sagil)?;]
praying to the Lord of Lords, he raised [his hands (in supplication) ... ]
The position of Ka-sikilla as a main entrance to the temple area is confirmed by
inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II, who reports that his father paved the processional
way of Marduk from Du-ku Ki-narntartarrede, the Dais of Destinies in E-sagil, to the
street Ay-ibiir-sabii, at the point where it reached Ka-sikilla (mi-il;-ra-at ka.sikil!, I R 55, v
17, full passage quoted above, p. 360). He himself continued the work from Ka-sikilla
north to the !Star Gate (is-tu kit.sikil.la, ibid., v 46; cf. VS I 44, I, an incomplete parallel).
The same work is described in the Wadi Brisa inscription (A vii 43-53), which reports the
repaving of the procession roads of Nabii and Marduk from their points of entry into
Babylon (respectively the Uras and !Star Gates) to their points of entry into the temple
complex of E-sagil (the Entrance of Nabii into E-sagil and ka.sikil.lu: the passage is
quoted on p. 362). For Unger the "Pure Gate" was the monumental gate excavated in the
upper east stretch of the enclosure wall of E-ternen-anki (Babylon, Chapter 19, Die
Heilige Prorte), but the evidence now makes it plain that it was much nearer E-sagil, and
was indeed the principal point of entry into the temple complex. Through it, on great
occasions of ceremony, the king would enter the precinct to visit Marduk, or Marduk
leave his temple in procession.
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The presence of a gate calls, of course, for a wall, and the evidence of inscriptions
suggests that E-sagil and adjacent buildings were surrounded by a "precinct wall" (igiir
sihirti) as were other great temples of Babylonia (E-zida, E-babbarra, E-meslam: see
above, on I. 12). Oddly, archaeology has failed to confirm the existence of a perimeter
wall around the temple complex: neither of two cuts made into the mound Amran ibn
Ali, first from the north and then from the west, disclosed such a wall, and Wetzel
declined to commit himself on the matter (WVDOG 59, p. 3). However, one may point
out that no perimeter wall is required on the west side of the temple complex, for the river
provided a natural barrier. Any wall to the north of E-sagil may have fallen into disuse
and disappeared, its foundations perhaps destroyed by considerable building activity
there in the Parthian period: the perimeter wall of E-temen-anki, which may belong to no
earlier period than this (seep. 9Jl 7 ), perhaps made the north stretch of E-sagil's own
wall redundant.
If Ka-sikilla is to be the main gate of the E-sagil precinct, oue might speculate as to
whether it lay north, south, east or west of the main building. The west is obviously ruled
out on account of the river, for Marduk's procession did not journey by water until it left
the !Star Gate (see Thureau-Dangin, RAce., p. 147, and cf. above, p. 289; there was,
however, a riverside entry into the precinct, at the Garden of Apsu of Ea's temple, E-karzaginna, probably the Ka-Id of the gate list no. 6 (BM 35046, 26); through it divine
statues arriving by river could be brought into E-kar-zaginna for refurbishing: see further
p. 302f.). In the south stretch of the precinct wall we might expect to find the "Entrance
of Nabii into E-sagil" (mentioned in an earlier paragraph), for NabU's procession road
came from the south (Nabii-dayyan-nis!Su: see Tintir V 67 and commentary). The north
is possible for a gate here would give easy access to E-temen-anki, and one cannot rule
out the possibility that Marduk's procession road Ay-ibiir-sabii turned west between the
ziqqurrat and E-sagil. But given the orientation of E-sagil itself, with Marduk's cella
facing east, the positioning of the annexe before the east front, and the siting of the
temple's main gate (Gate F, probably Ka-map) in the east front of that annexe, one
ought probably to look for Ka-sikilla in the east stretch of the precinct wall.
The "precinct of Ka-sikilla" mentioned in the present text is presumably not the entire
temple precinct - for this also comprised the "precinct" of the Grand Court and the
Court of !Star and Zababa (line 12). It is perhaps a forecourt of the temple complex,
situated between Ka-sikilla and Ka-map, through which one would pass to reach E-sagil,
E-kar-zaginna, E-rab-riri and the several other sanctuaries of the compound of Marduk's
temple.

plainly 'wrong' orthographies (e.g. du 8 .si.(a), which appears as a loan-word in Akk., dusii,
written "GAB".si.(a), za."GAB" for za.du 8 and other examples of igi."GAB" for
igi.du 8 ).

16 The reading of igi.du 8 .[a.zu] is provided by the parallel a-rna-ri-[ka] in line 20. Those
who differentiate between DU 8 (no vertical wedges) and GAB (two vertical wedges) in
Babylonian script, would read igi.GAB for our igi.du 8 • But the systematic investigation of
Farber, ZA 66, p. 26lff., throws the whole question open, revealing many inconsistent or
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17 The euppiin (AHw, p. 1112) is a measure of 60 cubits length, which explains the
writing with the ligature 60+su ( = sussu, "sixty"). That the writing of three of these
ligatures expresses three of these units rather than simply 180 (cubits) is made probable
both by the lack of definition (if cubits were meant, cubits would be written, as in line 34),
and by the unlikelihood of 180 being so written in respect to cubits (large numbers of
cubits are conventionally written in hundreds and thousands, rather than in the sexagesimal
system: 180 cubits we should expect to appear as 1 me 1,20 ina arnrnatz). Accordingly the
figure 3 at the end of the line is also understood as units of euppiin, written abstractly thus
for the purposes of the arithmetic. The use in this context of the euppiin compares with
Esarhaddon's report that the sides of the ziqqurrat's base measured 1 as/u and 1 euppiin
(Borger, Esarh., p. 24, 28-31: e.te.me.en.an.ki ziq-qur-ra-tu as-/u eu-pan siddu as-lu $U-pan
piitu, with variant eu-up-pan from Ep. 34b), where 1 as/u = 2 $Uppiin.
Not be be confused with the as/u ( = 10 nindanu = 120 cubits) is the aslu, a type of
cubit. As the present passage demonstrates, the as/u cubit-standard is identical in the Esagil Tablet to the ordinary Nee-Babylonian cubit-standard (called in line 18 arnrnatu
$el;ertu, "small cubit"), in modern terms approximately 50 em.
sutiibulu is a verb used of calculation, particularly calculation involving multiplication
(see the examples quoted by CAD Af!, p. 27), nikkassu being the product of the
computation (so CAD N/2, p. 228), or perhaps the computation itself. For the reading of
sar.sar see MSL XIV, p. 416, A V/2 56: "-"'sar = su-[ta-bu-lu] (cf. Idu II 75 = CT 11 30,
i 29), but a reading pe.pe is also possible (A V/2 16: ~'-'he = [su]-ta-bu-lu); either way the
Akkadian equivalence is confirmed by the parallel su-ta-b[u-lz] in line 21.
18 On the use of the factor 2 to convert the linear-based units (9 sq. $Uppiin) into
capacity-surface units (here 18 siitu), seep. lll 6 •
21 For the arfi-cubit, equivalent in this text to the arnrnatu rabftu of the Kassite and
Early Neo-Babylonian metrological system, see above, p. 418.
22 For the arithmetic, the function of the reciprocal ~g in the conversation of linearbased area measure into the capacity-surface system, and the conventional expression of
the ratio involved as iki $imid (1 iku : 1 eirndu), see p. Ill.
25 Weissbach avoided the emendation by reading [bi-ta]-a-ti u, "the chapels and (the six
cellae ... )", in WVDOG 59, p. 54, but against this compare his earlier opinion in ZA 41,
p. 280, where he read [rnin-da]-a-ti u, "the measurements and ... ". As noted there, the u
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should not be read as the numeral 10 (giving 16 cellae in all, as George Smith), because
only six cultic chambers are treated in the text (the cellae of Marduk, Nabu and
Tasmetum, and the chapels of Ea, Nuska, and Anu and Enlil). We are obliged to
conclude, as did Landsberger (ZA 41, p. 280 1 ), that u is a mistake. At the beginning of
the line [mim-da]-a-ti is certainly the most obvious restoration: the same word has
introduced the previous two sections (lines 16 and 20) and will introduce the next also

possible that nothing is to be restored between the figure 2 (nindanu) and siddu(fls).
Confirmation of the measurement may come from the commentary no. 62, in which the
measurements of a cella of Bel are given as 24 and 8 cubits (BM 54311, rev. 8; pl. 56):
a-mur pa-pa-bi •be! bft-a-nu-u 24 siddu '8' [putu ina ammati(l.kus) ... ], "Consider the inner
cella of Bel: 24 [cubits] the length, 8 [cubits the breadth ... ]" Now Marduk's cella in Esagil measured 37 cubits (see the metrological tablet no. 14, VAT 9961 + 10335,28-30 and
commentary), so the cella of Bel in no. 62 must be sought elsewhere; the ziqqurrat
temple, Marduk's "upper sanctum" (so line 42 of the E-sagil Tablet), is the obvious
location. The cella of the ziqqurrat temple is mentioned elsewhere in no. 62 (rev. 14: papa-lji bft ziq-qur-rat, apparently explaining "15"; cf. also line 13, at end), and the figures
given there in cubits tally so well with the E-sagil Tablet's 2 by ~ nindanu that there can
hardly be any doubt as to the identification of this cella of Bel and that of the present
line.
Given that the length of the "east wing" (bft sadi) of the ziqqurrat temple, comprising
45 nindanu each
or 60
this cella at 2 nindanu and those of Nabu and Tasmetum at ±.!?.
60
(depending on orientation), cannot be less than 3 ~g nindanu, excluding any allowance for
the thickness of the two exterior and two interior walls necessary in any reconstruction of
the three cellae, we should imagine the east front to be parallel with the longer axis of the
temple,
i.e the 4 nindanu of line 42. The north and south fronts would then measure 3.!!.4
.
mndanu each. If so, the cella of Marduk would lie parallel with the longer sides, as indeed
is the case with his cella in E-sagil, and with Nabu's in E-zida at Borsippa.
qlkan-ni ana qlkan-ni has always given difficulty, and it has been customary to translate
according to context. The renderings of Weissbach, "Seite(?) an Seite(?)", Unger, "Saum
an Saum", and von Soden, "Wand an Wand(?)" (AHw, p. 897, s.v. qannu II 3b, "Hiirde"),
apparently take the phrase as describing in some way the twin chambers of Nabu and
Tasmetum; a minor objection might be that such an adverbial phrase would not usually
precede what it describes. Furthermore, the most credible reconstruction of the "east
wing" puts the three cellae all in a row - note that they share a common breadth of±.!?.
60
nindanu - along the east front of a central courtyard, with the largest sandwiched
between the two smaller chambers (so von Soden's reconstruction, UF 3, p. 261, fig. 2).
Such a reconstruction makes it difficult to see how "side by side", "wall to wall", or
"edge to edge" can refer to the cellae of Nabu and Tasmetum, separated by the entire
length of Marduk's cult-room. The alternative is to imagine the phrase as in some way
defining the foregoing measurements of the main cella, and the word qannu in the sense of
"outside" would fit nicely, if it were not for the objection that qannu is not found in this
meaning in Late Babylonian. Perhaps qannu should be seen as the variant form of qarnu,
"horn", and the whole phrase understood as "tip to tip" meaning the cella at its greatest
extent- though there seems to be no parallel for qarnu in such usage.
A less likely option is to see the phrase as referring to some cultic fixture or fitting,
from which the measurements were taken, and here kannu, "potstand", as well as qannu,
"horn", might come into consideration (for ziqqurrat-temples with "horns", see Eniima
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(line 36).

nu-har is e.u6.nir, "the ziqqurrat temple", strictly speaking the sanctuary at the tower's
sum~it: note the progression from the top down in Antagal A 228-230 (MSL XVII,

p. 189):

e.u6.nir
im.du.a
im.du.a ak.a

=

nu-aar
ziq-qur-ra-tum
pit-qu

"ziqqurrat temple"
"ziqqurrat"
"ziqqurrat base"

(pitqu, written simply im.du.a, is the designation for the bottom stage of the ziqqurrat,
also known as kigallu, in the present text, 1. 37 .) In a wider sense nu-bar can apply to the
structure as a whole, as below in line 36; with this use compare the catch-line of Malku I
(A.D. Kilmer, JAOS 83, p. 429, 294 = Malku II 1): nu-aa-ar = ziq-qur-ra-tu. See also

Weissbach, ZA 41, p. 285f.
With the reading of no more than din[gir] at the end of the line, compare above, line
13, and the commentary; note also that the sign begins level with r[u], certainly the final
sign of the previous line, and a little after sag, the last sign of line 27. Although a simple
sign, dingir can occupy considerable space, by virtue of its tail. As in line 13, ilu is
Marduk, to whom the ziqqurrat and its temple belonged (so explicitly Nebuchadnezzar
II, BE I 85, iv 1-3 II Weissbach, WVDOG 59, p. 46, fragment 5, 1-6).
26-33

The dimensions of the interior rooms of the ziqqurrat temple (nuljar) are given in
nindanu and sexagesimal fractions, as explained above, p. 418. The cubit-standard
employed in this section is certainly the shorter one, according to which the nindanu
converts to about 6 metres. That this is so is shown by any attempt at a reconstruction of
the sanctuary, whose exterior measurements are given in line 42 as 4 nindanu by 3~
nindanu (in the small cubit-standard). Within a building of such size (about 24 by 22.5
metres) it is just possible to fit the chambers and courtyard listed in this section, provided
that one interprets their lengths and breadths according to the smaller cubit-standard (for
one of several possible reconstructions, see that of von Soden, GGA 200 (1938), p. 523,
republished in UF 3, p. 261, fig. 2; cf. below, the commentary on lines 30-33). Use the
longer standard, in which the nindanu converts to roughly 9 metres, and reconstrucuon
within the parameters laid down by line 42 is impossible.
26 On collation of AO 6555 there does appear to be the trace of a second upright at the
beginning of the line, as our copy. Given the generous spacing of the line it is very
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e/is VI 66, which mentions those of E-temen-anki itself; and VAB VII, p. 52, vi 29 with
Bauer, IWA II, p. 78, 11, horns of the ziqqurrat of Susa. But these were probably exterior

outer chamber - also known as the "bed-chamber" - and an inner chamber as
becomes apparent in the following lines. Further, du'u is not usually anything gre~ter
than a throne-platform, except in the synonym lists where, as we have seen, it is equated
with bitu, "chapel". Finally, the designation du'u, regardless of whether it is a fitting or an
entire room, implies the presence of a throne. Now, a throne is mentioned in the present
text - bed and throne are said to be "facing" each other - but there is no indication
that we must therefore understand both pieces of furniture to occupy the same chamber.
Indeed, we would not expect a throne in a chamber known as bit ersi, nor probably in its
inner room. We would expect it across the courtyard, in the cella itself (see below, on
lines 33-34).

fittings, like those shown on the Ninevite relief which depicts a ziqqurrat: for Boutcher's
drawing see, inter alia, Parrot, Ziggurats, p. 47f., fig. 18 and cf. 19-21; Gadd, Stones of
Assyria, p. 28. In view of the lexical and syntactical difficulties posed by qfkanni ana
qfkanni it is hardly necessary to observe that the meaning of the phrase is still very
obscure.
27-28 The ruling between these two lines in MS a is unwanted; it is absent from MS b.
30 tu- '-urn is open to two possible interpretations. It may be the same word as di'u or
du'u, which in Nee-Babylonian times is at smallest a wide platform of baked brick set in
the floor of a cella or chapel (as found, for example, in Nabii's cella in E-zida at
Borsippa, which brick inscriptions identify as du- '-u-um mu-sa-ab •na-bi-um, "platform
where Nabu sits": VAB IV, p. 204, Nbk 44, 3). As such it apparently formed a base for a
parakku, "throne-dais", of more costly materials, and on this in turn the divine throne
would be mounted (the close association of the platform and dais is attested by their
common pairing: Surpu III 74, di-bu upa-rak-ki, note thereon Commentary B 16, di-'u =
pa-rak-ku; VAB VII, p. 234, 18, di-bi-'a-ni (coli. CAD D, p. 166) u parakki"'" sa si-tu-ti
e.sag.il; I R 54, iii 57, du-u bitra.bitra; CT 34 33, ii 78, di-'-um bitra; etc.). The word is
written with initial /t/ in the Hymn to the Queen of Nippur, where the goddess is
described enthroned in Uruk (Lambert, Zikir sumim, p. 202, IV 34: a-si-bat tu-'-e sa
e.an.na, "who sits on the throne-platform of E-anna"); and also in some entries in the
synonym lists (A.D. Kilmer, JAOS 83, p. 429, Malku I 252, tu-'-u = bi-i-tu; I 281, tu-'-u
= su-ub-tum; p. 443, Explicit Malku II 136, tu-u = [subtu]; but compare 109, [dju-u =
[bitu]).
du'u, "platform", is probably still to be connected with Sum. du 6 , "mound", despite
the objections put forward by CAD D, p. 167. The use of du 6 in a cultic context even in
Sumerian times is attested by the ceremonial shrine names du 6 .ku (the seat of Enlil in
Ubsu-ukkinna at Nippur) and du6 .suba (a shrine of Dumuzi in Bad-tibira). The latter, at
least, cannot be explained away cosmologically, and its meaning, "Mound of the
Shepherd" (see p. 274), refers to its cultic function as the throne-platform of Dumuzi. In
a later period the use of du 6 in the ceremonial names of small shrines - such as consisted
probably of platform, dais and subtu - is common, as is evident from the subtu list of Esagil, Tintir II.
The alternative derivation of tu- '-um is to compare it with bit tu- '-urn-tum and connect
both etymologically to tu'iimu, "twin", positing an adjectival form tu"umu, "double" (so
von Soden, AHw, p. 1375; an Assyrian dialect form is already attested, ta"umu, p. 1340).
Here it would mean "double chamber". This may be a better interpretation, for three
reasons. First, the tu- '-urn described in the text does indeed have two distinct parts: an
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30-33 The exact configuration of this complex of rooms (the two chambers of the tu'um,
and the staircase) is open to question. The staircase apparently runs along behind the
tu'um, and gives access, no doubt, to the roof and the structure called sahiiru there
located (see line 42). The two manuscripts disagree over a crucial point: according to the
Uruk tablet (a), the length of the staircase is ki pisuniima, "in accordance with them", and
this agrees with MS b, but its breadth is given as ~~ nindanu; "them" must refer back to
the two lengths given for the chambers of the tu'um, but how then are we to imagine the
length of the staircase to be "in accordance" with two different measurements (22...
and
60
1~g nindanu)? MS b is easier to follow, providing we read the 'Winkelhaken' in line 32
not as a figure (i.e. ~g nindanu) but as the conjunction, u: if so, both the length and the
breadth of the staircase chamber are then ki pisunuma, and this phrase looks back not to
the two lengths, but to the last mentioned length and breadth. We are thus given to
understand that the chamber of the staircase and the inner chamber of the tu'um were of
identical dimensions, the length and breadth of the one being "in accordance" with those
of the other.
The various reconstructions of Weissbach, Unger and Schott of this "west wing" (bitu
sa amurri) of the ziqqurrat temple are reviewed by Parrot, Ziggurats, p. 82ff., who, like
the early commentators, misunderstood the measurements involved as cubits and the
building in question as E-sagil (even though Weissbach, whom he consults freely, had
already put these matters to rights: see above, on L 5). A reconstruction overlooked by
Parrot is that of von Soden, to which attention has already been drawn (first published in
1938: see above, on 11. 26-33), and which deserves further comment. Von Soden
understands the text's ki piSuniima siddu as meaning that the length of the staircase is "in
accordance" with the combined breadths of the two parts of the tu'um (i.e. ~g + ~g
nindanu, or 10 cubits), and is thus obliged to place the chamber of the staircase across the
ends of the double room. By way of objection, we would point out that the staircase is
explicitly stated in the text to be behind the tu'um, and surely that means beyond its back
wall, along its length. An additional criticism of von Soden's reconstruction of the "west
wing" is that it shows the larger, "outer" part of the tu'um to be further from the
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courtyard than its smaller, "inner" part, and von Soden evidently und~rstands biibiinu,
"outer", and bitiinU, "inner", in relation to the temple structure concetved as a whole.
However it is more likely that the two adjectives stand in relation to a progression from
the centr~l courtyard, whence access to these rooms was no doubt to be had. biibiinu,
"outside" is what one comes to first upon entry into a series of chambers, and bltiinu,
"inside", ls what lies beyond, through further doorways. Thus the "outer" part of the
tu 'urn should lie between the courtyard and the "inner" part.
piinu biibiinu, literally "outer front", with the connotation of"outer part", is also found
in the procession calendar no. 57 (BM 41239, obv. 6: pl. 54).
33-34 With regard to the position of the phrase u •"sag.kulm' /a-mu, about which the
sources disagree, we follow MS b, it being easier to imagine items of furmture so
described, than a courtyard. Of course, much hinges on the interpretation of '"sag.kulm'.
The usual reading of '"sag.kul is sikkiiru, the lock of a door or gate; the courtyard of the
ziqqurrat temple has four gates, one on each side (line 35), but even if these were
equipped with bolts the expression "ringed with bolts" would be a somewhat clumsy and
unlikely way of saying so. MS b's placing of the phrase would thus appear to be the
correct one, and its misplacing in MS a is an error that could easily have ansen if, m an
earlier copy of the text, the end of line 34 ran over on to the tablet's right edge, and was
inadvertently attached to the previous line on recopying. As we have it then, Marduk's
bed and throne are "ringed" with '"sag.kulm', and these would thus appear to be some
sort of symbolic fixture or decoration. sikkiiru is not known in such a usage,', and, we a~e
obliged to look elsewhere. In a lexical text one finds the equatiOn '"sag.kul.l:las. ta:e.a.gigir
= sik-su, some part of a waggon or chariot (MSL VI, p. 9, Hh V 52), but this. :vould
appear inconsequent. Another reading of sag.kul is kippatu accordmg to a bihngual
invocation to Samas (IV R 2 19, no. 2, 5!-52):
za.e zillag.ga.ta sag.kul su.da an.na.ta
at-ta-ma nu-ur-SU-nu Sil kip-pat Samee ru-qu-U-tum
You are the light of the 'circle' of the distant heavens! (Akk.)
kippatu, one should have thought, is rather more suited to the verb lamu than sikkiiru: it

is easy to imagine something ringed by a circle, or, indeed, a plurahty of them. as we have
here. kippatu is known in cultic contexts as a loop-shaped symbol held by deilles With the
sceptre and other symbols of kingship (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 108, 1-2: held by Anu;
p. 137, 302: held by Marduk as mutmu.sir.kes.da; p. 144f., 415 and 448: symbols of
sovereignty; TCL III 375: held by the statue of a goddess; G.J.P. McEwan, ZA 70, p. 66,
12: read at the suggestion of Sachs, isakkanii ina qat sumiHisu kip-pat, With reference to a
statue of !Star). However, it is not easy to see how such a symbol could "ring" a piece of
furniture. Rather, the kippatu of Marduk's throne and bed are to be connected with a
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passage of the Dialogue of Pessimism in which the advantages of being a public
benefactor are discussed (BWL, p. 148, 72-73):
amelu SO. U-sa-tit ana miiti-SU ip-pu-uS
§ak-na U-Sa-tU-Sll ina gi.gam.ma (var.: gap-pat) SQ •marduk

The man who does good deeds for his country,
his good deeds are set in the 'circle' of Marduk.
If gi.gam.ma and gap-pat can be understood as writings of kippat, as Lambert suggests
(ibid., p. 326), here again are 'circles' of Marduk in a cultic context. The general drift of
the slave's remark must be that the deeds of the philanthropist are brought to the
attention of the god; might it not be that the expression he uses to convey this abstract
idea could be a vivid allusion to the practice of placing votive objects in the divine
presence, and that the 'circle' of Marduk is thus to be found in a position very close to his
cult-statue? This would agree, of course with our understanding of "'sag.ku]m' as some
sort of symbolic decoration surrounding Marduk's throne and bed.
tar~ii, which also describes the bed and throne of Marduk, need not necessarily mean
"opposite", as we have translated it, for tarii~u can simply mean to set something out in
an orderly fashion, and is so used especially in rituals. However, the idea of the bed and
throne being "opposite" is an attractive one, for Marduk's cella (where one should expect
his throne) is located in the "east wing", while the divine bed-chamber, the outer room of
the tu'um, lies directly across the courtyard in the "west wing". It is not difficult to
imagine that if, according to the conventions of Nco-Babylonian temple architecture,
Marduk's throne was situated against the back wall of his cella, directly opposite its
gateway, and if a similar arrangement existed with regard to the position of his bed in the
bit ersi, then to a man standing in the centre of the courtyard bed and throne would be
exactly opposite ea~h other.
The throne of Marduk in the ziqqurrat temple is not mentioned elsewhere, but the
existence there of a divine bed is recorded by Herodotus (I 181 ). Another throne and
another bed could be found below in E-sagil. These were carried of to Assyria by
Sennacherib in 689, but restored to their place by his grandson Assurbanipal, whose
dedication describes both in detail (the relevant part is reproduced by Barnett, Gadd and
Figulla in Iraq 12, p. 40, col. ii). Marduk's throne measured 3j by I~ royal cubits, and
was accompanied by a footstool (kit-tur-ri) of smaller dimensions: I~ x ~ x ~ royal
cubits. The bed, kept in Ka-l:lilisu for Marduk and Zarpanltum, measured 6~ cubits by 3j
cubits (the same bed, and another of Marduk, are referred to in another inscription of the
same king: Millard, Iraq 30, p. 108, ii 2'-7' and 8'-12'; cf. above, p. 394).
The fact that the central courtyard of the ziqqurrat temple is here described as being
roofed over (~u/lu{) of itself suggests that this was not the final storey of the building, as
some architectural reconstructions have it. The roofing may have been necessary to
support an upper stage, the saljiiru: see further line 42 and the commentary.
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35 The four gates listed here are presumably those leading from the aforementioned
courtyard into the complexes of rooms off its four sides, whose measurements were the
subject of the foregoing section. If so, they are not to be identified with the four gates of
the ziqqurrat temple listed in the gate list no. 6 (BM 35046, 9-13), for those are exterior
gates giving access, as we imagine, to and from the terrace of the ziqqurrat (see further,
p. 89f.).
36 This line introduces the final section of text, the ruling in MS a being displaced by
one line. MS b concludes with line 35, apparently omitting the final section altogether.
In the matter of the scribal note between sukud and ti (DIS.IGI written in small
characters), we follow Thureau-Dangin's suggestion in RA 30, p. 116, where he draws
attention to the orthography f;e-pi e84 -si in TCL VI 12, i, passim. Either f;e-pi has been
omitted from the present line by accident, or e84 -si is a kind of shorthand, with ellipsis of
f;e-pi. That the note acknowledges a lacuna is made almost inescapable by the presence of
the solitary ti. Thureau-Dangin suggested that the break should be restored as [gi-mir]-ti,
i.e. "(the length, breadth and height of) the whole (structure)". However, gimirtu does
not form a good antecedent for sumsu, and we feel that a more appropriate restoration of
the missing signs would be [ziq-ra]-ti. nuf;ar and ziqqurratu being synonymous (see above,
on I. 25), nuf;ar Biibili seems an obvious by-name for E-temen-anki. Other explanations of
DIS.IGI have been offered, most notably by Weissbach, who read dis-si-ti as a gloss on
sukud (WVDOG 59, p. 52, but cf. p. 54, and his earlier comments in ZA 41, p. 285; an
objection is that ti, unlike DIS.IGI, is written full size). Landsberger took the two signs as
a scribal note, but read ana amiiri (ZA 41, p. 285 1 ).
37-42 The measurements are given according to the ordinary Nee-Babylonian cubitstandard, in which I nindanu converts to about 6 metres: this is proved by the figure of 15
nindanu for the ziqqurrat's base, whose dimensions have been given earlier according to
both cubit-standards (line 17: 3 $Uppiin = 15 nindan ina ammat as4 -lum, there, at least,
the small standard; line 21: 10 nindan i-na ammat are, the large standard). For the reading
of GAR and the use of ninda(n) = nindanu, see above, on I. 5.

For pitqu as the reading of im.du.a see the lexical texts (MSL V, p. 67, Hh II 216;
VII, p. 105, Hh X 496; lgituf; I= VAT 10270, v 8, cited AHw, p. 870). In Antaga/ A 230
pitqu appears as the bottom stage of the tower, as here (see above, on I. 25).
37

The question of whether a line has dropped out between these two is, of course,
crucial to any architectural reconstruction of the ziqqurrat, and to the problem of
whether the tower comprised seven or eight stages. We hope that in the following we may
be forgiven for going over well-trodden ground, which we do in the interests of clarity.
The reasons for suspecting the loss of a line at this point are threefold, but are not
completely conclusive individually or taken together.
41-42
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First, the height of the tower is said to equal the dimensions of its base, length and
breadth (lines 19 and 24), and this figure is 15 nindanu by the smaller cubit-standard. The
heights of the stages as given in lines 37-42 add up to 14 nindanu, however, thus falling
one short. This loss might be explained variously by an erroneous writing of the height of
one of the stages (e.g. 1 written instead of 2), thus calling for an emendation of the height
of one of the existing stages; by the erroneous omission of a whole stage (i.e. a line),
whose height was I nindanu; or by the existence of the saljiiru in line 42, which, despite
the fact that no measurements are given for it, might be imagined as adding to the overall
height of the tower by 1 nindanu.
Second, the numeration of the stages appears to jump from the fifth stage to the
seventh, a sixth stage not being specified in so many words. Beyond the simple expedient
of restoring a whole line to make good this omission, the only other explanation of this
circumstance would be to suppose that the ki$$U elu of line 42 is to be understood as the
sixth stage, and the !faljiiru the seventh. The main objections to this proposal are that, if
the ki$$U is the sixth stage why does the text not say so? And, if the sahiiru is to be
understood accordingly as the seventh stage (so von Soden, AHw, p. 1-133, and his
reconstruction in UF 3, p. 260, fig. 1), we should expect the designation sebu, "seventh",
to follow !faljiiru rather than precede it: cf. the pattern in lines 37-41. (On ki$$U e/u, which
refers to the ziqqurrat temple whose measurements were given in lines 25-35 and sahiiru
which, if correctly understood as a designation of a roof-top structure, would accordlngl;
need no further explanation, whether "seventh" or "eighth" stage, see below, the
commentary on line 42.)
The final reason for the interpolation of a whole line is Herodotus' report that the
temple tower was of eight storeys. If the E-sagil Tablet is to agree with him, ki$$U e/Ct
must be the seventh (and is so indicated) and the saljiiru must be the eighth, with the sixth
having slipped out between lines 41 and 42. The obvious objection is that Herodotus'
account is always suspect, and there can for that reason be no need to adjust a cuneiform
text to tally with his statistics. But it is only fair to add that the E-sagil Tablet, at least in
the text of MS a, is hardly free from error, and the omission of a whole line is by no
means improbable.
All in all, we believe, the evidence marginally favours the restoration of a sixth stage
between lines 41 and 42, not least because such a course of action solves more problems
than it gives rise to; and this is more than can be said for most of the alternative solutions
reviewed above. The figure of 5! nindanu was proposed for the length and breadth of this
sixth storey by George Smith (and accepted by others since), presumably because it lies
halfway between the 7 nindanu of the fifth storey and the 4 nindanu that is the larger
dimension of the ziqqurrat temple (and further noting, perhaps, that the difference
between the dimensions of the fourth and fifth stages is also 1! nindanu). This makes for
a pleasing regularity in the architecture, of course, but that may be no valid reason in
itself: cf. lines 37-39, where the third stage is 3 nindanu shorter than the second, while the
latter is only 2 nindanu smaller than the bottom stage: this demonstrates that architectural
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regularity may have been less adhered to in practice than in theory (for theoretical
ziqqurrats, of exact architectural regularity, see the geometric plans published by Wiseman, AnSt 22, p. 14Iff.; Jakob-Rost, FB 24, p. 59ff.; and Oelsner, FB 24, p. 63ff.).
Practical cultic reasons, indeed, might have made it desirable that the sixth stage was 6
rather than 5i nindanu long, thus allowing more room on the temple's terrace for
whatever ritual and procession might be performed there.

lines, we understand this description to be in apposition to what has gone before, and the
ki.1~u elfi is thus the seventh storey. The sal]ilru is therefore a further structure. The word,
which is connected with Sum. su\Jur (Akk. qimmatu, the topmost point of a tree, a
person, or a building, but cf. MSL XIV, p. 102, Proto-A 809:4, •6-1>[•-•]'su\Jur = sa-J;u-ruum), is elswhere equated with e.su\Jur.ra, literally "room at the top", and probably
denotes a roof-top structure or "penthouse". The link between sal]iiru and roof-tops is
implicit in the order of Liinu I 18-24 (CT 18 38, K 4191 // Rm II 37; restorations from
Igitui; I, known to me only from citations of VAT I 0270 in AHw: cf. p. 278):

42 The emendation of SAL-kas is the solution of Thureau-Dangin, RA 30, p. 116;
nikkassu is a unit of linear measure equivalent to 3 cubits or :l' nindanu.
SAG x MI is here a variant of- or an error for- itima(GA x MI). The temple at the
top of the ziqqurat is also designated ki~~u by Nebuchadnezzar II (VS I 38, i 48, referring
to both E-temen-anki of Babylon and E-ur-me-imin-anki of Borsippa; also Weissbach,
WVDOG 59, p. 46, fragment 5,1). CAD K, p. 445, noting examples of ki~~u in similar
contexts in texts from Elam, suggests that ki~~u may refer to ziqqurrat temples in
particular. In this case it would be a synonym of gigum1 (Sum. gi.gu.na, gi.gun 4 .na),
which is discussed as a term for a chapel elevated on a terrace or a tower in CAD G, p.
69f. But if so, the description in the present line of the ki~~u as elfi, "upper", is a little
curious. A more significant connection can be made between ki~~u and the divine bedchamber. In the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar cited above there is a parallel between
ki~~u and ma-as-ta-ku ta-ak-ne-e (i 48 and fragment 5, 2, respectively). Elsewhere we find
parallelism of ki~~u and mayyiilu, "bed-(chamber)" (Utukku lemniitu XII 10'-11':
ki.m\.a.na itimam• = i-na ki-i~-~i rna-a-a-li-Sf<, Geller, Iraq 42, p. 28). mayyiilu is clear
enough as a divine bed-chamber; for mastaku in the same connection see an inscription of
Assurbanipal reconstructed by Millard, Iraq 30, p. 108, 4'-6': there a bed (ma-a-a-al takne-e) is set up for the celebration of the marriage of Marduk and his bride in Ka-\Jilisu,
which is described as the mastaku of Zarpan!tum. This, the inner sanctum of Zarpan!tum
in E-sagil (for which see further the gate list no. 6, BM 35046, 7-8 and commentary),
might well be imagined to be the lower ki~~u whose existence is implied by the description
of the ziqqurrat temple as ki~~u e/U. But whether or not ki~~u is a word with special
reference to divine sleeping quarters, it is certainly a very private and secluded part of a
temple, and occurs in the company of other such words in the synonym list Explicit
Malku II 113-17 (A.D. Kilmer, JAOS 83, p. 443):
[bi-i-tu]

gi-gu-nu-u
ki-i~-~u

e-ma-a-Su
ku-um-mu
gi 6 -pa-a-rum

=

MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN

Our interpolation of rikbu(u 5 ) is made in view of the pattern established in the
preceding lines; sebu hardly makes sense when following directly on ki~~u eb1. As in other

['-'"]ur
['-'"]uru 1 ,(UR)

l'Je
[Hi].ur
[e.sugur.r]a
[e.sa.ga ?J
[e.sa.si.ga ?]

it-ru
it-ru-U
bi-tum
rug-bu
sb-i;u-ru
ur-Su
pa-pa-i;u

If we consider the saljiiru as a penthouse standing on top of the seventh stage (the ki~~u
elfi), or simply as its upper storey, then it becomes clear why the courtyard of the latter
had to be roofed over (line 33). Access to the saljiiru from the ki~~u elfi would be had via
the staircase behind Marduk's bed-chamber (lines 30-31). That no measurements are
given for the saljiiru rather suggests that it was included for metrological purposes with
the ki~~u elfi: the figure given for the latter's height (2i nindanu, about 15 metres) is more
than adequate as a combined measurement of both stories. If the saljuru is to be imagined
simply as the ziqqurrat temple's upper storey it may well have shared the same
dimensions in the flat plane as the ki~~u elfi it surmounted.
Colophon (Metrological Table)
3 Thureau-Dangin's interpretation of the first half of this line (RA 18, p. 127 2 ), in which
he was followed by Weissbach (WVDOG 59, p. 56), is, as M.A. Powell has recently
pointed out in an appendix to his article on the metrology of the E-sagil Tablet (ZA 72,
p. 114ff.), too contrived to be an acceptable solution, calling as it does for an unlikely
equation in which units from the two systems of area measure are nonsensically jumbled
(i.e., 18 musaru in linear-based measure = I nindanu1 2 l 1 + 3 qfi + ~g nindanu1 2 l 1): the
arithmetic works, but metrologically such an equation is a disaster. Working back from
the succeeding lines, in which progressively larger linear-based units are equated with
their counterparts in the capacity-surface system, we would expect at the beginning of the
table the smallest linear-based unit, the number of them equal to I musaru, and the
equivalent of I musaru in capacity-surface units. However, no unit smaller than the
musaru is available in the same system, but one might nevertheless expect the rest of the
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equation. This would be 1 musaru = 18 gin (~g qu), and this perhaps is where the figure
18 has come from. As Powell points out, 3 sila u 20', as the text has it, is reminiscent of
the reverse conversion, from capacity-surface to linear-based units, for 1 qu = 3 ~g
musaru; it may be that the first half of the line, up to the Glossenkeil, is an attempt, in a
very garbled manner, at explaining the use of the fraction ~~ as the reciprocal of 3 ;g in
the conversion of linear-based units into the capacity-surface system (as in lines 6, 9 and
22 of the text itself).
The second half of the line, which demonstrates that 50 musaru is l ubU or l ~ siitu, is
spoilt by two further inconsistencies: 1 ubu is written in the main text (lines I, 3 and I I !)
with the oblique wedge (GE 23 ), but here with DIL; and I~ siitu is anachronistically
expressed as 1 siitu + 3 qu, when in the Kassite and Early Nee-Babylonian metrological
system there were still I 0 qu to the siitu. This is proof, if we need it, that whoever drew up
this table was not familiar with the older metrological system employed in the text
alongside the later Nee-Babylonian system, and thus that the table is not as old as the
text it tries to explain.
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4 The purposes of the metrological table demand that the beginning of this line read 2
ubu = 1 iku. The question is how the scribe expressed 2 ubfi in writing, for there would be
no conventional notation for anything greater than one of these units. Weissbach read 2?
u?-[p]u, against the tablet; Powell and von Soden (AHw, p. 1400) read 2( x )ubu!?. The
figure 2(MIN) is certainly to be expected as the first sign on the tablet, that is clear; the
problem is what follows it. In the previous line the scribe expressed 1 ubU by the sign
DIL; it seems that here we have the sign TAB, which is, of course, twice DIL, and can, m
certain circumstances, signify the number two (reading mind). What the scribe has
written, then, is a kind of gloss on the preceding figure 2(MIN), defining the unit in
question as that encountered in the previous equation: 2 2 )( ubu(TAB), "the figure 2,
representing 2 ubU".
5 The scribe twice writes BUR-gunu when simple bur is required.
6 Perhaps read the gentilic adjective as tirannakku"-u. That Tir-anna, "Abode of An", a
Sumerian name of Uruk (tir = subtu: see p. 240) can be 'Akkadianized', at least in
scholarly circles, is shown by the list of names of the city in Eriml;usV 18-20 (MSL XVII,
p. 67):
unugkl

u-nu-uk-u

Subak 1

U-ru-uk-U

tir.an.nak 1

tir.an.nak 1-U
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For ta libbi, meaning no more than istufultu, see CAD I, p. 287, c 3', and GAG§ 115d.
2-4 This passage is subject to the comments of Landsberger, ZA 41, p. 297, and Powell,
ZA 72, p. 101. On the distributive force of suffixed -ii, written in later texts phonetically
-a-a or with the indicators -ta.am or -am, see Powell, p. 89ff. Its use suffixed to measures
as well as numbers calls for the rejection of the word *qaniiyute, proposed for this passage
in AHw, p. 897 (and adopted in CAD K, p. 489, s.v. kuburru, but rejected in Q, p. 90):
qand, meaning "one reed each", makes an excellent parallel to reba ina ammati, "four
cubits each", in line 2. Read thus there is little alternative but to consider the signs at the
end of line 3 as in some way defining the foregoing qand. U.TE can be read as the
fraction 110 , e§rete(IO)" (for the reading of 10" as a fraction construed in the fern. pl. see
MSL I, p. 58, Ai IV ii 52, igi.lO.gal.la = e[s-re]-tu; V, p. 35, Hh I 332, = us-re-e-tum).
The reed measure is one tenth of the $Uppiin, which can thus be restored at the line's end,
at least provisionally. Given the spacing of the line a phonetic writing of this measure is
excluded. Accordingly we suggest the ligature DIS+SU, or 60'", which is found as a
writing for the unit 1 $Uppiin in the E-sagil Tablet (line 17, and see the commentary).
As for kuburru, CAD was obliged to posit two meanings for this word: "thickness",
and an architectural feature of a wall; AHw, p. 498, does likewise. The distinction may be
unnecessary. In the present text kuburru refers to the thickness of the exterior and interior
walls of the temple (imagined as regularly 6 and 4 cubits respectively, in conflict with the
excavated remains), which must be totted up and taken into account in the calculation of
the overall dimensions of the temple, as made up of its interior rooms and courtyards.
The bit ku-bur'ru-u, probably better read as 'ku-bur-ru-u, which occurs in Seleucid
documents from Uruk, need not mean anything different, for we should probably
understand it as being an opening or recess within the thickness of a wall, such as may be
found inside large gateways. Note in this regard such a feature in the gateway of Ann's
sanctum in E-anna, which comprised or contained a socle for his vizier, Papsukkal
(Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 103, 20: [•]pap-sukkal ina ku-bur-ru-u biib pa-pa-J;a izzazza'";
no doubt this is the same location as that described in BRM II 39, 10: 'ku-bur-ru-u .M
bi'ibi

sa •a-nu).

5-6 The asrukkatu of Ka-ude-babbar(ra) is the location, according to Tintir II 40-41, for
a pair of shrines, one on the left and one on the right, belonging to Relet-ill and Dagan.
The difference between the dimension given here and the size of the room excavated just
inside the temple's south gate (Gate B = Ka-ude-babbar: see below) is probably to be
explained by slight changes in the interior plan of E-sagil made at the time of Esarhad-
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don's rebuilding, as also are the many other inconsistencies of the text in this regard: on
this question see the introduction.
The asrukkatu is a chamber associated with a gate, as is clear from the many instances
in 'topographical' texts in which asrukkatu's appear as sites of shrines inside large
gateways (we have already mentioned the asrukkatu of Ka-ude-babbar in this respect; the
two shrines of Ea and Nanse in Ka-ma\) (Tintir II 42-43) were situated in an a§rukkatu
(see the commentary), while the two asrukkatu's appearing in the gate list no. 7 (BM
38602 II VAT 13817, i 17' -18') are probably cultic chambers, since they bear ceremonial
names; shrines located in asrukkatu's are also listed for E-sarra in Assur: see no. 21, BM
134502, obv. 13', 17', 25' and 27'). Other gates ofE-sagil with an a§rukkatu are Ka-Utu-e
(Tintir II 37'), Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi (line 13 of the present text) and, probably, Ka-\)egal (so
restored in lines 25 and 36). In a Late Babylonian ground-plan an asrukkatu is depicted
as the chamber immediately inside an exterior gate, giving access to the building's interior
(CT 22 50, perhaps a temple with twin cellae: see the reconstruction of Heinrich and
Seidl, MDOG 98, p. 40ft'.). The connection between the asrukkatu and gates is further
shown by Nebuchadnezzar II's Wadi Brisa inscription, which describes the plating of the
beams of the asrukkatu's of the east gate of E-zida in Borsippa (as-ru-uk-ka-a-ti sa biib
'msadi: B iii 22*-23*)). These rooms were very probably not unlike the two long, narrow
chambers leading from E-zida's Gate H in the centre of its north-west front to the central
Courtyard A (for the ground-plan of Neo-Babylonian E-zida see Koldewey, WVDOG 15,
pl. 12). The design of such rooms, with offset gateways and 90" changes of axis, denies
any architectural vista to those who enter, but serves the very practical purpose of
hindering the ingress of wind and sand. Their characteristic shape, often more like
corridors than rooms, is acknowledged by the signs that make up the group aslug (from
which a§/ukkatulasrukkatu derives, of course): E.US.GID.DA, "room with long sides"
(on the reading of the group as aslug seep. 407). While such rooms may have been used
as storehouses (see CAD Al2, p. 450), this is not their function in Nee-Babylonian
temples, it would seem. Our translation of asrukkatu as "lobby" is made with reference to
its particular association in 'topographical' and other texts with gateways.
The writing of the gate name Ka-ude-babbar(ra) in the present line is probably a
corruption, no doubt arising from a confusion with the e.babbar.ra of Samas at Sippar
and Larsa, which could well be imagined as the location for a ka.dutu, "Gate of Samas".
The appearance here of Ka-ude-babbar(ra) confirms it as the gate of the south front of the
main building of E-sagil (Gate B in the excavators' plan), as noted in the introduction. For
Ka-ude-babbar(ra) as one of the four exterior gates of the main building see above,
pp. 85ff. and 393.

8 For the Court of Bel as the name of the central courtyard of the main building of Esagil, also known as the Upper Court, see the gate list no. 7 (BM 3860211 VAT 13817, i
5' and commentary). The length of this courtyard, north to south, is shown by the
excavations to be 37.7 metres on its east side and 37.37 on its west (Wetzel, WVDOG 59,
p. 7), which gives a mean length of 37.535 metres. Division of this length by the figure 77
gives a modern equivalence for the ordinary Nee-Babylonian cubit of 48.7 em. This is
well within the admissible parameters for this cubit-standard, which, to judge from the
variation in actual size of the standard ~ cubit brick (from 31.5 em square to 33 em
square), are set at 47.25 em minimum, 50 em maximum. The bricks of Esarhaddon's and
subsequent rebuildings are a uniform 32 em square, giving a cubit-standard of 48 em (on
the bricks of E-sagil see Wetzel, WVDOG 59, p. 4).

14 siddu is, of course, the longer side of a rectangular area. That, in the case of the main
building of E-sagil, this was its south-north axis is also demonstrated by the excavators'
figures: the east and west fronts (at 86.1 and 85.9 metres) are a little longer than the south
and north (79 and 77.3 metres). Division of the mean length by the ancient measurement
yields a modern equivalence for the cubit of 50.6 em (cf. above, on I. 8).

7 The chariot house is a known chamber of E-sagil (the shrine of Lugal-dukuga,
e.du 6 .ku.ga: Tintir II 16). For Marduk's chariot see further Lambert, Symbolae Biih/,
p. 275ft'.

18-22 As pointed out in the introduction, six lines are required in this gap if we
understand the text correctly. By analogy with the cross-section south-north, which began
and ended with the asrukkatu of a main gate, we expect the first chamber of the east-west
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9 This line may originally have preceded line 8, rather than followed it, as suggested on
p. 121.
10 In view of the following line, we should probably understand the "room south of the
chapel of Belt1ya" to be the chamber off the south side of her courtyard; the "chapel of
Belt1ya" no doubt refers to the whole complex of rooms adjacent to her courtyard rather
than her cella alone. This chamber may appear in Esarhaddon's temple as Room II: see
further p. 122.
II On the problems of reconciling the measurement and axis of Beltlya's courtyard with
Court 5 of the excavated temple seep. 122f.
12 Grammatically one expects a final vowel on ne-reb before sa: hence our adoption of
a value rebe. It was a custom ofNeo-Assyrian scribes, in particular, to adapt C-V-C signs
in this way (Deller, OrNS 31, p. 7ff.; a recent list of such values is that of Borger, ABZ, p.
209ft'., which, however, does not acknowledge rebe = RIB).
13

On asrukkatu see above on 11. 5-6, on Ka-Lamma-(a)ra-bi, pp. 85ff., 392.
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section (line 19) to be the asrukkatu of Ka-Utu-e, and feel justified in restoring it all the
more because such a chamber is indeed attested (see Tintir II 37'; in Esarhaddon's temple
the "lobby" of Ka-Utu-e would be Room 19, an imposing entrance hall between Gate A
and the central courtyard: see p. 124 18 ; for Ka-Utu-e see p. 85ff. and p. 391).
The dimensions restored in lines 21,22 and the unnumbered line are the breadths of the
three rooms listed also in lines 28-30, which we see as Marduk's cella and two ante-rooms
lying one behind another beyond the western facade of the courtyard, and thus expected
immediately after the courtyard in an east-west cross-section.

If the restoration of I. 29 is correct, and the middle one of the three contiguous
chambers is the papiilju, this would indicate that papiilju, traditionally translated "cella",
is not necessarily the innermost sanctum of a temple. Such a consideration recalls an Old
Akkadian temple plan from Uruk, in which the papiilju is a chamber between the
courtyard and the inner room, ki. tus, where the divine statue reposed, and its service
chambers (RTC 145; see the comments of Heinrich and Seidl, RIA Ill, p. 664; MDOG 98,
p. 28f., no. 2; von Soden, Le temple et /e cu/te (CRRA 20), p. 137f.; Charpin, Iraq 45,
p. 60ff.). In respect of E-sagil itself, note the plurality of cellae (papiihiit) of Marduk
mentioned in Agum-kakrime's inscription (V R 33, v 38, quoted ;bove, p. 402),
presumably with reference to E-umusa and adjacent chambers. The expression papiilju
bitiinu, "inner cell~", found in the commentary no. 62 (BM 54311, rev. 8: of Marduk, in
E-temenanki?: seep. 425) and in an inscription of Esarhaddon (Borger, Esarh., p. 3, iii
35: of ASsur in E-sarra), implies at least a twofold division of the cella into inner and
outer chambers.
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26 The mean dimension of the main building of E-sagil recorded by the excavators from
east to west is 78.15 metres (north front: 77.3, south front: 79), which without one width
of kisu wall can be adjusted to 76.25 metres (the kisu wall did not abut the main building
on its east side). This should yield a total in cubits of between 150 and 160 cubits
depending on the exact length of the cubit-standard.
27 The large figures in this line, which introduces the section on the temple's "west
wing", are probably to be understood as the overall dimensions of the complex of rooms
between the central courtyard and the west front. The interior dimensions of this
complex, as it appears in Wetzel's reconstruction, are: east-west, through Rooms 18, 17
and 9, but excluding the thicknesses of the exterior and courtyard walls, a little short of
23 metres; north-south, through Rooms 15, 18 and 21, again excluding the outer walls,
about 37.5 metres (the same length as the adjoining courtyard: Wetzel, WVDOG 59,
p. 7f.). The figures given in cubits in the text are equivalent to about 40 and 27.5 metres,
thus describing a rectangular area of similar size and proportions.
28-30 As noted in the introduction, these three rooms of equal length and similar
breadth are probably Marduk's cella and two antechambers, lying one behind another as
in E-zida at Borsippa and the temple of Ingharra. The figure of 37 cubits for their length
agrees well with the archaeologists' figure for the length of Room 18, behind the west
facade of the courtyard, at 18.5 metres (Wetzel, WVDOG 59, p. 8). The excavations did
not reach the back of this room, but this was very plausibly imagined in the reconstruction of the ground-plan to have lain along the same axis as the backs of the two sidechambers, Rooms 15 and 21, which were reached. This gives a width for Room 18 of7.28
metres, which does not agree with our text (12 cubits is a little under 6 metres). Nor does
it allow enough remaining depth in this wing of the temple for a second, inner ante-room.
Accordingly, either the architectural reconstruction is at fault in its assumption that the
width of Room 18 equalled that of its side-chambers, or Esarhaddon's temple was, in
these particulars also, slightly different from the one described in our text.

61 With the figures of this line, which are perhaps totals of the foregoing section,
compare the figures given in lines 67-71 for the length and breadth of what must be the
perimeter wall of E-zida.
62-67 The application of this set of calculations is not apparent. In lines 62-64 the text is
concerned with lengths measured in aslu's, a unit normally equal to 120 cubits, or about
60 metres. Here, however, the total of these figures, 521 aJ/u, is apparently converted into
cubits by multiplication with a factor of 30, thus giving a figure of 15630. If our
restoration is correct, the addition of a further 499 cubits gives a grand total of 16129, the
equivalent of roughly 8 km. This is about the same distance as the circuit of the twin
walls of Babylon ·(Imgur-Enlil and Nlmit-Enlil, whose length is discussed on p. 135f.),
but the details of the present passage prohibit further speculation in that direction. The
city wall of Borsippa, Tiibi-supiirsu, was of considerably smaller circuit.
67-71 The text concludes by stating the individual lengths, and then the combined total,
of the four sides of an area whose circumference is designated kippat E-zida. The
dimensions are apparently given twice, on the first occasion describing an irregular
tetragon (the text may be corrupt), on the second a regular one with sides of 500 and 250
metres (assuming the figures to denote cubits, as in th~ preceding section). Plainly these
figures are not applicable to the temple building itself, which measured about 85 by 100
metres (Koldewey, WVDOG 15, pl. 12), but rather to the temple precinct as a whole. A
stretch of the perimeter wall that enclosed this precinct has been excavated, to a length of
some 300 metres roughly parallel with the north-west front of E-zida: this is thus the
north front, or siddu e!U, of the present text, of 1000 cubits length.
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The precinct wall of E-zida is not usually referred to as a kippatu, which as the
conventional term for "circumference" in mathematics reflects the preoccupation of the
text (for kippatu as a technical term in geometry see CAD K, p. 398, 2.a.l'). In other texts
this wall is igiir sibirti or igiir limfti (references to these can be found on p. 419), and
perhaps also simply du-ru e.zi.da (as in the cylinder of NabU-suma-imbi, who rebuilt an
asrukkatu of this wall: Lambert, JAOS 88, p. 126f., i b 5ff., ii b 33). Within the bounds of
the precinct of E-zida were certainly the ziqqurrat, E-ur-me-imin-anki, and a temple of
Sin, E-dim-anna (rebuilt by N!'buchadnezzar II "at the precinct wall of E-zida", i-na i-gar
/i-mi-ti e.zi.da: I R 55, iv 64), and no doubt other sanctuaires too.

City Walls

BM 54634 (no. 15)
obv. 2'-3' The second measurement given here tallies so well with the excavated remains
of Imgur-Enlil between the Zababa Gate and the tower at the wall's south-east corner
that the restoration of tubqu seems unavoidable. For the measurements of the German
expedition see Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 22 and pl. 38: allowing mean lengths for the two
unexcavated stretches of curtain wall and the tower that separates them, the alternate
sections of wall and tower from the gate building of the Zababa Gate to the corner tower
add up to 151.5 metres, which is a very passable equivalent to 300 cubits.
4' For this temple of Gula, which evidently abutted the city wall somewhere between its
south-east corner and the Uras Gate, see the introduction.
5' The otherwise unattested sanctuary of Zariqu should be sought on the city wall,
about 380 metres east of the Uras Gate. For the deity see CAD Z, p. 69.

6' The interior width of the Uras Gate was measured by its excavators at 4.7 metres
(Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 58).
7' From the gate building of the Uras Gate to the end of Imgur-Enlil measures 90.27
metres on the inside of the wall, 88.45 on the outside (figures computed from the
measurements of individual sections given by Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 28 and pl. 41).

8' The first dimension of the line must refer to the gap of several metres between the end
of Imgur-Enlil and the face of the quay wall, which was indeed "left free" of fortifications. The second dimension is equivalent to about 3.17 metres, and this can be seen from
the plan to tally with the breadth of the Ara\)tu quay wall of Nabopolassar at its
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southern end (Wetzel, WVDOG 48, p. 41, section A-A). The lack of mention of the later
abutment of Nebuchadnezzar II, which reinforced Nabopolassar's quay wall on its west
face and was as wide again, or indeed of Nabonidus' independent quay wall still further
west, indicates that the present survey ante-dates Nebuchadnezzar's resumption of his
father's work (as documented in the commentary on Tintir V 59). The text of BM 54634
must therefore be dated to the later years of Nabopo!assar's reign, or the early years of
his son's.
9' The dimension given here, which shows that the river had receded west of the quay
wall by more than I 00 metres, highlights a problem which the kings of the Chaldaean
dynasty tried to resolve in a number of ways: Nebuchadnezzar by plugging the gap
between river and quay at its northern end with a huge bastion, Neriglissar by attempting
to divert the river back to its former course nearer E-sagil, and Nabonidus by building a
new quay wall (see p. 354ff.).
rev. 2' -3' The sexagesimal system of metrology in use here is that employed for the 12
cubit measure, the nindanu, as seen above in the E-sagil tablet (II. 5-10, 25-33), and found
in the LB gound plan VAT 413 (Meissner, BuA I, fig. 154; Reuther, WVDOG 47, p. 79,
fig. 61; figures correctly valued by Borchardt, SPA W 1888, p. 129ff., but misunderstood
by Heinrich and Seidl, MDOG 98, p. 39f., no. 18). 0,13,20 nindanu converts to 2~ cubits,
or about 1.33 metres.
5' Mention of the bank of the Euphrates at this point is puzzling, when the circuit of the
walls has yet to pass what we restore as the temple of Belet-Ninua, known to have been in
north-west Babylon (the quarter Bab-Lugalirra: Tintir IV 32; V 101). But the fragmentary condition of the text may hide the solution.

8' The "outflow of water above the city" marks the exit from west Babylon of some
canal, rather than the Euphrates.

Nippur

The Nippur Compendium (no. 18)
i l-10' (§§ l-3) According to the scribal note on the excerpt tablet (MS e: p. 162), nibru••
ni.bi.ta du.a seems to be the ancient title of the Nippur Compendium, and is so
provisionally restored as its incipit (cf. the introduction). "Built of Itself' is perhaps an
'etymological' explanation of the toponym Nib(u)ru, deriving from analysis of it as ni.bi,
"itself', and ru (du), "to build". Such breaking down of proper names into Sumerian
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roots and their homophones is behind most of the Akkadian interpretations of Sumerian
names in this text, as in many others: see in particular the E-sagil Commentary (no. 5),
where the thought processes of the ancient etymologist are nicely illustrated by his
philological commentary (cf. p. 73f.). As for the epithet itself, the idea of a city "built of
itself' does not conflict with Sumero-Babylonian cosmological thought. According to a
well-known tradition, represented by the myth of Enlil and Ninlil, time was when Nippur
was a city inhabited by gods not men, and this would suggest that it had existed from the
very beginning (on Nippur as the 'first city' of Sumer seep. 245f.).
The names of Nippur are also listed in the lexical text Hh XXI l-15 (MSL XI, p. ll),
but in an order differing from that of the present text (the sources for Hh at this point are
Ashmolean 1924-787 (coil.) and LTBA I 85, rev. 6-9):

la-qa-[tu] (MSL XIII, p. 183, /zi D iii 18). For Nippur as Dur-gisimmar see Behrens, Enlil
and Ninli/, p. 60ff. dur.gis.lam occurs as dur.giS.lam.(ma) in Erimiju.f V (MSL XVII, p. 67,
21, followed by nibruk' = ni-ip-pu-ru-u), a writing that suggests it is a phrase synonymous
with dur.an.ki (for the equation gis.lam = .famu u er~etu see Weidner, A/0 19, p. 110,40,
quoted below, p._ 466). Note also the equation dur-gi.f-lu-u = ni-ip-pu-rum cited by the
commentary on Summa izbu IV 38 (Leichty, TCS IV, p. 216; cf. Durand, RA 73, p. 164,
11). For the name Uru-nanam see further Behrens, op. cit., p. 55ff., and the present text,

5

nibruk 1
dur.an.ki
ki.in.gikl
Unu.edin! ?k 1
nam.bi.tar.raki
dUr. gJsgiSimmarki
dur.giS.lamkl

ni-ip-pu-ru "Nippur"

uru.na.namk 1

uru.u4 .ul.dll.ak 1
lO uru.Sen.Sen.naki
uru.nisagki
uru.sagk 1
igi.dil.amkl
gir-gi-lumkl

15 uzu.mll.akl

=

MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN

"Bond of Heaven and Underworld"
"Kingi(r)"
"Seat of the Steppe(?)"
"Its Destiny is Decreed"
"Abode of the Date Palm"
"Abode/Bond of Heaven and Underworld"
"The Very City"
"City of Ancient Days"
"Pure City"
"Foremost City"
"First City"
"Outer Eye(?)"
"Girgilu"

"Flesh-Grower"

A further source for names of Nippur is the myth of Enlil and Ninlil, where the names
dur.an.ki, nibrukl and dur(var.: dur).'"gisimmar all appear in the first three lines, each
qualified by the phrase uru(kiJ .na.nam, "that very city" (which is itself the ancient title of
the myth: see Behrens, Enli/ and Ninlil, p. 14).
Some of the names of Nippur appear outside the Nippur Compendium, Hh and the
myth of Enlil and Ninlil: their order in the following brief notes takes after that observed
in Hh. On Dur-anki, best-known of the by-names of Nippur, see the commentary above
on Tintir I 35. Kingi(r) has of course been much discussed (the debate is usefully reviewed
by F.R. Kraus, Sumerer und Akkader, p. 48ff.); but whatever the origin and etymology of
the toponym, its use as a learned appellation of Nippur in the late period is also found in
the commentary BM 32574, rev. 5 (STC I, p. 217), ki.in.gi = nibrukl. The speculative
interpretation of nam.bi.tar.rakl in the present text takes account of the lexical equations
nim = ze-e-ru (VAT 10754, i 6: CAD Z, p. 89, and AHw, p. 1521) and k•-•ku 5 (TAR) =
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n 10' and commentary (on the "identifying and restrictive force" of na.nam see Jacobsen,
JNES 5, p. 132'). The epithet uru.u 4 .ul.du.a is a scholarly adaptation of older uru.u 4 .ul.
lf.a (so Lambert, JCS 21, p. 131), which is itself a fuller form of the old Sumerian city

epithet uru.ul, "Ancient City", used of Nippur, but also of other cities (see p. 245f.).
uru.sen.sen.na is also found as a name of Nippur in the myth of the Moon God's journey
to the city (Ferrara, Nanna-Suen's Journey, p. 45, 17). CAD G, s.v., insists that the
toponym Girgilu, which outside Hh XXI is found as an alternative name for Nippur in a
Nee-Babylonian land sale (BE VIII/I l, 2: Asb), has nothing to do with the bird of the
same name, despite the fact that the "running girgilu-bird" is a symbol of the city god (as
m the boundary stone ofNazi-Maruttas, MDP 2, pl. 17-18 = Hinke, SBKI !, iv 3-4: girgi-lu al-la-ku .fa •en-Iii bel miitiiti; this is the striding bird depicted on the reliefs of this
and other kudurru's). One may note, moreover, that a name of !Star as Queen of Nippur
is Nin-Girgilu (documented by CAD G, p. 86), which has every appearance of being a
variation on Ungal-Nibru = Sarrat-Nippuri. A further variation on this title of !Star is
malkat Uzu-mua, an epithet accorded the goddess in the Hymn to the Queen of Nippur
(Lambert, Zikir .fumim, p. 192, I 3) and an inscription of Esarhaddon (Goetze, JCS 17, p.
129, 1). Uzu-mua is that part of Nippur where human life first sprang from the ground,
according to one tradition of the creation (represented by the 'Myth of the Pickax' and
KAR 4: see further p. 259) - a tradition with which the scholar of the Nippur
Compendium was evidently familiar. Uzu-mua also appears as part of the city in an
Akkadian dispute (BWL, p. 208, rev. 6, with Tummal) and, paired with uru!.na.nam, in
an OB cultic lament (VS II 5, ii 5-6).
11' The feminine suffix is at odds with the restoration of ii/u, which, however, one would
have thought the Sumerian demanded.
12' The etymologist interprets the epithet with a.ga = a!Jratu in mind, an equivalence
found in bilinguals (CT 21 42, iv 3-4: Hammurapi; Meek, RA !7, p. !54, K 7645, I, as
CAD A/1, p. 193).
13' The epithet uru.sa.uru is also used of Nippur in the cultic explanatory text OECT
XI 69 + 70, i 25 (on its transfer as Libbi-ali to Assur see my remarks in ZA 80, p. !57).
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14' ga-bur-ri could perhaps be connected with Sumerian ga.bur.(ra), a temple name
associated with the god Ningublaga (Sjoberg, TCS III, pp. 81 and 152).

5' E-dur-anki is well known in Nippur as an ancient sanctuary of !Star (Ebeling, RIA II,
p. 275). The "Enlils of old" allude to a set of primeval deities listed as the "defeated
Enlils" in the cultic explanatory text 0 175, rev. (Livingstone, MMEW, p. 194; cf. p. 198,
rev. 1-9), and seven in number. Seven Enlils are also known to the Archive of Mystic
Heptads (KAR 142, iii 3-10 II Pinches, PSBA 33, p. 94f., BM 67296 obv.).

15' On du 6 .suba see Tintir II 22 and commentary.
16' For 'etymological' purposes the name of Enlil's cult-centre is reduced to e = bltu,
ku (not used in this instance), u ("u = i-lum: MSL XIV, p. 280, A ll14 15) and ur (ur4 =
ljamiimu; ur, = tertu: CT 18 49, i 24, quoted p. 385).
17' ku(r) is here understood as ku
18'-19'

kur is analysed as kur 4

=

=

e//u.

kabtu.

20' kur is taken as kiu, but in its value pab (cf. ["'·••pab
M 3).
21'

=

bu-u]k-ru: MSL III, p. 64, S"

kur is understood as gur = tiiru, and is perhaps also broken down into u (umun
= gi!-mil-lu, MSL III, p. 52, S" A II').

=

!iarru) and ur ("'ur 5

23'

e yields atmiinu and kur, kisittu.

24' kur for kur 4 = rabU. The Great Mountain is Enlil, as often of course, and the line
stands parallel with the following.
27'-28' Here perhaps kur is analysed as gu (ugu 4 (KU)
(well known for amelu, here nisil).

=
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7' -8' Both these entries represent speculative writings of the "Grand Garden" of
Nippur, "'kiri •. mag. Not all of the etymologist's three interpretations of the name are
intelligible to me, but clearly in the first line ki = asru and ir = sa/iilu, while in the
second er = bikftu and mag is taken for the mother goddess Dingirmag. The gf;rden's
sanctuary appears among the religious buildings of the city listed in Proto-Kagal (MSL
XIII, p. 72, 178: e.•"kiri 6 .mag, "House of the Grand Garden"). There it is followed by
the same two temples that come next in the present text, but also by e.du 6 .numun.bur (on
this sanctuary see further text no. 19, the Nippur Temple List, I. 23', and below). The
association of the Grand Garden and its shrine with these same three buildings is
confirmed by the Tummal inscription (Sollberger, JCS !6, p. 44, 16: '"kiri 6 .mah.am,
rebuilt by Nanne), and by the Middle Babylonian metrological text of Nippur publlshed
by Bernhardt and Kramer, though there E-uru-nanam is lacking (OrNS 44, p. 98, 45:
'"kiri •. mag). The Grand Garden of Nippur, most probably a sacred garden in the E-kur
temple complex, is described in a cult-song of Enlil as a "garden of heavenly joy" (VS II
8, i 35': ['"]kiri •. mag '"kiri 6 gir17 .zal an.na; OB period). Other Grand Gardens existed at
Babylon (known solely from an unpublished duplicate of the Love Lyrics ritual tablet)
and at Uruk, where it gave its name to a quarter of the city (references collected in CAD
K, p. 406).

banu; gil.(de) = nabU) and ur

32' kur, "mountain", is paraphrased as du 6 .ku, the "Pure Mound" where destinies are
determined. There was such a shrine in Ubsu-ukkinna of E-kur just as there came to be
one in that of E-sagil (see p. 290).
33' For (Ma)-Nungal's status as nin, "lady", and agrig, "stewardess", of E-kur, see
Sjoberg, AfO 24, p. 2lf.
ii c The same explanation of the name of Ninurta's temple is found in the Nippur
Temple List (no. 19, I. 14'). For the alternative explanation and the 'etymology' see the
commentary on that line.
d With si.si = {uljdu in this line compare MSL XVI, p. 221, Nabnftu XXIII 345,
si.si.ke = /Ulj-lju-du Sa mir-si.

9' This is the well-known sanctuary first attested in the Tummal inscription (Sollberger,
JCS 16, p. 43, II: bur.Su.su.akl e •en.lil.la, rebuilt by Mesannepadda). It also occurs in
Proto-Kaga/180 (MSL XIII, p. 72: e.bur.su.su.a), paired with e.du 6 .numun.bur, a pairing
that is repeated in the defectively written Middle Babylonian metrological tablet (Bernhardt and Kramer, OrNS 44, p. 98, 46: 3 iku du 6 !(KI).numun.buru14 u bur. <su> .su.a;
the large area occupied by the two shrines in this text is perhaps some kind of precinct or
other open space - note the '"kiri 6 .mag in the preceding line). The sanctuary is further
known from the Canonical Temple List, in which it appears in the Enlil section (Pinches,
PSBA 22, p. 365, 23: [e].bur.su!(NA).su.a = e 28; coli.), and from a bilingual psalm to
Enlil (IV R 2 24, no. 2, 21-22: e.bur.Su.su.a = e.MIN).
The apparent interpretation of su in the temple name as kalu is some indication of the
age of the Nippur Compendium, for su does not appear in such usage until the ninth
century (in boundary stones of Marduk-zakir-sumi: Thureau-Dangin, RA 16, p. 126, iv
24; and Nabu-suma-iskun: ibid., p. 143 = vs I 36, iv 9).
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10' In Hh XX! 8 this is a name of Nippur (above, on i 1-10'), and it may be used here
for a quarter of the city (see below, in ii 16'). But (e).uru.na.nam is also the name of a
temple of Enlil, appearing as such in the Tummal inscription (Sollberger, JCS 16, p. 42,
1-2: uru.na.nam e •en.lil.la, built by Enmebaraggesi) and in the temple lists, in which it is
paired, as here, with e.bur.Su.su.a (MSL XIII, p. 72, Proto-Kagal 179: e.uru.na.nam;
Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 365, 24: [e].uru.na.nam = e 29 (of Enlil), Canonical Temple List).
A sanctuary of the same name (written e.uru/uru.na.nam) is listed for Nab(\ in Babylon
(Tintir IV 21). The first explanation of uru.na.nam offered in the present line is found
again in the explanatory text BM 35188+ 55551 (unpub.), ii 9: uru.na.nam KIMIN ni-ippu-ru alu ki-nam.

11' Temples of the same name belonged to Sin at Ur and at Babylon (see Tintir IV 24
and commentary). The Akkadian explanations of the temple's name given in this and the
following lines differ from those offered by an explanatory temple list of Babylon, text no.
3 (BM 35046, rev. 5' -6'), but independent traditions of scholarship in Babylon and
Nippur are only to be expected. In this line kisjgis supplies kakku, nu of course is Ia, and
gal is therefore apparently understood as maljliru.
12'-13' These unorthodox writings of the temple name E-kiSnu-gal allow the etymologist
to speculatefreely on its meaning. For 6 nun.gal = lgigii see Kienast, AS 16, p. 142. In
1. 13' the Akkadian derives from an analysis of the temple name as e, ka, es.nun ("house
of the prince" (Ea) = A psi!), and gal for gill.( tag.) = petu.
14' E-dubla-mah is the name of another temple of Sin at Ur, but also of sanctuaries in
other cities (Eb;ling, RIA II, p. 274; Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 57). On dub.la as an
architectural feature see Lambert, OrNS 54, p. 193f. dub = (uppu, Ia = nasu, rna~ for
ki.ma!; = qubiiru.
15' The reading of the ceremonial name is uncertain: e.dim 4 .sub may also be possible.
The etymologist apparently interprets kur(PA 4 ) in the light of mu6(PA) = e(/u. With the
idea thus expressed cf. no. 20, GAB 166 and 170.
16' Perhaps read Blt-Suenna; either way this sounds less like a temple name than a
toponym, and a Bit-Sin is indeed attested as an administrative district in the vicinity of
Nippur in the second millennium (see Groneberg, RGTC Ill, p. 44, and Nashef, V, p. 67).
Probably B!t-Suenna is the name of that suburb of Nippur in which was located the cultcentre of the Moon God. Indeed, in the preceding section we have noted E-kisnugal and
E-dubla-ma!;, both temple names much associated with Sin. It may be that we should
understand this temple list as one that enumerates the sacred buildings of Nippur
according to their location, quarter by quarter (after the manner of Tintir IV, the temple

(no.

18)
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list of Babylon). Blt-Suenna would thus be the area in which the temples (and shrines?) of
lines 11'-15' were situated: only those from line 11' because we would then be obliged to
understand Uru-nanam (line 10') not as a temple name but as another quarter. This is by
no means improbable, for as a name of the city Uru-nanam might well have developed
into the name of one of its quarters, just as at Babylon the names Ka-dingirra, Eridu and
Suanna-Tintir were re-used as names of quarters of the city.
The Akkadian explanation of edsuen.na is obscure in its derivation from the Sumerian.
17'-26' (§ 7) With the exception of Umusanna and Umuskita the deities listed in this
section are well known as divine weapons of Ninurta (on which see further Cooper,
Angim, p. 154ff., Appendix B). Another list of Divine Mayors, twelve in number, which
omits the toponyms of the Nippur Compendium and CT 25 14, is PBS X/4 12 // BM
47463 (edited by Livingstone, MMEW, p. 54, 1-6: the rubric should be read 12
6 [en].urum"). There too, many of the list are divine weapons, and it would appear that the
function of the Divine Mayor (Bel-allya) was protective, if not offensive.
19' For Salammii, a settlement near Nippur, see Zadok, RGTC VIII, p. 285. BM 72205
(unpub. duplicate of CT 25 14, 16-36) gives the toponym as "'"u-sa-lam".
20' Dimat-Enlil is a place in Nippur's vicinity, district of Bit-Sin: see Nashef, RGTC V,
p. 81. CT 25 14, 18-19, and its duplicate give Ubanuilla as Bel-iillya of "'"erim.a.bi.
nu.tuku and a/ 6 er-ra-ba-ni.
21'

For Kiir-Ninurta, near Nippur, see Zadok, RGTC VIII, p. 197.

22' The toponym might be read in Akkadian as Kasid-raggi, with which compare the
variant to this line in CT 25 14, 21, and duplicate: 6 ka-sid-raggi(erim) = 6 be/-ali-ia 5 sa
urusa.sa.erimNi-im.
28' For Ninurta as en,.si.gal see Sulgi's 21st year-name (Kraus, OrNS 20, p. 385) and
the litanies (e.g. IV R' 21 *, no. 2, rev. 8-9: umun.si.gal = be-fum is-sak-ku ra-bu-u). In
Astrolabe B the title is transferred to Ningirsu (KAV 218, A i 17-18 = 24-25; cf. SBH
VIJJ, i 12). Parak-mari is known from MB sources to lie between Nippur and Marad
(Nashef, RGTC V, p. 215). The toponym also occurs in the list no. 39 (K 8382, rev. i a 4).
That it was a cult-centre of Ninurta, as the present line attests, probably accounts for its
name, "Throne-Dais of the Son (of Enlil)".
iii 2'-5' (§ 11) Parallels to this section are collected by Livingstone, MMEW, p. 74f. As
observed there, there is enough room in I. 2' of MS a to suppose that it accommodated
the variant sa-a-ri after gi[m-rz], following the tradition of STT 400, 38. Enlil as "lord of
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wind" does indeed not refer to his sphere of command, which is bel gimri; biH siiri is owed
instead to a tradition of literal translation of Sumerian names, which does not always
produce appropriate or relevant sense. The translation in J. 3' of Ninlil as bel zaqfqf is an
example of similar translation.
6'-11' (§ 12) See Livingstone, MMEW, p. 77f. In the variant J. 7a' the explanation of
miisu as e.u 6 .de •am.an.ki is probably a corruption deriving from the garbling of Ea u
Damkina. With J. 11' cf. also CT 24 39, 21, and 25 II, 25. uddazallu is an intercalary unit
which measures the divergence of solar and lunar years, and which accumulates at a rate
of 316 (0,1,40) of a day each day, to produce a necessary intercalation of one month every
three years (so the astronomical compendium mu'Apin II: cf. Hunger, OrNS 56, p. 405f.;
fat this term and uddagiddu, its negative counterpart, see also Landsberger, JNES 8,
p. 254 31 '·).
12'ff. (§ 13)

THE NIPPUR COMPENDIUM (no. 18)
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26' The festival of cleansing goddesses in the river took place in Uliilu, the sixth month
('"kin•inanna): see Astrolabe B (KAV 218, A ii 17-18 = 20-2!) and the expository text
OECTXI 69+70, ii 16'-25'.
28'

Tirum is another ancient month name (see AHw, p. 1361).

29' -29a' This line and its optional variant include what must be a reference to the divine
weapon Tukulsagninnu, "Weapon of Fifty Heads", which is elsewhere interpreted as the
"foremost weapon of Enlil" (•·•"tukul.sag.ninnu = kak-ku res-tu-u sa 6 50: Livingstone,
MMEW, p. 54, 13). As the excerpt tablet demonstrates (see apparatus, MS e), 6 50 can be
Ninurta as well as Enlil (so also in the esoteric series i.NAM.gis.!Jur.an.ki.a: ibid., p. 30ff.,
obv. 7 and rev. 3). The pruning down of DIS UD.DU 6 utu" to ud-du-si in the tradition
represented by the variant line gives an insight into the editorial methods employed by
ancient scholars.

Cf. Livingstone, MMEW, p. 157f.

18' As van Dijk noted (TIM IX, p. xii), this line explains the synonym list LTBA II 2,
177: a-a-ru (2nd month) = tu-sa-ru.
19' tiisirtu is understood as from the same root as esiiru, in Sumerian si ... sa: the allusion
is to Ayyaru ('"gu 4 .si.sa), when oxen are driven over the fields to break the ground (see
the menology Astrolabe B, KAV 218, A i 14-15 = 21-22: gu4 si.sa.e.ne ki.duru,.gal
tag 4 .tag 4 = a/piim'' ul-te-d-se-ru ru-{u-ub-tu up-ta-ta; cf. SBH VIII, ii 13). Otherwise the
word could be a *taprfst formation from wsr, meaning something like "release", or from
'sr, "inspection" or similar (cf. Livingstone's rendering, MMEW, p. 157: "instruction of
Nippur").
21' These two weapons "go out to the Akitu" on 23rd Ayyaru, as reported in the cultic
expository text OECTXI 69+70, i 28 (for the reading see George, ZA 80, p. 158).
22' niq me instead of naq me is exceptional. There may be an allusion to the old north
Mesopotamian month Niqmum (for which see CAD N/2, p. 251). Cf. Livingstone,
MMEW, p. 137ff.
23' The capture of Dumuzi the shepherd occurred in his eponymous month, the fourth:
seep. 309.
24' The association of the fifth month Abu (particularly its 9th day) with wrestling is
also known from the menology Astrolabe B (KA V 218, A ii 6-7 = 13-15), according to
which the contests commemorate Gilgames, no doubt for his famous fight with Enkidu.
Cf. Livingstone, MMEW, p. 225.

30' A link with the eighth month, Ara!Jsamna ("'apin.du!J.a), is suspected, on account
of the spelling of urunakku with uru 4 (APIN). For this as a cultic location see also the
tiikultu text III R 66, viii 6' (Menzel, AT II, p. T 121: 'uru-na-ku), and the lexical entry
Erimljus c 19'-21' (MSL XVII, p. 91):

e
u6 .nir
tHu~nuuru.na

bi-i-tum
ziq-qur-ra-tum

ur-nak-ku

31'-34' The left-hand column of l. 31' reads like an incipit. There is confusion is the
manuscripts in the second sub-column: our eclectic text follows MS e here. The
translation of sa.gi.guru. and sa.igi.guru. (the distinction between them is not clear) by
"feast" follows the qerftu of MS c (see the apparatus). The presence of Sabii!u, the
eleventh month, in l. 33' suggests that 31'-32' deal with Kislimu and Tebetu and 34' with
· '
Addaru.
§ 13a The organization of the list, with its intrusive ruling, is suspect. Cf. the description
in the Archive of Mystic Heptads of the Asakku as "son of Anu, conquered by Ninurta"
(KAR 142, ii 9-10, quoted on p. 285). Kulla is restored in J. 49 with hesitation, for the
brick god is affiliated to Ea (see Lambert, RIA VI, p. 305), and is certainly not expected
as the "foremost son of Enlil".

iv 3 The restoration follows STT 400, 2-3:
[

6

sul.pa].si 4 .a

[ 6 su]l.pa.utul

6
6

sfn(30)
nergal(u.gur)
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9-12 The restored names and equations are taken from other enumerations of the seven
sons of Enmesarra, the cultic commentaries 0 175, obv. 10-14, and AO 6749 iii 3-14
(Livingstone, M MEW, pp. 190 and 200).

5 While the bit ljari! of Nabu is well known (see Tintir IV 15 and commentary), here is
an instance where reference must be made instead to the haru of Ninlil otherwise known
only from the ritual KAR 144, rev. 5 (see Zimmern, ZA 32, p. 174, 53J. If the Courts of
the Sceptre were in E-sumesa, then the presence there of a bit ljari! would suggest that
Nabu's association with it was a borrowing from the cult of Ninurta, his counterpart at
Nippur.

13 The Ubsu-ukkinna of E-kur is documented, along with those of other temples, in the
commentary on Tintir II 16'.
14-18 The restorations suppose that the equations of this section utilize the same gods
as appeared opposite the sons of Enmesarra in the preceding section, and in the same
order. The first six gods, though coming under the rubric dingirgubbU, are also the
udug e.kur.ra.ke4 of An I, which list, though not an exact duplicate, is close enough to
ours to suggest the proposed restorations in ll. 15 and 16 (CT24 8-9, iii 10-15 II 23, ii 5-8:
•alad, •irhan, •alad.sa6 .ga, •Iamma.sa 6 .ga, •udug.ga.ga, •Iamma.ga.ga). Their seven counterparts, all well-known members of Enlil's court, also have the title dingirgubbu in one of
the cultic commentaries cited in the preceding note (0 175, obv. 15; cf. AO 17626, rev. 12:
Livingstone, MMEW, p. 198). Further evidence of them in this function comes from Ur,
whose Neo-Assyrian governor Sin-balassu-iqbi furnished each of them with a brick
(though Ninsar's is still missing), which was given a ceremonial name and described as
their "station" (manziizu) or "seat" (subtu; UET I 173-76, 180-82, found in secondary
contexts in the temple of Ningal). Clearly the bricks once had a cultic use, most probably
as e~placements for divine statues or emblems. The term dingirgubbU, "standing god",
commonly refers to divine courtiers of second rank in the god lists (see CAD A, s.v.
angubbu; also text no. 12, 21'), and is thus seen to denote those deities who in temple
rituals attended the temple's godhead in a subservient capacity. In contrast with the
Nippur Compendium (as we restore it), the god list An I knows of only two dingirgubbu
ofE-kur, •ui-mas and •as.dah (CT24 24, 67-68), but the latter may be the same as the last
such deity listed in the present text (I. 17; a.dah = re~u of course, but note also Proto-lzi
I 175 and variant, (as).dah = re-~u-u-tum: MSL XIII, p. 23). The sign dahl? in our
transliteration resembles AS+BIR (cf. von Weiher, SpTU II, p. 138), so it may be that
what was intended was actually a conflated form •a.as.dan.

451

12 The four chapels are representatives of the great temples of Enlil, Ninlil, Ninurta and
Enlil's vizier, Nuska (usually E-melam-nus or E-melam-anna).
13 Ninimma's temple bears the ceremonial name E-mekilib-sudu, as found m the
Canonical Temple List and the Sons of Nippur (seep. 321).
14-17 The gods ofGula's temple, E-uru-sagga (for which see no. 19, the Nippur Temple
List, I. 24'ff. and commentary), are also known from the cultic commentary AO 17662, 410 (Nougayrol, RA 41, p. 35):
[ifii]m" mer-de-e-ti sa e.uru.sag.ga sa imitti(l5) •ninurta(mas) [•]gula(me.me) •da-mu
•kurun-nam •ku-su •ur-malj [•n]uska ...

[ifiim]'' mer-de-e-ti sa sume/i(J50) 6 nin-imma •su-zi-an-na [6]be/et(gasan)-~eri(edin)
sebettu(imin.bi) 6 be/-iili-ia 5 6 siras [6 ]nin-gir-zi-da ...

6

21 The restoration of the rubric in favour of the Mother Goddess relies on the presence
of her name Ninman (immediately following Enlil and Ninurta and their wives), and of
her son Lillu ( CT 24 26, I 07).
vi II

On gidlpu-du-u, known as a kind of drink, see CAD G. p. 65.

13 At the beginning perhaps [6 e]n.kurun, "Lord of Liquor", who would "open the
ground" when libations of beer seeped into the soil.

e The equation of Kizaza and Ea is known elsewhere: see p. 291.

16 ljupru is a confection traditionally offered to a divinity: see the OB omen apodosis, eri-is-ti is8 -tar a-na lju-up-re-e, "Request of a goddess for 1]." (YOS X 52, 12-13), among

v
The Courts of the Sceptre, outer and inner, might be compared with a sanctuary
e. '"gidru (or bit lja{{l), which is known as one of the smaller, temples of Middle
Babylonian Nippur (in the metrological text HS 194: Bernhardt and Kramer, OrNS 44,
p. 98, 37). However, their prominent position in the Divine Directory, between parts of
E-kur and the other temples of the city, makes it more likely that these courts belonged to
a major sanctuary, perhaps E-sumesa, the temple of Ninurta, where the insignia of
kingship were kept (Curse of Akkade 66-69; for a parallel in Babylon see the commentary
on Tintir IV 15).

others with requests for similar offerings.
The Nippur Temple List (no. 19)
I' With the restoration compare line 7', where E-kiur is interpreted with the same
Akkadian phrase. Here the temple name is analysed as ku, evidently for ki = asru, u and
ru, for which see the commentary on the latter name. Why siiriktu (fern.), when the god of

~-:
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E-kur is Enlil, is mystifying, but note line 19' below, where Nuska, as occupant of Emelam-anna, is evidently alji (masc.) talfmti (fern.) of Anu. The restoration is supported
by the traditional order of the temples of Nippur, in which E-kiur is preceded only by Ekur (for this convention see the temple lists that occur in litanies and laments; the
metrological tablet published by Bernhardt and Kramer, OrNS 44, p. 97, 1-12; the god
list An = Anum 1: CT 24 24, ii 61-64; and no. 18, the Nippur Compendium, v 12). The
current line is thus to be seen as the last of the many explanations of the name E-kur
which would have opened the Nippur Temple List.

7' u is a homophone of u (["Ju = 'ba'-!a-a-fu, MSL III, p 66, S' N 24'); ru = sariiku
(ibid., p. 112, S" I I79; XIV, p. 443, A VI/4 I66). Cf. the translation of the name as bftu
a!iar baliifu i!i!iarraku in the Assyrian Temple List (no. 20, GAB 149).

2' For Ninlil's sanctuary in Nippur see Ebeling, RIA II, p. 322, and Falkenstein, SGL I,
p. 33. As noted above, p. 277, ki.ur is probably to be read ki.uru 12 . With the translation
of the temple name in this line compare an unpublished ritual in which ki.urj.uru.ku.ga, a
shrine in E-sagil (Tintir II 31), is interpreted as asru e!!u naklu (K 3446+8830, rev. 14,
quoted in the commentary, ad Joe.). Both translations draw on the equation of Sum.
uru 16 (EN) and u 18 .ru with nak!u, which is not attested lexically but does occur in
bilinguals: for the former see Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 64, for the latter a list of personal names
(UETVI 117, obv. 6-7 = Charpin, Le c!erge d'Ur, p. 398):
e su.Jug U1s·ru
bftu 'sa' [sju-lub-bu-s1u n]a-ak-lu

8'

Emendation and restoration are conjectural.

9'

u for umun

10'

Cf. '•-•ru

=

=
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bi!lu; ru is apparently understood as ri = relju.
git-ma-lu: MSL XIV, p. 249, Ea II 59.

I I' On the reading of the name of Ninurta's temple see Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 65. With
the explanation given here, which alludes to the character of Ninurta, compare
(sa).diS.sa4 = gitmiilu.
12' su = [emu (MSL XIII, p. I04, Nigga 282); sa4 perhaps a homophone of sa = riksu
(MSL XVII, p. 224, Antaga! G 127; Tintir I 6; E-sagil Commentary, 25-26); me is known

in lexical texts as a common equivalence of SamU, "heavens", but is understood here, and
in the following lines, as ilu.
I3'

su

=

biltu as in MSL XIII, p. 104, Nigga 283.

House whose cleansing rituals are skilfully performed.
References for u 18 .ru and uru 16 have been collected by Sjoberg, op. cit., p. 62ff., who
declines to translate them; but "skilful(ly wrought/built)" would be very suitable where
the word describes, as often, temple facades and interiors: note in particular the
parallelism of a line in a hymn to the temple of Isin (ibid., p. 39, 380):
igi.bi U1g.ru.am sa.bi galam.kad,.am
Its outside is skilfully built, its interior is artfully wrought.
5' The bft ljammilti is the chamber where a head of household sleeps with his wife (see
CAD 1;1, p. 69f.). In sacred contexts it is the bedchamber that witnesses the rites of divine
marriage (cf. Matsushima, Acta Sum 9, p. 154). As such it is also found in the Assyrian
Temple List, explaining e.ur4 .ur4 of Nabu (no. 20, GAB 162 and commentary); in an
Assyrian literary text, K 1354, with reference to !Star's cult-centre at Uruk (George,
SAAB 1, p. 32, 1: e.an.na bet lja-mu-ti-ia); and in an inscription of Assurbanipal, where
the bft lja-am-mu-ti of Marduk and Zarpanltum houses their bed (Craig, ABRT I 77, 28).
6' ki = asru and u = ba!ii{u (as below, on line 7'); ru for zdqu is possible (strictly it
should be ri, but compare the incantation CT 16 42, 10-11, where mu.un.da.ru.us = i-ziqqu), and i-ziq-[x] can hardly be from any other verb, although it makes no good sense.
Perhaps emend to i-qis!-[su], and compare with the following line.

14' This line is also found in the excerpt tablet of the Nippur Compendium, and is
included in our edition of§ 6 of that text as line c (p. 148). There the alternative reading
appears in the fuller phrase q-met KIMIN ka-mi-is, where kamis, although neither
subjunctive nor even feminine, appears to be a stative governed by e~emtu. In the present
line we read kiimis, "which gathers", as a simple alternative to riikis. The etymologist
probably derives rakiisu from sa. (via sa, as in the previous lines, where sa. = riksu),
e~emtu from the same (through (gir.pad).DU), ilu from me and biltu from su (see above).
15'

sa 4

=

nakiisu here? Cf. sab = nakiisu, Diri V 61 = PBS V 106, i 31; Hunger, SpTU

I 49, 25.

16' The etymologist apparently understood su in the temple name for su = tabiiku
(MSL XIV, p. 129, 22; IX, p. 129, 270), me for ilu, as above, and sa4 for sa ,;, diimu
(MSL XIII, p. 104, Nigga 298).
17'-18' Nuska's temple in Nippur elsewhere goes by the name ofE-melam-bus (Sjoberg,
TCS III, p. 19, 48; An = Anum I: CT 24 24, ii 64). But note the pairing in the Canonical
Temple List (Pinches, PSBA 22, p. 362, i 1-2):
e.me.h\m.an.[na]
e.me.h\m.g[us]

[bft 6 nuska]
[bft MIN]
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E-melam-anna is also well attested as the name of Nuska's temple at Harran, rebuilt by
Assurbanipal (Ebeling, RIA II, p. 360).
The etymologist derives ilu from me again, palabu (strictly ni, of course) probably from
lam(NE), and both elftu and saplftu from an.na, apparently.
19' The "bosom friend of Anu" we suppose to be Nuska, owner of the temple. Oddly,
the genders of abi and ta!imti do not agree, and the feminine talimtu is hardly expected
with reference to a male god. But compare Tintir V 14, which lists a dais of Marduk
called talimat ahhesu "Twin of his Brothers", which we expect from the context to be an
'
epithet of the god of Babylon.

--

20' E-bara-durgarra, "House, Dais of the Throne", is the name of a well-known
sanctuary of !Star in Nippur (Ebeling, RIA II, p. 264). The mythological allocation of Ebara-durgarra to !Star by Enlil is described in the Hymn to a Queen of Nippur, IV 1-15
(Lambert, Zikir sumim, p. 201ft'.), and in the Exaltation of !Star, IV 33-44 (Hruska, ArOr
37, p. 489).
The Akkadian explanation of the ceremonial name interprets bara (often sarru) as belu;
dur apparently as ~a!tu, normally du 14 (LU.NE); and gar as sakiinu.
22' The restoration of the temple name is based on the interpretation of it in the second
sub-column: kar = eteru, zi = napistu. An E-kar-zida is attested, though not at Nippur,
as a sanctuary of Na~na and Ningal at Ur (Ebeling, RIA II, p. 320); and kar zi.da, "true
quay", is an epithet of the Moon God's temple in Gaes (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 26, 166; cf.
p. 87).
23' Few temple names end in -bUr (which is certain on the tablet), but a shrine
(e).du 6 .numun.bur appears at Nippur in the Tummal inscription (Sollberger, JCS 16,
p. 42, 6: du 6 . 6 numun.bilrfbur.ra, built by Gilgames), in Proto-Kaga! and the Middle
Babylonian metrological text (paired in both with e.bur.Su.su.a, citations above, p. 445),
and in the story of Ninurta-paqidiit's dog-bite (Cavigneaux, BagM 10, p. ll2f., 16 and
22: du 6 !(MA). 6 numun!.bur.rajru). The restoration of the ceremonial name of this sanctuary in the present line is further supported by an equation in Antaga! E (MSL XVII,
p. 209, i 7': ["]u-mu-u"numun = ef-lum), which, unless one evades the issue by reading e-fil
in our second sub-column, one must assume the etymologist thought reasonable justification for numun = etel!u (here then is an example of the manipulation for 'etymological'
purposes of not Sumerian but Akkadian words, for which there was, on account of the
nature of the language, much less opportunity: see p. 387 for further examples). For
6 numun.bur.ra = e!pet meburki, "alfa", see CAD M/2, p. 2, and AHw, p. 639.
24' -26' The restoration of the temple name again relies on the clues given by the
Akkadian explanations: ni$irtu and na~iiru call uru to mind, of course, and uru could well
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also be interpreted as sarikat baliifi, for this is a phrase which earlier in the list explained
the homophonous u.ru (lines I and 7, and the commentary thereon). The further
restoration in line 24 of ana niSi is lexically acceptable, but so too would be ana mati or
ana arne/uti: see Idu I 109-11 (Hrozny, ZA 20, p. 429f., 24-26):
ma-a-tum
ne-e-Su
a-mi-fum

Either way, the explanation of line 24 is appropriate for, according to the litanies, the
resident of E-uru-sagga is Gula as Nintinugga, goddess of healing (ama e.uru.sag.ga
gasan.ti,(TIN).lu.ba.(ke4 ): Reisner, SBH III, ii 22; IV, 108; Langdon, BL, no. 73, rev. 23;
no. 92, rev. 5; etc.). Gula's ownership is also demonstrated by a comparison of the Divine
Directory of Nippur (Nippur Compendium, v 14-17) and a ka/U text published by
Nougayrol (RA 41, p. 35, 4-10: quoted above, p. 451), which list the same gods in,
respectively, bit 6 gu-!a and e.uru.sag.ga. The temple appears again as e.uru.sag.ga in LB
administrative documents from Nippur (TMH 2-3 241, 6; G.J.P. McEwan, ROMCT II,
p. 60, 48, 5). Written otherwise, it occurs also in the unpublished continuation of the
syncretistic hymn KAR 109+343, among other temples of Nippur (courtesy W.G.
Lambert):
ina

e. Uru.sag.ga mu-kin-na-izt i-Sit-ti niS'trncS x[ ... ]

In E-uru-sagga (the goddess) establishes the storehouse of the people ... [... ]
The author of the hymn once again demonstrates his characteristic etymological bent,
and this is of interest for the present text: uru(URU x UD) he renders as isittu, strictly
erim(URU x GAR); sag he renders as nisu, as we have proposed in our restoration of
line 24'; and ga' gives mukinnu.

ASSur

The Giitteradressbuch of Assur- §§ 2-8 (no. 20)
120-33 (§2) The city gates of Assur are enumerated in a number of lists, of which that
embedded in GAB is the longest. The closest parallel to GAB's list is preserved in a
building inscription of Salmaneser III which survives on the base of a basalt statue of
Kidudu, one of the city's divine sentinels (ma~~ar durfsu: GAB 135; as pointed out by
Reade, BagM 17, p. 299f., the statue represents the deity, not the king, and the traditional
name for its text, the Throne Inscription, must be abandoned). This list, which Menzel
utilised as MS F in her edition of GAB, has been collated, and reads as follows (La yard,
ICC, p. 77; Delitzsch, BA VI/I, p. l53f.; Craig, Hebraica 2, p. 141, iii 10-16):
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sa-ni-qa-at mal-kemcs
!iibat(du 10 .ga)"' eli um-ma-ni-sa
mu-Sar-Si-da-at a-rat-te-e
aS-Sur mu-kan-niS Sap-~u-te
ba-na-at •!amassi(lamma) sarri(20)*
d§amaS nl!-er mul-tar-lji
ra-si-nat ku-ru-nu ilanzmes
ik-kib-sa Ia ma-ga-ri

abul tabira(URUDU.NAGAR)
abul ne-rab sarri(20) mus-la-li
abul si-qur-ra-a-te
abul as-sur
abul MAL-me
abul d§amas"*
abul ma-gal niiru(id)*
abul ti-sir-ri*

(* Signs so marked were lost by the time Craig published (1885), but were seen by

Layard, whose copy may have been made before the statue's transportation from Assur.
The popular name of the fifth gate, abul MAL-me, is perhaps corrupt: an emendation to
abul sal!-me, "Gate of the Statue", might be considered, and would not be incompatible
with ·the traces of GAB's MS c. In the popular name of the seventh gate ma-gal is a
meaningless corruption of mag(a)rat.)
The context of the Kidudu inscription's list, embedded in a text which deals with
Salmaneser's restoration of the double walls of Assur, encourages the supposition that it
is an accurate reflection of the topography of the city during this king's reign (858-24).
GAB repeats the gates of Salmaneser's list, and in the same order, but then adds another
five: the Serua Gate, the Mountain Gate, the Sheep Gate, the Illat (i.e. People's) Gate
and the obscurely named Gate of their Intelligence. Of these additional gates the Sheep
Gate and the People's Gate occur together in inscriptions of Erisum, and are evidently
very old gate names (Landsberger and Balkan, Bel/eten 14, pl. 22, 3-4 II pl. 24, 9-10;
Weidner, IAK, p. 18, no. 13, ii 1-4; KAHil II, 35-37). Outside the Giitteradressbuch they
survive into the late period only in the gate list which appears in tiikultu texts (Menzel,
AT II 61 = KAR 2!4, ii 39-44 II 58 = STT 88, iii 24'-31'):
abul as-sur
abul •samas
abul •is-tar
abul ni-si
abul ~i-i-n[z]
abul ta-s1im-ti-su-nu]
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in the 12th century, from two documents of the archive of Ninurta-tukulti-Assur which
deal with the allocation of sheep, income from audience gifts (niimurtu: see now Pedersen,
Archives and Libraries I, p. 56ff.). The one is KAJ 254 (3-8):
biib as-sur
biib "'samas(utu!)'
abul a-sa-te
ti-sa-ri

biib •se-ru-ia
abul urudu! ti-be-ra

Assur Gate;
Sam as Gate;
Turret Gate;
Tisarru (Gate);
Serua Gate;
Tabira Gate.

These gates are later described as abulliitem••, "city gates" (1. 20). The other document is
dated six days later (Donbaz, NTA, A 1735, 1-5):
biib ta-bi-ra
biib as-sur
biib •samas(utu)
biib ti-sa-ru
biib •se-ru-a

Tabira Gate;
Assur Gate;
Samas Gate;
Tisarru Gate;
Serua Gate.

Several of these gates are known from other Middle and early Neo-Assyrian sources:
Tabira Gate

Assur Gate

Assur Gate;
Samas Gate;
!Star Gate;
People's Gate;
Sheep Gate;
Gate of their Intelligence.

Although the tiikultu texts in the copies we know date to the Sargonid period (KAR 214
to the reign of Assur-etel-ilani, STT 88 to that of Sennacherib), they no doubt include
much older material, and KAR 214 can be seen by its concluding prayer (iv 7'-27') to
exhibit signs of a Middle Assyrian date of composition (cf. Frankena, Tiikultu, p. 23f.).
Old gate names are thus to be expected in its lists, and the enumeration of gates it
provides need not tally with the topography of the Neo-Assyrian city (cf. Miglus, ZA 72,
p. 273). Indeed, the tiikultu texts do not even agree well with the situation as it is known
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Turret Gate

Weidner, /Tn I, iv 22 II 3, 21: abul ta-bi-ra; Donbaz, NTA, A 2611,
6: biib ta-bi-ra; King, AKA, p. 146, v 8: abu! tabira (Assur-bel-kala);
Andrae, WVDOG 23, p. 166, 5 and 15: abul tabira (Assur-dan II);
note later KAV 39 = Ebeling, SVAT no. 3, obv.! 4': abul tabira
(Sennacherib).
Miiller, MVAG 4113, p. 16 = KAR 135, iv 17: abul as-sur (ritual); in
another ritual, KAR 154 = Menzel, AT II 2, obv. 9, biib as-sur is
apparently a gate of the temple complex, in the company of biib samu-ub; Miglus, ZA 72, p. 270, considers identifying it with the Gate
of Ea-sarru, see below; the term abul/u, in this period a synonym of
biibu with reference to monumental gates, does not exclude this
possibility.
Inscriptions of Tiglathpileser I and Assur-bel-kala give good
grounds for identifying this with the better known Tigris Gate (see
Miglus, ZA 72, p. 269). For the latter see KAH 65 obv. 28 II II 35,
26: biib •idiqlat(DALLA.LA) (Adad-niiriir! I); Weidner, A/0 18,
p. 344, 39: biib •idiqlat(DALLA.LA) (Tiglathpileser I); King, AKA,
p. 146, v 8: biib '•idiqlat(idigna) (Assur-bel-kala). According to
Adad-niiriir!'s inscription the Tigris Gate lay at one end of the river
wall (kisirtu). At the other was the Gate of Ea-sarru (biib •e-a-sarru),
which will be the northern point of reference for this wall, for Ea-
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sarru's shrine formed part of the temple of Assur (Menzel, AT I,
p. 50). The Gate of Ea-sarru was probably a gate of the temple
complex rather than a city gate proper, which would been of
dubious value on a cliff top.

124 If the pop~lar name of this gate is to be read abut $[al-m]i (see above, p. 456), the
statue m questiOn will be that of the king's lamassu commemorated in the gate's
ceremonial name.

Middle Assyrian sources attest only one other city gate, the Sheep Gate, which survived
from the Old Assyrian era at least until the reign of Enlil-narar! (Weidner, IAK, p. 46, l,
4: abut $<inf(udu)), but which may have been renamed by the time of Ninurta'tukultiAssur.
Thus it appears that the gate list of the tii.kultu texts was archaistic or artificial even at
the time of its composition, and that it can have little significance for the topography of
the Middle Assyrian city. However this may be, the two documents of Ninurta-tukultiAssur's archive certainly reflect the topography of the period, and it can be seen that in
fact their list forms the nucleus of those of Salmaneser III and the Gotteradressbuch. The
order of the Middle Assyrian list underlies that of the later two: Tabira, ... Assur, ...
Samas, Tigris/River/Turret, and Serua Gates (although the last is omitted by Salmaneser). It is not likely that this well-established sequence is a random one. The
sequence starts at the Tabira Gate, identified by inscription as the north-west gate of the
city wall, or at the Assur Gate in KAJ 254, and can be shown to make a clockwise circuit
of the old walls (see Miglus, ZA 72, p. 270), making a detour for the River Gate in the
New City (significantly omitted in one list). The gates interpolated in the later lists,
Muslalu, Ziqqurrat and MAL-mefi, will be later than the twelfth century, and perhaps
date to the wholesale reconstruction of the walls by Salmaneser himself. Their position in
the sequence will ascertain their placing on the wall (see Miglus, ZA 72, p. 27lf.). The
extra gates of the G6tteradressbuch, the Mountain, Sheep and People's Gates, and the
Gate of their Intelligence, are probably best explained as additions owed to the eclectic
traditions of list compilation: that is, they were known names of ancient gates tacked on
to the list of later ones for the sake of completion. At this point then, the order of the list
need have no topographical significance (though Miglus would equate the last three with
the sequence Tisarru, Serua and Tabira Gates: ZA 72, p. 273).

126 The implication of magrat nii.ru is that at this gate the Tigris allows the easiest
crossing.

121 For the mu§lii.lu at Assur and Nineveh, and its connection with the city gates of
these towns, see G. van Oriel, Cult of A§§ur, pp. 13 and 29ff. In the Old Assyrian period
the mu§lii.lu building at Assur was the location of a court of justice (see the references
collected in CAD M/2, p. 277), and this brings to mind the ancient tradition of "justice at
the gate".
123 According to the NA letter ABL 1360 = SAA I 55, this gate (l. 8': bii.b as-sur) gave
access to a river landing, most probably from the E-sarra temple complex (cf. Miglus, ZA
72, p. 270).

127 For Tisarru, a settlement downstream of the citadel of Assur and on the opposite
bank of the river, see George, Iraq 50, p. 31, BM 30211, II, and note.
131 The reading of the divine name dKASKAL + K UR adopted here is one of several
possibilities (see MSL XIV, p. 190, Ea I 279ff.).
133 For bal.tilk' as a literary name of Assur, whose reading is determined by the variant
orthography bal.ti.Jaki (Messerschmidt, MVAG 1/I, p. 73; Nabonidus), see the references
of Brinkman, PHPKB, p. 168'o31.
134-38 The close ~ssociatio_n between GAB and Salmaneser III's Kidudu inscription
noted m the hst of city gates IS m further evidence in § 3. Salmaneser's inscription records
the collapse and rebuilding of dkf-du-du ma-$ar diiri-N1, and also mentions du-la-a ma-sar
iili-su (Delitzsch, BA VI/I, p. 153, iii 32 and 39). For Kidudu, a name which represents-an
abbreviatiOn of GAB's den.gi 6 .du.du, "Lord Night-Prowler", in a protective function see
also the lexical entry (lu).gi 6 .a.du.du = lja-i-!u (MSL XII, p. 116, Lu II 11; XVI, p. 96,
Nabnltu V 12). Ulay is found at Assur in the company of Bel-labrfya (Menzel, AT II 21
=. KA V ~8, 24; 54 = III R 66, ii 10; 58 = STT 88, ii 30), and in the sanctuary 9f Ninlil
w1thm E-sarra (64, GAB 21; 58 = STT 88, i 48), and is presumably the deified river of
Elam (another river deified at Assur is the !)abur: GAB 88). Note further a gate of this
g~d in OA Assur, biib df-lu-la-a (<II-Ulay; Grayson, ARRIM 3, p. 12, 31: Puzur-Sin).
Isq1ppu IS perhaps chosen as a dlV!ne sentinel by virtue of the earthworm's by-name
"guardian of the soW' (is-qi-pu = ma-$ar {i-di, Practical Vocabulary of Assur 412;
Landsberger and Gurney, AfO 18, p. 332 = MSL VIII/2, p. 69; cf. ibid., pp. 45, Hg A II
274; 60, Uruanna III 215).
139-40 In Salmaneser's Kidudu inscription wall and rampart have distinct names: the
for;ner is sa me-lam-mu-su miita kat-mu, "Whose Splendour Covers the Land" (iii 37),
while the latter IS mu-niir-ri-{i kib-ra-a-te (iii 38), as here and in another inscription of the
same king (Michel, WO l, p. 387, I 7).
141 Basmu, a horned serpent of mythology, here appears to be the name of Assur's
moat (cf. further p. 135 for the Snake God as the moat of Babylon).
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144-47 E-sarra, like several other temple names of Assur, is borrowed from Nippur,
where it is a name of Enlil's temple, E-kur (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 119), and so also the
name of Enlil's heavenly domain in the cosmos organized by Marduk (Eniima elis V 120
and VI 66: see further p. 296). The borrowing of this and other temple names from
Nippur reflects the syncretism of Assur and his family on the one hand, and Enlil of
Nippur and his family on the other (for which see above, p. 185f.).
On these lines see further van Driel, Cult of Assur, p. 34ff. The Akkadian explanations
of the second column are straightforward translations of all four ceremonial names.
e.silr.ra is also explained as bit kis-su-ti in a prayer to Tasmetum on behalf of Assurbanipal (KAR 122, obv. 5).
148-49 The two names of the sanctuary ofNinlil (Mullissu) in E-sarra are well known in
association with this goddess. In Nippur e.ga.'"SU.A is the cella of Ninlil's sanctuary,
e.ki.ur (Falkenstein, SGL I, p. 33; for E-kiur see further no. 19, the Nippur Temple List,
lines 2' -10'). Both temple names appear with other shrines and temples of Nippur in
Proto-Kaga/ (MSL XIII, p. 72, 183 and 188). In the Canonical Temple list one may read
[e.ga(n).']"SU.A among other sanctuaries of Ninlil (II R 61, no. 7, 69). Note further
ka.ga.'"SU.A in the gate list KAV 134, ii 13.
The etymological derivation of isid miiti from the first temple name is not wholly
supported by the extant lexical texts (CT II 30, ii 53 = Idu II 155 supplies ••-•ga = ma-a[tu], but the equation of iSdu with •"SU.A = littu, "stool", is new). The interpretation of
E-kiur, on the other hand, is closely paralleled in the Nippur Temple List, where it is asar
siirikat balii{i (I. 7'; for the etymology see the commentary).
150 In MS d this line appears on the left edge, having apparently been omitted in error
from the main text (on this scribal convention see Halla in Finkelstein Memorial Volume,
p. !Olff.). On the location of the temple see the introduction. The Akkadian interpretation is based not on "the fact that '"mas.mas is connected with divination" (van Driel)for he is not, except in a very broad sense, as one who averts ill portents whose presence
is ascertained by divination; rather the ancient etymologist is thinking of mas = bzru and
mas.su.gid.gid = biirCt and barCt.
151 A temple of the same name, which is most appropriate to its owner, the god of
knowledge, appears in the Canonical Temple List among other temples of Ea (II R 61,
no. I, obv. 28: [e.gestu.ma]g.su.du 7 ). The temple's name translates literally as "House
which Perfects Sublime Wisdom".
152-52a E-sumesa is also Ninurta's temple in Nippur, and as such is subject to
considerable 'etymological' attention in the Nippur Compendium (no. 18, ii c) and the
Nippur Temple List (no. 19, 11'-16'). Regarding the explanation offered in the present
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=

par~u;

bamiimu is well known in its use with par~u (for the stock phrase par~;: ljamiimu see

P·. 321 ), and accordingly its presence here may not of necessity rest upon lexical equation
w1th any part of the ceremonial name. gimru might conceivably be extracted from su,
given that su.nigin (and thus also for the etymologist's purpose, the individual signs su
and nigin) means napljaru, "totality". The explanation alludes to Ninurta's role as a
"gatherer of me's", for which see further p. 321 f.
E-mag, here an alternative name or a constituent part of E-sumesa, is found in similar
relation to Ninurta's temple at Nippur in the Collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns
(Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 20, 67), and thus appears to be a temple name traditionally
associated with Ninurta.
153 The temple of Anu is the subject of a metrological description in the NA fragment
Assur 19763 (Weidner, A/0 8, p. 43).
154 The variant MS B, which omits the possessive suffix on ikriblsu, provides a
translation closer to the Sumerian: "House which Hears Prayers".
155 The temple's name is, of course, appropriate to Adad who, as a god responsible for
both rain and irrigation, is empowered to ensure an abundant harvest. The same
ceremonial name is found for his cult-centre in Kurba'il (GAB 180).
156 With the temple name compare the famous e.gul.g\:!1 of Sin at Harran.
157 E-babbarra is also the name of temples of Samas at Sippar and Larsa. With the
Akkadian translation of the present line compare the Samas Hymn, where we read [ina
e.babbar.ra bin] nam-ru su-bat ta-si-la-ti-ka (BWL, p. 138, 193).
158 The name is shared with the temple of Nabii of the ljarii in Babylon, for which see
Tintir IV 15 and commentary. iSartu in the explanation evidently takes into account the
variant name of the temple found in MSS fh (see the apparatus), "House which Regulates
the Sceptre of the Land".
The temple of Nabii at Assur is known to archaeology only in the rebuilding of Sinsarra-iskun, but his inscription records the previous existence of a temple dating back at
least to Salmaneser I or II (Bohl, Akkadian Chrestomathy, no. 25, 23; cf. Menzel, AT I,
p. 74f.). In the interval between the building's dereliction and last rebuilding Sin-sarraiSkun reports that the cult of Nabii and his consort Tasmetum had been transferred to
the temple of !Star (II. 25-26). The German excavations revealed that tl:)e new temple
partly covered or abutted the sites of several older temples of Assyrian !Star, including
Tukulti-Ninurta I's e.me ( = e.me.dinanna, see GAB 164 and commentary), and the
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rebuildings of Assur-resa-isi and Salmaneser III. Noting the division of the temple into
two separate complexes of rooms, Andrae proposed that Sin-sarra-iskun's building
comprised a new temple of Nabu abutting along its north front an existing sanctuary of
!Star, thus forming a double-temple (Das wiedererstandene Assur, ed. Hrouda, p. 232ff.).
Although this theory has been called into question (see Postgate, Sumer 30, p. 55f.), and
the ascription to !Star of the northern part of the building is uncertain, the topographical
proximity at Assur of the temples of Nabii and !Star is not doubted.
Topographical considerations may have been the cause of the intrusion, in this section
of the Assyrian Temple List, of Nabii into the traditional theological sequence Sin Samas - !Star, but there is other evidence too. At first sight the Divine Directory
presents difficulties, for there Nabu shares a sanctuary with Bel-sarru (GAB 68: cf.
above, p. 170 13 ), while Tasmetum appears in the temple of !Star (GAB 75). But also in
the former is •DI-ni-tum (GAB 71), a goddess who at the time of Tukult!-Ninurta l's
rebuilding occupied a cella in e.me of !Star. This apparent confusion is not likely to have
arisen from simple topographical proximity but suggests a situation in which the
sanctuaries of Nabu (and Bel-sarru) and of !Star had become closely linked in cultic
matters too. Since there is no theological explanation for such a pairing, it seems
probable that the temples of Nabu and !Star were not just adjacent but comprised the
several parts of a single complex. The sharing of a temple complex between deities who
were not necessarily natural associates seems to have been a typical feature at Assur: one
notes the formal realisation of such associations in the double-temples of Anu and Adad
and of Sin and Samas, and we have argued elsewhere for a temple complex of Gula,
Amurru and Marduk (see Iraq 50, p. 32ff.).
A clue to the history of the cultic association of Nabu and !Star is in fact hidden in the
temple nomenclature. A temple name much associated with !Star (as Nanay) is e.me.
ur 4 .ur4 , which is given to temples in Larsa, Uruk and Babylon (see Tintir IV 30 and
commentary). The dedication of two statues of lions to !Star of e.me.ur•. ur. by Sams!Adad I is likely to refer to yet a fourth sanctuary of this name, at Mari, perhaps, but
equally possibly at Assur (cf. Charpin, MARl 3, p. 46f.). Given the close cultic relationship
and topographical proximity observed for the sanctuaries of Nabii and !Star at Assur in
the period of the Gotteradressbuch, it is interesting to observe that, while !Star's temple is
known by the time ofTukult!-Ninurta I as e.me, one of the names ofNabu's sanctuary is
e.ur4 .ur4 (GAB 162). Neither of these ceremonial names belongs to the standard
repertoire, but conflated they yield of course the familiar e.me.ur4 .ur4 . In the light of this
one may suggest that the splitting into two parts of a traditional temple name derives
from the division of a single sanctuary between two distinct cults. Accordingly we
propose that some time between the nineteenth and thirteenth centuries part of the temple
of !Star was set aside for the cult of Nabii. Theologically the partition of the name is a
device that neatly documents the separation of the two cults and makes at the same time
an implicit statement of the close bond between them.

159 In the ceremonial name of the City Hall the sign after kisib can now be seen not to
be RA, as read previously. The surface of MS e is scratched and scuffed along the length
of the name, but with the new reading compare the lexical entries Antaga/ VII 1-2 (MSL
XVII, p. 165):
na4kiSib.ra.ra
kiSib.gur

na 4

ka-na-ku
MIN sa n"kunukki
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"to seal"
"ditto, of a document"

The end of the ceremonial name is preserved only on MS d, in which sag.dil ( = piristu)
and the division mark (:), in use here because sub-column i trespasses into ii, have
evidently been miscopied as sag. TIL.
On the theology of the City Hall and the sealing of the Tablet of Destinies by Assur, as
well as the building's place in the Nabii section of the list, see George, Iraq 48, p. 140f.
160-61 On these two temples, probably in Kalhu and Nineveh, seep. 170. They share
their name with the famous cult-centre of the god in Borsippa.
162 On bit bammiiti used of other temples see no. 19, the Nippur Temple List, l. 5' and
commentary. Nabu is associated with a (bit) ljammiiti at Assur in the prayer to Tasmetum
for Assurbanipal, but probably without reference to the present sanctuary (KAR 122,
obv. 10: miir •bet issu bet fup-pi a-na lja-am-mu-[te ... ]).
163 For e.su.nigin.su.du 7 of Nabii similarly explained, see the explanatory fragment no.
28 (BM 76887, 6'), and for its listing in the Canonical Temple List, the commentary ad
loc.
164 To Tukult!-Ninurta I the temple of !Star of Assur was simply e.me bU par-#, "Erne, the house of ordinances" (Weidner, !Tn, no. 7, 38-39). See further above, on GAB
158.
166 Read tus with the gloss [t]u-us in MS d. tus is interpreted by the etymologist as durl
durun = napalsulju; the use of a sign in another of its values for purposes of
'etymological' speculation is a device of the scholar, and has no implications for the
correct reading of the temple name.
167 With the ceremonial name compare that of a temple of !Star in the Canonical
Temple List: "-Saga.ra = bit 58 sa da-ad-muS[I''] (II R 61, no. 2, ii 32 II Craig, AJSL 13,
p. 220, Sm 289, obv. ii 3).
168-70 We read Sarrat-nipha rather than Belat-nipha (Menzel) or Sarrat-natha (Borger,
ABZ) on the evidence of the phonetic writing •sar-rat-ni-ip-lji, as documented by
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Grayson, ARI II, p. 168 757 • Note further •gasan"'-ni-ip-lja (ABL 1221, rev. 6), •gasan-niip-lji (VS XIX 67, II: Middle Assyrian), and, at Arbil, •JS-ni-ip-l]u (III R 66 = Menzel,
AT II, no. 54, vii 23). Sarrat-nipiJi, "Queen of the Planetary Rising" is !Star in her aspect
as the rising Venus.
An imperative, such as appears in most MSS of line 170, is rather surprising in the
explanation of a ceremonial temple name; a single source (MS B) offers instead the
infinitive, allowing a translation of sub-column ii as "House of the prostrating of heroes".

179-80 Kurba'il is a cult-centre of Adad (Menzel, ATI, p. lllf.) who is accordingly BelKurba'il. The twin names of the temple support this identification: E-dur-IJenunna is
noted as a temple name suited to Adad in the commentary on line !55; E-kilib-kurkurraduldul alludes to Adad in his aspect of storm god, whose shadow may well be said to
"envelop all the lands". Given the likelihood that the writing "'"arba-z'l is dependent on a
folk etymology of an original toponym Urbil or Arbil (cf. Ur III: Urbilum), one may
observe that "'"kur-ba-i/, "Bless me 0 God!", probably reflects a toponym Kurbil. Like
Arbil, Kurbil would belong to the old 'Proto-Euphratic' toponymy of Mesopotamia (cf.
pp. 238, 253).
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171 This temple shares its name with the temple of Belet-Ninua in Babylon (Tintir IV
32), which is explained in a commentary as bit U$uriit same u er$eti (no. 3, BM 34850, rev.
12'). ina /ibbisu udda (with variants utta, "are found", see the apparatus) in the present
line is a phrase owed to the verbosity of the compiler of the Assyrian Temple List, rather
than one derived 'etymologically' from the Sumerian. According to MS B E-gisiJur-ankia
belonged to Belat-Arbil, and it is possible that the !Stars of Nineveh and Arbil were
imagined as a single divinity in Assur. !Star's two temples in these cities also appear in the
list, in lines !50 (E-masmas of Nineveh) and 178 (E-gasan-kalamma of Arbil).
172 E-nindaba-dua is literally "House where Bread Portions are Baked" (du, = epil),
and evidently Amurru's sanctuary served as a temple bakery (probably for the Gula
temple complex, which seems to have comprised the cult-centres of Gula, Amurru and
Marduk: see my note on BM 30211, 1-3, in Iraq 50, p. 32ff.). The etymologist translates
ninda.ba as nidbil (nindabfi) and, more loosely, naptanu, thus stressing the culinary
function of the building, but ignores the rest of the temple name.
173 Other Gula temples of this name are her cult-centre at !sin and one of her two
sanctuaries at Babylon, for both of which see Tintir IV 5 and commentary. The temple of
Babylon is explained as bit rubiiti rabiti (no. 3, BM 34850, obv. 13').
174 E-sa-bad is also the name of a temple of Gula in Babylon, across the river from
Egal-maiJ (Tintir IV 42), and for this and other sanctuaries of the same name see the
commentary, ad Joe,, as also for its Akkadian explanation.
175 The equation of bad and qubiiru here probably relies on the association of the sign
BAD (ug 5 and us) with death.
177 For E-maiJ of Ninurta see above, line 152a and commentary.
178 E-gasan-kalamma is well known as the name of !Star's cult-centre at Arbil, restored
by Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal (Ebeling, RIA II, p. 278; Menzel, ATI, p. 6ff.).

181

On E-sagil, the temple of Marduk in Babylon, see Tintir IV I and commentary.

182 E-IJal-anki is strictly the subtu of Zarpanitum in her cella in E-sagil (Tintir II 7 and
commentary); but it is used by Assurbanipal as a name for her sanctuary as a whole and
should be so understood here.
183-84a Zabban lay on the borders of Assyria and Babylonia (Grayson, ABC, p. 265;
Brinkman, PHPKB, p. 188 1151), and was another cult-centre of Adad (on the city
generally see Weidner, A/0 15, p. 75ff.). The temple names reflect this god's frightening
aspect as thunderstorm. The second name is evidently explained for a second time only in
MS B (the optional line 184a).
185 The bit l]urse or "pantry" is presumably that part of E-sarra which is so described
in the Divine Directory (GAB 25): see further the introduction. Oddly, the Akkadian
explanation of the temple name and the everyday name appear in reverse order in this
line. As regards the former, the etymologist interprets bur as naptanu with the lexical texts
(Ea III, Idu II, S" M, S" I: see CAD Nj!, p. 319), but the remainder of the explanation is
probably contextual amplification without etymological justification. An abbreviated
form of the ceremonial name of the bit yurse is e.bur.an.na, "House of the Heavenly
Jars", which is found in MS f and in a prayer to Tasmetum (KAR 122, rev. 3: tur
e.bur.an.n[a], a point on the goddess' procession into E-sarra between gates of Ea-sarru
and Dunga (rev. 1-2) and the Grand Court). This is a name appropriate to somewhere
where meal offerings are stored and prepared (for bur as a cultic jar see p. 325).
186 E-aratta-kisarra, "House of the Mountain of the Universe", also occurs in the
ziqqurrat list II R 50, i 23, but as the name of the temple tower of Karkara (IM"'). The
name is especially suited to the ziqqurrat of Assur, the Assyrian Enlil, for aratta is an
epithet particular to Enlil (see Tintir II 3, where ki.aratta., is the name of Enlil's subtu in
E-sagil, and commentary). As such it is interpreted in Akkadian as both kabtu (Proto-Diri
547a; Diri IV 88; Malku I 18; cf. Hh IV 77) and sadil (von Soden, ZA 43, p. 235, Malku
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II 32: a-ru-tu-u = sad-du-u; Cavigneaux, Textes scolaires I, pp. 112, 79.B.l/214, rev. ii-iii
8: a-rat-u = sa-du-u; 113, 79.B.l/22, rev. i 7: a-rat-tu-u = sa-du-u). But while Enlil might
be the "noblest of the universe" and, figuratively, the "mountain of the universe", there is
an obvious allusion in the name E-aratta-kisarra to the concept of the temple tower as a
structure that bridged the gulf between the component parts of the cosmos (compare
pp. 298f. and 318f.).

buildings, as well ~s the "throne-daises, seats and cult-centres", are then the sacred places
hsted by ceremomal name in the Assyrian Temple List (GAB §4· but miihiizu "cult'
•
'
centre", might also refer to the cities listed in § 6).

187-88 The twin ziqqurrats of the Anu-Adad temple are E-melam-anna, "House of
Heavenly Radiance", which is a ceremonial name also used of temples of Nuska in
Harran and Nippur (no. 19, the Nippur Temple List, II. 17'-18' and commentary); and Egislam-sarsar, "House where Heaven and Underworld Mingle", a name which has
cosmological implications similar to those of E-aratta-kisarra (sir.sar can mean "to be
entangled": note especially MSL XVII, p. 74, ErimiJus V 167, sar.Sar''-''-"-"ra = su-telu-pu; for a slightly different interpretation of the complete phrase note an explanatory
list in which gis.Jam.sar.sar = mus-ta-bil same' u er$etim"m, "Confounder of Heaven and
Underworld", is one of two "horses of the Deluge", 2 sisum'' sa a-bu-bi: Weidner, AfO
19, p.l10, 40-42).

obv. 6' For a chapel of Dipar in E-sarra (perhaps in the East Annexe) see van Oriel
Cult of Assur, p. 45; to the references given there for this god in E-sarra add III R 66 ;,
Menzel, AT II, no. 54, i 20. Dipar (also Dapar) is a deified mountain (see J.J.M. Roberts,
The Earliest Semitic Pantheon, p. 53; Stol, On Trees, p. 25ft'.), but his name may be
subject to a secondary interpretation as Dipiir, "Torch" (see Frankena, Tiikultu, p. 98), to
;vh1ch the ceremonial name of his shrine, "House Suited to Light", would allude (nu.gal
m the temple name we see as a vanant orthography of (gis).nu 11 .gal = niiru, as in other
ceremonial names: see Tintir IV 11 and 24, and p. 320).

189-90 On the 'esoteric' names of Assur (Libbi-iili), Nineveh, Arbil and Kalzu, about
which there evidently existed some confusion (MS B exchanges those of Arbil and Kalzu:
see the apparatus), see the note of Menzel, AT II, p. T 165. The value ata(AD) utilized by
MS h in line 190 can be added to the list of such signs (VC > VCV) given by Deller,
OrNS 31, p. 186f.
191-96 The restorations and emendations are made after a parallel list of the same gates
in the ritual BM 121206 = Menzel, AT II, no. 35, viii 43'-51'. There all the "entrance
gates" (biib ni!rebi) are designated sa kisalli, and the gate on the river is further described
as the "east gate" (biibu sa $i-it dsamsi"; cf. also the building report KAV 74, 16). The
gates are those listed for the East Annexe of E-sarra by Sennacherib (KAH II 124, 16-27);
this annexe comprised an enclosed courtyard adjoining the main building of the Assur
temple on its south-east front: see further van Oriel, Cult of Assur, p. 45ft'. The building
of this extension to house the courtyard of the divine assembly, an Assyrian version of
Ubsu-ukkinna in E-sagil, reflects the concern to adopt for Assur and E-sarra the theology
of Marduk and E-sagil that was a feature of Sennacherib's reign (cf. George, BSOAS 52,
p. 119).
197-98 The summary exhibits the influence of Assyrian dialect (note the hybrid form
asbiini). The gods of the temple of Divine Judges are listed in the Divine Directory (GAB
§ 1 34-42). Note the variant in MS B, where the "gods of chapels and sanctuaries" would
be the deities listed in the Directory for the other temples of the city (1-33, 43-119). These
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7' "Quay of the Sea" is, in view of its name, perhaps a shrine name borrowed from an
original cultic location in Eridu, where a sanctuary of Asallu\li could be imagined at the
harbour wall.
8' The shrine's name means "Seizer of the Arm of the Wicked" (gil= qardammu); for a
chapel of Kiibu in E-sarra, perhaps again in the East Annexe, see van Oriel, Cult of
Assur, p. 45.
10' Kusu is known as a deity resident in E-sarra, specifically in the sanctuary of Easarru, from the Divine Directory (GAB § I 26).
II' For a chapel of Bel-labr!ya in the Assur temple see Menzel, ATI, p. 80. The shrine's
name, "Ruined and Pillaged", may allude to the theology of defeated and captive gods,
one of whose number could well have been Bel-labr!ya ("My Bel-of-Old": on this god see
Frankena, Tiikultu, p. 82f.).
12' The "Chariot House of Enlil" is featured in the commentary on a royal ritual, which
explams the king's driving to the chapel of Enmesarra in a chariot as symbolic of the
defeat of E~mesarra by Ninurta (as a result of which defeat Enmesarra's body lies dead
m the chanot: KAR 307, obv. 24-29; cf. Livingstone, MMEW, pp. 124 and 147).
Enmesarra is an ancestor of Assur-Enlil, and a parallel to his shrine thus existed in Esagil at Babylon, where the Chariot House is the shrine of Lugaldukuga (Tintir II 16 and
·
commentary. Cf. also rev. 31'.
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13' Liitarak's shrine is also found in rev. 26', where he shares it with M!Sarru. On
asrukkatu, "lobby", see above, p. 436.

22' For gi 6 .par as the residence of an en, mortal or divine, see Tintir II 6' and
commentary.

14' The two obvious candidates for restoration at the end of the line are E-!Jursag-gula,
the sahiiru of E-sarra, and E-hursag-(gal)-kurkurra, Assur's cella (see GAB §4 145-46). Of
these we prefer the former since it lies in close proximity to a courtyard in van Oriel's
study of the Assur temple (Cult of Assur, p. 34f.). Van Oriel understood the saljiiru to be
the entrance building to Assur's cella from the East Annexe, but we see no reason why
the term should not designate the East Annexe as a whole: the courtyard of E-!Jursaggula would then be the central courtyard of this annexe, which goes by the ceremonial
name of Court of the Row of Stations of the lgigi (GAB 191).

24' The name of the shrine, "Gatherer of the Deaf', invites speculation on the reading
of the name of its owner: is he •en.gestu, "Lord of the Ear"? Compare rev. 28', where he
is a figure who "blocks even the widest ear". A 'phonetic' writing is perhaps •in-PI in the
tiiku!tu text STT88 (Menzel, AT II, no. 58), i 49// ABL 1413 (ibid., no. 56), obv. 8', but
this has no bearing on the second element of the name, of course.
A gate is the expected location for En-PI's §ubtu, for he is one of the gate-keepers of
E-sarra (GAB 46). His gate, biib •en.PI, is probably the north gate of the south-west
courtyard, giving access to E-sarra from the musliilu (van Driel, Cult of Assur, p. 47).

15' The Leaden Court of Apsii is known from the tiikultu text KA V 83 (Menzel, AT II,
no. 62), 7' // KAR 2!4 (ibid., no. 61), i 32: [kz]-sa-a! abiiri(a.gar 5 , var. a.ENGUR) ap-su-u;
the courtyard in question is identifiable with the main court (Haupthof) of E-sarra,
immediately south-west of Assur's cella, where, in agreement with the present line, the
excavators did indeed find a well (see further van Oriel, Cult of Assur, p. 46). The gods to
whom the well is dedicated are the River God and his spouse, and appropriately enough,
for Id has a special jurisdiction over the waters of wells and springs, being equated with
Ea (see further Lambert, RIA V, p. 620, and note also Ea-Enki, father of MardukAsallu!Ji, appearing in Sin-iddinam's letter to Ninisinna under the name of Idlurugu, the
River Ordeal: Hallo, Kramer Anniversary Volume, p. 216, 16).

25'

Ala-gude is "Booming Drum".

27'

With the gloss on NIG.ZU compare MSL XVI, p. 84, Nabnftu IV 211-12:

-

17' The completion of the ceremonial name, "Foundation of the Great Mountain",
follows rev. 27'.
18' The shrine-name E-Tummal, "House of Tummal" is borrowed from Nippur, where
it is a name ofNinlil's sanctuary, E-kiur (Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 59). Here it is a §ubtu inside
E-kiur, for which in Assur see GAB 149. On Kutusar, a manifestation of Ninlil, see
Lambert, RIA VI, p. 389.
20' Despite the irregular orthography of the divine name, the owner of this shrine can
hardly be other than Belat-eqe, an aspect of !Star much attested in Assyria, especially at
Assur (Menzel, AT I, p. 73f.; CAD E, p. 253f.).
21' The name of the subtu, "(House of) the Pure Seal", is appropriate for a storage
chamber. On an.gal, usually read Anu rabU, as a name of !Staran see Unger, RIA II,
p. 201, and Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 131; for !Staran and his cult see further Lambert, RIA V,
p. 211.

nigni-lg .zu
nig.da.na

nin-da-nu

nin-da-nu

In inscriptions of Sargon II nindanu has the meaning "knowledge" (see CAD N/2, p. 238),
and such a meaning explains its equation with nig.zu (often iljzu, "learning") in the lexical
text. The shrine Nidanu-gestu appears again in rev. 30', where it is described as the
"archive room", and its name is thus to be interpreted, appropriately enough, as
"(House) of Knowledge and Understanding".
Ninimma's occupancy of this shrine fits her role as Assur's scholar and E-sarra's chief
scribe, a role that can be deduced from the parallel situation at Nippur recorded in An I
292 (CT 24 8, 42//23, ii 21-22, restored from YBC 2401, ii 88-89):
•nin.[imma = um.mi.a •en.l]il.h\ dub.sar.zag.ga
[e.kur.ra.ke4 um.me.ga].la •suen.(na).ke 4
Her expertise as scribe is also attested in a lesser-known list, where she becomes "Ea of
scribes" (CT 41 27, I: •nin.imma = •e-a sa '"fupsarrz). As to the writing of the divine
name in the present text, the mistaken use of the complement BA for ma might point to a
misreading of a Babylonian original, if this were not quite unexpected given the
topographical context we have proposed for the list. It may be that this writing was an
habitual error of our scribe, made once when copying a Babylonian tablet and repeated
automatically without correction. However, there may also be present a confusion as to
the identity of the shrine's occupant: a writing •nin-sa 7 -ba would be without parallel, but
comparable with equally eccentric spellings elsewhere in the list (in ll. 20' and 25', if
correctly interpreted). Nissaba's patronage of the stylus, and the scribal arts in general, is
well known, and makes her too a suitable resident of an archive room.
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28' E-sutum-lugal is the "King's Warehouse". Compare at Babylon a part of the E-sagil
temple complex so named (in the gate list no. 6, BM 35046, 30 and commentary).

Kis
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VAT 13817, col. ii (no. 22)
29' E-sag, "Foremost House", is evidently another storage chamber, and perhaps makes
a pair with the preceding shrine.
30' Kalka] is a gate-keeper of E-sarra, found in that capacity in rev. 29', and in the
Divine Directory (GAB 45). His gate gave access from the south-west courtyard of the
temple building to the forecourt (van Driel, Cult of Assur, p. 47). Kalka] is borrowed
from Nippur, where he is a gatekeeper of E-kur (Lambert, Atra!Jaszs, p. 150).
3 ]' Ur-mas-tur is "Pen of Lions and Wild Beasts", and fittingly so in view of its
occupancy by Urma!J and Sakkan.
rev. 3' "House of Sumptuous Food Offerings".
6' "House, Place of the Pure Me's"; for the phrase me.sikil.la and the similarly named
temple of Amurru in west Babylon (Tintir IV 37), see the commentary, ad loc.
7' The ceremonial name "Station of the Gods" supports the restoration of the Igigi as
the shrine's owners.

11' The second sub-column looks almost to be a translation of the first, as far as it is
possible to decide from what remains: gisgal might be rendered subtu (MIN), although
strictly we should expect it to be manzaz(ki.gub); Gattu is a name of the Euphrates, and
may thus explain •ir!Jan.TIN.TIR.DUB (for both see above, p. 35Jf., and for the latter,
G.J.P. McEwan, OrNS 52, p. 228f.). But the middle elements of both shrine name and
divine(?) name remain obscure. On sippu see p. 293.
12'

For tu'um, a cultic chamber, seep. 293.

20'

The ceremonial name can be translated "Step of the Outer Gate of E-sarra".

23' For the god Kunus-kadru, who is well attested at Assur, see above, p. 358. The
Gate of the Firmament is the outer gateway of the south-east front of E-sarra's East
Annexe, listed in GAB 192.
31' The mythological reference is to Ninurta's triumph after his defeat of Enmesarra or
Anzu, and his subsequent promotion (cf. above, on obv. 12').

I' -2' The temple name, e.nita.kala.ga, is apparently followed by a phrase or phrases in
Sumerian, and the whole is then translated into Akkadian (I. 2'); finally the owner of the
temple was given (2a'). The term pusuq sinnisti refers to the danger endured by women in
childbirth (cf. Civil, JNES 33, p. 331, "dystocia").
3' Here and throughout one might read 'pa-pa!J, with no alteration of meaning.
4' E-galga-su is a temple name also associated with Baba in her southern cult-centre,
being a name for, or part of, her temple e.tar.sir.sir in Girsu: Sjoberg, TCS III, p. 32, 265,
and further references on p. 105; Falkenstein, IGL, pp. 146f. and 158ff. e.galga.su and
e.tar.sir.sir are paired among other sanctuaries of Lagas-Girsu in Proto-Kaga/ 203-04
(MSL XIII, p. 72). In the Canonical Temple List one may restore these temples as follows
(Craig, AJSL 13, p. 220, Sm 289, obv. i 4-6):
[e.tar.sir.sir]
[e.galga.su]

=
=

[bit •]ba-ba6 [sa g11r-sukl
[bit M]IN
kis'''

sa

(Five further sanctuaries of Baba in Kis are listed.) The temple name, "House of Advice"
(galga.su = mil-ku, MSL XVII, p. 188, Antagal A 201), probably has nothing to do with
galga.su as a name of !Star, which means "queen" (malkatu: references for this word as
an epithet of !Star are collected separately as malkatu B, in CAD M/1, p. 166, but there
seems no justification for the distinction- note the conventional interpretation of !Star's
name •un.gal.nibru, "Queen of Nippur", as ma-al-kat uzu.mu.akl, for which see above,
p. 443; the equation of malkatu with gjmalga.su is probably owed to homophony rather
than etymology).
5' "House Fitting for the Warrior" is the well-known sanctuary of Kis, also known as
E-dubba (Ebeling, RIA II, p. 361): the two temple names are paired in the Canonical
Temple List (II R 61, no. 2, i 15-16 + K 12023 (unpub.), 2):
e.me.[te].ur.[sag]
e.dub.[ba]

=

[bit] '•'za-ba 4 -ba 4 [sa k]is''

=

[brt] MIN

In the present list at least, it appears that E-mete-ursag is the cella of Zababa, and Edubba one of four names for the whole temple (ll. 6'-9'). The reading e.dub.ba against
e.kisib.ba is assured by attestations of the temple name in Neo-Assyrian script, where the
sign in question is unambiguously dub (e.g. here and Pallis, Akitu Festival, pl. 11, 22; cf.
Lambert in Albright Festschrift 1971, p. 351).
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6' The "House of the Pure Word" is also found in a lament (SBH 30, obv. 21).
8' "House of the Heavenly Hero" is a name appropriate to a temple of Zababa, who
was, if nothing else, sui.
9'

COMMENTARY (nos. 23-25)

COMMENTARY (nos. 22-23)

For earthly and cosmic "Pure Mounds" see p. 287ff.

10' The same name is given to Madiinu's temple in Babylon (Tintir IV 4). The
Akkadian explanation, with which compare the similarly construed bftu liiqit rabbi for the
temple of Babylon (no. 2, Rm 788, obv. 4), is complete without the final word, which may
thus be an alternative to imessu (giving "House (where) the shackle is hung(?)"). On the
Sumerian phrase rab ri.ri and its more conventional Akkadian translation, rabbulrappu
lii'ifu, see p. 304.
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14' For mus and mus in temple names and as part of a temple see Sjoberg, TCS III, p.
55f. The translation of the word given here relies on the equation mus = u§su found in a
bilingual litany ofEnlil (IV R 2 27, 15-18, quoted above, p. 318) and in logographic usage
(Borger, Esarh., p. 23, 26 and variant).
17' E-akkil is the temple of Papsukkal-Ninsubur in Kis, as is indicated by the listing,
among the gods of the city, of dpap-sukkal a-sib e-ak-ki-il, "Papsukkal who dwells in Eakkil", in the litany Craig, ABRT I 58, 10; and by the Canonical Temple List, according
to which e.akkil = [bft dnin-sub]ur sakis"'<' (II R 61, no. I, rev. iii 7 + unpublished joins).
Cf. Diri I 233, quoted in the commentary on E-akkil as the subtu of Manungal in E-sagil
(Tintir II 4').
20' For the river Me-Enlilla, which left the main stream of the Euphrates at Kis and
flowed down to Marad, see Jacobsen, Iraq 22, p. 177.

Il' For the temple name cf. below, on no. 31, IM 65063, obv. 4'. The Queen of Kis is
Baba, as in a New Year's prayer (Fallis, Akitu Festival, pl. ll, 24), or !Star.
VAT 10924 (no. 24)
12' E-sulim-anna, "House of Heavenly Radiance", is a name suited to the sanctuary of
an astral deity, and does indeed appear in the Canonical Temple List among sanctuaries
of !Star, between her temples in ijursagkalamma (e.!Jur.sag.kalam.ma) and Babylon
(e.tur.kalam.ma): II R 61, no. 2, ii 16.
13'

Is this the cella of the preceding temple?

14'

With the name compare that of a subtu in E-sagil, su.lu!J.bi.ku.ga (Tintir II 44).

VAT lOIII (no. 23)
The ceremonial name of the ziqqurrat of Zababa's temple in Kis is e.u •. nir.ki.
tus.ma!J, "Temple Tower, Exalted Abode", and this, therefore, must be one of its gates.
A gate of the same name is listed in line 9'. References to the ziqqurrat can be found in
Ebeling, RIA II, p. 485.

4'

8' Cf. E-mete-nugal, a shrine of Dipar in E-sarra at Assur (no. 21, BM 134502, obv. 6'
and commentary).
12' With the gate name compare e.i.gara 10 at Girsu (Gudea, Cyl. B xvii 15). This is no
doubt the gate of the temple's dairy.

2'-3'

The temple names can be provisionally restored after no. 22 (VAT 13817, ii 3' and

6').

Uruk

IM 74458 (no. 25)
obv. 1'-5' These lines list the "seats" of one particular deity in various parts of the
temple complex, and !Star is the obvious candidate. e.su.su.gar.ra, "House where Meals
are Set out" (sc. u.su.su = nap-ta-nu, MSL XIII, p. 195, Izi E 323), is also listed as a
temple or chapel of !Star in the Canonical Temple List (II R 61, no. 2, ii 13). For a gigunu
of !Star and Anu in Uruk see CAD G, p. 69. e.gi 6 .par.imin.(bi) is the name of the
ziqqurrat of E-anna (Ebeling, RIA II, p. 280; Falkenstein, Topographie, p. 26 2 ; II R 50, i
20).
6' For li.li, "progeny", see the bilinguals Lugale 427 (li.li.a.bi = li-li-di-su-nu) and IV R 2
12, rev. 33-34 (li.li.a.bi = na-an-nab-su). Ninzalle is a name of Antu (CT 24 l, 23 and 29
II 20, 15 and 20: An I). At the end of the line one expects ussabu of course: for similar
descriptions of subtu's see above, p. 9 , •.
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COMMENTARY (nos. 28, 3!)

7' The bft te-ret of E-anna also appears in a ritual of the month Dumuzi as a place
where Naniiy dons her vestments (LKU 51, obv. 22: '•'na-na-a i-teb-bi-ma a-na bft te-ret
ir-ru-ub-ma il-lab-bi[S... ]).

Topographical and Explanatory Fragments

8' i:.nir is also found in rituals of Uruk, in which it designates other divine bedchambers (Thureau-Dangin, RAce, p. 89, 4-5: i:.\)i.li.ku.ga i:.nir sa i:.\)i.li.an.na bft •na-naa, where a sacred marriage rite is performed; p. 118, 6: i:.nir bft '"ersi ljurii$i sa an-tum,
probably in the bft riW temple; cf. Falkenstein, Topographie, p. 26 2 ). i:.nir means "House
of Weariness" ( < i:.a.nir, but cf. nir = ta-ni-lj[u] in the commentary CT 18 49, ii 22). u 8
is evidently 'phonetic' (or Emesal?) for u.(di) = sittu (cf. Hunger, SpTU I, p. 109).

I' E-zida, Nabil's cult-centre in Borsippa, is often translated as bftu kznu (as in
inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II: I R 65, ii 18; V R 34, i 55; CT 37 7, i 36; and in the
cylinder of Antiochus I: V R 66, i 14-15).

9'

II' ki.su can be either "ordinance" (par$u) or "custody" (kzlu) according to lzi C iii 2930 (see p. 286). In the name of a shrine the former is rather more expected (cf. in E-sagil,
a subtu ki.su.ku: Tintir II 14'), but there was a gaol (bit kllz) in E-anna in Late
Babylonian times (YOS VII 106, 6-7: bft ki-i/-li sa •bi!!et sa uruk• 1 ; 97, I: bit ki-li sa
i:.an.na).
On Zannaru, a name oflstar, see Lambert, Zikir sumim, p. 213.

rev. 4'-5'
p. 293).
6'

BM 76887 (no. 28)

3' For ka.su.lim.ma as the gate of Marduk's cella in E-sagil see the commentary on no.
7, BM 38602// VAT 13817, i 2'. Here it is perhaps a gate in E-zida: the two temples had
other gate names in common (kit.ma\), ka.gun.a, ka.•Iamma.ra.bi and ka.nam.ti.la).

Many references to the bft ljil$i of E-anna are collected in CAD Ij, p. 187f.

10' The shrine's name is, as often, suited to the character of its resident, the Sun God.

12'
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za.du 8 ('GAB') = sippu, of which there was one either side of a gateway (see

For this god and his function see An = Anum I (CT 24 II, iv b 5-7//24, 69-71):
•da-da
•ug-elam-ma
•e-ta-![a-ak]/-lak

=

=

•e-ta-la-akj-lak
MIN
MIN 3 lu.si.gar.ra.ke 4

Note further SBH IV, 147-48, •ug.elam.ma•1 mu.lu si.mar.ra = •e-ta-lak sa si-ga-ri. The
sa sigiiri, "He of the Latch", is the divine custodian of a gateway, whose function was no
doubt to ward off evil. So, in a list of such divine figures in an incantation from bit
meseri, appear lu.si.gar.ra lu.abulj.ka.gal.la = sa si-ga-ri sa a-bu-ul-la (von Weiher, SpTU
II 8, ii 12).

4' i:.ma\).ti.la, according to some inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II, is a name of
Nabil's cella in E-zida, but a shrine of the same name is known in E-sagil (see Tintir II
10" and commentary; also Unger, RIA I, p. 416). If the restoration is correct the
explanation is a little free.
5' i:.sid.du.an.na.ki is another name of Nabu's cella in E-zida, according to a brick
inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II (Koldewey, WVDOG 15, p. 54, fig. 97 = VAB IV, p.
204, Nbk 44, 3-4: i:.sid.du.an.na.ki pa-pa-lji be-lu-ti-su; cf. Unger, RIA I, p. 416). piiqid
kissat same u er$eti refers to Nabu as •sid.du.ki.sar.ra (see further Tintir IV 43 and
commentary, and compare also Tintir II 3").
6' -7' These two sanctuaries also occur in the unpublished section of the Canonical
Temple List given over to Nabu (Sm 277, ii 15: i:.[su.nigin.s]u?.du,; 17: i:.id.l[u].ru.gu).
The first is either a name of Nabu's temple in Assur (as listed in the Assyrian Temple
List, explained as bitu sa napljarsu !iuklulu: GAB 163), or another of the same name.

8' E-dara-anna is a name of Zarpanitum's cella in E-sagil (see the gate list no. 6, BM
35046, 7 and commentary), but quite probably also the name of her chapel in E-zida of
Borsippa.
IM 65063 (no. 31)
obv. 4' A possible restoration of the temple name as i:.temen.bi.nu.kur was proposed in
BagM Beiheft 2, p. 20, on the grounds of its listing in text no. 22 (VAT 13817, ii 11'),
where it is a sanctuary of the Queen of Kis. The third sub-column of the present text
could thus be restored after the explanation given there, bit temensu Iii uttakkaru.
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6' asri elli calls to mind ki.sikil, a stock phrase often found in ceremonial temple names,
or ki.ku, which is less common: compare MSL XIII, p. 176f., Izi C ii 11-14:
ki.k•ku
ki.ku.ga
ki.''-"''sikil
ki.sikil.la

as-ru el-lu

MIN MIN
MIN MIN
MIN MIN

18'-19' te-ret calls to mind e.a.ag.ga.kllib.ur4 .ur4 , "House which Gathers All Decrees",
a temple of !Star as Belet-ekalli (see above, p. 321). This is made all the more tempting a
restoration by the presence of ljiimimu ( = ur 4 .ur4 ) in the following line, which might offer
a further explanation of the temple name of the present lines.
20' We suggested to Mayer (BagM Beiheft 2, p. 20) the restoration of [e.me.kllib.
ur 4 .u]r4 in consideration of Tintir IV 25, where it is the temple of the Queen of Larsa in
Babylon. But the new copy of IM 65063, which most probably reads teret again in this
line and urtu kabittu in I. 21', weights matters in favour of e.a.ag.ga.kllib.ur•. ur.: a.ag.ga
= tertu and urtu, kllib = gur4 = kabtu, the latter an example of the contrived
etymologizing familiar from other lists, most notably the E-sagil Commentary (no. 5), the
Nippur Compendium (no. 18) and the Nippur Temple List (no. 19).

GENERAL INDEX
N.B. The commentary on any given line of text
does not always repeat the name of the item under
comment. Accordingly the page references given
below cannot be used alone as an absolute guide to
the contents of the book. Text references are cited

by both page and line (e.g. 55:29', 67f.:43.67) or,
where that would be ambiguous, by page, text
number and line (e.g. 197:23:1'). It is intended that
such references implicitly refer the index's user to

the relevant pages of commentary also.

I. TEMPLES, SHRINES AND TEMPLE GATES
A-gil-dabdab. 187:8'
Agrun-ku, see Egar-ku
Akitu Temple, 12, 25, 83, 88, 268, 281, 287, 289,
334. 390, 419: see also E-siskur
Ala-gude, 189:25'
Arkabinnu Door/Gate, 97:6', 115:4, 404f., 417
A-suda (Ki-durgar-padda), 10, 53f.:8'.33', 293
Aste-ki-sikll, 45:8

biib Apst, see Gate of Apsfi
biib arkapinni, see Arkabinnu Door
btib burumlni, see Gate of the Firmament
bab DN, see DN Gate
btib ereqqi, see Gate of the Wagon Star
biib barrtin Sat Enlil, see Gate of the Path of the

Chariot House, 10, 45:16, 127:7, 187:12', 272,
436,467
City Hall, 170, 179:159, 463
Court of Bel, 86f., 89, 97:5.17', 121, 127:8, 272,
282, 294, 303, 394, 400f., 4031., 407, 414, 437
Court of Beltiya, 95:33, 97:17', 122f., 271, 273,
394, 4001., 407
Court of !Star and Zababa, 91, 110, 115:2.8. 400,
404,416,419,422
Court of the Lamentation Priests, 228:6, 399
Court of the Row of Stations of the lgigi, 183:191
Courts of the Sceptre, 1446 , !57f.:l.6, 450

Dais "May Babylon Become Resplendent", 67:39,

Enlil Stars
biib bi$ib mii.tiiti, see Gate of the Yield of the
Dlnds
btib kamsil.lglgil, see Gate (where) the Igigi Kneel

99, 103:18'
Dais of Destinies, ll, 84"·. 228:3,259,270,277,
287-91, 334, 360, 391, 399, 421; see also Duku
Dais of Liimur-dinsu, 65:28, 101:9:4', 335

bab nereb !gig I, see Entrance Gate of the Igigl

Dais "The Goddesses Pay Heed to Zarpanitum",

biib parak Simiiti, see Gate of the Dais of
Destinies
biib Sarrati, see Gate of Kingship

101:13', 335,412
Dais "The Gods Pay Heed to Marduk", 24, 65:20,
70:97, 99, 41lf.
Dais: Timlak-ebis, 101:8', 227
Dais "Twin of his Brothers", 65:14, 334,454

biibu rabU, see Great Gate
Bara-dumu-nunna, 187:3'
Bara-ennun, 203:C 3'
Bara-sad!S!la, 203:A 1
Bam-sur-KU, 189:33'
bit aklti, see Ak:itu Temple
blt iili, see City Hall
bU da/Ui, 158:23
blt burse, 169, 171, 182:185
bit narkabti, see Chariot House
Bit qu1e, 99, 101:11', 223, 410f.
Bit-res, ll03, 199, 208,215,474
Bit-res-Akiti, 26, 323

dalat arkabinni, see Arkabinnu Door
Diku-kasbar-sisa, 49:45, 280f.
Di-[ ...], 49: I"
Dubur-kur-gal, 189:17', 191:27'
DU.DU-meslam, 187:14'
Du-ki-sikil, II, 47:30, 84', 212, 277, 289, 415
Du-ku (Ki-namtartarrede), at Babylon, ll, 53:17',
259,270,277,287-92,334,360,391,421
-,at Nippur and elsewhere, 148:32', 290f., 426,
444
Du-ku(ga), 259,270,273,290,371
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Du-ma\), 55:29'-30',

Du-numun-bur, see E-du-numun-bur
Dur-ankia, 53:20'

Dur-anna, 47:23
Du(?)-sa-abzu, 97: 18', 283, 301
Du-suba, 47:22, 149:15', 274,426,444
B-aagga-kilib-urur, 321, 476
B-abzu, 230:45:4', 252, 269
B-abzu-AsallulJi, 45:18,400
B-abzu-kuga, 195:3', 197:24:2'
B-addir-kalamma, 206:2'
B-ad-gig!, in B-rab-riri, 107:14'
-,in B-sag!l, 47:36, 279
B-akkil, at Babylon, 53:4', 473
-,at Kis, 197:17', 284,473
B-al-tila, 59:7, 307
B-anda-saa, 61:23, 79:4'.23, 318,356
B-an-kuga, 107:16'
B-anna, 198, 277, 286, 317f., 426,435,452, 473f.
B-anur-kitus-ma!J, 197:23:2'
B-amli, 274
B-aratU!-kisarra, 183:186, 465f.
B-arazu-g!stuku-Asalluij!, 47:19, 273
B-a-sikilla, 47:37,409
B-aste, 331
B-azag, 53:5'
B-a-[... ]-na, 53:10'
B-babbarra, at Assur, 179:157, 461
-,at Larsa, 244, 327, 461
-,at Sippar, 215-20, 229, 244,250, 317, 327f.,
419,422,436,461
B-bara-durgarra, 163,165:20'-21',454

E-bur-anna, 465
B-bur-sasa, 29, 61:33, 79:33, 325
B-bur-susua, 151:9', 445f.. 454
B-dadi-ijegal, 390
B(?)-dalla-uru, 107:1'
B-dara-anna, 93:7, 206:8', 226:1 I, 268, 270f., 328,
393f.. 475
B-dikuda, 327. 329
B-diku-gal, 107:8'
B-diku-kalamma, 16, 20, 27, 29, 61:38, 225:29,
327ff., 378
B-diku-ma\), 55:34'
B-di-ma\), 51:16"
B-dim-anna, 308, 440
B-dimgal-kalamma, 267
B-dim-sub, 446
B-dubba, 195:7', 419,471
B-dubla-mag,l5!:14', 446
B-du-ku, 45:5, 228, 269f., 291
B-du-kuga, at Babylon, 45:16,270,291,436
-,atKiS, 195:9', 291

B-dumu-nunna, at Babylon, 49:50, 55:33'
-,at Uruk, 281
B-du-numun-bur, 163, 165:23', 445,454
B-dur-anki, 151:5', 445
B-dur-benunna, at Assur, 179:155
-,atKurba'!l,!81:180,465
B-dur-ki-[...], 151:6'
B-dur-kuga, 61:28, 323, 368
B-dur-ma!J, 53:19'
B-engurra, at Babylon, 45:4, 228, 269
- , at Bridu, 3, 261, 269, 278
B-ennun-gaga, 203:B 2
B-esir-kalarnma, 61:39,323,329
B-e!bar-anki, 49:38
B-esbar-Bnlilla, 179:147
B-esgal, 199
B-esgar, 51:13", 284
B-es-mah, 21, 24, 29, 61:35, 70:100, 79:15',
326f., 379f.
B-ga-inun-bedu, 45:6, 398
B-ga-Inun-sarsar, 270, 398
B(?)-galarn-ankia-sudu, 49:47
B-galga-su, 195:4', 471
Bgal-mah,atAssur,!81:!73
-,at Babylon, 16, 25, 59:5, 77:13'-14', 131 21 ,
223', 304f.. 332, 399,464
-,at !sin, 304, 331 .
B-ga(n)-s"SU.A, 170, 179: !48, 460
B-gara-nun-ijedu, 270
B-gara-nun-Sar!ar, 270
Bgar-ku, 202, 203:B 2
B-garza, 331
B-garza-k:idude, 181:168
B-ga!an-kalarnma, 181:178,464
B-gestu-diri, 55:28'
B-gestu-ma!J, 283
B-g~tu-ma\)-sudu, 179: !51, 460
B-GBSTU .'NISSABA, 51: 12". 283
B-gldru, 450
B-gidru-kakanma-sisa, 179:158 (var.)
B-gidru-kalarnma-summu. 179: !58
B-gigir-Bnlilla, !85, 187:12', 191:31'
B-gigunu, 199:3'
B-gipar, at Assur, 189:22'
-,at Babylon, 53:6', 286
B-gipar-lm!nbi, 199:4', 284,473
B-gipar-ku, 53: 15', 286
B-gir(?)-ku, 47:32,278
B-girla-tilla, 51:15"
B-girzal-auk!, 316
B-gisijur-ankia, at AS!ur, !691Z, 181:171,
-,at Babylon, 24, 29, 61:32, 79:12.32, 223,
324f.. 411

E-giSQur-anna, 55:27'

TEMPLES, SHRINES AND TEMPLE GATES
B-giSijur-[ ...], 197:23: I'
B-g!Sla-ankl, 59:12, 223, 309, 311
B-gislarn-sar!ar, 183:188,466
E-giSnu-gal, 16, 20, 24, 26, 61:24, 79:5'.24, 244,
308f., 319f., 376, 378; see also E-klsnu-gal
E-gubba, 203:C I'
E-gula, 230
E-gur-bursag, 47:27,276
E-gu-slsa, 51:8", 282
E-guza-alim-ma!J, 310
E-guzala-ma\), 59:13,99,223,409
E-bal-ankl, of Ea. 47:20, 273
-,of Zarpanitum, II, 45:7, 1686, 181:182, 268,
271, 394,415,465
E-bal-an-ku, 273
B-ijegal,51:17"
E-benun, 329
E-bill-aka, 208:5'
E-bili-anna, 474
E-bili-diriga, 199:7'
E-billgar, 395
E-bili-ISU!r, 2224
E-bill-kalarnma, 24f., 59:17,79:17, 3llff.
E-bill-kugga, 474
E-blll-sigga, 107:17'
E-bulijul, 282, 461
E-gulfiul-dirdlrra, 179:156
E-bulla, 51:5"
E-ijursag-ankla, 325
E-bursag-(gal)-kurkurra, 179:146, 261, 358, 468
E-bursag-gula, 177:145, 187:14', 468
B-uursag-kalamma, 472
E-bursag-kuga, 131, 223,225:11, 306
E-bursag-s!ga, 203:A 2
E-bursag-sikllla, 25,,13J2', 305f., 332,378,399
E-bursag-ti(l)la, 17, 24f., 59:19, 79:19,99, 101:6'7', 223, 225:18,285, 313ff., 337, 385,410
B-!dim(?)-sagga(?), 47:33
E-!d-lu-rugu, 206:7', 475
E-idubba,l70, 181:!68a
B-1-gam, 472
E-igldu, 51:11"
E-!gl-busa, !59: 12
E-inlm-kuga, 195:6', 197:24:3'
E-irigal, see E-esgal
B-ir-in-DU, 107: 10'
E-islbba, 286
B-ka-dlmma, 61:36, 79:16', 223, 327
E-ka-edinna, 60:36 (var.), 327
E-ka-gula, 26,61:29, 323, 368
B-kar-gldda(?), 208:5'
E-kar-zag!nna, I 1, 23, 59:3, 77:3.7'-9', 83, 85, 91,
93:!4, 97:14', 260, 300-3, 387, 393, 395f.,
398f., 422
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E-kar-zlda, 163, 165:22', 454
E-ka-sa-abzu, 97:17', 283, 301
E-kasbar, 55:26', 292
E-kaSbar-kalamma, 11, 53:21', 289,291
E-klagganl, 195:13'
E-kigar-dub-narntartarrede-k:isib-gurj?)-sagdil, 179:
159
E-Ki.KAL, 323
E-k:illb-kurkurra-duldul, 181:179, 465
B-kl-me-sikil, 189:6'
E-k:i-narn, !79:165
E-kirl-mau. 151:6'-7', 445
B-kl-sadugga, 331
E-k:isibba, 471
E~ktSnu~gal, at Babylon, 79:6'; see further Eg!snu-gal
-,at Nippur, 75, 151:11'-13', 319, 446
-,at Ur, 202, 273, 278, 319, 324, 384
E-k:is-[ ... J, 197:15'
E-kltus-gal-anna, !97:23:3'
E-kltus-garza, 24, 27,62:41,317, 330f., 378
E-k:itus-girzal, at Babylon, 24, 26, 6!:22, 75, 77:
rev. 3', 79:22, 3!6f., 319, 330, 357,375
- , at Ellp, 2244
B-k:itus-ijegal-tila, 329
B-klur, at Assur, 169f., 179:149, !85, 189:18'
-,at Nlppur, 75, 151:28', 159:12, 163, 165:2'10', 278, 325, 45lf., 460, 468
E-kun-an-kuga, 219
E-kur, at Assur, 186
- , atNippur, 3, 75, 144, 149:16'-34', 157:18,
159:12, 161:7.14.19, 163, 165:1', 185f., 218,
244, 247, 280, 284, 290, 304, 317, 325, 444f.,
450ff., 461,470
E-kurkurru, 151: 15'
B-karra, 220f.
B-kurunna, 107:7'
E-luma\), 53:7', 286
E-ma!J, at Adab,412
-,at Assur, 170f., 179f.:I52a.l77, 461,464
-,at Babylon, 17, 24f., 59:18, 60:37 (var.),
79:18, 214, 313, 327, 361, 373, 375, 378, 414
- , at Umma, 325
E-mab-tila, 51:10", 206:4', 283, 329,475
E-ma!dari, at Babylon, 17, 23ff., 59:16,206, 312f.
- , in B-sagll, 49:49
E-masma!, 169f., 179:150,324,464
B-me-birra(?), 187:2'
E-me-Inanna, 179:164,463
B-mekilib-sudu, 321,451
E-mekllib-urur, 61:25, 79:7'.25, 223, 32lf., 476
E-melarn-anna, at Assur, 183:187, 466
-,at Harran, 454, 466
-,at Nippur, 163, 165:17'-19', 451, 453f., 466
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-,at Uruk, 199:10'
E-melam-nus, in E-rab-rlrt, 107:15', 370
-,in E-sagil, 53: 12'
-,at Nippur, 295, 318,451, 453
E-melamma, 53: 13'
E-melam-sulim-gurru, 202, 203:A 1-2
E-melam-[ ... ], 197:18'
E-me-si(ga)-kalamma-!arra, 58:14 (var.), 310
E-mes-ii-ki!arra, 62:43 (var.), 333
E-me-sikil(la), 16, 20,61:37, 79:17', 223,225:31,
306, 327f., 421
E-meslam, 419,422
E-mete-nugal, 187:6', 472
E-mete-ursag, 195:5', 290,471
E-me-ur-anna, 322
E-me-urur, at Babylon, 61:30, 79:10'.30, 226:35,
321f., 324, 462
-,elsewhere, 321, 462
E-mi-tummal, 325
E-mus-(ka!amma), 274
E-mus-[. ..], 197:14'
E-nambi-zida, 329
E-namhe, 16, 20, 24, 27, 61:40, 225:28, 226:il 4,
227:8·. 285, 307, 329f., 378ff.
E(?)-narnne-[... ], 49:48
E-namtagga-duba, 59:6,91,306,327
E-narntila, at Assur, 181:176,326
-,at Babylon, 7, 16, 20, 24, 29, 61:34, 70:100,
79:13'-14'.34, 225:25, 227:7', 325f., 330, 364,
372, 379f., 385
- , at Nlppur, 325
Engurra, see E-engurra
E-nldba-nigkurra, 189:3'
E-nigal-kurkurra-dirdlrra, 181:183
E-nigal-kurkurra-dulla, 18lf.:l~-4a
E-nigerim-bulede, 47:26, 276
E-nigerlm-nu-dib, 55:31 ', 413

E-nigerim-nu-sisa, 55:32'
E-niggidar-kalamma, 329
E-nlggidar-kalamma-summa, 24f., 59:15, 207,
310f., 313, 378
E-niginna, 51:6"
E-ni-Q.ursag, 318f.
E-nindaba-dua, 181:172,464
E-ninnu, 3, 267, 273,284, 290, 294, 318
E-nir, 199:8', 474
E-nirgal-anna, in E-rab-rtr1, 107:2'
- , in E-sagil, 49:46
E-nir-mab Kl-u-zebbamu, 199:8'
E-nlta-kalagga, 195:1', 471
E-nite-nursag, 319
E-niten-du, 16, 20, 59:9 (var.), 308

E-nitenna, 16, 59:9, 320, 397; see also E-niten-du
Entrance Gate of the !gig!, 183:192

E-nuga!-anna, 284
E-nun-mah, 29,61:31, 79:11', 223, 324, 385
Enzag-kuga, 107:12'
E-PA.GIN-tila, 2571 ,314
E-pirlg, 51:7"
E-rab-rlrl, at Babylon, 59:4, 77:4.10'-12', 83, 85,
90, 105, 107f.:21'-22', 185", 198, 226:ii I,
280f., 286, 291,303-5, 370, 396,407,413,422
-,at Kis, 195:10', 304

- , elsewhere, 304
E-rab-Sa!a, 304
E-sa-bad, at A!sur, 171, 181:174
-,at Babylon, 27, 62:42, 13JZI, 223', 227:9',
305, 330ff., 464
-,elsewhere, 226:i 3, 331
E-sag, at Assur, 189:29'
-,at Babylon, 61:27, 79:9', 223, 323
E-sagdll-anna-gldru-tuku, at Babylon, 59:10,91 16 ,
95:30, 308, 399
-,in E-rab-rlri, 107:6'
E-sagga-anna/ankl, 51:4"
E-sagga-!arra, 59:14,310
E-sagil, 5, !Off., 16f., 20, 23ff., 55:35', 59:1, 65f.:
12.40, 69:91, 73, 75, 77:1.1'-2', 81:1-30, 83-91,
97:18'f., 98:4', 105, 109-29, 130, 133, 134:1 7',
141, 1686, 172, 181:181, 185, 193, 198, 202,
207, 212, 215, 218, 226ff., 243, 248, 252,256,
259f., 268-306 passim, esp. 294-8, 312, 315,
318, 324, 328, 335ff., 343, 345, 355, 360-5,
368f., 372, 382, 386-409, 414-22, 425f., 429,
432,435-9,441,444,452, 465ff., 470, 472ff.
E-sagkal, in E-rab-rlrl, 107:5', 291
- , in E-sagil, 53:22'
E-silim-[...], 197:16'
E-siskur, 25, 268, 390; see also Akitu Temple
E-Suenna, 151:16'
E-sug-[ ... ], 201:15'
E-sulim-anna, 195:12', 472
E-susu-garra, 199:2', 473
E-!a-an, 179:153
Es-abzu, 326
E-!aga-erra, 170,181:167
E-!aga-m, 463
E-!a-RI-blliba, 191:19'
E-sarra, 11, 91, 169, 171f., 177:144, 185f., 191:
33', 198, 261, 285, 358, 436, 439, 459f., 46770,472
E-sasurra, 24f., 59:20, 77:rev. 1', 79:20, 223,
314f.
E-!aturra, 315
ES-banda, 49:43, 280
ESbar-me-sisa, 53:23'
ES(?)-du(?)-[... ], 187:1'
E-se-riga, 226:ti3
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E-§erzi-gurru, 272
Es-gar, 47:21, 273
Es-guzl, 81:31-4, 248, 295, 389
E-siddu, 49:3", 333
E-siddu-anna-kl, 206:5', 207, 282, 333,475
E-siddu-kisarra, 62:43,282, 333, 381
Es-Uli-diriga, 199:6'
Es-mab, at Babylon, see E-es-mab
, in E-sagil, 49:42, 280f., 326
Es-sa-abzu, 51:11", 283,301,407
E-subur-anna, 183:185
E-sudde-giStuku, 179:154
E-sul-anna, 195:8'
E-sulubba-ku, 195:14', 281
E-sume!a, at Assur, 170, 179:152, 185,461
-,at Nippur, 149:c, 159:12, 163, 165:11'-16',
185, 292, 311, 322,450, 460f.
E-sunigin-sudu, 170, 179:163, 206:6', 463,475
E-sutum-lugal, 189:28', 470
E-tar-sirsir, 471
E-temen-anki, 11, 17, 23ff., 59:2, 75, 77:2.3'-6',
83, 85, 89ff., 93:12, 109f., ll5f.:16.19.20.23,
141, 271, 297-30, 319, 328, 356, 397, 406,
418, 421f., 426, 430, 432,439
E-temenbi-nukur, 195:11'; 475
E-ti(l)la, 230
E-tllla-sarsarra, 55:25'
E-tummal, 185, 189:18', 468
E-tur-kalamma, 16, 20, 25, 59:8, 83, 95:21, 99,
101:14', 226:ii 2, 229, 238, 285, 303, 307f.,
324,395,397,411,472
E-tus-mes, 170, 181:166.169-70
E-ub-ara!li, 45:13
E-u-gal, 107:3', 280
E-u-galga!la, 49:39, 279f.
E-ulma!, 312
·
E-ulu-gal-(...]-sisl, 149:d
E-umusa, 93:1, 260, 268f., 273f., 278, 281, 289,
294, 389-91, 394, 402f., 414, 439
E-umusa-Asallubl, 45:17,273, 390, 400

E-unir, 298, 301f., 318, 324; as a common noun,
395, 424
E-untr-kltus-man, 193, 197:4'.9', 472
E-ur-gubba, 61:26, 79:8', 223, 322f., 385
E-ur-me-lmln-ankl, 322, 329,432, 440
E-ur-saba, at Babylon, 51:9", 282,324
- , at Borsippa, 282, 304, 324
E-uru-nanam, 61:21, 77:rev. 2', 79:21, 316, 445f.
E-urur, 170, 179:162,322,452,462
E-uru-sagga, 163, 165:24'-6', 451,455
E-us-malla, 191:21'
E-usumgal-anna, 107:13'
E-u-ul, 390f.
E-u-zu, 45:12,412
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E-zalagga, 199:9'-10'
E-zi-batila, 230
E-zlda, at Borsippa, 3, 88 13 , 120, 125, 129:68.71,
206:1', 219, 227:40:2', 228, 250, 277, 282f.,
288, 322, 329, 363, 392, 399, 406, 408, 419,
422, 425f., 436, 438ff., 475
, in Assyria, 170, 179:160-l
- , in E-sagil, 49:2", 207, 281f., 389, 403
E-zlda-batila, 230
E-zida-(gis)nuga1, 59: 11, 309
E-[ ... ]-ankia, 47:35
E-[ ...]-kurkurra, 197:19'
Ga-burra, 444
Gate ofEa-!arru, 457f.
Gate of Kingship, 183:191
Gate of Miir-all, 228:4, 399
Gate of the Dais of Destinies, 183:194
Gate of the Firmament, 183:192, 1861., 191:23',
470
Gate of the Path of the Enlll Stars, 183:191
Gate of the Wagon Star, 183:194
Gate of the Yield of the Lands, 183:193
Gate (where) the !gig! Kneel, 183:193
Gaz-si-surnmu(?), 187:16'
Gestu(?)-tuku(?)-KAL, 189:9'
Gipar-(ku), 285f., 469
GiSgal~dingirene, 189:7'
GiSgal~Iminbi~ili-rabUli, 107:11'
Gisgal-sagga, 53:9'
GiSgal(?)-[ ...]ga-Iroan-TIN.TIR.DUB, 191: II'
Gisbur-ankia, 53:18'
Gi!-li-[ ... ], 189:20'
Grand Court, !Of., 55:31'-2', 85, 91, 98:4', 115:17,289,293,396,400,414-17,419,422
Grand Garden, see Kiri-mah
Great Gate (biibu rabU), 5S:36', 87, 97:5'.19', 293,
403f., 407; see also Ka-gal
Gulla-lrra, 187:11'
ijalam-mar-arnak, 189:32'
barii, 24, 59:15, 159:5, 179:158, 225:7,309,312,
451, 461
IG-a-kuga, 187:15'
Ig-sag-sum-dilina, 187:4'
Iku, 45:11, 271
IM.SID-kurra, 187:9'
Ir-sun, 189:30'
Ka-a-sikilla, 90f., 98:3', 408f.
Ka-a!er-dubuda, 90, 93:18, 97:16', 396
Ka-dumu-nunna, 93:19,308,397
Ka-eani!e-tumma, 197:11', 397
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Ka-E-kar-zaginna, 91, 93f.:14.25, 97:14', 293,
395f., 398
Ka-E-sagdU-anna-gidru-tuku, 95:30
Ka-e!bar, 211:12
Ka-E-temen-anki, 89ff., 93f.:l2.24
Ka-E-tur-kalamma, 91,95:21, 397
Ka-E-zida, 392
Ka-ga1,85;9. 97:5', 115:12,280,403,407,419
Ka-ga-"'SU.A, 460
Ka~giskim~silimma,

197:7'

Ka-gula, 93:15, 280, 395f., 403,408, 4!5f.
Ka-gulla, 92:15,395
Ka-guna, 95:29,211:7,228:5,396,399,406,475
Ka-guna-nukuku, 93:16
Ka-begal, 85-7, 90f., 93:4, 97:10', 98:2', 115:13,
124f., 127f.:25.36, 227:17'.19', 279, 391-3,
406,408,419,436
Ka-benunna, 197:13'
Ka-biligar, 395
Ka-bilisu, 88-91, 93:8, 95:3', 270f., 281, 389f.,
393-5, 402f., 429, 432
Ka-ld, 95:26, 398, 422
Ka-1(?)-gara-[...], 197:12'
Ka-igidu-NAManise-gubba, 95:20
Ka-igi-tur-kalamma, 197:10'
Ka-im-limmuba, 280, 403
Ka~kar-zaginna,

see Ka-E-kar-zaginna

Ka-katarra, 90,93:17, 97:15', 396
Ka-kiri-abzu, 95:27,303
Ka-kitus-gal-kurkurra, 197:5'
Ka-Lamma-(a)rabi, 85-7, 90f., 93:3, 97:9', 115:12,
120ff., 127:13, 227:4'.18', 294, 39!f., 394,401,
406,416,419, 436f., 475
Ka-mab, !Of., 49:42-3, 85-9, 97:7'.20', 115:12,
280f., 326, 395,403, 405f., 408,419, 422, 436,
475
Ka-mete-nugal, 197:8'
Ka-namtagga-duba, 90, 306
Ka-namtlla, 90f., 98:1', 406,408, 475
Ka-nun-abzu, 89,93:9, 97:12', 227:5', 395
Ka-nun-begal, 89,93:10, 97:13'
Kar-abba, 187:7'
Kar-zagirma, see E-kar-zaginna
Ka-sia, 203:C 3'
Ka-slkilla, 24f., 55:36', 91, Ill, 115:15, 209,
211:12, 281, 289, 293, 360, 363f., 408, 410,
421f.
Ka-silimma, 86, 89, 92f., 95:2', 293, 390, 394,
401ff.
Ka-siskur-sega, 211:4
Ka-sullmma, 206:3', 390, 402f., 475
Ka-Sazu-padda, 407
Ka!bar-kalamma, see E-kaSbar-kalamma
Ka-sega, 211:7

Ka-temen-anki, see Ka-E-temen-anki
Ka-ude, 199:7'
Ka-ude-babbar, !Of., 49:40-1, 85-8, 90f., 93:5,97:
II', 115:13, 120ff., 127:6, 280, 303, 391, 393,
404, 406, 419, 435f.
Ka-unir, 89f., 93f.:ll.22, 395,397
Ka-unir-kitus-mab, 197:4'.9'
Ka-ursag-anna, 197:6'
Ka-Utu-e(a), 55:37', 85-7, 90f., 93:2, 97:8',
115:12, 124, 127:19,294,391, 405f., 419,436,
438
Ka-zaginna, 211:12
Ka-zag-kiri, 95:28
[Ka-...]-zu-padda, 97:19'
Ki-aratta, 45:3, 465
Ki-duga, 203:B I
Ki-du-kuga, 107:4'
Ki-durgar, 203:C 2'
Kigalla, 47:24,275
Ki-ku-sikil, 277, 289
Ki-nin-[ ... ], 201:14'
Kirbl imitta, 45:9
Kirbi sume/a, 45:10
Kiri-mab, 151:7'-8', 445
kisal abiiri Apst, see Leaden Court of Apsfi
ldsal DN, see Court of DN
kisal !Jaffi, see Courts of the Sceptre
Kisalmab, see Grand Court
kisa! sidir manzdz lgigi, see Court of the Row of
Stations of the lgigi
Ki-sigar, 201:6'
Ki-!a-duga, 47:28
Ki-!ensenna, 199:5'
Kisib-sikil!a, 189:21'
Ki-su, 199:11'
Kisu-ku, 53:14', 474
Ki-tllmunna, 45:2
KituS-benunna, 20l:obv. 13'
Kitu!-bunga, 280f.
Kitu.!-inim-duga-la, 199: 12'
Kitus-kisikil, 277, 289
Kitus-s!Umma(?), 199: 11'
Ki-unuga, at Babylon, 51: 14"
-,at Uruk, 199:4'

Kiur, see E-kiur
Kiur-kuga, 47:31, 278,452
Ki-zalagga, 11,47:29,277
Ki-[ ...]-diriga(?), 199:3'
Ku-nimma, 191:22'
Kun-ka-tllla-E-!arra, !86, 191:20'
Leaden Court of Apsfi, 186, 187:15', 468
Ma-umusa, 84', 273,334
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Me(?)-dara-nam-duba, 189:35'
Me-ur-gis.DU, 189:26'
Munsub-e, 189:36'
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115:3.14, 270f., 287-91, 324, 334, 391, 409,
417,420,466
-,at Nippur, 144 6 , 157:13, 290,426,444,450
- , elsewhere, 290
Umun-sag, 49:41, 280
Ur-gestu-lal, 189:24'
Ur-mas-tur, 189:31', 470
Ursag-sum-kudda, 187:13', 191:26'

Nidana-ge!tu, 189:27', 191:30'
[Nu(?)]-gal-anna, 5!:3'

parak Slmiiti, see Dais of Destinies
Sag-[. ..], 189:19'
Sammub Gate, 457

Usu, 107:9', 272
Zadu-agubbu, 201:5'
Zadu-azida, 201:4'
Zagin-mus, 187: 10'
Za(?)-na-me-gal, 189:4'

Sa-ga-a, 189:23'
Serzi-ki!arra, 45:15
Sugigi-nigin-suabi, 47:25
Suiubbi-kuga, 49:44, 280f., 472
Tab-mud-bumbum, 187:5'
tarbas kale, see Court of the Lamentation Priests
Ti' iimat, 45: I, 268, 277
Ti-la-a, 45:14
Tul-idim-ankl, 55:24', 292
Ub-saijarra, 65:25, 335
UbSu-ukkinna, at Babylon, !Of., 53:16', 85, 98:5',

[...]-ankia, 207:2'
[...]-dea(?), 93:6
[...]-en(?)-adgigi, 51:2'
[...]-ir-li-sub, 189:38'
[... ]-ku, 47:34
[...]-kura, 49:40
[... ]-mab, 51:1'
[...]-nar, 47:28a, 277
[...]-tugba-suba, 189:37'

2. TOPOORAPHICAL FEATURES

abul aklte, see Akitu Gate
abul asO.te, see Turret Gate
abul DN, see DN Gate
abul giSSu, see GiSSu Gate
abullu akusitu, see Akus Gate
abullu Sa nii.r Madiinu, see Gate of the Madanu
Canal
abullu sa (niir) su!Ji, see Gate of the SUb! Canal
abul magrat ntiru, see Gate (where) the River is

Adad Gate, 18, 23f., 27f., 67:55, 69:73, 70:99,
137, 141, 214:12', 342, 378f.
Adad-ziinin-n!Sisu, 27,68:73,342
Akitu Gate, 153:32', 2131
Akus Gate, 18, 20, 27, 70:99, 139", 342, 378f.
Assur Gate, 177:123, 456ff.
Ay-ibUr-sabfi, 25f., 67:64, 227, 289, 313, 317,
339, 341, 356ff., 359ff., 364, 367, 421f.

Favourable
abul mabiri, see Market Gate
abulmii.bu, see Grand Gate
abul MAL-me, 456
abul nereb Sarri, see King's Entrance Gate
abut niSi, see People's Gate

biib ldiqlat, see Tigris Gate
bii.b Tabira, see Tabira Gate
bab Tisarri, see Tisarru Gate

abul $almi, see Gate of the Statue
abut seni, see Sheep Gate

abut Sadl, see Mountain Gate
abul Sapat tdmti, see Gate of the Seashore
abui Sarri, see King's Gate
abul Tabira, see Tabira Gate
abul taSlmtlSunu, see Gate of their Intelligence
abul Tisarri, see Tisarru Gate
abul ziqqurrate, see Ziqqurrat Gate
abul [x]-mi, 176:124

Bad-anda-saa, 318
Banitu Canal, 338, 358
Borsippa Canal, 25, 343

Dais "May Babylon become Resplendent", 67:39,
99, 103:18'
Dais ofLUmur-dinsu, 65:28, 101:9:4', 335

Dais "The Goddesses Pay Heed to Zarpanitum",
101:13', 335,412
Dais "The Gods Pay Heed to Marduk", 65:20,
70:97, 99, 4llf.
Dals: Timlak-ebis, 101:8', 227
Dals "Twin of his Brothers", 65:14,334,454
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East Gate, 20
Enlil Gate, 22ff., 28f., 67:53, 69:71, 141, 213f.,
34Jf., 349,364,376
Enlil-mukln-sarriitiSu, 29, 67:53,69:71, 342f.
Gate of Belet-ili, 214
Gate ofGula, 214
Gate of Ninisinna, 214
Gate of their Intelligence, 177:132, 456, 458
Gate of the Madanu Canal, 139, 140:6-7, 141
Gate of the Mustering of Mankind, 255
Gate of the Seashore, 138f., !40:15, 141
Gate of the Statue, 456
Gate of the Sun of the Gods, 139, 140:11.14, 141
Gate of the Siihi Canal, 139, 140:2-4, !41
Gate (where) the River is Favourable, 177:126, 456
Gi!su Gate, 1964, 137ff., 140:8-9, 141, 339
Grand Gate, 18ff., 23ff., 69:92-4, 213, 214:6',
372f.
Jllat Gate, 177: 131, 456
Jmgur-Enlil, 7, 15, 18ff., 24f., 27, 67:57, 89 14 ,
130-7, 138f., 141, 213, 231, 268, 336, 338f.,
341f. 343-51, 354, 356, 359, 368, 373, 378,
439f.
Imgur-Marduk, 350
!Star Gate, at Assur, 456
-,at Babylon, 17, 22, 24f., 28, 67:48.52, 69:
70.95, 100, 103:11:5', 141, 205:5', 213, 214:8',
289, 313, 317, 319, 334, 336f., 339-41, 343,
345, 347, 359ff., 364, 375,412,421
!Star-1amassi-ummiini!a, 25, 68:70, 341, 360, 3624,367
Kagal-durnu-nunna, 281
King's Enttance Gate, 177:121,456
King's Gate, 23f., 27f., 67:54, 69:72, 141,
214:13', 342, 364
Kutha Canal, 341

Mountain Gate, 177:129,456,458
Munarrit-klbrate, 176:139-40
Musliilu, 177:121,458, 469
Nabu-dayyan-ntsi!u, dais, 66:43
- , stteet, 25, 68:67, 36Jf., 364, 422
nereb masnaqti adniiti, see Gate of the Mustering
of Mankind
New Canal, 342, 376
Nlmlt(ti)-Enlil, 7, 24, 67:58, 141, 268, 339ff.,
344-51,439
Nimit(ti)-Marduk, 350
Ninurta Gate, 337
People's Gate, 456, 458
Piqiidu Canal, 337
River Gate, 458
Sheep Gate, 177:130,456,458
Sln Gate, 22, 342, 364
Sin-mukln-age-beliitlsu, 68:72, 342
Sarna! Gate, at A!Sur, 177:123, 456ff.
- , at Babylon, 22ff., 27ff., 67:56, 69:74, 70:
102, 141, 214:11', 328,330, 342f., 365
Sarnas-~uliil-ummani!u, 27, 68:74
Serua Gate, 177:128, 456ff.
Siibi Canal, 140:2-4
Tabira Gate, 177:120, 456ff.
Tigris Gate, 457f.
Tisarru Gate, 177:127,336, 456ff.
Turret Gate, 457f.
Tutu-bengal Canal, 26, 357

GEOGRAPIDCALNAMES
a.e.barki, 238
Akkade, 98:7', 256,281,290, 307, 3!2, 318
Akkil, 284
Akus, 27f., 379
AI-Erra-biinl, 447
Aiu eSSu, see Newtown
Antas, 183:189
Araijtu, 15, 21, 28, 67:59, 13525, 205, 208, 299,
337, 340f., 351-6, 378, 440; see further Euphrates
Arbil, 3, 168, 171, 183:190, 246, 253, 260, 267,
295, 301,317, 319, 464ff.
A!Sur, Iff., llff., 30, 74, 84, 91, 1091 , 120, 16791 passim, 193, 196, 215, 242, 260f., 29i, 294,
305, 322ff., 326, 331, 336, 358, 370,411,414,
4!4,436, 455-70 passim, 472

Bab-Lugalirra, see Lugalirra Gate
Babylon, 1-141 passim, 145, 168 6 , !69, 171f.,
193, 202, 205, 213f., 218, 222-8, 230ff., 237441 passim, 445ff., 450, 454, 46if., 464f., 467,
470,472,476
Bad-tibira, 274,426
Baltii, 176:133,240,459
Biinltu Canal, 338, 358
Bara-dumu, see Parak-miiri
Bit-Sin, 446
Bit-Suenna, 446; see also E-Suenna
Borsippa, 2f., 15 58 , 22, 30, 8813, 110, 118:1, !20,
125, 145, 151:17', 202, 206f., 219, 228, 230,
250, 265, 277, 281ff., 288, 304, 308, 312, 314,
322, 326, 337, 361ff., 378, 392, 399, 402, 406,
408,419, 425f., 432,436, 438f., 463, 475
Borsippa Canal, 25, 343
Court of the Stewaid, 140:4-6

Tiibi-supiirsu, 439

Libil-bengalla, 24f., 67:61,317,355, 356-9,361
Lugalirra Gate, 20f.

Uras Gate, 17, 22, 24f., 28, 67:49, 69:67.93, 130,
131:5'-6', 139, 141, 214:9', 239, 241, 314f.,
336f., 343, 348, 354, 361, 364, 373, 378, 421,
440

Madanu Canal, 137, 139, 140:6-7
Marduk Gate, 22, 24, 26, 28, 67:51, 69:69, 70:96,
141, 214:7', 338f., 348, 362
Marduk-re'i-miitisu, 26,68:69,362
Market Gate, 17f., 20, 23f., 69:92-3, 100, 103:3',
310, 372f., 412

Zababa Gate, 17, 22, 24, 26, 28, 67:50, 69:68, 70:
97, 130, 131:1'-2', 137ff., 141, 214:10', 338f.,
344,348,358,362,377,440
Zababa-muijalliq-giiri!u, 26, 68:68
Ziqqurrat Gate, 177:122, 456, 458

Dadmus,463
Der, i51:26', 250, 267
Dilbat, 18, 22f., 30, 43, 141, 337, 343, 362, 373
Dimat-Enlil, 151:20', 447
Dim-kurkurra, ?f., 41:51, 247, 253, 266f.
Diniktl, 324, 385
Dunnu-sii'idi, 222, 225:22
Dur-anki, 143, !47:a.b.J'.4', 259, 261f., 267,442
Diir-atani, 183:190
Dur-gi!immar, 147:5', 442f.
Dur-gislarn, 147:6', 261, 442f.
Duma, 183:189
Diir-Sarruken, 15 58 , 226:ii 3, 371
Diiru, 290

3. GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

Abu $aliiblkh, 35

Adab, 313

Eki, 243
Elip, 222, 225:27, 317
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Eres, 5, 245
Erldu, 2f., 5, 246, 248, 250ff., 259, 261, 269f.,
278, 298, 300ff., 318, 324, 326, 380, 467; name
of Babylon, 7, 18ff., 39:21, 69:91, 133f., 230,
237, 239, 25Jff., 372; city quarter, II, 16, !9f.,
23ff., 27, 59:14, 69:92, 91, 2!3, 305, 3!0f.,
372f., 377,409,447
E-sa-bad, 226:13,331
Euphrates, 15, 22f., 25, 27, 29, !32:obv. II', 133:
5', 135ff., 336, 341, 343f., 347, 350ff., 355ff.,
374, 378, 381, 441, 470, 473; in cult, 47:33,
278f.; see also Arabtu
Gaes, 454
Gar!an, 238
Gattu, 343, 352, 470
Girgilum, 147:2', 442f.
Girsu, 267, 290, 471f.
Gisbanda, 275
ljabur, 459
Harrnal, 321
Harran, 282, 454, 461, 466
ijind/zanu, 230
\!U-du-uk-[ ... ], 67:60
ijursagkalamma, 88 13 , 125, 193, 205:8', 290,416,
472
lglnirgal, 237
!sin, 214, 262, 265, 304f., 328, 33Jf., 464
Iturungal, 352
Ka-dingirra, 19, 24ff., 39:22, 59:18, 69:94, 213,
237, 253-6, 281, 31lff., 359, 373, 375f., 447
Kaliju, 168, 170f., 463
Kalzu, 171, 183:190,466
ka.ma.rik', 238
Karkara, 279, 465
Kar-Ninurta, 151:21',447
Kasiri, 21,2677 , 377
Kazallu, 18
Kes, 3, 243, 259, 295, 298, 318f., 371
KLAN", 238
Kingi(r), 147:7', 238,442
kisallu Sa Satammi, see Court of the Steward
Kisslk, 250
Kis, u., 18, 22f., 26, 30, 37, 43, 57, 63, 74, 84,
139, 141, 193-7, 202, 205, 223, 232, 281, 290,
295, 304, 308, 331, 338, 351, 358, 362f., 396f.,
416,4!9,471-3
Kuara, 19,248, 379f., 381; quarter of Babylon, see
Kumar
Kullab, 151:24', 250, 322f., 331, 376, 381; quarter
of Babylon, 16, 19ff., 24, 26, 61:27, 70:96.
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223,317,320, 323, 331,362,370, 375f., 380
Kumar (or Kuara), 16ff., 20, 23f., 27ff., 61:40,
70:100, 326ff., 330, 339
Kurba'il, 168, 171,461,465
Kutha, 26, 141, 362, 373, 395,419
Kutha Canal, 341
Kuyunjik, 37, 43, 57, 63, 105, 145, 173, 185,
212, 227,232, 273f., 361, 373,402,410
Laga!, 244, 253, 266f., 270, 284,471
Larak, 226:!5, 331
Larsa, 18, 202, 238, 244f., 248, 250, 298, 307,
321,323,327,462,476
Libbi-iill, 183:189,443,466
Libil-bengaila, 25,67:61,317,355, 356-9,361
Liburna, 183:190
Litamu, 337
Lugalirra Gate (Biib-Lugalirra), 18, 20f., 24, 29,
61:33,70:101,325, 376, 381,441
Lubiitu, 222,225:16
Madiinu Canal, 137, 139, 140:6-7
Marad, 226:12,447,473
Marl,316,321,462
Me-Enlilla, 196, 197:20', 473
Murum, 264
Nambi-tarra, 147:9', 442
Nambi-[.,.], 147:8'
nilru eSSu, see New Canal
Nemed-Laguda, 250
New Canal, 342, 376
Newtown (Aiu essu), 16, 20f., 24, 26, 61:23,
69:95, 2224, 316f., 319, 356f., 375f., 380
Nimittu-Marduk, 350
Nineveh, 1, 30, 1674, 168ff., 183:189, 242, 255,
307, 324, 364,411, 463f., 466
Nippur, 1-7, 9, 12, 74f., 1091 , 141, 143-65, 185f.,
193, 213, 240f., 244ff., 250, 259ff., 264ff., 270,
277f., 281, 290, 295, 311, 316, 318ff., 325f.,
334, 350, 371f., 390, 426, 441-55, 460f., 466,
468ff.
Nuzi, 367
nu-HAR-U])l<i, 70:99 (var.)
nu·~-u?xi, 70:99
Parak-miiri, 151:28', 157:v 2, 226:! 4, 447
Patti, 151:23'
Piqiidu Canal, 33
Purattu, 28; see further Euphrates
Sasaerim, 151:22', 447

Seleucia, 251

Sippar, 5, 18, 30, 37, 43, 57, 63, 85, 1091 , 13020 ,
139, 141, 163, 202, 205f., 212, 215-21, 222',
229, 244, 246, 265, 302, 318f., 327ff., 343,
356, 373, 376, 378, 436; see also Zimblr
Sultantepe, 242
·
Susa, 238, 358
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4. COSMICLOCATIONS
Apsu, 59:1.3, 91, 93f.:9.26-7, 97:17'-18', 133,
134:! 9', 151:13', 161:12, 195:3', 248, 252,256,
268, 270, 273, 291, 296-303, 318, 320, 355,
368, 395, 398f., 422, 446

Sadunnu,270
Salarnmu, 151:19', 447
Suanna, 7f., 19, 23ff., 39:4, 59:20, 69:93, 237,
239, 241-3, 247, 253, 298, 314f., 337, 339,
373ff., 388,410, 447
Siibl Canal, 140:2-4
Suruppak, 244

Dim-kurkurra, 7f., 41:51, 247, 253, 266f.
Dur-anki, 143, 147:a.b.l'.4', 259, 26lf., 267,442
Dur-gi!larn, 147:6', 261, 442f.
Dur-maij, 262, 291

TE.Ek1, 12, 21, 24, 26, 61:30, 70:97, 130, 223 5 ,
324, 335, 362, 377
Tibira, 222f., 225:15
Tigris, 47:33, 278

Ababa, 55:29', 65:35, 292f., 335
Abarralaij, 157:12
Abbagula, 155:41
Ab!u!u, 325
Abtagigi, 325
Adad, 16, 23f., 27, 59f.:7.40, 67f.:55.73, 1446 ,
159:9-10, 1674 , 170f., 179:154-5, 183:188,222,
225:28, 226:36.ii 4, 227, 262, 277, 279f., 292,
307, 329f., 365, 370, 379f., 46lf., 465f.
Adaij(?), 157:17
A-Eridu, 157:46
Agilimma, 387
Agudu, 177:137
Alad,450
Alad!aga,450
Alala, 45:14,272, 327
Alammus, 366
Allatu, 358
Amanki, 153:7a'
Amna,288,291
Amurru, 29, 59f.:6.37, 91, 170f., 181:172, 223,
225:31, 306, 312, 327f., 462,464,470
An!ar,402
Antadurunnu, 55:30', 292f.
Antu, 369, 473f.,
Anu, 5, 9f., 41:29, 45:2.10, 53:18', 81:29-30, 90,
97:20', 109 1, 112, 117:29, 127:12, 153:5'ff.,
155:25', 157:48, 159:11, 165:19', 1674 , 170,
179:153, 183:187, 209, 211:3,215, 243, 245,
254, 258f., 261, 265, 268f., 272, 283, 285, 288,
291, 298, 307f., 321, 324, 327, 334, 366,
369ff., 383, 398, 406, 424, 428, 435, 449, 452,
454, 46lf., 466, 473; Anu raba, 468
Aniinitum, 16, 20, 59:14, 253, 310
Anunnaki, 13 54 , 45:18, 61:29, 69:85, 99 19 , 131,
189:26', 248, 257, 259, 270, 275, 321, 323,
368,371,400
Anzu, 84 10 ,274,470

Tilmun, 2
Tintir, 7f., 19, 39:1-3, 237-41, 242, 374f., 447
Tir-anna, 434
Tir-Babilla, 253
Tisarru, 459
Tiwa, 381
Tuba, 19, 21, 24, 27f., 62:43, 70:102, 225:26,
226, 282, 305, 324, 330, 333, 342f., 376, 379ff.
Tummal, 245, 443, 445f., 454, 468
Tutu-bengal Canal, 26, 357
Ugarit, 273
Uliiy, 177:134,459
Umma, 238, 325
Ur, 2, 19, 202-3, 244, 250f., 278, 285f., 295, 308,
318f., 324, 373, 384, 446, 450, 454
Uruk, If., 5, !Of., 91, 109f., 112, 118:6-7, 145,
185, 198-201, 202, 208f., 215, 245, 250, 259,
265,270,277,281, 285f., 290, 305, 307, 317f.,
32lff., 329ff., 341, 363, 369, 373, 376, 398,
400,406,412, 426, 434f., 439,445,452, 462,
473-4
Uru-ku(ga), 7, 41:49,266
Urum, 381
Uru-nanarn, 151:10', 316, 442f., 446f.
Uruttu, 35lf.
U.tibiraki, 223
Uzu-mua, 149:10,259,261, 442f., 471
Zabalam, 272
Zabban, 171, 18lf.:l83-4a, 465
Zariitu, 230
Zarpan,205
Zimbir, 238
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E-!arra, 59:2, 133, 134:1 10', 296f., 460
E!-galla, 326
E!-mab, 326
Gan11r, 310, 368
Gate of Apsu, 59:3, 252, 274, 300ff.
Kigalla, 275
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Asakku, 12, 53:5', 99 19 , 145, 157:48, 284f., 308,
312,314,323,325,330,369,449
Asallubi, 5, 45f.:l7-19, 108:32', 151:27', 187:7',
248, 252, 258, 264, 302, 380, 467f.
Asaralimnunna, 248, 258
Asarre, 95:31,248, 258, 273, 400f.
Asukudknsiganna, 157:6
ASdaij,450
ASnan, 371
Asratum, 24f., 59:17, 225:23, 3llff.
Assur, 1674, 169, 177f.:l23.146, 183:186, 185,
187, 262, 272, 358,439, 460,463, 465ff.
A-Uri, 157:47
Aya, 170, 181:168a, 215,217:10-22,219
Baba, 193, 195:4', 267, 47lf.
Ba!mu, 46:23, 135 25 , 176:141,274,459
Bel, 22. 45:1, 95f.:2'.10'.17', 172, 181:181.183,
248, 303, 305, 370, 404, 406f., 425
Bel-iillya, 144, 151:17'-26', 157:2, 159:16.22,447,
451
Belat-Arbil, 171, 181:178,464
Belat-eqe, 187, 189:20',468
Bel-Biibili, 171, 181:181
Belet-Akkade, 17, 23ff., 59:16, 206, 281, 285,
312, 409
Belet-Biibili, 12, 16, 25, 59:8, 83, 91, 95:23, 99,
226:ii 2, 227:6', 303, 305, 307, 310, 324,
395ff., 410f.
Belet-baliip, 157:3, 159:9.12
Belet-Eanna, 21, 24, 26f., 6lf.:22.41, 222'. 225:
9.24, 227:10', 230:rev. 1', 307, 316f., 330ff.,
357, 375f., 378
Be!et-ekalli, 1674 , 170, 179f.:l65-6, 258, 321,476
Belet-EUp, 2224
Belet-Eurnu!a, 390
Be!et-ili, 17, 24f., 49:41, 59:18, 151:8', 157:3,
159:1221, 160:23, 214, 225:8, 283, 302, 313,
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315 361,371,373,393,412,435
Belet-Ninua, 24, 29, 61:32, 70:101, 130, 133:10',
170f., 181:171, 223, 225:33, 285, 291, 324f.,
380,441,464
Belet-seri, 159:16,451
Belet-Tuba, 330
Beletu, 188:35'
Belet-[...], 45:6
Bellli, 29, 45:14, 61:36, 223, 225:30, 272, 274,
325,327
Beliya, 96:10', 392,406
Bel-Kurba'll, 171, 181:179-80, 465
Bel-labriya, 187, 459, 467
Bel-matatl, 8, 24, 61:34,267, 325, 364, 391
Bel-~arbi,

230:45:6'

Bel-Sam!, 1674, 170, 462
Beltiya, 95:33-4, 97:9'.17', 122f., 127:10-11, 223,
225:17, 244, 303, 305, 392, 400, 404, 406f.,
415,437
Bunene, 1091,215,217:19, 219ff.
Dada,474
Dagan, 49:40, 393, 435
Damkina, 153:7', 230:7', 448
Damu, 107:14', 159:14.18,304,451
Dayyilnii (Divine Judges), 169, 182:197, 466
Dikuma\), 304
D!ngirmag, 214, 313,445
dDI~ni-tum, 462
Dipar, 187,467,472
Divine Heptad, see Sebettu
Divine Judges .. see DayyanU
Divine Ladies, see Beletu
Divine Twins, see M3.Su
Dumudukuga, 273

Dumununna, 281
Dumuzi, 47:22, 59:11, 189:36', 223, 274, 285f.,
309f., 327, 426,448
Dunga, 47:28a, 107:19', 276,413,465
Ea, !Off., 21, 23f., 29,41:29, 45ff.:4-5.11.20.42,
53:20', 61:35, 83ff., 90f., 93:14, 103:1', 112,
117:28, 127:9, 134:! 9'ff., 153f.:2'.6'.7'.28',
157:e, 169, 179:151, 205 1 , 211:3, 225:34, 228,
230:7', 252, 257ff., 268ff., 272f., 276, 280,
288, 291, 293, 296, 300ff., 305, 326f., 379f.,
393, 396, 398, 400f., 4051., 424, 436, 446,
448ff., 460, 468f.
Ea-sarru, 169, 187,465,467
Enanun, 157:3
Enbilulu, 47:30, 84', 277,415
Engidudu, 176:135, 459; see also K!dudu
Enk!, I.e. Ea, 5, 248, 261, 283, 326, 468
- , primeval, 272

Enkidu, 448
Enl!l, 3ff., 16, 23f., 29, 41:29.42, 45:3.9, 53:19',
67f.:53.57.58.71, 81:29-30, 90, 1071.:3'.30',
112, 117:29, 144, I47:a, 149:25', 153f.:33'.3'.
6'.8'.14'.33', 157:49, 159:11.20, !60:10.20ff.,
163, 165:21', 169, 177:133, 179:147, 183:186,
185, 189:32', 205'. 211:3, 218, 227:7', 245,
247, 250, 258f., 261, 264-9, 272, 275ff., 28792, 296ff., 300, 304, 308, 311, 316, 318f.,
325f., 330, 350, 364, 379f., 383, 388f., 424,
426, 444ff., 449ff., 454,460, 465ff., 469
Enlils of old, 151:5', 445
Enme.!arra, 47:30, 144', 185, 187:12', 272, 277,
365,415,450,467,470
Ennug!, 157:10.15, 304f.
Ennundagal!a, 279
Ennunga\)edu, 47:36, 55:27'
En-PI, 187, 189:24', 191:28', 469
Enu, 52:6, 188:22', 285, 469
Enza, 288,291
Enzag, 288,291
Enzisusik!lla, 157:10
Equ, 155:42
Ere.!klgal, 157:8, 243, 284
Erimabinutuku, 151:22'

Erra, 159:18, 317, 366
Erragal, 159:4.18, 367
Erua, 67:37, 89, 95:3', 206:8', 336, 393, 403
Etalak, 201:6',474
Euphrates, 47:33, 278f.
Ganunbedu, 279
G8SanUluba, see Nintinugga
Ge.!tinanna, 238
G!l, 81:12, 386
Gllgame.!, 448, 454
'GIS.SAR-[ ... ], 44:8, 268
Gubbagan!rae, 157:12

Gubieren, 278
Gubls!gs!g, 47:31
Gula, 12, 16, 25, 27, 45:12-13, 59:5, 62:42, 95:
29.32, 97:16', 10525 , 107:9', 130ff., 144 6, 153f.:
9'.25', 157:2.8, 159:9.14.17.20, 163, 167 4 ,
170f., 181:173-6, 214, 222f., 225:11.22, 226:i
3, 230, 262, 272, 292, 304ff., 323, 326, 330ff.,
399f., 404, 412, 440, 451, 455, 462, 464
Gunura, 107:16', 304,332
Gypsum, 47:25
ijabur, 459
ijan!!, 367
ijurbasu (Horror), 108:24'
ld, 95:26, 187:15', 398,468
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ldlurugu, 468
lgigi, 13 54 , 45:17, 61:28, 69:85, 99 19 , 131, 151:
12', 189:7', 248, 257, 270, 320, 323, 334, 368,
390,400,446,470
lkSuda, 335
11-aba, 253,310
Ili-abriit, 187:5', 206:9', 228:7
Iltebu, 335
Il-UUiy, see Ulfty
Ilu lemnu, 68:88, 285, 370
lnanna, 238, 249, 272, 274, 286, 307, 317f., 321,
411f.
lndagar, 55:28', 292
Inimmanizi, 159:4
Innin, 321
lqbi-damiq, 170, 181:167
Irhan, 47:24, 134:i! !1'-13', 135, 157:14,275,450
Irhan-TIN.TIR.DUB, 191:11', 351f., 470
ISemme-se'asu, 66:62, 358, 365
!Semme-suppeya, 333
Isbara, 24f., 59:20,223,225:19, 314ff., 374
!Skur, 280
!Sqippu, 176:136,459
!Star, 11f., 13 53 , 21, 23, 51:3', 671.:52.70.86, 83,
88", 93:19, 125, 127:12, 155:26'-7', 163, 167'.
169ff., 179:164, 185, 193, 198, 199:1'-6', 205:
7'-8', 208f., 222'. 228:3', 244, 246, 257, 260ff.,
270, 272, 274, 281, 284, 286. 301, 307f., 312,
315, 317f., 321ff., 330, 341, 368f., 397, 411,
420, 428, 443, 445, 452, 454, 461ff., 468,
471ff., 476; !Star kakkabi (I.-of-the-Star), 61:23,
208, 307, 319, 356
!Stariin, 189:21', 191:36', 213, 214:5', 267, 413,
468
Kakka, 157:e
Kalagadabba, 107:20', 413
Kalka!, 159:7, 185, 189:30', 191:29', 470
Kasid-raggl, 447
Kassitu, 325
Katunna, 107:17'
Kidudu, 168, 455, 459; see also Engidudu
Kirizal, 316
Kisa, 187:15'
Kittu, 250
Kizaza, 157:e, 288, 291,450
Kiibu, 69:87, 187:8', 285, 370,467
Kulla, 157:49, 345,449
Kunus-kadru, 66:63, 187, 19!:23', 358, 365,470
Kurgigimsa.Sa, 47:27,276
Kurrasuurur, !51:21'
Kurunnam, 159:14,451
Kurzigimmumu, 47:26, 276
Kusarikku, !89:37', !91:25'
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Kus!gbanda, !59: 11, 302
Kusu, 157:11.15, !59:5.15.21.22, !87:10', 292,
302,451,467
Kusu, 157:44
Kutu!ar, !89:18', 468
Lagamiil, !87:9'
l.aiJar, 371
Lala.Saga, 286
Lamassu, 176:124, 230:45:6'
Lamma, 157:14, 412
Lammagaga, 157:15, 450
Lammasigga, 157:!6
Larnma.Saga, 317, 450
La~. 395
Latariik, 145, 157:48, 187:13', !91:26', 468
Lillu, 51:11", 159:21,283, 301,407,451
Lis!, 282
Lugalbanda, 21, 61:27, 223, 225:!0, 285,
323,376
Lugaldimmerankla, 53:17', 84', 282,287£.
Lugaldukuga, 45:16, 153:10', 252, 259,
272f., 291,436,467
Lugaledinna, !55:40
Lugal-Emus, 223
Lugalirra, 1354 , 26, 69:86, 107:15', 159:18,
203:A I, 208:6', 222f., 225:13.16, 286,
366, 368ff., 381
Luga!-Suanna, 239, 241ff.
Lumabbu, 52:7'
Lumba, 107:19', 413
Liimur-dinsu, 65:28, 101:9:4', 335, 365, 409

305,
270,

202,
362,

Madanu, 12, 5Io7'', 531.:18'.31', 59:4, 83, 85,
90f., 93:17, 97:15', 105, 195:10', 226:ii I,
281f., 286, 29!, 293, 304f., 308, 396, 407,
413f., 416, 472
Ma\}za,288,291
Manungal, 53:4', 149:33', 213, 214:1', 284, 444,
473
Manziit (Rainbow), 1354, 69:88, 370
Mar-ali, 228:4, 399
Miirat-Sln, !58:7
Miiriit-Uruk, 198:11'
Miir-biti, 222, 225:27, 230:8', 304
Marduk, 3, 5ff., !Off., 16f., 22ff., 39:13, 51:10".
2', 65-69 passim, 72, 74f., 8!:3.11-12, 83-91,
93:1-6, 98:8', 99", !03:11:8', 10523 , 109f., 112,
120, 124f., 139, 155:13', 1686 , 171, 189:33',
205, 227:14', 230, 231:12', 233,239-83 passim,
287ff., 294-308, 3!1, 317, 319, 333ff., 339,
341, 3461., 350, 359-64, 367ff., 380-95, 398,
400-9, 4141., 420-9, 432f., 436, 438f., 452,
454, 460, 462, 464ff., 468,475
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Masu (Divine Twins), 68:79, 366f., 369
Meslamtaea, 13'4 • 69:86, 107:15', 159:18, 202,
203:A 2, 286, 366, 368ff.
dMES.SAG.unugki, see Pisangunuk
Mi!ar(r)u, 191:26', 250,468
Muijra, 155:43
Mukll-me-balliV, 47:37, 279,409
Mullissu, see Nlnlil
Mummu, 280
Mustesir-babll, 51:8", 55:34', 97:14', 276, 282,
286,293,335,395,406
Miltu (Death), 108:23'
Nabii, 24f., 53:23', 59:12.15, 62:43, 67f.:43.67,
88". 95:23.1', 107f.:2'.33', 112, 117:27, 120,
125, 151:27', 169f., 179:158-63, 206f., 219,
223, 225:20.26, 227:40:2', 230:obv. 2', 250,
262, 266, 276, 279, 281ff., 288, 291f., 309,
311ff., 321f., 328,332-7, 361ff., 378,381, 389,
392f., 397, 399f., 403, 407, 411, 421-6, 446,
45lf., 461ff., 475
Nadln-me-qatl, 47:37,279,409
Nammu, 415f.
Nanliy, 51:9", 61:30, 131, 189:23', 198, 199:7',
219, 226:35, 230:45:2', 282, 307, 315, 321,
323f., 361, 380,411,462,474
Nanna, 273, 319f., 454
Nanse, 49:43, 247, 280f., 405, 436
Nappa!Jtu (Revolt), 108:25'
Nergal, 10, 26, 55:32', 107f.:5'.34', 1446 , 157:4,
159:19, 187:16', 238, 243f., 278f., 291, 362,
366, 370,377,395, 412ff., 416,449
Nigerimijulgig, 250
'NIMxGA, 158:9
Ninagal, 302
Ninama.Skuga, 157:5
Ninliyitum, 101:11', 410f.
Ninbaraggesl, 271
Nlngal, 159:7.22, 202, 286, 308, 324,450,454
Nin~Girgilu,

Niakasi, 157:12.16.3
Nlnkl, 272
Ninkurra, 283, 302
Ninlil, 153:8', 159:20, 163, 169f., 178:148-50,
185, 187,278,325, 358,411, 451f., 459f., 468
Ninmab, 25, 159:20, 313, 361, 378, 451
Ninsun, 305
Nin!ar, 157:11.16.3, 159:9, 284, 367, 450
Ninsiku, 258
Ninsubur, 107:6', 196, 284, 308, 473
Nintinugga (Ga!antiluba), 157:2, 323, 455
Nintu, 159:20, 292, 315, 371
Nlntud, 292
Nlnurta, 17, 24f., 45:17-18, 53:22', 59:19, 95:31,
99, 101:6', 144, 151:28'.30', 153:8'.11', 155:14'17', 157:48, 159:9.14.20, 163, 169f., 179f.:1522a.177, 185, 187, 208:6', 223, 225:18, 260,
262, 273, 275f., 285, 288, 291ff., 304f., 311,
313ff., 317, 321f., 325, 337, 374, 383, 385,
390, 400f., 410,447, 449ff., 460f., 467,470
Ninzadlm, 302
Ninzalle, 198, 199:6', 473
NinzilzUle, 228:41:6'
Nira!J, see Iruan
Nlssaba, 51:12", 95:34, 151:31'-2', 159:22, 283,
401,469
Nubanda, 157:9
Nungal, 213, 214:2', 444,446
Nuska, 1044,29,47:32,61:31, 90, 112, 117:28-9,
157:9.12.17, 159:5.11.15, 163, 185, 223, 225:
32, 278, 286, 295, 308, 318, 324, 326, 334,
424, 451ff., 466
Pabilsag, 65:23, 107:10', 304,412
Papsukka1, 59:10, 91, 157:e, 159:5.12, 196, 284,
308,317,399,412,435,473
Papu1egarra, 295
Pisangunuk, 21, 29, 61:26.39, 151:24', 223, 225:
14, 285, 322f., 329, 376
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Nlngirlmma, 264, 302
Nlnglrsu, 266, 284, 318, 447
Ninglrzida, 159:16,451
Ningiszida, 47:24, 59:13, 99, 10i:9:3', 223, 225:
21, 275, 309f., 335, 409
Ningublaga, 366, 444
Ninbursag, 238, 313f., 37i
Ninildu, 302
Ninlmma, i446 , 157:9.14.3, 159:11.13.15, 185,
189:27', 191:30', 321, 451, 469
Ninlslnna, 16, 20, 214, 248, 304, 306, 331, 371,
468
Ninkarnunna, 107:13', 159:5
Ninkarrak(a), 25,230,331,378

Qibi-dumqi, 336
Qingu, 47:21, 273
Qudmu, 107:18', 413
Queen of Kis, see Sarrat-Kls
Queen ofLarsa, see Sarrat·Larsa
Queen ofNlppur, see Sarrat-Nippurl, Ungal-Nibru
Rabis-iili, 68:88, 285, 370
Rainbow, see Manzat
Siipln-ayyiibi, 151:23'
Sebettu (Divine Heptad), 1354 , 69:78.87, 107:11',
159:16, 365f., 369f., 451
Sekretu, 189:19'
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Silakku, 157:45
Sin, 16, 24, 26, 47:34, 59f.:9.24, 69:72, 144',
1531.:10'.11'.16', 157:3.3, 159:7.8.11.24, 1674,
170, 179:156, 202, 225:27, 249, 279, 281f.,
293, 308ff., 319f., 324, 366, 378, 397, 412,
440,446,449,461,469
Siras, 107:7', 159:16, 451
Sirsir, 84'
Sud, 244
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Subrim, 257, 335
Sukkulu, 335
Salmu, 190:21'
smus-!iib, 107:17'
Sakkan, 161:18, 177:130, 189:31', 470
Sarna!, 10, 16, 23, 27, 29, 45:15, 49:38, 53:9'.
21', 61:38, 671.:38.56.74, 107:8', 109'. 147:9',
153:9'.11', 159:7.22, 167', 170, 177f.:l25.157,
189:32', 199:10', 215-20, 225:29, 231:13', 250,
265, 288, 291, 302, 316, 327ff., 336, 376, 378,
428, 436, 461f.
Sara, 29, 61:33, 225:30, 325, 327
Sargaz, 151:19', 293, 367
Sarrat-KiS, 194:11', 472,475
Sarrat-kitmuri, 247
Sarrat-Larsa, 61:25,223, 225:12, 321,476
Sarrat-nipba, 1674, 170, 181:168-70, 463f.
Sarrat-Nippurl, 443
Sarur, 151:19', 293,367
Sazu,257,293,334,407
Segbarragirngim, 157:10
Sentu, 315
Serna, 177:12&
Siddnklsarra, 288, 332, 475
Sukurgallu, 189:17', 191:27'
Sullat, 367
Sulpaea, 134:i 5'
Sulpaesia, 157:3, 412,449
Sulpaeutularn, 157:4, 412, 449
Sulpae-[ ... ], 107:4'
Sul!agana, 189:25'
Suzianna, 157:10.14, 159:4.7.15, 451
Tamatu, 46:31
Tasmetum, 45:3, 112, 117:27, 219, 268ff., 358,
389, 404, 411, 424f., 460f., 463,465
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Telltu, 45:6, 270
Ti'amat, 6, 252, 262, 268, 274, 278, 280, 287,
291, 296, 333; see also Tamlitu
Tigris, 47:33, 278
rltu,
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Tukulsagninnu, 151:26', 449
Tutu, 283
UbanuUla, 151:20', 413
Uduggaga, 157:15,450
Udugsigga, 157:16
Ugallu, 46:26, 96:14', 276,406
Ugelamma, 474
Ukkumu, 65:29, 335, 365
Ulay, 177:134,459
Ulmas,450
Ulsigga, 2224
Dmu-lii-plidii, 108:35', 413
Umunirra, 370
Umun·Tintir, 239
Umusanna, 151:17', 447
Umusklta, 151:18', 447
Ungal-Nibru, 443, 471
Unududu, 284
Uras, 22f., 153:32', 187:i4'
Urbad, 157:11
Urbadijumijum, 157:11
Urma!J, 159:15, 189:3i', 451,470
Urrna.!um, 107:12', 304,412
USumgallu, 46:23, 274
Utaulu, 288, 291
Ut-napi!ti, 365
Uttu, 51: 13", 283
Uzuninnu, 151:25'
Zababa, 22f., 69:68, i91:20', 193, 195:5'-9', 196,
222,224:15,290,295, 338, 362, 471f.
Zabgurim, 257, 335
Zabrim, 257, 335
Zannaru, 198, i99:12', 474
Ziiriqu, 130, 132:obv. 5', 208:4', 440
Zarpanitum, 45:7, 53:19', 72, 83f., 88f., 91, 93:78, 1686 , 171, 181:182, 205, 223, 268, 270f.,
274, 281, 328, 336, 389-94, 398-406, 410-15,
429,432,452,465,475
Zisummu, 157:9
[... ]-Gattu, 191:11'
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Abi-esuij, 320, 328

Adad-apla-iddina, 295, 344, 350
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Adad-nfuiiti I, 457
Adad-!wna-ujur, 15", 343
Adapa, 269
Agum-kakrlme, 256, 274, 390, 402, 439
Abi'iitu, 118:6
Alexander the Great, 400, 421
Amar-Suen, 286
Amei-Marduk, 343, 377,421
Ammiditana, 308, 325, 376
Ammijaduqa, 308, 326, 328f.
Antlochus I, 298, 320, 382,475
Anu~belSunu, son of Anu~balii.ssu~iqbi, 1103, 118:6
-,son ofNidintu~Ani, 118:7
Apil-Sin, 16, 18, 21, 238, 307, 328, 343
Anian,400
Arsaces, 382
AJtaxerxes,338,374
AS!urbanipal, 1, 11, 30, 122f., 139 37 , 237, 242,
247, 254f., 269, 271, 277, 287, 297ff., 303,
305, 307, 313, 332, 345, 358, 380, 392, 394,
398, 401, 404, 408, 429, 432, 443, 452, 454,
460, 463ff.
AS!ur-bel-kala, 262, 457
AS!ur-dan U, 457
AS!ur-ete1-iliinl, 456
AS!urnajirpal II, 269,291

Babaninam, 412
Biibilayyu, 251
Barzia, 338
Berossus, 248, 252, 348, 356
Bullussa-rabl, 292
Cambyses, 138, 307, 311, 377
C1eitarchus, 345

Ctesias, 345
Curtius Rufus, Q., 345
Cyrus,254,311,338,349,372,374
Damiq-ili!u, 69:76, 327f.
Darius, 138, 282, 337, 339, 341, 349, 356, 374,
376f.

Diodorus Siculus, 345
Ekur-suma-u!ar!l, 376
Enbeduanna, 3
Enkldu, 448
Enlll-niiriiri, 458

Enmebaraggesi, 446
Erl!um, 456
Esagil-kln-apll, 295
Esarhaddon, 122ff., 242, 244, 254f., 260, 265,
268f., 287f., 297ff., 302f., 305f., 321, 325, 345,

352f., 365, 371,374, 376, 389, 398f., 404,423,
435, 437ff., 443, 464
Gilgame!, 448, 454
Gudea,3,247,266,273,275,278,290,294,318
Gulki!ar, 251
Hammurapl, 4f., 15f., 18, 23, 222'. 246, 249,
258, 264, 297, 307, 320, 324, 326, 329, 373,
443
Herodotus, 22, 338f., 345, 356, 429, 431
Ibbi-Sin, 318
Iqi!a, 145
!Sbi-Erra, 318
l!me-Dagiin, 265, 267

Julius Solinus, C., 345
KadaSman-barbe, 251
Kada!man-Turgu, 239
Kandaliinu, 254, 323, 338, 377
Kedor-laomer, 247,271,279,405
Kijir-AS!ur, 168, 184
Kurigalzu, 5", 246, 265
Le'i-kala-Marduk, 251
Lugalzaggesi, 286
Marduk-ap1a-iddina !, 239
- II, see Merodachbalarlan
Marduk-nadin-abbe, 241
Marduk-sapik-zert, 344
Marduk-ziiklr-suml, 268, 402, 445
Merodachbaladan, 230,254,280,321,338
Mesannepadda,445
Nabonidus, 16, 22, 123, 138, 215, 221, 242, 254,
269ff., 277, 299, 303, 307, 31lf., 320, 332,
338, 343, 346, 348f., 356, 365, 367, 374, 390,
392, 414f., 441, 459
Nabopo1assar, 22, 89 1', 248, 250, 254, 265, 289,
297, 299, 314, 319, 326, 334, 337, 339, 346f.,
351, 353f., 357, 360, 363f., 368, 375ff., 380,
440f.
NabU-apla-iddlna, 302f., 311,328, 376ff.
Nabu-mukin-apli, 336
Nabu-nlijlr-apli, 326, 380
Nabfi-suma-imbl, 250, 362, 440
Nabu-suma-l!kun, 445
Nanne,445
Naram-Sin, 256,317,331
Nazi-MaruttaS, 9
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Nebuchadnezzar I, 6, 239, 241, 25lf., 265f., 299f.,
329,402
- II, 22, 25, 27, 89, 9!1 7 , 122f., 130f., 138f.,
207, 215, 218, 230, 242, 254f., 267, 272,
286ff., 299f., 305, 311, 313, 318ff., 328ff., 332,
337, 339ff., 344, 346ff., 353ff., 359ff., 372,
374ff., 380, 389f., 393ff., 398ff., 403, 406ff.,
416, 421, 424, 432, 436, 440f., 475
Nerlglissar, 85, 87ff., 334, 352, 355, 357, 359,
375, 391, 393, 405f., 416, 419
N!nurta-paqldiit, 454
Ninurta-tuku1U-AS!ur, 457f.
Niir-Adad, 202, 278
Oannes, 45:2, 269
Philip, 374
Pliny the Elder, 345
Puzur-Sin, 459
Rabimesu, 298, 332, 392, 397, 405
Rim-Sin, 238, 245, 298, 321
Rimiit-Gula, 326
Sabium, 297
Samsuiluna, 246, 307, 318,320, 325, 357, 376
Sargon 1!, 230, 242, 247, 250, 254, 344f., 365,
371
Seleucus, 118:8, 298, 382
Sennacherib, 22, 29, 122f., 172, 185f., 242, 254,
262, 299, 338, 345, 352, 355f., 364, 371, 429,
456,466
Simbar-sibu, 246, 311, 336, 341
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Sin-baHissu-lqbi, 450
Sin-erlba, 238
Sin-iddinam, 238, 248, 331, 468
Sin~Ieqe-unninni,

118:7

Sin-muballiJ, 357
Sin-!arra-iskun, 317, 341, 376, 399, 46lf.
Strabo, 345
Sumuabum, 18, 306, 308, 320, 343
Sumulael, 18, 307, 324, 329, 343
Sa!maneserl, 411,461
- 1!,461
-Ill, 168, 172, 240, 254, 261, 265, 455-9, 462
Samas-suma-ukin, 240, 247, 339, 377, 380
Sarnsi-Adad I, 323, 462
V, 262,291
Sar-kali-sarrt, 16, 253f., 310
Silbak-lnsusinak, 350
Suu-Marduk, 251
Sulgi, 3, 284, 447
Tiglathpileser I, 457
Tuku1ti-Ninurta I, 343, 411, 46lff.
- 1!, 414
Urad-abbesu, 307, 404
Ur-Narnmu, 286
Ut-napisti, 365
Xerxes, 349, 356
Yabdun-Lim, 316
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After the proofs of this book had been returned for the final time a further piece of Tintir V
was discovered in the British Museum by Professor W. G. Lambert. The fragment came to
light in a tray of unnumbered Neo- Babylonian fragments, and nothing can be said of its
original provenance beyond the conjecture that it came from Sippar or Babylon, or some other
nearby site. It does not appear to belong with any known manuscript of the text.
The fragment is from the obverse, near the left-hand corner of the bottom edge, and
preserves parts of Tintir V 62-65, from the beginning of the section that lists the streets of
Babylon:
62

[sila] 'i'-.sem-me s[e- '-a-su ...

63
64

[sila k]u-nu-us k[a-ad-ru . _.
[sila] a-a i-bur .fd-bu-'ti1 [ • . .

65

[sila t]a-a-bi a-na ~a-l[a-lu ~illa-§u ...

The importance of the piece lies in the fact that it corrects the restoration of the text of l. 65
given on p. 66. The translation of this line should now read: 'Street: "His/Its shade is pleasant
for sleeping".' The possessive pronoun may still refer to Marduk, with the implication that
under his protection men sleep soundly, but it could also refer to the street itself, which might
conceivably have been a shady avenue lined with date-palms.
It is not possible to ascertain whether this is a piece of an exercise tablet or of a library tablet.
The ruled lines before and after the preserved passage might at first suggest the former, but a
ruling before l. 62, at the beginning of the new section, is expected, and a ruling across the
bottom of the tablet is an occasional feature of late library tablets. While the only other
manuscript of Tintir V that preserves a bottom edge, MS t, turns atl. 49, this point of turn
need not be obligatory, and the new fragment could easily come from a single-column tablet
inscribed with ll. 1-65 on the obverse and ll. 66-104 and colophon on the reverse.
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